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PUBLISHERS' NOTE.

Ix issuing the Nineteenth Edition of " Wrinklea," the Publishers

wish to draw attention to the fact that it contains numerous

important alterations and additions, which it is believed will

still further increase its value to practical Seamen.

An entirely new Chapter (Part II. XVa), entitled " New

Meteorological Measures for Old," has been included, together

with four Appendices dealing with the following subjects:

1. Substitute for Horizon. 2. Gyroscopic Compa-sses. 3. The

Moon an Auxiliary. 4. Chronometers: Use and Abuse.

Ftbriiary, 11)17.



PREFACE TO THE FIFTEENTH EDITION.

For some years I was honoured with the close personal friend-

ship of the late Captain Lecky, and, quite naturally, the future

of " Wi-inkles" not infrequently came up for close consideration.

All too soon, however, my friend and master was compelled by

failing health to seek a respite from his labours under the

sunnier sky of Las Palmas, and there death put a period to his

adventurous career and strenuous life. A sterling seaman of

the salt-water school, modern to his finger-tips, and a staunch

friend—one always more willing to walk with Sir Knight than

with Sir Priest—Captain Lecky's memory will long be cherished

by seamen of every nation. His comprehensive intellect, his

ripeness of judgment, his meditative mind, and his manly

independence, are clearly displaj-ed in " Wrinldes," which was

to him a labour of love, and concerning which he might rightly

have written, in the words of Horace on a similar occasion,

" non ovmis moriar : multaque pars mei vitubit Libitinam."

It has devolved upon me to revise " Wrinkles" for this

fifteenth edition, and in the task I have been greatly helped

by a knowledge of Captain Lecky's methods and his aims with

respect to the book. Something new and true has been added
;

some of the chapters have been re-written, consequent on changes

which could not have been foreseen by the author ; and neither

time nor trouble has been spared to bring the book right up to

date. It is therefore anticipated, with some degree of confidence,

that " Wrinkles " will at least maintain the high repvitation it

has held among the world's navigators ever since the First

Edition brought out by Captain Lecky a quarter of a century

aL'O.



Sliould this belief be justified by results, the Fifteentli Edition

of " Wrinkles" will serve not less than two purposes: It will

continue to "awaken the interest of tlie student by making the

subject attractive, and to train his intelligence by bringing

before him whatever is striking, novel, and instructive " in the

particular branches of the nautical profession with which it

deals; and it will perpetuate the high navigational knowledge,

and the capacity for taking pains, which were such marked

features of the Author's life.

WILIJAM Ar.LlNGIIAiL

AvocA, Grove Park,

Denmark Hm.i., LoNnoN, 1907.



PKEFACE TO FIRST EDITIOJS.

The particular aim of this treatise is to furnish seamen with

thoroughly practical hints, such as are not found in the ordinary

works ou Navigation ; or, if they do exist, are scattered through

so many pages, and so smothered by their surroundings, as to

require too much digging out—too many shells to be cracked

before arriving at the kernel—a tedious process, which the practical

mind recoils from: further, to indicate the shortest and most

reliable methods, as well as the instruments and books necessary

to enable the Navigator (amateur or professional) to conduct his

vessel safely and expeditiously from port to port.

The various nautical instruments are treated of separately, their

peculiarities explained, and the errors to which they are liable

pointed out, with the best means of remedying them, or of

compensating their efi'octs.

The volume contains but little that is claimed as strictly

original : it is based upon life-long observation, matter gleaned

from the works of men of repute, and information derived from

intercourse with shipmates and the cloth generally.

The mass of material at one's disposal renders its clear present-

ment within a moderate compass somewhat, difficult, but great

pains have been taken to select only the really essential problems,

and, in view of those to whom the work is addressed, to choose

the simplest possible language. If the style is thus more familiai



than dignified, it is hoped tliat it may witli greater success attract

the ear, and rivet the understanding of the nautical reader, thereby

awakening and sustaining such an interest in the subject as will

be most likely to create mental impressions of a lasting kind.

Diagrams accompany many of the examples by way of illustratinjr

and giving prominence to some of the more " important sim-

plicities " of navigation, which are unhappily too ofteu disregarded

by reason of their true significance not being understood and

appreciated. To this end, also, a free use has been made of

capitals, and certain words and sentences are rendered conspicuous

by a change of type when it appears advantageous to do so.

If occasionally the reader of quick appreliensiou is irritated by

too great minutenes,s, he mu.st remember that as far as possible

every imaginable question has to be anticipated, and that a single

point left unexplained may render useless an otherwise careful

description.

Every .sailor knows what is meant by a " Wrinkle "
; some

possess more tlian others, and in penning the following pages

the writer has endeavoured to di.spiay his to the best advantage,

and place them " cut and drieil " at the disposal of such membcre

of the piofessiun as have had a less varied experience than him-

self, and fewer facilities of acquiring an intimate knowledge of

this branch of their liusiness.

Methods have been selected which otier peculiar advantages in

the matter of brevity of aoluiion. To seamen this is very impor-

tant, as 1^11 know ; at the same time accuracy of Oie results has

been kept in view, and care taken that the latter quality is not

unduly sacrificed to the former.

Rigorous exactness of working—so necessary- in the schoolroom

— is but seldom required on board ship ; it is, therefore, only

introduced in the proceas of rating chronometers, and one or two

other iustance.s, where, from the nature of the question, one ia



absolutely forced to deal with minute arithmetical quantities.

Very many problems of interest to the scientific Navigator, as

well as the discussion of many refinements of correction and

reduction—which, neat as they may be in theory, are of little

practical value—have been purposely omitted. On the other hand,

an endeavour has been made to avoid the slovenly " Rule of

thumb," " Rough and ready " principle which has given rise to the

saying—somewhat unjust to a good class of seamen—" ii is near

enough for a collier."

These and other characteristics, it is hoped, may commeni tht

work to the notice and approval of the profession.

It must not he imagined that this book is written in any

respect as a direct help to the Local Marine Board Examinations;

there are plenty of excellent ones published fcir that express pur-

pose. This has entirely to do, as its name indicates, with every-

day navigation on board ship : the reader is supposed, indeed, to

be in proud possession of his Master's certificate—if with blue

seal so much the better; to have overcome the moonshine terrors

of Decimal Arithmetic, and to have some slight knowledge of

Plane Trigonometry. If, however, these pages should be read

bj' one who has j-et to undergo the ordeal of examination, the

writer trusts that the introduction behind the scenes, and the

knowledge of first principlas thereby acquired, will teach him to

think for himself, and be of service generally in enabling him to

gain the coveted parchment.

To the daring yachtsman, ambitious of personally undertakmg

the conduct of his white-winged craft to distant parts of the

world, and who has already acquired a certain groundwork of

navigation, it is hoped that this Manual will present not a few

advantages : it will be a sort of nautical finger-post at the junc-

tion of many devious paths, which will point out to him the

safest way to his destination ; and, whilst providing him with



sound advice on most of the necessary points, will not distract

his attention and waste his time on what, even to the professional,

ma}' be regarded as superrtuous, or of questionahle importauca

Under this last heading comes Marine Surveying—which is,

consequently, excluded in toto as constituting a distinct study,

and one wliich, in these exact daj-s, can scarcely be said to come

within the province of merchant seamen, whatever it may have

done in times gone by. If, however. Marine Surveying should be

taken up by anyoue who has a natural taste for that sort of thing,

with leisure and opportunity for indulging it, he should study

such books as are devoted exclusively to it, since it is a subject

more difTicult than many at first would suppose. •

In one matter, more especially, the Author would crave the

crracious forbearance of the Critic. He wishes it thoroughly

understood that not in the least degree does lie claim for his

present venture what is knov.-n as " literary merit." A lad who,

at twelve or thirteen, ailopts the rough career of a sailor, when

more fortunate ones of the same age are only just commencing

their education, cannot reasonably be expected in after life to

shine as a brilliant star in the literary firmamenL It is .scarcely

consistent with the "eternal fitness of things" that he should.

Our Gallic neighbours have a proverb which is in every way

applicable—"Chacun son metier, et les vachcs sont bicn gard^;"

which, when freely translated into the nautical langtiago of

Britain, roads thus—"The Gunner to his linstock, the Steersman

to the wheel, and the Cook to the foresheet"

The book, therefore, is merely a friendly otl'er of help from one

sailor to anotlier—nothing more. Sonie readei"s, no doubt, will

make it their proud boast that they " clambered in tlirough the

hawse-pipes," whilst others will have "entered by the cabin win-

dows." To both the Author is not without hope his " Wrinkles''

may prove acceptable, and that, like a " Handy-Billy " clapped

* Alioul ili> ni««l cninpUU Work is " UjJrDipmpliical Surojrlni:,' by C«|it W. Wlmrti'ii.

RN It wti pulill>l<*tl l>]r John Murnj In l(il2. S«cond nllUon In liOS.



on to the fall of a " Luft'-tackle Purchase," the present book may

assist the more powerful ones iu pulling the Shipmaster through

many of the navigational troubles by which he is often beset.

In conclusion, should Experts complain that they do not find

anything novel in this volume, the writer would merely remind

them that it was not his intention that they should. The book

has been prepared for comparatively 3'oung members of the pro-

fession ; and one of the leading objects has been to elucidate in

plain English some of those important elementary principles

which the Savants have enveloped in such a haze of mystery as

to render pursuit hopeless to any but a skilled mathematician.

Comparatively few sailors are good mathematicians, and, in the

writer's opinion, it is fortunate that such is the case ; for Nature

rarely combines the mathematical talent of a Cambridge wrangler

with that practical tact, observation of outward things, and readi-

ness on an emergency, so essential to a successful sea Captain,

who, curiously enough, is always expected to be as many-sided as

the "Admirable Crichton''—at once Sailor, Navigator, Parson,

Lawyer, Doctor, and a host of things besides.

The Author has only to add that he has done his best to secure

accuracy in the printing of the book, and trusts that few errors

of moment will be found to have crept in. He will at ail times

be thankful to receive corrections and suggestions for the improve-

ment of future editions.

Squire Thor.ntox Stratford Lecky.

LivERrooL, November 1S81.



PREFACE TO THE NINTH EDITION.

Ali.ao be praised !
" Wrinkles" has successfully withstood that

most crucial of all tests—the test of Time. On every sea and in

every manner of craft it has lieen afloat for better than twelve

years, and luckily seems to have found favour with ' all sorts and

conditions of men.'

On board the schoolships Conway of the Mersey, and Worcester

of the Thames, it has long been included among the prizes be-

stowed upon the youthful lieroes of the moment. With infinite

satisfaction it has recently come to mj' knowledge that even in

H.M.S. Britannia it is not considered unworthy of a place at

similar great festivals. For a book with no pretensions to mix

in such goodly company, this is not bad ; on tiie contrary, it is

very cheering, and has acted as a stimulus in the production of

the present edition.

In view of self-evident facts, it is not stepping over the mark

to say that the popularity and wide circulation of "Wrinkles"

has very considerably revolutionised the practice of navigation.

This it lias accomplisheU more particularly by drawing attention

to jioints of working detail not previously dealt with by the

text-books, these having—as jnight be expected—invariably

treated the subject from a purely academical point of view, and

that a trifle ancient of its kind.

Somolnxly very truthfully lays it down that 'The mastery of

the ocean cannot be learnt upon the shore
'

; and so the many

impeilimcnts to turning Theory into Pnicticc were not even so

much as hinted at, it being perforce ignored by the various

learned writers—mostly landsmen more accustomed to streets

than straits, shops than ships (no disrespect intended)—that

navigation iu the safe .seclusion of the study, aud navigation on

board a storm-tossed and danger-Lieset ship, wore two vastly

ditlerent things. In fact, tlio young commander, as soon as the



pilot uttered his parting benediction," A pleasant voyage, Captain,"

and had slipped over the side into his dingy, was left to flounder

about as best he could in a veritable sea of difBculties. The

mission of " Wrinkles," written by one who has been through the

mill in right good earnest, was to go to the rescue and ' stand by

'

until such time as our young friend felt himself in every sense

Master of the situation, and able to shift for himself.

Eesponsibility is a word devoid of meaning to all save those

who have to bear it. Do not most Mates think themselves

smarter men than the Masters ? And yet Masters are all made

from Mates ! ! What is accountable for the change ?

Further, in the revision of works on Navigation, the produc-

tion of new ones, perhaps also to some extent in the Board of

Trade curriculum, and consequentially in the teaching of the

'Coaches,' "Wrinkles" has undeniably conduced to the discard-

ing of 'played out' methods, and the substitution of others of

greater liliahility and less ponderosity. Some of the most capable

instructors have not been above taking hints from it, and even

saying so; whilst sundry opticians in the marine line have been

stirred up to modify certain of their instruments, and in several

cases to devise others better adapted to the ' Navigation of the

Period,' which has become uncommonly rapid—so rapid, that to

' Look slippery ' is now the all-pervading motto. The Victorian

era may truly be said to form an eventful epoch in the progress

of navigation, and no man knoweth the end.

It is no longer the ' stand-off-shore-till-it-clears ' navigation of

the two-foot rule order ; no more 'waiting for slants '
; no 'ground-

ing on beef bones. ' Growl you may, but go you must.'

There used to be a fo'k'stle phrase very often heard during

the reign of the old ' Black Ball liners,' viz., ' Liverpool on her

stern and hound to go.' That was when every fellow who could

handle pick, pan, and shovel—or at least thought he could—was

in a state of frenzy to reach the Australian El Dorado : but in

this later age of telephones, and telegraphs to the uttermost ends

of the earth, craft of nearly every shape and colour—no matter

where they hail from—are ' bound to go.' In fact, it is ' Rush

'

all the time; or, as Jack puts it
—

' No peace for the wicked'



As with other branches of science, so also in the seafaring

direction, the niarcli of events has brouglit about many improve-

ments. There is a regular epidemic of inventions ; some good,

•jome indifferent, and otliers so absolutely worthless as to be at

Dnce relegated to the limbo of useless rubbish : but all bring grist

to the mill of the patent agent, though not necessarily to the

inventors. ' It is an ill wind,' &c.

Out of the ruck we have now instruments of beautiful pre-

cision, and much greater capabilities than heretofore. It would,

however, be wrong to infer that thereby the duties of the navi-

gator had been rendered less arduous, or that he was in any

degree being coddled, or ' fed with a spoon
'

; on the contrary, the

demands upon his energy, vigilance, nerve, and endurance, are

greater than ever. These refined appliances—the outcome of

the skill of the modern mechanician—are simply called into

existence by the exigencies of rapid transit Without them, and

without tlie right kind of men to use them, the speed, which costs

so enormously, would in a measure be tlirown away. A ' 22-

knotter, ' costing half a million sterling, and despite triple-cspan-

bion engines, swallowing fully 20 tons of coal per hour, with

perliajis 200 of u ' black scjuad,' and nearly as many hands in the

victualling department, cannot afford to wander at large over

the ocean d la Columbus. To do so would seriously interfere

with the gilt on the gingerbread, and probably permit a leas

speedy, though more skilful, rival to slip in first. Just fancy the

discomfiture of the oue, the jubilation of the other, and how the

22-knot engineers would swear! The atmosphere of the mess-

room would be perfectly blue with parliamentary language.

lience the great need, in these highly-pitched competitive times,

of the professional knowledge which will keep a vessel's stem

pointed lUad straight for her destination during every singl-:

minute oj night atid day. Owners, alive to this fact, are be-

coming more and more particular in selecting men for command

who can do it. It is the same on shore. There are drivers of

goods trains, and drivers of express trains ; the latter are con-

sidered the best men, and entitled to Wst pay, ajiti Otey get it



No amount of ' cracking on ' or ' tiring up ' will compensate for

bad courses, and eventually having to ' skirmish round ' for one's

port in thick weather ; it is simply misdirected energy of an ex-

pensive kind. On the vvliole, an impetus has been given to

everytliing connected with this branch of the seaman's art,

whether in the humble ' tramp,' the gorgeous ' greyhound,' or the

persevering ' wind-jammer.' It behoves their respective skippers

*io rise to the occasion and shew their mettle—not pot-metal.

In the literature of navigation, ' Raper '—probably because

written by a seaman understanding seamen's wants—still holds

the position of premier epitome. It has recently (1891) been

revised in a very judicious manner by that Ancient Mariner and

Cunning Pilot, Commander T. A. Hull, R.N., formerly Superin-

tendent of Admiralty Charts. Beyond a few modern necessities,

such as a chapter on compasses in iron vessels, the extension of

the Traverse Table, and bringing it up to date generally, Captain

Hull has shewn his good sense by 'leaving very well alone'; so,

to tlie gratification of its devotees, ' Raper ' still remains ' Raper.'

Not so with our quondam chum, ' John Norie.' It is no more

the same venerated oracle which was conned to destruction in the

days of one's apprenticeship, long long ago ; for ' Norie ' has been

almost, if not entirely, rewritten by W. H. Rosser (18S9), so well

known to London aspirants for Board of Trade parchment. Were

it not for the title, one would hardly recognise its re-juvenated

pages. Certainly re-modelling was needed, and the new ' Norie

'

will no doubt continue as popular with a certain sot as it was in

the now almost pre-historic times when the frigate-built India-

men of Green, Wigram, Sraitli, and Dunbar, entered Blackwall

docks in all their glory, with yards and gunports squared to a

nicety, bunt-jiggers bowsed up for a harbour furl, stun'sail booms

rigf'ed out to the mark, hammock-nettings neatly stowed, and a

welcoming crowd of both sexes cheering and waving greetings

from the pierheads. The sea then had a halo of romance about

it, a blue-water flavour, which, alas, is now replaced by cast-iron

and mild steel. The romance has been buried in the coal-bunkers.

If one may judge by the differences here and there in the

doctrines o.' tJie old and iiuw ' Norie,' its painstaking reviser



has read " Wrinkles " to some jjurpase, aad hits takcu to heart at

least some of its precepts. This tribute from a veteran teacher,

silent though it be, is much appreciated.

luinan's excellent Tables have been revised, re-arranj^ed. am.

enlarged (1888). They are the only nautical ones in wliicli tiie

log. sines, secants, tangents, &c., are given to every 15" of arc

—

no inconsiderable advantage to close workers. It is incompre-

hensible that these fine tables are not better known in the

merchant service.

But the gem in its way is Xavigation and yautical Astrunvmi/.

by Staff-Commander W. R Martin, of the Royal Naval College

(1891). It goes without saying that this is a thoroughly safe

guide, and has accordingly been adopted by the Admiralty as

the orthodox text-book in the naval service ; indeed, it was

written expressly for this purpose. The deadly dulness incidental

to official text-books in general is, in this case, relieved by copiou.s

notes and interesting historical references ; but the character of

the book is mathematical to a degree somewhat over the heads

of the pre.sent generation of merchant officers, who, with the ex-

ception perhaps of certjiin Conivay and Worcester boys, and a

few others with a natural bent that way, do not excel in thi

pur.suit of ' the wily x.' This is unfortunate, but the remedy lies

with the men themselves. Owing to proofs of ru1ftil)cing given,

' Martin' will be found specially useful for such as intend going

in for " Honours."

In addition to the recognised standards, a bewildering host of

'New aud Short Methods' have of late years passed through the

printer's hands, some of them so good in themselves a.s almost to

tempt one to backslide, and forsiikc his oKl love.s. But from this

hereby I have been saved by being confronted with the fact that

it would mar a loading feature of " Wrinkles" which 1 see every

reason to stick to, uaniely, the retention of niethod.s which, by

harmonising in their gcnenvl arrangements and characteristics,

leail up to wich other, so that the one nuiy be a stepping stone to

the next. At least such is the endeavour, so far as it i.s possible

U» carry it out Bj' this system the mind is nut distracted by u



I

auiiiber of problems differing widely in detail, if not in priudple
;

nor is the memory needlessly burthened.

Not long since, an acquaintance, whilst discussing " Wrinkles,"

remarked— ' One of its chief merits lies not so much in what

you have put into it, as in what yoic have kept out of it.' I'^xactly

so! He too liad felt how the utility of a book might be jeopard-

ised, if not destroyed, by offering to its readers more mental

pabulum than they could conveniently digest, and more, indeed,

<iha.n was actually required. ' Enough is as good as a feast,' and

it is possible to have too much of a good thing.

Authors of the ' New and Short Methods ' will please accept

this in explanation of my seeming neglect.

With this edition are incorporated the ' A and B Tables,' so

favourably known in the Peninsular and Oriental Co., through

the instrumentality of Mr. H. S. Blackburne of that service.

Interpolation—unless capable of being performed mentally

—

takes time, and is an unmitigated nuisance. To do away with

it in most cases, and to minimise it in the remainder, I have very

materially expanded both Tables. In the first half hour from

the meridian the numbers are now given for each minute; thence

to 2 hours, they are given for every other minute ; and afterwards,

interpolation being easy owing to the values changing slowly

and regularly, the original i-niinute interval has been reverted

to.

After mature consideration, Blackburne's auxiliary tables for

finding the azimuth have been rejected in favour of the simpler

and more direct process by which it can be taken out from

Table C absolutely at sight, and with even more accuracy than

is required by the necessities of navigation.

To include the moon, planets, and zodiacal stars, I have ex-

tended Table B to 2'J° of declination. The ultra-zodiacal stars

have been re-computed for the epoch a.d. 11)00, and sixteen others

added. Since the declinations of the so-called ' fixed stars ' do

not change appreciably in a man's life-time, this lower portion of

Table B will hold good /or -position finding till at least a.d. 1950

;

for Azimuths, practically for all time. Before 1950 comes, how-

ever, many t.hiugs will have passed away, and it may be that



aerial sLips will have superseded murine sliips, and sky-pilotf

have wiped out sea-pilots. Quien sabe >

These extensions and additions render the ' A iind B Tables

Biniply invaluable, and immensely more complete Ut<in any

eimilar ones extant. It is only proper to mention that Mr.

Bluekliurnc, in the interests of the profession, and in a most

liberal spirit, had unreservedly placed the result of his laliours

at my disposal, to be dealt with as might seem to me bust

Nearly seven years elapsed before I could see my way to accept

such a genuinely unselfish offer, and then only because convinced,

as Mr. Blackburne also was, that if by this means the tables be-

came better known, they could hardly fail to be appreciated at

their full worth. Should their enlargement and insertion in

" Wrinkles" bring about so desirable a consummation, it will be

a point scored for both of us, as well as a distinct gain to the sea-

faring community all over the world.

Although with myself as Foster-father, both title and tables

have grown stouter, and the use of the latter better developed a.*

regar<ls the azimuth, the tabled ought ever to be more especially

as.sociate<l with Mr. Blackburne, as the seaman who first enlarged

the .scope of their far-reaching utility, to whom is due the credit

of having devoted himself for years to their elaboration, and of

lieing the first in this country to publish them in an extended

form.

This is mentioned on the principle of ' Rendering unto Cfesar

the things which are Cajsar'a'

So far back us 1878, whilst on the Venice line of the 1*. ami U.,

Mr. Blackburne was in the habit of using that portion of the

Tables—^then in MS.—which was suitable to the route ; but

circumstances did not permit uf his completing and publishing

them till May 21st, lUKi.

On July l.st of iuime year, in his i>(cllar Savijation, Kos-ser

followed suit with an abridged set for the same purpose, which

tuuy lie taken as corroboration of their value.

There is, however, a statement in Hossers edition of Norie's

i'lpituiiic iliat these Tables were lusl put intu their )>resent form



in Enwlanil, in 1882, in Rosser'-s Stellar Navigation ; but, in view

of the above autlientic facts, this is evident!}- a mistake. Though

actually published in July, 1883, Stdlar Navigation was not

even entered at Stationers' Hall till the following December.

Table I. of previous editions, for which I was indebted to Mr,

A. C. Johnson in connection with his now well-known method, ha.s

in this issue been superseded by Talile C. The two are on precisol)'

the same basis, but mine has been computed to three places of

decimals, the arrangement is different, and it has been extended

to just three times the size of the other. These important altera-

tions render the Table susceptible of an}' degree of accuracy the

worker may feel justified in going to. In Johnson's deservedly

popular method the object of his Table is to find the ' Longitude

correction ' from thf Latitude and Azimuth, and for this purpose

he evidently considei-s two places of decimals sufficient. Bxit in

"Wrinkles" the introduction of the 'A and B Tables' permits

of the Navigator suiting his own convenience as to whether he

will follow the order laid down by Johnson as above, or, on the

other hand, elect first to find the ' Longitude correction ' from

Tables 'A and B,' and subsequently the Azimuth from Table C.

The extension of the latter permits of this being done to the

nearest quarter of a degree, which is close enough in all con-

science.

It will thus be seen that in the use of Johnson'.s method the

Navigator lias 'two strings to his bow.' Sometimes one will be

preferable, and sometimes the other. They will not fail to speak

for themselves according to circumstances.

Table D (Table II. of previous editions) has in all respects been

treated similarly to C, and is therefore uniform with it. When,

according to the nature of the work in hand, it suits to drop the

third decimal in either of them, it can of course be done ; but

there is no harm in having it ' ready for a call ' if required.

I ike money, you may not want it at the moment, but it's handy

to have it about you. Rather !

!

Should Tables be found to contain errors, they are naturally

regarded with suspicion, and their value is materially lessened.



xxii I'KKFACE.

There need be no doubt as to the correctness of A B. C. an<l D.

To make assurance doubly sure, they were entrusted to that

most accurate and indefatigable computer, Captain Alfred Krj*

of Liveqjool, to be duly and truly checked in the most rijjorous

fashion possible He worked at them in Walton, and I in Ney-

land, some 200 and odd miles apart. Lest errors might exist in

the Logarithmic Tables, which sometimes happens, he used one

formula and I another. To ensure truth in the results, 7-tigure

logarithms were employed, and the natural numljers taken out

! though not printed ) to four.and sometimes five, i)laces of decimals.

Even the stereotype proofs were critically overhauled to detect

po.s.sible slips in the manipulation of the type, and it was found

that this precaution was necessary. Blackburne's original work

was also re-computed and checked.

Altogether, so conscientiously has the entire work been done

that there is every reason to believe that the Tables are free

from the smallest inaccuracy, which is saying a good deal. At

all events, the fact is unassailable that no similar tables published

up till now can compare with them in this respect.

With regard to the amount of labour they entail, tables are

very deceptive. The net result being alone visible, the user

seldom has an adequate conception of what is behind. In the

case before us the re-coniputing and expancling of A. 15. C. and

1). involved some reams of f»x)l.scj»p, many hundreds of thou.siuids

if tiguri's, and 18 months otfaud on, of sight-trying work of the

' Horse in a mill ' order, than which nothing can be mori' dis-

mally weari.some, except perhaps the healthier iiccupation of

breaking stones by the road-side. The 'net re.suli ' to myself so

fur has bei-n a pair of steel-rinuned .spectjwle.s.

.Seeing how strongly stellar observations have always l>eeD

advocated in ' Wrinkles,' the omission in previous editions of a

chapter dovotetl to star-finding, has Icil to my being reproached

with inconsistency. The reproiich is now removed and the book

rniulo complete in this respect.

In conclusion, the revision of ' Wrinkles '

lia.s liud my liest

uttontion : everything in it has been considered and iv con-



sidered, turned upside down, sliifted end for end, and examined

micz-oscopically. Throughout, an endeavour has been made to

awaken the interest of the student by making the subject

attractive, and to train his intelligence by bringing before him

ivhatever is novel, striking, and instructive in that particular

branch of his j^'ofession to which this book is devoted. If pains

can do it, tliis ought to be quite a glorified edition.

I have been told more than once by the ' know-alls ' of the

profession that ' Wrinkles ' contains nothing that is original. I

meet this by referring them to my own disavowal in the preface

to the first edition. In this one also there is the usual amount

of Editorial scissors and paste. Many are my quotations from

other books, but I liave tried my best to make due acknowledg-

ment. This is not always so easy as it would appear, for in

reading a large number of works upon any one subject, as I have

done in the cour.se of my career, one's mind is sure to store up

ideas without, at the time of reproducing them, being able to

recollect the particular source from which they emanated. " As

apothecaries we make new mixtures every day, pour out of one

vessel into another ; and as those old Romans robbed all the

cities of the world to set out their bad-sited Rome, we skim oflF

the cream of other men's wits, pick the choice flowers of their

till'd gardens to set out our own sterile plots As a

good housewife, out of divers fleeces, weaves one piece of cloth, a

bee gathers honey out of many flowers, and makes a new bundle

of all."

An officer, who at various times had purchased in all some

live copies of " Wrinkles," explained to the Publishers that he

never made a voyage (well, " hardly ever ") without having either

to sell or give away his own. (N.B.—It is to be hoped he got

' sea price ' for them).

Kind reader, sliould the book bo so fortunate as to meet with

your approval, you cannot do better than I'ollow hi.s most ex-

cellent example.

S. T. S. L.

Neyland, Fembkokeshire,

AritiL, ls9-i.
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PART I.

CHAPTER I.

NAUTICAL LIBRARY AND INSTRUMENTS OF NAVIGATION.

There are so many works on Navigation—and the number
thereof is ever on the upward grade—that anyone so disposed

might easily convert his cabin into a book closet, thus leaving

no room to stow away himself and his wardrobe. As such a

proceeding would be neither convenient nor profitable, a selection

from among the best has necessarily to be made. The following

list is recommended as embracing all that are essential ; and

the intending purchaser should take care to be supplied with

the latest editions. Any, or all, of them can be procured from,

or through, a nautical bookseller :

—

1. Eaper's Practice of Navigation. Necessary

2. The Epitome the reader is accustomed to use. Books.

3. Ex-meridian Tables ; by Brent, Walter, and Williams.

4. Evans's Elementary Manual for Deviation of tlie Compass.

5. Ovens' ABC of Compass Adjustment.

6. Allingliams Manual of Marine Meteorology.

7. De Miremont's Popular Star Maps.

8. Sumner's Method, by Captain (now Admiral) Purey-Cu.st, R.N.

9. Davis's Azimuth Tables, from 3(f of latitude to the Equator in both

Hemispheres.

10. Burdwood's Azimuth Tables, from 60° to 30° of latitude iu both

Hemisphere.?.

11. Goodwin's Azimuth Tables for the Higher Declinations (24° to 30°).

1 2. Jolinsou on finding the Latitude and Longitude in Cloudy Weather.

13. Whall's Handy Book of the Tides.

14. Bedford's Sailors' Pocket Book.

15. Admiralty Tide Tables for Current Year.

16. Findhn-'s Lighthouses of the World and Fog Signals.

17. Nautical Almanac for Current and Following Year.

A



SAUTICAL LIBRARY.

18. Tlic ^Yilld and Current CharU, and the Monthly Meteorological Charts

of the North Atlantic and Mediterranean, and also of the Indian

Oceaii, emanating from llie Meteorological Office, Lorkdon ; the

Monthly Pilot Charts of the North Atlantic, the North Pacific, etc.,

issued by the United States Hydrographic Office ; and Siiiling

Directories, Admiralty or Private, for the parts intended to be

navigated. Among the latter may be mentioned as worthy of

Epecial commendation :

—

Findlay's North and South Atlantic

I. „ >, Pacific.

„ Indian Ocean.

„ Indiuu Archipelago and China.

The above list comprises only such books as are deemed

absolutely necessary in this Steel and Steam Age, when cjuick-

ness, coupled with safetj-, bulis so largely in the calculation of

Ult profit and loss on a voj-age. Their cost would be about £10

—

not a great expenditure when considered in connection with a

Shipmaster's responsibilities ; and officers co-operating with

either England or America are awarded copies of the Meteoro-

logical Charts or the Pilot Charts without charge. Indeed the

addition of a few more instructive works may suggest itself to

some, and they will do well to obtain any, or all, of the under-

uicntioiicd :

—

Eztit books 1. The ten Volumes of Chambers's Encyclopedia. (Excellent.)

2. Practical Seamanship. Todd and Whall.

d Paasch's Illustrated Marino Encyclopedia. ( Exctllent.)

4. Popular Astronomy. Fiammarion and Gore.

5. Chambers's Matlicmatical Tables, by Pryde.

6. Practical Physics. Glazcbrook and Shaw.

7. Griilin's Nautical Series. Several volumes.

8. Any works, dealing with cither Navigation ur Nautical Astronomy, by

II. B. Goodwin, A. C. Jolinsou, U. W. Littlehales, or II. S. Blackburne.

!•. Know Your Own Ship. Walton.

10. Glossary of Navigation. J. B. Ilarbord.

The navigator who desires to pass liis spare momenta, not

only jilcaanntly but also proKtably, should invest in a copy of

a work entitled Azimuth, by Lieut.-Commdr. (now Admiral)

J. E. Craig, U.S.N., publislied by J. Wiley & Son."), New York
(yity, U.S.A. A more attractive combination of mathematics

ittid nautical astronomy is difficult to find.

To complete his working outfit, every navigator should be a

N«iHiMi regular subscriber to the yautical Magazinr, now jiublished in

Mab.iuk' (lliusgow, and carefully read each month's number a-s soon

as convenient after receipt. This organ of the Mercantile

Marino not only atlbrds light and agreeable reailiug fur leisure



NAUTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

moments, but also helps to keep the mariner closely in touch

with matters—theoretical or practical—pertaining to his pro-

fession. Notices of alterations and additions in buoys and
lights; the discovery of hitherto uncharted dangers; modifi-

cations in shipping laws
;

publication of the latest Admiralty

Charts ; and similar items of importance to every seaman arc

clearly set forth in the Nautical Magazine month by month.

NAUTICAL INSTRUMENTS.
To the master of any sea-going vessel other than a small

coaster, the following nautical instruments are indispensable :— ust ot

Compasses, chronometers, sextant, night-glasses, telescope, com- instrument!

mon or patent log, hand and deep-sea leads, parallel rulers,

dividers, charts, and mercurial barometer or aneroid—both it

possible. Even the coaster must carry some of the above-

mentioned instruments ; and, in deep-water vessels, an artificial

horizon, pelorus, and a Station Pointer should be in evidence, station

This last valuable instrument, until " Wrinkles" called attention Pointer,

to its virtues, had seldom or never been met with outside

survej'ing vessels of the Royal Navy. It is, however, now
used freely in both War and Mercantile Navies. To vessels

frequenting narrow waters and intricate channels the Station

Pointer is most especially useful ; hence it should certainly be

furnished to steamers trading to the Baltic, Mediterranean,

Black Sea, East or West Indies, or China. The Radiograph _ ^." -r^ Radiograpb

is a cheap and fairly accurate substitute for the Station Pointer.

It is proposed to treat of the above-mentioned instruments

separately, devoting either a whole chapter or but a portion

of one to each ; so that, like any other good workman, the

navigator may become familiar with the tools of his trade.

Nothing but persevering practice will make him an expert in

their use.

It will first, however, be convenient and in order to say some-

thing about the size and shape of our planet, the seas of which

the mariner has to traverse ; and to explain in what way the

"knot"—his unit of speed thereon—has been arrived at,

together with its precise relation to units of a like nature.



CHAPTER II.

THE MILE AND THE KNOT.

Knights of the quarter-deck, as well as laymen, are frequently

just a tride misty over this seemingly " knotty" subject A short

chapter will serve to clear away the haze an^l unravel the tangle.

There are three perfectly distinct kinds of miles

—

1. The Statute mile.

2. The Geographical mile.

3. The Nautical or Sea mile.

Nos. 2 and 3 are often improperly taken to be one and the

same thing.

The Statute mile is the English and American standard of

itinerary measure, and was incidentally defined by an Act passed

in the 35th year of the reign of " Good Queen Bess " to be ' 8

furlongs, of 40 perches of 164 feet each," = 5,280 feet This is a

purely arbitrary measure, and has no connection with any scale

in nature.

The Geographical mile is based upon tiie size of the earth,

it being the length of a minute of arc of the earth's equator,

ami regarded as a fixed quantity in all longitudea Assuming

the equatorial circunifcn'ncc to be 24,902'18 statute miles, =
131,483,510 Ic.t, and dividing by 21600 (SCO" x liO) we gel

1)0872 feet as the length of the Geographual vtiU.

But the navigator is not much concerned with either of the

foregoing. NVlien alluat he has only to deal with the yautical

viiU, which ilepend.s fur its len^^'th upon the ifluijx as well as

the size of the ^dobc In- .sails over. In a gciifral way we are

accustomed to think of our oraii<:e-Rhap( d planet as a true

sphere, but, if we go into clo.se det^iil, the fiattcniiig nt the poles

and other irngiiliirities of shape will not allow themselves to lie

slightin^jly pushed over as negligible quantitiea

Uoat costly, refined, and protracted geodetic operations, under-

taken by uiiiiiy countries during the past and present ct-ntury.
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have settled within such exceedingly narrow bounds the size,

weight, and precise figure of the globe, that it is only left to
' wranglers

' to wrangle pleasantly over a trifle of a few hundred
feet or so in any direction.

The polar flattening was long looked upon as the only departure

from the true sphere, but the elaborate investigations of General

A. R. Clarke, R.E., seem to show that the equator is not quite Equatorial

irreproachable in its rotundity, the excess of its longer over its
''"'**'

shorter diameter being not far from half a mile. General

Schubert, of the Russian Survey, independently arrived at a
somewhat similar conclusion. According to Clarke, the greater

axis lies in 8° 15' west, and 171° 45' east of Greenwich, the

lesser axis being at right angles to this.* The distortion of Earth's shape.

the equatorial circumference is so small, comparatively, that its

exact amount, and position of its vertices, are still under discus-

sion and open to correction. Therefore, though a subject of

interest to mathematicians of the higher order, for sailors it has

no significance whatever.

It is quite possible—indeed, probable—that no section of the

earth is either a perfect circle or a perfect ellipse, even when
minor or contour irregularities are neglected. For purposes of

nursery illustration, therefore, the time-honoured orange makes a

capital " object lesson," more especially since it can be offered as

a prize to be devoured after the lecture. Most oranges, however,

rather overdo the flattening of the polar regions :—for example. Polar flattea

in a 15-inch globe made correctly to scale, the flattening would

only amount to j^th of an inch, a quantity which could not be

detected without actual callipering, so that in sea-going practice

we need not distress ourselves about this little eccentricity on

the part of Mother Earth. Practical Navigation is not an "exact

science," and never will be.

The earth's equatorial diameter may be taken at 7926-59 Eartbi size.

statute miles, and its polar diameter at 789958 statute miles;

the compression is therefore 2701 miles, or j^V^ «* ^he equatorial

diameter. This is rather more than has hitherto been accepted,

Sir George B. Airy (late Astronomer-Royal) having put the com-

pression at 26-50 miles. If we reduce to inches the length of the

* If confirmed, this discovery will no longer.pemiit of the earth being termed an " oblate

spheroid ;" to be strictly correct, its designation henceforth would be an "ellipsoid," a

geometrical figure having three rectangular axes of unequal lengths, its section in any

lirection being an ellipse ; whereas an " oblate spheroid ' gives a circular section if cut

«t right angles to the axis of revolution.
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polar axis as above, we get in round numbers 500,500,500—

a

curious combination of figures, very easily remembered, and

sutliciently near the truth for most purposes.

Fqu»tori»i 'flie eartli's equatorial circumference has already \>een stated

as 24,90218 statute miles; this, be it observed in passing, is tlie

longest distance which can possibly be travelled in a direct line

(Great Circle) over its surface. It i.s, however, the earth's 7Jie)")-

dional circumference which is responsible for the length of the

Mean length of uautical mile. Taking the arithmetical mean of diameters given

nautical mile, qu previous page, this will be 24',859-7 statute miles, = 131,25!t,15G

feet, and these, divided by 21,GOO, give 6076 8 feet as the mea-

surement of the mean sea mile.* But why the qualification

" mean " sea mile ? Because, as will presently be shown, the sea

v.in.ibiiityin niile varies with the latitude. Its length at the equator is 6046
length. feet, increasini,' to 6109 feet at the poles. The difference is not

appalling, and as ships on the high seas are not navigated

to j'ards, it is clear that the variation in the length of the

nautical mile is of no importance to the sailor, further than that

if he " fancies himself," and wishes to be a cut above his fellows,

he ought not only to be acquainted with the fact, but also

capable of giving an intelligent explanation.

We have already seen that a section of the earth in the plane

of the meridian—instead of being a mathematically true circle—
is somewhat oval (or elliptic) in shape. If the circiinifercnco of

Oval iineciion.
" ^''"" circle (a compass cani, for example) be divided into .'MO",

everybodj' knows tliat the length of each degree, or rather the

space between each degree, will bo the same to a hair's-brcath
;

not so with the oval. As its radius of curvature is variable, in-

creasing from the extremity of the mnjor axis to the extremity of

the minor axis, and as in consequence of this the direction of the

vertical will not go to the earth's centre, but meet at varying

points, 80 on the earth's sxirface a degree of the meridian is fitund

by geodetic measurement to increase from the equator to the poles.

The nautical mile, therefore, varies slightly with the latitude, and

it thus happens that liooks of reference assign to it values pretty

much in accordance with the caprice of the writer and the idea

. ,
pervading Ids mind at the moment ; for example, a favourite

Quot homlnri. ' "
.

'

L,i MottDiiv notion is that the nautical mile should correspond to the latitude

of the region most traversed bj- the Heets of commerce.

Noric and others give the Adminiity nautical iniii' as 6,0S0 feet

but a visit to the Hydrogmpher would probably lead to a repudia-

tion on his part of tliat particular measure; indeed, it is dnnbtful if

* 8re Appendii E



THE LEGAL AND IDEAL METRE.

tlie Admiralty lay claim to a naiitical mile of any fixed length.

On page 37 of the .5th eJition of the Admiralty Manual of

Scientific Enquiry—a work published by authority—the number
of feet in a sea mile is given as 6075 ; and on another page the

Table of Dip is stated to be calculated for a mile of 6060 feet.

6080 feet correspond to latitude 48°, and these figures

—

recommending themselves more particularly on account of round

numbers—are adopted throughout " Wrinkles." The nautical

mile is therefore 800 feet longer than the statute mile.

For roughly converting nautical miles into statute miles, or Miie equiv«-

vioe versa, it is useful to know that 13 nautical miles are near '*"**•

about the equivalent of 15 statute miles; then by simple pro-

portion you can find the equivalent of any other number. The

easiest way to do this, when an Epitome is at hand, is to open

the Traverse Tables at 30°
; then against the nautical miles in

the Latitude column will be found the corresponding number of

statute miles in the Distance column.

Landsmen, and seafarers in some instances, confound the knot .

,

-^

with the nautical mile, and regard the word knot as used to '^X*

—

-

discriminate against the statute land mile. This idea is quite

erroneous ! The knot is the world's unit of speed, the mile is

the unit of length. One knot, two knots, etc., are speeds of one

nautical mile, two nautical miles, etc., an hour. This definition

should never be forgotten.

Instead of our " yard," the French and other nations use the Metre.

' metre ' as their standard of length. It is assumed to be the

ten-millionth part of the meridional quadrant, and was fixed by

law at 89'870-432 inches, in accordance with what were then

accepted as the dimensions of the earth. But taking the dimen-

sions here given, the length of the metre should be S9'377786

inches. This last may be termed the ' ideal ' metre, in contra- Le?*' ""i

distinction to the other or ' legal ' metre.
'**"'•

By way of finish it will be interesting to glance at one or two

points in connection with those extensive national surveys already

alluded to. But little reflection is needed to shew that where

exactness is sought after, all measurements of the earth's surface

—whether vertical or horizontal—must be referred to a common p^jo^ p|g„,

datum plane. Looking at the figure, the question at once pre-

I



HIMALAYAN PARADOX.

Oc««D depths.

Ciavitatlonal

titraction.

Bailb't cntit,

jtuiitf or

sents itself :
— At what distance from its centre are we to mensure

the circuiuforence of the globe, or, iu other words, at what part is

its diameter to be taken ? Is the circumference to be taken as

the outer circle representing the summit of the higliest mountain

(l^erest, 29,000 feet); or is the middle circle, representing the

meav sea level, to be taken ; or la.stly, is it to be the inner circle,

representing the profoundest depths of the ocean ?• It is evident

a great deal depends upon the answer.

Tliere can be no doubt that the Mean Sea Level is the natural

and only reference plane that cjiu be employed for the purpose,

lu measuring the " base line " of a survey, it is necessary that the

altitude of every part of it above the level of the sea be deter-

mined, in order that the measured length may be reduced to what

it would have been had the measurement been made on the sur-

face of the sea itself. At first sight it would seem as if there were

no special difficulty in determining the mean sea level, but, as a

matter of fact, all mea.surements of the earth's surface are very

much hampered by its uncertainty. Observations seem to prove

tiiiit the sea level does not coincide everywhere with the geo-

metrical figure which mo.st closely represents the earth's surface,

but may be raised or lowered here and tliere under the influence

of local and abnormal attractions. Matter attracts matter, as

ships in a calm are said to draw near to each other. So it hap-

pens that the ab.solute height of lofty mountains above wan sea

level is difiicult to arrive at on account of the permanent distor-

tion of the neighbouring sea surface by the attractive firce ®f

their own masses.

Thus it has been calculated that the Himalayas ought to heap

up the waters of the Bay of Bengal to the extent of 500 feet

:

but in reality they fail to do so, and it follows that what would

be the undeniable action of the Himalayas, if of average density,

must be counteracted by some occult influence. Science fortu-

nately comes to the rescue. The ob.servations made at the

various stations of the Indian Meridian Arc have brought to light

a physical fact of the very highest importance and interest,

namely, that the density of the strata of the earth's crust under

and in the vicinity of the Himalayan Mountains, is less than that

\inder the plains to the south, the deficiency increasing as the

stations of oloervation approach the Himala^'as, and being a

maximum when they arc situated on the range itself. Genornl

• " -' . 1..... I, .....,,.. ^, ,
V. K... ,..,:
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WANT OF RECTITUDE IN PLUMB-LINE. 9

Clarke shews that the form of the sea level along the Indian are

departs hut slightly from that of the mean figure of the earth.

As explained above, subterranean tenuity is the cause, and thus UMqu»i

the non-appearance of the attraction which this gigantic range '**"'">'•

ought to produce is satisfactorily accounted for.

The Chilian Andes, from their greater nearness to the Pacific,

have been computed to exert an influence on the sea level equal

to 2,000 feet, but it is probable that in their case, also, this is, for

the most part, nullified by want of solidity in the earth's crust;

for what more likely than that, in the process of upheaval, sub-

terranean voids have been left corresponding more or less to the

elevations. Ben Nevis, which contains about a couple of cubic ^en Nevi»

miles of matter, is said to produce in the neighbouring sea an

elevation of three inches.

Dr. A. Supan, in " Petermann's Mitteilungen," called attention

to the fact that, according to the most recent measurements,

particulars of which have lately been published, the old

hypothesis, that there were important differences in the levels

of the seas of Europe, is no longer tenable. The statistics

given in the ".Bulletin Annuel de la Commission de Meteorologie

du Departement des Pouches du Rhone" (1891), show that the

mean level of the water at 38 stations in the Adriatic, Mediter- European

ranean, Atlantic, English Channel, North Sea, and Baltic, differs

in most cases but a few centimetres from that at Marseilles, so

that, for practical purposes, it may be taken that the mean sea-

level on all the coasts of Europe is much about the same. It will

be .some years yet before this can be definitely settled. Meanwhile

the conclusion cannot be avoided, that measurements of heights

above the sea level as commonly stated, though fairly comparable

one with another over a limited area, are subject to no little un-

certainty if regarded as absolute quantities referred to the ideal

sea level of the mean terrestrial ellipsoid.

Now, for the same reason that mean sea level is not quite uni-

form for all parts of the world, the plumb-line, u.sually considered

a model of rectitude, does not hang truly vertical everywhere. Verticaiity of
' a J " plumb-line.

This is the same as saying that the surface of the mercury in an

artificial horizon is not truly level everywhere. Just consider

the effect of this on the more delicate astronomical observations of

a survey, and the knowledge and skill required to eliminate such

errors.

In mountainous countries, as near the Alps and in the Caucasus,

deflections of the plumb-line have been noted to the extent of 29".
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On the other hand, deflections have been observed in Hat

countries ; for example, at certain stations in the vicinity of

Moscow, within a distance of 16 miles the plumb-line varies 16'

in such a manner as to indicate a vast deficiency of matter in

the underlying strata ; but, luckily for the surveyor, these are

exceptional case.s. Here is another nearer home. On the north

coast of Banffshire, near the village of Portsoy, there is a spot at

which the deflection amounts to 10", so that if that village were

laid down on a map in a position to correspond with its Astro-

nomical latitude, it would be 1,000 feet out of its proper place,

since a second ofarc ( ") about equals 1 00 feet on the earth's surface.

Astronomical or Observed Latitude is the angular distance from the

equator of the apparent zenith ; or it may be expressed a? the Declina-

tion of' the apparent zenith. It is consequently dependent upon the

directron of the plumb-line, since it is this latter which gives us the

vertical point known as the zenith.

Now, it has been shown that the plumb-line is subject to disturb-

ance ; but when not di.sturbed, it coincides with the normal of the true

ellipsoid, and, therefore, indicates the <ru« zenith.

Tlie normal to the undisturbed surface of mercury in an artificial

horizon, that is, the undisturlied vortical at any point of the earth's

surface, is not in the direction of its centre except at the Poles and the

Equator.

The (leodftie or Geoyraphieal, or Tr)i« Latitude, is the angle wliich

this normal makes with the plane of the equator. On the other hand,

some mathematicians consider the trtie zenith to l>e in the external

prolongation of a line from the earth's centre throogb the place of

observation. IJut, properly speaking, this is the Reduced zenith.

Geocentric Latitude, not mentioned hitherto, is the angle at the

centre of the c.ii-lh subtended by the arc of the meridian between the

place in question and the equator. It is therefore independent of the

earth's shape.

The (I'focentric is always less than the Geodetic Latitude, except at the

equator and poles, where the two coincide. The maximum difference

(ir Ai") is in Latitude 45°. As the Navigator ha.s only to deal with

Astronomical Latitude, he need not worry over the.so fine distinctions.

With the foregoing intricacies before the mind, one can have

some slight inkling of the exceedingly delicnta and high-cla.s3

matheniiiticivl character of the observations atui ciilculations re-

tjuiri'd in an extensive geodetic survey, such, for instance, a.s our

own " Ordiuuice Survey," or the huge undertaking known as the

" Great Trigonometrical Survey of India."

Verily, brother, there are more things in lleaven and uu earth

than are dreamt of in the simple philosophy of seamen !

!



CHAPTER III.

THE MARINER'S COMPASS, AND IMPORTANT FACTS CONNECTED
WITH IT.

Curiously enough, until comparatively recently, ship-builders

and ownei-s did not bestow on the compass the amount of con- Apathy of

sideratiou which it undoubtedly merits. It is pre-eminently the

instrument upon which the safety of the vessel depends, and

justly ranks first in importance. It would be easier to disipense

with the Chronometer, or even the Sextant, than with this in-

valual)le guide. With a faulty compass, a straight course cannot

be made. Formerly, when time was less an object than it is now,

a bad landfall, or distance lost on the voyage through zigzagging

over the ocean, was of no particular moment ; but in these days

of keen competition, when the public look for the arrival of Rivalry in

Trans-Atlantic and other mail steamers almost to the very hour, p^ss"eet.

and the rival companies wage paper wars over the splitting of

minutes in tne passages of their respective vessels, it is necessary

that good navigating appliances should back up good shi^JS.

Compasses for use on board ship are of two classes—the Stan- standard

dard and the Steering Compass. Taking them in this order, the Compass.

Standard first claims the reader's attention.

To begin then, it is of the greatest importance that a spot placing of

should be selected for the Standard compass where it would only
^^^''^ss^

be acted upon hy the general magnetic character of the skip, and

not hy particular masses of iron in its immediate vicinity. To

this some builders pay considerable attention, whilst others, un-

fortun.itely, seem unaware of the necessity for such a precaution, Position

taking it for granted that the compass adjuster can effect his ""P'"''*'"-

object, quite irrespective of how the compass may be fenced in

with iron.

The Standard may not inaptly be termed the "Navigating

compass." By it the course .should be set, and all bearings taken

for ascertaining the ship's position. To this end, it must be



SELF-CONTAINED BINNACLES.

placed where an all-round •v\eiVi of the liorizon can be had, ex-

cepting, of coui-se, when the masts or funnel intervene. In vessels

of the larger class a special platform is erected, and in such cases

the handrails and supports are of wood or brass. Unless, how-

ever, the whole structure is tirndy and securely bolted down to

the hull of the ship, it will be ceruin to vibrate in strong winds,

or with much motion, and so destroy the steadiness of the card,

rendering almost useless what may otherwise be a good compass.

Boi Binoacie. The binnacle should be large enough and of such a shape as

would permit of the adjusting magnets being placed inside, in-

stead of on the deck. This is a neat and compact arrangement,

and acce.ss to the interior can be had through a small door pro-

vided with a good patent lock and key. To prevent tampering

with the magnets, or the inside being made use of by quarter-

masters as a handy stow-hole for odds and ends, this door should

be religiously kept locked, and the key in the possession of the

captain.

Gray, of Liverpool, was about the first to bring out a binnacle

emlxxlying this principle; or, to be more correct, it was a square

stand or bo.\, upon which the binnacle proper was placed. To
the late Lonl Kelvin is diie the credit of having brought into

faslu(jn a really satisfactory form of binnacle ; and, with modi-
tications, the bulk of compass-makers have followed suit

The Kelvin One of tlie great advantages of the plan is that when it becomes
Binnacle.

neces-sary to remove the binnacle for any purpase—such as caulk-
ing decks, &c., there is no occasion to disturb the magnets;
whereas wiien they are nailed to the deck round about the bin-

nacle, it will .sometimes happen that they are Uiken up by caulkers
ignorant of the mischief tiiey are doing; and when replaced—as
likely as not the magnets are shifted end for end, and put down
at a greater or less distance from the conipa-ss than they occupied
previously.

Danger f.on.
WIicu the Standard compass is improperly situated—as, for

p.o«.,nityof example, on a narrow bridge, hemmed in by iron hand-rails.
Hanked by boats' davits, awning-stanchions, ridge chains, stoke-
hol.l ventilatoi-s of large size with moveable cowls, and probably
not two feet from the iron sUnd of the engine-room telegraph,
or twice that distance from the donkey boiler,-it is rather too
much to expect that its behaviour will be satisfactory. No
adjuster in the world could even ^re/tfrnZ tocompen.sate the errors
of such a compa.s.s. He might cerUinly manage, by a liberal use
of magiirt-s. to lick it into something like shape for the time
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being ; but such an adjustment could not be depended upon for

twelve hours after it was eti'ected, especially in a new vessel, and

on a voyage to the southward the deviations would soon become

80 large as to be unmanageable.

Compasses are not infrequently so badly placed that the Large errorj

adjuster has to compensate errors amounting to eleven or twelve p°^,",""'

points.

The reader may imagine that the foregoing is an overdrawn

picture, but if he will take the trouble to look around, he will not

be long in finding how true its description is. Sometimes, too, it

occurs in steamers that the end of a trysail-boom, when guyed

amidships, comes within 18 inches or less of the compass. In this

case, if the foot of the sail should be made to haul out with a

traveller, on a massive iron jackstay—a very common mode of

fitting now-a-days—it is clear the effect on the needle will

entirely depend on the position of the boom, whether eased off

to port or starboard, topped-up, or in the crutch.

The writer was in one vessel where the wire toppinglifts of

the main-boom came down within six feet or so of the Standard

compass, and were proved to produce an effect of 5° when the

boom was guyed over from one side to the other. Precaution,

then, should be taken, that no iron subject to temporary removal,

be within ten or twelve feet of the compass ; and the latter

should stand at least 4 feet 6 inches above the deck, not only on Height of

account of the beams, but to avoid the liability of being ^^^^^ ^^^^

influenced by any moveable article of iron on the deck next

beloiv it.

It is common enough, where the vessel is steered forward, to

find a compass placed on the bridge just above the one in the

wheelhouse.* In such cases it is imperative that the upper or

bridge binnacle should be raised above the deck as much as One compass
° ........ anectmg

possible, or the compensating magnets contained within it will another,

aff'ect the other compass in the wheelhouse, and vice versa. If

raising the binnacle on a wooden stool or solid block should

render it inconveniently high, it is not a killing matter to build

a suitable step—or even a couple of them—round about its base.

The reciprocal action of one compass and its magnets upon

another—more particularly in the position here referred to

—

is a thing very likely to be overlooked from the mere fact of the

compasses not both being seen at one and the same time.

' See diagram facing page 39.
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Fitting out When fittiuy out a new sliip, it is not uncoiuinon for tlie
'^'

builder to consult the wishes of the future capUxin in the matter

of compasses, &c. : if, however, the latter does not join the vessel

till she is nearly finished and ready for delivery, it will be too late

to expect much in the way of alteration, as builders, at all times

averse to it, are particularly so wljen they ai"e just about to make
Aittraiions in thc vcssel ovcr to her owiiei-s. But there is no reason why the
poji ion.

captain, if dissatisfied with the existing arrangements, should

not himself endeavour to remedy them in the course of some

subsequent voyage. It is an easy matter with a spare comjiass

to make trial of various places about the decks, until one is hit

upon comparatively free from the intluence of the ship's iron, and

there the Standard should be rigged up. even if other important

mutters have to give way for it.

Neutral spoi It is wcU to know that in every vessel there is a "neutral

ofihip. spot" wliere a compass would have little or no deviation ; but

unfortunately, it may be found to exist in an impracticable

position. Nevertheless it is worth looking for. There is only

one caution neccssiiry—before finally screwing down the binnacle

in the newly found neutral spot, be sure that it is really so

l>y testing the deviation on two adjacent cardinal points, such as

nurbli and east, as it may happen that a place has been hit upon

wliere the coiup;iss will be tolerably correct on one point and

VLiy much out on another. It is questiouable, however, whether

this neutral spot would deserve the name in all latitudes.

Tlie writer is led to the above remarks by haying noticed that

Fluty oi the Staiidanl compa-ss of ships several j'ears old had been allowed
tenure ^ lemaiu from the commencement in most unsuitablu positions,

as if their captains considered, that once placed, there they should

for ever remain.

The following is a description of a Standard or Navigating

compivss—honest and simple—whicli has stood the test of sevoraJ

yeai-s' trial, and been found to fultil all the desirable conditions

in a fair tlogree :

—

I r,uy, R.dui In point of size it is a compromise between the ju.stly lauded
I ine c.,.1 Admiralty Standard compass and the gigantic ones wliich, until

recently, were in u.so on board some of the Atlantic Mail
Sto.imei-s. In Uie attempt to gain steailiness, and secure large

margiiml divisions to steer by, the ciuds of these last-mentioned

compasses sometimes attained the amazing diameter of 18 in.

and 20 in. Thc card under description hua a diameter of 11 in.,

and is mounted similarly to the Admiralty one, on two pairs of
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needles, respectively 8| and 6 inches in length, by half au inch

in depth, and ^ of an inch in thickness. The longer pair occupy Position of

the central position, the ends of each being 15' from the north °"='""-

and south line, whilst the outer, or short needles, are each 45°

from the same point, after the manner represented in Diagram

No. 1. The needles, as will be seen, are secured to the card on

Diagram 1.

their edges in the usual way, are parallel to each other, and equi-

distant. By this arrangement the advantages of a large card

are secured without the drawback of long needles, which are

objectionable for many reasons : the principal being that they are

opposed to a perfect compensation of the compass by magnets,

and that there is no practical gain of directive power, the latter

being more than counterbalanced by the friction on the point of

support, resulting from the increased weight. It follows from

this last, that in all compasses the needles should be very thin, Short neediw

and the brass or aluminium carriers as light as possible.*

• There will be no loss of power consequeut on tbinuess, aa magnetism resides princi-

pally in the surface.



LECKY'S RADIAL-LINE STANDARD.

Slufffishness.

It may be lai'l down as a fundamental principle that the smaller

the needles, the more correctly theif point; and the larger a card

the more accurately it is read. When very large needles are

used, sluggishness results, which the unwary navitrator is too apt

to mistake for steadiness.

Who has not seen a piece of marline or spun-yarn made fast

to the compass bowl, and occasionally twitched by the man at the

wheel to " keep the card alive," or, as it is termed in Jack's

phraseology, " to keep the compass afloat." Independent of long

needles, there arc many causes to which this state of affairs can

be traced, and they will be referred to further on.

Diarfram S.

In •tetmihipi

•hould b« irt

la dtctcvt.

It will be noticed, by reference to above diagram, that the

upper surface of the card is of novel pattern. The outer rim is

divided by radial lines into single degrees, every fifth and tenth

being, for sake of clearness, marked stronger than the others.

Now that the course—on board steamships at least—is very com-
monly set in degrees, this, which might otherwise bo considered
an objection, is no Ioniser on& Each quadrant is numbered by
tens, from zero at north and south, up to 90* at east ami west



EXPLANATION OF DETAILS.

Tlie diameter of the central space, representing the usual points

and half points, is 6'35 inches, and the length of the Stile or

Shadow-pin mounted on the centre of the card is so proportioned Lectys eard

(3"75 inches), that when the sun attains a greater elevation than "* "'" '* °^

50°, its shadow will fall within the bufore-meutioned radial lines

—showing at once, without reference to anything else, that the

altitude is no longer favourable for observing azimuths. In this

respect the compass is self-indicating.

It is true that bearings of the heavenly bodies may be taken

with other instruments up to altitudes of even G0° or upwards

;

but to get a correct azimuth, when the body observed is so near

the zenith, necessitates a much more refined instrument than the

ordinary ship's compass.

As a rule, except under great pressure, azimuths should not be

taken at a higher altitude than 30°
; in fact, the nearer to the

horizon, the better.

To continue the description of this form of Standard compa.ss,

—

the glass cover of the bowl is of a curved form, struck with a

radius of 6'5 inches, to allow room underneath for the play of the

Shadow-pin ; and the bowl, of stout copper, is suspended by six

strong iudia rubber supporters to an additional or inner brass

ring. This last arrangement, now in tolerably common use,

diminishes the shocks which would otherwise be communicated

to the card by the jar of the engines and propeller, and by the

pitching of the vessel in a heavy head-sea. These may be

lessened still further by placing a light spiral spring in the socket

of the pivot which sustains the card.

In a well made compass of the oi'dinary pattei-n, the essenticUs Essentials of a

are—that the pivot should be accurately centred in the bowl; eood compass,

that is to say, that its point should be exactly in the intersection

of the two diameters, passing through the centre of the gimbals,

and in the same horizontal plane ; the upper edges of the needles

should also lie in the same horizontal plane, or, if anything, an

eighth of an inch lower. To avoid distortion from shrinking, the

card should be mounted on its mica base before printing, other-

wise the graduation of the marginal divisions is likely to be in

error. The shadow-pin, if there is one, should not only be straight,

but accurately centred on the card, and the general balance of

the instrument so well preserved that the shadow-pin will stand

truly vertical under all circumstances.

The compass should be sensitive in smovth, and steadj in ruugh

water. ji



niPORTA XT SIMPLICITIES,

Hang or the Thc bowl, if inclined to list one way or the other, can be niude
*""*

to hang horizontally by neatly serving the ginibal-ring with lead

wire ; and in case the card itself should be a little out, some

melted scaling wax sparingly dropped on the under side will

spuudily restore its balance. The card, when poised on its support,

should not be more than J of an inch below the upper edge of the

bowl where the latter meets the glass cover, otherwise the sun

would ret[uire to have considerable elevation before its shadow

could strike down on it. Moreover, the higher the level of tlie

card, the easier it is to take bearings directly by the eye. The

pivot should have a finu point of hard steel or iridium, ground to

fit the sapphire cup, and the magnetic axes of tiie needles must

be strictly parallel to the north and south points of the card.

Re»soiu for Beforc going further, it may be as well brielly to explain one
mounting

^f j^ji^ j-eivsous why in modern compa-sses the needles are secured

edge. to the card on their edge.s, instead of on their flats, as formerly.

As just stilted, it is necessary, for obvious rea.sons, that the

viagnetic axes of the needles should be parallel to the meridian

line of the card. Now, when needles or steel bars are magnetized,

it sometimes happens that the poles do not lie exactly in the cwiS

<)/ the fiyuye, but oblitjuely to it, vide diagram ; iu which ca.se, if

NORTH AND •OUTH LINE OF. 00MPAB8 OAND.

..".•o^t.'ic

»mi Of I i ncum o» xnDcc

N

oiointted on tiieir t1ut/3, the aliove condition could not be con-

veniently fulfilled, but by mounting the needles on their edges

it can.

If the foregoing points arc con.scieutiously attended to in the

manufacture of the instrument, it will be found to give gotid

results, and prove steady in a seawa}'. This latter quality may
be still further en.sured by attaching a flat circular baud of brass

to the man/In of the wird, on its under side, something after the

fa-shion of the fly-wheel ; its efl'uct is to increase the vibrational

period of the needles by throwing the weight to the outer edge,

ami in this manner it is a most valuable auxiliary in conferring

steadine.ss on ti»e card. The dimensions of the bra.ss ring are,

,'^ of an ineli in width on thc flat, and j'g of an inch in thick-

ness. Lord Kelvin hits ingeniously availed himself of this jiriu-
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ciplc in his patent Standard compass, which lias proved such a

wonderful success.

With Lecky's radial-line compass, azimuths of the sun or moon
can readily be taken by simply watching where the shadow falls

on the radial lines of the card. If partially veiled by clouds, so

as to cast no shadow, a little practice will enable anyone to take

a direct eye-bearing of the sun (if not too high) with a probable

error of less than a degree. Bearings of objects on the horizon,

such as ships, land, or lights, can be obtained with the utmost

accuracy, by getting the Shadow-pin, margin of the card, and

object in the same straight line. The writer and his officers have

over and over again observed azimuths of stars—taking 3 or 4 on Taking

widely difterent bearings as a check. When worked out, the ^^"°""" *"
*' o

^ ^
bearings.

results generally con-esponded within a degree, and never ex-

ceeded two degrees, even when the vessel had considerable motion.

See that the compass has not lateral end-play in the gimbals,

which would jar the card, and cause it to oscillate every time the

ship rolled. If the gimbals do not fit close up to the sides,

insert a small piece of soft wood, but do not jam them or impede

their action.

See also that the freedom of the card is not interfered with by

its edges touching the bowl ; this sometimes happens with a too-

ueat-fitting card when expanded by damp. Test it by spinning

the card on its supporting pivot.

In taking azimuths by the shadow of the sun or moon, the stiie or

extreme convenience of the Stile is at once demonstrated. In
shadow-pia

smooth water the reading on the card can easily be made to half

a degree, or under; at less favourable times, the swing can be

obser\ed and the mean taken. There is no stooping or manipu-

lating of a refractory azimuth-ring and speculum, the use of

which, when the bearing happens to be on the beam, is rendered

additionally awkwai-d in compasses fitted with chain boxes ; nor

does one's nose get smeared with oil and brickdust that may be

left on the brasswork by a careless quartermaster or lamp-

trimmer.

In swinging ship for a deviation table, there is nothing to do

but stand still, with book and pencil in hand, and, as the ship is

steadied on the required point, note the reading of the shadow Swinging

simultaneously with the hour and minute by watch, previously ^""'p-

set to Apparent Time at Ship. In fact the observer is master of

the situation without an effort. With this compass, swinging

the ship completely round, steadying her on every other point,

should not occupy more than 30 or 35 minutes.
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Best UTUge-
ment of

Sh»dow-pln.

Principle of

azimuth

loitnimentt.

Some compasses are still fitted with a Shadow-pin, to sliip in a

socket on the glass cover : but there are several serious objections

to this arranuement. The pin, from its exposed position, is

continually gettinjj bent; if removable, it gets lost; if left on,

and the binnacle top be hurriedly shipped or unshipped, it is apt

to get a knock, which will probably break the gla-"^, and oiuse

no end of inconvenience.

Again, it is seldom that the Shadow-pin is stepped exactly in

the same vertical line as the centre of the card, which ought

strictly to be the ca.se if a correct result is looked for ; the sun

has to attain quite a considerable altitude before the shadow

can po.ssil)ly fall on the card ; and finally, from the motion of

the bowl and the card not Iteing always coincident, the shallow

on the latter ranges about much more than it need do.

On tlie other hand, when the Shadow-pin is mounted on the

card itself, it does not suffer by handling; if made straigiit. it

will remain so; it is protected from injury; it is more Ciusily

centred ; and from its curved shape the glass cover is stronger.

The correctne.s.s of all the various instruments used for taking

azimuths depends, in the lii-st place, upon certain of their parts

preserving either a true horizontal or verti&il position, so that, if

the objection be inadc to a Shadow-pin on the card, that it may
not always stand truly vertical, it must not bo forgotten that it

applies with equal, if not greater, force to all the other uiodeji of

observing: and it is this liability of instruments to deviate from

their proper position, whether vertical or horizontal, that makes

it advisable to take azimuths at low altitudes, whereby any

errors due to this cause are reduced to a minimum.

To test the balance of the card is a simple matter. Firat of all

unship it and assure yourself that the shadow-pin stands e.\actly

at right angles to its surface ; this can be done with an ordinary

set-square. Next, replace the card and put on the gla.ss cover;

then, standing at a couvunieut distance from the binnacle, and

the helmet or top being removed, 8to<jp sutHciontly to make the

shadow-pin appear to grow out of the sea horizon beyond. A
gooil eye will now have no dilliculty in jutlging whether or not

the pin is at right angles to the true horizontal line.

liut this is only half of the test, since, though the pin may be

all right when looked at from one point of view, it ma}- bo very

much out from another: therefore examine it a second time in

a direction eiyht jKiints to the right or left of the furmer one,

iind if the pin still continues upright, its verticality uu all uthei



prbcavtionahy measures.

wax as

a counter-

poise.

points is definitely established. Thus if the ship should be steer-

ing west, and you make the first trial along tlie N.W. point of

the compass, the second trial should be made either along the

N.E. or S.W. point.

If, however, the pin should be found inclined to one side or the

other, note carefully the direction of its inclination, and having

unshipped the card, drop a little melted sealing-wax on the under sealing.

and opposite side, close out to the edge. Replace the card,

examine it afresh, and repeat the dose until the result is satis-

factory. It is best to do this on a smooth day, when the ship is

upright and steady.

If the card should get overloaded with sealing-wax, it is easy

to chip it off when hard.

The compass just described was contrived by the writer, and is

a comparatively cheap and thoroughly useful form of Standard.

It is unpatented, and can therefore be made by any optician,

and, to avoid the expense of a fresh plate, mounted impressions

of the card can be had through the post for a few pence from

F. M. Moore, 102, High Street, Belfast, who has constructed com-

passes on this pattern.

When the owner's pocket can afford it, however, there is no

Standard compass which in any way can rival the one invented Lord Kelvin'

and patented by Lord Kelvin. Its mechanical construction Patent

is as near perfection as may be ; and looking at it either
Compass,

theoretically or practically, it has advantages which no other

known compass possesses.*

Unfortunately there is considerable misapprehension abroad

as to this compass ; the writer has heard men, who ought to
^

, . . , ,i 1

.

Simplicity ol

have known better, say, " Oh ! it is too complicated tor ordmary
,he -Kelvin'

folks." Now there could not be a greater mistake than this. Compass.

The entire arrangement is beautiful in its extreme simplicity,

and there is absolutely nothing to get out of order.

" The proof of the pudding is in the eating of it," and five

years' experience of Lord Kelvin's compass in all weathers and

climates has convinced the writer that it is no more liable to a

mishap than any other kind—perhaps not so much, whilst the

facilities for adjusting it stand unrivalled. We next come to

•This was written in 1881. but since the expiry of the patent, enmpas«-maker»

generally have adopted the principle of short needles. In other respects, also, their

compasses and binnacles approach the type of Lord Kelvin's ; so that, in some cases at

least, there is not much difference between Ihera.



now TO 'TAP THE ADMIRAL.

THE STEERING COMPASS.

Spirit CoiT

p«Jl.

Advantages i

Spirit Com-

Flotatio

power.

Protection

from strong

tun.

BoAt Compas

AmoniT tlie best is one in wliicli the aird is almost floated in

diluteil spirits of wine.* The bowl is, of coui-se, liernietically

sealed, to prevent the escape of the .spirit; and in the better de-

scriptions there is a compensatory arr.vngenient. which permits,

witliuut injury to the several ptirts, the expansion and contraction

con-setjuent on change of temperature.

The objects of this form of compsiss are, first, to diminish the

friction due to the weight of the card on the pivot, thereby

materially incresvsing its sensitiveness, and secondly, to render

the compa.s.s steady in heavj' weather, or when placed in positions

where there is much tremor arising from mivchinery or otherwise.

The flntj\tion power of the card is so adjusted that, though the

latter is several ounces in weight, its pressure on the point of

support does not exceed 15 or 20 grains. The bowl should be so

completely filled by the spirit as to leave no air-bubble. If one

should at any time appear, the bowl mast be un.shipped and

turneil upside down, to permit of the deficiency being made good

through the proper filling hole, which is then closed by a screw-

cap ami washer. On no account must the glass cover er'er be

»tidied.

There is only one other caution necessary in the use of liquid

compa-sse.s. In tropical climates they should be carefully shielded

from the rays of the sun, which, if permitted t<j bMkt upon them,

would turn the card a dirty yellow, and eventually, a brown colour

;

besides risking the I>rcakage of the glivss top, owing to excessive

expansion of the spirit. From neglect of this simple precaution

the writer has .seen several litjuid compas.ses come to grief nnvst

unexpectedly, causing much anno^'ance during the rest of the

pius.sagi', and expen.sc at the end of it. This is the only kind of

compa.ss which is suitable for boat work ; in all other descriptions

the card swings so much as to bo u.seless.t

An erroneous idea sometimes prevails, that, in an iron vessel

.such a compass is less afl'ect-ed than those of the common pattern.

This is really not the ca.se, nor do the makers wish to convey

• Tiir* alcohol- fanillttrly knowu a< spirlU of wine— i» preferal)!* to wat«r, or ai7
otliar liquid, Iwcaui* It iloei wl fr«cie evaii at Tery low teui|>erature«.

1 In th* heal liquiil compaMM tha card ii of hard enamel, which permits of pun
tpirita of win* btlng uted without dlacoloratlori, and renden frtciiog Impossible. These
poloU can never be gained In the ordloarjr painted card.
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s\icli an idea. As explained above, a card, when nearly afloat, is

much more sensitive and obedient to the earth's directive force

tliau the same one would be if suffered to rest its whole weight

on the sustaining pivot, and that -is all. The writer cannot here

do better than quote the late Mr. Towson's remarks on this

subject. He says, on page 122, in his work entitled "Practical

Information on the Deviation of the Compass for the use of

Masters and Mates":—
" In connexion with compass deviations, many practical men

have vainly attempted to discover some substance or medium that impouiiiit ia

would insulate the needle from the influence of the magnetism of intercept

the ship's iron. Many imagined discoveries of this character have

been patented, and have served both to waste the time and money

of the patentees, and to distract the attention of the mariner from

that class of study which alone can promote his safety in navi-

gating an iron ship. It may be stated with confidence that thei-e

is no available medium that can intercept magnetic influence.

For two centuries, at least, every class of bodies has been sub-

mitted to experiment, in order to discover a material capable of

intercepting the influence of one magnet on another, not for the

purpose of preventing deviation, but because the mechanic clearly

perceives that if such a material were discovered, a motive power

could be produced by various arrangements of permanent magnets

and insulating bodies. But no one has succeeded in making this

discovery. Should, however, the efforts, which for centui-ies have

been unsuccessful, be realized, although a new motive power

would thereby be available, it would be altogether valueless in

connexion with the compas.ses of iron ships. The magnetism of

the earth generally, the loadstone, soft iron, hard steel, or the

electro-magnet, is all of the .same nature. If we shut off one, we

sliut off all.

"If, therefore, we could succeed in insulating the needle from

the magnetism of the ship, we should by the same means intercept

the magnetism of the earth, and thus the compass would be

rendered absolutely useles.s. In the first place, then, the object

sought for is not available; and, secondly, if such a medium did

exist, it would be entirely valueless in connexion with the com-

passes of iron ship.s."

There is an ill-defined idea prevalent among the older school Popular erron

of pilots and seamen that the compass is aflected (1) by fog; ileyi°"n'"

(2) by strong winds of long duration in the same quarter; (3) by

the phenomenon known as the Aurora Borealis in the northern,

and Aurora Australia in the southern hemisphere; (4) by the
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attraction of land—notably when of volcanic origin, and liy the

pruxiniitj' of the vessel's keel to the bottom in the shallow waters

of harbours, rivers, and estuaries
; (5) by thunderstorms.

These are the causes principally blamed for abnormal deflectioiis

of the needle ; whether justly or unjustly remains to be seen.

The two first may be disposed of very shortly. It can be

stated in the most positive manner that neither meclMnically

nor magnetically does fog affect the compass in the slightest

degree. There is no difference in the magnetic constitution of a

needle which has the good luck to reside on shore as compared

with one whose misfortune it is to be buffeted about at sea This

l>eing admitted, we would have heard long ago if the doings of

the needles in the basement of the Observatory at Greenwich had

been at all erratic during togs, of which London can boast some

very fine specimens. There is also a magnetic department at the

National Physical Laboratory, near Richmond. In both these, the

delicatel3'-suspended needles are so arranged that their slightest

movement is automatically registered on sensitized paper—in

fact, photographed. Nothing out of the common can therefore

occur without being detected, also the precise time of its occur-

rence. It is tlierefore ea.sy to trace connection between the

beliaviour of the needles and any outside phenomena 8uppo.sed to

intiiience them, as the latter are also registered, though in a

ditri-rent manner.

'Pill' same thing, of course, applies in the ca.se of winds of long

duration, such as the stifi'-necked ea.sterly " blows " that, in the

spring of the year, used to drive scores of " homewanl bounders
"

into Queenstown and Falmouth, and to a lesser extent do .so still.

Should tlie ve.ssel be of iron, the deviation due to wliat is de-

scribed furtiier on as " Retjiiiiod " magnetism might Ihj tlie

culprit, initsmuch as, after a long stretch on one tick, with head

pri'tty innch in .same dirt'Ction, an iron vessel would have her

ordinary magnetic chanicttr temporarily altered, .so that when a

shift of wind permitted a change in the course—say from north

to eiust—the deviation on the new coui-se would be found different

U) wliat it hail Ixjen on ea.st previous to the setting in of tiie .spell

ol contrary wind. This is prolwibly the origin of the belief,

ami though indirectly it might as sliewu be siccountable, wind,

08 gxuJi, could not deflect the needle a single hairs-breadth.

We will p:iss on to No. ;{, which is much more interesting.

Aided l)y the phiit<>grfii)hie camera and spectroscope, substan-

tial progress in solar physics hiw iieen made within the puat
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twenty j-ears or so. Sun-spot observations have been system-

atized, and it is now accepted tliat the mean period of their

recurrence is eleven years, thousrh individual periods may depart

from it considerably. For a long time it has been made evident

that there is a decided connection between this period and that

of terrestrial magnetic phenomena. That is to say, they are

more frequent and more pronounced at times of maximum sun-

spots. The records shew that magnetic storms, as they are

termed, mostly occur when an exceptionally large spot is visible

near the central meridian of the sun's disc, or about the time of Sun-jpot».

some great change in a sun-spot. It has been established, also,

that these magnetic distui-bances take place at the same absolute

time over the entire earth.

The spot-group on the sun February 5-17, 1892, was the largest

photographed at Greenwich since 1873, in which year was

commenced the Greenwich series of photos. Its presence was

associated with a correspondingly large magnetic di'^turbance,

which attained its maximum on February 13-14. It began on

the loth, about 5'32 p.m., was at its best between midnight and Magnetic

2 A..M., and gradually died out about 4 o'clock the same evening,

thus lasting nearly 2-i hours. It seriously disturbed the telegraph

and telephone services throughout the world, and was attended by

one of the most brilliant auroral displays seen of late years in

this country. At Greenwich, the needle for recording the varia-

tion was pulled out of the meridian line 1° and more. At Kew,

the same occurred ; whilst at Potsdam, " enormous " fluctuations

were noticed : changes of 2° in two minutes were recorded, and

deflections of 1|° were observed. (Dear reader, please note that

changes or vibrations of 2° were considered " enormous.").

November of 1882 was marked by a disturbance falling but little

short of the one just described.

In investigating the relationship between large sun-spots and

magnetic storms, it appears that one or more will usually occur

during the life of any particularly noticeable .sun-spot; and a

curious point—.so far unexplained—is that these disturbances are

more common in spring and autumn than at other times : thus. Season of

taking the Greenwich records for the last 50 years, disturbances "'"' *"''*

are two or three times more frequent before and after the equi-

noxes than at the solstices.

A preliminary sudden movement is a common feature of mag-

netic storms. It may be taken as a warning of the disturliance

to follow in a lesser or greater number of hours, but sometimes

the disturbance follows on at once.
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Amount or

disturbance

board ship.

Aiiinulhs
.liirlnn fog.

Auroras and sun-spots are found to wax and wane together

even in their smaller fluctuations, but the theory that they de-

pended for their frequencj- on the influence and position of the

planets had to be abandoned. Bej'ond question, the Aurora is an

electrical phenomenon, something after the style of sheet light-

ning. According to Lemstrom, who, by overspreading the top

of Mount Oratunturi, in Northern Russia, with a network of

insulated wires, succeeded in producing identical eflects, the

Aurora is due to currents of po.sitive electricity illuminating tlie

atmosphere in their passage to the earth. The vertex of the

luminous arch is always found in the direction of the magnetic

imridian, and as the display is known to occur simultaneously in

hiiih hemispheres, it shows, as might be expected, a connection

between the magnetic polos of the earth.

It is abundantly proved that the very largest magnetic storms

do not pull the most delicately balanced needles more than IJ"

out of the magnetic meridian. How then about the rougher

instrument of the mariner ? Further, the effect of these disturb-

ances is more in the direction of causing small vibrations of the

needle than in holding it over for a length of time to the right or

left of the line of rest: in fact, a man might pass his life at sea,

and not experience a steady pull of F.
*

Knough has been said to shew that auroral displays, magnetic

storms, imd periods of solar activity, are each coincident with the

other, and protluctive of magnetic disturbance ; but even in their

most intense form the amount of such disturbanoe would seldom

l)e appreciable on board ship, certainly never so great lus to

approHch oven a ([uarter of a point

Should, then, unusual deviation be jToved to exist during a

time of fog, a long continuance of wind from one quarter, or

during a display of the Aurora, the navigator may put these

three "suspects" on one side, and look in some other direction

for the cause.

Anyone can test these matters for himself. In thick fiigs it ia

often beautifully clear overhead and the water smooth, so that

'Time Azimuths' can readily be tiken of Sun, Moon, or Stars,

which can be rejieated it/tr)- the fog luus cleared off": and these

observations can be further compared with those t^vken on the

sumr course a short time previous to the fog setting in. The
same can be done with the Aurora, and all doubts set at rest In

like manner, when passing clo.se to islands known to be magnetic

— such as St Helena, Pantellaria, or the Salvages—a ."Jeries of

' Sm Appendix r.
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careful azimutlis would do moi"e to convince the sceptic than any

amount of " ink-slinging." Besides, wliy should any one parti-

cular ship be selected for a manifestation of this kind, when

thousands of others, under similar circumstances, had been al-

lowed to go scot-free. It is altogether unreasonable, unless the

magnetic demon is guilty of favouritism.

The writer would wish it understood that the foregoing is

strictly borne out in his own experience at sea. Whenever op- Author's own

portunity offered, most careful experiments were made to confirm
^'^p"*"'^*'

or disprove all such theories, and though many thousands of

azimutlis have been taken by him in such parts of the world as

he has visited, and at various hours of the night and day, in no

single instance was anything abnormal detected which could not

otherwise be satisfactorily explained.

No. 4. The attraction of land, and the effect prodiLced by

proximity of vessel's keel to the bottom.

This comes under the heading of " Local Attraction "—a term Attraction o»

which will be more fully explained in another place : suffice it to

say here, that it has reference only to the effects on the compass

of magnetic forces external to the ship in which such compass is

placed. From time to time one hears extremely foolish accounts

of wreck through the supposed attraction of land. The writer

recollects one in particular, which, from his familiarity with the

locality, made rather an impression. It was that of a fine large

steamer stranded near Cape Santa Maria in the River Plate.

" Fools step in where angels fear to tread," so some sage newspaper

correspondent attributed her loss to the effect of an imaginary

magnetic hill somewhere round about that neighbourhood. This

gentleman had probably been reading the story of Sinhad the sinbad the

Sailor, and how, on getting near one of these magnetic hills, its

attraction was so powerful as to pull all the nails out of the ship's

side, and down she went, plump O ! ! As a matter of fact, the

steamer was lost through ignorance of the north-easterly current

which invariably runs on that coast with great strength during

a Pampero.

Pretty much the same thing appeared in the Press when

H.M.S. Serpent came to grief near Cape Fiuisterre in Nov. 1890,

but it was clearly shewn in evidence at the court-martial, that

even had there been any " Local attraction " thereabouts, its effect

would have been to keep the vessel o^' shore.

Magnetic laws do not permit of the supposition that visible

land will disturb the compa.ss of a .ship at .sea, because the effect
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of of a magnetic force diminishes in such exceedingly rapid propor-

tion as the distance from it increases, that it would require a

local centre of magnetic force of an amount absolutely unknown

to iiftect a compass half a mile distant. It has never been dis-

puted that masses of rock are sometimes intensely magnetic, and

quite overpower the earth's magnetism when a compass is placed

sufficiently near. There is nothing new in this. For example,

in the account of the voyage of H.M.S. Beagle during the survey

of Tierra del Fuego, about the year ISSO, it is mentioned that

several times when the ' Kater's ' Stiindard compass was taken on

shore to get bearings, the " Local Attraction " was so excessive

that the card had no directive force whatever, and observations

were impossible. On returning to the lieu/jle the effect dis-

appeared, though the vessel was dose in with the same land.

Tlie writer recollects full well that, during the time the western

p.irt of the Strait of .Magellan had to be navigated with fear-

fully imperfect charts, it was a regular thing to hear recounted,

witli a face as long as the main to'bowline, how in such and such

channels the coinpas.ses had "jumped " two points or .so, and liad

nearly put them on shore. It was no use attempting to convince

tiie narrator to the contrary. The.se "jumps " are never heard

of now : the magnetic pliantom who delighted in the.se pi-ank-s

has been exorcised by the modern surveys of Wharton and

othei-s, whicli shew tliat the previous charts were frequently

whole points in error. In the intricate channels leading from the

Strait to the Gulf of Penas, the writer, during the six years he

used them, found errors of 3 and i points to be quite common

;

but azimutlis there-and-then alivaya exonerated the compas.s,

though the land was sometimes not more distant tlum half tiie

lengtli of tile v&sseL The distance travereed in the.se channels

was about 350 miles, with neither lights, buoy.s, nor beacons:

sometimes a dozen or more of islets would be pas.sed wliere >io>ie

were .shewn on the chart; and .sometimes a number appeared on

tiie chart which were invisibb- el-sewhere. It was a splendid

place to tench one to keep his eyes open and liis wits nliout him.

Tiie hiw which has hitlierto been found to hold good as regards

" Local attraction " of magnetic rocks is, that north of the magnetic

equator the north-serkimj end of the compivss needle is attracted

towanls any centre of disturlianco ; .south of the magnetic ei|Uator

it is repelle*!. Now, in the cjise of the Sei'}^nt, steering soutii,

the edict, liail there been any (which was certainly not the case),

would have been to cause easterly deviation, and, as an^ one
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may see, easterly deviation would have taken her off shore, as

already stated.

So far so good, but in some unaccountable manner it has

hitherto been overlooked that while a ship is such a distance from

visible land as to be altogether beyond reach of possible magnetic

influence, she may, in shallow water, be passing closely over fer-

ruginous rocks capable of producing very decided magnetic effects

on her compass. This, however, was not the Serpent's case, as h.m.s.

the water only shoals near Cape Villano when close in to the ^"f""-

coast.

Some instructive cases of this kind have come to light within

the past few years : one instance is furnished by observations of

the Variation of the compass on the east coast of Madagascar.

The normal lines of Variation for several miles southward from

St. Mary's Isle should vary from about 11° W^. to 12' \V., but

instead of this, the French men-of-war, which are frequently

running up and down this part of the coast, find that the Varia-

tion near the shore at St. Mary's Isle is only 6° or 7° W., the Bed of sea

north end of the compass being repelled by the nature of the

bottom. These results tally with observations made on shore in

Madagascar, New Zealand, and other places.

There is a similar area of magnetic disturbance in the Adriatic,

which was examined at the request of the late Father Secchi,

the astronomer ; but by far the biggest thing in this way was

discovered near Cossack by H.M.'s surveying schooner Meda— McJa.

a wooden vessel employed on the marine survey of the north-

west coast of Australia, a part of the world which is known to be

highly magnetic in places. In July of 1885, the Meda, in pass-

ing at night, found a sudden deflection of two points in the

neighbourhood of Bezout Island, but was unable to investigate

the cause until the following September, and then only partially.

But in 1890, H.M.S. Penguin, then carrying on the survey, was

employed to look into the matter more fuUj^ It was supposed

by the Meda's oSicers and others that the island of Bezout was

accountable for the vagaries of the compass in that neighbour-

hood, but Captain Creak, R.N., F.R.S., the then Admiralty

Superintendent of Compasses, adjudged it to be a magnetic

ridge under the sea, and this proved to be the correct view.

On November •1th, 1890, the Penguin being at work in the

neighbourhood, the magnetic elements were obtained on shore

near Reader Head, but nothing remarkable was found either m

Dip, Declination, or Force. On the 5th. the ship was swun2

discovery.
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H M.S. twice when 3 to 6 miles from the shore. On the first occasion
'n^ini

tliere wsis a very sh'ijht indication of unu.sual variation. Leaving
experience. J a o

Port Walcott on the usual track in the afternoon, when Bezout

Island bore S. 79' W. (true), distant two miles, the north point

of the compass was suddenly deflected two points to the west-

ward, just as had happened to the Aleda, thouj,'h not quite on

the same ground. The ship was immediately anchored, and

some hours of the next day were spent in examining this an-

chorage and locality generally ; the soundings gave 9 fathoms

throughout. Observations were also made during this time on

Bezout Island (the nearest visible land) of the absolute values

of the three magnetic elements, but, notwithstanding the short

distivnce separating the island from the ship, the results were

nonnal.

On board the Penguin, the instruments employed were the

standard compass, situated 68 feet above the bottom of the sea,

and a Fox dip-circle, about 6 feet higher. It was found that the

centre of the disturbance was about 50 feet in diameter. Drift-

ing slowly over it from N.W. to S.E. three or four times, the

greatest disturbance of the Stiviidard compass was produced by a

force repelling the north end of the needle : this amounted to

23° of deviation when on the N.W. side of the centre, and to 55°

on the S.E. side.

The ship was anchored for four hours, nearly over the centre

of disturbance, the nortii-.sceking end of the compass needle re-

Aoioiiiit o( (lip. miiining constantly repelled ils much as 50° to 55'. When e.vacthj

over the centre, the observed dip was 83* S., the normal value for

the general loculit}' being 50° S. The north-seeking end of the

dip-needle was therefore repelled xiinvanls to the extent of 33',

though at the .same time—from being vertically over the focus

—the Standard compjiss shewed but little deviation.

Those large values of 55° in the Declination (Variation), and
33' in the Inclination (Dip), were confined to a very small area,

the values of the disturbanee in both elements t/ccreasni^ rapidly

as the centre wius pa.ssed in any direction. The position of the

I'cnyuin'a centre of disturbance was Bezout Island (beacon on

summit), S. 79i W. (true), distant 214 miles, ami was 13 miles

from the Meda's centre of disturbance.

Re-e«*inm» A furtlicr, and, in some respects, even more detailed examina-
^'"^y

tion was subseciuently made of this interestin}; locality with the

following results;—Within the limits of an area four miles long

north-cast and south-west, by two miles broad, with a depth of
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8 to 9 fathoms at low-water springs, and bottom of quartz-sand,

and shells, the compass was disturbed from 1° at the outer limits to

as much as 56° near the focus of the disturbing fox'ce. Over this

focus the dip-needle shewed 81° 10' S., the noi-th-seeking end

being thus repelled upwards 31°. The greatest range in deflec-

tion of the Standard compass was 86°, viz., 50° to the east and

30' to the west, confirming the previous occasion's observations.

This place happens to be on the line of No Variation.

Such deflections of the compass are due to magnetic minerals

in the bed of the sea under the ship, and luhen the water is shallow

and the force strong, the compass may be temporarily deranged

when passing over such a spot, but the area of disturbance will

be small, unless there are many centres near together. Observa-

tions prove that disturbance of the compass in a ship afloat is

experienced only in a few places on the globe.* The excess of red R^ny of suck

magnetism found near Cossack, as above detailed, is a most

unusual occurrence, and need not give navigators the nightmare.

It, however, teaches a lesson. Observe azimuths as often as

possible. Half his time, the oflicer of the watch is walking to

and fro the bridge doing absolutely nothing. Why should this

be, when he might be usefully occupied—not with a scraper or

a paint-brush, ' tramp ' fashion—but in contributing his quota

towards the safe navigation of the ship ?

The minor question of compass disturbance by proximity of

the vessel's keel to the bottom in frequented harbours, rivers, and

estuaries, need scarcely be touched upon ; not that it is impossible,

as shewn above, but because there is no authentic instance of such

a thing having happened. W hen iron vessels first came out, it was

even conjectured that the anchor and chain cable, acting as media

between the hull and ground, produced an efiect upon the ship's

magnetism suSicient to cause deviation of the compass. There was

an air of plausibility about this, but experiments have demolished

it, so far at least as well known anchorages are concerned. It

does not appear that it occurred to the Penguins oflicers to test

this hypothesis in the locality of all others most likely to produce

an efiect.

5. Here we have, beyond doubt, the most fertile source yet Thunder-

alluded to of possible compass disturbance, and disturbance of a storms,

more or less permanent character. Ordinarily, thunderstorms

do not derange the compass, as has been proved over and over

again ; but there are many well authenticated instances where,

when iron vessels have been actually struck by lightning, their

• Sec Appendii G.
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magnetic character has beeu so completely altered as even to cause

reversal of the pointing of the needle.

Now, though tlie hull of an iron vessel may be, and has been,

damaged. slruLck by lightning, there is no record of its ever having sustained

damage—indeed, such a mishap would seem to be impossible.

Iron is a good conductor, and water is still better; therefore,

when struck by lightning, the hull gives the electric fluid a free

passage to the surrounding sea, where it is at once harmlessly

dissipated. Wood, on the contrary, is a non-conductor, and, by

resisting the current, is made to suffer accordingly.

Moral.—It is unwise to oppose anjlhiog or anybody stronger than yourself.

Hence it is not uncommon to hear—even in iron vessels—of

the wooden spires of masts, and, more rarely, other fittings of the

same material, being rent and shattered like matchwood. Masts

composed entirely of iron from truck to keel would "determine"

the discharge at their highest points, and secure perfect immunity

from damage.

It is conceivable that an iron vessel might be witiiin the radius

of a severe thunder-storm without being what is called " .struck
"

by lightning, owing to the vast conducting surface of tlie hull

steadily, but, in most cases, invisibly, draining ofl' the ditlu.sed

electricity in the circumambient air before it had time to concen-

trate and develop into either of the energetic forms known as

Vioi.ni forms Forkfd-lightning and Bull-lightning—the hull acting, in fact, as
igiiiiinE

^^ ^^^^ ^£ electric safety-valve. This is probably the condition

when corposants (St KImo's fire) are seen sitting on the ma.st-

heads and yard-arni'^, and luminous Will-o'-the-wis]i-like appear-

ances silently chase each otlicr down the wire rigging and funnel

shrouds.

As the matter has u really important bearing on safe naviga-

tion, it will be dealt with at some length. Perhaps the mast

.satisfactory ami convincing motle of treating it will be to narrate

a few boni\-fide exjieriences. The one referring to the Hedgcmore

was related to the writer, and sulweiiuently communicated to him
on paper by her captain.

When off Nantucket, on a passage from Liverpool to New
York, the White Star steamer Gcrnuinic, CapUiin Kennl^dy,

I'ncountored an electric storm of unusual strength and durntion.

It came on at midnight, July 11th, 1SS4, and endeil at 8 u'clock

Lithining the following morning. A very peculiar accompaniment w<i8 a
during iIikIi

f^,„ g^ diHse at one time that the fumiels could not be seen from
fog > "
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the bridge. The lightning was from every quarter, forming a

complete network of flashes. The illumination of the fog was so

thorough and .sustained that the ship appeared to be in a con-

tinuous blaze or halo of light. The soundings not agreeing with

the reckoning, led Captain Kennedy to conclude that his com-

passes were affected, and so it proved.

At noon on the 12th, the true position was ascertained, and on

shaping the course from Fire Island to Sandy Hook, the ship s.s. Germanu

had to be kept W. by S. i S. by compass, instead of W. i N. as

usual, thus shewing an error of two points due to the electric

storm. The account goes on to say that the Standard compass

was so much affected during the storm, that for some two or

three hours it was perfectly useless, and dependence had to be

placed on the wheel-house compass (Lord Kelvin's), though it

also was affected. On the homeward passage it was found that

the errors on easterly courses were the same as usual.

Now the possible conclusion to be drawn from this last state-

ment is, that in the interval the Germanic had recovered her

normal magnetic character.

It is a pity that the foregoing account is not more circum-

stantial in details ; its scientific value is absolutely nil. The next

case is much more circumstantial, and consequently of consider-

able value : it is also moi*e recent.

On March 28lh, 1S92, when crossing the Gulf Stream (lat.

38|° N., long. 67J° W.), homewards from Baltimore to Liverpool, The

the (s.s.) Sedgemore encountered a strong north-east gale, with
^j^^i^^^t^^^

heavy rain, thunder, and lightning. Corposants were constantly

hovering about the mastheads. At Ohr. 45m. A.M., durmg a

squall, there was a loud report, sharp and defined like the firing

of a cannon, with a concussion that shook the ship throughout

:

at the same moment she was enveloped in a fierce light that

penetrated to every part.

The masthead electric light—carried on the foreside of the

ivooden fore topgallant mast— was destroyed, and the mast

slightly charred all over. The copper wire conductors were also

destroj'ed from the lamp downwards until they reached the iron

mast, after which (lie;/ luere uninjured.

The steering compasses in the fore and after wheel-houses

were completely reversed : the ship's course at the time by the Reversal

forward one was E. by S. After the ship had been struck, this °f '•"?'»

compass shewed W. by N., and moved in the opposite direction

to the ship's head ; for example, when the helm was ported and
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the ship's head came to the right, the compass appeared to say

that she had gone ofl" to the left. Later on, when observations

had been obtained, Captain Trencry tried to adjust this com-

pass. First, the fore-and-aft magnets were reversed, but without

the slightest effect. Tlieu these magnets were replaced in their

former positions, and the 'tiiwartship magnet was reversed, when

the card immediately spun round to east, working freely, but

with the original deviation on this point increased considerably.

Previous to the attempt to correct this compass, spare ones had

been tried in the same binnacle, but the results in every case

were exactly the same.

The ' Kelvin ' Standard on the upper bridge was not reversed

as the others were, but wiis rendered sluggish, and had largely

increased deviations. The following Table shews the change for

the points on which azimuths had been taken.

Ship'a UuuL Uov. before.
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the S.S. Capella, commanded by Captain Woodcock, had a some-

what similar experience to that of the Sedgemore. The morning

had been squally, with rain, thunder, and lightning. About 7"30

the storm seemed to have pa.ssed over, and the weather shewed

signs of clearing up, when, after a considerable interval, there

was a very vivid flash, accompanied by a violent explosion close

to the rail near the starboard fore rigging, which seemed as if

something had exploded and scattered sparks and fire over the Electric

ship. The wooden foretopmast was splintei'ed near the spire,
"p'""'""

and some service torn off the backstay, probably by a branch

from the main current. The compass on the upper bridge was

deflected from N. 72° W. to N. 45° \V., and remained that way
for a short time. The wheelhouse compass, which had previously

shewn W.N.W., indicated E.S.E., and the one on the poop was

considerably affected also. Trial in the wheelhouse of a spare

compass-card shewed that it and the original card were all right,

but the shock had reversed the magnetism of the ship. Later

on, the deviation of the upper bridge compass on N. 72° W. was

found to have increased from 9° W. to 19° W.
At 4 P.M. same day, the Capella was swung completely round,

and errors ascertained.* They had very much altered. The

deviation on north had changed from 6° W. to 27" W. After

making the circle, the wheelhouse compass regained some of its

directive force, as the north point again pointed somewhere

towards the north.

As the compasses did not go back to their original errors, they

had to be entirely re-adjusted.

Such is the Capella's experience, which quite corroborates that Deductions

of the Sedqemore. Leaving out the Germanic for reasons already "l"™

given, two things are made plain: (1) that the compasses them- and Capella.

selves had maintained their directive force intact
; (2) that the

normal magnetic character of both vessels—for an unknown

period of time—had been completely overwhelmed by the new
magnetism imparted by the shock. Each ship had virtually been

made an electro-magnet by the terrible intensity of the discharge.

It will be noticed that the wires communicating with the

electric mast-head lamp of the Sedgemore were completely de-

stroyed as far down as the point where the iron mast commenced.

This simply means that the copper wires were not lai'ge enough

in themselves to cai-ry ofl' the electricity until supplemented by

•The date o! previous swinging is not given—an unfortunate omission iuan investigation

«f this kind.
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the iron mast, when they received immediate relief, and escaped

further injury. Copper is between five and six times a better

cuialuctor than iron, but in this case the wire was much too

small for so heavy a discharge. One of J-inch diameter, projectinfj

two or three feet above each truck, and carried down to perfect

contact with the iron mast, would probably liave saved all damage;

and if carried down overboard to water, and properly insulated

from the ship, would probably have saved the compass diMui-hance

as well. The bridge compasses were, as might be expected, less

troubled than those nearer to the hull. This is the case in all

ve.s.sels where the bridge compass is kept clear of load iron, such

as mast, funnel, stanchions, &c.

It would be interesting to know if the Sedgemore and Capclla

ever entirely recovered their previous magnetic stjite. There is

no doubt that after a lapse of time thej' wouM part with some of

the .super-posed magnetism, but how much it is impossible to

conjecture.

The foregoing amply demonstrates the absolute safetj* of iron

vessels at such timea Wooden vessels, unprotected by lightning

conductors, would almost certainly have been set on fire—a not

by any means uncommon occurrence in olden times.

This is a fit place to refer to experiments made in 1866, by

Mr. Kvan Hopkins, C.K., of London, who went so far a.s to patent

a process whereby he hoped to depolarise iron vessels, and leave

them thenceforth free from any compa-ss-disturbing influence

whatever. For this purpose he emploj-ed a number of Grove's

butteries and electro-magnets. The latter were to be pas,sed

along the plates till the desired end had l>een obtained. The

inventor was careful to explain that the procc.s.s must not be

overdone, for fear of re-polarising in the opposite ilircction.

Kvidently the idea was incapable of being civrried to a successful

i.ssue, as it very quickly died a natural death.

Poiition of I" n large ve.ssel where, to gain power, the wheel is of consider-

SKtrint ahle diameter—say 7 feet or upwards

—

tuv steering compa.s.se8

are absolutely nece.ssary, each so placed, to starboard and port,

that the hclnisinaii may have the compass directly in front of

liiiii, no matter at which side of the wheel he may be sUinding.

If there should iiappon to be but one compiuss, an error, due to

)i!irallax, will be intrwluced in the course. L<.>oking at the com-

piuis in an obli(|Ue direction causes an apparent change in the

relative ptwitions of the lubber-line and the marginal divisions of

ihe card— the greater the clearance between the edge of the curd
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and the compass bowl, the greater tlie error. Unless the helms-

man can get the centre of the card and the lubber-point in one

with his course, he is sure to steer to one side of it. Where, from

the inconvenient closeness of a skylight, stanchion, or other deck

fixture, a single midship compass is unavoidably placed veiy near

to the wheel, or is so placed because the steersman's sight will not

define the degrees at a greater distance, this error or parallactic Parallax a

displacement of the lubber-line is aggravated, amounting fre-
^°"^" °'

quently to a quarter of a point. Now, in a moderate day's run

of say 300 miles, in thick weather, this becomes a serious con-

sideration, as it affects the ship's position at the end of it to the

tune of 15 miles. Hence the necessity for a compass directly

facing the steersman, which should be as far distant from him as

may be compatible with distinct vision; and to this end its

diameter ought not, in the case of a spirit compass, to be less than

eleven inches. If constructed, however, on the principle patented

by Lord Kelvin, there would be a great advantage in increasing

the size to fifteen or even sixteen inches.*

By placing the compass as far forward of the wheel as possible,

it is less within the influence of the iron spindle, tiller, rudder-

head, and stern-post, all of which in an iron vessel are powerfully iron fittings

magnetic. If, however, as is frequently the case now, the after-

wheelhouse should be constructed wholly of iron, with possibly

an iron deck in addition, and steam steering gear, it seems certain

that trustworthy compensation by magnets must be extremely

difficult, and only to be accomplished after a lengthened investi-

gation of the nature of the many forces acting on the compass.

The same may be said of compasses in the conning towers and

turrets of ironclads.

In sailing vessels it is not uncommon to find an attempt made

to remedy this liability to error, when steering with a single

compass in the midship line, by having the binnacle containing it

made to slide over from side to side as required ; but it is easy to sliding

see that, even in a wooden ship, such an arrangement is far from B'""^"^'^'

advi.sable, as the iron spindle of the wheel must aft'eet the compass

in a different direction every time the latter is moved across.

However, there is nothing like trial, and when the ship is in the

graving dock, or at sea in a calm, with perfectly smooth water,

the sliding binnacle can be tried in both positions ; but the result

* Lord Kelvin has coustructed 15-inch steering compasses which have been found by

the writer and others to give excellent results.
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cannot be considered satisfactory unless the experiment is tned

with the ship's head in different directions.

sieim Now-a-days large steamers are steered by steam, one man,
steeriiie

\y\i\\ a miniature wheel about 30 inches in diameter, suflicing

to control tlie movements of the vessel's head. In this case one

compass is all that is necessary, as the lielmsman stands directly

behind the wheel, the spindle and pedestal containing the con-

nections being immediatel}' on the fore side.*

It is necessary hei"e to saj' a few words touching the fittings, as,

unless particularly specified, they are not always made of brass.

In one large mail steamer commanded by the writer, the spindle

of the wheel and vertical shafting communicating with the steam-

steering engine were actually made of iron, though their ends

came within seven inches of the compasa How the maker had

the hardihood to venture on such a petty economy, involving such

Concealed scrious conscqucnccs, it is difficult to say. The iron work alluded
''"" to was enclosed in a brass pedostiil, which would have concealed

it most effectually; but fortunately', before the ship was delivered

to her owners, the matter was discovered and reported to the

builders, who insisted upon the maker .substituting a Ijrass spindle

and 8 feet of braas shafting for the iron. One cannot therefore

be too wide-awake in the.se things when looking after the finish

of a new ship.

Ill the Kaiiie vessel there was a large teak skylight, almo.st

toucliing the wheelhouse on the fore side; and to prevent the

leaves of the sk^dight warping with the heat of the .sun, one of

Iron .liffener.. the forcmon causod three iron brackets, or stiffeners, to be screwed

firmly on the under side of each leaf, and was ver^' much astonished

when tuld that every time the skylight might be opened or shut,

that the compas.s in the wheelhouse would be affected to the

e.ttent of .several degrees. Nothing short of actual trial would
convince him that .such would be the case—his argument being,

that as the wiwdon bulkhead of the wheolliouse intervened, the

iron brackets could not possibly disturb the compass. However,

the question was set at rest soon after, when the compasses came
down from the maker. The disturbance cau.sed by opening and

sliutting the skylight amounted nearly to half a point, so the

after iron brncketsS were removed, and brass ones suUstituted.

In another largo steamer, also commanded liy the writer, the

heels of the main hatch cargo <lerricka were fitted into sub-
lioiiin

4inbiMti

* Vidt Dioframt 12 and 18, pt|« 600.
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Rtantial iron shoes, shaped something after the fashion of a

tuning fork, and connected by a pin to the lugs of the goose-

neck in the usual manner.

Each shoe was four I'eet long, and firmly secured to its derrick

by a couple of stout iron bands driven tightly on over-all. This

mode of fitting is good and strong, and everj^ way superior to the

common rag-bolt. Reference to the diagram facing this page

will show that the derricks were stepped on the forward break

of the saloon deck-house in such a manner, that when rai.sed to

plumb the hatchway the upper ends of the shoes came within

three feet six inches of the wheelhouse compass, and on about

the same level as the card.

Now, as the iron shoes were neatly let in flush with the surface

of the wood, and as moreover the derricks—from head to heel

—

were plenteousl}^ smothered in mast-color paint, after the manner

of steamboats in general, it was not likely that any one would

readily suspect the presence of so dangerous and well-ambushed

an enemy.

On the 24th of October, 188— , when going round from Ports- Lurking

mouth to Liverpool, it was decided to try what effect would g^po^gd.

be produced on the wheelhouse compass bj^ placing the derricks

in their usual working position. The ship at the time was
some ten miles to the westward of the Bill of Portland, and

the course steered was West (corr. mag.). Azimuths were taken

with the derricks in the two positions shewn in the diagram, and

the difference in the compass between "derricks up" and "derricks

down" amounted to no less than 18°!!! The Bridge compass

being well elevated, proved to be bej'^ond the influence of the iron

shoes, as it was not affected in the slightest degree. Can it be

wondered, then, that vessels are lost without those in chai'ge being

able to account for it. Regular comparisons, at short intervals,

between the Standard and Steering compass should be a standing

rule on board ship, and would materially assist in the detection

of " foggy " cases like the above.*

When a rag-bolt is buried in the heart of the spar, it is even

less likely to attract attention than the shoe is.

Some men fancy that by covering an iron stanchion with can- Magnetic

vas, and then painting it, or by sheathing it with brass or
ll^fp^^llbre

Muntz's metal, the\' can destroy, or rather shut off' its magnetic

influence on a compass ; but unfortunately this ia totally im-

• The reader need not worry over the blue and red shading just at present. It will be

iMj explained in the chapter on Compass AdjustiDeot.



REMARKABLE PECULIARITY OF MAGNETISM.
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possible. As already stated in these pages, no substance has

ever been discovered which will accomplish this.

It cannot be too strongly impressed on the sailor's mind that

if a civen piece of iron produces, saj' ten degrees of eriect, on a

compass at a distance of three feet, it will produce precisely the

same eflect if the space between them should be built up solid

with any non-magnetic material he chooses to name. Cranks

wasted timu and ingenuity seeking a substance to shut ofi' the

magnetic action of an iron ship on her compasses : regardless of

the fact that the earth's directive action must then cease, and

the compasses become useless.

Tliere appears to be a diversity of opinion among shipbuilders

as to the proper phvce for locating the steam-steering engine.

Some have it amidship, on the main deck, just under the fore-

wheelhouse ; whilst others prefer to place it in the after-wheel-

house, where it is controlled from forward liy means of very

simple shafting, leading aft under the deck. Allusion is here

made to tiiis only in .so far as it has to do with the compass.

Where the engine is placed aft, it is possible at all events, to

have the steering compass in the /o)'e-wheelhouse tolerably free

from iron in its vicinity, and on this account, if on no otiier, it

-should be -so placed. Fortunately this plan passe-sses mechanical

as well a.s other advantages which renders its ultimate adoption

a matter of certainty.

Before (juitting the subject of compasses, there are a few more

points to be noted in connection with it. In a ship littcd with a

Miust, I'ripod, or Pole coiiipas.s, it would be an excellent plan to

consider it as the "SUmdard compa.s.s," and the one on deck other-

wise known by that n.imc to be called the "Navigating compa.s.s."

Ma.st compa-sses, when properly construeted by e.xperienced

makers, and well placed, are often very reliable. Their deviation

is very small in amount, and much viore coniitcDit than comp!is.ses

nearer the hull. Nevertheless they arc apt to defeat their object

and almsc the confidence repo.sed in them, if stupidly jilaced near

wire rigging, ii-on caps or Iwnds, iron-stropped bKwks, chain tves,

or haulyards, &c.

If, therefore, in a steamer, it .should be decided to have a Mast
compa.ss (and in the writer's opinion no iron steam ve-s-sel should

be without one), proper provision must be made for it—the ma.st.

of coui-se, must be of wood, the rigging of rope, and the above
precautions followed out to the letter. It is .scarcely likely how-
ever in these days, when there is the alternative of a I'ole com-

pass, that owners will incur -so much trouble and expensp.



MECHANICAL DEFECTS OF CARD.

The ship s course should always be set by the " Navicratiuff Compariiom

V 7 7 7 1 ., „ ox 11 ,. 1 . ,
needful.

compass, checked by the btandard compass, and referred to

the " Steering compass " by a signal agreed upon, such as the

whistle in general use among officers.

All observations should be made by the Xavigating compass.

It is clearly impracticable to ascertain the deviation of the

Standard (mast) compass by direct observations, although it can

be done very easily by a method described further on, under the

heading of Friend's Pelorus, or still more easily by comparison

with another compass, the error of which has already been deter-

mined. The same applies to the steering compass when in.side a

wheelhouse.

Mast or pole compasses require more looking after than others. Elevated Com.

For example, the increased motion aloft causes extra wear and p^^^^^ "«»
^

^ .
more rapidly.

tear of the pivot point and jewelled cap. These should be ex-

amined at frequent intervals, esjiccially if the ship should be in

a rough weather trade. The magnifying glass found in all sex-

tant cases, and a fine sewing needle, serve to scrutinize the cap.

If the stone is found to be flawed, it should be at once replaced

with a spare one, of which several are generally supplied in a

first outfit. If the pivot point is broken or dulled, it can be

touched up on the carpenter's oilstone. Since the adoption of

light cards and a more elastic mode of suspension, there is less to

fear from this cause.

In case the elevated compass should be mounted North Country Displaced

fashion—on a single pole, it is open to a special ei*ror. What sea-

man is there who has not seen a spruce topgallant-mast warp

with a tropical sun, until the sheavehole looked over one bow or

othex', instead of right ahead ? In the case of the pole compass,

this twisting of the supporting spar has frequently occurred, and

without doubt will occur again; and, as an inevitable consequence,

the lubber-line is slued to the right or left of its proper place,

perhaps to a serious extent. Against this latter source of error

it is specially important to warn the navigator. To some it may
appear needless to do so, but experience shows that misplaced

lubber-lines have escaped detection for months, and in some cases

years. The supporting spar of the Pole compass should there-

fore be fashioned out of wood not liable to twist (red pine and

teak appear to be suitable), and, as an additional preventative, it

should be well coated with tchite paint mixed with raw oil, and

all rents carefully puttied up.

In one steamer, the bra.ss band carrying the masthead compass
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had been slued out of position by the span of the after-hatch
Gener*l '

.

*' »

caution as to cargo derrick, and had remained so for several voyages. The
inbber iinet.

qyyot in the place of the lubber-line due to this cause was 7'. It

iia-s come under the writer's observation that numerous vessels

have been nearly lost through want of attention to this highly

important matter.

On taking command of a vessel about to proceed to sea, it

should 1)0 one of the first duties of tho captain to ascertain if

the lubber point of his " Navigating compa.ss " be exactly in a

true fore-and-aft line. In one instance, where the error from

Can It be true? this cause amountcd to 6°, a steamer was all but run a-shore

on the Arklow Bank during misty weather; and the vessel

actually completed her voyage to the Brazils and back without

the ma-ster discovering what was the matter, though his courses,

day after day, tmisI have conveyed to his mind that there was a

.screw loose somewhere. In another instance a line-of-battle ship,

in which the writer had the plciisure of serving, after shaping a

course from Milford Haven to the Sevenstoncs, was found, at

daybreak, to be miles outsiile the Scilly Islands. On investiga-

tion, the lubbor-line of the "Navigjiting Compass" was discovered

to be 5* to port of the midship-line.

Co tfficient A. Like a snake in the grass, this kind of error lies concealed, and

cannot be dragged to light by azimuths or amplitudes, as the.se

observations, unless treated in a mathematical manner, reveal only

the erroi-s of the card, and not those of the hmd* Pay strict

attention, then, to this matter, as it is one of the "vniiMrtant siin-

plicities" of navigation. When compass bowls are being painted

inside, see therefore that the lubber-lines are not obliterated, and

* Wlitu tho compau it to aituatcd u to mak« it difBcuIt to refer the lubber-line

directly to the uhlp'a bead, and it i« luiiieoted to be badly placed, iu error may W
very closely iletcrmine<l :

—

Cart/uHy ascertain the deviation on the four cardinal poiuLi,

by comparison with the St.in'lard or by the Pelonis, m.irliitiij it + when easterly,

and - when westerly. Add together thoia of a timllar n.inie. Take the diffrronce

between the two amount* thu< found, retaining the •i^.ti of the K<'**ter, aud divide it

by 4. Tliis renminder la kn'>wn aa the cocnicii'nt A, and, in a well made compas*, is

due f«r the mcwt p.irt to a misplaced lubber-line. When the sign is 4-, the )ubl>er-lin«

should be moTed to the right.

Perlalion ship's head north - 12" Head south + 2*

east - 24* „ west -f IS'

- 36* +20"
-^ 20*

4)- 16»

A - 4*
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afterwards put in almost at random by some one ignorant of the

mischief which may accrue from their carelessness. It is surely

an easy task to paint close up to the lubber-line with a small

camel-hair brush ; and, to avoid mistakes in reshippiug tiie bowl,

when temporarily removed from the binnacle for any purpose,

there should be only one lubber-line. This will prevent the pos-

sibility of reversal in the gimbals. Compass bowls are not unfre- More than 3

quently marked with four lubber-lines, but the use of the after L"t>ijer-Linei

one is not manifest. It should be painted over at the earliest

possible moment. Those at the side may facilitate beam bearings.

The reader must not imagine that " Pole Compasses " are the

only ones liable to this defect, which has been known to exist in

" Standard Compasses," " Steering Compasses," and even " Navi-

gating Compasses." When detected, cover over the faulty line

with two coats of thick white paint, and, with a black lead

pencil, rule it carefully in again, in its proper place. Avoid

making the line gouty, or too thick. Compass errors arising

from mechanical defects already referred to are not unfrequently

attributed to deviation. Flaws, punctures, or roughness of the

jewelled cap, blunted or broken pivot-points, excessive weight in ^ chanicai

card and consequent insufficiency of the directive force, or the defacts.

card not traversing freely in the bowl, are of the class of defects

to be guarded against. If any of these exist, it can be detected

by using a small magnet to pull the north point of the card a

few degrees to the right or left—say a point—and noting where

it will come again to rest when the magnet is withdrawn. Then

in like manner pull the needle in the other direction, and if in

both ca-ses the card comes to rest at the same half degree, the

compass is free from any of the above-named defects. But

should the card not come to rest at the same place, then the

further apart the two resting places are from each other, the

greater is the defect from which it arises. Though unknown
currents sometimes wreck ships, it is more often a current of

magnetism than a current of ivater.

It should be borne in mind bj- owners and others that a perfect

compass is not the only want of the navigator. In fact, too much
cannot be done by adopting improved nautical instruments of all

kinds, so as to lessen the constant risk incidental to such id

arduous, responsible, and hazardous profession.



CHAPTER IV.

THE MARINE CHRONOMBTER.

The ilays of navigating by a carpenter's two-foot rule iiave

gone by, and accurate time-keeping chrononu^tei-s are a necessity

of the " lightning age " in which we liva Without them the rapid

ocean voyages, which are now of every-day occurrence, could not

possibly be made, although the writer has heard it stated, in all

si'riousness, by non-nautical men, that the ijuick transit, from pox't

to port, of the present ocean-express steamers, obviates the neces-

sity for carrying chronometers I ! ! Such an idea, of course, could

only be entertained by men entirely ignorant of the principles

and requirements of navigation, and is scarcely in accordance

with the steady increase in the esbiblishment, all over the world,

of Time-signals for the special use of shipping.

It may be truly .said that when chronometers came in, lunars

went out—concerning the latter, something will appear in sul>-

sequent pages. (Jf late years not only has the clironoineter been

perfected in a high degree, as a reliable timekeepir, but its price

has been reduced so low, by excessive and unhealthj- competition,

that to be without one, on any over-sea voyage, would Ikj con-

sidered almost criminal negligence.

In the principal ports, l>oth at homo and abroad, the process of

rating is rendered quite simple by means of public time-signals.

In .some places the exact time is given by gun-tire, and at others

by the dropping of a ball, or the instantaneous collapse of aconiv

No matter what may be the method employed, the result is tlie

same, and he who is now ignorant of tlie error and performance

of his chronometers, cannot jilrad want of facilities for deter-

mining them.

Till' iiliiiiist iinlversHl iiitniduction, both by lai^l uinl s.'n ul' ili.
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electric telegraph, has lately beeu much used for the better deter-

mination of meridian distances.*

In this work the American Government, since 1874, has taken American

a most prominent part, and has rivalled this country in goinc^ expeditions,

bej'ond its own domains to accomplish it. Under the direction

of the Bureau of Navigation a selected party of trained officers

of the U.S.N, has successfully carried unusually long chains of

meridian distances, by the aid of the telegraph wire, to many
important places iu various parts of the world. These have been

adopted as fundamental points whereby to fix others.

One of the first of these chains (1878-1879) embi-aced Green-

wich— Lisbon— Madeii'a— St. Vincent—Pernambuco—Bahia

—

Rio de Janeiro—Monte Video—Buetios Ayres and Para, all of

which stations were duly occupied by members of the party.

Dr. Gould, Director of the Argentine National Observatory at

Cordoba, had previously connected Buenos Ayres telegraphically

with Cordoba, which, consequently, became the end of the chain.

Strange to say, the longitude of the Observatory at Lisbon— Lisbon longi.

though so near home—proved to be wrong more than 2', shewing

how unreliable Lunars, Moon culminations, &c., were for this

work, notwithstanding the manifold resources of a well equipped

Observatory. The other places were not half this amount in error.

In 1883-1884, another expedition, including most of the

officers of the preceding one, carried a telegraphic chain from

Vera Cruz through Guatemala—La Libertad—Salvador—Paita

—

Lima—Arica—Valparaiso and Cordoba, thus closing again upon

the same terminal point, but by a totally different route. The

two independent longitudes came out as follows :

—

H. M. S.

Cordoba Observat/iry by eastern chain - - 4 16 48'190 W. Cordoba-

western chain - 4 16 48-238 W. Extraordin.rj,
" " result 1

1

Difierence - - - - 0048

The difference is barely the twentieth of a second, and when

one considers the great length of each chain and the number of

intermediate links, the result is little short of a miracle.

No uncertainty can, however, attach to meridian distances

made by comparing previously regulated Time-keepers by means

of land or submarine telegraph lines, when effected by skilled

observers, and with proper precautions. Another remarkable

instance of accordance is shewn by the Trans-Atlantic longitude

measurements of the United States Coast Survey, where three

* When Sir G. B. Airy determined the Valentia-Greenwich distance he had thirty

chronometers carried to and from tlie two stations more than twenty times. By the aid 01

the Pacific cable the San Francisco-Manila distance is found to be 7 hrs. 46 m. 18.761 sees. ;

and the time signal traversed the 7 £17 nautical miles of the cable in 0.648 second*.

Easier and more accurate I
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measurements between the meridian of Greenwich and that of

the New York City Hall, made in different years and through

different cables, differed by only one-hundredth of a second of

time !

!

It should be mentioned that, previous to the expeditions re-

corded as ending at Cordoba, the principal places in Central

America, including Vera Cruz, had been connected tLlegraphically

with Washington, so that the work of lSS3-8-i was but a con-

tinuation to the southward of a chain which had been dropped

for a time.

In 1881—1882, more or less the same party of officers were

employed fixing Yokohama—Nagasaki—Vladivostok—Shang-

hai—Amoy—Hong-Kong—Manila—Cape St. Jame-^—Singapore

—Batavia, and Madras, lliis latter having been determined in

1876—1877, through Bombay, Aden, and Suez, by officers of the

Great Trigonometrical Survey of India.

Vladivostok hud been determined bj' Colonel Scharnhorst, in

1875, " By order of the Czar," and here we have the results of

the two independent measurements :

—

H. M. B.

Russian chain by way of Siberiii, in 1875 - - 8 47 SI'S!

American chain by way of Madras, in 1881 - - 8 47 30"92

Difference one- third of a second - o 039

The Madras—Vladivostok chain was 6,450 miles in length
;

the other, St. Petersburg—Vladivostok, of abotit the same

length, was effected by land telegraphs, and was very mucli the

more difficult of the two.

Again in 1888-89-90, the American party carried out another

chain between ports in Mexico, Central America, the West Indies,

and on tiic north coast of South America.

In all these American expeditions a specially designed combin-

ation of the Transit-instrument and Zenith-telescope was used for

the determination of Latitude and local time. Time stars were

selected as near the Zenith as pos-sible, in case the Transit instru-

ment should be ever so sligiitly out of the meridian. And for

Latitude, from 10 to 20 pairs, north and south, were observed on

each of three or four niglits, weather permitting, so that there

was every guarantee of accuracy in the results.

OUservations of the Transit of Venus in 1874, and again in

1882, materially contributed to a more exact knowledge of selected

stations, wliicli until then had Iteen known only approximately.

In Australia and Now Zealand the system of telegraphic deter-
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iiiiiiatioiis is being rapidly carried on. Paris—Greenwich was

re-determined in 1902 with all imaginable care and refinement

;

so also was Montreal—Greenwich in 1892; in fact it may be

asserted that there are now but few habitable spots on the

globe of which the longitude is not known with abundant

accuracy for navigational purposes.*

Vessels destined for long voyages should carry not fewer than Three

three chronometers. If there are only two, and one becomes in- chronometen

accurate, it is impossible to decide which is in error, whereas, with

the former number, and regular daily com'parlsons, a tolerably

correct judgment may be formed as to the going of each. The

only advantage, therefore, in carrying a second chronometer lies

in the fact of having a stand-by in the case of accident to one of

them—such as the breaking of the mainspring, or other part of

the delicate mechanism.

Chronometers should, if possible, be kept in a part of the vessel Much vibra-

free from jars or much continuous vibration ; not in the after-end ''°° '"J""'"'"'-

of a screw-steamer, nor in proximity to a steam-winch ; neither

should it be permitted to roll heavy bales or cases along the deck

in their vicinity. If, however, this last cannot be avoided, it

would be well to remove the chronometers from their outer cases

for the time being, and bed them on soft feather pillows. On no

account should they be slung in hammocks or cots whilst at sea,

as it has been found to cause great irregularity in their per-

formance.

In most steamers of modern build there is a chart-room on the

upper deck, about the midships of the vessel, and this, for many

reasons, is a good place. In the absence of a chart-room the

Captain's own cabin is, of course, the next best place ; and in this

case it is well (in steamers) to have a fourth chronometer in the

second officer's room, as a hack-watch for general use among the Hack Watch

officers. If knocked about (so to speak), it will probably not go

80 well as the others, but this is immaterial, as a comparison can

be made at convenience with the standard instrument ; indeed it

should be made every third or fourth day, and entered in a small

book kept in the outer case of the hack-watch.

Chronometers are sometimes improperly stowed in one of the

drawers of an ordinary set intended originally for clothing, &c.

This is a very bad practice. To give them fair play, thej' should How to stow

have a special mahogany box (as nearly air-tight as po.ssible),
chronometer,

fitted with a strong glass top, and divided by partitions, according

to the number carried—each compartment being lined with green

baize, and stuffed with best curled hair.

* Paris—Greenwich re-iietermination wa.s carried out by English and French
observers. The result of the English showed that the longitude of Cassini's meridian is

9 m. 20.932 sees. E. of the Greenwich Transit Circle with a probable error of ^0.006 sees.
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Details ol

fittlor.

Protect

cases.

The chronometers should be removed from their own outer

boxes, and the upper part of the double lid of the inner case dis-

pensed with by taking the screws out of the hinges, so that the

face of the instrument may be seen through the glass wheic the

rate paper is usually kept. Being duly deposited in their several

receptacles, all three can be seen through the double gla-ss, and, as

the opening of the lids for time-taking is rendered unnecessary,

sudden fluctuations of temperature are thereby avoided.

The only occasion upon which the case requires to be touched

is in the morning, to wind and compare, which should be done

with closed do<jrs.

In some first-class vessels, to protect the plate-glass top from

the possibility of accidents, a substjuitial outer mahogany case is

fitted over all. If this wise precaution be taken, the reader will

understand that tiie chronometers are then in three distinct cji.ses

—first, their own, with upper portion of the double top removed
;

the second, with stutfed compartments and glass top; and the

third, a strong outer shell entirely of hard wood. The steamships

of the Pacific Steam Navigation Co., for example, have their

time-keepere cared for in this way, and it is a plan well worthy

of being generally adopted.

To those not accustomed to this arrangement, it may be con-

sidered cumber.-iome, and likely to occupy more space than can

usually be afibrded ; but such is not really the fact, and too much
pains cannot be taken to guard these valualile instruments from

draughts, davip, and dust. In port, the chronouieters having

first been removed, tiie inner case should be well dried in the

sun, and means taken to prevent cockroaches from making it

their home—rent free. A little camphor will "evict" them.

Change of r«n Experience has fully demonstrated that any sudden alteiiition

principally due Jq tj^g f^iQ of a chioiiometer, which is otherwi.se fairly treated, is

temperature vwre duc to cficiTige of tcmpcrature than any other cau.se. The

great aim, therefore, of chronometer makers is so to adjust the

relationship of the several parts of tlie balance, that their ex-

pansion and contraction ma}' counteract tiie change of elasticity

in the hairspring caused by change of temperature. Nevertheless,

there are very few instruments so perfectly compensated, that

they may be depended upon to preserve exactly the same rate,

with a change of even 10' of temperature. How, then, can it l>o

expected that a chronometer will continue its "shop rate" on a

voyage oxtentling over, .sjiy four months, during which the tem-

perature has ranged between 40 and bo Fahrenheit i

Shop rat

anrallabli
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Mr. Arthur E. Nevins, in a paper read before the Literary and

Philosophical Society of Liverpool, says :

—

" At present, chronometer makers allow no corrections upon Paper i>y

the rate given for changes of temperature—and the universal *'^''ut b.

. ,, ^ Novins.

practice at sea is to allow one rate tor the voyage, whatever the

temperature may be—apparently under the impression that an

acknowledgment that such a correction is necessary, would be

equivalent to acknowledging that the instrument was a defective

one. The present method of compensating a marine chronometer

is not absolutely perfect, but still leaves the rate of the watch

subject to variations, owing to changes of temperature ; and it is

the infinite variety in amount and direction of these changes

of rate in different watches, which causes the instruments on

board a ship to differ from each other in the way they so

frequently do.

' Every good watch is, however, always affected in the same

way, and to the same amount, every time that it is exposed to

the same temperature, and the changes in watches follow a fixed

law; and knowing, from observation, how they perform in certain

temperatures, it is possible to calculate in what way they will

perform in any other temperature to which they may be exposed.

This law was discovered by the father of the late Mr. Hartnup, Hartnup'n

when Astronomer to the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, as l*"'

the result of testing upwards of two thousand watches which

passed through his hands at the Liverpool Observatory—having

been sent there by the makers to be tested and supplied with

accurate rates.

" Mr. Hartnup's laws are the following :

—

l8t. Every chronometer goes fa-stest {i.e., gain.s most or lo.ses least) in some

certain temperature, which has to be calculated for each chronometer

from the rates that it makes in three fixed temperatures ; the tem-

peratures u.sed at the Bidston Observatory for testing watches being

55°, 70°, and 85° Fahrenheit during winter, and 65°, 75°, and 85° in

summer.

2nd. As the temperature varies, either increasing or decreasing from that

in which the watch goes fa.«test, the watch goes slower ; and its rate

varies in the ratio of the square of the distance in degrees of tempera-

ture, from its maximum gaining temperature. For example—if a watch

goes fa.stest in temperature 75°, it will go slower as the temperature

either rises above or falls below 75° ; and it will go slower by the same

amount in any two temperatures that are the same distance from 76V

one being above and the other below, as in 65° and 85°—one being 10°

below and the other 10° above 75°.

"The importance of a knowledge of these facts in using

D
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chronometcra is easily seen.* Supposing a ship bound to the

southward lias tlirco chronometers, A, B, and G, and they are all

sent to the same chronometer maker to be rated. He gives the

ciiiooometerj
pj,^^ wliicli thesc clirouometers have kept while in his shop at a

misitadinj. mean temperature of, say 60°. We will further suppase that A

goes fastest in 60°, B in 70°, and G in SO". As the ship gets into

warmer weather in approaching the tropics, until she gets into a

temperature of 80 or more, A gnuluaily goes slower and slower

all the time ; iigoes faster until the temperature ri.ses to 70", and

then commences to lose, going slower and slower as the tempera-

ture iucreiises more and more ; and G goes faster all the time

until it reaches 80', which is about as high a steady temperature

lis will be attained for any length of time out at sea.

" Now, for these three chrouometei-s to agree in showing the

same longitude, it would be nece.ssai-y for them all to keep

steadily to the rates given them in England, or wherever they

have i)een rated ; but if they do not keep to these rates, the

longitudes indicated by them will diH'er continually, and, by so

doing, cause uncertainty and anxiety to the person using them.

" There is another cjuse which may also occur, and which is

really more importivnt than the one above mentioned. It may
happen, especially if all the chronometers on board are by the

same maker, that they all go fa.stest in about the same tempera-

ture. Now, supposing that all these went fastest in, say 80°, and

as in the above mentioned instance the rates of all of them were

obtained in about 00° by the maker, they would all go steadily

fluster than the rates given as the weather got warmer, and

would therefore all continue to indicate nearly, or exactly, corre-

sponding longitudes, and these longitudes would all be wrong;

but in this case the person using them would feel confidence in

his position, and perhaps come to harm unexpectedly."

A.i%ioi»geo( Lord Kelvin, in his "Lecture on Navigation," published by

William Collins, Sons & Co., Lon<lon & Cilasgow, gave the

following example, illustrative of the great value of liartnup's

mctho«l :

—

"A ct.-rt<iin chronometer, J. Bassnett & Sou, No. 713, after being

rated by Mr. Hartnup, was put on l>oard the .ship " Teniusserim,"

in Liverpool, December, 1873, for a voyage to Calcutta .

The ship sailed from Liverpool on the 21st of January, liS74, and

on her voyage the chronometer was subjected to variations of

* Stainen, u * rule, u»c<l to ciitcruin the erroucoui idea that chrouoiuelen, like the

Mimmonrr kinita of watohe*, ilwt]ri gnlned in cold kod lo<t in hot weather.—£<ety.

tempernttire

rates.
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temperature, ranging from 50° to 90°. The clironometer was

tested by the Calcutta time-gun ou the 26th of May. The time

reckoned by it, with correction for temperature on Hartnup's

plan, was found wi'ong by 8^ seconds. Another chronometer,

similarly corrected by Mr. Hartnup's method, and from his

rating, gave an eri'or of only 3i seconds. . . . The reckon-

ings of Greenwich time from the two chronometers, according to

the ordinary method, differed actually by 4 minutes 35 seconds,

corresponding to 68| geographical miles* of error for the ship's

place."

Apart from considerations of temperature, every new chrono- Tendency of

meter, possessing a well-hardened balance spring, has a tendency "*" chrono-

to gain gradually on its rate ; that is to say, if the mean gaining gain on their

rate for two- months be five-tenths of a second per day, it will
"'*'*'

probably be seven-tenths or upwards in the next two months,

and so on. The cause of this is involved in some mystery. It is

supposed to be due to some molecular change in the material of

the spring, which appears at first to strengthen it."}" It is also

perhaps pi'oduced by a thickening of the lubricating oil, which

tends to diminish the amplitude of vibration of the balance, and

thus cause an acceleration of the rate. A good chronometer,

after its netuness has luorn off, will settle down to a steady rate,

depending upon temperature.

For the convenience of the navigator, rules have been formu-

lated and tables compiled in connection with this subject of

rating for temperature. The author has availed himself of Mr.

Hartnup's kind permission to insert them in the Appendix.

When it is intended to take account of change of rate from Thermometeis.

changes of temperature, a maximum and minimum thermometer

should be kept in the chronometer case, and the reading of their

indices taken daily, and recoi'ded in the chronometer journal at

the time of comparing. In addition to the " shop " rate, which is

from time of ship's return to port till she leaves again, the rate

paper should shew the mean sea rate for the whole of the pre-

ceding voyage, viz., from time of leaving her home port till

return to it.

In winding chi'onometers, care should be exercised to perform Mode of

the operation steadily, without any jerky action which might
^,',"^'°o^^ejg„

endanger the chain. Most two-day watches require seven and a

* If reckoned on the equator.

—

Lecky.

i If there is no acceleration in a new chronometer, it is a fairly certain sign that the

balance spring is soft, and the instrument will pretty surely prove to be a bad goer.
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How to wiad.

Eight-day

Inferior to

Two-day
Chronometers.

When run

down, what to

half turns of the key, the motioD is always left-liandeJ, and the

last turn should be made slowly, but steadily, and continued

xintil the viechanism is felt to butt, or, in other words, the

cln-onometer should always be wound as far as it will go. A
catch, acting at the proper nioiuent, prevont>5 undue stress bein^f

put upon the chain.

Oases have occurred where, through fear of causing injury, the

officer having charge of the clironometers has neglected to take

the full number of turns, and tiie consequence has been that, after

a time, the chronometer has run down ju.st before the usual time

of winding. The winding index on the face should prevent sucli

a mishap, nevertiielcss it luus occurred.

A clironometer has to be turned " face down " to wind, and it

must be e!i.sed btick handsomely when the operation is completed,

and nut allowed to swing back with a jerk. This daily reversing

of the watch is said to be a good thing, ivs it distributes the oil in

the bearings.

Furthei'more, chronometers should be wound punctually at the

same liour every Jay, otherwise an unused part of the mainspring

comes into action, which, if badh' adjusted, is almost certain to

produce an irregularity in the rate : attention to this also keeps

them running on the same part of the chain, which is important

For similar reasons it has been found that eight-day chronometers

do not preserve altogether the sime rate tln-oughout the entire

week ; that is to say, that (though other conditions may be the

same) their daily rate towards the end of the week will not agree

with their daily rate at the conmiencement of it; notwithstanding

which, the viean rates of two consecutive weeks may agree

exactly. To prevent this effect, an eigiit-day chronometer should

be wound every day, the same as tiie others. On account also of

the lightness of the balance, eight-day chronometers do not go so

well on board steamers which suffer much vibration from their

machinery.

If a chronometer should run down through neglect or other

cause, on being wound up again it will probably not start till it

hiLS been quickly, hut not violentli/, slued half round and back

again. This is easily done by placing the instrument on the table

iiud turning it horizontjiUy between the hands.

When a chronometer has run down, do not immediately wind

it up and move the hands to the proper time, but wait till the

(Jroenwich Mean Time liy some other chronomet<.>r corresponds

nearly with what the hands of the stopped one point to, then wind
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it up, and start it at the right instant. It' this is neatly done, it

is possible to set it going within a second or two of G.M.T.

Altering the hands of a chronometer does not necessarily hurt

the instrument, but it is not advisable for any but a skilled person

to do it ; nor does it inevitably follow that, because a chronometer

has been allowed to run down for a few hours, its rate will alter. Effect on after

The writer's experience of half a dozen instances goes to show pe'^f"™*"'^*-

that it will remain much as before.

In such a delicate piece of mechanism, small and totally un-

looked for causes will sometimes operate to derange the rate veiy

considerably ;
for example, too much side-play in the gimbals will side pUy in

have this effect. A chronometer loosely hung may go with e''"''*'^-

beautiful regularity in port, and astonish its owner by its after

performance at sea ; therefore, when the vessel is rolling consider-

ably, the chronometers should be watched to see that they do not

go over in the gimbals with a jerk
; if they do, the gimbals must

be tightened up until the jerk is no longer perceptible. On the

other hand, do notjam the free movement of the instrument. Too

little play is almost as bad as too much.

The writer on one occasion found his favourite time-keeper

very wild in its rate, and for a long time he was at a loss to

account for it. However, one day, when the vessel was going

along in a heavy beam sea, he noticed the lateral play in the

gimbals, and at once concluded that therein lay the cause of the

trouble, which proved to be the case. When this was remedied (a

very simple matter for a man whose fingers are not all thumbs),

the chronometer resumed its former good behaviour.

On another occasion, whilst loading in the tiers at Peniambuco, Magnetisation

the master of an iron barque, lying alongside, asked the writer to ° ^''"'

step on board, and look at a chronometer which he complained

of as going in a most erratic manner ever since the vessel's arrival

in port. After due examination of the works with the magni-

fying glass out of the sextant case, nothing could be discovered

to account for the vagaries of the instrument. It was only when

leaving the cabin that it occurred to the writer to ask what was

in the square wooden box lying close against the chronometer

complained of. The cat was let out of the bag when the master

of the barque innocently explained that it was his Standai'd

compass, which he had unshipped and placed below for greater

security whilst in port. The powerful compass needles had by

induction magnetized the steel portion of the balance, and ruined

the going of the chronometer. Of late years another element of
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danger has been added to the list in the ease of veasels lit by
electricity. It is of the highest importance that the chronometers

should be kept outside the radius of influence of the dynamos

;

say, at least, 50 or 60 feet away from them. For the convenience

of engineers and others employed about electric plant, pocket

watches have been made with springs and balances of Palladium,

or some alloy, and termed "non-magnetic watches."

For similar reasons great care should he t-aken not to stow the
Cire in select clironometcrs either close against an iron bulkhead, an iron ship's
Ins place lor ^ '1
Chronometers, side, tho Upper or lower end of a vertical iron stanchion, or within

8 feet of compass compen.sating magnets. Nor should the chrono-

meter case be screwed down to a table conUiining drawers which
mi<j}tt be used to hold .spare compass cards, or even, in exceptional

nases, a horse-shoe magnet. Such things are often done un-

wittingly, and the ill-used chronometer condemned as a worthless

instrument, when in fact the blame rested entirely with itsoumer.

Beware also of compass and chronometer makers who mi.x

these instruments together in their shops as if they were so

many pots and pans.

In many steamers the chart-room or captain's cabin is immedi-

ately abaft the fore wheelhouse, with whicli it communicates by

a door or window. Should the chronometers happen to be stowed

on a shelf or in a ca.se on the fare side of this chart-room, they

will prol>abIy be too near to the adjusting magnets of the wheel-

iiouse compass.

As already stated, the mere fact of a bulkhead separating them

won't stop tlie mi.'ichief in the slightest degree.

AvoiiiiiJJcn Again, in many poop-decked steamers the Captjiin's cabin is

""
at tlie fore-end of tiie poop, with windows looking out on the

main deck, and mast likely the Chief Oflicer occupies a similarly

situated one on the opposite side. Now, it very often happens in

steamers of tho cliu^s alluded to, that to resist the etTects of the

sea, tlio transverse bulkhead forming the fore-end of the poop is

constructed of iron, and sheathed with wood, to give it a finish.

Of course it is lined inside also, and so tho captain, unconscious

of the mi.schicf likely to ensue, may stow his clironometer clase

up against the concealed iron.

Clironometcrs should be kept nwuy from iron alnmst na

religiously ns compasses. Captain K. J. SImrpe, Hoard of Trade

Surveyor, points out that a chronometer should not be within

70 ft. of a dynamo. A point to remember !

In mixlern vessels, where iron is fast superseding wood in cabin

R-s well as in deck littings, it is .sumetimes exceedingly difficult to

select a really good place for the time-keepers. Very often it is
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" Hobson's choice
;

" nevertheless these matters should receive

full consideration, if the vessel is to go safely. From the foregoing

causes alone, the " Shore-rate " and the " Sea-rate " will seldom

agree. It is advisable, therefore, that when practicable, chrono-

meters should be rated on board, in the positions they are

intended to occupy during the voyage. As before remarked,

there are many facilities, such as time-guns and time-balls, for

effecting it.

Chronometers, when received on boai-d previous to sailing, Kecessity foi

should be compared with each other, and the respective errors "comparison

. . .
previous to

and rates applied to each, to note if they agree in their Greenwich sailing.

Mean Time. This may seem a very needless precaution, but the

propriety of it has twice been made apparent to the writer ; and

what has occurred to one may happen to others also.

Suppose that this matter of comparing be neglected, and that

there .should be only two chronometers on board ; suppose further,

that a wrong original error has been given with one of them (say,

to the extent of one minute), and that the vessel proceeds to sea

with dirty weather, and perhaps is several days out before getting

sights ; then, when the comparison is made, the navigator finds to

his dismay that his chronometers differ from each other to the

extent of a quarter of a degree of longitude. The Dead Reckon-

ing cannot help him—indeed, if it were depended upon, it might

just double the error. The only thing left to be done is to make

some well-known point of land as soon as possible, take careful

sights, and find out which chronometer is at fault.

If you intend passing close to an island for this purpose, do not

go on the side which will bring the land between you and the

sun, or xvhere xvill your horizon he ? Always think beforehand

of the necessities of the case.

It so happened one fine day, when a friend was sailing for the instructive

West Coast of Africa, that the writer went on board to wish him

" good luck." Being left for a time to his own devices in the

skipper's cabin, he thought he would keep his hand in by com-

paring the chronometers which had just come on board. No

sooner said than done : but to his amazement all three disagreed

to the extent, not of seconds, but of minutes. Another try with

the same result. This was getting serious, and the writer was

getting flustered. Once more the rate papers were examined, and

behold they had been placed in the wrong boxes !
!

When pro-

perly sorted, the chronometers proved in agreement.

As few merchant vessels carry more than three chronometers,
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Chronometer

JournlJ.

How to

compare with

precision.

that numlter will be adopted in treating of the proper mode of

inakinw the daily comparisons. For brevity, the several instru-

ments should be known by letters, instead of the maker's numbei-s.

Tiie letter should be marked on a small slip of paper, and gummed
conspicuou.sly on the outside of chronometer case. For example,

when st^vnding facing them, the left-hand chronometer might be

called A, the middle one B, and the right-hand one C—everything,

when possible, being taken in its natural order or sequence.

An excellent form of chronometer journal is appended, and

reference to it will shew that three chronometers enable three

ditl'urent compari-sons to be made—tlie last being a check upon

the others ; for example, A is compared with B ; Jl with C ; and

A with C. These compari.sons should not Vie made simultaneou.sly

by three dift'erent observers, which is the common method on

board ship ; a.s it is impossible by it to attain the necessary

accuracy. All tlie compari.sons must be made by one individual,

and a fortnight's practice, or at most a month's, will enable him to

eliect this to the tenlh of a second. When we consider how small

a portion of time is represented by such a minute division, it i.s

not improbable that some may feel incredulous as to the practi-

cability of estimating it correctly. But after the preliminary

drill with the method about to be indicated, the doubters will be

able to as.sure tiiemselves that not only is it not impossible, hut

that with care it is sufficiently easy.

Jn all observatories on shore, the astronomer and his assistants

are in the constint habit of splitting " tentlis " with wonderful

precision, and it may interest the reader to know that there are

mechanical contrivances for diviiling a second of time even into

oue thousand jxirls. As these do not enter into the practice of

navigation, a description of them here would be out of place.

To compare accurately, the operator, being tjuito alone, should

clo.se both windows and doors, so as to exclude noise. Having

opened the outer cases, he should make ready with book and

pencil for the first comparison, by opening the inner case of A,

wiiieli will allow its ticking to be distinctly heard, whilst // is

regarded through its glass lid.

It will be percoivetl by the reader that the operation is per-

formed by the delicate relation.ship or sympathy existing lietween

the eye and ear. A will lie heard, and B will l>e seen.

Now, look steadily at A, and mentally count with it, assisting

by a quirk ni'ition of the hand corresponding to every half-second

heat Having got well into the swing or rhythm of the beats.
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and decided to " stop," say, at GOs. (the even minute) ; remove the

eye to B when A'» second-liand has got to 52s. or 53s., keeping

the sound of each half-beat still in your eare, and the hand going

with it. When you have arrived hy sound at GOs. (your chosen

"stopping" point) the eye will enable you to decide upon the

number of seconds and parts of a .second shewn by /).

The other two comparisons will be made in a precisely similar

manner. Of course in actual practice you note down beforehand

the hour and even minute, by the open chronometer, at which you

intend to " stop," or compare with the closed one ; also, note the

hour of the latter, and when proficient, the minute can also be

noted, leaving only the seconds und tenths for the comparison.

The beginner, after a few trials by himself, will soon drop into

the way of comparing with accuracy, and will congratulate

himself upon being independent of outside aid, whenever he may
wish to do so.

A likely jug- Another plan haa been suggested, but as the writer has not
'" °"

tried it, he can only .say it .seems feasible. " Keep one hand free.

At the beat of the second, or half-.second, touch the table with

the tip of the little finger, and rapidly pass along the other tips

to tiie thumb, as a pianist would in playing a scale in the natural

key. When, by practice, this can be etFected in exactly half a

second, then the touch of each finger will represent 01s."

Having compared all three chronometei-s, .1 witii li. B with C,

and A with G, accuracy of the result can, in a measure, be tested

by comparing the interval between A and C, \Tith the sum or

ditfereiice, as the case m.ay be, of the other two intervals, for

e\M\\\>\yi—{i'ide Form of Chronovieter Journal) on ® May ISth

we have

Time l.v riiroii. A 'i »1 OOO
« 2 12 39-4

Oliron. li 2 1.S 000
„ C 2 M 5-4

Chron. A 2 36 00-0

„ V 2 16 44-8

Here 18m. 20C.s. adiled to Oni. o-ld.s. gives li)ni. 15 2.s., <n\\\i\\ to

the interval between A and C, from which it may be a.ssumed

the comjiarisons have been accurately made, although, strictly

speaking, such is by no means a certainty.

Chauvenet, in his valuable work on Spherical and I'ractical

Astronomy, says

—

Comp«rinj
" WliiMi two chronometefs are compared which keep the sjime

chionomeieii. kind of time, and both of which l>eat half-seconds, it will mostly

happen that the beats of the two instruments are not .synchronous,
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but one will fall after the other by a certain fraction of a beat,

which will be prettj' nearly constant, and must be estimated by
the ear. This estimate may be made within half a beat, or a

quarter of a second, without difficulty ; but it requires much
practice to estimate the fraction within 0"ls. with certainty. But
if a mean time or Solar chronometer is compared with a Sidereal t°\"

*"''

^

* oidereal

chronometer, their difference may be obtained with ease within chronometerj

one-tiventieth of a second. Since Is. sidereal time is less than Is.

mean time, the beats of the Sidereal chronometer will not remain

at a constant fraction behind those of the Solar chronometer, but

will graduallj' gain on them, so that at certain times they will

be coincident.

" Now, if the comparison be made at the time this coincidence

occurs, there will be no fraction for the ear to estimate, and the

difference of the two instruments at this time will be obtained

exactly. The only error will be that which arises from judging

the beats to be in coincidence when they are really separate by a

small fraction, and it is found that the ear will easily distinguish

the beats as not synchronous so long as they differ by as much
as 0"05s. (half-a-tenth) ; consequently, the comparison is accu-

rately obtained within that quantity. Indeed, with practice it

is obtained within 0'03s. or even 002s. Now, since Is. sidereal

time = 0"99727s. mean time, the Sidereal chronometer gains

0'00273s. on the Solar chronometer in Is. ; and therefore it

gains 0'5s. in 183s., or very nearly 3m. ; hence, once every three

minutes the two chronometers will beat together. When this

is about to occur, the observer begins to count the seconds of

one chronometer, while he directs his eye to the other ; when he

no longer perceives any difference in the beats, he notes the

corresponding half-seconds of the two insti'uments."

It follows that when two Solar chronometers are to be com-

pared, it will in general be most accurately done by comparing

each with a Sidereal chronometer hy coincident beats, and after-

wards reducing the comparisons. It is not likely that the ordinary

navigator will possess a Sidereal chronometer, but the method is

introduced here as likely to prove interesting, and to shew what

can be done.

It has been already stated that chronometers should be com- chrono.nete«

pared daily, and with methodical regularity, and the proper entries Jooro^i-

made in a book known as the Chronometer Journal* The writer

* It is not uncommon to see the error of a clirouoraeter marked opposite each day,

on the margin of the page for the month, in the Nautical Almanac. This, in the
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has fur many years used the form given at page 57, and it is so

self-explanatory that very little more is requisite. The " 2nd

ditterence " is merely the difference between the quantities for any

two consecutive days in tlie column headed " 1st ditterence." Thus,

in the comparison of .1 with B, on May ISth the " 1st ditterence
"

is iSm. 20"Gs., and on May 19th is I8m. 25-is. ; the ditterence be-

tween these two is 4"Ss., and, as the one chronometer is gaining

and the other losing, it ought to be equal to the sum of their

daii}' rates. As A's rate is -f- l'6s., and B's — 3"ls., the sum 4'7s.

shows a dissimilarity of only one-tenth of a second.

In tiie case of the " 2nd ditterence " of B and C = lla, as both

the.se chronometers ai-e losing, it ought to be equal to the differ-

ence of their daily rates, which happens exactly to be the case.

Of course, if two chronometers were both gaining, the "2nd

ditterence " would in like manner be equal to the difference of

their daily rates. But when their rates are going in opposite

directions, the amount in the " 2nd ditterence " column ought to

be equal to their sum.

By scrutinizing the journal day by day, a fair judgment may
be formed of how the chronometers are behaving. In the event

of the " 2nd diflference " not agreeing with the daily rates, a cixroful

analysis of the comparisons and record of temperatures, combined

with a consideration of the respective merits of the instruments,

may enable one to form a pretty just estimate of the value and

direction of the change. For instance, if A does not agree with

B, nor yet with C, but if B and G run well together, the inference

that A has gone wrong would be a reasonable one, especially if

A happened to be an ohl ottender. In anj' case the navigator is

put upon his guard, which is always something.

• At the Hidston Observatory, near Liverpool, any master sailing

out of tiie port can have his chronometer rated for temperature.

Obtervatory. The time requisite is six weeks, and on leaving, a paper accom-

panies the chronometer shewing its performance for every 5° of

temperature lietween 45° and 95° ; so that if the recommendation

Ix; attended to concerning the advi.sability of keeping a maximum
and inininnnn thermometer in the case with the chronometers,

and the rate altered to suit as uften as neci'.ssjtry, the navigator

can make sure of his tireenwich tin»e within a few -seconds, after

a lapse of some months.* Tlie Observatory temperature i-atea

ulimatlou of loms |>eople, may b« "handy," ami In Mnsc it ia lo-, bat on a long

voyaf^ A properly kept " Journal " woiilJ look nioro «hlp-ihap« ami biftnesa-llke, quit*

apart froiii tlir quution of utility.

* S«r ApgifuJii A.

temperature at

Bidaton
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can be copied out on any of the left-liand pages of the journal, all

of which are headed " Remarks," and ruled in faint blue lines.

In the specimen page of the Journal just given, it will be noticed sue of

that, for conciseness, it is only drawn up for four days ; but in Jo""»'

ordering one similar, the printer should be instructed to make the

page deep enough to contain a week's work ; also to leave an inch

and a-half of space at the bottom for adding up and getting the

viean of the "second differences" and temperatures, so as to

adjust the rates in accordance with their indications.

Whenever the errors and rates have been ascertainea afresh by

observation, the proper entries corresponding to the given date

should be made in red ink, so as to be easily found for reference. Red ink

It will be found to simplifj' their application and facilitate calcu-
*"*''"•

lations generally, if the errors are all recorded as either fast or

slow of G.M.T., and not some one way and some the other. The

writer prefers to have them all slow, as addition is easier than

subtraction. To avoid having, in certain cases, the errors in-

conveniently large, the optician could be instructed to put them

all slow, say anything between ten seconds and ten minutes,

according to the direction of the rate.

The winding and comparing ought to be invariably done by

one person. The winding should be performed with care, and at

the same speed on every occasion. This is important, because

the maintaining power, which keeps the chronometer going while

winding, varies, and, hence, if wound slowly, a chronometer may
lose during the process. So long as this is regular, it does not

affect the daily rate, as ascertained from observations at several

day's interval; but if wound sometimes slowly and sometimes

rapidly, error may be introduced. In large Mail Steamship

Companies, the second officer is generally constituted the " Navi-

gating officer," and, as such, has charge of the chronometers. It

is his duty every morning to make fortnal report to the com-

mander that they have been attended to. It would be easy to

devise a plan suitable to any particular ship, whereby it would

become impossible to neglect this important duty. In some men-

of-war, the crew cannot be piped to their mid-day meal until the

chronometers have been reported. In a merchant vessel it is winding and

usual to wind them in the morning. But whatever the time fixed ^l^^^™^
upon, there should be a certain formality observed, which could Navigating

not be omitted without sure and speedy detection.*

• A card, with the words "Wind Chronometers" printed or written on it, might be

laid on the captain's plate by the steward every morning at breakfast time.
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Injury to

ChroDomete

throogb

sprlngi

rusting;.

Causes likely

to alter rate.

Trlpi'inj.'

These sensitive instiuiueiits cuuuot receive too much care, for

it is perfectly wonderful what apparently insigniKcant causes will

sometimes utl'ect them. Many years ago the writer owned two

very valuable chronometers, which he highly prized, as their

performance had been most satisfactoiy. On a passage home

from the River Plate they both came to grief quite unexpectedly.

Comparisons with a third time-keeper, kept in the second officer's

room, and observations on shore at St. Vincent, shewed that they

had taken up a prodigious losing rate, which grew day by day

until on arrival at Liverpool it amounted to 20 and 25 seconds,

l^.xaminatiou by the maker disclosed the annoying fact, that the

springs and other steel portions of the works were thickly pitted

with rust. Now, the Captain's room was situated directly over

the main hold, which on that particular passage happened to be

stowed full of salted hides. The coat of the mast, which came up

through one corner of the cabin, had worked adrift on the side

wiiich was hidden from view, and the only inference to be drawn

was, that the salt steam from the hold had penetrated to the me-

chanism, with tiie unfortunate result already mentioned. Though

tlioroughly cleaned and " re-sprung " they never went so well

again.

Jolting in a railway train, or a conveyance of any description,

is liable to alter the steady going of a chronometer. The (|uick

jerk of a boat smartly propelled by oars is still more likely to

prove injurious. If, therefore, a chronometer has to be taken

from one place to another in a pulling boat, it should be held

free in the hand by the leather straj), and the men ordered to

pull out of stroke ; or, if the officer is afraid of being called a
' lubber,' and his boat's crew ' a pack of old women,' he can give the

word to " pull easy." When carrying it by hand, avoid a rota-

tory movement, a.s this would very easily stop it till a similar

movement set it going again, and so on. When travelling by

train, place it on a pile of overcojits or railway rugs, in such a

position that it will not fall. The princijxil cause, liowevur, of

a chronometer altering its rate when reasonable care has been

taken of it, in clnunje of ternjierat are.

In connection with this subject of rough carriage, tiie reader

should know that a chronometer is exposed to a variety of mis-

haps which are very little understood except by " the trade,"

—

Tor example, when the locking-spring of the escapement is too

weak, it is possible for two teeth of the " 'scapo-wheel " (instead

of only one) to pass the locking-pal let during a single vibi-ation
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of the balance. This is called " tripping," and it is evident that

in this way a chronometer may gain several seconds in a very Mechanical

short space of time, to the complete mystification of whoever has p""'""'"'"

to do with it, unless he happens to be posted in respect of this

peculiarity.

Tripping may occur also thi-ough a worn " 'scape-wheel," the

pallet-stone being badly set, or the several parts not being

relatively in good adjustment.

On the other hand, should the locking-spring be too strong, the

pallet will not get back sufficiently to release the " 'scape-wheel,"

and the chronometer will not go at all, or if it does condescend to

do so, will only move by fits and starts. Of course the maker
would never let an instrument leave his hands in .such a plight, but

it is mentioned to shew the refinement of .skill which is necessary

in the manufacture and adjustment of such delicate mechanism.

Again—owing to the axis of the balance-wheel being but slender,

a sudden jerk may bend it or break the extremely fine pivot-

points, a misfortune which at once puts the chronometer " out of

action " till the damage has been repaired.

Before removing it from its outer case to carry it anywhere, a Necessity for

chronometer should be stayed, otherwise the instrument is apt to chfonometerj

capsize in the gimbals, and when the inner case is next opened, to previous to

astonish the individual who has carried it by his finding the XII

next to himself, instead of facing him on the far side as usual.

Incredible as it may appear, the writer knew an officer, who, to

his consternation, got a chronometer into this very same fix, and

worse than all, neither knew how it happened, nor what to do to

get it back into its original position.

The poising of a chronometer in the gimbals has a very great Poising a

influence on its i-ate. This can be tested on shore by staying the ^^"^"^^'1,"],

chronometer and keeping the case on its side for three or four days

with the XII up. Next try it with the III, VJ, and IX up, and

it will be found that the rate in each case will be difierent to

what it was when the chronometer had a horizontal position.

The more expensive pocket watches are adjusted for an}' position,

but marine chronometers are intended always to be kept strictly

horizontal, with the face up.

Experience has proved that chronometers, with the words
" Auxiliary compensation " engraved upon their face, are not one

whit better than those fitted with the ordinary balance. Without

this knowledge, a purchaser of one of these instruments might Auxiliary

fancy he was getting something " very special." Auxiliary bal- Comrcnsation
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aiiccs, and some of the more coinplic.itcd kinds— froin their fraf^ile

and jointed construction—are .specially liable to injury by shock.

On this ground, if no other, the writer prefers the ordinary

lialance.

A caution will do no harm to those who, because an instrument

is gointr pretty well, allow many years to pass without havinj^ it

cleaned. It should be borne in mind that wear and tear is con-

stantly going on ; that the oil thickens, and eventually gets dried

up ; and that when this liappens, the pivots of the moving parts

must nece.ssjirily grind tliemselves away, and work differently to

what is intended. Oil is one of the great difticulties in dealing

with chronometers. No two makei-s are agreed as to tlie best oil

for use. All confess to great difficult}'. Not only is it difficult

to get good oil that will remain perfectly fluid for some consider-

able time, but suitjible oil, even if once niado, cannot always be

reproduced by the same processes. Not only d<ies oil thicken,

but its lubricating properties change by lap.se of time : probably,

from combination with oxygen, its chemical constitution changes.

Tenipprat\ire also has a decided eflect upon oil, ami it is found

that its viscosity is much more altered by a change from 55° to

70' than by a change from 70° to 85°. Hence the rate of a chro-

nometer under varying temperatures is intimately related to the

behaviour, wlien heated, of the lubricating material employed.

The oils least subject to thickening by time are some of the

purified lisli oils : their chief fault is an extreme fluidity and

con.soriuent liability to run awaj' from the pivots. Never allow

a chronometer to run longer than five years at the outside with-

out giving it an overhauling at the hands of a first-rate workman.
But if it is a new instrument, it should be looked at after a couple

of years, and its rate 'closed.' it will then be at its best, and

should continue so for j-eai-s. This is so well known that the best

niakei-8 never issue their chronometera till properly " seiisoned.

"

Be sure that the man you give it to is a c/iruHome/er-maker,

and not a watch or c/cfA-maker. The latter may be vfiry ^ood as

such, and yet undei-stand very little about marine chrouometers.

Moreover, a large percentage of thasc who style tliem.selves

chronometi'r-»/i(«/i'frs are only chronometer-vir/Zcrs, as the in.stru-

ments are purchased by them at trade price from the whol&sjilc

manufacturers. If you know where to look for it, you can easily

find the manufacturer's private mark.

bluough lias been sjiid to shew tltat chronometers are really

almost like living organisms in the various manners in which
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they are aflected by different influences : each lias, in fact, its

idiosyncrasy. On being removed from shore to ship, some

become naturalised sooner than others, like human beings them-

selves ; some again are less affected than their shipmates by the

jar, sea-motion, and change of climate. To the scientifically

inclined, their various constitutions and tempei-aments cannot

fail to prove an interesting study. Except that it would scarcely

be compatible with a work of this elementary description, it

would be possible to illustrate the mode of utilising diagrams to

exhibit curves of I'ate, temperature, and moisture. These, how-

ever, are more likely to find favour with philosophic investi-

gators than with Practical Navigators.

In concluding this chapter, it may not come amiss to those

desirous of purchasing a reliable timekeeper to be told where to

find it, and how to get it. Many of the best makers send instru-

ments to the Greenwich, Kew, and Liverpool Observatories to be How to obta

tested. At these institutions their performance is subjected to a meters,

rigorous ci'oss-examination, and a careful record kept of their

behaviour under various trying circumstances, and extending

over several months. The Greenwich trial is exclusively for the

Royal Navj?^ ; but at Bidston (Liverpool) and Kew the books are

alwaj's courteously open for the inspection of those desirous of

purchasing, and consequently, it should be an easy matter to

select a good instrument from the many before you. When
found, go at once to the maker, whoever he may be, and drive as

good a bargain with him as you can. Do not grudge an extra

pound or two
;
you will save it in sleep on a voyage.

The two best chronometers the writer ever had the good fortune

to meet with were obtained by him in this manner at the Liver-

pool Observatory, Bidston Hill. They were selected from a large

number, and, curiously enough, were by the same maker, and had

consecutive numbers—a thing that might not liappen again in

one hundred years.*

• There is no longer a stock of chronometers for sale at Bidston Observatory ;
but

before purchasing in Liverpool, it can always be stipulated that the instrument shall

ue sent to Bidston to be tested,—that is to say, if the inteudiiig purchaser can afford the

time. For example, when a vessel is being built, the owuer knows that she will require

to be furnished with chronometers. If, then, he requests his clirouometer-makir to send

a certain number to the Bidston Observatory for trial, those utccs.'iary cm Ije selected

when the vessel is ready for sea, and he will enjoy the same privilege as the Admiralty

liave, for many years past, by means of their annual test of chronometers at the Green-

wich Observatory. A fee of ten shillings on e;ich chronometer is charged for incidental

expenses by the Bidston Observatory, and this sum covers a period of twelve months

from the date of Brst deposit. The difficulty is to get them to and fro, as the Observatory

is in rather an out-of-the-way locality. Ordinal ily itcamcrs seldom lemaiu longeuougli iu

K



CHAPTER V.

1 H E S E X 1 A N T.

The Sextant, uf all astroaomical instruuieuts, is especially

adapted to the purpose of the navigator, and for this reason it is

lucuinbent upon him to render himself in every way familiar

with its principle and make.

The multitude are sometimes puzzled to know wh}' a sextant

(derived from the Latin word sextans, signifying the su-tk of a

circle) should be thus named, when it is aipable of measuring

angles up to 120', or the third of a circle.

°P"^'' If the possessor of one will but look at the arc, he will lind out
principle of

.

'

r c - •
i r i

construction by his cyc alone that, as a matter of fact, it consists onl}- of the

sixUt part of a circle. The optical principle upon which the

instrument is founded (that of double reflection), i>ermits of halj

a dcijree of llie arc being numbered and considered as a whole

degree. Thus, in the sextant, what is really only an arc of GO',

is divided into 120 equal parts, each of which docs duly as a

degree.

The Octant, The instrument commonly known as a Quailrant is improperly

so called. Though it is capable of measuring angles up to 90',

the arc only consists of the eighth part of a circle, and, in accord-

ance with the rule adopted in the former case, it should be termed

an Octant.* These term.s, being at present opposed to each other,

port (except iimlcr havy repair) to permit of their clirouonictcra uii<lergoing tlie full

temperature trial. Still, by watcliiug al.iuls, it c«d be done. It by no means fullowj that,

because a man has mntle a chrouomelcr which lioa been purchascJ as a gi)0<l one by the

Ailmirnlly, all aubseqncnt chronometera made by him will be rqually go*!. From an

eiaroiiiation of the puMiiheJ " llatei of (.'bronomcttfra on trial, for purchase by the Doanl

of Ailmiralty, at the Uoyal Observatory, Greenwich," it will be leen th.il the maker who
hai a chronometer first or second on the list in the order of merit, also not iufrequontly

has another near the bottom of the wme list. This !>hows tlio nectiaiiy of trsliiif; the

chronometers themselves, irrespective of the n.imea which they bear, llierv is a lot ot

luck aliout it.

* Tlie original quadrant dcTtacd by John Davis, on* of Kogland'a sterling aeitmcn, in

K'SO, consisted of two arcs, which together made np 90 degree*, and waa therefore an

actual quadrant, a< the name Implies. It was geuaialiy known to aeamen as the " back-

staff," because the oUerter turned hit back to the sub vilau taVlug >n altitude, and il

•a.« iupertedail by IladKy's quadraut In 1*31

better known
j> Quadi
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are a source of confusion, and might be rectitied by ubolisliing tlie

word Quadrant, and substituting Octant. Instruments capable of

measuring angles up to 144° are in like manner termed Quintants. Qui„tanis

Tlie optical principle upon which the Sextant is founded is thus

announced :

—

" If a ray of light sutlers two successive reflections in the same statement o(

plane by two plane mirrors, the angle between the first and last Optical Law
• -

1 1 i» 1 • ),
governing

direction of the ray is twice the angle of the mirrors. sextant.

The following illustration is taken from Herschel's Astronomy,

page 117.*

P

Let Ali be the limb or graduated arc of a portion of a circle Demonstration

60' in extent, but divided into 120 equal pai-ts. On the radius ofiawofdouWe

CB let a silvered plane glass D be fixed at right angles to the

plane of the circle, and on the moveable radius CE let another

such silvered glass G be fixed. ,

The horizon glass D is permanently fixed parallel to AC, and

only one-half of it is silvered, the other half allowing objects to

be seen tlirough it.

The index gla.ss G is wholly silvered, and its plane is parallel

to the length of the moveable radius GE, at the extremity {E) of

which a vernier is placed to read off" the divisions of the limb.

On the radius AG is set a telescope F, through which any object

Q may be seen by direct raj's which pass through the unsilvered

portion of the glass D, while another object P is seen through

the same telescope by rays which, after reflection at C, have been

* Putlished by Longmans & Co.
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thrown upon the silvered part of D, and arc thence directed by a

second reflection into the telescope.

The two iinajres so formed will botli be seen in tlie field of

view at once, and by moving the radius CE, will (if the reflectors

be truly perpendicular to the plane of the circle) meet and pass

over witliout obliterating each other.

The motion, however, is arrested wlien they meet, and at this

point the angle included between the direction CP of one object,

and FQ of the other, is twice the angle ICCA, included lietween

the fixed and moveable radii CA, CE.

Now the graduations of the limb being purposely made only

hidf as distant as would correspond to degrees, the arc AE, when

iLiul off as if the graduations were whole degrees, will in fact

road double its real amount, and therefore the numbers so read

ofl'will express, not the angle ECA, but its double, which is the

ictual angle subtended by the objects.*

Though epitomes mo.stly explain how to read the vernier, they

iiiiman ejc. ucglect to explain the peculiarity in the human eye which gave

origin to its invention.t The value of the vernier as a means of

reading minute divisions depends upon the fact that, when they

arc within a certain degree of closeness, the eye cannot separate

a series of parallel lines lying side by side, there being a point

for all vision where such lines appear to mix witii the ground

upou which tiicy are drawn, and thus form a tint: therefore it

would V>c 'liflicult to say, unless under extreme magnification, to

which one of these lines the index arrow pointed. Further tiian

thi.s, it would be quite impossible to graduate the arc of a sextant

to the reijuired degi'ee of miuutenes.s. Taking a .sextant of 8-inch

radius divided to 10', the space between each line on the arc

would be equal to 00019 of an inch, and the lino it'ioif would

aliiiust have to conforni to the geometriciil definition of " Icngtli

without breadth," conditions, in cither case, clearly iin]iracticable.

Now it is a recognised fact that so long ns the eye can see a

single straight line dintincthj, it can detect any break in its con-

tinuity. The divisions on the arc of an 8-inch .sextant arc easily

discernible under tlie magnifier. In modern instruments each

degree is divided by strokes into six equal parts, each stroke

* It can Iw sasily deinoDitnted tlmt the kngle HCA, betWMU tcro o( the arc au<l laro

if the Index vcniicr, in «qn»l to the Miglc of tlic mirron CA'/l, which i< all that i.i wanted

to citahliih the truth of the theorem given abore.

t Soiiiotliiir> cAlletl a " Nonius," from Peter Nouiua, who, about the middle of the

16th century, tint cnunciited it* |<riii>-i|>le and a|<|ilicatinn in a aomewbat laboured and

orudo form, which was •Implifled by I'iiTre Vernier in 1631.

bp.cing o(
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therefore represents 10', and the space between each stroke

—

supposing the stroke to be infinitely tliin—is •0116 of an inch, spacing oi

which is well within the j ower of a dividing engine. Under but "I'visions.

weak magnification, this space, tiny as it is, appears jierfeclly

clear and distinct. So far the arc. In tlie form known as the

" extended " vernier, the divisions are nearly double tlie distance

apart of those on the arc, and are therefore even more clear and

distinct, so that, when any one of the vernier lines coincides

exactly with a line on the arc, the fact is easily observable, and

this particular line may be taken as giving the true value of

the reading. The principle of the vernier is such that, in a well

cut sextant, only one at a time of the vernier lines can possibly

coincide with one on the arc ivhen the zero line or arrow of the

vernier is itself out of coincidence.

But when the zero line is in coincidence, then the terminal line

of the vernier must also be in coincidence, or the sextant is badly

cut. At such times as a line on the vernier coincides with one on

the arc, all the others appear broken or discontinuous, becoming

moi-e so in proportion to their distance right or left of the reading.

In badly divided instruments it may happen that two or even Testing

three lines of the vernier may appear in coincidence and puzzle
'"'"'"'•

the observer as to which he should accept. Such a sextant is not

worth having, except for rouse-about work, such as angles of

land, &c. It is found that a line, as tine as it can be clearly seen,

will appear broken in its end-to-end continuity with another

equally fine lino, if at their point of meeting the lateral displace-

ment should amount to a quarter of the thickness of either line.

The vernier permits of this being readily carried out in practice,

and affords a method of arriving at small readings which cannot

be excelled. To obtain the full benefit of it, the divisions, both of

arc and vernier, must be accurately spaced, and sharply, though

finely, cut. Instruments for the determination of angular mea.sure

are not all alike in their graduation, so on attempting to read off

a new instrument it is first necessary to ascertain by inspection

the law of that particular vernier. To explain the 'principle of

the vernier would be altogether too tedious, even if successful.

The navigator who takes a proper pride in liis work should Respective

possess a first-class Sextant or Quintant, and a good Octant. Q^^jantare

The latter is fully oiiual to everyday work in the broad ocean,— octant,

for example, during the winter months in the North Atlantic.

The delicate exactness of the other instrument is quite thrown
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away when one can only get tiying shots at the horizon, from the

crest of a CO- feet wave. Showers of salt spray, with the chance

of an occasional knock, certainly seem less suited to the sextant

than to its hardier and more humble relative.

Un the other hand, for tine weather use, for stars, lunars, ob-

servations on shore with artificial horizon, and for fixing the ship's

position in the neighbourhood of land by angles, the Quintant is

undoubtedly the proper instrument

Angles of the land fur " fixing " purposes are not required to

seconds, nor even to minutes : ordinarily, it is sutlicient if the

error does not exceed the sixth of a degree (10); the only reason,

therefore, for mentioning the Quintant in this connection, is that

occa.sionally vne or both of the angles may be so large as to be

beyond the range of tlie Octant.*

A good Quintant or Sextant costs money

—

and is worth it.

Unless you are a fair judge of one, it is as ea.sy to be deceived in

purchasing purcluksing a sextjiiit as in buying a horse. The market is glutted

with sextants made fur sale. Every pawnbroker's window in a

seaport town is half full of them. Some vendors even hold out

the inducement in large type that their instruments are " free

from error." If, indeed, by accident such should happen to l^

the case at the moment of purchase, it need not Iw a matter of

spiculiitioii how long they will remain so. The thing is absurd,

and might with equal Justice be said of a chronometer or a

patent log. At the Al>erdeen meeting of the British As.sociation

in ISS.*) (four years after this was written), tho late Mr. G. M,

Whipple, R.Sc. F.R..\.8., the then Superintendent of Kew
(3bscrvatorj', read a paper " On the Errors of First-class Sex-

tants, as determined fmm the Recnnlsof the Veritication Depart-

ment at the Kew Observatory."-

He pointed out that the instruments were sometimes inferior,

and it was generally i)b.served that though good sextants could

be had il a proper price were paid for them, there was a large

inimbiT of " cheap and na-sty " instruments in the niarket, and

in fact tl'.at the traile had partly drifte<l into improper liands.

the iimnufarture of such instruments having become a com-

mercial instead of a .scientilic matter.

Tho intending purchasi-r should spend half-an-hour or .so in

.'satisfying himself as to the following points. Avoid a .sextant of

less than S inches riwliu.s. The divisions of a smaller instrument

arc ditHcult to read, especially at night, and are not likely to be

* riiis dillu'iiltv liM rrcfntly Iknmi ovircnino («« page liT).
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noar so accurately cut. A G or 7-inch sextant is of course some-

what ligliter to liandle, but sailors are not women ; and a certain

amount of weight gives steadiness, especially in breezy weather.

The writer's instrument is a 10-inch " pillar," by Troughton,

divided on platinum.

The old recommendation was to give the preference to a "PiUar"

' pillar " sextant : in its day it was without doubt the correct ='*'*°'-

thing, if only because the make was confined to the very best

instruments, and therefore a sort of guarantee of good workman-

ship. But the world moves on, knowledge increases, good things

are superseded by better, so farewell to tlie " pillar."

An indispensable condition in a sextant is rigidity ; flexure is RigWity

fatal, and, though the design varies considerably according to

taste, all makei-s now adopt the principle of putting the stiffening

on its edge ; that is to say, the framework or webbing, between

the two external arms at the ends of the arc, is much deeper than

it is wide. Again, it is necessaiy to select a material capable of

undergoing considerable thermal changes with the least possible

amount of deformation, permanent or othei'wise.

Usually the casting is of gun-metal, or something approaching

it
;
quite recently, however, .some .sextants have been made of

Aluminium, on the score of lightness; but this latter, as shewn

above, is not an unmixed blessing. In point of strength and

liability to expansion there is not much between them, so in these Expansion and

respects one is as suitable as the other. Talking of expansion,

sextants should not be laid down on a .skylight under a broiling

tropical sun. The divisions are beautifully fine, and supposing

them to have been cut in the ordinary temperature of a work-

shop—say GO'— it does not need much gumption to see that

when the temperature runs up to, say 140' or 150' in the sun,

there must occur a very considerable change in the limb and

instrument generally. Under the immense strain the weakest

part will give, and probably result in permanent distortion. Like

the captain's gharry hire—you may not see it—but it's there all

the same.

Further, if we suppose the arc to be of platinum and the frame-

work to be of gun-metal, or some similar alloy, the limb will try

to tear away from the narrow strip of inlaid metal, owing to their

vastly different rates of expansion. Thei-efore, if j-ou cherish g,^,^, ^^^

your sextant as you should do, and expect it to be faithful to its b'"" '<> "s '<»

trust, you, in your turn, must treat it with some degree of intel-

ligent consideration.
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Vernier aart

false readinE^

Telescopic

power.

" Interrupted

Ihreail '

To test the arc, set the zero of the vernier very carefully iit

various divisions along the arc, and then note if the left hand

division of the vernier coincides exactly with one on the arc

If the latter is correctly graduated, it should coincide in every

instance. Cheap sextants won't stand this test.

Examine the vernier, to see that its feather edge lies perfectly

Hush with the face of the arc, othorwise, by a slight side move-

ment of the eye to the right or left of a point exactly vertical

to where the divisions " cut," a false reading is obtiuncd. This

is very likely to occur at night, when reading ofl' by the light

from a swinging lamp.

An extended vernier, by which is meant a vernier whose divi-

sions are twice the disUmce apart of those on the arc, is now

considered to be " the correct thing," and is a great help to

accurate reading.

A steel tangent-.screw will not only last longer, but will work

more evenly than a brass one.

One of the eye-pieces of the inverting telescope should have

a tolerably high magnifying power—say 14 or 15 dianiotei's, a.s

contacts of the sun's limbs in ob.servations with the Artificial

Horizon are easier made in proportion to the size of the suns.

To do away with the annoying and error-producing glare so

often witnessed on the .sea horizon, till the sun gets above 50" or

so, Mr. T. Mackenzie, of the RM.S. Moselle, in.serted a Nicol's

prism close up against the object-gla-ss side of the diaphragm of

his inverting tele.scopc. This was so placed that when the tele-

scope was screwed home in its collar, the polarising plane of the

prism would be parallel to the plane of the sextant, and conse

queiitl}' perpendicular to the plane of the horizon when making
ob.servation.s. By this <levicc the intense glare of light from the

horizon is totally refracted out of the prism, and only the 'extra-

ordinarj- ' ra^- tran.smitted to the eye. The horizon is rendered

comparatively dark, and clearly defined, lieing free, moreover,

from the displacement which coloured shades, wanting in parallel-

ism of their faces, alwa\'s give.

Mr. Mackenzie, in a cimununication to the Royal Astronomical

Society, .stntod that it fulfilled all he expected from it. One
eye-piece might be .so fitted at very little cast.

Cary, of the Stnuid, who, by the way, makes a specialty in

what he aills his " Kdge-Bar " Sextant, has applied to .sextant

telescopes the principle of the " interrupted thread, " hitlierto

• mly used for the breech mechanism of heavy guns. Half a turn
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• uffices to ship or unsliip the telescope without detracting from

its securit}'. This plan saves time, temper, and fumbling.

In case 3'our sextant is not already fitted with a good " star star

telescope," by all means get one. It will pick out the horizon on telescope

a dark night when the unassisted eye would be in error several

minutes of arc. Some men, after getting the star roughly down
near the horizon, hold their sextant in one hand, and a binocular '"'P""?''... 'o •^se

close up to it with the other, and then endeavour to perfect the Binoculars

contact. This is a bad plan, and to convince any one that it is

so, let them try it with the sun in broad day-light. It is true the

horizon is rendered much more distinct, but with every motion of

the binocular the object will dance about—sometimes above the

horizon, and sometimes below it.

To ensure a correct altitude, the line of sight of the telescope

used viust he parallel to the plane of the instrument; this is termed

"the line of collimation," and it is abundantly evident that one

cannot guarantee to effect this by guess-work, in the dark, with

a pair of night-glasses held loosely in the hand. In Table 54 of

Raper's Epitome will be found the amount of error corresponding

to the altitude of the body observed, and the angle the telescope

makes with the plane of the sextant.*

It is also well to know that the error, due to the optical axis ol

the binocular not being held strictly parallel to the plane of the

instrument, always lies in the direction of making the altitude

too (jreat, .so that those who incline to this mode of observing

would do well to make allowance in accordance with the rule.

The inde.x and horizon glass screens should be of neutral tint, colour of indei

instead of red, yellow, ffreen, &c. The various depths of shade *"'' ^'>"'°"
"^ " '^ Screens.

correspond to the thickness of the glass. The coloured screens

which screw on to the eye end of the telescopes should also bo

neutral tint.

The front and back faces of the index glass ought to be strictly Test for

parallel to each other. This can be tested by placing the sextants j'^'^f"l''f ""^f

on a table or other steady support, and looking obliquely into the face of

mirror at the reflection of some distant object. The image should
*''"°''*

have sharp and well-defined edges. If they are at all blurred or

indistinct, the glass is more or less prismatic.

Another method of determining this is to examine the reflected

image of a star with the index set to a reading of 120° or there-

abouts. The index glass reflects from its outer as well as from its

* \'i<le Appemlix C.
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silvered face, though in a less degree. If the faces are parallel,

the rays from the star reflected from the two faces will be parallel

after leaving the glass ; they will therefore be converged to the

same focus ia the telescope, and produce but a single image. But

if the glass is prismatic, there will be two images, a fainter image

superii ipased upon the stronger one, and not quite coincident

with it. The star, therefore, will not shew as a well defined

point without sensible magnitude, which it ought to do if tht-

i,da.ss were perfect.

Want of parallelism of the horizon-glusn is of less consequence.

It alfects all angles (the index correction included) by the same

<|uantity, and therefore provinces no error in the results.

Test for Next, examine the colourcd scrccns for the sauie defcct. If their

Screen?. faccs are not gi-ound parallel, the sextant will have a difl'erent

index error for each pair or combination of screens. Detection in

this case is ea.sy. Make an accurate contact of the sun's limbs,

on or off the arc, as the ca.se may be, using with the telescope one

of the coloured .screens belonging to it.* Then, after discarding

this screen from the telescope, turn down suitable combinations of

the index and horizon screens, and see if the contact still remains

perfect. If not, make it so, and the difterence between the first

and last reading will be the error of that pair of screens, and .so

on for the remainder.

Screens fitted In sonic Special seKtants the screens are st) arranged as to

admit of bi'ing instantaneously reversed ; therefore, to eliminate

the errors of these gla.s.ses, it is only necessary U) take one half

of a .set of observations with one po.sition of the screens, ami the

other half with the reverse position.

Imperfection in the coloured shade, just alluded to, which shiii.s

on to the eye-piece of the telescope, is of no particular importance,

as the object and refiected image arc aflected alike, and the angle

between them remains unchanged.

The prismatic .sextant-s, above referred to, iliH'er frouj the

ordinary se.xtant, not only in their general construction, but

in their capabilities, for they can measure anghs up to 1S0°

fron) tlie ordinary sextant, not only in their general construction,

but in their capabilities, for they can measure angles up to 180°

with perfect accuracy. In dealing with large angles tliere is no

confusion or multiplicity of images, and objects appear distinct

to rever

* In the bfrt InitrnmcnU it U now usual to lit eye-plccej with .1 revolving <liiic, lo thit

by * simple movement of the linger you can interpose screena of three ililTerent inteniitirii,

or ilo without tliem if neccuary. 'lliti lavei an awful lot of lather from pauing clouJt

wheu taking uliMrvalions with the artiflcial horiion.
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and well dutined in every position of the index glass. At all

times, both the reflected and direct images are much better

defined than is usual in other instruments.

Finally, the arc in a high class sextant should be of platinum

or gold. A good combination is a platinum arc and a gold ver-

nier ; the contrast seems to make reading easier. The gold would

be too soft if finer than 15 cai-at. To divide platinum satisfac-

torily a diamond-pointed tool must be employed ; steel is found

to drag the edges of the cuts and spoil their sharpness. It is in

dispensable that the divisions, both of the arc and the vernier,

should look fine and clean cut when viewed under the microscope.

To ensure the best of evei'ytliing, you must purchase from a

maker of repute, and not grudge the cost.

The index error should be found before and after all important i.idci errot

observations. At night it can be determined with great facility

by means of a star of the 2nd or 3rd magnitude. Set the vernier

a few minutes one side or other of zero, screw in the telescope

and direct it to a suitable star, and by means of the slow-motion-

screw bring the images exactly in one. The reading will be the

index error, subtractive if on the arc, and additive if off i\iQ arc.

As a star of the 3rd magnitude is a mere speck of light, the

method admits of great accuracy, and luill he found much less

fatiguimj to the eye than a similar observation of the sun. The
reflected image should pass exactly over the direct one; if it

passes on either side of it, the horizon-glass is not perpendicular

to the plane of the instrument, and wants attending to.

It is a common practice to ascertain the index error by the sea i„ig^ error b>

horizon in a manner similar to the foregoing, and the method is a Sea HorUon

correct one; but it will not work on shore where the top of some
straight and level object is employed to represent the horizon,

unless the object so selected be at least half a mile distant. The

index and horizon-glasses would subtend a sensible angle at the

place of an object ivitkin that distance ; and, though the glasses

should be parallel to each other, coincidence would not be estab-

lished between the reflected and true images.

Beware, therefore, of self-styled opticians who are occasionally

to be seen at their shop doors adjusting sextants by the roof of

the house opposite. In doing so they betray their own ignorance
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as well as their customer's confidence. Some one, with more

humour tlian reverence, has suggested the word " Shoptician " as

a fitting title for such men. Pcrliaps it is.

Some officers liave an idea tliat a large Horizon-glass i."* an

advantage, as it gives more ' field.' Tiiis is not the case. The

amount of ' field ' is regulated by the Index-mirror, and so long

a.s the Horizon-gla.ss reflects tiie whole of the Index-mirror it does

all that is required. For astronomical purposes the mirrors in

ordinary use are ample ; but for measurement of points along the

coast it is an un<loubted advantage to have a large Index-mirror,

to take in more of the landscape, and so facilitate the finding of

the particular object from which the angle is to be measured.

Adjustmenu. The four adjustments, and the means of making them, are so

lucidly explained in the various lipittjuies of navigation, and they

are so simple in themselves, that it is quite unnece.s.sary to wiuste

space in treating of them here; as a rule, a good instrument, if

carefully imrsed, will remain in sufficiently close adjustment for

an indefinite time. Some officers are never satisfied unless they

are tinkering at the adjustment of their sextants, and, as a con.se-

quence, the screws work slack, and the sextant does not remain

correct for 2-1 hours on a stretch—in fact, the more it is meddled

with, the worse it gets.

Kaper is very emphatic on this matter. Lie says :

—

R«per'» »Jvice "The adjusting screws are never to be touclud except from
"

IJ.*'''"" necessity, and then witii the greatest possible caution. Particular

attention is called to this point, because it is a comiuon failing of

' over handy gentlemen' (to use Troughton's language) to ' torment

their instruments. It is better that error should exist, provided

it is allowed for nearly, than that mischief should ensue to the

instrument from ignorant attempts at a perfect adjustment ; and

the skilful olxserver, instead of implicitly depending upon the

suppased perfection of his instrument, will enileavour to avail

liimsc'lf of tho.se cases in wliicli erroi-s, if they exist, will destroy

eacli other."

If of a mechani&il turn, however, and really anxious to learn

the way a sextimt is put together, fii-st-rate practice can bo hatl

with a cheap secondhand one, which can be taken to pieces with

impunity, put together again, and experimented upon in a vaiiety

of interesting ways: for instJince, it would bo instructive to

di'termino by revei"sal, the error, if any, due to a prismatic form

of the index and iitlii-r glasse.s. The rollrctors might al.so l>e
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resilvored according to Belcher's method, as described in the

Sailor's Pocket Book.

Do not stow j'our sextant case in a drawer, or on an out-ol'-tlie- M"de »' stow

way shelf, from which a sudden jerk of the vessel might send it c'fse"
*"

flying. Rather, get a brass band j\ of an inch thick, and f of

an inch broad. Let it be bevelled to fit three sides of the box a

little better than half way up. Cover this with coloured flannel

or wash leather, and screw it to the bulkhead in such a manner

that the sextant case can be dropped into it, and remain secure

in any weather, and at the same time be handy for use.

A square sextant case is in all respects an improvement on

the old shape : it can be secured to the bulkhead pretty much in

the same way as the other. Fit a brass handle on the keyhole

side to carry it by.

For convenience of reference, in case of a suspected mistake Mode of fitting

in reading ofl", the lid of the sextant case should be fitted so that

it will close with the index clamped at any part of the arc.

Further, the I'eceptacles for the telescopes should be long

enough to allow of them being put into the case when set at

focus. This is uncommonly handy when you are in a hurr}^ In

an extra receptacle you should keep a nice soft camel-hair brush,

about the size of the tip of your little finger; it is most useful

for brushing off dust, &c.

Never put your sextant away without lightly wiping the

glasses with a clean piece of fine soft chamois leather. Do
not use j'our pocket handkerchief for this purpose. Moisture '"'I'" ^n'

allowed to remain on the mirrors will soon imj)air the silvering, ^^j juff^, bj

and render star observations difficult. The chamois leather damp

should be washed with soap and water when requisite, and

rubbed perfectly soft with the hand after being well dried. If

pressure be applied to the glasses in cleaning them, their adjust-

ment will be disturbed. So be careful.

A little sweet oil and lamp-black occasionally smeared over

the arc and lightly wiped off again, does good, and makes it

easier to read. You may also, now and again, very sparingly oil

the tangent screw, as well as the back of the arc, and the front

of the vernier-plale, where in each case the spnngs traverse.

Rub off the superfluous oil with another piece of chamois leather

kept specially for the purpose. Do not let the two pieces come

near each other, as oil or gi-easc would not suit the mirrors.

When you send your sextant to an optician to have the glasses Arc not to u

resilvei-ed, instruct him not to polish the arc. The ordmary p° " *
•
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compass-maker, thinking to please you, is sure to do this, to the

great detriment of the instrument, unless you give him most

positive instructions to the contrary. Before finally deciding to

purchase an expensive sextant or quiutant, arrange with the

maker to have it tested, and its errors determined and tabulated

Instruments ^t, thc National Physical Laboratory. 'J"he fee is a trifling one

can be tested —Only tive sliiilings, exclusive of carriage to and fro. An)'
at Kew obser-

ppj.jQjj ordering instruments from opticians may direct them

to be previously forwarded there for veritication. Address

—

The Director, National Physical Laboratory, Teddington. In

these pages it has been shewn how to test the minors, also the

parallelism of the shades, but to test the centering errors is

practically bej'ond the power of the navigaUir. If a man of

iiitinite resolve, he may succeed, it is true, b}- vexing his soul

lodea and cen- with a scrics of a-stronouiical observations of a painfully tedious
tering errors

character. JIuch better to pack the instrument otf to Kew,

where, by a system of collimators, the centering errors are deter-

mined for every Ld" of arc both quickly and accurately. Please

note that 'centering error' and 'index error' are quite inde-

pendent of each other. Each must be ap|died in accordance

with its own sign + or —

.

A few more hints re sextant managemeni. In reading oH',

whether by day or night, do not hold it sideways to the light

Let the light come straight along the index-bar to the vernier

;

and to tone down excessive glare, a moveable ground glass screen

should be fitted in front of the vernier. Neglect of these things

may cause an error in tiie reading of two or three minutes. Gary
Electric lamp lijig ji nctit arrangement by which to read off at night : a small

" dr^-cell battery actuates a tiny incandescent lamp. This latter

fits into a socket in the carrier of the " reader," ami siiews a light

for two minutes. The current must then be switched off for an

equal time ; but in practice this is unnecessary, as reading olf will

not occupy more than half that time, antl during the next oljser-

vation the lamp is recovering its power. The cost is £'-i 10s.

The reailing microscope is sometimes called tiie magnifier or

" reader." Now, it is no use for the mathematician ami mcchani-

cia4i to expiud their energies in the protluction of a refined

instrument if the means of reading its indications are of an

inferior character. It would obviously be labour lost. The
strength of a chain is measured by the strength of its weakest
link, '{"hcrofore it is to the magnifier we lo.'k to give us truth-

fully the final result to which the various parts of the instrument

have jointly contributeil. The nuignifior has a duty to perform.
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In traversing the vernier it is important, for delicate readinj;,

tliat its sweep slioukl have the same radius as the arc itself. To
fulfil this condition, it is clear that it should rotate on the same

centre as the index-bar. This is not possible in the ordinary

sextant, but Messrs. Hughes, of Fenchurch Street, have brouglit

out an ' improved Quintant' having the legs in fi'ont and the index

and horizon glasses at the back, which easily permits of it. The
' reader ' itself is so arranged that its focus can be altered without

danger of bending the carrier. The legs being in front ai-e a

great convenience in setting down or taking up the instrument.

The makers claim that, owing to the setting of the mirrors, and

the index-bar having freer range, an unusually large angle can be

measured. Here it may be said that after 140° the relation

between the index and liorizon glasses in an ordinary sextant

becomes such as to render observations impracticable. Messrs.

Hughes achieve their object by placing the telescope holder close

up under the index-mirror, and shifting the horizon-glass to the

extreme end of the arc, so as to make the angle formed by the

centre line passing through both mirrors, and that passing

through the Horizon-glass and axis of the Telescope, as acute as

possible. This instrument, therefore, is specially adapted to

Artificial Horizon work and measurement of large angles gene-

rally. It has many points to recommend it, and is altogether a

revelation and a revolution in Quintants.

To conclude the chapter. There is a proverb that " You should

never lend to any one your horse, your gun, or your dog." It

applies also to the sextant, ' only more so.' Bear it in mind, dear

boy.



CHAl'TER VI.

TllK AUTIFICIAL AND SKA HORIZON&

Tliere arc iiiaiiy varieties of the ArliKcial llorizon tor >liure

use ; liut results, not to be surpassed for accuracy, are olitniiialilc

with tlio ordinary kind, in wiiich a flat and shallow cast-irou

troufjh, containing pure ([uicksilvcr, is protected from the wind by

an angular glass roof. This form is not quite so compact and

portable (or so expensive) as some others, but circumstances

alter cases ; and the Navigator, unlike the explorer, has not,

lor an indefinite period, to trudge along under the weight of his

own gear wilh the thermometer at roasting temperature.

Law upon 'p|,j, Artiticial Horizon is ba.sed upon the well known principle

in Catoptri&s—that tlie angle of reflection is equal to the awjlc of

incidence: in other words, if a ray of light strikes any plane

reflecting surface at a definite angle, it leaves it at the same angle,

thus :

—

vhkbltii

This fundamental law cannot be too strongly impressed on Ihi

mind, as its ap^)licability to everyday matters is continually

cropping up. Opticians avail themselves of it in quite a variety

of instruments. The .sextjint is partly based upon it, and it forms

a leading feature in the science of lighthouse illumination. Sound

waves and heat rays have this property in common, and in

mechanics there is the same law precisely. Kvery billiard player

understands it well a.s it is apiilioal)lo to the motion of the balls

on the table.
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The principle can be illustrated in the simplest possible manner Mechanical

by driving one of the balls against the opposite cushion of the '""stration.

billiard table, and rfoticing the direction of its motion on ap-

proaching the cushion, and again on rebounding from it. If the

ball be propelled from the bottom left-ha,nd pocket, so that it

strikes the exact centre of the top cushion, it will return to the

bottom right-hand pocket, always supposing that " side " has not

been given to it. All schoolboys are practically familiar with it in

the common game of hand-ball, although some of the younger ones

may possibly never have heard of the above rule relating to it.

The Artificial Horizon, in conjunction with the all important

sextant, is of service for astronomical observations on shore when
the sea horizon is not obtainable. Even if the sea horizon were Artificial pre-

available, the artificial one possesses many advantages over it. horizon

For example, the accuracy of all observations taken with the sea

horizon depends, in the first place, upon a correct knowledge of

the estimated or measured height of the observer's eye above the

sea level, whereas with the Artificial Horizon it is quite immaterial

what the height of the eye may be, as it does not enter into the

after calculation.

Secondly, owing to the uncertainty of the efi'ects of refi'action. Sea horizon

the apparent position of the sea horizon can never be depended

upon. It is found to be sometimes above its normal place, and

at others below it. The rule seems to be, that when the sea is

ivai'Vier than the air, the horizon appears beloiv its mean place

;

and when the sea is colder than tlie air, the horizon appears above

its mean place. The known capriciousness of terrestrial refraction irregularity

has prevented the formation of a table of values in connection °' ''''^'^^'°''

with this subject.

Celestial refraction also varies much, so that tlie tabular amount

applied to the altitudes of heavenly bodies may not at the time

be the actual value. It is important to arrive as nearly as

possible at the correct thing, by using auxiliary Tables 32 and 33

of Raper's Epitome, to correct the mean refraction given in Table

31. An investigation of the Tables will shew that the refraction

is greatest with a high barometer and low thermometer.

Again, if the sea be at all rough, and the observer not much Sea Ho
saw-edged

the horizon, from which the mei'curial one is of course exempt.

That eminent authority, the late Lieut. Raper, R.N.,* says,

—
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Its 'tie for

ntiinK Chrono-
• mctcis

" The image of a celestial object reflected from the surfivce of

a fluid at rest, appears as much beloiu the true horizoutal line as

tlie object itself appears above it ; the angular distmce measured

between the object and its image is therefore double the altitude.

An advantage resulting from this is that in halving the angle

shewn by the instrument, xveludve at (lie same time all the errors

of observation* The reflected image in the fluid is always less

bright than tlie object, but, .is it is perfectly formed, and as the

surface is truly horizontal, the Artificial Horizon, when it can be

emi)loyed, is always to be preferred to the sea horizon."

To the navigator, the Artificial Horizon is seldom of other value

than to enable him to ascertain the error and rate of his chrono-

ineter at ports abroad, where there are no time signals for the

puii)ose. In its use there are many points to be attended to, all

of which conduce materially to the desired accuracy of the result,

Siie of Trough.
^l•\^^, trougli should not be less than 4 inches inside lengtli

because the convexity of the mercury at the edges renders that

part unfit for retiecting truly. Moreover, the surface of the

central portion is necessarily foreshortened to the observer, ami

becomes more so as the altitude of the object decreases.

The trough should stand sufficiently high inside the roof to

admit of the surface of the mercury being on a level with the

lower edges of the glas-ses, otherwise one is needlessly deprived

of the full power of the instrument—that is to say, its range for

measuring angles is lessenetl. For the .sjime reason, and also to

avoid all possibility of convexity of surface, do not be stingy with

the quicksilver. Kill the trough as full as you conveniently can,

an<l do not be content with merely covering the bottom of the

ili.sh. The ([uicksilver is usually conUiined in an iron bottle, the

mouth of which is fitted with a screw plug or stopper. For ad-

ditional safety, an iron cone (with a tine hole at its apex) screw.s

on over all.

Dirtctioo. for To fill the trough for observing, proceed ivs follows :—Carefully
wipe clean the ghus-ses of the roof, both inside and out; do this

with soft chamois leather, breathing on the glasses to get oil'

specks or stain.s. Next clean out the trough, and remove all dust

from its insi.le with a hat brush. 'I'liis is very important, since

dust being specifically lighter than mercury, should any be left

behind, it will infallibly ri.se to the surface and mar the observa-

tion
;
then place the trough in its si-lected position, ready for

* lUHe* by tha anthor.
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tilling. Take the iron bottle, remove the cone and plug, iind

replace the cone, taking care to screw it on pretty tightly, as

mercury is very searching. The cone is now intended to do doty scum on

as a filter, and to prevent scum from passing into the trough with ^"'^^^y-

the quicksilver. To facilitate this, cover the small hole with

the finger, and shake the bottle, holding it upside doiun, so that

the scum may rise to the surface inside. Then placing it over

the trough, and close down (the bottle being still held inverted),

remove the finger, and allow the quicksilver to flow. When the

trough is sufficiently full, cover the aperture with the finger before

reversing the Lottie, which may then be set down on one side.

It is necessary, when pouring the mercury into the trough, tu

stop while there yet remains a reasonable quantity in the bottle,

otherwise, if it were all allowed to run out, the scum would pass

with it, and, by clouding the otherwise bright surface of the

mercury, oblige you to perform the whole operation over again.

To cleanse the mercury when it has become very dirty, run it all

out of its own bottle, shake it well up in a soda water bottle

with some lump sugar broken small, and then strain it through

silk. The action of the sugar is purely mechanical.

Having sufficient mei'cury in the trough, immediately put on

the roof to prevent dust getting on its surface, on which it would Dust to be

provokingly fioat, and impair its brilliancy and reflecting power, avoided-

It is possible, however, to brush it off by sweeping the surface

with the straight edge of a piece of clean blotting paper, cut to

the full width of tlie trough.

To put the mercury back again into the bottle is a more tick-

lish job, and requires a strong hand to lift the trough, and a

steady one to preserve its balance without spilling the contents.

To do this, the cone is unscrewed from the neck of the Ijottle, and

inserted in its mouth to act like an ordinary funnel ; the mercury

is then poured doidy into it through a small hole for the pin-pose, Careful

at one comer of the iron trough. To avoid loss, it will be found

a good plan to place the bottle in the centre of a wash-hand basin.

It is advisable, also, to have a somewhat larger trough or stand

upon which to place the inner one with its roof. This outer stand

or stool should have sides about tlu-ee-quartcrs of an inch in

height, and should be lined at the bottom with thick cloth, into
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Pure glass for

roof, and faces

parallel.

Shelter and

firm ground.

Sorface of

mercury aooo

placid after

disturbance

which the metal edges of the root' would sink, and so exclude the

'.xternal air. Its inside measurement should be fully two inches

^'reater than the outside measurement of the mercury troufijli, so as

to admit of the latter being easily lifted out of it, and also to allow

the inner one to be turned in azimuth (as the sun moves onward)

without disturbing its level. It should be sub.stantialh' made of

cast iron, of good weight, and fitted with tiiree short legs, some-

thing after the manner of a common kitciien pot

The most essential reijuisite in an Artiticial Horizon is, that tlie

glasses forming the roof should be pure and free from Haws or

veins, and tiiat the faces of ejicii pane should be ground perfectly

parallel. The reason for this is the sjvme as that given in the

previous chajtter in connection with the index-mirror of the sex-

taut. Should, however, the glasses be imperfect in this respect, tiie

resulting error in the altitude can be ehmiuated by turning the

roof end-for-end in the middle of each set of observations ; and to

effect this with certainty, one side of the roof should bear a con-

spicuous mark—a white cross or star painted on it would do very

well. When taking pairs of stars on opposite sides of the

meridian or zenith, always keep the marked side towards you.*

Intending to take sights witli the Artificial Horizon, the first

thing is to .select a suitable and well sheltered spot, and firm

grotuiil should be obtained if possible.

A beginner will be surpri.sfxl to find how small a movouiciit at a

considerable distance will sometimes ruffle the surf-vce of the

i|uicksilver, .so as to render observations impossible. On this

account the immediate vicinity of the shore is generally luisuit-

ablc. Though the spot of observation was fully one hundred

yards from the water-line, a very moderate swell breaking on

the sliingly beacli in Callao Bay was found to shake the tjuick-

silver of the artificial horizon, when placed in the l>ack yard of

the Hi)spitil belonging to the Pacific Steam Navigation Company,

.so that it wivs only during " the smooths" that sights couM be

obUlined.

For the sjinie reason, avoid the neighl>ourln.KKl of wuterfalls,

mills, factories, foundries, ami shops of worknien g>nenilly. The

ptLs.singof vehicles on a road maj'also have a disturbing infiuencc

on the mercury. Fortunately this lluid. from its i;reat weight,

very ([uickiy comes to rest afttu- being siiaken, therefore, .so long

us the tremor is not actually continuous, one can generally manage

* See pages (5S-r>&4.
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to secure good observations. Wind is a frequent source of quak- Ruffled

ing mercury, and care sliould be taken to have the horizon trough
"*"'"^'

firmly phiced, and the roof bedded on sometliing soft, so that the

wind cannot get under its lowe.r edgi;.

A screen of canvas to windward is a good thing as a rule, but

on some ground this causes such vibration of the earth as to be

worse than the free blast of the wind.*

For " Equal Altitudes," a spot free from disturbance is absolutely

necessary, or, from inability to secure observations corresponding

in altitude with those taken in the forenoon, the whole daj's work

may be lost—to say nothing of the annoyance of the thing.

Again, a place open to the public is objectionable, from the

number of idle curiosity-mongers who are sure to surround the

partj^ and, without intending it, make themselves very disagree-

able by ignorantly getting in the way, &c.

Supposing a spot suitable in all these particulars has been

found, there yet remains an important consideration.

If you are going to observe in the afternoon as well as the

forenoon, due regard must be had to what the sun's bearing will

be at the first named time, so that when wanted in the afternoon

it may not be rendered invisible by houses, trees, hills, or other

obstructions. This being seen to, get ready for work by filling

the trough as before mentioned, and place it nearly in a line with

the object to be observed ; but slightly in the direction that the How to place

object is moving, so as to avoid having to slue the trough in
^"j^^i^""^

azimuth before the completion of the entire set.

To make delicate observations depending so much upon eye

and nerve, it is necessary to he comfortable in body. About the Position of

-1 il J i
observer.

easiest position for the observer is, to sit down on tlie ground at

the proper distance from the horizon, and to have the back well

supported by a rough box filled with sand or stones, or a chair

steadied by someone else sitting on it.

One cannot be comfortable, however, even on a bed of rose.s, if

half stung to death by mosquitoes; so in countries where these
^Jl"^'^"^^;^^

plagues exist, and night observations are retjuired, it will be

necessary to give a wide berth to swampy localities, which are

sure to be infested by armies of them, especially if the air be still

:

indeed, for this reason it is preferable to court a breeze instead of

shutting it out.

* Experiments made at Greenwich Observatory proved that tremors in the mercury

were caused by passing trains up to a distance of one mile at least. There is no doubt a

great deal depends upon the character of the ^ound.
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Telescope

screens pre-

ferable to IndKi

or horizon

screens.

Care as to

which limb is

observed.

Sandflies are j'et worse, as nothing will get rid of them; even

sailors, who are a long-suftering class, and learn to put up with

most things, are not proof against their aHectioiiate attentions,

and many an otherwise favourable opportunity of getting stars

has been spoilt by these diabolical insects.

Should it be intended to observe tiie sun, turn down temporarily

the necessary horizon and index-screens ; and, being phiccd so that

his image can be seen reflected from the centre of tlie mercury in

tlie trougii, direct the sextant to the sun, and bring it down until

it more or less covers the image in the mercury, then quickly turn

ijack the hinged screens— the}* are no longer needed—in witli tlie

telescope, and screw on to its eye-piece a suitable screen, light

enough to give a well-defined image of the sun, and yet not too

bright to dazzle and fatigue the eye. Beginners are very apt to

use too bright suns, and in consequence the effect known as

" irradiation," spoils the sharpness of the limbs.* Look to your

t;iiigent-.screw to see that it is not at the wrong end of its run,

which of course would depend upon whether the sun might l>e

rising or falling, otherwise j'ou might find youi-self " two blocks"

in tlie middle of a set. t By this time the images will be near the

point of separation. Tell your assistant with the chronometer

U) "look out," and at the actual moment of contact of tlie limbs

call out " stop." t

In the morning, for lourr limbs the suns will separate, and for

upper limbs will clase. The contrary is the case in the afternoon,

and this is irrespective of the kind of telescope employed, whether

direct or inxertimj Attention to this rule will prevent any

confusion as to which limb was ob.served.

Observe upper and lower limbs alternately without unclumping

the vernier : this neutnvlizes the efiect of irradiation, and gives

less work to do in reading of!', besides being advantageous in

giving practice with both opening and closing suns, and not having

it all one way in the forenoon and another in the afternoon.

It is unwise to make the sets too long, as doing so wearies both

eye and hand, and the oUservations sutler accordingly, especially

in hot climates, where the necessity of observing in the full glare

of the sun makes it a trying operation.

* " Irmdialinn" is an. optical illtisinn in virtue of which white objccia, or those of a

very brilliant colour, when srrn 0:1 a dark Kruund, look lar);<'r than they really are.

t This defect hat been obviated by Messrs. Ileith 1- Co. by the use of their Stmpcr
l*nratH» ontlless ljinj;enl-#crew.

{ When nbsecvini;. never "make contact" yourself by movinK tlic tani;cut-Krew,

but overlap or o|ien the inisges, as the case may be, clamp Krurely, and walch for tin-

exact ihst.int uf eonlact. I'se Ihe telescope with greatest magnifying |io«er, as it mueli

facilitates corn-i't cnnt.nts.
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III " equal altitudes," take care that corresponding observations

A.M. and P.M. are made of the same limbs. Ascertain index error

immediately before and after sights, using any of the eye-piece

shades u'hich were emjdoyed for the altitudes.

In observing with the Artificial Horizon, it is preferable, for Eye-piece

many reasons, to use the screens fitted to the eye-piece of the ^^^'^"^^

telescope instead <-)f the hinged ones on the sextant. A couple,

and sometimes three, of different degrees of shade are to be found

in every decent sextant case, and their advantage over the others

will be apparent to the reader who has studied attentively the

chapter on the Sextant :—for example, the brilliancy of the sun

varies as clouds pass over, and although to meet the contingency

you have to change the shades, no inherent error is introduced by

doing so, a happy circumstance, and very different to the result

obtained by the use of the Index and Horizon Screens, which

latter, however, must of necessity be used with the Sea Horizon.

Before commencing work, equalize the brightness of the two Correct

images by raising or lowering the telescope by the large milled p°^'*">» '°'

headed screw provided for thepurpose. This will bring the axis of

the telescope almost in line with the edge of the silvered part of the

horizon-glass, which is the best position for observing, and there

it must remain all through the performance. No matter, then,

what particular depth of shade you may afterwards be compelled

to use for the eye-piece, the two images will preserve the same

relative tint.*

It may assist to give an example of finding the ti'ue from the

observed altitude.

\l
24/7/1875, on shore at Arica, in latitude 18° 28' 00" S., and

longitude 70° 20' 25" W., observed the following angles between

the upper limb of the sun reflected from the index-glass of the

sextant, and the lower limb as reflected in the artificial horizon.

I.E. -f 50".

• In best sext.ints it is now usual to fit an eye-jiiece with a revolving di.sc containing

3 or 4 screens of various intensities, so that a .shift from one to the other i* only the work

of an instant. Tliis arrangement is made to suit each of the telescopes. Tlie disc contains

a clear aperture as well as the coloured screens, so that it can be screwed on before com-

mencing to observe, and no time is lost.
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No. ot'Ubs.

; 56° 40' 30'

56 24 20
56 14 10
56 04 10
55 56 30

5)281 19 40

Mean 56 15 5(j

Index Errur + 5ii

2)50 16 4(i

28 08 2.3

Rffnictiou— Parallax — 1 3K

28 06 45
Scini-diainetcr — 16 47

Tnic Alt. 27° 50' 68'

It will be noticed tlnii

Dip is not allowed, also

that the angles were dimin-

ishing, shewing it to have

been altcrnoon, in which
case 0>ei"S upper linib)

the ob.'crvcd limbs were
teparating. For an ex-

ample of stars, ue page

559.

Observme
Kccollect thilt, iis the Artiticinl Hm-izou mvis doiMe the actual

power 01 ArtI- *=*

ficui Horizon, altitude, you cannot with tlie ordinary Sextant ob-serve higlier

altitude.s tlian G0° or G2° ; indeed, so hiijli an altitude is not to be

recomiueuded, for though the ordinary ijuintant will measure

135° or thereabouts, the image will not be sharply de6ued when

reflected from the Index-mirror at such a large angle, unless the

glass be more than usually good. To save di.sappoiutment, it is

well to ascertiiin beforehand what is the lowest altitude your

Artificial Horizon will permit you to take ;—this is seldom under

18°, which gives you a range in altitude of about 40^ The im-

proved Quintant of Messrs. Hughes & Son will measure angles

correctly up to at least 140°.

Requiiiitjto When going on .shore for sights, take with you a couple of

takeonihore. cluiirs (unle.ss you think you can borrow them), one for the

chronometer, and tlie other for the time-keeper, and to .support

your own back as before mentioned. Take also pencil and note-

book, chamois leather, a couple of towels to spread on the ground

under the instruments, and, in hot wi'uther, an umhrdla to keep tlie

chronovietcr cool. You cannot help exposing your sexbint when
ohservimj, but that is no reiuson why yim should do so when not

observing. Recollect that the metal is amenable to the law of

expansion and contraction, and that oii.servations made under
opposite conditions of heat and cold cannot be expected to agrea

This is one of sevenil reasons why the writer prefers st^ira See

page .').'j{ For night work, dispen.se with the umiirella, and sub-

.stitute a couple of buH'.s-eyc l.imp.s—ime for the chronometer, and
the ittlirr for reading i>H'b\-.
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Don't forget tlie wash-basin or some substitute, unless you

have a hirge reserve stock of quicksilver. Caution the lamp-men

neither to flash the light in j^our eyes nor to throw it anywhere

near the Artificial Horizon. A good arrangement is that in which

the assistant is seated in the obseiwer's back-supporting chair,

with the chronometer immediately facing him on the other, so

that the light necessar}' for taking the time need not interfere

with anything else.

For this sort of expedition, select handy men who have some
guviption. Think over and make all your preparations well ia

advance, so as to avoid hurry-scurry and confusion when the time

for action comes. Compare chronometers before leaving the ship,

and again on your return on board.

Many Artificial Horizons have been invented for use on board Artificial

ship in times of ios, or for taking stars at night, when the natural Horizons <<"

horizon is very ill-defined, but none of them can be considered a

success ; and unless a man has plenty of money, and can afford to

amuse himself with such toys, they are just as well left alone.

THE SEA HORIZON.
Visible hori.on

Every seaman knows that by going aloft in clear weather his

range of view is extended, and that on account of the earth's

curvature the visible horizon recedes from him the higher he goes.

In like manner, by descending towards the surface of the water

his range of view is lessened, and the horizon approaches him.

Advantage can be taken of this to get observations in foggy Observations

weather. By sitting in the bottom of a small boat in smooth weather,

water, or on the lowest step of the accommodation ladder, the eye

will be about two feet above the sea level, at which height the

horizon is little more than a mile and a quarter distant, so that

unless the fog is verj'^ dense, serviceable observations are (juite

possible.

The writer, on three different occasions, when at anchor off the

River Plate, during fog, has been enabled to ascertain the ship's

position in the way described, and after verifying it by the lead,

has proceeded up to llonte Video without seeing land. Of course

the vessel was onlj^ allowed to go at slow speed, and the deep-sea

and hand-leads were kept constantly going, as well as the ground-

log,—the latter will be treated of by-and-by.

Every navigator ought to ascertain, before leaving dock, the Height of eye

height of his eye above the load water-line corresponding to his
,g^g,

position on the bridge, upper, and main deck, and consequent

distance of the visible horizon as seen from each of these places.
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Where to

observe from

in cltar

weather.

Where to

observe from

Fore And back

In fine clear weatlier take your observations from the highest

convenient place, say the hndge. The reasons for this are that an

error in tlie dip causes an error of the same amount in the alti-

tude; and the dip changes most rapidly the less the elevation

above the sea level. For a height of eye of 10 feet the dip is 3',

and for 40 feet it is only 6' {vide Table 30 of Raper's Epitome).

Raper stiys :

—

" If the altitmle be observed above the deck, as in the top for

instance, the horizon will appear better defined, and the variations

of the dip by the ship's motion will be less sensible ; also the

difference of temperature of the sea and air appear to affect the

pliice of tlie visible horizon less a-s the ob.server is more elevated.

Hence it would appear that altitudes should be taken from aloft

when convenient."

In thick or misty weather take your obseifatioiis from as low a

2'ioint as possible, and in all cases apply the correction for height

of the eye corresponding to what it is known to lie at the spot

where the observation was taken.

Reference has already been made to the uncertainty in the

place of the sea horizon, due to the unetiual temperature of the

air and water. This displacement of the horizon sometimes

occui-s to a most serious extent, and unfortunately on board sliip

there are no means of detecting it by obaervations of the sun,

unless, indeed, its altitude should happen to be above 60', when,

with a good Quintant, it can be taken /roHi opposite sides of the

horizon, by which mean.s, if the dis]>lucement slmuld be equcd all

round, the error due to this cause will be eliminated by taking

the mean of the observations.

Tiiis error in the place of the sea horizon is commonly found on

the edge of soundings, and at the mouths of large rivers, and in

tiie latter case is caused by the unequal temperature of the

mingling currents of fresh and salt water. It exists in a marked

degree in the Gulf Stream and its vicinity.

The writer once found the latitude by an excellent meridian

altitude of the sun to be as much as 14' in error. The time was

mid-winter—the day a clear and clouiUcss one—the sea smooth,

and the horizon clean-cuL Five observers at noon agreed within

the usual minute or half-minute of arc; ncvcrthcle.ss, on making

FiOng Island (U.S.A.) in less than two hours aflerward.s, tin-

iatituile was found wrong tt) the amount stjvtoil. Many such

civses have come under tlie writer's notice, but this imo aloiir Im

citi'd on nrcount of the magnitu<le of the phenomenon.



KINDER-GARTEN TEACfflNG.

As an instance of ignorance of some of tlie commonest truths

in nature, the writer cannot refrain from introducing the follow-

ing anecdote.

One evening he was pacing the deck with his Chief Officer,

and seeing the sun's lower limb touching the horizon, told his

companion that at that moment the whole of the sun's disc was

really l>elow it, although from the effects of refraction it was still

visible. This the officer could not and would not believe. He
aptly enough quoted the saying, " Seeing is believing, and feeling

i.s the naked truth." However, he was convinced some few

minutes later by a very familiar experiment. Being firmly

seated in front of an empty wash-hand basin, so that the brass

plug at the bottom was quite invisible, the basin was about half

filled with water from a can, when, without moving his head, he

at once, to his great astonishment, saw the plug. On letting the

water run off[ the plug again disappeared.

horizon

whilst yet

Experime

with basil

The figure repieseuts a portion of the earth surrounded by the atmosphere,

the density of which, as shewn by tlie increasing nearness uf the circles,

becomes greater as the surface is approached. Tlie ray of light proceeding

from tlie star S is successively bent or refracted at the points abed efy,

and finally comes to the eye of the observer at in the direction gO, naturally

causing him to imagine the star to be situated in the heavens at S'.

It was then explained to him that air, in common with all

transparent media, possesses the power of bending rays of light

out of their straight course.

A ray of light from a celestial body, entering oui' atmosphere

Explanation

of refraction.



PAIiALLAX rUZZLE PROBLF.yr.

Parallax the

victor.

obliquely, is more and more bent down or curved as it approaches

the earth, so that when it finally enters the eye, it does so in a

direction different to what it had in traversinnj space.

The denser the air is, the Gjreater the effect produced; con-

sequently, there is more refraction near the surface of the earth

than at several miles above it, where the air is thinner.

Water is a much Vietter reflecting medium than air. Every

sailor is familiar with the bent appearance of an oar-blade in clear

smooth water, thoufjh ho may not know the cause. Literallj-

speaking, then, refraction enables us " to see round corner-s."

Now it might be supposed that what has just been said about

the .sun and the horizon, also holds good for the moon. A little

knowledge is dangerous, and the /taZ/-rtedged navigator, in his

conceit, would be certain to say—"Uf course it does ! ! Why not ?

Where is the difference ?

"

Frum the very much greater nearness of the moon it has a large

parallax—quite exceptionally .so (isee page 323)—and this more

than counteracts the etlLct of refraction. Recollect that the true

altitude of a botly is calculated as if seen from the centre of the

earth, with the rational horizon as zero. Now the mean hori-

zontal parallax of the moon is 57', and the mean refraction at the

horizon is 34'
; the difference is 23' in favour of parallax, so when

the moon's lower limb appears to be touching the horizon it is

really 23 above it. The navigator is left to puzzle over the

difference (if any) in these two cases. If /it/i-fledged, he will

have no difficulty in deciding whether they " run on all fours."

See, then, how even the evidence of our own eyes, upon which

wc place such implicit faith, is liable to deceive us. As refraction

causes a celestial body to appear higher than it reallj* is, it nmst

alwa^'s be Buhtractcd from the observed altitude. As parallax

causes a celestial object to appear lower than it really is, it must

always be added to the observed altitude. Reference to Table

31 of Raper will shew that refraction is greatest near tin- horizon,

and vani>hes when the object is in the zenith.

This i.s the case also with diurnal parallax.*

DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN FORENOON AND
AFTERNOON SIGHTS.

The question is constantly asked, Can you tell me why it is

I cjin so .seldom get my forenoon and afternoon sigiits to agree ?

The explanation is simple enough, and as the subject is worthy of

* Tlie qualiller "diiimal" ii ttldora UMil ocept wlieu it is iiFcea'Uiry to ili>tiiit;ui»li bs-

twcon tliit kind of pamllax and the annual iiarnllai ol ilie liicci ^lnr'. whiih it liiie to the

eartirn orbital motion. {St* page ajO.j
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beiiifj carefully (joue into, an attempt will be made to render it

clear.

To simplify matters, the reader will be good enougli to suppose

himself in a vessel at anchor, in the month of December, some few

miles south-eastward of Monte Video, and that his chronometers

are exactly correct, and his position known to a nicety by cross

bearings of Flores Island and the Cerro.

Next, let us suppose that, owing to abnormal refraction, the Elevation or

horizon is depressed, say three minutes of arc, and remains in that ^^p"'"^'"" "'

I: ' J ' Sea hori2on.

condition all day.

Let sights be taken at six o'clock in the morning, and again at

six in the evening. From the horizon being unduly depressed,

these altitudes will be too great by 3 minutes of arc, and when
worked out will in each case give too small an hour angle, with

the result that the a.m. sights will place the ship 4' of longitude

eastward of her true position, and the p.m. sights will place her

an equal amount westtuard of her true position, introducing

thereby a discrepancy of 8
' of longitude between the morning

and afternoon sights—though the sights themselves have been

most carefully taken, and the ship has not shifted her position in

the least.

To pursue the matter yet further. If the sights were worked

with the incorrect latitude obtained from the meridian altitude,

still greater error would result. The latitude, from having been

worked with an altitude too great by 8', would itself be in error

that amount.

Now by working the a.m. sights with too northerly a latitude. Error due tc

the resulting longitude is thrown U' still further to the eastward j^correct

a a '
1 • 1 latitude.

—and in like manner, with the P.M. sights, the resulting longitude

is thrown 1|' still further to the westward.

It follows that an apparently trivial error of 3' in the position

of the sea horizon can very easily introduce a discrepancy of

IV in the longitude as shown by a.m. and p.m. sights. Ca,ses,

sufficiently common, could be selected, depending upon latitude,

declination and hour angle, where an error of 3' in the place of

the horizon would cause the a.m. and P.M. longitude to dlHl-r as

much as 15' or IG'.

From the foregoing we see that discrepancy between forenoon

and afternoon sights can arise from the latitude used being

slightly incorrect ; al.so from abnormal refraction, from the course Error in

and distance in the interval not being altogether what it was 5°"^" ^"'^

supposed to be, and from badly centered and graduated arcs, as

well as other imperfections in cheap sextants.
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Popular fal-

lacy concern-

Int afternoon

si£hts.

Abnormal
refraction in

Red Sea and

Persian Gulf.

When these causes all happen to conspire together (whicli

must sometimes be the case), there may be a very great discrep-

ancy between the A.M. and p.m. observations. Moreover, the

navigator is apt to lose sight of the fact that he has Ciirried on

his longitude by dead reckoning for (3 hours, say from !3 o'cl<x;k in

the morning till 3 o'clock in the afternoon. He is apt to think

he had it exact at noon, whereas he only had his latitude correct

at tliat time.

Again, to work his sigiits, ho is obliged to use tlie latitude by

accouJil worked l)ack from noon ; so that, taking all these things

into con.sideratiou, it cannot be wondered at if there should

generally be a discrepancy ot results. It would V)e preferable to

take the mean of tiie a.m. ami P.M. positions for the true one.

Tiie writer has known ollicers to look with great suspicion

upon afternoon siglits, and openly state that they never knew

tiiem to come out right, and were not worth taking. Tiie well

informed navigator will see that they are as much to be relied

upon as .similar ones in the forenoon.*

In tlio Red Sea and Persian Gulf, the horizon is very liable to

di.splacement from the hot winds coming off tlie .scorching de.serts,

and the refraction in the day time is generally in exce.ss of the

tabular value.

The writer has been enabled to practically demonstrate this to

tiie complete satisfaction of his brother otlicei-s, during a voyage

to Calcutta and back. It was alleged by thase on board, who

had repeatedly piis.scd certain islands in the Red Sea known
as I he Zebayir and Hanish groups, that they were not shewn

irlntively in their proper pasitions on the chart, and to determine

the correctness of this sUitement the writer devoted some con-

siderable time and labour.

The Zebayir Islands lie, roughly speaking, about 70 miles lu

the northward and westward of the Hanish group, and l>oth of

them directly in the track of steamers piussing up and down.

Tiie distance between them is such, that if one group should be

pa.s8cd about sight time in the morning, the other group will be

pa.s.>(ed aU)ut sight time in the afternooat

' To Ivi'i'p \ip till' ti.i'litioiin of the m-i, 9oini< fvw incu am ..till iu the batiit o; " iiiakiug

the KUD over llio I'oroj'artl" aj loou a» "one bull " ii itruck ; wbicli ii«rba|M—acconliug to

tlio amount of " iiortliiii); " in the grog—luu a teudoncjr to render them a little uncertain

in their n)oTenirnt.i Inter on in the cl.iy. Itut there is aUsoIutely no cvi>lcnoe to shew

that ateady " Old Sol" thinks ha h.vi earne<i the right tn get upon " the loose," or lake

an afternoon uap, sunpty IwcauM he has done his duty to hini.ielf ami the worhl by

I'lmvinK the meridian up to lime.

1 The distance from Psnlre Pesk txland of the Zohayir gi"up, to High Island olTlh*

uorih end uf Jclicl /.ukur, is 6(> miles.
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It w;V5 found on the outward passage, when sights were taken

in the raoruiiig oft' the Zeba_yir group, that they were apparently Singular

marked too far west on tlie chart ; and when similar observations seeming dis

were made in the afternoon, the Hanish group appeared to be ^^^^^^"^^
'"

shewn too far east on the cliart. This was a serious business, longitude,

as the relative bearing of the two groups of islands was thereby

materially altered. The question, moreover, was one independent

of the con-ectness of the chronometers, as the islands were shewn

relatively to be out of place some 7 or 8 miles.

After a very careful discu.ssion of all the data in connection

with the subject (including observations on previous voyages by

other observers), the writer came to the conclusion, that in all

probability the altitudes of the sun had been vitiated by excessive

refraction. To test this, on the passage home, sights were again

taken off" the Hanish Islands, luhich this time happened to he

imssed in the morning, and similar observations made off" the

Zebayir Islands, which were passed in the afternoon, thus reversing

the conditions of the outward voyage. The result fully justified

the writer's expectations, as the Hanish group were now shewn

too far west on the chart, and the Zebaj-ir Islands too far east,

while on the outward pa.ssage just the opposite had been the case.

So that all this bother and uncertainty as to the relative position

of two important groups of islands was unmistakably proved to

be due in part, if not wholly, to errors of observation, arising from

excessive refraction.

In 1895 special attention was paid to Red Sea refraction by

Lieutenant W. A. Marshall, U.S.N., of the U.S.S. Detroit, and

this observer came to the conclusion that the effect of excessive

refraction when taking the sun in the Red Sea is a more

probable cause of departure from the beaten steamer track than

cross currents. With the exception of meridian altitude, the

Detroit was navigated solely by means of early twilight, dawn, and

night stars. In an article signed Meteor (William Allingham)

in the Nautical Magazine for Jul}^, 1895, attention was called

to this matter, and the opinion expressed that masters will do

well to be on their guard against either source of error. In the

September number appeai'ed an article liy Captain W. H. Hood,

a conuiiander of the highest repute, confirming this view. Either

excessive refraction, cross currents, or both combined, led to the

discovery of the Avocet Rock in the Red Sea by the loss of two

steamers upon it. Lieut. Koss and Ensign Thun-Hohenstein, of

the Austrian Navy, conducting observations near Pola for finding

the variation in the dip of the horizon, observed on a quiet day
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Great caution

a rise of tlie apparent horizon above its computed position of

8' 47" at a heiglit of 50 feet, ami of 9 23 at a liei£;ht of 3o feet

necessary in above Watcr.
lEatioo. These things point strongly to the necessity for great caution

in the navigation of a 8hi|). Nothing " slapdash " should be

allowed in connection with it, nor too much taken for granted

\Vho can tell how many wrecks might be traced to this cause

which at the time were ignorantl)' set down to some extraordinary

'jump" of the compasses, or some unlooked for current? Seamen

would do well to give tliis important subject the attention it

merits.

CHAPTER Vll.

en A UTS.

A few words concerning the nature of Charts, and the difficulty

of their construction, will prove both interesting and instructive

to the seaman ; in any case, it is only right that he should know
something about one of the most important of the tools with

which he has to work.

When we attempt to represent any considerable portion of the

earth's surface on paper, we are at once met hy the formidable

difficulty caused by its curved form. A little reflection w ill

Difiicuity oi convince anyone tliat it is impossible to make a spherical surface
Chart con- like that of our globe coincide cxactlv with a tint surface such
ttruction.

i » c
as a slieet of paper.

If an orange be cut in two, the inside scraped out of either

hair, and an attempt then made to flatten the cup-shaped rind on

the table, what would liappen ? It is certain that in so doing the

edges would give way and tear up nearly to the centre, showing
the impossibility of performing the feat with a non-elastic

suUstance.

It is obvious, therefore, that no representation of the earth on

a flat sheet of paper, such as a chart, can exhibit all its parts in

their true magnitudes and relative positions.

In the construction of charts, it consequently becomes necessary

to adopt such a method of laying down the places, which it is

intended to depict, as will best fulfil the particular purpo.se for

which they may bo required. The various methods adopted for

this purjiose are called prujectiuns. Among them may be eiiume-
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rated the Orthographic, Stereographic, Polycouic, Gnoinonic, and chatt

Mercator. Of all these, the one commonly used by the seaman p™)^"'""^

is Mercator. It takes its name from the inventor, Gerard
Kaufl'man, commonly known as Mercator (this being the Latin

of his surname), who originated the idea about the year 1556;

but the true principles of the projection—or, more properly

speaking, construction—were not demonstrated till half a century

later, b}^ Mr. Edward Wright, of Caius College, Cambridge.

For other purposes than those of navigation, a Mercator chart The Mercatw

is likely to be extremely misleading ; the meridians are all Chart

drawn as straight lines perpendicular to the Equator, and at

equal distances from eacl) other. The parallels of latitude, also,

are represented by straight lines parallel to the Equatoi", and

also, like it, at right angles to the meridians. The scale of latitude

and distance at either side, instead of being unvarying, increases

with the latitude until at the pole it becomes infinite. Hence in

making measurements you cannot apply the dividers to any part

of the margin at random. Altogether an extraordinary produc-

tion when compared with the globe as we know it.

Now, on the actual globe, the degrees of latitude are (practically

speaking) equal to each other,but the degrees of longitude diminish

as they recede from the equator, and converge to a point at the Varying

Poles. For example : on the Equator a degree of longitude
^j'^ree^s of

contains 60 nautical miles, in the latitude of London it contains longitude.

37i miles, in the latitude of 65" North (say at Archangel, in

Russia) it contains but 25^ miles, and so goes on lessening in

the higher latitudes, until at the North Pole it has no value

whatever—which is equal to saying, that there longitude has no

existence. An observer at the North Pole, let him face round as

he may, could only look true South. There is no direction of east

or west, by which to convey the idea of longitude, and the sun

when visible would always be on the meridian.

Since in the Mercator construction the meridians, as already

stated, are equidistant in every part, and the degrees of longitude

are everj-where made equal to their dimen.sions on the Equator; it

becomes necessary, in order to preserve a due proportion between

them and the degrees of latitude, to increase the length of the

latter in a corresponding ratio. From the true proportions being

preserved throughout between the meridians and the parallels, the

shapes of the objects delineated on the chart are in every part Earths surface

correct. But as the Icnqths of the degrees both of latitude and '^'<"''«<* '"

^
, ,

° the Mercator
longitude, at a distance from the Equator, are enormously ex- projection.
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aggerated, the sizes of the objects in those parts of the chart are

increased accordingly : so that the whole map, if it comprises

many degrees of latitude on one side of the Equator, gives a most

inaccurate notion of the relative magnitudes of its northern and

southern parts.

For instance, looking at the Admiralty General Chart of the

.ppe'a'ancet. North Atlantic, No. 2059, there will be found in Ungava Bay,

on the north coast of Labrador, an island named Akpatok ; and

to the southward of Cuba, in the Caribbean Sea, will be found the

well-known island of Jamaica. Anyone looking at the chart, and

unacquainted with the facts detailed above, would undoubtedly

think these two islands were exactly of the same length, and

would be conlirmed in this impression by actual measurement

with dividers. But, following out the rule governing measure-

ments on a Mercator Chart, whereby it becomes necessary to

measure the dimensions of each object in its own parallel of

latitude, it will astonish the uninitiated to find that the i.sland of

Akpatok is G5 miles in length, while that of Jamaica is 130 miles,

or exactly double. This e.xample will put the wary navigator on

his guard not to trust to appearances without first thoroughly

understanding the priiiciples which govern them.

This defect in the Mercator Chart does not in any way detract

from its utility for nautical purposes.

Utility o,
Its great advantage to the sailor consists in the fact that— Ist,

Mercaiori the .sliip's course between any two places, however remote, is

n«'ut'ic»r represented by a straight line ; 2ud, Uiis line malcet the same angle
purpoiei

iffitfi each meridian. Therefore, to find the true course (or rhumb
line) on the chart from any one point to any other, it is only

necessary to connect them by a straight pencil line, and mcjisure

its angle with any one of the meridians which it crosses. This

may be accomplished with a common horn protractor; or, us is

more usually done, by transferring with a pair of parallel rulci-s

the direction of the aforesaid line to the nearest true compass

diagram, and so at once read off the coui-sc or bearing in points

and quarter points. If this coui-se can be carefully preserved, the

port bound to will in due time be reached.

In the chapter on Great Circle Sailing it will be demonstrated

that, in following up this sulject, there are other important

matters to be taken into consideration by the man who wishes to

subscribe himself, " Youi-s truly, A Master Mariner."

This construction of Mercator is not exact in very high lati-

tudes, because cross- bearings of several dL-stant visible objects
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which are in fact the same as Great Circle courses, are projected Mercators

on the chart as straight lines, when they are in reality curves ;

'-''"' '"«"<:'.... .
1° very high

therefore their intersections will not agree ; or, three objects seen latitudes,

in range will not, when projected in their true places on the chart,

lie in a straight line. For this reason a Mercator Chart would

not be suitable for Polar navigation. Indeed they could not be

drawn by the dnxughtsman, since, according to the principles of

the construction, the poles are at an infinite distance, and could

not be shewn on paper. For unusually high latitudes the

Gnomonic projection is employed. It assumes the e^'e to be at

the centre of the earth, and any straight line di'awn on such a

chart represents the arc of a Great Circle. Its use is limited to

small circular areas such as the Polar regions. Near the boundaries

there is a certain amount of distortion, but round about the centre

of the chart it may be said that nature is correctly represented.

From the foregoing it will be apparent that a Mercator Chart

gives a very incorrect representation of the earth's surface ; but,

of all the known projections, it is tlie one best adapted to the

wants of the seaman, and has therefore, with the exception just

given, been universally adopted for his guidance.

To treat at any length of the other projections of the sphere

—

more especially the Gnomonic—would be to encroach on the

province of the surveyor and of tlie map-maker, which is not the

intention of this work.* For harbour plans the earth is considered Harbour

a plane, and no account whatever is taken of its curvature, which

would be quite inappreciable within the confined limits of such a

survey.

In the Orthographic Projection the eye is assumed to be at an infinite

distance from the object, so that all hnes drawn to it may be regarded as

parallel. If, then, from every point on the surface of the sphere, lines be drawn

perpendicular to the plane of a circle passing through its centre, their points

of intersection with this plane will be an Orthographic projection. It is

obvious that eqital parts upon the surface of the sphere are seldom represented

ore the plane by parts either equal or similar, since they diminish progressively

from the centre to the circumference. The central portions of the map are

shewn nearly in their true proportions, but the more distant parts are greatly

distorted in form and diminished in size. This is exactly the reverse to what

happens in the Stereo'jraphic Projection, where the central parts are unduly

contracted as compared with the outlying ones. The Orthographic—except

for certain astronomical purposes—is seldom used.

• The Gnomonic is very clearly described in the late Admiral Wharton's Hijira-

</rapMcal Surveying; and also in The Development of Great Circle Sailing, by Mr. G. H.

Litllehales, issued by the United States Ilydrographic Office, Washington, D.C.

Plans.
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onrnooRAPHic projection.

In the Slereographic Projection the eye is supposed to be plai.ttl on t'lie

surface of tlie globe, and to be vertically over the centre of the plane of projec-

tion, or everywhere 90° distant from iL If the globe were transparent the eye

would then see the inside or concave surface of tlie opposite hemisphere.

Supposing straight linos were drawn from the eye to each point of this hemi-

sphere, their intersection with the plane of projection would be its Slereo-

graphic projection. Its most interesting property is that, by means of a scale

graduated according to the central meridian of the map, the direct distance

from its centre to any other place can be measured : also, by marking the points

of the compass round the circumference, the bearing of the place will be seen.

Krom this it is evident, that whatever place be taken as a centre, the Stereo-

ijraphir projection on the plane of its horizon will exhibit all its environs in their

proper relations to it. On the whole, tliis is the best simple projection fur

mapping purposes.

STERKOUKAI'HIC I'ROJEC'l'IO.S".

The Pohjamie Projci-tion was much in favour with the United States t.'oa.st

Survey, and special Tables were framed to facilitate ita application. These

were rcpublishcil by the Burciu of Navigation in 1855. Thoy are ba-sed on a

ilevelopnient of the ciirth's surface, which assumes each parallel to lie representctl

on n piano by the development of u cone having the panillel fur its base, and

its vertex in the jioint where a t;in<;cnt to the parallel intersects the Ciirth'a

a-xis. The degrees on this parallel jirc-scrvc their tnie length, and the general

distortion of figure is less than in any other mode of repre«nting a given

portion of the earth's surface. Tlierc arc various uiwlificitions of it ; here \e

one



ADMIRALTY CHARTS VERSUS BLUE-BACKS.

CONICAL PROJECTION.

In providing his ship with cliarts, it will be a matter for the

navigator's consideration as to whether he should procure Admi-
ralty or Bhie-uacked Charts. On this point there is considerable

diversity of opinion, though it would appear of late years as if

the former were gaining favour, and becoming more popular

with shipmasters.

It is the opinion of the writer that none can compare with

those issued by the Hydrographic Office of our own Admiralty,

that of the French Government, and of the United States of

America.* In the first place, they are wonderfully cheap, which is

ofttimes a consideration ; in the next place, they are official

documents, emanating from the highest authorities ; and it would

probably be safer to get your ship ashore through any omission

or en"or in a Government Chart, than through a similar one in a

" blue-back chart," especially as it will sometimes happen that

the first-named possess the very latest information, which the

others may not.

Some recent decisions at " Board of Trade inquiries into the

losses of ships," go to show that the authorities display a prefer-

ence for the Adniiraltj' Chart. No doubt the proprietors of the

" Blue-backs " do all in their power to get the " latest corrections,''

and keep their works up to the mark ; but it is difficult to see how

they can successfully compete with a Government office, possessing

a hundred times their resources. Though no doubt they do their

best, they can only in many cases get their information second-

hand.

Admiralty

Charts versus

Blue-bacVs

Admiralty

Charts pre-

ferred by

Courts of

Inquiry.

The enslaving of the Trench and American Charts is scarcely bold enough for ship'a
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By way of affording a standard of comparison, it may be

stated tliat the Hydrofrraphic Office, in London, issues and keeps

up to date over 3,800 charts, against about 300 issued by the

largest of the private publisiiers. These figures speak for them-

selves.

To the mind of tlie writer, tlie Admiralty publications offer

superior advantages. They are almost invariably on an appro-

priate scale ; their delineation is remarkable for its clearness ; a

dance tells which is land and whicli is water ; correct mayiietic

compass diagrams (except on General Ocean Charts) are inserted

at convenient intervals, and the cliarts tliem.selves are never cum-

bersome in point of size. Tiiey leave no wants uusupplied by

showing too little, nor do they confu.se by showing too much.

The art of the drauglitsman and engraver is exliibited in all the

details, and not the least advantage is the uniformity of system

whicii characterizes each one.* In fact, a home coiust sheet, as we

know it in these days of exact survej'ing, with every detail of

land, with every rock and slioai, with every depth of water and

Attemots to
' ^ reviewer of tlio 1st E<1. of " Wriiikle.s," in a well-known periodical, for wbicb the

Boycott writer of tliese pagrs ha.s not only nincli veneration, lint likewise a loving regard, coolly

" Wrinkles." suggested that the paragraphs having reference to " Bliic-lucks " should be re-written in

• more favourable (train, aa in his (the reviewer'!) opinion, they bear unjustly upnn the

publicitions in question. The writer regrets that his convictions will uot allow him to

comply with this modest suggestion, ami that in studying the sailor's interests he is obliged

to run counter to those of other people. In this mntt^-T of chait^—so long as present

conditions exist— the writer's colours are " nailed to the mast," and whilst fitwiy admitting

the meritorious character of the work done by private firms long before the machinery of

thv llydrographic Departim-nt of the Admiralty had attaineil its prewnt excellence, be

thinks the day of " Blue-backs " has departeil, and that it is only a question of time as to

when they will be completely suulTed out by the overwhelming resources at command of

the UovcrnmcMit, to say nothing of the Iwundless advantages alTorded by an unlimited

ace/wqiifr. It is not so very long since the (lOVcrnmenl, forthegooit of the Commonwealth,

took over the telegraph lines from the private companies, and similarly for a few thousands

they might buy up the chart publishers, who, as firms of long-siamling reputation, must

groan under the hardship of seeing their means of livelihood slowly but surely undermined

by an all-powerful department, against which it Is impossible, in the nature of things, they

can hope to compete on anythmg like equal terms. Tertain Oovemment departments are

very absorbent in their nature. Like Victor Hugo's devil-fish, they streU-h forth their long

tenl.acles,and without compunction absorb everything they can assimilate that comes within

reach. The Blue-backers are being absorlied. Hiird lines I ! Since in these pa;,i"s the

author has assumc<l the rile of guide, he i* constrained to express an honast opinion in all

that concerns his brother si'amen, notwithstanding that doing so means a pecuniary loss to

himself, inasmni'h as certain "Cheap Johns" in the " shoptician " way of business, who
recognize their own portraits here and there throughout the hook, hare not only declined

to sell " Wrinkles " themselves, but have endeavouro<l to prevent others doing so. They

might just as well try to stop Ning:>ra with a corn broom. The innate love of fairplay—sn

strong a characteristic of Britons— will capsite any attempt to •' Boycott " the book, and

inileeal the call for yet another edition in so short a time shews that the gentry in question

may as well accept defeat and throw up the sponge, hot gri mat grl.
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nature of bottom, accurately marked at regular and small dis-

tances, is a credit to human ingenuity and a testimony of man's

intelligence. On the large scale Harbour plans, the practice is Harbour pian

invariably followed of giving the exact latitude and longitude of

some well defined spot, and from this any other position on the

plan can be easily determined by means of two scales—one for

latitude and distance, the other for longitude. This comes in

handy for rating chronometers by sun or stars, and for other

purposes. The Admiralty charts and plans also give the meridian

upon which the longitude depends; consequently, should that

meridian at any time be better determined, the correction can be

applied without further trouble. The longitude scale of Harbour

plans is made as follows :—Assume the latitude to be 50°, and the scaie of dist-

scale of the plan to be 4 inches = 1' of latitude or distance. To *"'^*-

the common log of 4 add the cosine of 50° ; the nat. number of

the resulting log will be the number of inches = 1' of longitude,

namely, 2'571. You can check this by the Traverse Tables

(Raper, page 511). Against 400 will be found 257'1,—shift the

decimal two places to the left and you have it. Knowing this,

any fellow can make a scale for himself if necessary.

The value of a chart must manifestly depend upon the accuracy

of the survey on which it is based, and this becomes more im-

portant the larger is the scale of the chart. To estimate this, the

date of the survey, which is always given in the title of Admiralty

sheets, is a good guide. Besides the changes that, in waters where

sand or mud prevails, may have taken place since the date of the

survey, the earlier surveys were mostly made under circumstances

that precluded great accuracy of detail, and until a plan founded

on such a survej' is tested, it should be regarded with caution.

It may indeed be said that, except in well-frequented harbours

and their approaches, no surveys yet made have been so minute

in their examination of the bottom as to make it certain that all chart indica

dangers have been found. The fulness or scantiness of the

soundings is another method of estimating the completeness of a

chart. When the soundings are sparse, or unevenly distributed,

it may be taken for granted that the survey was not in great

detail. Blank spaces among soundings mean that no soundings

have been obtained in those spots. When the soundings round

about are deep, it may with fairness be assumed that in the blanks

the water is also deep ; but when they are shallow, or it can be

seen from the rest of the chart that reefs or banks are present,

such blanks sliould be regarded with suspicion. This is especially
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When danger

shew them-

Diflcrem

turveys.

Cholc<< of

object! for

b«atlni:«.

the case in coral regions and oft" rocky coasts, and it should he

remembered that, in waters where rocks abound, it is always

possible that a survey, however complete antl detailed, may have

failed to find every small patch, as with the Avocet Hock in the

Red Sea.

A wide bertli should therefore be given to every rocky shore or

patch, especially in smooth wafer. Witli a good high swell,

dangerous places are sure to shew themselves, and a hand aloft

at such times maj' save the ship. In dealing with charts, the

following rule should he followfd :

—

Instead of considering a coast to be clear unless it is

shewn to be foul, the contrary should be assumed.
Except in plans ni harbours that have been surveyed in detail,

the five-fathom line on mo.st Admiralty charts is to be considered

as a caution or ' danger signal ' against unnecessarily approaching

the shore or bank within tliat line, on account of the possibility

of tiie existence of undi.scovered inequalities of the bottom,

wiiich nothing hut an elaborate detailed sui-vey could reveal. In

general surveys of coasts, or of little frequented anchorages, the

necessities of navigation do not demand the great expenditure of

time required for such a detjiiled survey. It is not contemplated

that ships will approach tlie shore in such localities witliout

taking special precaution.s.

The ten-fathom line is, on rocky shores, another warning,

especially for vessels of deep draught. Charts wiu*re bottom con-

tour or fathom-lines are not marked must be especially regarded

with caution, as it generally means that soundings were too

scanty, and the bottom too uneven, to enable tiiem to be dnuvn

with accuracy.

Lsolated soundings, shoaler than surrounding deptiis, sliouid

always be avoided—especially if ringed round—as there is no

knowing how closely the spot may have been examined, and

mountain tops are occa-sionally fond of just stopping short of tlu'

surface, a-s if they were lying in wait for the unwary.

In approaching land or tlangerous banks, regard nuist alwa\>

be iiad to the sade of the chart used. A small error in laying

down a position means only yards on a big scale chart, wiiereas

on a small .scale tiie same amount of displacement means largi'

fractions of a mile. For the same reason, near objects should bo

u.sed for bearings in preference to objects further off, althougli

the latter maj' l>e more prominent, as a small error in beiiring,

or in laying it down on the chart, has a greater effect in mis-

placing tiie position in proportion to the length of the line to bi'

drawn.
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To be properly fitted out, a ship slioulJ be provided not only

with large-scale coast sheets, but with plans of harbours intended

to be visited. It sometimes happens from press of work that chart corrtc-

only the copper-plate of the larger scale chart of a particular ''°°'''

locality can at once receive any extensive rearrangement of coast-

line or soundings. This is an additional reason, besides the

obvious one of its possessing fuller detail, why the largest scale

available should always be used for navigating.

The printing of charts is responsible for a source of inaccuracy

little known to sailors. The paper used in the process has to be

damped, or the impression would be too faint. On drying, dis- Distortion c(

tortion takes place, from the inequalities in the paper and the p^p*"'-

amount and irregularity of the original damping. It must not

therefore be expected that very accurate series of angles to

different points will always exactly agree when carefully plotted

upon the chart, especially if the lines to objects be long. The

larger the sheet, the greater the amount of this distortion; but

it is never so great as to affect navigation.

The chart onaker takes care not to damp his paper, but it is

one of his troubles that the atmosphere insists upon doing it for

him. For really accurate plotting of the large triangles of a

survey, the sides should all be calculated in advance, and the

chief points laid down at one sitting, whilst the liygrometric con-

ditions are the same. Our variable climate makes this a rather

difEcult matter in practice.

It is now pretty generall}^ recognised that on ocean charts the

compass roses should only indicate the true points. All other

sheets should shew the correct magnetic points, half points, and compass

quarter points. These diagrams cannot be too plain and free diaerair.;,

from ornamental devices. Where possible, their diameter should

be 3 inches, but never less than 2i. The latest Admiralty

pattern of compass rose is as recent as 1st January, 1912, on

ami after which date Tkue bearings will be introduced in all

Admiralty publications as soon as practicable. Outside of, and

clearl}- separated from, the magnetic compass and circle, which i.s

graduated in points and degrees from 0° to 90° in each quadrant,

the Admiralty now places a true compass graduated from

0* (True North) to 360°, nieasuted clock-wise. The bearings

of leading and clearing marks on Admiralty Charts will be

given both True and Magnetic ; and a note to that effect will

be placed on the title of each chart. Thus—298° (N. 5i° W.

Mag.) is self explanatory. Similarly, on the bearing of, say.
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S. 40* \V. true, witli variation 12* E.. this information will be

indicated as 220' (S. 28* W. Maj,'.). The modern navigator will,

in this way, be able to disperse with N., S., E., W., etc., when
setting a course ; and simply confine himself to the number of

degrees from N., measure<l clock-wise.

MaKiictie

decree circle.

The objection to a maijiietic defjrce circle i.s that its accuracy

is Tnoro apparent than real. In parts of the world where the

variation changes rapidly, it is all " moonshine." Round our own

coasts, wliore the change is 1° in seven years, such a circle is

practically u.seleas. It looks nice, and that is all.

It thus becomes a question whether it would not l>o better to

do away with the murjnflic degree circle altogether. If degrees

are wanted, let them be trur, and. to enable them to be read easily,

the diameter of the circle should be four inches. Then, with an

inner mugnelic compiuss rose of three inches—quite big enough

—
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should

there would be an intervening blank of half an inch all round,

which would conduce to clearness of expression, and prevent pos-

sibility of confusion.

On the other hand, should the argument in favour of the horn

or other protractor be accepted, we come back to the simple viag-

netic compass-rose shewing points and quarter-points without

circles of any kind. No doubt each kind will have its advocates,

but the writer believes in simplicity.

The -magnetic bearing or course may be wanted in a hurry, and Compass di.

if so, a compass-rose divided to quarter-points cannot be beaten
brdeara°n"d

as things go at present. Tlie determination of the true course is simple.
, .

alwaj's performed with deliberation, and in the chart-room, where

the graduated rolling parallel ruler or other form of protractor is

at hand.

In any case, the present Admiralty diagram is a vast improve-

ment on the sj'stem which used to be in vogue with " Blue-back
"

charts when the writer was a youngster. The manner then ip

which compasses, true and magnetic, got mixed up and sprawled

all over the shop was something wondrous to behold. The ar-

rangement could not have been better calculated to give rise to

mistakes at critical times—indeed, the writer has known it to do

so. The vessel referred to got on the rocks a few miles to the

eastward of Queenstown, but luckily bumped ott' again without

springing a leak, though her bottom was dented in like an old

tin pot. The skipper was on the bridge, using a chart with a Elaborate aia

compass compared with which a spider's web was simplicity itself.
^"""^

As might be expected, he got confused with the jumble of lines,

and ashore she went. The writer was on the after-wheelhouse

at the time, and the first .bang sent him flying down on top of a

pompous-looking passenger, who, no doubt, would remember the

' regrettable incident ' for quite a long time afterwards.

Coming to the subject of " Blue-back " charts, a great draw-

l>ack is the absence, in many instance;;, of the heights of mountain

ranges, peaks, hills, islands, and lighthouses. These are all of

great assistance in navigation, and no chart is complete without

them. Lighthouse heights, when not on the chart, can, it is true,

be got from the lighthouse-book, but it is more convenient to

have them on the chart.

Admiralty charts can be backed with " brown holland," which, Holland back-

so far as the material is concerned, makes them last almost for
s^^j"^^^*,''

ever ; but it increases the expense, and, seeing that some sheets >n special

are continually having alterations made in them, according as the
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banks and channels shift about, it is not advisable to resort to

backing.* It gives them a dangerously permanent character.

Except, perhaps, for tiie smaller class of vessels, wlicre the

Captain buys his own charts, the unwieldy "blue-back" has had

its day, and it is only a que.stion of " How long ? " until it is

Scale of superseded by the cheaper and handier productions of the Admi-
Biue-Backt. ralty. As a result of trying to make them suit all purposes,

the scale of the blue charts is, in general, too large for ocean

navigation, and not large enough for coast work.

In case an Admiralty sheet should be destroyed by the cap-

sizing of an ink bottle, the spilling of lamp oil, or any of the

accidents which do happen, it is merely a loss of from one to five

shillings; whereas, when its rival comes to grief, it cannot he

replaced under from ten to fifteen shillings. Moreover, the extra

coat of the latter offers temptation to keep it in use till completely

out of date, and so marked and smudged as to be in many places

illegible—a circumstance likely to lead to di.saster, if indeed it has

Board oi not already done so. The Boai-d of Trade has lately become verj'

particular on this point, and one of the official notices directs the

attention of shipowners, and their servants and agents, to the

nece.''sity of seeing that the charts taken or sent on board their

v\nYi9. are correrteiT'^omx to the time of sailing. Acourtof imiuiry

into the loss of the British sailing ship G. IK. U'o/^'counnented

severely upon the fact that the navigating charts wlmc not acces-

sible to the officers, and expressed an opinion " tlnit masters of

sea-going ships should be compelled l>\' law to hMT.u the chart by

which a vessel is being navigated accessible at all times for refer-

ence by the navigating officers." This does not stand alone.

With the Admiralty chart the sailor can see at a glance if he

has the latest information. The year and the month of the

various corrections are engraved at the foot ; should the cor-

rection be large, the notnti<m is made against the imprint; if

small, it is given in the left-hand bottom corner; thus an Ad-

miralty chart tells its own history. Perhaps some day the private

piiblislicrs may see the advantage of adopting the s.ime system.

Charts should invariably be ke|it flat, ready for the ndera to

.slide over them, instead of being rolled up, and folding them should

be avoided if possible. Rolled paper is an abomination at all times-

" It will 1111(1 it won't,

It cnii't and it don't;"

• In the caae of Mnji.-li.- H, ,,1, ,,f t',.. W.rM, «1,1,!. nto ..nlv p.,1 li. Ii-l nlu.ui nnc in

ten jeam, of cour-

brouu linlland v.-
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and if you lose your temper, you tear it, and so make bad worse-

Every vessel, therefore, should be provided witli shallow chart chart drawer.

drawers, say 3 ft. 9 in. long, by 2 ft. wide and 4 in. deep. The P'^*''«"We to

sheets can then be numbered and classified, and so are ready for

use at a moment's notice.

When the writer some years ago was in the habit of navigating

Magellan Strait and the many hundred miles of intricate channels

leading from it to the Gulf of Penas, and thence to Chiloe, it was
necessary to keep the charts and plans on the bridge for constant

reference ; but seeing that the climate of that region is probably

about the most rainy and tempestuous in the world, means had

to be devised to protect the charts from the weather, or they

would speedily have become so much pulp. This was accom-

plished as follows.

First of all, the sheets of the various channels were cut up into wood backing

convenient lengths, and the carpenter was brought into requisition ^°' "Charts,

to make teak-wood backings for them of well-seasoned half-inch

stuff", dressed smooth. The backing was made an inch longer and

^'•oader than the chart or plan it was intended to receive.

Next, some 'size' was made by filling a breakfast cup with

isinglass, and pouring on it as much boiling water as the cup

would hold. After the 'size' had cooled, and was just beginning

to thicken, both sides of the chart got several good coats, rubbed

in with a soft brush as fast as the paper would take it. When
the ' size ' was well absorbed and had partially dried, the hack

was treated with flour paste free from lumps, and laid on smoothly,

after which the chart was put down on the teak-wood : this had

to be done very carefully to avoid creases.

To make the paper lie evenly and to prevent air-bubbles from

remaining underneath, a wooden roller was run from top to bottom

and back again. This rolling process must not be overdone, or it

will cause distortion ; and it is as well to place the roller on the

middle of the sheet at starting, and roll from you, and then back

again the wholt way ; this with a turn or two sideways ought to

be sufficient.

When the chart had thoroughly dried on the board, both it and Canada

the teak-wood received three flowing coats of white varnish, made baUam

by mixing Canada balsam with twice its weight of best oil of

turpentine. Each coat was laid on with a broad, flat, camel-hair

dessert-spoonful of brown sugar add five drops of oil of lavender, and five drops of

corrosive sublimate ; mix tliis well up with the flour and water, aud then add perfectly

boiling water to the thickness of custard.
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brush, and allowed to get perfectly hard before the next waa

applied.

When treated in this manner the charts were completely

weather-proof, and e()iial to any amount of rougli usage. Should
biiing and jjjg - ^[^Q ' \B the CUD wt hard l-itce iellv, a few minutes on the
yarnlshinf.

.,, . .

J J'

stove will bring it back to a proper consistency.

This was the writ<'r's dodge some fifteen to twenty years ago,

and in the interval steamers have not got slower nor navigation

less exacting. These facts, coupled with a perusal of " Wrinkles,"

led Mr. S. Manning, of Surbiton, Surrey, to devise a chart table

for bridge use which would do away with the need of the drastic

measures just detailed. The invention consists of a frame, in

which is bedded a specially prepared sheet of gla-ss, so treated

that though it will readily Uike pen or pencil marks, is of such

transparency tiiat the chart detail can be seen through it. Courses

c"«rt*t«bie.
*"' bearings can therefore be set out on the surface, or the Station

Pointer applied, without injury to the chart underneath, no mailer

what the weather may be. The arrangement is well spoken of by

practical men.

The great need for a contrivance of tiiis kind, and its value,

will be tiioroughly appreciated by anyone who has had to consult

charts in wet or wimly weather. The valuable time that is

usually lost in running below and having to remove waterproofs

before tiie ciiart can be approached, will now be spent on the

bridge, wiiere the whole situation is .spread out l^efore the anxious

navigator, and his guide is at hand. The wetter tUe weather, the

more transparent tiie glass. By having the bott<»m of tiie table

How utilised of glass also, and four or five incandescent electric lamps propei iy
"'"

lK)xed in below it, the table would be available for night work.

When not actually in use it could be covered with a cloth. This

is a suggestion of the writer's, and iloes not form p.art of ilr.

Manning's invention. Should he read it here, i»e will no doubt

utilise it. Do so by all means, Mr. Manning.

Many vessels have been last owing to their l>eing economi-

cally (?) navigated near land by small scale charts, wiiich ainnot

possibly shew coa.st dangers.

Wliarton,* in alluding to the increasing necessity for large

jcalc charts constructed from detailed surveys, says:
—

" A steamer

works against time ; her ptiying capabilities largely depend on

her getting quickly from port to port, and captains will take

* Uydntrapkical Surveying, f»fe 63.
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every practicable short cut that offers, and sliave round capes and cutting ofi

corners in a manner to be deprecated, but which will continue as '"'•""sia

long as celerity is an object. A channel which a sailing vessel
*'"^^''°"

will worii through in perfect safety, from the obvious necessity of

keeping a certain distance off shore, for fear of failintr wind,

missing stays, &c., will be the scene of the wreck of many a

steamer, from the invetei-ate love of shortening distances, and
going too near to dangerous coasts only imperfectly surveyed.

Better charts will not cure navigators of this pi-opensity, but will

save many disasters by revealing unknown dangers near the

land."

The late Admiral Wharton might have added that this "short

cut navigation " is not only due to fierce competition in trade, but

unfortunately to an unwise rivalry among seamen themselves, and

an utter disregard on their part of the maxim "Let every man
steer by his own compass." Because Brown and Jones do

certain things which look very like putting tlieir heads in tlie

fire, Robinson—even against his better judgment—thinks he

must do the same, and so the thing goes on till the weakest

comes to the wall.

Charts and Sailing Directories are as much part of the ship's Owners

equipment as the Compass or the Lead, and should be provided
^j^^ chart*

by the owner. When the captain has no longer to pay for them,

he will keep a better stock, and not take his ship all over the

world by one or two general charts, to the manifest risk of life

and property. Mr. Henry Maclver, a Liverpool shipowner, so

long ago as 1885, in a letter to the Times, pointed out inter alia

that "reliable charts and chronometers are more conducive to

safe navigation than lifebuoys, foghorns, and the other para-

phernalia to which Board of Trade surveyors devote so much
attention, and owners .should be compelled by law to furnish their

vessels with all that may be required." Many shipowners, he

said, " required their masters to provide both charts and chrono-

meters, the latter have to economise by reason of small salaries,

and accidents frequently happen in consequence."

In Appendix (P) will be found the signs and abbreviations

adopted in the Admiraltj^ charts.

One more " wrinkle," though a simple one, for which the

writer is indebted to Captain Matt. B. Walker, of South Shield.s. pencu>.

Use hexagonal pencils ; they won't roll off the table like round

ones, and are just as cheap. Common sense.*

• Triangular pencils are still better calculated to remaiu where they are told.
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Field'!

Improved

Parallel Ruler

How lo use It

THE PARALLEL U U L E R.

TIlis, in its coiniiionust form, is an instrument so very familiar

to tlie seaman, and withal so simple in itself, that it may seem

ratlier absurd to refer to it; nevertheless, there is something to

be said even about the parallel ruler, and it may so happen that

that something—or a portion of it—ma^' be new to the reader.

The ordinar}' black ruler, with bnuss joints, is usuall\- employed

to transfer the direction of a bearing or course to the nearest

compass diagram on the chart, whereby to ascertain its name and

valuo. Now, in ocean charts, where compjiss diagrams are very

properly few and far between, a great deal of slipping and sliding,

and trying back, as well as "smudging" of the chart, may be

saved, and much greater accuracy ensured, by the use of a kindred

instrument, known eis"Ciyptitin FirhVs Tmpmird PnroUi} Ruler."

Apparently, at first sight, it only differs from the other in

being made of boxwood instead of ebony ; but a closer inspection

reveals that one ot its edges is divided into degrees, similar to

the (J-inch ivory protractor found in most small cases of mathe-

matical instruments ; the opposite edge is also divided, but in

points, half-points, and quarter-points; these latter, however, arc

never likely to be used, as the degree marked side of tlie ruler is

preferable.

The advantage derived froni this instrument is, that by laying

it down on the course you wish to detcnnine, so that its centre

imtrk ."hall Im on a meridian line, you at once read oil' the true

cour.se on the divided edge, where it is cut bij the aforesaid

meridian line.
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Few things can be neater or liaudier in practice, and it gives

the course in degrees (and by estimation, to parts of a degree),

with au accuracy but little short of that obtained by actual com-

putation. The ruler is to be had in three sizes ; but the two sue of Ruier.

smaller ones, from the minuteness of the angular divisions, are

not to be recommended. The 2-4-inch ruler will be found vei-y

convenient, and the marking clear and well defined. After it has

been in use a little time, get it cleaned and French-polished.

This is one of the manj- things wliich have been improved upon.

The improvement consists in discarding the points on the lower improvement

edge, and substituting the centre-mark of the depree divisions. Bv °" ^"'''' ^
.

P ^
.

. .

^ "^ improvement.

this means the short radius is just double what it was before, and

the divisions at the middle of the ruler are in consequence much
plainer. You must take care to keep this new form from warping.

When shut, the two parts must fit as closely together as they did

when being graduated.

Even better than the above is the graduated rolling parallel

ruler. On shore this has been in use for ever so many years, but

it is only of late that it has found its way on board ship. Of all

the means for determining courses or laying off bearings this is

about the quickest. Since only the rollers touch, it has the fur-

ther advantage of not soiling the chart so much as the jointed

ruler, which is in contact over its whole surface. To work truly,

the rollers must be exactly of the same diameter ; this is easily Graduated

tested before purchase. Carefully set the further edge of the •'""'"b

ruler to the bottom marginal line of a chart ; run the ruler nearly

up to the top, and draw a tine pencil line along hoth edges. (In

passing, let it be noted that it requires a practised hand to rule a

perfectly straight line ; the pencil must be held at exactly the

same inclination throughout.) Now shift the ruler end for end,

set the further edge to the bottom line as carefully as before, and

roll up within an eighth of an inch or so of the top pencil line-

Draw two more pencil lines along top and bottom edges re-

spectively, and the thing is done. The eye will decide in a

moment if the upper pair of lines are parallel, as tliey should be>

if so, then the rollers are equal. Next examine the lower pair of

lines; if parallel, then the two edges of the ruler are parallel, as

they should be. A good instrument-maker will see to these

matters for the sake of his own reputation; nevertheless, it is

satisfactory to try for one's self. Of course the chart or paper

must be laid on a flat surface. The mahogany top of a chart-

table, when the wood is well seasoned and the ends strongly

u
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clamped, should remain a.s flat as the day it left the joiner's bench.

The gi-aduated rolling parallel ruler is, at prescut. a trillo more

expensive than its brethren.

The ordinarj' parullol ruler, or indeed a straight-edije of any

kind, when u.sed in conjunction with a common semi-circular horn

protractor, will give satisfjiction to the less fastidious. If j'ou

have not a horn protractor, it can be procured for a shilling or

two at any optician's. Do not get one with a less radius than 3^

or 4 inches, which is a good serviceable size.

To use it, proceed as follows :

—

Having the chart on the table, with its north side from yim as

u.sual, lay the straight-edge over the course you wi.sh to steer or

determine, and place close against it (edge to edge) the horn

protractor, sliding the latter along (its straight side being always

in contact with the ruler) till its centre mark comes fair over any

meridian line on the chart ; the e.xiict true course in degrees and

half degrees will lie found at the circumference, where the latter

is cut by the same meridian line, thus:

—

r -\'

How to fit and
11 le It.

In thi.s particular case it is N. 70' E. or S. 70' W. (true).

Almost ever}' one going to sea abaft the mjust has a giniter's

scale, which would answer fii-st-rato with the horn protractor in

the manner just de.scribed; but if there should not be one, and

the parallel ruler be broken or last, any lath or piece of wood,

dressed straight with the carpenter's trying-plane, would do just

as well.

The horn protractor can, however, be rendered of eijual service

wilhoid any kind of straight-edge, by the simplest possible con-

trivance.

Bore a tine needle-hule at its centre mark, and another about a

(piarter of an inch or so below it ; through these two holes reeve

a couple of feet of sowing cotton (silk is better), and knot one
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end ; keep the knot on the to}? side of the lower hole, so that it

may not prevent the protractor from l^'ing flat on the chart, and

bring the other end up through the puncture at the central point,

and haul it tight.

To ascertain a course or bearing, it is merely necessary to lay

the iiorn protractor with its zero line on any convenient meridian,

sliding it towards the north or south, so that the thread when

stretched may lie exactly over the two positions on the chart

between which it is required to know the course, thus :

—

In the diagram, A represents tlie knotted end of the thread ; B, the centre

hole through which the thread conies up ; EF, the zero line of the protractor,

laid exactly over GU, a meridian line; CD, two positions on the chart

between which it is required to know the course ; the line ^J6'i)Z represents

tl'.e thread. The true course (N. 80° E. or S. 80° W.) will be found at J,

where the margin of the protractor is cut by the thread.

The oblong ivory protractor already mentioned could be used in obiong ivory

a precisely similar manner, but the horn one has the advantages '^'° "' '"'

of transparency and larger marginal divisions. Both are divided

from zero at E and F up to 90° at the middle line, and when

usincr them in the manner indicated above, the course is in each

case to be reckoned from North or South towards East or West,

as the case may be. Hughes' Radiograph and Gust's xylonite
^^^^'^^f

'"""'

Station Pointer, in addition to their more legitimate uses, serve

the purpose of a horn protractor. Owing to its tendency to

buckle, the horn protractor should be kept between the pages of

a heavy book when not in use. Xylonite (celluloid) is a better

material tlian horn for transparent protractors.
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and compasf

cours^^

Deviation

and local

attraction

As already explained in a previous chapter, the course hetween

any two places on a Mercatoi- chart is the angle which a straijhl

line connecting them mahea wiVi the meridian.

Here seems a pood place to say a few words about Courses.

So far, reference has merely been made to the tvit^ court^f. When

the variation has been applied it becomes the magnetic course;

and when the Deviation has been npplieil to this last, it becomes

the compass coui-se, or the one which is to be actual!}' steered

bv that particular compass for which the deviation has been

allowed. The navigator will do well, then, to bear in mind that

there are—1st, the Ti-ue Course ; 2nd, the Magnetic Course ; and

3id, the Comi>ass Course. The t)-ue course is the angle which

the ship's fore-and-aft line makes with the Geographical

Meridian ; the magnetic course is the angle between the ship's

fore-and-aft line and the Magnetic Meridian ; and the comjMss

course is the angle which the fore-and-aft line of the ship makes

with the direction of the Compass needle on l>oard.

One word about Deviation. It is too often mixed up with

Local Attraction, the two expressions being used indifferently to

mean the same thing. This is wrong, as thej' arc entirely distinct

The first named is due to causes within the ship herself, the latter,

to outside influences. Remember this.

For laying off courses as above, the writer had made to order

an ivor}- protractor, 10 inches by 3 inches. This size admits of

good large divisions, but it is expen.sive. A similar one in box-

wood would cost less, and probably be practically as good. The

only thing that can be .said against box-wood is its greater

liability to chip at the edges.*

Ebonite scales nnd protractors are found to answer well, though

they expand and conti-nct .slightly with change of temperature,

l>ut this extreme refinement is a thing apart from our .subject,

and need not be considered.

•A l>ox-»oo<l 'Admiralty pntterD ' protrai-lor, 12 luilio by 8) inelira, coin Os. To

protect It nlien not in us; it tliould iliiie lulo « uhatantial ikiiath of iaUlsr'i> iMtlier,

co.itiog p«ihai>i 2m. tid.
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To give a "natty man" satisfaction in their use, dividers

should be of good quality. The "points must be fine, and formed .

of well tempered steel that cannot be bent or blunted. Above all, steei points

the joint should be good, for if not, it will be provokinoflv difficult "'' •'°°°"'

, ,
. 1 ,.

^ f woi king joints

to set the legs to any required distance, on account of the spring

and want of uniformitj' in their motion. A pair of dividers witli

an indifferent joint, when being opened or closed, will move by

fits and starts, and either go beyond the measurement required or

stop short of it. The joint .should also be stiff enough in its action

to hold the legs in any required position without fear of alteration

when handled with ordinary care. These are the things which

require to be tested when making a purchase. Instrument cases

always contain a key for tightening up the joints of the dividers

when they work slack. What are known as Hair Dividers give Hair Dividers

very exact measurements, but for sea use they are too good, and

too costly.

It is convenient to have a small bracket fastened on to the Bracket (or

bulkhead over the chart table, to contain two pairs of dividers

—

large and small. Screw a piece of poli.shed mahogany, S inches

long by 3 inches broad, and f inch thick, flat against the bulk-

head. About two-thirds of the distance from the bottom insert a

couple of bi-ass eyes side by side. The dividers may be shipped

into these, and their points rest on a f-in. ledge or shelf, forming

a foot to the bracket. This shelf should have a moderately tliin

piece of india-rubber let flush into its upper surface, as a bed to

receive the points without injury when dropped hurriedly into

their place. To a landsman all this may seem needless trouble,

but the sailor knows the value of the maxim—" A place for every-

thing, and everything in its place." Moreover, a ship roils and

tumbles about in all directions—a house does not ; so that afloat

it is absolutely necessary to have safe places of deposit for other

things besides glass and crockery.
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Pen and There is a very neat little American " dodge " for holding pens,

pencil rack
„Iiich Can be purcliased in Liverpool for a few pence, and is very

useful. It consists of a spiral spring secured to a thin hack plate,

and the whole is gilded, and looks iiuitc ornamental. The pen is

held between any two parts of the spring. One of these ingenious

little contrivances will contain four or live pens or pencils. It i.s

secured to the bulkliead by a small screw at top and bottom.

DIVIDERS FOR DSB WITH ONE HAND.

When a .ship is rolling violently, and it becomes neces-sjiry to

consult a chart, every seaman is aware of the difficulty ex-

perienced in keeping the chart and parallel ruler on tlie talile

with one hand, whilst with the other he is trying to manipulate

the dividers. Some clever fellow, who has evidj.'ntly been pretty

oftin in this ti.K, lias invented a pair of dividere/or use with one

h'Uul, wliicli are wortliy of coming into general use. They were

fii"st shown to the writer by the captain of a schooner-yacht on

the Clyde, who claimed to be the inventor. Tlio diviik-rs are

represented above, and it will he seen that they are opened by a

pressure of the palm of tlie hand on the circular part, wliicii

causes the legs to overlap eacli other and the points to separate.

The closing movement is readily controlled by the thumb and

forefinger, which, for this purpose, act against the palm pressure.

A.s they are unpatented, they can bo onlend from any instrunient

maker, and can lie made with any degree of finish " to suit t/if

pockrt " of the purchaser.



CHAPTER X.

THE PELORUS, WITH REMARKS ON AZIMUTHS.

This valuable instrument, the invention of Lieut. Friend, R.N.,

deserves more than a mere passing notice. Its utility is so great

that every iron ship should be provided with one.

The Pelorus is a dumb card—that is to say, a compass card Dumb card.

without needles—made of brass, entirely unmagnetic, and not par-

taking in any way of the character of a compass, except that its

face shows the points and degrees in the usual manner. The card

is something less than 7 inches in diameter, and is mounted on

gimbals, which, in conjunction with a central balance-weight

suspended from the under side of the instrument, enables it to

preserve its horizontality, whatever the motion of the ship may be.

The card revolves on an upright pivot like a " teetotum." This

pivot also serves to carry the sight vanes, which can revolve

upon it independently of the card, or can be secured to it at

pleasure by a large railled-headed screw surmounting the pivot.

One of the uprights of the sight vane is fitted with a thread, and Description

has a hinged mirroi- or speculum at its base, and the other has a

coloured eye-screen, which is made to slide up and down the bar at

will. A fore-and-aft mark on the inner ring does duty as the

lubber's point or ship's head, and another smaller milled-headed

screw on the fore part enables the card to be clamped to this

mark at any desired course without fear of shifting. The whole

thing is so simple, that anyone looking at it can understand the

arrangement in less than five minutes. The apfraratus is enclosed

in a mahogany box some eleven inches square, and from which it

is inseparable.

The patent-right having long since expired, the instrument is

now constructed to order by almost any compass maker at a cost cost.

of about £3 10s. It is an improvement to have the card 9 inches

in diameter.

Having a Pelorufl, the first thing is to provide .suitable stands
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Stands for for it in various parts of the ship, so that it may be moved
Peioniv

from one to the other as may be found convenient Sometimes

at one position a sail, the funnel, a mast, or an important

passenger, may lie in the way of the body to be observed, in wliich

case the Pclorus can be removed to anotiier spot where tlie view

is unobstructed. It will be found advantageous to fit at least

four such stands—oue on each side of the bridge, and a couple in

the neighbourhood of the quarter-deck. A skylight, the top

corner of a deck-house, or a meat safe, will answer the purpose

very well. The sUinds on the bridge may be made in the form of

a small table without legs, to bi-acket against the handrail. Some

men go to the expense of a couple of turned teak-wood pedestals.

The pliices selected need not be amidships—in fact, they are

better when not so; but, wherever they may be, it is absolutel;/

Cire In piae- necessary that great pains sliould be taken to ensui'e the fore-and-
'"' S""'''

(J^Jl ii,jg QJ (f,c instrument being strictly parallel with tlie ship's

keel.

To effect this with certainty (the instrument being in its

How to do it. intended position—say on the starboard or port side of the

bridge), measure carefully the horizontal distance of its centre

from tlie midship seam, and lay ott' this distmce on the ileck

boUi at Ote boiv and stern eiul of the vessel. At each such place

erect a batten, and see that it stands perfectly plumb
;

tlie ship

herself i.s, of course, supposed to be on an even beam ; then set

the North point of the card (though, any other will do just as

well) to the lubber line, and clamp it there by the small milled-

headed screw at the fore side ; release the sight vane, if clamped,

and turn it so that the centre mark at the base of the upright

holding tiie thread may also coincide with the North point; place

the box by eye approximately .square with the fore-an<l-aft line

of the ship, taking care, of course, that the lubber's point is

forward ; now look from aft forward through the sight vanes,

and slue the box slowly one way or the other till the batten at

the bow is seen in one with the thread.

When exact coincidence is estJiblished, the result thus far is

satisfactory ; but to render it completely so, turn the sight vane

half round on its axis without removing the box in any way, ami

set it to the South point of the aird. If now, on looking at the

after batten, it should bo found to be exactly in one with the

thread of the vane, all is well, and the fore-and-aft line of the

I'elorus coincides truly with the fore-and-aft line of the ship.

The instnunciit must now be secured in this position by an all
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round coaming about an inch high, forming a seat into which the Direction of

box can at any time be shipped without t'urtlier trouble. Bore a ^^^^" ''"« '"

couple of holes through the coaming in each of the sides to act as withiteei.

scuppers. Do not take down the battens till the coaming is fitted

and finished, when the line of the instrument should be again

tested. If found to be slightly out, it can be remedied by a

couple of millod-headed screws, at the side of the case, which act

in opposite directions, on a sliding block carrying the trunnion

of the gimbal. When this last adjustment is perfected, the side

scre^us must not again be touched; and if on completing the

remaining stands, their fore-and-aft lines be found not quite

exact, it will be necessary to alter the coamings until they are

so. In fixing the quarter-deck stands, the after battens can be

dispensed with.

If at any time the ship should be in graving dock where some

distant object can be seen, it will be very easy to test the relative

accuracy of the stands by the following method :^Place the

Pelorus in any one of its receptacles ; clamp the North point of

the card to the lubber line, and, looking through the sight vanes

at the distant object, ascertain its bearing to the nearest quarter

degree ; remove the instrument to each of the other stands, and

if the various bearings agree, it is evident that the fore-and-aft

line of each station is also in agreement.

It must not be understood from this that the Pelorus gives the

real bearing of the distant object; it merely gives the horizontal

angle between the object and the ship's head. The term "bearing"

is in this case used merely for convenience.

To ascertain if the lubber-points of your deck compasses agree Adjustment of

with the Pelorus, unship the cards, put a small piece of cork on compass lubber

the point of the pivots, and replace the cards with their North

points to the lubber line
;
put on the glass covers ; ship the

azimuth instrument, and take the bearing as before.

Each compass now becomes a dumb card in itself ; should there

be any discordance, put up the battens and test the fore-and-aft

line of the Pelorus; if found correct, it must be the lubber-points

of the compasses which are astray. These are easily painted out,

and ruled in afresh in their proper places. A soft black leaf]

pencil is the best thing to do it with.

The distant object used in this operation should not be nearer

than six or seven miles, unless it bear nearly ahead or astern

—

say a couple of points on either bow or quarter, when four or

five miles will suffice. If the sun be shining, you are of course
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independent of everything else, since you can, if you are smart,

use it ii-s tlie distant object. The sun's bearing will seldom alter

80 much in the minute or so required to shift the instrument

quickly from one place to another, as to introduce any appreciable

error ; but if extreme accuracy be required, it is an e;isy matter

to get the exact chanije of bearing corresponding to the Latitude

Declination, and Apparent Time from Burdwood's Tables.

The Pclorus is handy for many purposes whicli will l>e referred

to hereafter, but its chief use is to ascertain the Deviation of the

compass, or to set the coui"se. Before going into the details of

how this is to be done, it will perhaps be advisable to say some-

thing about Azimuths. The general practice on board ship is L)

oViserve an azimuth or bearing of the sun by compass, at the same

time that the morning sights are tiiken : the sun's altiliule, as

found by these sights, is used to find the true ai'.imuth. This is li

round-about method, involving much needless labour, and should

be abolislicd now that tables are published which give by simple

inspection the required information.

It will be made clear further on, tliat in an iron vessel the

Deviation requires to be determined pretty frequently ; and to be

constantly getting out one's sextant to " shoot the sun," and after-

wards take the bearing, and then work up a lengthy problem, is

not conducive to this end. Half the trouble and all the fuss may

be avoided by using the method wherein the time, instead of tlie

iiltitiulfl, is employed. This is called the method of " Time

.Vzinniths;" therefore, when, according to common cust<-)m, an

azimuth is taken along wit]i the morning sights, instead of labori-

ously figuring out the sun's true bearing by the altitiule-azimidli

problem, the hour angle (time from noon) found by the .sights can

be employed to take out the true bearing direct by inspection.

AZimXTH TABLES.

Now that iron and steel have almost entirely superseded wood

for shipbuilding, good Azimuth Tables are as necessary as tlie

compass itself.

In ISGO, StifF-Conunander Burdwood, ll.N., published a book

entitled :
" Sun's True Bearing, or Azimuth Tables," in which is

given the siui's true bearing at intervals of i minutes for e»ich

degree of latitude between (JO" and 30 in both hemisphere.s. In

1875, Captain Davis, RN., brought out an extension of these

tables down to the Kquator, so tliat at the present time the sun's

true bearing can bo taken out from those lx>oks for any latitude
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between 00° north and 60° south, ami for any time between sun-

rise and sunset excepting xvhen the altiude exceeds 60'. In 1896,

Mr. H. B. Goodwin, M.A., R.N., published Azimuth Tables for the

higher declinations (24° to 30°) between the parallels of 0' and

60\

There arc still, however, a few prejudiced enough to believe Time azimuth

that the " old-fashioned plan," as they call it, is preferable to the p"'"^^^^ *-°

1 111 mi ^"- "'"""""S
tables, as the latter, in their estimation, are liable to error. These

are the men who insist upon their officers working up azimuths

according to the " Epitome method." They forget, or do not

know, that in all calculations the greater the number of figures

employed, the greater the liability to error ; and surely trained

computers are less likely to make mistakes than seamen, who, by

nature of their calling, are not nearly so well versed in such

work. During the long series of years since their publication,

not half-a-dozen errors have been detected, and the Tables may
now be looked upon as immaculate. By glancing the eye up

and down the column, and across the page to the right and left,

a mistake of any importance is detected in an instant by the

want of harmony in the run of the leading figures. In

working out any problem in navigation, one might just as well

refuse to employ the ready-made tables of secants, sines, and

tangents, 'and insist upon computing for one's self the necessary

logarithms for each particular case.

Burdwood, in his preface, says :

—

" Results exhibited in a tabular form have certain advantages.
^^^^^^ ^^^

In these tables, for example, the value of an error in either of the preference

three elements used in the computation is seen at once, and hence

the most desirable time for making the observations, so that an

error in either the Apparent Time, Latitude, or Declination, shall

produce the least error in the true bearing."

To use these tables, it is necessary to know the Latitude and

Declination each within half a degree, and the Apparent Time at

Ship within, say, a couple of minutes ; but this latter depends

upon circumstances, as reference to the tables will show that,

under certain conditions, the sun's bearing will not alter one

degree in an hour, and at other times it will alter a degree in

three minutes. Herein, as Burdwood justly say.s, lies one of the

great advantages of the tables.

In nautical literature, the greatest amount of competition has

been in connection with the most ready means for determining

the Azimuth. The navigator has consequently his pick of
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Methods, Tables, and Dia£»rams sufficient in number to sink a

ship. Excellent Azimuth Diagrams are occasionally given on

the backs o£ the United States Pilot Charts with accompanying

letterpress.

CAPTAIN WEIR'S AZIMUTH DIAGRAM.

Lord Kelvin, looking at it from a mathematician's point of

view, considers it about the neatest thing of its kind ever pro-

duced, and wonders that it had not suggested itself before

—

apparently a repetition of Columbus and the egg.

The process of taking out the Azimuth— the Latitude, Declina-

tion, and the Hour-Angle being given—is simple and quickly

done. With ordinary care, the small error inseparable from the

use of diagrams will not in most cases exceed half a degree, and

this is not worth consideration ; but there are ca.ses involving the

centre of the diagram where the lines run into confusion, in which

the error might possibly amount to a degree or a little more.

These cases being confined to low latitudes and large hour-angles,

would not occur every day, and on certain routes would never

occur at all, so that exception to the diagram cannot ju.stly be

taken on this score.

The writer, however, is not in love with mathematical dia-

grams of any sort, and least of all with one for this particular

purpose. Azimuths in well-conducted vessels are taken fre-

quently, and where the same diagram is worked upon with pencil

and ruler day after day by several otlicers, it soon gets played

out. Officers' cabins are small ; their table, even supposing they

have one, is smaller; and diagrams which require a good large

table upon which to spread them out fiat and leave space at tlie

margin for parallel rulei-s, do not find favour with the average

merchant officer, who seldom liivs room enough for iiimself and kit.

e.speciall3^ when two are billeted in a cabin measuring at mo.st G

feet by 5. Whatever the cau.se, experience proves that, where

it does not involve more time, the pn-ference is given to calcula-

tion. Weir's diagrain is 30 by 21 inches, and should be kept

Mat, not rolleil.

APPAKENT TIME AT SHIP.

Though the tiuding of the Apparent Time at Ship is a simple

operation, yet few know the right way of doing it; therefore it

is a.s well to give a couple of examplea It is premised that the

longitude is known within a qujirter of a degree or so.
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Write down the error of chronometei-, prefixing the plus ( + ) to find

sign it' it is slow, or the mhnis ( - ) sign if it is fast. Apparent

Write down the Equation of Time taken from page II. of the and set

Nautical Almanac, and correct it roughly for Greenwich Mean p°'=''*' "'*''^''

Time. If the precept at the head of the column says the Equation

is to be subtracted from Mean Time, prefix the minus sign ; but

if to be added, prefix the j^l^s sign.

Turn the longitude into time, and if it is westerly, prefix the

minus sign; if it is easterly, prefix the plus sign.

If the three quantities should happen to have similar signs, add

tliem together, and prefix the common sign ; but if the quantities

should happen to have unlike signs, add those of similar sign

together, and take the difference between their sum and the unlike

quantity, prefixing the sign of the greater. This remainder will

be the amount, which (to find Apparent Time at Ship) is either

to be added to or subtracted from the chronometer time, according

to its sign.

Example : Jan. 16th, 1880, about 10 hours p.m., at Greenwich ; required to

know the Apparent time at Ship, the longitude being 64° 38' West, and the

error of the chronometer 4m. 22s. slow of Greenwich Mean Time.

H. 51. s.

Ijongitude, 64° 38'

W

- 4 18 32 ] Having like signs, add tliem

Equation of time - 10 3 / together.

- 4 23 35 I Having unlike signs, take the
Error of chronometer + 4 22 ( difference.

Chr. fastofApp. TimeatSliip - 4 24 13

Therefore, to find Apparent Time at Ship, it will merely be

necessary to subtract 4h. 24m. 13s. from the time shown by

chronometer.

To set your watch or clock, fix upon a given Time, a minute or

so in advance of what the chronometer actually shows, to enable

you to prepare ; let the time by chronometer at which you intend

to regulate your watch be lOh. 26m. 13s.; subtract from this

4h. 24m. 13s., and 6h. 2m. Os. will be the Apparent Time at Ship

when the hands of the chronometer arrive at lOh. 2Gm. 13s.

This matter of setting the wheelhouse and other clocks to

Apparent Time at Ship is such an every-day necessity, that we

will give one more example. In this ca.se the longitude is East,

and the Equation of Time and chronometer error are both

additive.
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Exam. 2 : September 24th, 1880, about 4 p.m. at Greenwich ; required to

kuow the Apparent time at Ship, the longitude being 17" 40' East, and the

chronometer 8m. 258. slow of Greenwich 'Mean Time.

Longituao
Y"

40-

E

+"l 1o 40 ^ Having like signs, »re .11
Equ.atioii of time + 8 16 >. = .jjn„»
Error of cbronomiter + 8 25 j

tddilivo.

Clir. slow of App. Time at Ship + 1 27 21

Here we have Ih. 27iii. 2is. to be acMcil to tlie clironoiueter time

;

8o, to imike the even minute for the scutch, let us fix upon

3h. 54iu. 398. by chronometer; adding tlie above correction to

this, we get oh. 22ni. Os. a-s tlie Apparent Time at Ship when the

hands of the chronometer arrive at 3h. 54m. S9s.

It will be noticed in both the.se examples that, in choosing tiie

chronometer time at which to regulate the watch, the proper

number of odd seconds has been allowed, so that the watch may
be set to the even minute without tlie trouble of counting second.s,

or of estimating them wlien there is no second-hand.

The following example .shows the mode of ascertaining the

deviation by using Burdwood's azimuth tables :

—

TIME-AZIMXJTHS OF THE SUN.

Saturday, January ITtli, 1880, about 0"45 J'.m., the sun was observed to

bear by Standard comjuLss S. 15° W., when a chronometer, which was 4 m.

23s. slow of Grecnwicii Mean Time, sliowed 5h. 29m. SOs. ; latitude by

account, 40*" 12' North; longitude by account, 70° 60' West; \-ariation at

place of ship, corrected for secular change, - 0A°. Here, be it undcrstodl,

that E.xsterly variation or deviation is always represi'nti'd hf the plu8( + )

sign, and Westerly variation or deviation by the minus ( - ) sign.

Time by chronomctor S li'J 30
Chronometer slow of Q. Me«n Tim* + 4 23

Greenwich Mean Time 5 33 5.'1

Corrected E<|ua. of Time, page 11., N.A. ...
- 10 19

Declin.ilinn

corrected for

Cireenwich
Mciin Time,

20° 46 South.Apparent Time at Greenwich S 23 34
Longitude in time ... - 4 43 20

Apparent Time at Ship 40 14 r.u.

Open Burdwood at the nearest whole degree of latitude (40")

having the declination of the contrary name; this will be found

at page 109. In the right-hand margin .seek for Oh. 40m. p.m.,

ami under 21°, the nearest whole degree of declination, will be

found the sun's true l>oaring 1C9A°, which, according to the

precept at the foot of the left-hand page, is to lie reckoned from

North tti West

i
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The work now takes this form :
—

®'s True bearing .-it Ob. 40iii. p. M. ... N. 169^° W.
ISO"

®'s True bearing with name changed ) S. 10J° W
for couveuience J q.o a. i i. .1 u.

V,iriatiou by chart " *^ Applied to the nght.

-,,,,..,. „ ono \\j *
'^'' "hat it would be in a wooden® 3 Magnetic hearing S. 20" W.

, ship uninfluonced by iron
i)'.i Bearing by compiss S. 15'' \V.

r, . ,. , ,0 ( Because the mag. bearing is to tlie
l^^^i"'"'" +» \ rijA* of the compass bearing.

It will be noticed that in applyintjf the variation to the sun's '"'erpreta-

true bearing, it is added (because Westerly), although the minus !|?" ^' •

( — j sign is prefixed. The minus ( — ) sign in this case is only s-eus.

the navie of the variation, and does not mean that the quantity

following it is to be subtracted. The deviation is + 5°, which

means, in like manner, that its name is Easterly.

In finding the tnagnetic bearing from the true bearing, stand

in imagination at the centre of your compass-card, looking out-

wards towards the margin, and upply westerly variation to the

right, and Easterly to the left. To find the covipass course

from the magnetic course, apply the deviation in exactly the

same manner.

TIME-AZIMTJTHS OF THE STARS.

Although Burdwood's and Davis's Tables are termed " Tables Azimuth

of the Sun's True Bearing or Azimuth, " they may, notwith- '^'''" "pp""
"

_

•' *' cable also to

standing, be made available for determining the true bearing of Moon and

the moon, planets, and stars, when the declination of those stars.

bodies ranges between 23° N. and 23° S. On next page is a

table of the mean places of stars of the 1st and 2nd magnitude

included within that range for January 1st, 1902.

In 1897 the ABC and D tables (given further on) were so niiicli enlarged that

separate publication became necessary. They now afl'ord a very ready means of

determining the Azimuth not only of Sun, Moon, and Planets

—

whatever their

declination—but of any of the 92 na\igational Stars they refer to, thus constituting

a material advance on anything yet produced in the way of Azimuth Tables. But

they go much further, for this publication also contains rules and examples for the

speedy solution of about a dozen other problems of everyday use. •

• Ucky's General Ulilily ADC and D Tables." London : G. Philip & Son, Ltd., 32 Fleet

Street. E.O. Liverpool : Philip, Son & Nephew, Ltd., '.XJ Church Street
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HOUR ANGLES.

every one be greatly in error, through having been inadvertently

worked in each case with the wrong Latitude, or Dechnation, or

Time.

The greater the number of observations, the more the error

would be confirmed, and though you might somewhat wonder at

it, you would probably accept the result, and perhaps get led into

danger. Now, with the stars the case is entirely different, as the

one is a check upon the other.

To find the hour angle or meridian distance of a star, a planet. To determmi,

or the moon, you have merely, on taking the bearing, to note
"""'' *"*^'*

time by the chronometer, and proceed as follows :

—

\st. To the time shewn by chronometer, apply its error for the

day—the result will be Greenwich Mean Time, to which
apply the longitude in time, adding it if the longitude

be East, and subtracting it if the longitude be West; the

result will be Mean Time at Ship.

2nd. Take from the Nautical Almanac (page II. for the month)

the Sidereal Time (last column), and add to it the accelera-

tion on Greenwich Mean Time, found in the table for the

purpose on page 486 of the Nautical Almanac for 1895, or

Table 23 of Raper's Epitome, or page 740 herein.

3 re?. Add together the Mean Time at Ship and the corrected

Sidereal Time ; from the sum, increased if necessary by

24 hours, subtract the right ascension of the star; the

remainder will be the star's hour angle West of the

meridian.

If the remainder be greater than 1 2 hours, take it from 24 to name Houi

hours, and the result will be the hour angle East of the meridian. '^"^'^ ^^^' ""^

° West.
Should the remainder be more than 24 hours, reject 24 hours, and

the result will be the hour angle West of the meridian.*

This last part will seem somewhat confusing to the beginner,

but it is nothing like so difficult as it looks. Moreover, should

there be any doubt as to the amount of the hour angle, or its

name, the question is easily settled by refei-ence to Raper's Table

27, where the apparent time is given at which the principal .stars

pass the meridian.

Knowing more or less the time at ship when you made the check against

observation, and by Table 27 the approximate time on which the
"'="»J'« ^^^^^

star will pass the meridian, you at once see whether the star is Angle.

East or West of it. But, independently of this, in actual practice

* To understaod this, independent of any printed rule, refer to diagram on page 380.

1
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the observed compass bearing of the star will nearly always tell

you which side it is, provided you apply to it the variation and

approximate deviation. If still befogged, remember that the

sextant will settle the matter : rising bodies are cast, and falling

bodies west, of the meridian. The preceding rule for tindiug the

star's hour angle applies also to the moon and other planets.

Burdwood has a caution near the end of his preface, to thL«

effect :

—

Left hand " With reference to the note at the foot of each page uf the

azimuth tables, as the sun in the forenoon or a.m. is East of the
colu

Azimuth

Tables never meridian, and in the afternoon or P.M. West of the meridian, in

to be used but applying tjje note to indicate the bearing of a star, substitute

East of the meridian for a.m., and ]Yest of the meridian for p.m."

In taking from the tables the azimuth of a star, or the moon,

its hour angle must always be taken from the right-hand column

of the page, under the words " Apparent Time, P.M." The sub-

joined examples will, it is hoped, show with what ease and

certainty star, planet, and moon azimuths can be worked.

Exaiiijili: 1.—About 10 P..M., Suturilay, Jauiiary 17th, 1880, ship beiiij; iu

latitude 39° 20' N., and longitude 73" U' W., the star Sirius was observed to

bear, by Standard compass, S. ISj" E., when a chronometer which was 4m.

34b. slow of G.M.T. showed 14h. 42ra. CIs. Vari.ition at ship's place, - 7".

li. M. s.

Time by chron 14 42 5 Declioation of Sirius, IGi" S.

Error + 4 24

Open Burdwood at latitude
39°, cmtrary tuitnf to tlir

dtdiiuilion {\Kiic 90), and
with declination 16j° and
hour angle Oh. •'•Siu. in thr

riijhl-lfiiul culnmn, look fur

the bearing bv interpola-
tion, wliich will be found to

!<! lG3i° ; thi.s aoeoiding to

the precept at the bottom
of tlie ltlt-hiin>i i«ige, is to

Wreud from Nortli to East,
The rcmainiler of the work
is its foilow.s :—

G. M. time 14 46 29
Longitude in time -4 52 44

Mean Time at Ship 9 53 45
Sidereal Time from N.

A

19 46 12

Acceleration for I4li. 4Uni. 29g. -<- 2 2(i

R A. of the meridian 5 41 23
RA. of • Sirius « 30 54

• 's hour angle 23 01 29W.
24 00 00

''« hour angle 68 31 E.

True bciuing of • Sirius nt Oh. 58m. East of meridian K. 163^" E.
180°

, , ,
.. .1 I. with unmeehangeil... S. lOj" E.Ex.mpleol Variation bv chart _ rt

St4i-A<iinuth. '

Star's tnagtutic bearing S. 9^° E.
Star's com;xus bearing S. I'lJ" E
Deviation + r.Jo
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TIME-AZIMTJTHS OF THE MOON.

As a check upon Sirius, the moon's bearing was observed a few

minutes later : and the figures are given to show the similarit}'-

of the working.

Ex. 2.—Bearing of moon by compass N. 89" W. at 14h. 49m. 41s. hy

chronometer. Other conditions same as in Ex. 1.

Time by chronometer 14 49 41

Error + 4 24

Greenwich mean time 14 54 05
Longitude in time - 4 52 44

Mean time at ship 10 01 21

Sidereal time (page II. Jsaut. Aim.) 19 45 12

Acceleration for 14h. 54m. 05s + 2 27

Right Ascension of the meridian 5 49 00
Moon's Right Ascension (page x.,N.A.) 45 00

29 04 00
24 00 00Reject J

Moon's hour Angle 5 04 OOW

Moon's declin. for 15 br:

G.M.T., from page 5

Naut. Alio. = lOi' N.

Open Burdwood at page 94,

latitude sa me name as t he
declination, and with de-

clination 10^' and hour
angle 5h. -Ira. in the right

kand column, look for the
bearing, which, by inter-

polation, will be found to

be 90i° ; this, according
to the precept at the
bottom of the page, is to

be reckoned from North
to West. The remainder
of the work is as fol-

lows :—

Trice bearing of moon at 5h. 4m. West of tlie meridian. .

.

N. 90i° W.
Variation by chart - 7°

Moons magnetic bearing N. 83i° W.
Moon's compass bearing N. 89° W.

Deviation + 5^°

This result only differs a quarter of a degree from that given by Lord Kelvins

Sirius, and proves the observations were carefully taken. The a^'"'"'*'

instrument used for the purpose was Lord Kelvin's azimuth

mirror, which enables bearings of sun, moon, or stars to be taken

with the utmost ease and 'precision. The writer has frequently

taken azimuths of five different stars by it within a minute or so

of each other; and when worked up, the greatest difference

between any two has not exceeded half a degree, and sometimes

the results have all agreed to the same quarter of a degree. There

is no other instrument for nautical use in which such extreme

accui'acy is combined with such perfect ease in handling.

After the sun and moon, planets are most easily observed for

azimuths, especially Venus and Jupiter, which are young moons

in themselves. Among the fixed stars Sirius is first favourite, but

if the silvering of the Azimuth Mirror is in good order, it is not

imposs.^ble to get stai's of the 3rd magnitude in cases which admit
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Objerv

lamp.

of their being pickoJ out with certainty from among others near

to them.

For night work a sj^ecial Bull's-eye lainp of copper is tlie correct

thing. This lamp should be used wholly ami solely for navi-

gating work, and when employed for azimuths ought to be held

well behind and above the observer, in such a manner as to

concentrate the light on the far side of the compass-card. The

working out of planet azimuths differs in no respect from those

of the moon or fixed stars. Their Right Ascensions and Declin-

ations will be found between pages 234 and 2G5 of the N. A,

for 1S95.

In the first of the examples just given, both the times and the

declinations unfortunately necessitated interpolation in taking

out the true bearings. This is a little awkward when it happens,

as a certain amount of mental calculation is reciuired to hit off

the exact value of the bearing. But, after all, it is not a killing

injittiT .ind "practice soon makes perfect."

TIME-AZIMUTH OF POLARIS.
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latitude 60°, it is not advisable to employ it to the northward of

latitude 45°, owing to the probability of errors of observation

arising from so high an altitude. There are plenty of other

stars to be had, and some of them brighter.

Excepting Polaris, allusion has only as yet been made to those

stars whose declinations range between 23° N. and 23° S., the

limits of Burdwood and Davis ; but to confine the navigator to

these alone would be to deprive him of the aid of some of the

brightest stars in the heavens, and so Goodwin's Azivmith Tables

for the Higher Declinations cover from 24° to 30°, both inclu.sive,

between the parallels of latitude 0" and 60". This brings us to

LECKY'S GENERAL UTILITY ABC and D TABLES.*

To start with, let it be quite understood that the writer does Origin oi

not claim to have originated the principle of these Tables ; that * *''

question is minutelj^ disposed of in the preface to the present

edition. They merely bear his name to assist in distinguishing

them from those with alphabetical prefixes published by other

people. Reference to the preface will shew what he does claim.

The use of the writer's Tables is explained in Part II., chapter

IX. ; here it is enough to say that, by their aid, the azimuth of

sun, moon, planet, or star can be taken out almost as quickly as

from Burdwood or Davis, with this great advantage, that there

is no restriction of hour-angle, nor practicallj^ of declination.

To shew the conciseness of the method as well as its accuracy,

the true bearing of the moon (Ex. 2) is worked out afresh by

the ABC Tables. Data as before.

Table A + "204

„ B - -191

„ C + -013 = S. 89i° W.

Surely this method is simple enough, and concise enough, to

please anybody ! ! The latitude, declination, and hour-angle

being given, a reasonably smart man can work the azimuth in a Sharp is ti

few seconds under a minute. In the case of ultra-zodiacal stars ""I'''J
*"'

'
_ i/uzci the

it is not necessary to know the declination, as they are .specially motion,

provided for in the lower portion of Table B.

It is important to know that when their declination exceeds

the observer's latitude, stars are more tlian ordinarily useful

for azimuths if observed at their nearest approach to the Prime
Vertical. t Their change of bearing is then exceedingly slow

—

sometimes not 15' in an hour—and the advantage is obvious.

* Now greatly extended and publislied sep-irately.

t When the heavenly body is on the Prime Vertical the following formnlse fill the
bill, yin Az. = Sec. Lat. X cos. declin ; Sin Alt. = Sin. Lat. X cosec. decl. ; Cos.
Hour-angle = tan. Lat. x cotan. declin, : vide page 468.
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DEVIATION BY THE PELORTTS.

To revert to the Pelorua The following is the method to be

pursued to tind by it the deviation of the compa.ss on any course

which is being steered at the time :—Work up position by dead
"o""""

reckoning from last observation; prick this ott'on the Variation

chart, and note corresponding variation; coiTect this for the

annual change by the chartlet at the north side of the sheet ; set

your watch to Apparent Time at Ship as already instructed ;

suppose it to be about 2 p.m. Then, to allow yourself sufficient

time, ascertain the sun's true bearing a quarter of an hour or so

in advance, say for ever}- four minutes between 216 and 224

P.M. Apply tiie variation taken from the chart in order to con-

vert the true bearings into correct magnetic ones; write these

latter with corresponding times down on a slip of paper, and you

are ready to begin when the time comes.

We will suppose there are several compasses in the ship t^'t is

not an uncommon number), and that you wisli to ascertain the

deviation of each by simultaneous observations. Of course you

are provided with a whistle. Station a 'hand ' by each compass,

with instructions to note the exact direction of the ship's liead

when he hears the whistle.*

The Pelorus being in its stand, unclamp the card, .so that it ma}'

be free to revolve on its axis ; set the sight vane to the sun's " cor-

rect magnetic " bearing, corresponding to the Apparent Time by

watch, and secure it firmly to tlie card by the large milled-headed

.screw on top. Tell your assistants to " look out," and the ship

being nicely steadied on her course, move the card, with sight

vanes attivched, to the right or left till you see the sun's image

reflected in the speculum and bisected by the thread; then whistle,

and continue to do so, .say for half a minute—so long as the sun

is cut by the thread (of course it is understood that the card is

not to be again moved after the first whistle). Now note the

reading of the card opposite the lubber-line, and this will be the

actual "correct magnetic " direction of the ship's head at the tinie

the signal wius made. The compasses, if free from error, will in-

dicate the .same thing. Should they not do so, the difl'erence be-

tween the ship's head by Pelorus and the ship's head by compass

will be the deviation of that particular compass on that particular

coui-se. The rule to determine its name is this :

—

* All nHIctr without ii whittle la Ilka a aailor without * knife, and ercrx ona knowi what

tb« latter It lika.
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If the " correct magnetic course " be to the left of the " compass Rules for

course " (lookiuff outwards from the centre of the card), the devia- Ilf"'!"^^ '' Deviation
tion IS westerly, but should it be to the right of the " compass

course," the deviation is easterly.

Westerly deviation throws a ship to the left of her course, and Deviation i.ai

Easterly devnation throws her to the right. Exactly the same ^"'^''O"—'"
•^ o »/ what respectff

effect is produced by variation of the compass, and in this respect similar,

the two are similar.

One of the first things done by a lad going to sea is to learn

how to "box the compass;" but the old sailor's method of doing

this in points, J points, and ^ points, will soon be obsolete. The

student of to-day, who takes a pride in his profession, will learn

how to " box the compass " in degrees—that is to say, he will Boxing the

learn to tell ofT-hand how many degrees correspond to any given ^"""p^^^ '"

compass course reckoned in points or parts of a point. It should

not take longer than an hour to master this important matter.

To set a course by Pelorus, the operation is very similar to that setting course

described above. Proceed as before, except that this time the ^^ P^iorus,

card is to be clamped not only to the sight vanes, corresponding

to the sun's bearing at the appointed time, but also to the lubber's

point at the correct magnetic course you wish to steer ; thus, both

the card and the sight vanes will be immovable. Under these

circumstances you must starboard or port the helm until the

thread bisects the sun's image in the speculum ; when carefully

steadied in this direction, whistle as a signal to the helmsman and

those looking out for the other compasses, that the vessel is on

her course, and to " keep her steady as she goes."

Among the many advantages this instrument possesses, it

enables the deviation of any number of compasses to be found by

one observation, and this deviation is quite independent of the

error due to any possible displacement of the lubber-lines.

The principle of the Pelorus is merely this, that it measures the Principle of

horizontal angle between the sun (or other object) and the ship's ">* P'^'"""-

head.

Under certain simple conditions the unassisted eye can do the

same thing, only somewhat less accurately. For example, at the

instant of noon to an observer in the English Channel, the sun

bears South (true). If now, the vessel is so manajuvred by her

helm as to bring the sun on the port beam—say on a line with

the bridge handrail, or the forward or after side of a dock-house,

hatch-coaming, or skylight—it is certain tliat her head must be

West (true): if the helm shouM be ported so as to bring the sun
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dead aft in a line with the masts, the ship's head must 1 >e North

(true) : if the helm be still ported so as to bring the sun on the

starboard beam, the ship's head must be East (true) : and lastly,

if the sun be brought right ahead, the course must be South

(true). In this way, in a small craft, the errors of the compaabes

might be approximately determined on the four points named.

In a ship there are many things which give true fore-and-aft

lines, as well as thwartship ones, but the intermediate angles are

wanting. The Pelorus supplies this deficiency, as it enables us to

measure any angle between the beam and the fore-and-aft line

:

and tliis is the view which must be taken of it. You must divest

youi'self of tlie inclination to consider it a comjMsa ; to repeat,

it is merely an instrument for metvsuring the horizontal angle

between any object and the ship's head. Dumb cards without

odmbals give incoiTcct—sometimes very incorrect—results, and

should on no account be emploj'ed.

There are a number of instruments now before tlie public which

profess to be " Compass correctors." It is not proposed to discuss

their relative merits ; but presuming them to be right in principle,

which in some cases is open to question, it would be letter if

the}' were termed " Compass course correctors," or " Deviation

detectors," as the former name is quite inapplicable. These

instruments are most!}- complicated; and if by any chance they

get a knock or a fall, it would be difficult to le-adjust them.

Whereas the construction of the Pelorus, while correct in prin-

ciple, is so extremely simple in detail, that any sea-going engineer,

or a handy civrpenter, could "put it to rights" without much
trouble. The Pelorus must not, from the similarity of names, l>e

confounded with another invention, known as the Palinurus—so

CJillcd after a famous old Greek pilot—nor with the Polaris, both

of which are totally different instruments. The Pelorus will be

again referred to when "Compass adjustment" comes to be

treated on.



CHAPTER Xr.

THE STATION POINTER.

This is an instrument that, until the publication of " Wrinkles,"

very few men in the merchant service were acquainted with eveji

by name, and in the Navy it was seldom used, except by ofEcers

of the surveying branch. When the great practical value of the

instrument is considered, this statement seems almost incon-

ceivable. In 1893 it was supplied to all war .ships, and is

becoming quite popular in the better class of merchant

vessels. Of the many methods for ascertaining a ship's position

when in sight of a jxro^perhj surveyed coast, none can in any way
compare for ease and precision with that in which the Station

Pointer figures as the chief assistant of the Sextant. So very

important an instrument deserves quite a long chapter, but it is

easy reading to the end, and quite in keeping with a pipe or

Manila cheroot, so light up aud settle down to it comfortably.

The Station Pointer is composetl of a graduated circle of brass,

having one fixed and two movable arms radiating from its

centre. The movable arms turn in one plane round this centre,

which is common to both, and where they pass outward under the

circle have verniers attached, so that the angle either of them

makes with the fixed leg, which lies between them aud constitutes

the zero point of the circle, can be readil}' measured. They are

made of different sizes, and more or less perfect in detail. All

An instru.

ment com-
paratively

unknown

Station

Painter

doKrtbad.
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of them liave clamping screws to set the movable legs to any

required angle, and some, like a sextant, are fitted with tangent

screws and reading microscopes. It is an exceedingly simple

instrument to understand, and has no special adjustments or

ilelicate mechanism to get out of order.

Of course, like everything else, the Station Pointer must be

used a few times before actual expertness can be hoped for. As
before stated, its use when employed in connection with the

sextant is to fix a ship's position on the chart by means of two
horizontal angles subtended by three well-defined objects—such

OS towers, lighthouses, churches, windmills, islets, capes, points,

mountain peaks, hills, or other marks wliich may be found on the

chart and dulj^ recognised.

Every aspiring officer should be as quick with the sextant

in observing horizontal angles as he generally is in observ-

ing vertical ones—the sun's altitude, for mstanco. Strange

to say, this is not the case. The majority of otiicers seem to be

under the impression that the sextant can only be held in an up-

and-down position, and never dream that it can just as easily be

used on its thit to take horizontal angles. Clearly such men have

never taken a " lunar distance," or they would know better. A
sextant is useful to meiusure any kind of angle, whether hori-

zontal, oblique, or vertical. It should unquestionably be a part

of an officer's education to learn to handle liis sextant so as to

observe as readily and as accurately one way as tlie other ; and
to this end, therefore, during spare half-hours in harbour, or

when sailing along a coast, let a couple or more officers tike their

sextants on deck and measure simiUtaneoiLS horizontal angles,

until by the agreement of rtsnlts it is known that proficiency is

attained.

In taking a horizontal angle between two objects, stand erect

and perfectly at ease, poise tiie sextant lightly in the right hand,

with its face up, an<l level with the eye, do not cant the head to

line side, nor bend forward—it looks awkward, and is unnece.ssarv

—and with the left hand ailvance the index-lwir along the arc till

contact is roughly estvblished, then clamp and perfect the contact

with the slow motion .screw.

To secure distinct vision, it is advisal>le always to look direct

at the fainter object of the two, and reflect the brighter one to it

( 'on.seiiuently, whenever it happens that the fainter object is to

the right hand, it may l>e nece.ssary to hold the sextant /(tc« down.

There is absolutely no difficulty about this iiiaft>T that cannot l>e
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overcome by a very moderate amount of practice, and, in after

years, the knowledge may prove of incalculable value.

To exemplif}' the use of the Station-Pointer, let us imagine a

vessel sailing along a weather shore beset with ofF-lying dangers,

and desirous of hugging the coast to keep in smooth water, and

gain her port,—say Holyhead, coming from Liverpool.

Let the reader refer to Admiralty Chart 1170^.

As soon as Point Lynas is passed, the captain will naturally Buoys doi

get anxious about those bugbears to navigation, " the Coal " and
"''*'''*•

" Ethel " rocks. It is true they are buoyed, but strong running

tides, gales of wind and heavy seas, are apt to drag the buoys

from their proper positions, and so lure to disaster, as in the case

(some years ago) of the S.S. " State of Louisiana " and the Hunter

rock buoy, off Lame, on the Irish Coast. Besides, the compasses

may be swinging so as to make bearings inaccurate. Possibly the

vessel may be iron or steel, and the deviation uncertain, or some
obstacles may be in the way of the object of which you wish to

get the bearing. Whatever difficulty may present itself in getting

an accurate " fix " by the usual methods, none at all exists with

the Sextant and Station-Pointer.

Select three objects on shore which you know are laid down on How to fii

the chart ; for instance. Point Lynas Lighthouse, the East Mouse, p""""" ^^

and the Middle Mouse. Let an assistant measure with his sextant Pointer,

the horizontal angle between the first two, whilst you at the same

moment measure the angle between the East and Middle Mouse,

noting the time by watch for sake of reference. Having read off"

the sextants, take the Station-Pointer, and holding the legs from

you, open out the left-hand one and set it to the left-hand angle,

between Point Lynas and the East Mouse. In like manner set

t4ie right-hand leg to the right-hand angle, between the East and

Middle Mouse. Lay the instrument down on the chart, so that

the feather-edge of the centre leg maj^ pass over the East Mouse,

whilst the others pass respectively over Lynas and the West

Mouse; thu.s.

The centime of the instrument will then represent the exact

position of the ship, and it may be pricked on the Chart through
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the small hole for the purpose. The definite spots between which

the angles are to be mea.sured must be settled beforelmnd. In

the case of a lighthouse there would be no difficulty, as the middle

line of the towi-r, or of the lantern, would naturally present itself.

For small islets or rocks it is usual to tivke the estimated centre,

and, if close enough, to select a conspicuous rock or patch of

colour to be used in common. In the case of larger i.slands, the

right or left extremes at the water line are usually suitable ; but

where the rise and fall of tide is considerable, be careful not to

select gradually shelving points or spits, which at low water may
shew half-a-niile or so outside of what they do at high water. A
glance at the chart should en.-xMe j-ou to avoid a blunder of this

kind.

As the vefvsel progresses Westward, fresh stations can be

.selected. For example, when abrea.st of the Middle Mouse, use

it and Lynas for the left-hand angle, and the Skerrie.s and

Middle Mouse for the right-haml angle. As the "Coal" and
" Ethel " rocks are approacheil, watch till the Middle Mou.se is in

one with Lynas Lighthouse. When in transit, one angle between

them and the beacon on the West Mouse will fix the ship's

position with great accuracy, and .so on till the Skerries are

rounded.

Any one who takes the trouble mentally to follow this opera-

tion as described above, will scarcely fail to see that it cannot be

8urpa.s.sed for ease and dispatch. Indeed, if there should be two
assistants as angle-takers, whilst the 'chief manipulates the

Station-Pointer in the chart-room, the vessel's position can be

accurately laid down on the chart in from one to two minutes

from the time the objects were pointed out between which the

angles were to be taken. Any one doubtful has only to try to

be convinced.

To comprehend " the »vhy and the wherefore " of this method,

which bj- some is called " The three-point problem," and by others
" The problem of the two circles," it is necc.s.sary to consult Euclid,

but only in a very quiet way.* The fir^t thing to understaml is

that through aiiy three points, not in a straight line, a complete

circle can always be draivn, and but one ; {vide Euclid, IV. 5).

* Properljr apctking it ii a problem of tSrte circle*, since it includes the important one

pi.uing through the two outfr pointi and |>osition o( obwrrer. This last circle ii really

the key lo the whole position. In the figures only two are drawn, but the student would

do well to take a tracing off them and describe the third circle for himieir.
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Let A, B, aud C represent the points througli which the circle

IS to be traced. Draw lines joining AB and BC.

Take any extent in the dividers greater than half the line BG,

and with one foot in C describe a short arc at D and E respec-

tively ; with the same radius, and one foot in B, describe two xo find centr«

other short arcs, cutting the former in D and E ; through Z> and °' » <^'''"='*-

E draw a straight line. In a similar manner from A and B,

respectively, describe two short arcs, cutting each other at F and

G. Through F and G draw a straight line, which produced will

meet the one through D and E at the point H. Then from H as

a centre, at the distance of any one of the given points, as HB,

describe a circle, and it will pa.ss through the other points A and

G as required.

The student would do well to solve a few cases, until satisfied

in his own mind that, no matter how the points may be placed

with respect to each other, a circle can always be drawn that will

pass through all three.

2nd. Another geometrical peculiarity has to be confiidered aud

understood.
D

Anywhere on the circumference of a circle, select two points,

as A and B, and connect them with a straight line ; this line is

termed the chord of the arc A DB. A DB is also one segment of
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the circle, and AFB is another. Euclid (III. 21) tells us that

from any point in the circumference on the same side as AFB,

the points A, B, will subtend the same angle. (Thus the angle

Angle in the A GB {Fig. 2) Contains precisely the same number of deii^rees as

.egment.
j.jjg anc;le APB). This being the case, it is evident that the

circumference AFB is the locus, or path, of a constant angle,

which is termed " the angle in the segment A FB," and an

observer getting this angle must be somewhere on the circum-

ference AFB, the size of which depi'nds upon the angle observed.

When the observed angle is acute, he is on an ai'c of a circle

which is greater than a semi-circle ; when tlie angle is 90°, he

is on a semi-circular arc ; and, when the angle is greater than

90°, he is on an arc less than a semi-circle.

So far the work may not inaptly be compared to getting a

" line of bearing"; but it is still necessary to fix the ship's place

on this line—or, in other words, to cross this bearing with another,

just in the same way as you would do with compass bearings, or

as you might cut the known parallel of latitude on the chart with

the North and South line of longitude, in order to definitely lay

Co ordinaies off the ship's position. Latitude alone would not do so, nor would

longitude; but the intersection of the one with the otlier indicates

the precise position. For this purpose, therefore, let ua imagine

another circle somewhat similar to the foregoing.

L..

.C

Fii/. S.

v..
""

a

What has been .said about the first, of course, holds good witli

this one also—namely, that from any 2>oint in the circumference

BKV, the points B, C,wiU subtend the same angle, whatever that

maj' happen to be, according to the size of the segment. Now, if

the angle subtended by A, B, \i\ Figure 2 were observed simul-

taneously with the angle subtended bj- B, C, in Figure 3, the two

lines of bearing will intersect each otiier, and give the place of

the ship.

A reference to F'igure 4, backed by a careful stu<iy of the

accompanying explanation, should suffice to indicate the sound

foundation on which thi^ method rests.
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Fkj. I

K

Let A represent Point Lynas, B the East Mouse, C the Middle

Mouse, and S the ship. Let the angle observed between Lynas

and the East Mouse be 46°, and the angle observed between the

East and Middle Mouse 70' ; draw the circles to suit these angles.

This is done by taking advantage of the fact that the angle at a simple

the centre of any circle is double the angle at the circumference ee°™«'"<^»'

on the same base.

—

{Euclid, III. "20.) We lay off, therefore, from

both ends of the line which subtends the angle we have observed,

the complement of that angle, or what it wants of 90°. The point

where these lines meet is the centre of the circle, which is described

with the distance from this centre to either end of the line, as

radius. If the angle observed is more than 90°, the circle is

described by laying off the number of degrees over 90°, on the

opposite side of the line to that on which we know we are, and

proceed as before. A much better way is desci-ibed further on.

Now, the angle between Lynas and the East Mouse having

been observed as 46°, it follows from what has been said that the

ship lies somewhere on the circumference of the one only segment

(AFB) containing this angle which can possibly be drawn on the

given base AB. The position of the ship, therefore, is known to

this extent, and half the difficulty is disposed of ; but that is not

sufficient. Now, by similar reasoning it can be shewn that the

ship lies also on the circumference of the one only segment BKC,
which with the angle 70° can be drawn on the other given base

BC. She must therefore be at S, the only point ivhich satisfies

the double condition, and the only one from which we could have

obtained these two angles at the same instant.

In actual practice all this is done for us by the Station-Pointer,

which gives the mechanical solution of the problem without

the trouble of drawing the circles, but the explanation of the

principle upon which it is based cannot fail but be intei-esting

to the student. " Fry's Fix," yet to come, will make it still clearer.

In order, however, that dependence may be placed in the ship's

position when ascertained by these means, it is necessary to be
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familiar ivith the conditions under which the circles will make

good cuts. The nearer thej' intersect at right angles the better;

just in the same way that we try to select objects for comp.iss

cross bearings which have a difference of bearing of from seven

to nine points. If the difference of bearing is small—say only

20°—the point of intersection is so acute as to be very ill-detined,

and any slight error in the bearings themselves may cause a very

large one in the resultingr position. If the following half-dozen

rules are followed mistakes need not be feared in ' tixes ' with

the Station-Pointer.

1. The three ubjV'ta may lie in the same straight line.

Fig. 5. i

S. The three objects iniiy he on a curve, with the convexity towards the

observer,— that is to say, the middle object is to be the nearest

Fig. 6.

3. Tlic three objccta may be "u a cun-c, conc«vc to the uleerver, so long ««

^ho lattci is eitiicr on or iril/iin a line joining the left and riRht hand
objects.

> V. 7.
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4. Tlic throe objects may lie in a curve, concave to the observer, so long as

the latter is well outside the circle upon whose circumference the three

objects are situated. In this case the ' fix ' will be good, notwithstanding

the small angles.

Fig. 8.
\

If two of the objects be much nearer, as compared with the third, and seem,

roughly speaking, about equidistant from, the observer, at whose position

they subtend an angle ranging between 60° and 120°, whilst the angl?

between the third and middle point is comparatively small, the selection

is a good one.

tiy- 9

6. Two of the objects may be in tiaiisit with the observer. If this sliould be

the case, one angle between them and the thu-d is suffiaent. This is the

best and simplest 'fix' of all. The single angle should not be less than

30».*

* This can scarcely be included in the "problem of the two circles," but it is inserted

here with the others for sake of convenience.
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Fig. 10.

Two of tUe

point! ID

traotit.

Case to b«

guarded

ftK«iDSt.

An ImpoBsiblo

III tliU case the ship's position is fixed on the circumference of

tho segment A SB, hy producing the Hne liC until it cuts it at <S.

If the observer were at any other part of the circumference, tlie

points B and would not be in transit; and if he kept them in

transit, and advanced inside of the circumference, the angle ASB
would at once increase. If, on the other hand, he receded from

the circle, whilst keeping Ji and C in transit, the angle ASB would

as ([uickly diminish. In this problem, the circle, as before, gives

one line of bearing, so to speak, and the points in transit give the

other; the intersection of these two lines of bearing of course

fixes the observer's position.

In each of the six cases just given, the position of the observer

will be fixi'd with greater ixccuracy than it possibly can be by

compass bearings. On the other hand, it is necessary to guard

against selecting objects lying in such relationship to each other,

that a circle joining all three would also pass through or near the

place of the observer. In such a case the position is imleterminate,

as may easily be shewn by con.struction. Voc example:

—

ill/. 11.

Let.S hu till- observer, /I, /y,t',thf ipmiit.s; ami AB,IJO,\.hc clun.ls

subtending the angles ASB and BSC. From what has been said in

previous pages, it is clear that the angle ASB will be found at aiv/

|ii>int ill the segment ASC; an<l the Mime applic.i to the angle BSC.
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(Moreover, there is no second circle to make a cut with the first).

Consequently, to fix the observer's position with the Station

Pointer is impossible, though in this instance Compass cross-

bearings of A and G would be splendid. The chances, however,

are a thousand to one against the occurrence of such a case

;

but others may happen verging so closely upon it ;is practically

to amount to the same thing.

Where this sort of thing does happen, and the circles nearly ^o 'eu value

coincide, it will be found that the centre of the Station-Pointer

may be moved about very considerablj'' and the legs will still

cover the three objects. On the other hand, the " fix " will be

good in cases where a slight movement throws one or more of

the points away from its own particular leg.

However, a little experience will soon enable anyone by the eye

alone to judge if the objects are ill-conditioned, when, of course,

one of the proposed points must be rejected, and another sought

for in a better situation.

A seemiuf^ly objectionable case is when the middle point is

near, and the other points both far off". Constructing the figure

will in this case shew that the two circles will so nearly touch

externally as to make the cut a very indefinite one.

Fig. 12.

Observer

A poor " Fix

'

unless the third

circle be drawa.

But if the two outa- points 4 C be oonnected, and a circle, with an aui^le of

44° in the larger segment, be drawn to pa-ss through them \see bottom of page

141), its intersection with the first couple of circles gives an admirable fix. The

character of the cut given by tliis additional circle may therefore be taken as

a test of the reliability of the "fix." In Fig. 11 aU three circles coincide, and

there is no cut whatever. The Station Pointer gives this third circle as well

as the others.

It must constantly be remembered, that in using the Station
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Pointer does

not reveal ill-

conditioned

Mechanical

lolution.

Pointer, it does not follow that it will of itself reveal the objection-

able cii.ses here alluiled to, in which the position is uncertain. For

when a position is found on the cliart by the legs of the instrument

passing correctly over tlie three points, it may not occur to the

operator that, by moving it about from place to place, several

others may be found where the same effect will be produced, as

in Fig. 11.

Whether the position is laid down on the chart by the actual

protraction of the angles and the circles, or, more readily, by the

Station-Pointer, any ambiguity wliich would be shewn by the one

metiiod, really exists also in the other, and in the case of the

Station-Pointer is all the more dangerous because it is not brought

prominently into notice. Therefore, should you not be thoroughly

at home in its use, it is advisable m important " Fixes " either to

take a compass bearing by way of check, or a third angle to a

fourth point. Having plotted the position by the first couple of

angles, either leg of the Station- Pointer can be set to the last

angle, and the instrument replaced on the position already found.

If the legs used cover the points last taken, tliere can be no

iiiistiike.

The Station-Pointer, it will be seen, gives the meclumicai solu-

tion of this very interesting and useful problem : what has been

said about it in these pages will be easily understood by the

average reader; but should the " Honours" men require to exer-

cise their brains on sometiiing a trifle stiller, they will find a

simple analytical solution in the Appendix, where it is out of the

way of their less mathematical brethren.

The writer does not bj' any means congratulate himself upon

-selecting the c;use of a vessel passing round the Skerries as a good

illustration of the valtie of the Station-Pointer. The north coa-st

of Aiiglesea was chosen solely because that, while it sufficiently

well served to shew huw the instrument is used, it was probably

also familiar ground to many of the readers of this book.

There are many parUs of the world much better adapted to dis-

play the great value of the method wherein the Station- Pointer

saves so much time and labour—the e;ustern entrance to Magellan

Strait may be quoted as a good example. Before pa.ssing the

Fii-st Narrows, the tide lias a velocity of 8 to 9 knots at springs,

and a rise and fall of 4+ feet Low and distant marks, the absence

of buoys, a wide expanse of water, with intricate channels amid

vast banks of sand, necessitate most careful navigation and cool

judgment Should the vessel be going tvitli the tide, there is not
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much time for consideration, and the most expeditious, as well as

accurate method, is the one which finds favour with the man upon

wiiose shouklers rests the responsibility. Under these circum-

stances the Station-Pointer comes well to the front.

Just notice the difference between it and the Compass An Advantage of

anrde is taken much more quickly, and very much more accurately, |''^''°"

,
. Ti? 1 1 • !• Pointer over

than a bearmg. Jr the objects are distaut, a trifling error in the Compass,

bearing will materially affect the i-esulting position ; while an

error in the angle can scarcely amount to the tenth part of a

degree. Again, when the courses are being altered pretty rapidlj', Varying

to suit the windings of a channel, tlie deviation is continuaUy '^^^'»"°"

changing with each fresh direction of the ship's head; and here,

then, arises another element of uncertainty, to which may be

added the possibility of applying the deviation the wrong way— its wrong

a thing which may happen to the most clear-headed in moments
^pp'"^**'"""-

of excitement and hurry.

Further, at a most critical juncture, some obstacle may inter-

vene between the Standard Compass and the object of which the

bearing is required. Now, the Compass cannot be moved to any compass a

part of the ship, but the Sextant can—another very decided
'''=''"''•

advantage. Moreover, as before stated, the Compass may be

swinging one or more points with the motion of the ship, and

this is sure to be the case crossing bars when there is any
" run."

A compass cross-bearing cannot very well be taken by two men

at the same time. It is one man's work only, and whilst taking

the second bearing he has to recollect the first, and afterwards both

of them, till they are finally laid-oflfon the chart. In the meantime

the ship is speeding on. With the Station-Pointer method, thi-ee

men (captain and two officers) can work together, and the angles

are taken simultaneously. Let the officers take the angles, whilst

the captain stands— Station-Pointer in hand—with the chart

spread out on the table before him. As the angles are read off',

they are put upon the Station-Pointer, popped down on the chart,

and in an instant the ship's position is found to a nicety.

Where two objects can be got in transit, only one angle is

necessary, and, consequently, only one assistant. These cases

should be specially looked for and utilized.

To avoid bungling, get into the habit of always working on an Relative posi-

established system. There is nothing like method. For example,
[X°s'.

"^''

one officer should be told off" for left-hand angles, and another for

right-hand angles, and no chopping or changing permitted. Let
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them also stand side by side in their proper relative positions, so

that they need not observe across each other, and that the mind

may be trained to a sense of order.

Wlien giving in the figures for the Station-Pointer, they should

speak briefly, distinctly, and one at a time, thus :
—

" Left-hand

angle G4° lb'," and when the instrument is set to this—and not

before—" Right-hand angle 43° 22'." This saves confusion.

Both angiM
jf; may, however, sometimes happen that the Navigator will

obj^vfr
°"'

liave no assistants, and so be coffipelled to do the whole thing

iiimself. In this case it is a first-rate dodge to have two flat

pieces of brass fitted to slide along the arc of the sextant and

clamp to it at any given part. Place one in front of, and the

other in rear of the vernier, so that the latter can be made to

butt against either, according to circumstances. We may give

these two brass outridera the name of ' stops.'

To use them, proceed after this fashion :—We will suppose a

case where one angle is markedly larger than the other, and

getting larger all the time as the vessel sails on, and that you

resolve to tivke it first. Dispense altogether, therefore, with the
Special fitting

. gj^- ' j^ j.gj^j. ^f ^j^g vcrnier, by damping it at the extreme zero
to 5CKt»nt. '^

. .

re
end of the arc, where it will be out of the way. Then, unclamp-

ing the leading ' stop,' bring it into contact with the vernier, and

with the two pressed together between tiie left thumb and fore-

finger, and the sextant at the eye—slide them along the arc

until the observed objects overlap just a trifle, then quickly

clamp the 'stop,' keep the vernier firmly pressed against it, and

when exact coincidence is established between the marks selected

by the angle getting larger, immediately release the vernier, take

the smaller angle and clamp securely—you need not lase ten

seconds in doing it, unless you are very buttery-fingered indeed.

Now read off the last angle, and at once transfer it to the

Station-Pointer, then unclamp the vernier and slide it forward

against the 'stop,' which until now has been keeping guard over

tiie^r8< angle until you were at liberty to read it off. By this

little stratagem it is possible for nn adroit observer to measure

two angles alviost simultaneously.

Of course, if it were desirable to get the smaller angle first, you
would have to employ the rear stop belonging to the zero end of

the arc, and consign the other to the far end of the instrument.

Very little practice is recjuired to handle the 'stops' with expert-

ness, and the Navigator will soon find out for him.self that they
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are uncommonly handy not only for this, but for various other

observations.*

The master of a fair-sized vessel, in any trade, ought to have

no difHculty in training his officers to measure sextant angles

co-n'ectly ; that is, if they are worth their salt as oficers. The Difference be-

law recognises {vide many recent decisions) that the master is ln"a foremast

entitled to expect intelligent assistance in Navigation from his '^a'"'-

certificated officers, and there is no lack of cases where the court

has " dropped upon " officers who have failed in this respect.

Most large companies embody this principle in their printed

regulations.

To be unable to do such an extremely simple thing as measure

a sextant angle, is not only discreditable to the individual, but a

reflection upon the profession at large.

Cases do occur, however, and he should be prepared for them,

where the master is thrown upon his own resources in this respect.

If he does not like the method of " stops " last described, he can

for a very few pounds provide himself with a " Double sextant,"

which enables one person to take two adjacent angles simulta-

neously. This last in italics is an absolutely essential condition

of the method of ' fixing by angles,' and accordingly great stress

is laid upon it.

Some of those who have not investigated the problem mathe-

matically, or are unable to do so, appear to think that because a

certain small interval necessarily elapses in taking cross-hearings,

there is no harm in a similar interval when fixing by angles alone.

This is a serious mistake. The two methods—although in these Difference be

pages a parallel is drawn between them for instruction purposes an"°,^f'''

—have no connection in fact. The one is simple, tlie other is bearings,

complex. In the case of cross-bearings two lines of direction are

obtained (no matter how) by the angular measurement of each

from a given fixed line known as the meridian, whicli line is

common to both : but in the case of angles to objects there is no

line of direction ; each is the measure of an independent fixed

line (the base), and the ever-varying relations of these latter to

each other and to the observer may be such, that a comparatively

small error in one or both of the observed angles will cause a

displacement of the ship's position out of all proportion to the

amount of such error. Figure 11, on page 14(j, shews that though '

the points A and C could hardly be better situated for fixing the

ship bjj^ cross-bearings, yet angles between A B and B G would

be utterly useless. They would merely locate her anywhere on

the circumference A SO, which might have an extent of many

miles.
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Therefore, any instrument which does not fulfil the couditioii

of simultaneity shouIJ on no account be trusted. It would

probably result in brinf,nnnj the method of 'fixinrr Viy angles' into

disrepute, which would bo little short of a calamity.

A special form of instrument, eminently suited to the method

under consideration, was invented many years ago by the late

Lieut. Constantin Pott^ R.N. Not only does it permit of oViserving

two angles simidlaneousli/, but enables them at once to be plotted

TieOoniograph on the chart. It is known as the Double-reflecting Goniograph,

and i.s in all respects a Double Sextant and Station-Pointer com-

bined. The Goniograph in held in the hand like an ordinary

sextant, and as soon as the angles are taken, the handle is un-

screwed and the instrument put down on the chart, where it is

manipulated exactly as a Station-Pointer would be. This is an

instrument of precision, and now that " fixing by angles " is

becoming popular, is sure to be unearthed and re.sume its place

amontr the instruments of navigation.
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THE GONIOGRAPH.

It should be rememljered, also, that instruments which may be

excellent for use on shore, where the angles can be leisurely Applicability

observed without any of the disturbing influences incidental to of instrumentt

the problem at sea, are probably totall}^ unsuited to the wants of

the navigator. For example, most men at one time or another

have seen a Theodolite mounted on its tripod : the writer had a

beaut}'—a 6-inch ' transit '—made for him by Gary, of the Strand.

With this instrument set up on shore, the observer's position can

be fixed by two suitable angles with the most absolute precision

:

in fact, it is the surveyor's mainstay ; but for all that, no one in

iiis senses would dream of using it on the unstable and ever-

varying deck of a vessel in rapid motion in a rough seaway ; the

idea would be absurd. It could not do it, you might as well try

to jump over the moon. The plain Engli.sh of this is that in.stru-

raents in every way eftective in certain situations will be worse
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than useless in others. Any angle-measuring instrument for use

afloat (the compass excepted) must be held in the hand, and em-

body the principle of reflection in some form or another. The

Theodolite cannot be held in the liand, and does not embody any

])rinciple of reflection, and is therefore of no value whatever for

use at sea-

Deck-houses are a modem institution, so also is the bridge

" Dodger." It will astonish some officers to learn that thirty

years ago the latter was almost unknown. Now, the weather

must be wild indeed, if sextant, double-sextant, or goniograph

angles cannot be accurately observed under the lee of some shelter.

The writer at such times was in the habit of observing comfort-

ably (wliy not ?) from inside the doorway of iiis own room, and

when an assistant was necessary, the latter planted himself

inside the adjacent wheelhouse door. The bunk held the

Sextant whilst the Station-Pointer was doing its share.

" Where there's a will there's a way."

In going through intricate channels, it is usual in steamers

to have a chart-table on the bridge, well sheltered under the

weather-cloth. This impromptu chart-room is used at such times

in preference to the regular one, which perhaps is inconveniently

situated, and would necessitate constant running up and down

the bridge ladder.

The Bosphorus, Dardanelles, Grecian Archipelago, Gulf of Suez,

Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, and a thousand other places, miglit be

mentioned where tlie Station-Pointer would be found extremely

useful. Those who have tried it, within the knowledge of the

writer, have invariably spoken in its praise, and wondered how

they were ever able to get along without it

It may be noted here that if the points used to tix oy are not

correctly placed on tlie cliart, the Station-Pointer will not indicate

anytliiug wrong unless a third or " check angle " be taken and

plotted. In case of uon-agroement, it is certain that something is

adrift Be careful, therefore, not to use the Stition-Pointer unless

your chart is the outcome of a regular trigonometrical survey by

competent persons. On an Admiralty sheet tins information is

always given.

Where the accanicy of the chart U ilouhtful, it i« belter to stick

to the comjHisii.

Tracing-paper, on which a graduated circle has beeu printed,

is at times an cxcelloiit substitute for the Station-Pointer and

in some coses preferable to the iiv^trument itself. Wlieu. for
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example, the objects used for the angles are very near the observer,

they will come ivlthin the brass circle of the Station-Pointer, and

be more or less hidden by it. Plain tracing-paper may also be

placed over a circle graduated on card-board, and the required

pair of angles ruled in. These card-board circles can be procured Craduateu

from or through any optician. They are 10 inches in diameter, ''"'" """

and divided to quarter degrees. This admits of angles being laid

off by estimation to the eighth part of a degree, or even less.

Windy days, however, do not suit tracing-paper when used on

the bridge. Gust's Station-Pointer, above mentioned, is useful in

such a quandary : it is merely a celluloid (xylonite) protractor

of special design, and, like the Radiograph, described further on,

the angles can be ruled on it.

The right leg of a Station-Pointer does not shut close home,

owing to mechanical difBculties, so it may happen that the angle

observed on the right is smaller than its leg will close to. This

appears to be a " Fix " with a vengeance, but a former Hydro-

grapher—the late Captain Sir Frederick Evans, R.N.—was good Brains

enougrh to explain to the writer a dodge by which even this °'^'="'°'"*''Jor a J useful.

could be circumvented. Set the left leg to the small angle, and

consider it pro. tern, as the fixed centre leg : then bring the right

leg clean round the circle until its index stands at the sum of the

two observed angles, when, of course, it will be doing duty as the

left leg.

By a system of under-cutting, the right leg is now made to

close to 3', so it will no longer be necessary to resort to the above
' wrinkle.'

A Station-Pointer with a circle six inches in diameter, and convenient

12-inch lee's in the clear, is a handy size for navigating use on ^jze for station
=>

.
•'

.
Pointer.

board ship. Lengthening bars 9 inches long ought to be supplied

in the case. By attaching these to the extremity of the legs, an

increased range is obtainable when necessary. For navigating

purposes it is sufficient that the circle be divided to quarter

degrees ; this permits of reading by estimation to 7'. The divi-

sions should be strongly marked on brass, for convenience of

rapid setting in bad lights, and no vernier or tangent screw is

required. When not too finely cut, a man with fairly good eyes

can set his instrument quite correctly without the aid of the

small magnifying glass which is always to be found in the case.

This is an advantage not to be sneezed at.

To acquire the knack of getting the Station-Pointer legs to
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cover their respective points quickly', is not difficult First place

the bevelled cdi:;e of the central leg on the middle object of the

three, keeping it on this point as a sort of pivot; then move the

body of the instrument to the right or left, and slide it to and fro

on the paper till the other two points are also in contact with the

bevelled edges of their respective legs. The nick at the centre of

the instrument will then represent the sought for position of the

observer.

In handling a Station-Pointer, it should never be lifted by the

legs for fear of bending thera.

There is no doubt but that the Station-Pointer would iL.ore

froqutntly be found in the possession of masters wore the cost

less, for it is only very recently that it has come down to the

figure quoted above. Messrs. Hughes & Son, of 59 Feuchurch

Street, London, recognising this, brought out a few yeai-s ago
»?•> quite a handy niaUcshift. called the Radiograph. It also serves

a.s a tran.'iparent protractor for laying oflf courses, bearings, iSrc.

It certainly is a capital little instrument for the money, and to

use it for six months or so as a preliminary to investing in the

more perfect Station-Pointer, would give good practice at small

expense. Of course great accuracy must not be expected, as the

Radiograph is only divided to single degrees.
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Messrs. Hughes have also brought out what they consider a

suitable companion to the present simple form of Station-Pointer.

It is termed an " Angle-Sextant," and is sliown on preceding

page. It is designed and intended solely for use in taking shore

angles, boat survey work, and keeping station in fleet. It can

be set and read off instantaneously to ^ of a degree without

the use of tangent-screw, clamp, vernier, or magnifying glass

;

can be placed about the deck, 'thwarts, or elsewhere, without

much fear of damage.

It consists of two circular metal plates, of inches in diameter.

These are framed together, and between them are mounted the

Index and Horizon Glasses. The former. If x IJ inches, has fixed Description

to it a pinion wheel which gears into a smaller one on the index

arm. These wheels being made G to 1, give a slow-steady motion

to the index glass when the index arm is moved by hand. The

circle is divided into 120°, each of which is subdivided to

quarter degrees, and can be read to half that at a glance.

The telescope has a clear aperture of an inch, and sHdes in

out of the way when not in use. The wooden handle under-

neath unscrews, and the whole affair goes into a sling leather

CBise. Its advantages for the work specified, as compared with Price,

the sextant, are cheapness, less liability to injury, larger field of

view, and quicker reading. It will be noticed that the Anglo-

Sextant and the Station-Pointer are both divided to quarter

degrees, and so one is on all fours with the other. It comes to

this, that, for a modest sum, one can have a most complete

position-finding equipment.

The writer is indebted to the late Captain Fry, of Liverpool, a reaiiy

for several "tips," and the following is by no means one of the '*"* * "*

least useful. Tlie modern conjuror does the trick first, and not

unfrequently tells you " How it is done " afterwards. Perhaps

this will be the best way to tackle Captain Fry's very neat and

practical solution of the " three-point problem." He truly re-

marks, in an article in the August number for 1892 of the

M. M. S. A. Reporter, from which, by peirai-ssion, the substance

of this is derived, that though well-to-do masters, who take pride

in their profession, will doubtless provide themselves with a

Station-Pointer, there are others less lucky who, when con-

sidering " ways and means," have to study—not what they would

like to have, but what they can manage to do ivUhout. For this

class " Fry's Fix," as the writer has dubbed it will come in

handy.
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J-'ig. 13.

As shewn in Figure 13, there are three landmarks on the churl

suitable for tlie purpose in view,—a tree, a church, and a wind-

mill, all conspicuously visible from the offi)ifr.

From ^ to jB the distjince is 5 miles ; and from ii to C it is 7"4

miles. By simultaneous observations on board, the sextant

an^fle between A and li is •iV ; and between B and C it is 48°.

Required to fix the ship's position (juickly and accurately,

there being no Station-Pointer available.

The trick is to be done without "apparatus" of any kind, if

we except the very homely pencil and dividei-a ; one log of the

hitter nnist have a pencil-point. Of course no rightminded man
goes to .sea in command without a case of drawing implements:

they can bo had now absolutely from forty pence to forty pounds,

so there is no excuse. N.B.—Tho.so at forty jience are )iot recom-

mended. Go one better, say shillings.

Like many other apparently dillicult feaLs. this one of Fry's

is the very essence of isiinplicily— in fact stupidly eitsy

—

when

Ifoil- know liotv.
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nany uses.

Open the familiar Traverse Tables at one of the observed

angles, say 34° as a Course ; with 2'5, half the distance between

A and B as Departure, the corresponding Distance is 4'5 miles.

With this distance in the dividers, and from A and B in

succession, sweep small arcs intersecting at D. Then from D, Tables h:

and without altering the setting of the dividers, sweep another

arc in the direction of S—making it big enough this time to

include the estimated position of the ship. Half the trick is

now done, and very little sleight of hand required. The second

half is merely a repetition, using its own figures, thus :

—

Open the Traverse Tables at the other observed angle (48°) as

a Course, then with 3'7, half the distance between B and C as

Departure, the corresponding Distance is 5 miles. With this in

the dividers, and from B and C in succession, sweep small arcs

intersecting at E. From E, and ivithout altering the setting of

the dividers, sweep an intersection at S, which will be the place

of the ship.*

All this can be done in very much less time than it takes to

describe it. A well regulated Epitome opens naturally at the

Traverse Tables ; and a well regulated Navigator never makes
the mistake of taking the departure from the latitude column,

through mooning at wrong times about " The girl he left behind

him," or about the one he hopes soon to see. Now, ibr

"HOW IT IS DONE."

It will be sufficient to take one half of the problem, and as there

is no room for the diagram on this side of the page, we must

just turn over.

• For the analytical solution see Appendix D, but uote tljat the scale of the diagram

is different. The ship's distance from the tree is 8'86 miles ; from the church it is just

8 miles; and from the windmill 976 miles. In all probability, however, the navigator

is ouly anxious to fix the position of his ship on the chart, and is not concerned with

the distance of the observed objects. (N. B.—Please pass over the fact that, to be seenao

far, the marks must be pretty large, especially the tree. The given angles and distances

were assumed as good enough for theoretical exposition.)

erse



COASTAL NAVIGATION IS DIFFERENT

A CO
proble

Ftg. H.

The continuous lines of Figure 14 will be recognised as the

left-hand portion of the previous one ; hut the dotted lines con-

tain the Key to the puzzle. In sulisequent figures the circles are

omitted to save confusion, thou<»h when the student is construct-

int; figures by way of exorcise, they should be drawn in full.

The whole and sole aim of this business is to discover a means

of drawing a circle which shall pass through the tree, the church.

a)i(/ the diip. Only one circle can be made to do this, and the

size of that circle will depend upon the observed angle—in this

owe 34°. But you cannot draw such a circle without knowing

where to locate its centre. In the illustrations the letters ABC
represent the shore objects; D and A' respectively represent the

centre of each circle ; and S stands for ship.

Remember— for upon this it all hinges—that Kuclid saj'fl " Tlw

angle at the centre of a circle is double of the angle at the circiim-

ference upon the same base!' But though allusion is made to

angle.'', there is no intention of invoking tha ai'' of any angl«>
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measuring iustrument. The beauty of the solution is that nothing

out ot" the common is required : in a sense, it may almost be said

to be non-mathematical, and yet accuracy is assured.

Since the angle subtended at S by the base AB is 34°, the

angle at the centre D, subtended by the same base, must be 68°.

Also, the dotted lines DA and DB, being radii of the circle, must Details of

be equal, and therefore ABD is an isosceles triangle of which the ^'y'' ^'^

base is the line between the tree and the church. If from D a

perpendicular be let fall upon this line, it will divide it and its

opposite angle equallj'.

The isosceles triangle will then become two right-angled

triangles, in both of which one side (representing Departure) is

known to be 2 '5, and its opposite angle is known to be half of

t)8° ; or, in other words, it is 34°, the amount of the observed

angle.

With these data the Traverse Tables give the Distance BD as

4 "5. It will be remembered that this is the radius which was

used to sweep short arcs from A and B respectively, their inter-

section at D giving the centre of the circle passing through the

tree and the church, and upon some part of which the ship will

be found ; the exact spot will depend upon where the other circle

cuts it. One seems to hear the reader say, Is that all ? Yes,

that is all '

!

To work out the other half of the tigui'e would be to go over

precisely the same ground, and it is to be hoped the student can

now do it for himself: if not, Figures 15, 16, and 17 will help

him.

It maj' and probably will happen in practice that the base-line

is not a whole number, and tiiat dividing it fairly may mean two

decimals : for example, let the distance between A and B be taken

as 5'3
; when this is divided it becomes 2'65. Open Traverse The handine»«

Table at 34°, and in the Departure column will be found 265-0. »' D"""-^

and against it in the Distance column is 474. Now, in each case

shift the decimal point two places to the left and you get what

you want, namely 2'65 and 4'74, or 4f miles. Should the Dis-

tance column only run up to 300, as is the case in some tables,

the method of working will require modification ; but the

jiriiiciple is the same. To those who know the many uses to

which such Tables can be put, the advantage of a distance up to

600 is immense.

In this problem the observed angle which produces the best

results is 45'', because the centre angle will then he 90°, and the

centre of the circle found by the intersection of the radii is clear

and unmistakable.
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A property of

tbe triangle.

The sum of the angles in a triangle equals 180°, therefore, if

the observed angle be 30° the centre angle must be C0°, and the

resulting triangle would be equilateral, for three times C0° are

180'. In this case the Traverse Tables are not needed. One has

only to take the whole distance between the oljects as radiu.s, and

with two strokes of the dividers tind the centre of the circle. It

is ([uite possible to wait for such cases at sea, as the angles be-

tween objects are all the time either increasing or diminishing.

This and the preceding are combined in Figure 15, and speak for

themselves.

A property of

the circle.

t\<J. U:

Euclid tells us that " tlie angle in a semicircle is a right anglo
"

(III. 31). Therefore, if the observed angle be 90', the lino joinmg
the objects must neccssjirily be tlie iliameter of the circle, and, lus

such, will liavc 180" of tlie circle on each side of it Now a line

crossing a circle cannot be a diameter unless it paijses tlu-ough

the centre of tlie circle. It follows that, in tlie case under notice,

the centre is found " right off" without having to swoep for it
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It is of course midway on the line joining the objects ; so from

this point, with the distance to either object as radius, the arc for

the ship's position can at once be struck.

So far the observed angle has always been acute, but, as a final

possibility, it may exceed 90°, in which case (Euclid IV. 5) the

centre of the circle would be found in the large segment on the

landward side of the line joining the objects. Imagine the ob-

served angle to be 120°, then the Traverse Tables would have to

be entered with its supplement, which is 60°. The short inter-

secting arcs to find the centre would have to be struck inshore of

the objects, but the arc for the ship's position must be struck

from thence to seaward of the objects. In a case of this kind,

the angle at the centre is the same as the observed angle. A
combination of the two last is shewn in the next Figure.

Case where
angle is obtuse.

Fig. 16.
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There is just one more feature to call attention to before dealing

with the concluding point of " Fry's Fix." Owing to the three

objects having hitherto been drawn with their concave side to

the observer, as if the ship were entering a ba}', the centre of

Rule toi posi- eacli circlc has alwaj's lain within the observed angle : but the

tion of centre, following Hgurc—wliicli might be taken as representing a ship

rounding a point—will shew that, with opposite conditions, the

centres will lie outside the observed angles. In fivct, as may !>

seen, the centre is always to be found square off from its own

base, whether inside or outside.

D w

I ea>7 altci

tive plin.

Fi:i. 17.

The following is an alternative plan, which possibly some might
prefer. The writer would for one. Instead of consulting the

Travei-se Tables, use that given on next page. It is nierolv half

the natural co-secant of the given anglea A mounted copy c;in

be screwed up over the chart table.

To use it:—Multiply the quantity corresponding to tiie ob-

served angle by the ichole distance between the objects: the pro-

duct is the radius re<juirod to sweep the centre of the circle, and
from it the arc for siiip's position as lioforo Can anvthing be

easier except the Station-Pointer itself ?
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FRY'S FIXING FACTORS.

^
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ship, when in with the land, may be laid do\VTi; how dangers

may be avoided ; how a course may be steered without the

What Mr. composs. In the practice of navii^ation and pilotage, the attempt
LaugbtoDsayi

^^ j^ witliout the compass would be woi-se than absurd ; it would

be blainable in the extreme ; but cases may occur, as I have

endeavoured to point out, in which the sextant is a safer guide

than the compass, or in which it is a most valuable auxiliary to

it. To examine into these cases is the Navigator's duty ; it is

the Surveyor's duty to provide him with the nece&sary data,

accurately laid down." I



CHAPTER XII.

SOUNDING MACHINES AND LOGS.

In days long past, the Ancient Mariner guided his rickety craft

over the ocean principally by "the three L's,"
—"Log, Lead, and The five -lv

Lookout." When, later on, the astrolabe and cross-staff were

invented, and certain astronomical data became available, another

" L " (Latitude) was added to the number. In the present day,

when the nautical schoolmaster is abroad, and chronometers

almost go begging, this regiment of " L's " is augmented by a fifth

and very important comrade, namely, Longitude. Nevertheless,

the Veterans still hold their own, and are likely to do so as long

as fog and clouds continue to obscure celestial objects from the

anxious navigator.*

When a ship is stranded through thick weather, the members of Legrai import-

the Court of Enquirj^ very properly lay great stress on the question to Lead,

as to whether proper soundings were taken or not—the omission

to do so being considered a grave default. From time immemorial

the Lead has been justly looked upon as one of the mainstaj^s of

Navigation, and to it, and its companion the Log, will be devoted

the present chapter.

Every seaman is familiar with the ordinary " Deep-sea Lead and

Line," and although it did very well for our grandsires, who were

in no particular hurry, it is obliged in these fast days to make

room for a better form of article.

When running up channel before a howling gale of wind, and it Difficulty of

became necessary to ask information from the bottom as to the

ship's whereabouts, every seaman knows that the operation in-

volved much labour and loss of time, and sometimes considerable

peril. The hands had to be called, sail shortened, and the ship

rounded to the wind in the face of a dangerous sea. When her

way was all but stopped, in obedience to the word " heave," the

lead was let go from forward, quickly followed bj' the cry of

" watch there, watch," and an experienced man on the weather

* Captaiu Cha3. C. Yates, Assistant. U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, commanding
steamer Endeavour, wiites to the Author under date October 17th, 1899, suggesting that

a sixth " L" (" Lecky.") should be added to make the list complete. Happy thought ! I

Perhaps the reader will adopt the suggestion : the Author is too modest to take it upon

himself to do so.

sounding, old

style.
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quarter allowed the line to run through his hands till bottom was

obtjiined. Hy this time the vessel had drifted to leeward, and

according to the quantity of line run out, and the angle it made

with the surface when being hauled in, a certain number of

fathoms was deducted hy guess from the gross amount, in order to

arrive at an estimation of the true depth of water. After this,

the vessel had to I* kept away, and sail set, before ' the watch

below ' could be dismissed. Will any one wonder that masters of

ships sounded as seldom as possible ? Scarcely ! ! Especially when

it is understood that to be of anj' service the operation must lie

A single east repeated every few miles. A single cast of the lead is ivorse than

useless, inasmuch as it may confirm an error in the assumed

position of the ship.

This necessity for repeated sounding w;is undoubtedly a hard-

ship, but it can no longer be considered so, as there are now patent

machines with which soundings can be taken without stopping

the ship or deviating from the course. There are many varieties

of these, such as Ma.s.scy's, Walker's, and others, all a great

advance on anything which preceded them ; but it was left to

Lord Kelvin to make an entirelj' new departure in the principle

of getting flying soundings, which permitted of their being ob-

tained with accuracy at modei-ate depths at any speed then oi

now possible. These methods, and modifications of them, are

principally in favour at the present time.

It would hardly be gracious or grateful to allude to improve-

ments in sounding apparatus without referring to Lord Kelvin as

wi.,t we owe •'le great moving spirit in the matter. By turning his brilliant

to Lor.i KeiTin. scientific abilities into practical channels—a rare thing with the

higher order of mathematical minds—he has, beyond possibility

of question, done more than any other living man to advance the

science of Practical Navigation. He may justly be regarded

with veneration as the great 'Sea- Father' of mariners of the

present age.

By substituting pianoforte wire for the old-fashioned hempiii

line. Lord Kelvin succeeded, on June 29th, 1S72, in obtaining a

cast of 2,700 fathoms in the Bay of Biscay, and this was the first

succe.ssful use of steel wire for such a purpose. In 1874, he

invented, and speedily perfected, a machine on this principle for

deep-sea soundings, which was supplied to the cable steauier

Fuvaday. Not long after came his navigational souniling machine

for u.se with the " Conipreased air deiith-gauge," and this again

lias been supplemeiitcii by his " ncpth-repurilcr."
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It is comparatively easy to follow in a path which genius has

once given the clue to, and so it happened that this new depar-

ture of Lord Kelvin's gave a " lead " to other inventors, who,

following more or less closely in his footsteps, brought out

sounding apparatus similar in principle, but differing in detail.

This is equallj' true in regard to what happened with Lord

Kehan's Compass—at first regarded with more than suspicion,

then sworn by. But as the Compass is still some chapters

ahead, we will get back to the Sounding Machine.

The first introduced to public notice was dependent on com-

pressed air. This, and its accompaniment of pianoforte wire, was

an entire novelty ; for though the famous Swedish engineer

Ericsson had previously experimented in the same direction with

compressed air, nothing practical came of it.

The apparatus, briefly described, consists of a drum, about a Kelvin':

foot in diameter and four inches wide, upon which 300 fathoms Soundh

of steel pianoforte wire are tightly wound. To the wire is

attached 9 feet of log-line, and to this is fastened an iron sinker,

about twice the length of the ordinary lead, but not so thick. On
the log-line, between the wire and the sinker, a small copper tube

is securely seized. The lower end of this tube is perforated ; the

upper end being opened or shut at pleasure by means of a close-

fitting cap. When ready for sounding, the copper tube contains

a smaller sized glass one. This latter also is open at the bottom

end, and hermetically sealed at the other. The interior surface

is coated with a chemical preparation of a light salmon colour

(chromate of silver). Tlie drum is fitted with a brake cord,

which, on a cast being taken, controls its speed, and ultimately

arrests it when the lead touches the bottom. A pair of small

winch handles wind up the wire again, and the depth is .shown

by the height of the discoloration on the inside of the glass tube.

As the lead descends, the water is forced up the tube in obedi- ^^j^ ^

ence to a well-known law, discovered quite independently, though action,

about the same time, by Boyle in this country, and Mariotte in

France, and afterwards perfected by Regnault. It is simply that

the volume of any given mass of air, or other gas, decreases in

the same proportion as the pressure upon it increases. The
chemical action of the salt, where it comes into contact with the

salmon colour, turns it to a milky white (chloride of silver). This

point of junction of the two colour.s, when the glass tube is applied

to a graduated boxwood scale, tells tlie depth to which the lead
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descended The sinker is " armed " in the usual way. Nothing

can be neater than tliis arrangement. Its advantages are as

follows :

—

let. Let the speed of the ship be anything up to IG knots an hour,

or even upwards, bottom can be obtained at a depth of 100

Advantages of faUioms without slowing or deviating from the course,

invention 2nd. Instead of requiring all hands " to pass the line along,"

two men and an officer are sufficient to work it under all

circumstances.

3rd A cast can be taken in 100 fathoms, and depth correctly

ascertained in from 4 to 7 minutes, according to the speed

of the ship.

4ith. This great .saving of labour and time admits of soundin^^s

being much more frequently taken than formerly, resulting

in greater safety to life and property.

ot/i. A regular "chain" of soundings, with correct "time inter-

vals," is now not only pos.sible, but ea.sy ; and this latter is

the sole method which can be depended upon to give the place

of the ship witli any degree of certainty, since a single cast

is not only useless in the majority of ca.ses, but is apt to prove

mischievous in the extreme.

When not wanted, the drum is kept in a tank of lime water, to

pre.serve the wire from rusting.* A small pamphlet of directions

accompanies the machine ; but after seeing it once or twice in

operation, the mode of working is so self-evident, as to render the

instructions unnecessary. The writer has had it in use for close

upon five j'ears, and during that time has had many opportunities

A reat ui»ny oi testing it with most convincing results. By its aid he on om-

will remember, occivsion, duHng a tluck fog, brouglit a ne^u steamer of 430 feet

in length from Belfast to Liverpool, when many of the coasting

boats would not venture, and of tho,se that <lid a large peroentage

got jisliiinv

BASNETT'S SOUNDING MACHINE.

During its dcscont, water enters the tube, as in Lord Kelvin's,

and compre.'ises the air, but it is trappeil and not allowed to

escape. The (|uantity of water thus captund indicates on a .scale

the depth reached. Clearly the utility of this machine largely

depends upon the efficiency of the means employed t<i retain the

water, and if these can be guaranteed to act as intended, the result

* Ttia wire ii now ((IvaiiiMd, (o llm* w*t*r is no longer OMMurjr.
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is on a par with Lord Kelvin's " Compressed air depth-gauge,"

except that a thicker line is used, and consequently a very fast

vessel must be slowed down whilst sounding.

LORD KELVIN'S ' DEPTH-RECOKDER.'

This came out in 1885, and is considered an improvement on

the chemically prepared glass tubes of the prior invention. It

may be used with the single pianoforte wire like the other, but

should this break you are " up a tree," unless there is a second

recorder on board, which in the ordinary run of merchantmen is

scarcely likel3% as the apparatus is somewhat expensive. With

the original invention there is sufficient spare gear supplied (in-

expensive) to allow of three or four breakages, which, however,

can scarcely all happen in one voyage, except through gross

carelessness.

However, to meet this objection, the Depth-Recorder is now
supplied—for those that prefer it—with a compound wire com-

posed of seven very fine ones. This is of course infinitely

stronger, but, offering more resistance, lacks the great advantage

of the single wire for flying soundings at high speeds. Next

followed

COOPER AND WIGZELL'S ' SEA-SOUNDER.'

The existing form of machine was patented in 1890 as an

improvement upon their previous patent of November, 1888.

It is exactly on the same principle as Lord Kelvin's Depth-Re-

corder. In both, the pressure of the water forces a piston up the

tube against the tension of a spring. A pointer shews how far

the piston has moved, and indicates on a scale the corresponding

depth in fathoms.

The sounding line is made of galvanised steel wires braided

with hemp, and will bear a strain of nearly half a ton, so

practically there is no danger of losing the instrument ; but, as

remarked in the case of the Depth-Recorder compound wire, it

is not so good at high speeds as Lord Kelvin's single pianoforte

wire; indeed Messrs. Cooper and Wigzell recommend slowing

down to 8 or 10 knots on this account.

At the closed end of the Sea-Sounder there is a fairly large

reservoir of air, the back pressure of which is not much afl'ected

by the comparatively small space through which tlie piston moves

;

the graduations therefore are uniform, or nearly so. This in
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strument is furnished with two scales of depths, one for deep

soundinjTs ranging from S to 100 fathoms, and the other for shal-

low soundings between 5 and 25 fathoms : the operation of

changing from one scale to the other is simple.

Soundings are frequently very unjustly abused, and spoken

about as worthless, from, ivant of knowledge of how to apply them

(in a methodical manner), so as to turn their indications to proper

account It cannot he too forcibly driven home that half a dozen

casts taken here and there at random, will seldom fix the ship's

position, and, indeed, under certain circumstances might very

seriouslj- mislead. Lord Kelvin, in his " Lecture on Navigation,"

mentions the only plan whereby the lead can be expected to

determine the ship's position with any degree of certainty. He

says :—
" Take a long slip of card, or of stiff paper, and mark along one

ed^e of it points at succe.s.sive distances from one another, equal,

according to the .scale of j^our chart, to the Jictual distance esti-

mated as having been run by the ship in the intervals between

successive soundings. If the ship has run a straiglit course, the

edge of the card must be straight, but if there has been any

chance of direction in the couree, the card must be cut with a

corresponding deviation from the original direction. Beside each

of the points thus marked on the edge, write on the card the

depth and character of bottom found by the lead. Then place

the card on the chart, and slip it about till you find an agree-

ment between the .soundings marked on the chart tmd the series

marked on your card."

The writer hivs practised this plan for many years, witli just a

slight difference, to which, on consideration, the reader will prob-

ably give tlie preferenci'.

Instead of cardboard, use tracinj ;)(r/)er, upon which you have

ruled the coui-ses and ilistances, with corresponding depths.

The advantages consist, for one thing, in the transparency of

the tracing paper admitting of the chart soundings being visible

in every direction underneath it, which greatly facilitates the

tjusk of making the actual .soundings "tally" with tlio.se on the

chart ; and again, the ruling in of the coui-ses, i<:c, on the tracing

paper is quicker done, and, in any case, is a more familiar opera-

lion to the seaman than the use of the scissors. A meridian line

should also be ruled on the tracing paper, so that, when moving
the latter about on tlio chart, it may not get out of " .slue."

Till- great supt-riority of this metliod, when the navigator has to
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fall back upon soundings to ascertain his ship's position, cannot be Value of

too much dwelt upon. With the machine just described there is founding

no difficulty in putting it in practice. It is true that the first cost

of the apparatus is considerable, but with the steamship owner

—

perhaps more than most men—" Time is money; " and half a day's

" gi'oping " in a large vessel will burn more coal than would pay
for it twice over. This is putting all sorts of contingencies due to

detention on one side. Every one in the business knows that the

loss of a certain tide may entail (directly as well as indirectly) an

extra expense of three or four hundred pounds on large steamers

running on schedule time. The cost of a sounding machine is

very insignificant in comparison with this.

The other kinds of sounding machines previously in vogue Principle

vary in certain minor details, but they nearly all depend upon p"^'°v*

the principle of the rotating fly. A small cylinder, protected by Machines.

brass guards, is caused to rotate in its descent through the water

by vanes or blades set obliquely to its axis ; this communicates

motion, by an endless screw or worm, to a train of toothed gear-

ing. On the machine reaching the bottom, an arm falls and
locks the rotator, so that it cannot revolve in the opposite direc-

tion as it is pulled to the surface. An index points to figures on

a graluated dial, which indicate the depth of water reached.

These instruments are very good, but they nearly always sounding

Machine
Inde

possess what may be termed an index-error— that is to say, they

either show too much or too little. When quite new they are

generally correct, but, through wear of the working parts

—

or

more likely from knocks under the counter in hauling in—they

seldom long remain so. However, their error is easily deter-

mined, and an account of it, with date when determined, should

be kept in a small pass-book in the box containing the machine.

To ascertain the index-error : any time when the vessel is at j^ ascertain

anchor in tolerably deep water, the depth indicated may be com- ' '> harbour

pared with the actual depth found by a carefully marked lead-

line ; should the depth be under 20 fathoms, it is a good plan to

take sevei'al measurements by the machine ivithout resettinr/ it,

and divide the last reading by the number of casts ; or, what is

pretty much the same thing, multiply the actual depth of water

by the number of casts, and compare the result with the last

reading.

For instance, in 20 fathoms of water, let five casts be taken jo ascertain

without resetting the instrument. Now, it is clear that if it "»'•"•

indicated truly, the last reading should be 100 fathoms; but
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supposing it to be 95 fathoms instead, then the index-error is

about five per cent., to be added to any soundings which may be

taken until the index-error is again ascertained.

A still better plan may be resorted to at sea if any temporary

derangement of the engines of a steamer necessitates a short

stoppage, or in a calm if a sailing ship.

Set the sounding machine to zero, and attach it to the deep-

sea lead and line in the usual way. Make the other end of the

line fast to the taffrail, with just enough drift to allow the 100

fathom mark to touch the water when the ca.st is taken ; make

the line up into four or five coils of 20 or 25 fathoms each, and

let as many men its there are coils hold them over the stern ; upon

a given signal, let go the lead simultaneously with the first coil,

and immediately after, each of tlie others, taking care to drup

them on their tlats, proper side up. If the ves-sel's way is entirely

stopped, the machine will of course descend vertically to a depth

of 100 fathom.s, and should register that water; if not, the ditler-

cnce will be the percentage of error. If there be time, repeat the

operation once or twice, and take the mean result as the index-

error.

Either before, or immediately after, test the measurement oi

your lead-line.

The foregoing is a correct description of the mode adopted in

steamships to sound with these instruments. Should tiie water

be deep, the vessel is slowed down. In stxiling .ships the machine

is usually cast over from forward, and the men witli the coils are

stationed at intervals along the ship's side in the ordinary way

:

but they should be instructed at once to let go thiir coils, and not

try for bottom, as they would do with the common doep-.sea lead.

In steamers tlie men are .stationed across the tatl'rail, and the coils

are dropped over the stern to prevent the bight of the line getting

foul of the propeller.

The deep-sea line .should be kept on a suitable reel, and pro-

tected from wet by a painted canvivs cover. Wlien there is no

reel, it is hamly to coil the line in a small tub, with a hole in the

bottom through which to pass the inboard end, so tliat it may Ihj

made fast to a belaying pin, or hitched to a backstay.*

The common deep-sea lead and line ougl»t to be kept on deck

ready for use at a minute's notice. Should the vessel at any time

appear to be pa.ssing through shoal water not marked on the

B«ror« marking, tow tli* lint utorn for wina boon with a bury ImiI fait to it
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chart, stop her at once, and arm the lead before sounding. Do
not make certain that j'ou have readied the bottom unless an
unmistakable specimen of it comes up.

" VIGIAS."

In the event of falling in with a new danger, such as a rock

awash, it is the imperative duty of the discoverer to satisfy himself

and others on board that it is really what they have taken it to

be. It should be examined by boat as closely as possible, and Nature of

soundings taken round it with the hand lead, while the ship, at a ^p'^'*'
o > 1 > dangers to be

safe distance, sounds with the deep-sea lead. If possible to land verified,

on it, do so ; and chip off a piece of the rock, to make assurance

doubly sure.

In searching for a " vigia," it is diiBcult to say when its existence

is to be considered as disproved. Although experience shows that

nine out of ten of the bugbears and blots formerly to be found on

Oceanic Charts had been mistakenly placed there from i-eports of

floating whales, wrecks, and patches of vegetable growth taken for

discoloured water over a bank, &c.; still the apparently astounding

manner in which rocky heads do rise from very deep water, must

always make us careful of hastily assuming that no danger exists

near a given locality, simply because it is known that the depths

in the neighbourhood are very great. St. Paul's rocks, near the

Equator, may be quoted as a good example of this kind of thing.

Were they a few feet beloiu water, instead of above water, it

would be no easy job to find them. The Avocef Rock in the

Red Sea was an example of this kind of difficulty.

THE "BLUE PIGEON."

The Hand Lead, or " Blue Pigeon," is not by any means as
^^^^^ ,^^j_

familiar to the seaman as it ought to be. It is a disgrace to the necessity for

Mercantile Marine that so many men calling themselves Able Sea-P'""«

men know not how to use it. If officers would but practise their

men and boys at this occasionally, instead of putting them to

knot rope-yarns for spunyarn, or pass away the watch lazily

making sennit, fewer ships would get ashore through unreliable

leadsmen. Spunyarn can be purchased at a ship-chandler's, but

good leadsmen cannot.

For use in shallow rivers, such as the Plate, where the vessel shoai.«ater

is navigated almost entirely by the hand lead, it is convenient lead,

to have a small nicely shaped lead, about five pounds in weight,

attached to 12 fathoms of cod-line. The line is marked in the
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Unlit I

usual way, except that at i fathoms there is a manila or coir

rope-yarn.

It is unfortunately too common for pilots, when tliey come

aboard off a liarbour's mouth, to order the man out of the chains,

saying they do not want the lead. The writer never perndtteil

this, and squared the matter with the pilot by telling him that

he reijuired the lead hove for his own satisfaction, and to give

the man a chance to practise.

In navigating an unlit and unmarked channel, where the water

«is-how to shoals pretty gradually on each side, the safest plan is not to

larigate.
attempt to steer a mid-channel course, but to zigzag it, keeping a

lead going in both chains. By this plan you can tell ^chich aide

i/ou are ov, and how to put the helm to avoid the danger.

Also, when obliged to thread intricate channels between coral

reef's, wait, if jtossible, till the sun is astern or behind you, and

direct the course of the ship from the foru-topgallant yard or

some such lofty pu.sitiun.

THE SUBMARINE SENTRY

Maximum I'hls is a splendid invention. Its object is to provide a cou-

spetA of ship tinuous ' uuder-watcr look-out '—involving no special labour, and

requiring but little attention—which will give insUmt warning

when tlie water shoals to a less depth than it is set for. The

speed may be anything up to 13 or 14 knots. When the ship's

position is uncertain, it is scarcely likely that, in foggy weather

and near lan4, this speed will be exceeded.

Briefly, the machine consists of an inverted woo<lea kite,

slightlj' over 3 feet in length, and weighing about 15 IKs. This

is towed from the stern by a galvanised pianoforte wire, only

007 of an inch in diameter, but strong enough for all that to

withstand a strain of 1,000 lbs. At 13 knots the stress on the

wire is about half this.

Air anil water Just as an air kite rises by the oblitiue pressure of the atiiio-

^"•»- .sphere, so a marine kite sinks by the oblique pressure of the

water. On striking bottom, the blow acting on a pntjecting

trigger releases the slings of the ' kite," and causes it at once

to ri.se to the .surface and trail in the wake of the vessel. At

the instant of striking, the smlden loss of tension in the wire

sounds a gong attached to the winch on board.

Whilst the ' Sentr\' ' is on the look-out, the vibration of the

s«uDdioK-b<><. wire causes a continuous nittlo in a sounding-lx)X, and the

ce.s.sjition of this noise gives an additional indiwition (if any were

wanted) when tlic 'Sentry' ha.s struck the ground. The vertical
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depth of the ' kite ' at any time is indicated on the dial-plate of

the winch.

Two kinds of 'kites' are issued with the machine; the one

painted black is for depths down to 30 fathoms, and will be more

commonly used : the other, painted red, is designed for use at

depths between 30 and 45 fathoms.

It might be supposed that alterations in the vessel's speed Effect on

would afi'ect the towiuff depth of the ' Sentry
'

; but this is not Sentry by alter-

. , , . ation in speed.

SO : the depth is practically unchanged by any variation of speed

between 5 and 13 knots. As this is a point of the very utmost

importance, it may be well to look for an explanation by con-

sidering the forces which are acting when the ' Sentry ' is being

towed. The weight of the ' kite ' is made equal to, and is there-

fore neutralised by, its own buoyancy ; and the weight of the

wire is negligible compai-ed with the forces due to the motion

through the water. The forces therefore which remain to be

considered are only : (1) the fluid px-essui-e on the ' kite
' ; (2) the

fluid pressure on the under side of the wire ; and (3) the tension

of the wire, which is the result of (1) and (2).

Now, pressures due to fluid motion vary very nearly as the

square of the velocity. If therefore, say, the velocity of the ship

be doubled, the forces (1) and (2) will each be multiplied by 4,

and their resultant—the tension—will also be multiplied by 4;

the three forces will all be changed proportionally, and there will

be no change in the directions in wliich they act. It is found in

practice that a change of speed from 5 to 13 knots does not

cause a variation of more than half a fathom in 30 in the depth steadiness

of the ' kite.' It is also found that, on duty, the ' Sentry ' does "''«" towing,

not yaw about as an air kite sometimes doe.s, but that, on the

contrary, it takes up its position and maintains it as steadily as

a church.

The ' Submarine Sentry '—a capital name for it—is the out-

come of experiments conducted at sea by Mi". S. H. James, C.E.,

of London. Before the instrument was perfected, these experi-

ments had extended over two and a half years. The idea is not

new by any means, but to Mr. James belongs the credit of being

the first to solve the problem successfully. It can be handled by

one man.

IH£ COMMON LOO.

Logs, whether patent or coumion, are entirely unsatisfactory Common io»

in their indications of speed. The common log does not do so
'"''"'* •

M
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badly up to 10, or perhaps 11 knots, but after that it is not to be

depended upon. No two men lieavini^ tlie log will make the same

report, if the ship's speed exceeds 12 knots. The short log gla.s3

runs 14 seconds, or one second per knot for a ship going 14 knots.

Now a .second is a very short .space of time, and it is not difficult

to see that, in consequence, a vessel may very easily' be overlogged

or underlogged to at least the amount due to this interval. This

may be owing solelj' to the dulness of perception of the man who

holds the gla.s.s, and does not take into account the possible error

of the glass itself, the log-line, the heave of the .sea, or the want

of skill on the part of the man heaving the log. It is true all

these things «i/ij/ act in opposite directions, and neutralize each

other ; but they may not.

Again, the common log fails in not affording a conlinauub

record of the speed, so that a vessel may go anything during the

interval, usually two hours, which elapses between two successive

trials. This is not much felt in a steamer, where the rate of speed

is not likely to alter greatly in such a short time ; or if it does,

it can be allowetl for. But in a sailing ship it is a serious draw-

back, and in this respect the patent log has the decided advantage.

PATENT LOGS.

The patent Patent logs depend upon the principle already explained in

log—its defect
5 (jonnection with the sounding machine, hut their results, from t

»nd their ...
causes. variety of causes, are less reliable in affording a correct knowledge

of the distance run, than those of the sounding machine in giving

the true depth. In the first place, they are more consbintly at

work, and .so wear out sooner ; they are liable to be fouled by

seaweed, waste, or rojieyarns, &c., thrown overboard from the

ship ; their indications in a head sea are usually different to those

in a following sea, and depend al.so upon the length of tow-lino
;

they are frequently damaged by blows against the counter in

hauling in, and to this they are more often expo.scd than the

patent sounrling machine: lastly, there is no satisfactory waj' of

finding their index-error.

0(1 .oundmg. In channel, where there are point* of land the distjince between
no form of log which Is kuowu, there is u.sually a tide which renders abortive any

attomi>t to adopt such a inoile ; and in mid-ocean, there are surface

or drift currents depending ujK)n the winds, so that it is next to

impossible to arrive at any definite conclusion. In fact, there is

no known instrument at the present time which correctly give« a

(111 inilii

urrent.
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vessel's speed over the bottom in deep water. Even supposing a
patent log to indicate correctly tlie speed through the ivater, what
about current or tide ? There is no deep-sea log which indicates

current
; but in shallow rivers like the Plate, what is known as

the "Ground log," gives fairly approximate results as to its

amount, provided the speed is not too high, and care is exercised

in heaving it.

"GROUND LOG."

This is simply the common log-line with a hand-lead sub- Ground log-

stituted for the log-ship. When the log is hove, the lead lies ^'^
<'««'-'p"o"

on the bottom without dragging, and so gives the speed over the

ground ; and in hauling it in, the trend of the line at starting

is supposed to shew the direction of the current ; but this latter

is not correct except in a very broad sense indeed, and the writer

strongly counsels the navigator not to place the slightest depend-

ence upon it. It is evident that, to get the correct direction of

the current, the ship must make a mathematically sti'aight wake
during the operation, and her speed must be slow. In a small

vessel, with a lumpy sea, the indicated direction would not be

worth much, though the speed might be pretty near tlie mark.

In using the Ground log, some people go to the trouble of fixing

a crutch on the tatfrail in which to put the line, and underneath

it, a painted semicircle of points of the compass, to show the

direction ; but this, as already stated, is labour entirely thrown

away.

TAFFRAIL LOGS.

T. Walker and Son have introduced a patent Taffrail log, The"Cherub"

which can be consulted and reset as often as necessarj^ without

the trouble incidental to those in which the whole apparatus is

towed astern. It has a novel feature of considerable value : by

the intei-val between two consecutive strokes of a small bell,

coupled with a short and very simple sum in proportion, the rate

of speed at any desired moment is found in a few seconds.*' It is

practically free also from the danger of being damaged iu the

operation of hauling in, as this latter need only be done once at

the end of the passage, nor can it be swallowed by a shark.

In the TafiVail log, the registering portion is secured to the

rail, and motion is communicated to it by the rotator through the

medium of a long tow-line. There is no doubt this is very con-

venient, but it appears to the writer that unless great care 13

exercised in repeatedly oiling the works they would be liable to

* See Appeudix H.
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lieat at a hi^h rate of speed.''" As the ' haqjoon ' and other similar

logs are towed bodily in the water, and so get plenty of " fisher-

man's grease," they are not exposed to this danger. As a matter

of fact, there are no patent logs yet invented which will stand

the wear and tear for any length of time. In slow vessels they

will of course last longer than in fast ones. Unless used only on
special occasions, such racers as the Philadelphia, Majestic, or

Lucunia very quickly put them out of order.*

From this the reader must not conclude that they are to be

abandoned as altogether useless. The writer merel}' wishes to

urge upon the navigator the imprudence of trusting too implicitly

trimaiiut Mil. to their indications at critical times. Patent logs are more useful

in slow steamers than f;ust ones, and still more useful in .sailing

ships than steamers. Young officers not unfrequentiy trim the

yards too fine, and if the strokes of the l)ell of the Tafl'rail log

were timed before and after trimming, the difference would be

apparent. The same applies to carrying an injudicious press of

sail, as it often happens—especially in full-bowed vessels—that

they go faster and steer straighter when " .shortened down " a

bit ; an advantage to everybody except ship-chandlers and sail-

makers. To avoid unncces.sary wear and tear, patent logs .should

onl}' be used when " in with the land." It is found to be a

good plan to wrap the line—about a fathom in advance of the

log—with sheet lead, to keep the latter from jumping out of the

water. •••

The writer once knew a patent log to be totally spoilt by

sand getting into it. The steamer was bound to an American
liiBtance of o o
p«tent log port in ballast, and, as is usual, got rid of a quantity of it over-

b«i'i«t'''

'""^ board during the last two days before arrival. The log was

allowed to tow, as no one imagined the sand could reach it, but

when it was hauled in at the end of the watch, it was found t<i

bo perfectly choked with it; and as the oil-holes, &c., were closed,

the puzzle consisted in how the sand reached the interior. The

log was duly cleaned, and on the homeward passage tested, but ii

.showed about yO per cent, too much distance, and was in con-

sequence put away as worthless.

To ensure the best results, a ' harpoon ' log should be towed

* Tbo wriUr uaed one of Walker'i TafTrail Iog« in a 13-knot •teamcr with Tcr; Mti<
f»clory rcjult* : for Durly t ycir tha Indei-error kept between + -'"^ and 4%, but the \ng

was ODly toned Tor 600 miles or >o at each end of the |>a<wgr, and in obedience tn a

•tamling order it was oiled every eight-bells by a qii.irterm.utcr, nbo ir.ade duo report of

havlnR done so tn the ofllccr o( the watch.

4 Ciaa Ap)><""^> U'
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from the outer end of a small spar—a boat's mast, for instance

—

rigged out on the quarter. This keeps it clear of the dead--ivater

in the ship's wake, and by a simple arrangement of out-haul and

indiaul, the log need never strike the shiji's side on being taken

in for examination.

Mr. Frank Pett, of Dover, has patented what he terms a
" Bridge Speed Communicator "

: in effect, it consists of an ou t

-

rigger which enables the rotator to be towed alongside, whilst

the " cherub " dial is on the bridge, right under the eye of the

officer of the watch. Those who have tried it speak highly in

its favour. The advantage of being able to read off the distance

run without exertion is obvious. The patentee claims for it the

following :

—

1st. The Log dial is on the Bridge under the control of the Officer of the Adv.iutage

Watch, and always handy for reference. outrigger.

2nd. Saving of expense
;
pays for itself in two or three years in the saving

of log line alone ; tows log fan with one-thu-d usual length of line.

Line and Log last much longer, owing to reduced strain and friction

—

strain on log line, when used with the communicator, si.\ pounds at

ten knots—strain on TaffraU log, at same speed, forty pounds, a clear

saving of thirty-four pounds.

3rd. No necessity to haul log in when sounding with Lord Kelvin's patent

Sounding Machines, and so lose record of distance done, at the moEt

critical time.

4th. Fan does not get foul of refuse thrown over from the ship, such as waste,

rope yams, &c.

6tb. Fan and Line being always in sight from the ship's deck, any Haw can at

once be detected without hauling in of log line, thus preventing the loss

of many a Fan.

6th. Owing to fan not towing so far aft as the propeller, it does not get foul

of latter should the ship go astern with log out.

7th. Inde.\ error remains constant at all speeds and all weathers, owing tc

minimum amount of strain and friction, also the log fan working in

water which has not been broken up by ship's propeller.

8th. No danger of damaging fan against ship's siile when taking it in^

9th. Is beyond the reach of passengers.

iOth. No necessity to shift it over from the Weatlier to the Lee side.

11th. Simplicity of fittings. No guys or topping lift used. Can be rigged in

or out in a minute.

Before stowing awa}- a Harpoon log for a length of time, it

should be immersed for half an hour or su in a bucket of fresli

water, to get rid of the salt, which would otherwi.se dry and

encrust the works, to their manifest detriment.

In certain paddle steamers, probably the best measure of speed

is obtained bv the revolutions of the wheels. Most of the cross-
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Speed calcu

Uted by

paddle

rcTOlutions.

channel boats depend upon this method of makinir their runs iu

thick weather, and tlie captains of the coast boats of the Pacific

Steam Navigation Co. make an invariable practice of tabulating

the revolutions between their various ports of call. In vessels

such as the Uolyhcad or Dover and Calais mail boats, where the

passage is short, the vessels of great power, aiid their immersion

always the same, the method is susceptible of considerable accuracy.

Again, men who are going co»i«<a?i^? (/back wards and forwards on

a short run, acquire by long experience the knowledge nece-^sary

to enable tliem to make allowance for wind and sea, according as

it may be iu their favour, or against them. The slip of a screw-

propeller is so variable under apparenthj the same circumstances,

that in boats .so driven the method is of inferior value. Experi-

ence shows that the revolutions of a paddle steamer are to be

depended upon fully as much as the best patent log yet invented,

witli the advantage, tliat the revolutions do 7iot wear out, and the

patent log does.

ELECTRICAL LOGS.

Experiments conducted with an electrical log, made by Elliott

Bros., of St. Martin's Lane London, seem to promise well for it.

J
It provides means of indicating on the bridge, in the chait-

log roo;n, or in any other desired position, the distance run, and
also at any time the rate of speed per hour. Granville's log

may be towed either astern or alongside as preferred; its weight

is about four pounds. This is the best thing of its kind yet

produced, but it has a drawback in respect of price—£18 10s.

Quite a number of similar instruments are now on the

market. Among tlie latest is the Automatie Log Register anil

Log Controller of the Nautical Instrument Compan}-, Stock-

holm, which appears to be both simple and satisfactory.

THE DUTCHMAN'S LOO.

This is onlj' available for slow speeds, say a sailing vessel going

anything betwein two and five knots. The speed is found by the

lime taken by a chip of wood, a cork, empty bottle, or wad of

oakum to llout pa>t (on the lee side) between two marks, the

distance between which is known, such as the break of the fore-

castle and an after-davit, or, preferably, a couple of notciies cut

ou the rail.
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The best way is to fix on some proportion of a nautical mile Table for

(6,080 feet), and the same proportion of 3,600 (the number of Dutchman's

seconds in an hour). For instance, in a " Four-Poster," measure

oS" 253 feet 4 inches, which is ^i\\ of a knot ; then a^^ = 150

;

this number divided by the seconds taken by the chip in pass-

ing between the marks will give the hourly speed : for example,

30 seconds would give 5 knots. In practice, let the mate (stand-

ing by the after mark) get one of the youngsters to throw a chip

over well ahead of the forward mark. When it comes exactly

abreast, he will hold up his hand to the mate, who will note the

time by seconds hand of his watch, and again when the chip

floats past himself. Then reference to a little table, made on

foregoing principle, will tell the speed to a nicety. It mustn't be

forgotten that the Dutch were good sailors, and are still. Before

Admii'al Van Tromp was finally defeated, he gave the English

iust as much as they could manage.

DEAD RECKONING.

Writing about logs and leads naturally leads to the subject Lord Kelvin'

of Dead Reckoninof. Lord Kelvin, in his " Lecture on Navi- •emarks on
°

. Dead Reclco

gation," has put the matter so clearly and forcibly, that one ing.

cannot do better than quote his words. He says :

—

" When no landmarks can be seen, and when the water is too

deep for soundings, if the sky is cloudy, so that neither sun nor

.'^tars can be seen, the navigator, however clear the horizon may

be, has no other way of knowing where he is than the dead

reckoning, and no other guide for steering than the compass.

" We often hear stories of marvellous exactness with which the

dead reckoning has been verified by the result. A man has

steamed or sailed across the Atlantic without having got a

glimpse of sun or stars the whole way, and has made land

within five miles of the place aimed at. This may be done once,

and may be done again, but must not be trusted to on any one

occasion as probably to be done again this time.

" Undue trust in the dead reckoning has produced more disas-

trous shipwrecks of seaworthy ships, I believe, than all other

causes put together.

" All over the surface of the sea there are currents of unknown

strength and direction. Regarding these currents, much most

valuable information has been collected by our Board of Trade

and Admiralty, and published by the Admiralty in its ' Atlas of

Wind and Current Charts.' These charts show, in scarcely any
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part of the ocean, less than ten miles of surface current per

twenty-four hours, and they show as much as forty or fifty miles

in many places. Unless these currents are taken into account,

then, the place of a ship, by dead reckoning, may be wrong by

from ten to fifty miles per twenty-four hours; and the most

accurate information whicli we yet have regarding them is, at the

best, only approximate. There are, in fact, certain currents, of

ten miles and upwards per day, due to wind (it may be wind in

a distiint part of the ocean), which the navigator cannot possibly

know at the time he is affected by them.

" I believe it would be unsafe to say that, even if the steerage

and the speed through the water were reckoned with ab-solute

accuracy in the 'account,' the ship's place could in general be

reasonably trusted to within fifteen or twenty miles per twenty-

four hours of dead reckoning. And, besides, neither the speed

through the water, nor the steerage, can be safely reckoned, with

out allowing a considerable margin for error.

"In the recent court-martial regiirding the loss of the Vangtiard,

the speed of the Iron Duke was estimated by one of the witnesses

at ten and a half knots, according to his mode of reckoning from

revolutions of the screw and the slip of the screw through the

water; while other witne.s.ses, for reasons whiah they stated, esti-

mated it at only 8-2 knots. It was stated in evidence, iiowever,

that the only experiments available for estimating the ship's speed

in smooth water from the number of revolutions of the screw, had

been made before she left Plymouth. If the pres.STire log, or even

the old log-ship and glasses, had been used, there could have been

no such great range of doubt. But even with the pressure log

(until experimented upon, as it probabl}' will not be except by

the Navy, because not needed for thoroiigh practical work except

by the Navy), we could .scarcely tell with certainty within a

quarter of a knot what the actual speed of the ship through the

water is at any instant. And, again, the Masse}' log may be held

to have done its work fairly well if it gives the whole distance

run by the ship in any interval within five per cent of the tnith.

"Consider further the steerage. In a wootlen ship a giKxi

oniiiiary compass, with proper precautions to keep iron froni its

neighlMiurho(xl, may be safely trusted to within a half quarter

point; but. reckoning the errors of even very careful steering by

compass, we cannot trust to making a coui-se which will be

certainli/ within a quarter of a jioint of that desired. Now you

know an error "f :• quart^-r of a point in your course would put
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you wrong by one mile to right or left of your desired course for

every twenty miles of distance run. Thus, in the most favour-

able circumstances, you are liable, through mere error of steerage st?erina

by compass, to be ten miles out of your course in a run of only *''°"

two hundred.

" In an iron ship, if the compass has been thoroughly well

attended to as long as the weather permitted sights of sun or

stars, a very careful navigator may be sure of his course by it,

within a quarter of a point, when cloudy weather comes on ; but

by the time he has run three or four hundred miles, he can no

longer reckon on the same degree of accuracy in his interpreta-

tion of its indications, and may be uncertain as to his course to

an extent of half a point or more until he again gets an azimuth

of sun or star.

" No doubt an exceedingly skilful navigator may entirely, or

almost entirely, overcome this last source of uncertainty when
he runs over the same course month after month, and year after

year, in the same ship ; but it is not overcome by any skill

hitherto applied to the compass at sea when a first voyage to a

fresh destination, whether in a new ship or an old one, is

attempted.

" All things considered, a thoroughly skilled and careful navi-

gator may reckon that, in the most favourable circumstances, he

has a fair ciiance of being within five miles of his estimated

place after a two hundred miles' run on dead reckoning ; but with

all his skill and with all his care, he may be twenty miles off it
; PossiwiitiM

and he will no more think of imperilling his ship and the lives »'^- '^•

committed to his charge on such an estimate, than a skilled rifle-

shot would think of staking a human life on his hitting a bull's-

eye at five hundred yards.

" What, then, do practical navigators do in approaching laud

after a few days' run on dead reckoning ? Too many, through

had logic and imperfect scientific intelligence, rather than through

conscious negligence, run on, trusting to their dead reckoning.

In the course of eight or ten or fifteen years of navigation on

this principle, a captain of a mail steamer has made land just at

the desired place a dozen times, after runs of strictly dead

reckoning of from thi-ee or four hours to two or three days.

Perhaps of all these times there has only once been a strictly

dead reckoning of over thirty hours with satisfactorj' result

Still, the man remembers a time or two when he has hit the mark

marvellously well by ab.solutely dead reckoning; he actually
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fortjets his own prudence on many of the occasions when he has

corrected his dead reckoning by the lead, and imagines that he

has been served by the dead reckoning with a degree of accuracy

witli which it is impossible, in the nature of things, it can serve

any num. Meantime, he has earned the character of being a most

skilful navigator, and has been unremitting in every part of his

duty, according to the very best of his intelligence and knowledga

He has, moreover, found favour with his owners, through making

excellent passages in all weathera, rough or smooth, bright or

clouily, clear or foggy. At last the fatal time comes, he has

trusted to his dead reckoning once too often, he has made a

' centre,' not a ' bull's-eye,' and his ship is on the rocks."

Every seaman of experience will admit the perfect justice oi

these remarks, even wore they not corroborated by the revela-

tions of the Inquiry Courts.

CmptAin johD -A- vcry valuable paper on the subject of dead reckoning has
Miller on De«d Xnmn writtou by the late Captain John Miller, and will be found

in the Mercantile Marine Service Association Beporler, Vol. III.,

page 415. It is also given in the May number of the Nautical

Mujazine for lUlii. The reader would do well to refer to it

Do not forget to look to your log-glass ua well as your log-line,

especially when nearing land. Test it by the chronometer.

Perni»..ciit I^'or convenicuce of testing the length of the log and leai^Uines,

deck marks
j|,^. ii.,,ui,-j.d distance should be permanently marked (with copper

for iiieasur- ' i •> \ I r

ing loK and tacks) ou the quarter-deck ; 23 ft. 4 ins.—the length of a knot

corresponding to a gla.s.s running 14s.—being laid oli'oii the port

side, and single fathoms up to live, on the starboard side. It is

always best to have the leadlines titted with calico for white

marks, biintinj for red marks, and serje for blue marks, liecause

in the dark a man can tell the diHercnco by the feel. Test the

measurements of the lines immediately after use, tvhen (lieu are

wet and well elretrhnl.

The following is from the able pen of the late Mr. Thomas
Gray, C.B., to whom sailors of ull nations o«e a lasting debt for

Ills popular exposition of the Rule of the Road at sea :

—

L. L. L. L.

THE MARINER'S CREED.
TO UK SAID I'AII.V, A.NP AlTED 0.\ ALWAYS,

I understand L. L. L. L. to be tlie symlol or sign for four

things which I jniist never neglect; and these tliing.s are: Lead,

Log. Latitude, and Look-out.

lead linr
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Therefore, I say, use the Lead and the Log ; and mind the

Latitude and the Look-out.

I believe in the Lead, as it warns me against dangers which

the eye cannot see.

I believe in the Log, as it checks my distance run.

I believe in ascertaining the Latitude, as it helps to define my
position.

I believe in the Look-out, as it warns me against dangers to

be seen.

The Lead warns me against dangers invisible, the Log warns

rae against false distances, the Latitude helps to define my
position, and the Look-out warns me against dangers visible.

And I earnestly resolve, and openly declare, that as I hope to

sail my ship in safety on the ocean, as I wish to spare the lives

of my fellow-creatures at sea, and as I wish to go in safety all

my days, so will I steadfastly practise that which I believe.

And I hereby warn seamen, and tell them that if they neglect

any one of these four things, either the Lead, the Log, the

Latitude, or the Look-out, the}'- or their fellows will some day

surel}' perish."
— Hf

Before leaving the subject of sea-sounding, it v;ill be in- The Pc/o'i

teresting to mention the maximum depth yet discovered in the
""**"*'^

Mediterranean. In 35° 45' N., 21° 46' E. (about 50 miles south-

west from Cape Matapan), the Austrian surveying vessel Pola

found a depth of 2,408 fathoms, followed, within a few miles

further east, by a depth of 2,231 fathoms. This area has

received from the Austrian Hydrographical Board the name of

' Pola Deep.'

The temperature at the first named depth was 56'*
; but the

lowest (52J°) was observed at the exit from the Adriatic, at the

moderate dt pth of 415 fathoms.

The density of the water in the eastern Mediterranean is

greater than in the western Mediterranean, and varies but very

little at any depth from I'OSO. The transparency also is very

great. In three cases a white disc was seen down to a depth of

29J fathoms, but in the 'Pola Deep' it disappeared at I7j

fathoms..

I



CHAPTER XIII,

THE MAUINK BINOCULAR AND TELESCOPE.

Ill a work of this cliaracter it would be undesirable, even if

practicable, to enter seriously on all the complex properties of

telescope lenses, and the difficulties—optical and mechanical

—

attending the various stages of their manufacture. But whilst

avoiding the abstruse questions which might possibly get the

Point! to be Writer out of his depth, it will be of interest to the reader to have
diicu55Ki. explained in a general way the elementary principles upon which

the action of a telescope depends. Thus posted, a purchaser will

have a better notion of what he is about, and will be able per-

sonally to select instruments suitable to what may be his special

requirements, for it will be ma«le manifest that those adapted for

one purpose—liowever good in themselves—are not neces.sarily

so for another.

To begin at the begiunmg, it is desirable to say just a few

words about nome of the properties of light

Propeiiiti of 1- Light is the agent which, by its action on the retina of the

u«i'< eye, excitt-s in us the sensation of vision*

2. A medium is any space or substance which light can traverse,

such as a vacuum, air, water, glass, &c. A medium is said to lie

hovio;jeneou8 when its composition and density are the «ime

throughout. A coal-laden ship would ordinarilj' be considered

to have a liomogeneous cargo, though it might not and probably

would not, be so in fact For example, part might be from one

mine and part from another, yielding coal of very diHerent

densities.

3. In every liomogeneous medium, light is propagated in a

straight line.

4. Light changes its direction on meeting an o))ject which it

* The retina U the delicste niembriiic \<y which the bick part nf the globe of the eye ii

liu' ,1, and In which the Ubrei of the optic nerre terminate. It it the runction of the optic

nerve to transmit rieutl imprs-inioni to the brain, which ii the teat of all our teniaUoni.
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cannot penetrate ; also when it passes from one medium to

another. The first process is termed reflection, and the latter

refraction.

A seaman having only to deal with refracting or dioptric

telescopes, we will confine ourselves to the phenomenon of single

refraction.

Refraction is the bending which occui's in rays of light when

passing obliquely ivora one medium to another; water and air

afford the most common illustration of this, witness the bent

appearance of an oar-blade as seen in clear water. The word

oblique is italicised because, should the incident ray be perpen-

dicular to the surface separating the two media, it is not bent in

the least, but continues on in the same straight line as before.*

Reference to nautical tables will shew that refraction is greatest

at the horizon (33' 46" with barom. at 30 inches and air at 50°),

where light entei-s our atmosphere most obliquely, and vanishes

altogether at the zenith, where it enters perpendicular to oui;

atmosphere. See page 91.

Everyone knows what a triangular prism of glass is. They

are commonly used as ornaments for chandeliers, &c., and are

then spoken of as ' drops.' Subjoined are two views of a prism

;

the first shews it ' end on,' and the other as it would appear if

looked down upon obliquely.

A prism.

Most people know also that the various glasses in a telescope

are termed lenses. In section they are of several different forms,

and always more or less prismatic. Sometimes two, or perhaps 1

1

three, are closely united by some substance, such as Canada

• PeTpendiciUar is merely auother eipressioD for "at right anglijs

•yinfounded with vtrlical-

' aDtl must not be
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Chromatic

aberr-ition

Spherical

nbarr^ilon.

balsam, which is transpareat, aud has a refractive power nearly

equal to glass : they are then termed compou nd lenses.

When ordinary white light passes through a simple lens, which

may be compared to a series of prisms with infinitely small faces

like microscopic steps of stairs, it is not only refracted, but is

partially decomposed or separated into its constituent colours, the

ditlercut coloured rays coming to a focus at different distances,

owing to their varying degrees of refrangibilit}'. The focus for

red rays, which are the least refrangible, is obviously furthest

from the lens ; and that for violet rays is nearest to it, the foci

of the orange, yellow, green, blue, and indigo lie between in the

order shewn in the subjoined spectrum. The diagram docs not

shew the focal points.

This peculiar i/(V/)€r»it'e efTect is observed in the rainbow, which

is an arcli formed opposite to the sun by the refraction and re-

flection of the sun's rays in drops of falling rain. Thus we liavo

the chromatic aberration of a lens arising, as shewn, from the

different refrangibilities of the coloured rays into which white

light is split uj) in its passage througii a prism. Owing to the

different focal lengths of the rays, chromatic aberration causes

overlapping images with a fringe of colour, and coiisei(Uent

indistinctness or want of sharpness at the edges.

But this is not alL Even supposing the light to be of a single

or uniform degree of refrangibility, the spheriwil surfaces of the

lens would introduce another clement of trouble, inasmuch as

the rays, which enter near the margin of the lens, will come to a

focus sooner than those which enter near the axis or centre.

This is called spherical aberration or conjuoion, and in the case

of the sinrplc lens can only lie cured without losing light—and then

butpiu-tially—by making its radius of curvature excessively large,

or, in other words, by giving it an enormously long focal length,

wliich of course would be impossibh; wit'n portable telescopes.
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But nf the two defects, the first named is much tlie more
serious, and no way of avoiding it was known until the middle of

the eighteenth century. The fact had, indeed, been recognized

by mathematicians and physicists that every trauspai'eut medium
has a special quality of refraction, and, consequently, that if two combioatioo

kinds of glass could be produced having very different ratios of »' 'enses.

refractive to despersive powers, the defect could be cured by

combining lenses made of these different kinds of glass, and thus

enable white light to be refracted to a focus without being dis-

persed or broken up into its coloured components.

This idea, however, was not realised in practice until the time

of the celebrated optician, John DoUond, who, about the j^ear

1757, demonstrated that a satisfactory objective could be made
by combining a concave lens of flint glass with a double convex

lens of crown glass, in such manner that the dispersive powers of

the two lenses should neutralise each other, being equal and act-

ing in opposite directions, whilst the crown glass, having its

refractive power increased b}' giving to it additional curvature,

would cause the emei'gent rays to converge to the required focus

for magnification by the eye-piece.

Crowv. is a comparatively light glass made of sand, sulphate of composition

soda, and lime ; whilst _/Zi?)i, containing sand, carbonate of potash, »f s'»"

and red-lead, has nearly double the density: hence their different

refractive powers.

As now made, the outer or crown glass lens of the objective

is double-convex, whilst the inner or ffint one is generally nearly

plano-concave. The adjoining surfaces are worked to such a

nicety that they fit together almost as one. It would not do for

any but an optician to take the glasses apart, as they are ground
for a given relative position, and would not be true for any

other.

In all cases, however, the true convergence of the white ray is Figuring

only obtained by a modification in the shape of the spherical

surfaces. In the trade this elaborate process is termed ' figuring,'

and has generally for its object an alteration of form in the

direction of an elliptical section. It requires on the part of the

operator such skill, patience, and care as few possess.

To ensure to the image perfect definition and sharpness, it is

absolutely necessary to have

1. The right quality of material.

2. Freedom from blemish in the material.

3. High-class and specially gifted workmen.
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C astlogs for

objectgUue'

VeciatUily

of senilis.

4. Talented supervision.

To obtain castings of large size free from veins, and homogeneous

tliroughout, is a matter of extreme difficulty. Failures are many.

All this means time, patience, and money, so it is no wonder that

big refracting telescopes can onl}' be produced at great expense.

Hurry is out of the question.

So far, the reference has been more particularly to the object

glass, or objective as it is termed, but this in itself would be

worthless without the eye-piece or ocular. It would be like a

violin without strings.

To all intents and purposes the ocular is neither more nor les8

than a microscope, its duty being to magnify the image which

has been brought to a focus for this purpo-se b}' the objective.

Each, then, has it-s own special work to do: one is a collector of

the light emanating from the object, and the other a magnifier of

its image. The eye-piece is a combination of lenses varying

according to the purpose for which the telescope is intended.

Oni' form

—

tlu diayonoL eye-piece—may at once be dismissed, as

the general run of seamen have no concern with it.

The asti-onomical eye-piece, which is the simplest form, shews

the object upside down ; on this account it is often termed the

'inverting eye-piece.' This, however, is not right, as it is really

the object glass which is responsible for the inversion. The eye-

piece in this case merely takes the image as it finds it, and, after

magnification, passes it on to the observer without rectifying the

position. It has but two lenses, of the kind known as plano-

convex. The convexities are towards each other, and their

distance apart is regulated by a rule which need not be stated.

This particular form of eye-piece takes its name from Je.sse

Ramsden, a son-in-law of Dollond, who, beginning life as a cloth-

worker, subsequently achieved great eminence as a mathematical

instrument maker. Dollond himself began as a silk-weaver.

The Kamsden eye-piece is not suitable for a ship's telescope,

which is intended to shew things in their natural position. To

secure this we must have recourse to the 'crectintj' eye-piece. It

has four lenses, and only accomplishes its purpose bj' sacrificing

a certiiin amount of light, due to the fact that each lens charge-s

a toll for transmission : that is to say, there is a percentjige of

loss at each of the four lenses, or we may put it that the trans-

parency of glass, however pure and good, is not aksolute. There-

fore, for equally ilistinct vision to that obtained with the liamsden

oyc-piecc. the telescope fitted with an erecting one must have a
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larger object glass. Rather than sacrifice light, astronomers

invariably use inverting telescopes, and if seamen could but

educate themselves up to it, there is no doubt that they would

be an advantage in their case also. It is significant that those

who accustom themselves to the inverting telescope of the sex-

tant never go back to the other, though it must be admitted

that the cases are not altogether similar ; a round object like the

sun appears the same whichever side is uppermost.

Of cour.se it will be understood that the lenses of an eye-piece oefinitioa

are subject to the same troubles as those described in connection

with the object-glass, and are cured in much the same manner.

But there is also another dodge, not yet alluded to, which assists

in the cure. Spherical aberration, more especially, is prejudicial

to good definition, so at various points in the interior of the tube

are placed thin discs of metal with a central aperture, the size of

which is regulated according to circumstances. These rings are

termed ' stops,' and their business is to intercept the extreme rays

near the edge of the lens, also to cut off" any extraneous light

which may enter the telescope slantingly, and which, if not inter-

cepted, would produce a fogginess over the whole field of view. Fogginesi.

In this latter duty the ' stops ' are aided by an external tube,

capable of being extended for several inches beyond the object-

glass. This is appropriately named a ' ray-shade.' Should the

telescope be pointed so much in the sun's direction that his rays

would enter it, the effect would be to cause internal reflections
;

to diminish these the interior of the tube is coated a dead black,

and the ray-shade is of course drawn out to its full length.

In connection with this matter of ' stops,' should the object-glass

be indiff"erent, it is just possible the maker—rather than reject

it—may seek to conceal its shortcomings by unduly reducing the

aperture of the ' stop,' so as only to permit of the central portion

of the lens being brought into use. For example, let an objective ESfectiTe

of two inches diameter be ' stopped ' to such an extent as to
oi,i«tiv«.°

reduce its eflJective diameter to 1'4 inches. In this case the buyer

will be paying for just half of what he thinks he is getting.

Imposition of this kind can easily be detected as follows :—Focus

the telescope as usual, then look through it from the big end, and

if, by moving the eye to one side, the circular aperture should be

interfered with, make a corresponding mark on the glass. Re-

peat this on the other side. The distance between the two marks

is the effective diameter of the object-glass. It is usual in all but

the very best glasses to allow a small amount of 'stop,' but if
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L»i.d.iharks. excessive, the telescope should be rejected as a rank pretender.

Tlierefore, Brother, keep your weather eye lifting, or you may be

sold along with the telescope.

The main features in the coixatruction of the telescope having

now been disposed of, we may proceed to other considerations,

and will commence with a very popular error, namely, that

distant objects are seen more distinctly in proportion to the

magnifying power employed. If this were really so, it would be

better to use a small microscope, raagnifj-ing, say 300 times, than

the bulkier ship's telescope magnifying but 30 times. It is not

merely by magnifying/ that the telescope assists vision ; but also,

and more especially, by iyicreasing the quantity of light, which

comes to the eye from the object under ins/yection. For example,

.should we view an object through an instrument which magnified

but did not increase the light received by the e3'e, it is evident

that its brilliancy would be lessened in proportion as the surface

of the image was enlarged, since a constant or ficed amount of

light would be spread over an increased surface ; and thus, unless

the light in the first place happened to be particularly strong, the

object might actual)}' become so darkened by the use of a higK

Subordiiiatiou powcr as to be le.ss plainly seen tlian with the naked eye.* It is

or part*. for this reason that the eyes are undulj' strained in the endeavour

to make out the details of an object, as seen through some ill-

constructed telescopes of high magnifying power and small

aperture.

Under .such conditions flags fluttering in the wind arc especially

difficult to make out, the colours appearing much le.9S vivid than

they should do ; in fact, they look washed out.

How the telescope increases the quantity of light will be ap-

parent by considering that, wiien the unaided ej-e looks at anj-

object, the retina can only receive as many rays as fall upon the

pupil.f Now, by the use of tiic telescope, as many rays can hr

concentrated and brought to the retina as fall on the entire ohject-

glass. No wonder, then, that to look at the sun through a tele

scope of any size without the intervention of a very dark gln.'^s

means instant destruction to the sight.

* If the iinage be u much larger thau Ibo object u the ol^ectglaaa la larger than the

pupil of the eye, the object and it^ telescopic image will npiiear equally brighL Tnie-

tically, aa will presouUy be seen, the mont formidable diOiiulty in attaining very high

magnifying powers, iathat due to the euorinous tiiea of the- object-glasaes which .ire rt

quinil to iuip.irt the necc.«ary briglitncw to the euLirged image.

* Tlie Kmall contrictiK' aperture in the centre of the eye.
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The pupil of the human eye in its normal state has a diameter The pupii and

of 4th of an inch, and by the use of the telescope the retina is ""* "''"*

virtually increased in surface in the ratio of the square of the

diameter of tlie object-glass to the sc[uare of ^th of an inch : thus,

with the 2-inch aperture of the ordinary ship's telescope, the

number of rays collected is just one hundred times as great as

the number collected with the naked eye. For example, the

number of tifths of an inch in the diameter of a 2-inch objective

is of course 10, and 10 multiplied by itself is 100.

To go a little further in this direction. If the brightness of a The power oi

star seen with the eye alone be put at 1, then with a 2-inoh tele-
""e telescope

scope it becomes 100 times as bright ; and with a 4-inch telescope

it is -100 times as bright, because the square of 2-inch being 4,

and the square of 4-inch being 16, the brilliancy is as 16 to 4,

or four times as great.

It must be understood that the size of a telescope is described size, how

by the diameter of the object-glass, and not by the length of its
''«"'''"''•

tube, as many might suppose.

Following the rule as above, we find that the brightness of a

10-inch telescope is twenty-five times more than that of a i-inch.

Thus the square of 2-inch is 4, and the square of 10-inch is 100

;

4 into 100 will go 25 times. In this way it will be seen that

"big Jivi," of the Lick Observatory, with an objective 36 inches

in diameter, receives 324 times more light than a ship's telescope,

or 32,400 times more than the unaided human eye.

Now, it is evident that for use on board ship there is a limit to

the size of a telescope. This limit may be fixed at 2f inches, which,

with a paucratic eye-piece, permits of magnifying powers of 50,

(JO, and 70. The last would of course only be used in very clear,

bright weather, and smoothish icater. It has already been pointed
p^^^^^ ^^^

out that, for the same sized object-glass, the higher the power 6eid.

the fainter the picture; but, in addition, there is the further

drawback that the field of vieiv is narrowed. This latter is a

very serious matter indeed, as it increases the difficulty (always

experienced afloat) of keeping the instrument fixed on the object

under scrutiny', the least motion at once putting it out of the

field, so that a continuous and steady look is impossible. Can

anything be more annoying ? In misty weather, also, a glass

with great magnifying power is unsuitable, as it magnifies the

haze as well as the object, and of course renders the latter even

more blurred and indistinct than liefore.

Hence the advantage of the pancratic eye-piece with varying
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powers, which can be used according to circumstances. A 2 j-inch

pancratic telescope when pulled out measures about 4 ft. 9 in.

With the ordinary eye-piece, and a power of 30, a 2j -inch when

open Would measure about 3 ft. 7 ia The diHerence in the price

is very little. A 2J-inch will show stiirs of 11th mag.

The writer possesses an elegant 2^-in. pancratic telescope by a

well-known London maker, s^hich magnifies 30, 40, or 50 timea

It has two 'draws.' For general purposes the one nearest the

Weiiher regu- obscrver is uot pullcd out or touched in any way, and the glass
lattj power.

\\iqxi magnifies but 30 times, which is mostly good enough ; if,

however, an exceedingly bright clear day justifies the use of a

higher power, it can be obtained up to 50 by drawing out the

small or pancratic tube, which is marked by numbered rings, so

as to indicate the precise power emplojed : the fcKiussing is done

with the other tube as before. The open length of this glass is

3 ft. 6 ins.

Calcutta pilots, who have often to look for small channel marks

when yet a long way from them, invariably bring on board their

own telescopes, and but .seldom accept the protiered binocular.

It must be remembered, however, that the use of these powerful

instruments is, in their case, restricted to clear sunshin}- weather

and perfectly smooth water.

Atmospheric ^ great eucmy to the use of the telescope is the unsteadiness

an.iuiationj jf w^^. ni|. itself. We view objects through an atmospheric

medium which is never at rest, and its undulations—which some-

times even the naked eye can detect—are magnified in proportion

to the power employed. Tlie circumstances, therefore, under

which high powers are applied are often such as to render the

object much less di.stinct than the mere value of the magnifying

power in use might seem to warrant.

It is now time that we gave the Binocular a turn.

In principle it is precisely the stvme '*s the telescope, of which

Ti.e Binocui«r. 't '« tiie simplest form. It consists n.erely of two lenses in each

barrel, namely, a double convex objective and a diverging or

ilouble conciive ocular. It gives an erect image. Having only

two lenses, it absorbs very little light, and as each eye has its own
telescope, still greater briglitness is obtjvined. All this points 10

the special qualification of the binocular for night work. Another

point i»ot without its advantage is that the focussing does not

reijuire such very fine and careful adjustment as in the case of

the telescope, where the manipulation— especially with large

magnifying powers—has to be very delicately doni-. With thi
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binocular, on the contrary, the lencrtheuing or shortening of the

instrument does not produce so decided an effect on the divergence

of the light, and the accommodating power of the eye is ac-

cordingly able to make up for any small error in the focussing.

The use of both eyes, moreover, permits of seeing things standing

out stereoscopically as in natural vision.

Marine binoculars differ, or should do, from the instruments in Fancy »rticiei

use on shore. Such fancy articles as those fitted with revolving

ej'e-pieces, which, according to the particular one employed, con-

stitute them either Marine, Field, or Opera glasses, are quite

unsuitable for use on board ship.

Binoculars, when first introduced for sea use, were intended

exclusively as night-glasses, but, from their extreme portability

and large field of view, were soon found to be so convenient for

general service, that, before long, opticians manufactured them of

patterns to meet nearly all requirements. The binocular is now
so universally popular that she must indeed be a lowly type of

craft that does not possess one or more among the after-guards.

Their manufacture is confined almost exclusively to Paris.

In the binocular, as well as the telescope, high magnifying

power and the acquisition of light are invariably opposed to each

other, and it is always necessary that one of these qualities should

be more or less subordinate to the other, according to the par-

ticular purpose for which the instrument is intended. Conse-

quently, in the Night-glass, where the main desideratum is to

collect as much light as possible, to enable that which is looked at

to be seen with distinctness, it is evident that we cannot expect

much magnifying power.

On a dark night, when sweeping the horizon in quest of ships,

land, or buoys, it is obvious that the greater the area embraced,

the greater the likelihood of picking up the object sought for.

The object glasses of the binocular should therefore be as large object lem

as possible, consistent with a requirement hereinafter to be named; "^j, sukabie

and of short focal length, by which combination you not only

gain good illuminating power, but also the important advantage

of a wide field of view.

From these considerations it will be evident that the proper How to select

way to select a binocular for nighl use is, not to stand at a shop
J',';"^"^"

'"''

door in broad daylight, trying how much it enlarges some distant

clock-face, but to wait until nightfall, and test it by looking up a

dark street or passage ; and if figures, before only dimly visible

to the naked ej'e, are rendered tolerably clear hy the aid of the
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glasses, you may rest assured you have hit on a suitable instru-

ment
The principle aim. therefore, of the night-glasses (as already

stated) being to inlensify and get as much light ami field as

possible, you must be prepared to sacrifice nuujnifying poicer,

vhich should never exceed four diameters.

A simple method of determininf» this latter quality is to look at

any suitable object with one eye unaided, whilst with the other we
use one tube of the binocular. The olyect will then be seen in its

natural size, and at the same time as mairnirted by the instrument

By a little manipulation the two images can be broufjht side by

side, or made to overlap, when it will be easy to see how many
times the mafjnitied image is larger than the natural one.

Another point essential to be remembered—and this it is which

unavoidably limits the size of tiie object glass—is, that the centre

of curvature of the lenses should be exactly opposite the pupil of

each eye; or, in other ivords, that the distance between the right and

left-hand glasses should correspond to the di'itance between the

eyes—centre to centre. This is capable of easy measurement ; so,

in choosing your binoculars, those not corresponding to this re-

f(uirement should be at once rejected, irrespective of other con-

siderations. It is seldom that the distance between tlie pupils

permits of a larger object gla-ss than 2|-inches diameter, as it

will be apparent to anyone that its measure must be a little less

than the aforesaid distance, to allow for setting in the frames.

Hence a good and well made pair of glasses may suit one man

perfectly', and another not at all.

A binocular lias been devised, fitted with a hinged joint con-

necting the twin parts, so that the distance between the barrels

can be increased or diminished at pleasure, to suit diflerent eyes,

but for several reasons it is not a success.

The best achromatic binoculars have six lenses in each tulH*,

three being combined to form the object gla.ss, and three to form

the eye-piece. Such a combination is termed a 'triplet' Medium-

priced binoculars have an achromatic object glass of two lenses,

and a single eye lens ; but in the very common gla.s.se.s, both the

objective and ocular are of the simple form, and the fringe of

colour, inseparable from their use, fatigues the sight and impairs

the sharp delinitioji of whatever is looked at.

Without being in the least afflicted with colour blindness, it is

difficult, when using cheap glasses on a dirty night, to distinguish

with certainty tlie colour of a vessel's lights, especially wlieu the
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latter happen to be nothing exti"a in themselves. Under such

unpleasant circumstances a white light is apt to have a greenish

or reddish tinge, as the case may be ; or a green light, as likely

as not, is mistaken for a white one. It is important, therefore, to

be provided with the best article if j'ou wish to guard against

collisions.

The common long-draw binocular is always to be avoided, as

with wear the sliding tubes work slack, and the parallelism

of their axes being destroyed, the observer " sees double." This

remark does not apply to a binocular of superior make now
coming much into favour with yachtsmen and tourists. It is to

all intents and purposes a small double-barrelled telescope, a Tourists'

condition inconsistent with its use as a night-glass. For day use,
'"'"" *"

however, these glasses are admirable as a substitute for the

telescope, and being easier to hold, recommend them.selves greatly

to ladies, or to gentlemen who have not got their sea-legs aboard.

The high price of the good ones—£10 to £20—restricts their sale,

and, after all, they are nothing more than a compromise.

To protect the eyes from a strong cold wind, it is a good plan Eye shields,

to have the binoculars furnished with a concave shield of thin

brass, made to fit closely to the face, and to ship and unship when
required. Any handy engineer on board can do thi.s, and it will

be found a great comfort to persons with weak eyes.

Many men, from its greater portability, habitually use the bino-

cular in the day time ; but whei'e the distance is great, and the

object small, it has to give way to the more powerful telescope.

Now that it can be obtained cheaply, the best metal for bino-

cular or telescope is undoubtedly aluminium. In strength and

tour'hness it rivals steel ; in non-liability to corrosion it is almost

as good as gold ; and in lightness it stands altogether alone, being

only one-third the weight of copper or brass.

In providing yourself with these instruments, recollect that

each has its own important, but perfectly distinct, function. Of

all things, beware of " Cheap Johns." If you wish for a really

good article, you must be prepared to pay a reasonable price for it.*

* Some years ago the author's curiosity was excited by the seemingly marvellous Gullibility ol

statement iu the window of a shop, in a certain town, both of which shall be namele.ss, sailors taken

that a binocular, exhibited for sale, had rendered an "object" visible at the distance of '°' er^ntea.

ninety miles. This was attested by a letter to be seen within. On enquiry, the "object"

turned out to be none other than the island of Tristan d'Acuuha, which, as most southern-

going sailors know, is sometimes visible to the naked eye at even a greater distance. Tliis

reminds one of the anecdote of the Cockney tourist on the summit of Ben Lomond : on

remarking to his Scotch guide that they could discern objects at a great distance, the
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guiile replied th«t if the other would only just wait a couple of hours or ao, be would bt

able to see sometliing much further siill. Guess the feelings of the tourist when, on

enquiring what he «oulcI sec, he got for answer, "you'll see the moon." Not long s.iice

another shop notice caught the autlior's eye ; it vr.i to the effect that the binocnhir it

referred to would enable a person to be recognised at a distance of five mile's. Now. w'nen

it is known that at that distance a man of average height will only subtend an angle ni

forty-five seconds (three-quarters of a minute of arc), it nil! at once l>e evident that such •

statement is ridiculous.

For some ye.i-s there has been quite a craze for big telescopes, nor is it to l>e womlered

at. I/ord Rosse's famous rellector was the first of the giants, and dates ba't; to 1S45.

Including mounting, &c., it cost £30,000. It has a metal speculum or mirror of 4 tons in

weight and 6 feet in diameter. Its Ivjht.f/atheriug ])OWcr is consequently enormous, Init,

owing to defects iu curvature, its lUfinimj power is surp.issed by the much more |>erfect

instruments oT recent construction, such as that belonging to Mr. Ainslie Common, the

astronomer of Ealing, which has a silvered glass mirror of 60 inches in diameter. This

magnificent teloscoiie, though smaller than Ix)rd Rosse's, is considered by many to be the

moft powerful one in existence.

The prin ipal obscrv.Ttories of the world are r.npidly gitting equipped with refracting

telescopes of extraordinary siie. Washington has one oi 26 inches ; Vicnim, 27 inches
;

Greenwich, 28 inches; Pulkona, 30 inches; bnt. as usual, the Americans out-distance

every other nation. On one of the summits of Mount Hamilton (California), at an

elevation r.f 4,227 feet above sea level, and in an almosphere which, astronomically

speaking, is periect, an observatory has been erected, cunt liniu).- a refractor with whicli

excellent work has been done. Tlie observatory and its appointments are the gift of

.Mr. James Lick, nn Amcric.in mdlion.iire, who left to the University of California

700,000 duls. for the purpose. In 1886, after trials extending over six years, during

which there were 19 failures, the glass discs for the objective were successfully cast by

Keil. of Paris; these were worked to a true fiRure, polished, and finished in 1886 by

Alvan Clark, of Cambridge, near Boston, U.S.A. The objective is 36 inches in diameter,

and cost £10,0''iO. "Vhe tube, which is 67 feet long, weighs 4) tons, has a diameter of

4 feet in the middle, and cost about the same as the lenses. The iron pier supporting;

the telescope and its meclinnism stands about 80 feet high, and weighs 25 tons. This

pier rests upon a massive stone foundation, in which is a tomb enclosing the remains of

the donor, deposited there with some ceremony on January 9th, 1887. The niam-

muni magnifying power of the Lick telescope is 3,360, and with it. at midnight of

September 9tli, 1892, was discovered the 6th satellite of Jnpiter. There would appear to

l« no finality in man's ambition, for the late Mr. Charles YariHS— another wealthy

American— "donated" 500,0(0 duls. to the University of Chicago to construct a sliU

bigger refractor. The objettive is 40 iuches in diameter, and is nearly a third more

power than the ' Lick ' ; bnt, in point of atmospheric conditioD*, the site chosen is suteal

to be not nearly so good.

Refracting leleacopes were invented first, bnt in l>oth kinrls the funiL-imenlnl principle

is the same. The laige lens or mirror— as the case may l>e

—

fc.rnis at its focus a r«ui

imaije of the object looked at, and this image 'a then examine.1 and enlarged by the ey»-

piece, whose function it i« to act the part of a powerful magnifying glaaa.



CHAPTER XIV.

LOUn KELVIN'S NAVIGATIONAL INSTRUMENTS.

1. NEW FORM OF AZIMUTH AND STEERING COMPASS, WITH ADJUNCTS FOR
THE COMPLETE APPLICATION OF THE LATE ASTRONOMEB-ROYAL'S PRIN-

CIPLES OF CORRECTION FOR IRON SHIPS.

In 1838, tlie attention of the late Sir George B. Airy, then ^1,^ foundei

Astronomer- Roj-al, was occupied by important experiments with of present

tlie object of analysing the disturbance produceil in the compass ^y^''™

needles of iron ships. These experiments were carried on for the

most part in H.M.S. Rainbow, in Deptford Dockj'ard. They bore

good fruit, for in two papers presented to the Royal Society, the

first in 1S39, and the second in 1855, Sir George shewed how the

errors of the compass may be perfectly corrected by permanent

magnets and soft iron placed in the neighbourhood of the bin-

nacle. Partial applications of his method came immediately into

use in merchant steamers ; and within the last twenty-five years

have become universal, not only in the merchant service, but in

the navies of England and other countries.

Here it may be said that, although improvements in the method

of correction have been made, the general principle is still the

same.

Some twenty odd years ago the attention of Lord Kelvin was

forced to this subject, through his having been called upon by the

Royal Society to write a biographical .sketch of the late Mr.

Archibald Smith, with an account of his scientific work on the Lord Kelvins

mariner's compass and ship's navigation ; and he therefore com- e^r*""'*"'''

nienced to make trial compasses with very much smaller needles

than any previously in use ; but it was only after three years of

very varied trials in the laboratorj^ and workshop, and at sea,

that he succeeded in producing a mariner's compass with the

qualities necessary for thoroughly satisfactory working in all

weathers and all seas, and in every class of ships, and yet with
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small enough needles for the perfect application of Airy's method

of correction for iron ships.

Theoretically speaking, a compass-card constructed on true

scientific principles, properly compensated for the ship's mag-

netism, and mounted in the right sort of bowl, is a stationary

object in space : that is to say, no matter how frisky the ship may

be, or whether the circle be made under port helm or starl.>oard

helm, the needles should unswervingly point straight to the mag-

netic north. In other words, it is a desiraliility that, under all

circumstances, the compass-card should remain perfectly station-

ary, and the nearer this condition is approached the better the

compiuss.

On account of friction on the pivot— if for no other reason

—

this result could not be even approximately achieved with the

heavy cards, before Lord Kelvin set his wits to work to solve the

Friction mint problem. The old-fii-shioned cards, when experimented upon,
be minimised.

~
,

would not—when dellected—return to rest in the magnetic

meridian ivs they invariably ought to do ; nor even could they be

depended upon to settle down again at the point from which

they stjvrted, whatever that might have been. This was due to

the fact that tlie relation of the needles in point of magnetic

power to their own weight, added to that of the card and its

framework, was not such as would fully control the card. It is

therefore one of the qualifications of a good compass that the

neeilles must be able to overcome the friction on the pivot, or the

e&sential feature of the instrument is sacrificed,

weighi of It is an obvious thinuj in mechanics tliat if you inue a heavy
""*•

weight you have a heavy friction, and if you diminish the weight

)'ou diminish the co-efficient of friction. Lord Kelvin's card

weighs only half-a-crown (2s. Od.) or | of an ounce, wliereas tlie

Admiralty Standard Compass Carils " A " and " J " weigh re-

spectively 3i ounces and GJ ounces—a vast ditference, shewing,

moreover, by results, that the Admiralty .system was funda-

mentally wrong.

Among other devices for securing the maximum of directive

force for any given weight. Lord Kelvin, tiiking advantage of the

fact that magnetism resides princiiially, if not wiioUy, in tlie

Re»ion for * surfiicc, uses a plurality of needles whereby greater surface is

o""*!*'
"' .secured than would be the case were the same amovmt of material

used in a le.sser number of needles of the same lengtli.

Anotlier residt at which Lord Kelvin arrived, partly \>y

lentHliened trials at .sea in liis own yacht, and partly by dynaiui-
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cal theory analogous to that of Froude with reference to the

rolling of ships, was that steadiness of the compass at sea was to

be obtained not by heaviness of needles or of compass card, or of

added weights, but by longness of vibrational period* of the com- vibrational

pass, whatever way the longness may be obtained. Thus if the
^"""^

addition of weight to the compass card improves it in respect to

steadiness at sea, it is not because of the additional friction on the

bearing point that this improvement is obtained ; on the contrary,

the dulness of the bearing point, or too much weight upon it,

renders the compass less steady at sea, and, at the same time, less

decided in shewing changes of the ship's head, than it would be

were the point perfectly fine and frictionless, supposing for a

moment this to be possible.

It is bj' increasing the vibrational period that the addition of

weight gives steadiness to the compass ; while, on the other hand,

the increase of friction on the beai-ing point is both injurious in

respect to steadiness, and detrimental in blunting it or boring into

the cap, and so producing sluggishness after a short time of use at

sea. If weight were to be added to produce steadiness, the place Weight of

to add it would be at the very circwmference of the card, by which
"rrje^

j*

means it would acquire a large moment of inertia, depending upon outer edge

the extended radius of gyration. This would give a longer period

compared with that which we have with a shorter radius of

gyration and the same magnetic influence.!

The conclusion that Lord Kelvin came to was that no weight

is in any case to be added, beyond that which is necessary for

supporting the card ; and that—with small enough needles to

admit of the complete application of the late Astronomer-Royal's

principles of correction—the length of period required for steadi-

ness at sea is to be obtained, without sacrificing freedom from

frictional error, by giving a large diameter to the compass card,

and by throwing to its outer edge as nearly as possible the whole

mass of rigid material which it must have to support it.

• The vibrational period or the period (as it may be called for brevity) of a compass, is

the time it takes to perform a complete vibration, to .ind fro. when deflected horizontally

through any angle not exceeding SO" or 40°, and left to itself to vibrate freely. The time

of vibration is the mass multiplied into the sq\iare of the radius.

t Taking a fly-wheel by w,iy of example, the radius, of the rim in which the whole mass

must be collected without altering the importance of the inertia relatively to rotation

ronnd the axis, is technically defined as the radins of gyration.
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caid.

lu the compass card, of whicli a representation is liere f,'iven,

these qualities are ac<|uireil l>y supportinrj its enter eilfje on a

thin rim of aluminium—a strong but exceedingly light metal

—

and its inner parts on thirty-two silk tlircads stretched from the

rim to a small central boss of aluminium, making thirty-two

spokes, as it were, of the wheel.

The silken threads being an elastic medium between the point

of suspension and so much of the weight as is accumulated in the

rim, the hammering action of the card on tlie pivot during vertical

shocks or tremors is mitigated : and to a smaller extent lateral

8h<.>cks also, but, owing to the threads being in tension, tiiis last

ellVct is not so pronounced. Speaking generally, in being pro-

pagated through the flexible structure of the card, the energy- of

a disturbing force is absorbed and nullified. This object is further

attained by slinging tlie bowl and its contents from an elastic

copper gromnut In the 1892 patent the suspension is difl'ercnt

The canl itself is of thin strong paper, and all the central parts

of it are cut away, leaving only enough to shew conveniently the
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ordinary points and degree divisions of the compass. The central

boss consists of a thin disc of aluminium, with a hole in its centre,

which rests on the projecting lip of a small inverted cup made of

the same metal, and mounted with a sapphire cap, which, in its

turn, rests on a fixed iridium* point, and so sustains the entire

card.

Cap and Bbarino Point.

Eight small needles, from 3^ to 2 mches long, made of thin

steel wire, and weighing in all 54 grains, are fixed like the steps

of a lope ladder on two parallel silk threads, and slung from the

aluminium rim by other silk threads rove through eyes in the

ends of the outer pair of needles. Being slung underneath keeps

the centre of gravity low, which, in its turn, tends to correct the

' dip ' in high latitudes.

The weight of the central bo.ss, aluminium cup, and sapphire

cap, amounts in all to about five grains. It need not be more for

a 24-inch than for a 10-inch compass.

For the 10-inch compass, the whole weight on the ii-idium weight of

point, including rim, card, silk threads, central boss, and needles,

is about 180 grains. The limit to the diameter of the card

depends upon the quantity of soft iron that can be introduced,

without inconvenience, on the starboard and port sides of the

binnacle, to correct the quadrantal error. If, as sometimes may

be advisable in the case of a pole or masthead compass, it be

decided to leave the quadrantal error uncorrected, the diameter of

the compass card may be anything from 1 2 to 24 inches, according size of card,

to circumstances. A 24-inch card on this principle will uu-

* The hardest metal known.
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Improved

Binnacle top.

doubtedly have less frictional error or "sluggishness" for the

same degree of steadiness tiian any smaller size ; but a 12-inch

card works well even in very unfavourable circumstances, and it

will rarel}', if ever, be necessary to choose a larger size, unless for

convenience of the steersman, to enable him to see the divisions,

whether points or degrees.

Specimens of 12-inch, 15-inch, and 24-inch Pole compasses have

been made. The Xaai mentioned may be looked at with some

curiosity as being probably the largest compass in the world, and

would require a bowl like a washing tub. It will no doubt be

properly condemned as too cumbrous for use at sea, even in the

largest ship, but there can be no doubt it would work well in a

position in which a smaller compass would be made to oscillate

very wildly by the motion of the ship.

The subjoined diagram represents the 10-in. Standard Compass

and U|iper portion of binnacle. The Azimuth-Mirror is shipped

ready for observing, and it will be noticed that a small door in

rear of the helmet gives access to it, so that in bad weather an

azimuth or bearing can be taken without removing the binnacle-

top
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The "period" of free oscillation of Lord Kelvin's 10-inch

compass is in England about 40 seconds, which is more than steadinesi oi

double the " period " of the A card of the Admiralty Standard ^''"^

Compass, and is considerably longer than that of the ordinary

10-inch compass so much in use in merchant steamers. The

maximum " period " of the roll of a ship in a heavy beam sea is

found not to exceed 20s., and from that of Lord Kelvin's compass

being so much longer, the tvpo can never synchronise, which is

just what is wanted. The new compass ought, therefore, accord-

ing to theory, to be much steadier in a heavy sea than either the

Admiralty compass or the ordinary 10-inch compass, and actual

experience at sea has thoroughly fulfilled this promise. It has Friction»i

also proved ver}' satisfactorj' in respect to frictional error; so
"'°'-

much so that variations of a steamer's course of less than half a

degree—or, say, the 1,000th part of the entire circle—are shown

instantly and surely, even if the engines be stopped, and the

water perfectly smooth.

With the small needles of Lord Kelvin's compass, the complete

practical application of the late Astronomer-Royal's principles of

correction is easy and sure : that is to say, correctors can be

applied so that the compass shall be free from Deviation on all

points ; and these correctors can be easily and surely adjusted at

sea as need may arise, so as to remove the smallest discoverable

error growing up, whether through change of the ship's own

magnetism or of the magnetism induced b}' the earth according

to the geographical position of the ship.

To correct the quadrantal erroi", a pair of solid or hollow iron Quadraniai

globes are placed on proper supports attached to the binnacle.

This mode is preferable to the usual chain boxes, because a con-

tinuous globe or spherical shell of iron is more regular in its

effect than a heap of chain, and because a considerably less bulk

of the continuous iron suffices to coiTect the same error.

When, in a first adjustment in a new ship, or in a new position

of a compass in an old ship, the quadrantal error has been found

from observation, by the ordinary practical methods, it is to be

corrected by placing a pair of globes in proper positions according

to the table on next page.
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globes affected by long needles.

Table for Correction of Quadrantal Error,

frosi 12 to 16 degrees.

Error to be
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Short needles

Octaotal

deviation

magnetic latitudes, and under-corrected in the neighbourhood of

the magnetic equator.

Lord Kelvin's compass is specially designed to avoid both these

causes of failure in the correction of the quadrantal error: and

experiment has conclusively shewn that, with it, the correction by

such moderate masses of iron as those indicated in the preceding

tiible, is practically perfect, not only in the place of adjustment,

but in all latitudes.

In the theory of compass adjustment the needles are regarded

as being infinitely small. This is of course unattainable, but a

rule may be deduced from it as follows :—that the shorter the

needles the better, so long as they are able to do their work.

When the card is in position, between its soft iron quadrantal

correctors, the needles in Lord Kelvin's compass are small as

compared with the mass of these correctors, and are also remote

from them. Being thus remote, two things happen :—one is, that

they are in a practically uniform magnetic field, for this rea.son,

that, as you increase the distance from the correctors, you get a

greater par.iilelism in the lines of magnetic force, though, on the

other hand, the force is enormously diminished in its intensity, in

obedience to the law that "magnetic attractions and repulsions

are inversely as the squares of the distances." There remains,

however, amply .sufficient force to operate upon a card of such

light construction. The same thing exactly holds good with

regard to the permanent steel magnets for correcting,' the semi-

circular error.

The next thing is, that the short needles do not induce ma:,'

netism to any appreciable amount in the correctors by their

reciprocal action on each other. If they did, it would, to a certain

extent, destroy the intended etlect of the correctora When a

magnet acts upon a miuss of soft iron, the law above quote<l is

motlilied, as the attraction in such cases is inversely proportional

to the distance between the magnet and the iron. When the

corructora are too close to the needles, as in the old system,

'octrtutnl' deviation is the result It will be seen, therefore, that,

with the long needles in vogue before Lord Kelvin revolutioni.sed

the whole busines.s, a perfect com|)eiisation of the quadrantal

error was im}M)ssibl':

When once the quadranUil error has been accurately corrected,

tiiere is no difliculty aliout the .semi-circular deviation, since the

binnacle is provided with proper appliances for effectini:; this part

of the adjustment in a speedy and certain manner, and with the

muiimum of trouble.
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The objection has often been made to the use of correcting Correcting

magnets, that their re -adjustment at sea leaves the navigator
*enet»-

without the means of judging, when he returns from a foreign

voyage, as to how much of the existing error found on re-adjust-

ment depends on changes which have been made in the correcting

magnets, and how much on changes of tlie ship's own magnetism.

This objection lias been met, in Lord Kelvin's binnacle, by pro-

viding that at any moment the correctors can be removed or set

to any degree of power to which they may have been set at any

time in the course of the voyage, and again re-set to their last

position with perfect accuracy.

The appliances for changing the adjustment are under lock and

key, so that they can never be altered, except by the captain or

some properly authorised officer.

Further to facilitate the use of the correctors, they have scales Graduated

affixed, which are graduated accuratel^^ to correspond to definite

variations of the ert'ect which they produce on the compass. Thus

as soon as the error has beeb determined by an azimuth or any

other mode, the corrector may at once be shifted to a position

cei-tain to compensate it. Of course, whoever is performing the

adjustment will satisfy himself of its correctness by a second

observation.

The compass-bowl is attached to the suspensory rings by knife-

edge gimbals. This gives great ease of movement, the object

beiug to keep the compass steady in a sea-way and preserve its

horizontality. But since with knife-edges the friction is very Knife-edge

small, if the ship were pitching or rolling much, the bowl would s™''*''-

be set into rapid oscillation, and its isochrouism with the card

would be destroyed; in fact, the suspension would be too free

for the intended purpose. It therefore becomes necessary to calm

the vibrations in some way or another. This is ingeniously

accomplished by giving the bowl a false bottom, partially tilled

with a viscous fluid—preferably castor oil—which acts as a ' drag

'

on the inner surfaces. Thus the evil which would result from

the over-great freedom of the knife-edge bearings in the gimbal-

rings is cured, not by the addition of weight as such, but by the

action of what may correctly be termed a " fluid friction-brake."

This contrivance consumes, so to speak, the surplus energy of the

bowl, and keeps its motion within bounds. A double bottom

wholly filled with liquid would not have so good an effect as one

partially filled ; besides, in a hot climate it would be apt to burst.

Of course the requisite amount of brake power had, in the first

in.stance, to be ascertained by actual experiment.
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The glass cover is strong, and well secured to the bezel by

means of four milled-lieaJed screws; the latter is made to fit

air-tight to the bowl, so that dampness cannot get in to cloud

the glass ; there is consequently never any occasion to meddle with

the card. The brass helmet is secured to the binnacle rim without

the aid of screws, and can be instantaneously slued to the right

or left to get rough eye bearings—a great improvement on the

old plan, where the screws were alwaj's either mislaid or lost

The binnacle lamps are so placed that the light falls on the Jar

side of the card and on the lubber's point, but not oti the eyes oj

the observer. In fnct. all the ilotjiils necessary to a satisfactory

iMim Ki.i.vix'a Compass
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compass have been carefully considered, and well carried out, and

it may therefore be regarded as the compass of the civilised world

at this date. All credit to the inventor 1 The diagram gives a

good general idea of the latest development.

2. THE AZIMUTH-MIRROR.

Some years ago an important objection was raiseil by Captain

Sir Frederick Evans, R.N., against the use of quadrautal correctors

in the Navy, that they would prevent the taking of bearings b)' its many

the prismatic azimuth-ring which forms part of the Admiralty ="'"='"'»'?«='

Standard Compass. The azimuth-mirror depicted in the diagram

on page 215 was designed to obviate that objection, and happilv

disposes of many othei's also.

Its use, even for taking bearings of objects on the horizon, is not

interfered with by tiie globes constituting the quadrautal cor-

rectors, even if their highest points rise as high as five inches

above the glass of the compass-bowl.

It is founded on the principle of the camera lucida. The Principle

observer, when taking a bearing, turns the instrument round its I'p"'"''"^''
,

^ , It IB based

vertical axis until the mirror and lens are fairly opposite to the

object. He then looks through the lens at the degree divisions

of the compass-card, and turns the mirror round its horizontal

axis till he brings the image of the object to fall on the card. He
then reads directly on the card the compass bearing of the object.

Besides fulfilling the pui'pose for which it was originally

designed, to allow bearings to be taken without impediment from

the quadrautal correctors, the Azimuth-Mirror has a great advan-

tage in not requiring any adjustment of the instrument such as

that by which, in the prismatic azimuth-ring, the hair is brought

to exactly cover the object. The focal length of the lens in the

Azimuth- Mirror is about 12 per cent, longer than the radius of

the circle of the compass-card, and thus, by an elementary optical

principle, it follows that two objects a degree asunder on the

horizon will, by their images seen in the Azimuth-Mirror, cover a

space of r-12 of the compa.ss-card seen through the lens. Hence,

turning the instrument round its vertical axis through one degi-ee

will only alter the apparent bearing of an object on the horizon

by 0''-12. Thus it is not necessary to adjust it exactly to the

direct position for the bearing of any particular object, though as

a matter of fact it can be done absolutely without trouble of any

kind. If it be designedly put even as much as 9" awry on either

side of the direct position, the error on the bearing would hardly

amount to a degree.
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Focil length.

[uct setting

necessary.

If the instrument were to be used solely for taking bearings of

objects on the horizon, the focal length of the lens would be made

exactly equal to the radius of the circle of the card, and thus even

the small error of 0'12 in the bearing for eacli degree of error in

the setting would be avoided. But one of the most important

uses of the azimuth instrument at sea is to correct the compass

by bearings of sun, moon, or stars, at altitudes of from 0" to 50°

above the horizon. The actual focixl length is accordingly chosen

to suit an altitude of about 27", this being the angle whose

natural secant is 1°-12. Thus if two objects, near together, whose

altitudes are 27', or thereabouts, and ditTerence of azimuth is 1*,

should be taken simultaneously in the Azimuth-Mirror, their

difference of bearings will also be shewn as 1° by the divided

circles of the compass card seen through the lens.

Hence, for taking azimuths of bodies at an altitude of 27°, or

thereabouts, no .setting of the Azimuth-Mirror by turning round

the vertical axis is necessary, except just to bring the object into

the held of view, when its bearing will innnediately be seen

accurately shewn on the edge of the compass-card.

This is a very valuable quality for use in rough weather at sea,

or when there are flying clouds which just allow a glimpse of the

object to be caught, without allowing time to perform an adjust-

ment, such OS that of bringing the thread of the ordinary azimuth

ring, or rather, the estimated middle of the space traversed by the

thread in the rolling of the ship, to coincide with the object. The
same degree of error a-s on the horizon, but in the opposite

direction, is produced by imperfect setting in taking the bearing

of an object at an altitude of 3S'.

Thus, for objects fi"om the horizon up to 38°, the error in the

bearing is less than 12 per cent, of the error in the setting. For

objects at a higher altitude than 3S° the error rapidly increases,

but it is always easy, if desired, to set the instrument accurately

by turning it so that the red indicator below tlie lens shall point

exactly, or nearly so, to the position on the divided circle of the

compn.s.s-card occupied by the image of the object ; indeed it

alwa^'s suggests itself as the natural thing to do. In no case,

however, is it recommended, with this or any other instruvient, to

take aziviutJis above S0\

For talking star bearings the Azimuth-ilirror haa the great

advantage over the prismatic azimuth-ring, with its then invisible

thread, that the imago of the object is thrown directly on the

illuminated scale of the compass-card. The degree of illumina-
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tion may be made less or more, according to faintness or brilliance

of the object, by holding a binnacle lamp in the hand at a greater

or less distance, and letting its light shine only on the portion of

the compass-card from which the bearing will be taken. Indeed,

with the Azimuth- MiiTor, it is almost easier to take the bearing

of a planet or moderately bright star by night, than of the sun by

day ; the star is seen as a fine point on the margin of the card,

and it is easy to read oft" its position instantly by estimation to

the tenth of a degree. You will certainly not attain to this pre-

cision on board a ship under way ; nor is it required.

The most convenient as well as the most accurate method of all,

however, is the sun, when bright enough and high enough above

the horizon to throw a good shadow on the compass-card. For

this purpose is the brass shadow-pin which, when required, is

inserted in the framework of the instrument, in such a position

that when the Azimuth-Mirror is properly shipped on the glass of

Contrasted

with other

instrumentt

Stile c

Shade

tlie compass-bowl, the pin is perpendicular to the glass, and accu-

rately centred over the bearing point of the card. A small cir-

cular level attached to the instrument, shewn on right of diagram,

tells at once whether the compass-bowl is out of balance, but in

practice, unless with a strong wind blowing against the mirror,

this is seldom the case. Any way the remedy is simple : a small

weight of any kind—say a penny piece—may be moved about on

the glass till the bubble of the level remains in the centre of its

run, and taken away after the observations are completed. A
shelter-cloth is obviously the right thing in breezy weather.
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Another advantage of the Azimuth-Mirror, particularly im-

portant for taking bearings at sea when there is much motion,

is that, witli it, it is not necessary to look through a small aperture

in an instrument moving with the compass-bowl, as in the ordinary

prismatic arrangement still fitted to the standard compasses of

many of the best merchant vessels. In using the Azimuth-Mirror,

the eye may be placed at any distance, say from an inch or so to

two or three feet from the instrument, according to convenience,

and in any position, and may be moved aliout free!}' through a

considerable range, on either side of the line of direct vision

through the lens, without at all disturbing the accuracy' of the

observation.

This last condition is secured by the lens being tixed in such a

position that the divided circle of the comp;vss-card is in its

principal focus. Thus the virtual image of the divided circle is

at an infinite distance, and the images of distant objects seen

coincideutly with it by reflection in the mirror, show no shifting

on it, that is to say, no parallax, when the eye is moved from the

central line to either side.

Tiie Azimuth-Mirror is fitted with coloured shades for use

when observing the sun ; and for bearings of objects on or near

the horizon, the mirror can be reversed in a second of time, so as

to make the reflected image of the degrees on the card coincide

with the object seen by direct vision over the top of the mirror.

There are, therefore, two methods of getting the bearings of

objects near the horizon, and the observer can please hiniself as

to which he employs. In describing the invention, the word

'mirror' has been used througliout : passibly to some this may
convey the idea that the reflector is a plane glass quicksiiv ered

at the back. Indeed this was the original form, but, finding that

rain and spray quickly impaired its powei-s, Lord Kelvin substi-

tuted what is a great improvement, namely, a totaily-reflrctin"

prism. In "total reflection' there is no loss of light from absorp-

tion or transmission, and accordingly it produces the greatest

brilliancy. A clean pixiket handkercliief applied with ordinary

care will clean both lens and prism.

This little instrument is the quintessence of all that is re(|uired

to obtain accurate bearings of botlies terrestrial or celestial

When not in actual use it fits into a neat mahojranv box.
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S. AN ADJUSTABLE DEFLECTOR, FOR COMPLETELY DETERMINING THE COMPASS
ERROR WHEN SIGHTS OF HEAVENLY BODIES, OR COMPASS MARKS ON
SHORE, ARE NOT AVAILABLE, AS FOR EXAMPLE IN FOG, OR ON A CLOUDY
NIGHT.

About forty -live years ago, Sir Edward Sabine gave a method origia

in which, by aid of deflecting magnets properly placed on project-

ing arms attached to the prism-circle of the Admiralty Standard

compass, a partial determination of the error of the compass could

be made at any time, whether at sea or in harbour, without the

aid of azimuths of heavenly bodies or transit marks on shore.

The adjustable magnetic deflector invented by Lord Kelvin, improve.i

is designed for carrying out in practice Sabine's method moi"e
'"='"""*"'•

rapidly and more accnratelj^ and for extending it, by aid of

Archibald Smith's theorj', to the complete determination of the

compass error, with tlie exception of the constant term " A " of

the Admiralty notation, which in almost every practical case is

zero, and wliich, in a well made compass, and with a correctly

placed lubber line, can only have a sensible value in virtue of

some very marked want of symmetry of the iron work in the

neighbourhood of the compass. When it exists, it can easily be

determined once for all, and allowed for as if it were an index-

error of the compass card, and it will, therefore, to avoid circum-

locution in the statements wliich follow, be either supposed to be

zero, or allowed for as index-error.

The new method of adjustment is founded on the following Principle upon

four principles :— "'''"'' '"""''•''

(1.) If the directive force on the compa.ss needles be constant

on all courses of the ship, the compass is correct on all courses.

(2.) If the directive force be equal on five diflferent coui'.sea, it

will be equal on all coui'ses.

(3.) Supposing the compass to be so nearly correct, or to have

been so far approximately adjusted, that there is not more than

eight or ten degrees of error on any course, let the directive forces

be measured on two opposite courses. If these forces are equal,

the compass is free from semicircular error on the two courses at

right angles to those on which the forces were measured ; if they

are unequal, there is a: semi-circular error on the courses at right

angles to those on which the forces were measured, amounting to

the same fraction of the radian that the difference of the measured

forces is of their sum.*

• The unit of circular measure is an angle which is subtended at the centre of a circle by

an arc equal to the radius of that circle. Such an angle goes by the name of the 'radian.'

»n.l is equal to j.^rf i •" ^7"'3 nearly.
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(4.) The difference of the sums of the directive forces on oppo-

site courses in two lines at right angles to one another, divided by

the sum of the four forces, is equal to the proportion which the

quadrantal error, on the courses 45^ fiom those on whicli the

observations wore made, bears to 57"o.

1 Dse easily The dcflcctor may be used either under way or in swinging the

siiip at buoya The whole process of correcting the compass by it

is performed with tlie greatest ease and rapidity when under way,

with sea room enough to steer steadily on each course for a few

minutes, and to turn rapidly from one course to another.

For each operation the ship must be kept on one course for three

or four minutes, if under way, by steering by aid of an auxiliary

compass; otherwise by hawsers in the usual manner if swinging

at buoys, oi' by means of steam-tugs. A variation of two or three

degrees in the course during the operation will not make a third

of a degree of error in the result, as regards the final correction of

the compass.

The detiector reading is to be taken according to the detailed

directions in the printed " Instructions," accompanying the instru-

ment. This reading may be taken direct on the small straight

scale in tlic lower part of the instrument. The divided micro-

meter circle at the top is scarcely needed, as it is easy to

estimate the direct reading on the straight scale to a tenth of a

division, which is far more than accurate enough for all practical

purposes. This reading with a proper constant added gives, in

each case, the number measuring in arbitrary uuiUs the magni-

tude of the direct force on the compass for the particul.ir course

of the ship on which the observation is made.

Amount The adjujstment liy aid of the deflector is quite as accurate as it

of «cciir«e> pj^n ),e i,y jjij of coinpass marks or sights of sun or stars, though

on a clear day, at any time wlien the suns altitude is less than 40"

or on any clear night, the adjuster will of course take advan-

tage of sights of sun or stjirs, whetlmr ho helps himself also witli

the dotlector or not.

The deflector consists of two pairs of small steel bar magnets be

attached to bra-ss frames, jointed together and supported on a sole-

plate, which is placed on the glass cover of the compass-bowl

when the instrument is in use. The two frames carry pivoted

screw nuts, with right and left handed screws. A brivss shaft aa

with right and left handed screws cut on its two lialvcs, works in

these nuts, so that when it is turned in either direction one of the

two pairs of north polos is brought nearer to, or farther from, one
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of the two pairs of south poles, while tlie other two pairs of north Position

and south poles are all in the line of the hinged joint between the °' '''''"•

two frames. This arrangement, which constitutes, as it were, a

jointed horse-shoe magnet, adjustable to greater or less magnetic

moment by increasing or diminishing the distance between its

poles through the action of the screw, is so supported on its sole-

plate that, when this is properly placed on the glass of the com-

pass-bowl, the effective poles move to and fro horizontally about

half an inch above the glass on the two sides of a vertical plane

through its centre.

The sole-plate rests on thi-ee feet, one of which, under the Soie Plate

centre of gravity of the deflector, rests in the conical hollow in

the centre of the glass. It is caused to press with a small part of

its whole weight on the other two feet by a brass spring attached

to the bottom of the sole-plate, on the other side of the centre

from these two feet, and pressing downwards on the glass. This

is shewn at the bottom left-hand side of the diagram.

A brass pointer attached to the sole-plate marks the magnetic

axis of the deflector. It projects from the centre, on the side of

which is the pair of south poles. This is shewn near the bottom

of the right-hand side of the diagram. Thus if the deflector be

properly placed on the glass of the compass-bowl, with the

pointer over the north point of the card, it produces no deflec-

tion, but augments the directive force on the needle.

To make an observation, the deflector is turned round in either

direction, and the north point of the card is seen to follow the

pointer.

The power of the deflector is adjusted by the screw, so that Power, ho

when the pointer is over the east or west point of the card, the '*^" *"

card rests balanced at some stated degree of deflection, which for

the regular observation on board ship is chosen at 85°. A scale,

measuring changes of distance, is then read and recorded.
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of deBict

For adjusting a compass by the aid of the deflector, the correct-

ing magnets are so placed that the deflector reading, found in the

manner just descrilied, shall be the same for the four cardinal

courses ; and also for one of the quadrantal courses, if the compass

is sufficiently afTocted by unsymmetrically placed iron to shew

any .sensible amount of the " E" constituent of quadrantal error.

When the deflector is to be used for determining the amount

of an uncorrected error, according to principles (3) and (4) above,

the nuiTiietic value of its scale rcailing must be determined by

experiment. This is very easily ilone on shore, by olxservations

of its deflecting power, when .set by its screw to different degrees

of its scale.

Under a good teacher, the practical use uf tlii> invaluable

instrument is soon mastered, and after reasonable practice with

it there is no particular difficulty.

4 NEW FORM OF MARINE DIPPING NEEDLE. FOR FACIUTATINO THE
CORRECTION OF THE HEELING ERROR.

Vertical

Fore*.

'ihe marine dippuig needle is used for comparing the ' vertical

force "• (in shore with the " vertical force " on boartl, thereby en-

abling the vertical magnet in the binnacle to be so adjusted as to

correct tlie heeling error. It consists of a nuignetised steel bar h,

* ' Vurticiil lorce " is a short cipre.wion for tlio rrrtical conipoueut of the rartli'i iiiai;

netic force. It a reckoned ns
| o<itive when the ilircctioli of iU action U|>nn a nA pole i<

(lownwarils. on in the northern hemisphere : and negative when uiiwanls, as in the southern

hemisphere. At the magnetic equator it is tero. 1'lin amount of the vertical force at anv

place is calculated l>,v multiplyiu); the value of the horiioutal force, civeu by the chart of

lines of equal horiiont.il force shewn opposite page 610, by the tan);eiit of the dip as given

by the chart of lines of equal magnetic dip. Thus, for eiiniple, the tangent of the dip for

the South of Englaml IwIdi; 2*44, and the horizontal force there Wing callc<l unity, the

vertical force thore is '2'44. Tile tangent of the dip at Aden is -06, and the horiionUl

force ihire is I 'W ; hence the vertical forre there is irSS, or about -^ of the vertical force

at tlie S<iMth of Rneland.
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supported on knife-edges, so as to be capable of turning round a Marine

horizontal axis tt. Before being magnetised, the needle is balanced Dipping

so as to be truly horizontal when resting on the knife-edges.

When magnetised, the north or red end dips, and a paper weight c

is fitted on the southern half of the needle to restore its balance.

This weight can be slid along the needle whenever a change in

the " vertical force " renders it necessary.

To correct the heeling error on board ship, the instrument is

first taken on shore, to a spot free from Local Attraction, and the

paper weight adjusted, so that with the bubble of the spirit-level/

in the centre, the needle is exactly horizontal when resting on the

knife-edges. There are marks by which this can be eflected.

If the mean directive magnetic force on board were the S£une

as the directive force on shoi-e, the instrument would now be taken

on board and placed in the binnacle in such a position that its

needle would now occupy the place previously occupied by the How to u

needles of the compass card, which latter has to be temporarily

removed. It would then be found, probably, that the needle had

departed from its horizontal position, and the vertical magnet in

the binnacle would have to be moved up or down to restore the

level, always bearing in mind to keep the bubble in the centre.

But it so happens that the mean force is generally from ^V to sts

less on board than it is on shore, and in order to allow for this,

the paper weight must be pushed nearer to the centre of the

needle by ^V OJ* ^V- This can be done by turning the instrument

upside down, so as to make the needle lie along a scale graduated

from the centre outwards. This being accomplished, the instru-

ment is taken on board ship, and the compass-bowl having been

removed from the binnacle, the instrument is slung by four

lanyards, so that its needle shall take up the exact place before

occupied by the needles of the compass-card. The vertical

magnet is then slid up or down until the needle of the instru-

ment rests truly horizontal when the bubble of the spirit-level is

in the centre.

6. NAVIGATIONAL SOUNDWa MACHINES.

These important instruments have already been briefly de-

scribed on pages 168-171, but further details will be both useful

and interesting.

The sounding machines in question are designed for the purpose

of getting soundings from a vessel running at high speed in

water of any <lept]i not exceeding 100 fathoms.
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The difficulties to be overcome are twofold : first, to eet the

difficuiticb. sinker to the bottom ; and second!}', to get sure evidence as to the

depth to which it has gone down. For practical navigation a

tliird difliculty must also be met, and tliat is to liring tlie sinker

up again ; for—altliough in deep-sea surveys, in water of more

than 3,000 fathoms depth, it is ailvisabie, even when pianoforte

wire is used, to leave the thirty or forty pounds sinker at the

bottom, and bring back only the wire witli attached instruments

—

it would never do in practical navigation to throw away a sinker

ever}' time a cast is taken ; and its loss, whether with or witliout

any portion of the line, ought to be a rare occurrence in many
cast-s.

Tiie first and third of these dithculties seemed insuperable ; at

all events, tiicy had not hitherto been overcome with hemp rope

for tlie sounding line, except for very moderate depths, and for

speeds much under the speed of a modern fast steamer,

'i.nofortt Taking advantage of tiic great strengtli, and tlie small and
''• smooth area for resistance to motion through tlie water, presented

by pianoforte wire. Lord Kelvin succeeded in overcoming all

these difficulties, and with either of his sounding machines a cast

in 100 fathoms can readily be got from a vessel running 15 or 10

knots an hour.

The pianoforte wire weighs IJ lbs. per 100 fathoms, and bears,

when fresh, from 230 to 240 lbs. without breaking; its diameter

is only Q'l of an inch. Formerly it was preserved from rusting

by immersion in a tank of lime-water forming a fired part of the

entire machine ; but the Niine end is now obtained bj- galvanising,

and, barring accidents, the wire will last an indelinitc time. The
most recent pattern is shewn in the engraving on next page,

rhingi requir- When taking a cast, not only is the wire seen to slacken on the

ng aitfniion. sinker touching the bottom, but the sound is ijuite ditlerent: on

a dark night this little circumstance is of value, as the drum
must then be stopped without delay. In winding in, to make

the wire lie evenly on the drum, one man should gui<le it with a

piece of canvas.

In the use of the compressed air depth-guage, he sure when
removing the slender glas.s tube from its case to keep the ojyen em/

down ; also, whilst reading off the depth by the box-wood scale,

maintain it in this position (vertical, or nearly so), and take the

MUCfl part of the red mark for reading.
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IMPROVED FORM OF LORD KELVIN'S SOUNDING APPARATUS.

If tlie Barometer stands at 291 inches, add one fothom in 40.

„ „ 30 „ „ 30.

„ „ 3i)J „ „ 20.

>,
31 „ „ 15.

This correction is not needed when the " Depth-Recorder " is

used.

Should the sinker get jammed in a cleft of rock at the bottom,

or against the side of a boulder, the wire and its appendages will
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inevitably be lost. Such an accident must obvioualy be rery

rare indeed, and any other form of sounding machine is equal!}'

liable to the same niisliap.

The main care in respect to avoiding breakage of the single

wire may be stated in three words

—

Beware of kinks.

At all times it should be scrupnlously seen to, when the cod-

line* is unbent from the ring, that the ring is securely seized to

ihe hole provided for the purpose in the rim of the drum. If the

wire and ring are carelessly allowed to knock about slack on the

drum, there is a liability to some part getting a turn, which may
at the next cast be pulled into a kink, and then

—

farewell to the

linker. All that is wanted in the successful use of these machines

is ordinary care and intelligence; lack of these two qualities will

orca.sion the loss of sinkers and temper.

• Smill line, plnited like signal lianlyanl stuff, is preferable, aa it k>>eps itself free from

lurii>. Captain .loliii Martin, Norwegian M Aker.thiu, lias sugge.«te<i a sii!>stitute for the

chroniats of silver in the Kelrin tubei. He u«C'l n water gauge gla»< of the same length

aa the iiraal tube, closeil at one end with a flat giiece of cork, laving a small piece of rag

oyer it, and well co:ited with sealing-wax. A narrow strip of drawing paper, marked up

it.s centre with a straight line by .i copying ink pencil, was shoved up this tube to serve

as a blank scale. The lower end of tlie strip is turned over the edge of the tube, and
kept thus fa.Htened with a piece of cotton to preTent displacement of the strip u the water

is forced up the tube. The guard to pal tne gauge glass in was made from an old con

denser tube, and a piece of boiler lube Rliea With scrap iron and cement, or concrete,

made a cheap and handy sinki.-r. Tlie aniline line indic.ites the hcigiit by discoloration
,

and the depth is read off the boiwooil scale. Used simultaneously with the Kelvin tii)>e

it gave the same depth. A strip may be dried an I use I a^-aiu by making a new iiiie on

it. To prevent kinks in the wire Capt.iin Martin recoiumeuds the use of a fore-runner

(stray line ol hemp with an eye in it like the ordinary lead line. The hemp is joined to

the wire aa follow.^ :—Wind a few turns of the wire round the end oTa belaying-pin so aa

to get a spiral, then worm the hemp with this, filling up the Iny ofttMrope. stick tbe end

of the wire iuto the heart ol the rope, whip it with twine, scrape the hemp into a point

and serve it with twine. This stray line reaches from the winch to the water when tlia

ship is light, >o that when wiuding in it is not necouary to look over the taffrail till the

.laiiip reaclie.s the winch. Then the rope can be taken hold of and tbe lead hauled in by

Daud. The depth-recorder, or aounding-tub« ia hitched on to the sinker.



CHAPTER XV'.

THE MERCURIAL AND ANEROID BAROMEIERS.

As many seamen are but imperfectly acquainted with the

fundamental principles of the Mercurial and Aneroid Barometers,

a short description will not be out of place.

The word Barometer is compounded of two Greek ones signi- Baroment-

.
meaning of

fying weight and measure, and the instrument is used accordingly word

to measure the weight of the superincumbent atmosphere. From
this knowledge, coupled with other matters which will be discussed

in the next chapter, couchiiiions are arrived at with regard to

coming changes in the weather. The atmosphere, or invisible Height oi on

air-ocean, extends for many miles above the earth's surface, ^'-^osphere.

becoming more and more rarified in proportion to its height.

This latter has not yet been determined with any degree of pre-

cision, but in a very attenuated form it is believed by some to

reach even to 300 miles. Beyond this is luminiferous et/ier—an

extremely fine impondei-able fluid, supposed to pervade all space.

At the level of the sea the pressure on the atmosphere on every pressure ai

square inch of surface is about 1 5 lbs., or nearly one ton on the ^** '*'*'•

square foot, and is exerted equally in all directions

—

upwards,

dovmwards, and sideways. Without actual proof, it is somewhat

difficult to believe this from one's own sensations, but there are a

hundred ways of shewing it. The most common method is as

follows

:

Let the mouth of an ordinary earthen flower-pot be tightly Experimept

covered by a piece of bladder, well tied down round the neck. '"''»'f»t'''K
•^ ^ atmospherU

Stand it on the plate of an air-pump, so that the air inside can be pressure.

exhausted through the hole in the bottom. When this is effected,

the weight of the external atmo.spliere, being no longer counter-

balanced by the previous upward pressure of the air within the

pot, will cause the bladder to stretch and bulge inward.s, and

finally to burst with a loud report. In a small flower-pot, say of
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Magdtbure
Hcmiftpherei

6 inches diameter, if a complete vacuum were formed (which, by

the way, is impossible), the effect of the downward pressure on

the bladder—supposing it cajjaMe of withstanding it—would

amount to over 400 pounds.

The same thing may be demonstrated yet more clearly by

means of wliat are known as the Magdeburg Hemispheres. They

are two hollow cups, made to fit on to one auotlier, with an air-

tight joint. When pressed together by hand in the ordinary way,

they are easily separated, there being, in fact, no appreciable

resistance ; but if connected with an air-pump, and a vacuum
formed within the cups, so that the air is only allowed to exert

its force on their oxder side, it will be found very difficult to pull

them asunder, the amount of strain required depei.ding upon the

sectional area of the circle : for instance, if tlie hemispheres

should be H inches in diameter, they will, after exhaustion, be

pressed together with a force of upwards of a ton, and as this is

the case in whatever position they may he hehl, it proves that

atmospheric pressure is exerted equallj' in all directions.

A familiar and not unpleasant example is afforded by sucking
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up sherry-cobbler through a straw. By drawing in the breath a

vacuum is created in the straw, and the atmosphere pressing upon

the liquid in the tumbler, forces it to rush unopposed into the

vacant space.

It is supposed that in the vortex of some cyclones the spirally Vortex oi

ascending currents cause a partial vacuum, and it has been stated
'y''°°'^*-

that during the passage of the calm centre of a West Indian

hurricane, the windows have been forced outwards into the street

by the greater pressure of the air within the houses.

The pressure of the atmosphere having thu.s been demonstrated,

it merely remains to show its particular mode of action on the

barometer. This can best be illustrated by the following simple

and time-honoured experiment :

—

Take a glass tube about 33 inches in length, hermetically sealed coostmctio.

at one end. Fill this with pure mercury, and have some more
""^^^^l'^?]^

handy in a small vessel, such as a teacup. Press the finger tightly barometer

over the open end to act as a stopper, and invert the tube,

placing the end covered by the finger in the cup containing the

mercury, and when well below the surface, remove the finger.

The first assumption would be that all the mercury would in-

stantly flow into the cup. Not so, however. The quicksilver

will only fall in the tube—leaving a vacant space in the upper

I
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end—till the weight of the column is balanced by the atmospheric

pressure on the liquid metal in the cup. It is evident that there

can be no downwavil pressure on the mercury in the tube, since

the tube is tightly closed at its upper end. Ti»e column of mer-

cury remaining within it will be found to be about 30 inches in

height, and would be equal to the weight of a column of tlie

atmosphere having the same sectional area as the interior of the

tube,

low u To put this more plainly—supposing the glass tube to have an
reiKh. ihr

internal transverse area of exactly one square inch, and that the

heiglit of the column was ascertained to be 30 inches, this would

give the contents as 30 cubic inches. Now, one cubic inch of

mercury at a temperature of 60' (Fahrenheit) weighs i9l of

a pound, so that the total weight of the mercury' in the tube

would be equal to 30 x 491, or 1473 pounds, which would also

be the weight of a column of the atmo.sphere indefinitely high,

having a similar sectional area of one square inch. Air, even

ill small quantities, is capable of being weighed ; with barometer

at 30 ins., and thermometer at 62' Fahr., 100 cubic inches of dry

air will weigh nearly lU grains.

Thus we see that the barometer (true to its name) atlbrda a

very ready means of determining at any moment the weight or

pressure of the atmosphere. This is in fact all it is capable of

doing when only the reading at one place, as on board .ship, can

be obtained.

otiiceiiian The blank space left at the top of the tube by the de.scent of
icuiim.

^^^ niercurj' is the nearest knotcn approach to a perfect vacuum.

Excepting some small details, it is in this manner mercurial

barometers are actually constructed. For example, it is necessary

that by means of a lamp the mercur}- should be boiled in the

tube to free it tlioroughly from air-bubbles. A suitable cistern

is of course substituted for the tea-cup, and a scale of inches is

aflixed, whereby to read off the lieight of the mercury in the tube

above the level of that in the cistern.

The reader will therefore understjind that the mercury doea

not rise and fall in the tube merely by its own expansion, or

contraction duo to temperature, but that it is forced to rise, or

sufl'ered to fall, according to the varying pressure of the atmo-
c«i. ie*diiiic gphere ; and that the scale readings represent inches and decivuil
how named. r ' n r

, .
,

parts of an inch, not defjrees ana minutes, as the writer lias

heard them referred to more than once.*

As stated at the commencement of this chapter, the atmospheric

* For mora modern but tew known method of Kale reading* ••• P-
&''•
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pressure or density decreases according as we ascend above the

sea-level, which latter is adopted as the datum-line for barometri-

cal measurements. It does so in obedience to certain liuown laws

which, it should be said, include considerations of temperature,

and not infrequently we avail oui-selves of this knowledge to

measure the height of mountains by comparing the readings Mounuio

(taken simultaneously) of two barometers, one at the base or sea-

level, and the other at the summit. Roughly,/o?" small elevations,

a vertical ascent of 900 feet corresponds to a fall of one inch in

the height of the barometer. The depth of a mine may of course

be measured in the same manner.

If water were used in a barometer instead of mercury, the tube Water

would require to be about 36 feet in length. Water, being 13-6
^^''"""•'

times lighter than quicksilver, would be forced proportionately

higher, and when the mercurial column stood at 30 inches, the

water column would have a height of veiy nearly 34 feet. It is

due to this fact that we are able with a common two-valve suction

pump to lift water out of a well from a depth of about 28 or 30

feet.

The action of a siphon is another instance of atmospheric pres- How ti»

sure turned to account in a very ingenious way. The siphon is
'*' °° ^'^ ^

used to di-aw off liquids from vessels which it is not convenient or

desirable to move, and with care it can be arranged to do this

without disturbing sediment at the bottom—sometimes a matter

of great importance. A vacuum being first formed in the tube,

the liquid enters the immersed leg and fills the place of the

exhausted air; and since the pressure on the orifices of the tube is

in each case equal to the weight of the atmosphere, viinus the

height of the liquid in the respective legs, it follows that the greater

the difference of level between the surface of the liquid to be

withdrawn and the orifice of the leg by which it issues, the more

rapid will be the flow ; and further, that a siphon will cease to

act if the height from the surface of the liquid to the bend of the

pipe be greater than tliat of a column of the liquid in use

sufficient to counterbalance the atmospheric pressure : conse-

qaently, if we were seeking to remove water from a vessel by

means of a siphon, the difference in height between the bend of

the pipe and the surface of the water must be less than 34 feet,

and in the case of mereihry it would require to lie under 30 inches.

The following diagram and explanation ought to make the

matter clear.
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" If one leg ab of a bent tube or pipe abc, of any dinnioter, tilled with water,

and witii both its end» stopped, be placed in a reservoir of water, and if the

stoppers be then removed, the water in tlie reservoir will be^in to flow out at

c, and will continue to do so until its level is reduced to t, which is the same

as that of the liifjhest end c of the pipe or siphon. The flow will then stop.

The jiarts ab and be are called the legs of the siphon, b being its highest point

;

and this is correct so far as relates to it merely aa a piece of tube ; bii; con-

siilering it purely with regard to its character aa a hydraulic machine, the part

ta below the level of the higher end r, may be entirely neglected ; for the

water in tlie reservoir will not be drawn down below the level of tlie higher

end, whether tiiat be the inner or the outer one. Therefore, if the discharge

end be above the surface of the water in the reservoir, as for instance at h>, no

flow will take place.

" The vertical height 60, from the highest part of the siphon to the lowest

level (, to which the reservoir is to be drawn down, must not, theoretically,

exceed about 33 or 3J feet, or that at which the preiwure of the air will sus

tain a column of water. Practically it must be le.'vs, to allow for the friction

of the flowing water, and for the air which forces its way in : and still leas at

places far above sea level, for at such the reduced weight of the atmospheric

column will not balance so great a height of water.

"In onler readily to understand, or at any time to rccnll the principle on

which the siphon acts, bear in mind that we may theoretically consider th»

end of the inner leg to lie not actually immersed heloir the water surface, but

only to 1)0 kept preci.soly <U it as the surface descends while the water is flowing

out ; but may regard the vertical distjince t>r> as the length of the outer leg ; and

A varying distance, wliich at first is b>, ond finally /.n (na the surface of the

water descends) na the length of the inner leg ; and that the flow continue*

only while Uiit outer leg is longer than this inner one. The books are wrong

which say that the outer leg Ik mutt be longer than the inner one ba, in order

that the water may nin at all. The principle then is simply this: that both

thene leg* br and lit being first fille<l with water (the part I'li being considered
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Rt first as a portion of the reservoir, and not of the siphon), it follows that

when the stoppers are removed from the orifices c and a, the air presses

equally against these orifices ; but the great vertical head of water In in the

outer leg be, presses against the air at c with more force than the small head

of water 6s in the inner leg hi does against the air at a or t ; consequently the

water in be will tend to fall out more rapidly than that in hi, and as it com-

mencea to fall would produce a vacuum at 6 were it not that the pressure of

the air against the other end a or i forces the water up ib to supply the place

of that which flows out at c. In this manner the flow continues until the

surface of the water in the reservoir descends to t on the same level as c. The

pressure of the vertical heads ho, ho, in the two legs he, hi, being then equal, it

ceases."

It may he added that, to entirely drain the reservoir, the outer leg would

require to be longer than the inner one.

For many reasons a water barometer is unserviceable for scien- water

tific purposes, but experiments, attended with a certain amount ^"o""'*'

of success, are being tried with glj'cerine as a substitute. Mer-

curial barometei's are not most in demand for use on board ship

being superseded by the handier and more sensitive Aneroid.

It is often difficult to find a suitable spot for the mercurial

barometer in the confined cabins of vessels. They are apt to be

ifnocked against and broken. To avoid this, it is not uncommon P.ecautions

to see them suspended inside the skylight—the worst possible mercurial bar

place. To indicate truly, the sun must not shine on the instru- ""^'er.

ment, nor should it be exposed to currents of air, as is almost

certain to happen in such a situation, and in whicli, moreover, it

is not as accessible as it ought to be. Again, should a chance sea

break the skylight, the barometer will also come to grief.

Unless the instrument hangs truly vertical, the level of the

mercury within the tube will be too high. For this reason, there-

fore, when the ship is rolling, it must on no account be steadied

or held in the hand whilst being read off". If anything, such as

spiral springs or elastic bands, interfere with its free movement,

the readings will be erroneous.

We next come to the Aneroid. This word is derived from

three Greek ones, signifying " not of the fluid form," or " without

moisture." Where observations are not required for strictly

scientific purposes, it is a convenient instrument for use afloat.

It is more portable, and occupies much less room ; for example, Portability

it may be kept in a drawer, on a shelf, or fastened to a panel

near one's bed, so as to be visible without efibrt. As already

stated, it is more sensitive than the mercurial barometer, and at Sen.iti»eness

all times—more especially in heavy weather—easier to read.
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In the Aneroid, fluctuations of the atmosphere are measured by
its varying pressure on an elastic metallic box, from which almost

all the air has been witlidrawn, and which is kept from complete

collapse by a strong spring. The exterior of this vacuum chamber,

as it might be called, is so connected by multiplying levers and

springs with the pointer which traverses the face of the instru-

ment, that the slightest increase or diminution of pressure is at

once unmistakably indicated.

From the perfection of make arrived at, and its great porta-

bility, the Aneroid has been very commonly used in the detcrinin-

atioii of mountain heights; also by engineers for contouring, and

roughly a'jcertaining differences of level in a liilly countr}', when
running what are termed "trial lines" as a preliminary toaclo.se

survey for a new railway. For these purposes the face of the

instrument is graduated on both an inner and outer circle, the one

corresponding to inches of mercury, and the other to so many
feet of elevation. Taking 30 inches as zero, a reading of 18

inches would correspond to an elevation of close upon 14,000

feet. Mr. K. Whymper, of mountain-climliing celebrity—during

his travels amongst the Great Andes of the Equator— made
exhaustive investigations which, combined with liis subsequent

workshop experiments, prove conclusively that for height-measur-

ing at great altitudes the Aneroid is very unreliable, and that

invarialily it gives the height greater than it really is. He also

found that, on being quickly subjected to considoi-able difference

of pressure, its first indications were very different to those ob-

tained a few weeks later, though the pressure to which it was

last submitted had not changed in the interval. To use Mr.

Whymper's expression, a "state of repose" is not arrived at by

the instrument for quite a long period—perhaps months. It re-

mains to be seen whether some clever mechanician CJin overcome

this di'fect ; Mr. Wiiyinpia- is sanguine that, at all events, it can

be iliminished : meanwhile, the Aneroiil is the easier in.strument

for use on board ship. The Aneroid, however, lias a nasty knack

of varying its index error, and must be frequently compared

with a standard mercurial barometer.

As the delicate mechanical parts are liable to svitler from rust,

we.-ir and tear, and other causes, it should, as a precaution, be

occasionally compared with a standard mercurial barometer.

It is just as well that seamen should know that the Aneroiil

can at any time be easily adju-ited to a higher or lower reading

Ijy a deep-set screw at the back. By carefully turning this screw

to the right or loft with a bradawl, the pointer can be moved in

the required direction. Before setting a com^e/wa<ci/ Aneroid by
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a standard mercurial barometer, the reading of the latter should

be corrected for temperature by the table for this purpose.*

A full description of the Aneroid, with illustration, is given

in Allingham's Manual of Marine Meteorology.

Temperature
of thermometer

attached to

mercurial barometer.
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OOEAN METEOKOLOQT.
" The most difficult problem of Astronomy becomes simplicity il*elf when compared

with the extraordinarily complex agents thai are in operation even nitb the limplMt
meteorologic.il phenomena "—Sin ROBIRT Ball, Royal Astronvmtr of Ireland.

UndouLteilly in tlie days of long ago Astronomy was in much
tlie same precarious position as ileteorolorr^v is to-daj- : but just

as a Kepler and a Newton evolved order out of chaos in

Astronomy, so we are justified in expecting tlie advent of

mathematical precision for Meteorology.

If hopes were dnpes, fean may b« liars

;

It may be, in yon smoke concealed,
Yfvur comrades rhass e'en now the fliers.

And, but for yoa, poiaess the held.— CVmi^A.

Since the days of Fitzroy, the TTnselfisli, who waa amonir the

lirat in the United Kingdom to set the l>all rolling, Meteorology.

;is a subject of general interest, has received a vast amount of

attention from all sorts and conditions of men. Quite an army
of co-operators, unpaid and paid, both afloat and ashore, have
oViserved and noted down meteorological observations at regular

intervals daily with varying degrees of exactitude. Theso

valuable records have been forwarded from time to time to

the world's Meteorological or Hydrographical Offices; and the

results of the detailed discussions thereof, incorporated in official

publications, have been pul'lished for the tienefit of seafarers

and others. The shelves of W eather Offices groan with undis-

cussed ob.scrvations, yet the cry is still t])ey come : and it i?

very difficult, if not altogether impossible, to formulate a plan

which shall prevent such a regrettable accumulation of data

without the remedy proving worse than the disease.

Though slow to advance, and inexact in a great measure,

Mi-tcorology has evinci-d a tendency towards greater certainty

since Wrinlclee first appeared ; and this, more especially, in that

portion which is of the utmost importance to the seaman.

Points which were doubtful have been more nearly determined
;

some vaunted theories have proved full of fallacies, while other

theories are now generall}' acceptetl ; and. altogether, the worM
is not so hopelessly involved in a meteorological maze as

appeared to be the case when the late Admiral Fitzroy was
entrusted with the foundation and the conduct of a Hritish

Meteorological Office.

Laws once dogmatically put forward by shore-dwellers, in

opposition to the com|>etent conclusions of intelligent and

experienced seafarers, have been demonstrated to be but
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partially true, to require much modification, and to have many
unsatisfactory links in the cliain of proof and of argument.
'I'his is similar to the experience of pioneers in ever}- branch
of science, but incomplete deductions have to serve until some-
thing more reliable is given in lieu. The earlier writers on the
laws of storms—such as Capper, Piddington, Redfield, Reid, and P'o"«" z*^''

Thom—made some erroneous inferences from the scanty data at

llieir command, as might be expected ; but they are entitled to

all honour and respect for the zeal and capacity with which
they undertook sucli an arduous task, as the amount to unlearn
was perhaps greater than the amount to learn. Paste-pot and
scissors have ever been to the fore in Meteorology ; originalitj^

in method is sometimes regarded with disfavour ; and scarcely

any improvement has been made by more modern men on the
system of discussion adopted by Piddington and Redfield,

although the books of those early writers on the laws of storms
have necessarily become almost obsolete owing to the efflux

of time.

Tlie reader, however, must not jump to the conclusion that Plenty of room

we have arrived at the summit of meteorological knowledge, °" "" '"''

and that henceforth all will be plain sailing. There is still

plenty of scope for inquiry over the Pacific Ocean, the South
Atlantic, the Indian Ocean, the Bay of Bengal, and the Arabian
Sea; but the beaten track is not by any means that which will

lead to reliable results, if any. Many will agree with Sir

Robert Ball as to the numerous variables in the complex
problem of Aleteorology

;
yet, curiously enough, many a shore-

dweller of merely meagre capacity poses as a born meteorologist.

Astronomers, Chemists, Electricians, Engineers, and others who
combine theory with practice, have brought their several

branches of science to that satisfactory stage where almost
all of the facts are expressed in mathematical formulae, easy

of demonstration or otherwise ; but, thus far, the weather has

defied every attempt to reduce its laws to algebraical ex-

pressions, although thousands of precisely similar series of

circumstances must have been placed on record since the in-

vention of the barometer and the thermometer. The unknown
quantities are so numerous and so seldom regarded, the known
are so little understood, that it is next to impossible to say
exactly the kind of weather which will follow any particular

change in the atmospheric conditions. Too often the scaftblding

used for construction is confounded with the meteorological ship

herself ; or, to put it in more popular terms, the wood cannot be Weather

seen for the trees. Taking the weather of the British Isles,
"'*^'^*'' ''

by way of example, it is only within the past thirty years,

wnsequent on the spread of telegraphic communication and a

sarefully organized system of reports made from all parts of

Europe to a central office in London, that it has become possible

^0 keep a close watch on the progress of weather changes in
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the vicinity. Without tele^r.-ijjhy W'.-ather forecivsting would be

but a niiinr ! Daily weather clmrts are now familiar to most
people; and from a study of similar charts, embracinj; a large

oceanic area to the westward of Ireland, it has been proved

that the weatlur of Western Europe is principally dependent
U[)on travelling atmospheric disturbances which reach the coasts

of the United Kingdom after having passed eastwar.l over the

Atlantic for some distance.

Uoitrj Our home- trade seamen are more especially interested in

British weather, altliou;4h deep-water vessels when making or

leaving the land are equally concerned; but, to master its

subtleties, an intimate knowledge is nece.ssary of the atmospheric
Conditions which prevail over the Atlantic to the westward, the

circumstances leading up to the birth of a storm, and the wa_vs

iti which the various weather systems act each on the other.

The first of these, owing to the lack of outlying islands between
Ireland and Newfoundland, for many years appeared to be

impossible of attainment. Of recent years wireless telegraphy

has become an accomplished fact ; and it has evidently come to

stay, because quite a number of large steamships are now fitted

with the necessars" apparatus which enables them to keep in

coiiimuicatiou with the shore or with passing ships possessing

similar apparatus. The utility of this system is, however,
liinied to a c«;rtain radius, and it remains for Marconi, or some
other genius, to devi.se a plan whereby wireless telegraphy will

keep seamen on the coasts of the world in close touch with the

weather conditions along the route they wish to follow. A
storm warning from a shore station is far from commendable,
consequent on local conditions, and it is indispensable that it be

both seamanlike and certain.

A few years ago our near kindred on the other side of the

iiiift North Atlantic, under the auspices of the A* if York Hetald,
used obligingly to cable across to the United Kingiiom the de-

parture of storms travelling eastward towards our shores. The
results clearly iixlicated that, after a cyclonic storm had left the

continent of Nt)rth America, not even those posing as expert^
could predict with any degree of accuracy worth mentionini,'

jtist what woulil hap|>en to the meteor. Sometimes tlie system
would diverge inexplicably to the north, sometimes to the south,

of the path predicted for it; sometimes it seemed to disappear
entirely in mid-ocenn; sometimes its progress was retarded and
again accelerated; and when one did manage to fetch across, it

was either some hours ahead of time or as many hours behind
time. Occasionally storms left the United States full of furv
and bent on mischief, but something intervened during the
pas-sage and they reached our shores harmless enough; and at

other times the meteor of little importance on the east coast of

Morth America developed energy—as the cant )ihrnse goes—on
the trip across, and the force of the wind attaineil to almost that

Storm
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of a. liurricajie by the time the English Chauuel was reached.
Lastly, storms were sometimes generated in mid-ocean, remote
from the New World as from tiie Old, and of these the
Amei'icaus had not the least knowledge. The New York Herald
weather predictions were theoretically praiseworthy, but were
ahead of their time, and they proved most unreliable. Inasmuch
as modern weather forecasting is but weather telegraphy writ
large, and having due regard to tlie fact that wireless telegraphy
is becoming more and more common at sea between large liners

themselves and with shore stations, the near future may find

a modified New York Herald system quite satisfactory. The
British Meteorological Office essayed the task of testing the

New York Uerald storm warnings, did not discover much aoree-

ment between the predictions and the actual experience, and
decided to ignore them altogether as misleading. " Under any
circumstances," sa^'^s tlie report, "in the present state of our
knowledge, the aid derived from such trans-Atlantic messages
must be very slight, and at times the knowledge that a deep
depression had left the United States had caused the premature
issue of warnings to our coasts, and a consequent failure, which
would otherwise have been avoided." It might logically be urged,
however, that a competent weather forecaster, who is presum-
ablj' familiar with every type of weather and its antecedent
conditions, ought not to be induced to act like a tyro by the

sight of a scare headline. Cable advices of the weather sent

from the United States are not likely to be of much use in wireless

forecasting United Kingdom weather, unless backed up by Telegraph*

wireless messages from ships in telegraphic touch from shore
to shore ;

and this conclusion is fully sustained by a careful

study of a long series of synchronous weather charts of the
North Atlantic, which give a graphic representation of matters
meteorological prevailing over the whole oceanic area at

Greenwich Mean Noon—after the event, of course.

So far back as 1847, Redfield seems to have suggested the
use of the electric telegraph in weather forecastintf ; but the
late Admiral Fitzmy may rightly be looked upon as the pioneer
of this utilitarian branch of science, based upon actual obser-

vations transmitted by telegraph from remote stations to a

central weather office, to be discussed there and the information
issued to the seaports (as regards storms) when deemed necessary.

Americans are most favourably situated for weather prediction,

inasmuch as the majority of their storms originate near the
" Rockies," travel eastward over many a league of territorj'-,

and are, therefore, amenable to telegraphic forecasting well in

advance. It is quite another matter wlien storms say good-bye
to the land of their birth, and are shot off on an ocean trajectory

of three thousand miles. The gunner's aim may be bad, or the Failure o( long

powder may be either damp or too dry ; result, more harm than range weathei

good to those on this side who hoped to profit by the prediction. forecasts
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In 1871 the Anglo-American Telegraph Company brouc,'lit to a
conclusion a system of weather messages sent to Englaml from
Heari's Content, Newfouuillaml, whicli had |>roved unsatisfactor}'

for various reasons, local and otht;rwise. H.M.S. Brij'h was
anchored for six weeks in 1869 at the mouth of the Enfflish

Channel as a storm-warning vessel ; but this very costly

attempt was perforce abandoned because, as was alleged, the
experimenters were unable tQ maintain the telegraphic con-

nection in working order. Captain W. Parker Snow once
suggested a trans-Atlantic cordo;i of ships, moored in some way
at intervals of 500 miles, which should be in electrical com-
munication with each other and with the land at either end of

the system. Morse, of telegraph fame, went even further than
this tiiglit of a perl'ervid imagination. He propo.«ed that buoys,

titted with ek-ctrically .self-registering apparatus, should be

substituted for ships and their expatriated crews; and, by this

means, the record of matters meteorological would be registered

automatically at the nearest station on land coupled up with

the buoys, anchored at short intervals all along the great ocean
highway which divides, yet unites, the United Status and the

United Kingdom.
The British Meteorological Office has very many special

meteorological log-books on its shelves which were kept on
board vessels in the Atlantic by officers and masters in close

co-operation, and a critical overhauling thereof by a nautical

expert " would pi^Tchance determine whether, and how often, a

Campania, or a Paria, might give reliable storm warnings at

either end of the journey, provided every etibrt were made to

obtain such information immediately upon arrival at Queens-
town, Southampton, and New York."* Much has happened
since 1S91—thanks to Marconi, l)e Forest, and electricians of

like calibre. The London Vaily Telefjntpli for siane time

jiublislu'd information of this n.nturc, obtained from the fast

steamers arriving within wireless striking distance of the United

Kingdom shore stations; but this new departure was not an

unqiialitied success owing to limits imposed by the apparatus,

ind was abandoned iu Auiiust, 1906.

Prior to the advent of Kedtield (a naval architect of New
fork) and Piddington (an English seaman), acc\irac}- was denied

to the laws of storms. Probably the first hurricane on record

is that experienced by the caravels of Chri.stopher Columbus,

not far from the Azores, iu February, 1493. In 1698, a P.ritish

merchant shipmaster named Langf'ird called attention to the

close relationship lutwein a West India hurricane and a whirl-

wind, and pointed out that warnings of storms sent to the more

western i.slands from Dominica and Su Vincent were not in-

• Foruattin't of Octan Svnns. awi the U'l mtlhnh </ makinj tueh h'nrteailt avail-

obit to Commejct. \if Wii.Uau Ai.LlKailMl. K<i|>ort nf tli« International Meteorological

Congreaa. Waahiugtou, DC, Weather Bureau. 18M.
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frequently justified by subsequent weather. He used to get oid time

underway and run out before the northerly gale in anticipation
^5''^''>'"»'<'8y

of a shift to the south-west, which wind would brini;- his vessel

back to port. Over three hundred years ago seafarers had
grasped the main facts underlying the laws of storms, but the

electric telegraph and State-supported meteorological offices

were then far below the horizon of progress. In July, 1G87,

one of England's sterling seaman, William Dampier, had fully

recognised that the hurricanes of the West Indies and the

typhoons of the Far East are very nearly related. " For my
part," wrote that old sea-dog of pleasant memory, " I know no
difference between a Hurricane among the Caribee Islands in

the West Indies and a Tufibon on the coast of China or in

the East Indies, but only the name." In July, 1747, Benjamin
Franklin, patriot and philosopher, pointed out that " the air is

in violent motion in Virginia before it moves to Connecticut,

and in Connecticut before it moves at Cape Sable." As ships

increased in numbers, and more reliable instruments came into

use on board of them, the paths of inquirers into matters

pertaining to ocean meteorology became less difficult to follow;

but it was reserved for W. C. Redfield, of New York, in 1831,

to demonstrate much that had hitherto rested upon assumption,

and to dispose of much that was erroneous. Modern weather-

workers have adhered slavishly to his method of inquiry, as a

rule ; and, as a consequence perhaps, the laws of storms are

almost precisely as they were handed to posterity by Redfield

and Piddington. They collated information from ships' log-

books with respect to the subject under discussion, and laid

down the data in geographical position on large daily charts

by the aid of suitable symbols. Redfield devoted his attention

more especially to cyclonic storms of the North Atlantic, while

Piddington did the same for the Indian Ocean. To Piddington

we owe the expressive term cyclone as applied to revolving

storms, which he derived from the general significance of the

Greek word kkJkXoi, as inclusive of any closed curve. Synchronous
Since the days of Redfield and Piddington the system of charu.

oceanic weather discussion through the intermediary of syn-

chronous charts has often been followed in the United Kingdom
and elsewhere ; although, in so far as the Atlantic is concerned,

nothing new and true has been added thereby to the world's

knowledge of matters meteorological. In 1S82 the then

Meteorological Council of the Royal Society, which controlled

the destinies of the British Meteorological Office, determined

upon a series of synchronous charts of the North Atlantic to

cover the whole thirteen months, day by da,}', from 1st August,

1882, to 31st August, 1883, on a scale never hitherto possible.

To Lieutenant Weyprecht of the Austrian Service is doubtless

due the conception of this vast undertaking of an international

natui'e «mbracing a considerable number of circuinpolar stations
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at that time available. The Eno^lish authorities appealed to the

rornmanders of ship3 for the necessary particulars ou specially

prepared forms suppliC'l by the Meteorological Otfice; a nautical

expert was detached to visit ships at London and Liverpool,

together with the principal shipping offices at l>oth ports; and
the response was all tliat could be desired, along the beaten
tracks, even by the most optimistic. Data were obt-iined

from 3,000 ships, on 11,236 forms, or 8G4 for each of the

thirteen months of the period, thus giving an average of more
than 400 observations daily from ships of all nations in the

North Atlantic. Land stations on both sides of the oceanic area

were also pressed into the service to the number of about ^-iOO

each day. Hence, in the preparation of the " Synchron"Us
Weather Charts of the North Atlantic an<l Adjacent Continents,"

afterwards published by the London Meteorological Office, not

fewer than 700 sets of meteorological synchronous observatic'na

were dealt with on the chart for each day. Among the land

stations there were quite a number in high northern latitudes;

and the nautical expert having contined hi.s ertbrts to shipti of

every nation, especially sailing vessels, other than the regular

liners between the United States and the United Kingdom, the

observations south of that beaten track were well reptesentol

Hence it follows that the weather conditions repre.sented on
those charts should convey a far more accurate idea than
anything of the kind attempted before or since based almost

solely upon oi'servations obtained from ships traversing the

North Atlantic between the 30th and 50th parallels of North
Latitude.

A very violent storm having crossed the British Islee on
September 1st to 3rd, 1883, these three days were added i'>

the period originally chosen; so that the series eomprised 399
days' charts representing the state of the weather at Noon,
Greenwich Mean Time, each day, over an area extending from
the Kijuator to the Polar Regions, and from the Pacific Coa.st of

North America to the eiustern confines of Kurope. 'J"he labour

of reducing the observations and compiling the charts can he

but imperfectly imagined. Not one-third of the amount of

data utilised in this series had been available for any previous

discussion of a like nature. Numbers, however, are a very

misleading test as reganls synchronous cliarts, inasmuch a,s

wlnre several ships are in company, or even in close proximity,

they are not of any more value than one reliable observation.

Hence it is matter for congratulation that both to the north

and to the south of the zone frequented by shipping the total

number of observations available from ships at sea wa-s

decidedly in excess of the average.

'I'o confuse the issue as little as possible, the meteorological

conditions of each day were represented on two adjacent chart*.

On one were set forth the distribution of atmospheric pressure
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as evidenced by the readings of the barometer, the direction

and force of the wind, and the state of the weather; while on
the other were i,'iveii the temperature of the air in the sliade

and also the temperature of the sea surface. It matters not
where this series of meteorological charts is opened, the same
feature of ceaseless activity and incessant change is apparent;

for not any two days are exactly alike. Isobars, or lines of

equal barometic pi'essure, are drawn through the geographical

positions on the charts at which the barometer reading in the

vicinity are the same, just as the 100 fathom line of soundings
is drawn through all places where that depth is obtainable near

a coast; and the resulting cyclonic and anti-cyclonic systems of

low and high barometer readings not only are of different

shapes and sizes on any given chart, but also vary from day to

day. It is to this interminable change that is due the fickle

nature of the weather so characteristic of the United Kingdom.
Every variation in form, or in energy; every alteration in the

direction, or in the rate, of translation is undoubtedly regulated

by some definite law of Nature; and this, although at a cursory

glance it would seem almost impossible to reduce to any order

worth mentioning the bewildering medley of events thrown
together of necessity on a synchronous chart. The exercise of

a certain amount of patience on the part of an unbiassed

inquirer, however, will bring to light the fact that in weather,

as in other sublunary matters, Nature's first law is most
pronounced. Prior to Kepler and Nevfton, Astrouomy was in

y^ Meteor-

as unsatisfactory a state as Meteorology is to-day; and for a oiogic Ketie:

similar reason. Means ai'e confounded with ends; and initiative required,

is wanting. Experience in meteorology is too often on a par

with the stern light of a ship which only illuminates the track

overpassed, and Procrustean principles are fatal to advance.

Without a daily bird's eye view of the whole of the surrounding

weather conditions it is difficult to form even an approximate

estimate of the influences at work; but, unless the imagination

of the weather worker be duly restrained, such bird's eye

views, in the form of synchronous charts, may mislead the

seeker after truth. What a celebrated French critic once

remarked about virtue is as applicable to the use of the

imagination in the drawing of isobars: "II en faut; mats U
n'en faut pae trap." This precept is too often either forgotten

or ignored; so that a synchronous chart may be a help, but it

may be a hindrance.

In a cyclonic system, the winds revolve around an area of

comparatively low atmospheric pressure in either hemisphere,

80 that the westerly wind is always on the side nearest the

Equator; and it must not be forgotten that the wind force

in such a system is not necessarily that of a gale. In an

anti-cyclonic system the wind revolves around an area of wind motioi

comparatively high atmosjiheric pressure in either hemisphere, inaCyciooe.
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80 that the easterly wind is always nearest to the Equator

;

and it is well to reineiiiLi.'r that the winds of an aiiti-cyclone

are not al\va3'3 of a light force. The force of the wind does

not depend upon the absolute height of tlie mercury in tlie

harometer, but upon the relative height at places not far remote
from each other. A cj'clone is not an isolated plienomenon, but
is merely an "episode" in tlie general circulation of the atnios

phere. Cyclones and anti-cyclones exist in close pro.\imity, and
each is dependent in a measure upon the other, for " Nature
abhors a vacuum." Descending currents from the regions of

highest baronieter are drawn into the neighbouring regions of

lowest barometer, where the}- a-scend into the upper regions

of the atmosphere, and are again transferred to the anti-

Whcreiithe cyclones, thus effecting a continuous interchange. Curiously

UiJdriugbt? enough, it would appear as though seafarers, through all the

ages of sail au'l steam, have not experienced an appreciable

updraught of wind while under the inllueiice of a cyclonic

storm, nor a downilraught in an anti-cvcloiie.

Unsatisfactory Tlic (jucstion of the ludraugiit of the wind in a cyclonic
AngiM of system has received much attention by the earlier writers on
o i.iagit.

j,|^g laws of storms. Some affirmed that a cyclonic storm is a

huge circular whirl with its wind particles proceeding along

purely circular orbits; some were just as strongly of opinion

that the wind worked towards the centre along equi-angular

spiral ])aths. Neither Hedfield nor Piddington, however, re-

garded the whirl as perfectly circular, although the diagram

approximating to a geometrical circle was rightly deemed by
them as of sufficient preciseness for practical purposes at sea,

where undue refinement is to be deprecated. One thing is

certain ! Owing to the fact that a ship is not a fixed obser-

vatory, and that the determination of wind force on a steamship

is far from easy, confusion can only result from efforts to arrive

at a measure of the angle of indraught liy means of observa-

tions taken on board ships under the influence of a huiricane

when there are other matters to be safeguarded. On the other

hand, wind direction at sliore stations ia subject to adverse local

influences, and this may introduce a serious error into the

problem. The late Mr. Clement Ley found that five inland

stations gave an average angle of indraught of 29 ,
while five

on the sea cojvst gave an average of ordy i;>°; but the individual

records varied ijetween 10° and 45*. Pr<ifes,sor Loonds obtained

an average indraught of 47 for United States winds, though

this may be explainable by his inclusion of a number of in-

stances of insignificant wind-force. According to theory, winds

on the outer edge of a cyclonic .system have a greater angle

of indrauglit than those nearer the centre; and, again, just the

Prtmatnrr couvorse of tlus lias been deduced from a consideration of
Gencraiis-

j|jy ^yiiid arrows laid down in geogmphicul position on large
atiou*.

synchronous working charts. Hurricanes in low latitudes are
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of small radius and great intensity ; an unknown sea-surface

current and lack of ship's position by observation are quite

common on such occasions ; and, consequent!}', conclusions based

on such uncertain data are worse tlian useless — they are

misleading.

Espy, of the United States, considered that the wind blew Centripetal

from all quartei-s alike towards a common centre ; and he "^eestions

attributed this centripetal travel to a supposed upiuard rushing
of the air in the vortex—or core, to use the slang of the day
—of the storm. Had such an upward trend been in evidence

surely it would have been recorded by a proportion of the

Hitinite number of seamen who have experienced West India

hurricanes since the days of Christopher Columbus ! On the

outer verge of a cyclone the glass indicates high barometic

pressure, and the barometer readings continue to fall as the

dreaded centre is approached; and it might, therefore, be

assumed that under these conditions the outer and heavily

pressed air will move along the path of least resistance towards
the imperfect vacuum at the centre. So far, however, practical

proof is wanting ! It is pretty well established that in some
tropical cyclones the wind at some parts of the whirl not
infrequently moves around the circumference of a true circle.

On the other hand, the late Dr. Meldrum, when Director of the

Government Observatory at Mauritius, who had unusually good
opportunities of hobnobbing with cj'clonic storms of the South
Indian Ocean, considered that the north-eastely and easterly

winds of those particular meteors often, if not invariably, blow
directly towards the centre of the storm, instead of at right

angles to the bearing thereof, as required by the purely circular

theory. When a hurricane is moving along the equatorial
"""'""" ""

range of a trade-wind region there is a belt of intensified trade Trade Wiuds.

wind on the windward side of the storm track. Should the

trade wind increase to gale force, and remain steady in direction,

it is not safe to assume that the vessel is directly in front of an
advancing storm until the barometer has fallen at least six-

tenlhs of an inch. Sometimes it would appear as though the

circular theory is borne out by the records, and at other times it

would seem that Espy's idea, although not quite right, was not

absolutely erroneous. As a very eminent authority said in

April, 19U(i, it is possible to prove diametrically opposite pro-

positions bj' reference to a series of synchronous meteorological

charts. This may be due, in a measure, to the vice inherent in

the system itself ; and many of the apparent irregularities in

storm motion and storm life are undoubtedly due to either J''*"^ '"

paucity of observations, erroneous observations, or a perfervid system""""
imagination on the part of the person who draws the isobars.

With a distance of GOO miles represented by an inch on the

working chart there is always a temptation to overstep the
limit imposed by the environment upon the draughtsman.
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But more frequently than otherwise the direction of the wind

is Ciiinpouiided of hoth the foregoing: and such a resultant of

forces agrees with tlie spirally incurvint.' movement accepted at

the present time as the general, hut not invariable, behaviour of

the wind in c\'cloues. The incurvature is usually about two

points, thus niakini,' the centre bear about ten points from the

direction of the wind; but no positive rule can be laid down for

this.

Storm areas are found to be of every variety of shape—cir-

cular, oval, elongated, and irrcgidar; the same system may even

alter its shape from <lay to day. Again, it is common enough for

H cyclone to l)reak up into two or more, each perhaps more violent

than the parent .sy.stem. The reverse of this also takes place

;

two or three low-pre.ssure areas a}>primching from different

directions become one, then some days later burst into a number

of distinct c3'clone8 again.

Again, one or more secondary disturbances sometimes hang

about on the skirts of the larger ones: these may come into

collision, and confu.sion reign supreme until the one will have

merged into the other, the less being absorbed by the greater.

These sudden changes, which cannot be foreseen, and the

shapes of storm.s being so very diH'erent, introduce complicaiions

which would bewilder even a " Philadelphia lawyer." How
then can the sailor, cut off as he is from all outside sources of

information, calculate with Board of Trade jnecision the position

of the dreaded centre? As a fuel, no rule is ponihle for deter-

mining more (h(in approxinuitely the ]wsiiion of the vortex of a

cjdone by observations confined to a sinijle ship.

A case in point, illustniting the diftiouliy of applying the

circular theory with a certainty of being right, is aflbrded by the

great storm which prevailed off the Atlantic coast of the United

.States during the ll-14tli Slarch, 1S88. This storm—of the

" Bli;usard " type—was .sadly dt-structive, and will long remain a

memorable instance of marked divergence from the circular

theory. Charts compiled for each day of its continuance shew

its p;ilh, intensity, and development. The main feature exhibitotl

was an eUmyated urea of low barometer, extending from the west

coast of Florida up past the eastern shores of Lake Huron, and

far northward towards Hudson Bay. On the western aide of

this atietch of low barometer the ditterence of pressure (or

gradient) was verj' considerable, and accompanied by a very long

I
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area of bitterly cold northerly winds. It was this latter doubly

unwelcome visitor which rendered the storm so specially disas-

trous to human as well as animal life. The centre of the

disturbance passed almost completely over New York, and,

pushing its way to the northward and eastward, skirted closely

the shores of the United States. It is an instance where the

law of storms, founded on a hard-and-fast circular theory and

8-point bearing, would be almost wholly inapplicable; and there

is now no doubt that there are many such to puzzle the unhappy
navigator who may lie caught in their meshes.

Here it seems opportune to refer to a phase of the subject

deserving of the most careful study. In various parts of the
''""'"""'

' ^ i. areas of high

world there are certain permanent areas of high and low pressure, and low

which exercise a stupendous influence on the general atmospheric
p''"^""

cii'culation. These will be found depicted on the accompanying

chartlets, which seamen will find useful. In addition to the
more permanent pressures, there are certain other areas which
vary with the season of the year. The most marked of these

extend over Central Asia, and appear to cause the N.E. and S.W.
monsoons of India.

As might be expected, the "Synchronous Charts" shew pre-

cisely the same feature. Take, for example, the anti-cyclone found

on the edge of the Tropics, extending at times across the ocean

from Africa to America, at other times contracted to smaller

dimensions on the eastern half of the sea, and occasionally

stretching northward to the British Isles and Iceland. Other

s^'stems, both of high and low barometer, are found travelling

about in all directions and disappearing ; but this particular anti-

cyclone is permanent, being onlj' modified in its shape and extent ;
-j-i.^i^

and if some means could be devised for ascertaining the changes impor'anc*

in its northern limits from day to day, one of the greatest diffi-

culties of the weather forecaster in this country would be over-

come, very few of the disturbances reaching the shores of Great

Britain and Ireland which are not influenced by it.

This brings us to the question as to whether the intervention of

high land has any influence in altering the track of a storm. Until

comparatively recently. West India hurricanes were believed to influence

travel along the northern shores of the islands, and curve round °' '^'"*-

to the north and north-east with the ti'end of the American coast,

because it was thought the land formed a barrier against their

advance into the interior of the continent. This theory, once
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very generall}' accepted, is demolished by the fact that many

disturbances originating in the Tropics take other directions:

KBeci ofia»d some pass into tiie Gulf of Mexico, and thence north-c-astward

across the States to the Atlantic again ; whilt others proceed due

north, or even eastward of north, from their place of origin in

mid -ocean.

The invariable rule is for areas vf low barometer to cling to

the neighbouring anti-cyclone ; and it is to this, and not to the

contiguity of land, that the direction of storm translation is

related.

Exactly the same action is observal'lo over the northern part

of the Atlantic. Cyclones do not alter their course because they

reach the shores of Europe, but because of the conditions of

pressure over Europe itself. Land certainly modifies the intensity

of a cyclone, but seems to have no direct intluence upon the course

it may take. This explains the multiplicity of <iirectioiis in which

cyclones travel over sea and land. The neighbourhood of New-

foundland, ill about lat. 40° N., is more frequented than any other

portion of the Atlantic, disturban ea being attracted here from

the south, the west, and tlie north-west ; but, continuing their

journeys, some pass into the Arctic regions through Davis Strait,

while others take any direction between that and tlie Gut of

Gibraltar, always liable to a change of direction when approach-

ing any anti-cyclonic area which may happen to lie either directly

across tlieir paths or alongside them.

Then, again, the apparent rate of travel of a atorm is atlecled

by the distribution of barometic pressure in the vicinity ;
and

the track assumed for it is as erratic over the open sea as over

v.iocity oi a mountainous region. Some synchronous charts aHord most
""'

perplexing storm tracks. The meteors seem to go full speed

ahead at from 30 to 50 miles an hour, as against the usual average

of 15, for some time ; then they stop, or go dead slow : and again

put on full speed. Not distribution of pressure, but mi.stakon

inference, is the more usual cause of this alleged err tic action.

Assiiming that some storms cross the North Atlantic in one

quarter of the time occupied by precisely similar meteors, then

it is obvious that, without a knowledge of the meteorohigical

conditions over the ocean in between, any attempt to predict

United Kingdom weather on the departure of a storm from the

United States must very often prove a dismal failure.

Synchroudiis Weather Charts shew a remaikaiilc diirerence bo-
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tween the energy of cyclonic systems over land, as compared Energy over

with those over sea. Rarely does the wind in the disturbances
'*'"' ^'"' =•»-

crossinfif America rise to a gale, but immediately the moist

atmosphere over the Gulf Stream is reached, the depth of the

cyclone rapidl}- increases, and heavy gales are frequent.

Passing from the Atlantic into Europe, the converse is manifest; wind force on

the barometer rises, and the gales die out; in fact, it is certain that "'• '":«*'»

the stay-at-home inhabitants of these isles have no conception of

the force of a regular Atlantic "howler." On shore, even during

the worst gales, the surface force of the wind is broken up by

the numerous obstacles met with, but 011 the wide ocean there is

nothing to check the full fury of the blast.

It will thus be seen that synchronous charts let in a flood of

light on what was very obscure before. Nor have observers in

other parts of the world been idle. Their investigations prove that

those terrible convulsions of nature, which, according to location,

are variously denominated Hurricanes, Cyclones, or Typhoons, are

all closely allied to each other, and to gales in general.

In research of this kind, the seafaring community is much a pains-tauinjf

indebted to the voluntary labours of the late Hon. Ralph Aber-

cromby, F.R. Met. Soc ,who devoted the major portion of his life to

this particular stud}-. As an extensive traveller, Mr. Abercromby

had facilities denied to professional men, who, except during a

holiday, always too brief to permit of wide explorations, are tied

to their offices, whatever these may be. To get in touch with such

men abroad, and in the hope of personally encountering at least

one cyclone, Mr. Abercromby visited, in 1885-188G. the observa-

tories at Mauritius (the very stronghold of tempests), Madras,

Calcutta, Manila, Hong-Kong, and Tokio. By this means he was

able not only to procure more recorded material for his investiga-

tions, but to learn, in course of conversation, certain minute but

important details which could not be extracted from existing

reports. On his return to this country, Mr. Abercromby embodied

the results of his experience in various papers read before the

Ro3^al and other Societies, and by his kind permission the writer

has availed himself of occasional extracts, of which the following,

" On the relation between Tropical and Extra-tropical Cyclones,"

are deserving of careful consideration.

Conclusions.

All oyclones have a tendency to aosuiue an oval form; the longer diameter

may lie in any direction, but has a. decided tendency to range itself nearly in a line

with the direction of propagation.
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The centre of the cyclone is almost lur.iriably pressed towards one or other end

of the longer diameter ; but the displacement may vary during tlie course of the

same depression.

Tropical hurricanes are usually of much smaller dimensions than extra-tropicil

cyclones ; but the centi-al depression is much steeper and more pronounced in the

former than in the latter.

Tropical cyclones have less tendency to split into two, or to develop secondaries

than those in higher latitudes.

A typhoon, which has come from the tropics, can combine with a cyclone that has

been formed outside the tropica, anil form a sin^'le new, and perhaps more intense,

depression.

No cyclone is an isolated phenomenon ; i' is always related to the general di«

tribution of pressure in the latitudes where it is generated. The concentric circles,

hitherlo drawn to represent a cyclone, ignore the fact that a cyclone is always con-

nected Willi and controlled by some adjacent area of high pressure.

In all latitudes pressure of[«n rises over a district just before the advent of n

cyclone. The nature of this rise is at present ol>scure ; but the character of the

unusually fine weather under the high pressure is identical both within and wlthoui

the tropics.

In all latitudes a cyclone which has been generated at sea appears to have a re-

luctance to traverse a land area, and usually breaks up when it crosses a coast line.

After the passage of a cyclone in any part of the world there is a remarkable

t<-ndency for another to follow very soon, almost along the same track.

The \elocity of propagation of tropical cyclones is always small, and the average

greatly less than that of European depressions.

There is much less difTerence in the temperature and humidity before and afiei

a tropleal cyclone than in higher latitudes. The (|uality of the heat in front is

always digtrefsing in every part or the world.

The wind rotat(>a niunter-ol.iekwise in every cyclone of the northern liemiupbere ;

and evorywhere us an in-going spiral. The amount of inourvaturo for the

same quadrant may vary during the course of the same cyclone ; but in most tropical

hurricanes the incurvature is least in front, and greatest in rear, whereas in Knglaud

the greatest incurvature is usually fouiul in the right front. 8<MlW observers think

that, broadly speaking, the incurvature of the wind increases as we recede from the

eijuBlor.

The velocity of the wind nlway.s increases as we approach the central calm in a

tropical cyclone ; whereas in higher latitudes the strongest winds and steeliest

gradients are often some way from the centre. The portion of a cyclone which \»

of hurricane violence forms, as it were, a kernel in the centre of a ring of ordinarily

bad weather. In this |>ecidiarity tropical cyclones approximate more to tJie tyjie ol

a whirlwind toinado ; but the author does not think that a cyclone is only a highly

develoi>ed whirlwind, as there are no transitional forms of rotating air.

The general circulation of a cyclone, as shown by the motion of the clouds, ap-

pears to Ik- the same everywhere.

All over the world unusual coloration of the sky at sunriiie and sunset is observed

not only l>efore the barometer has begun to fall at any place, but before the eiisl-

ence of any depre.s.<<ion can be traced in the neighbourhood.

Cirrus apiwam all riiun<l the uloud area of a tropirjil oyclono, instead of only

round the front semi-eirtde lu in liijilor laliliidea. The alignments of llic striix n of

eirruH iippear to lie more nidially frrini the centre in tlie tmpiea. instead of

taoguntiully to the isobar.'), us indieuted by thu r<iiearehuii<>r Ley nod llildebmndsaou

iu Knglund anil .'^wedeii reii|H't'ti(ely.
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The general character of the cloud all round the centre is more uuiforiii in than

out of the tropics ; but still the cloiuls in rear are always a little harder than those

in front.

Everywhere the rain of a cyclone extends farther in front than in re:ir. Cyclone

rain has a specific character, qnite difterent from that of showers or thnnderstorms
;

and this character is more pronounced in tropical than in extra-tropical cyclones.

Thnndt'r and li:;htniiii; are rarely observed in the heart of any cyclone, and their

absence is a very bad siyn of the weather. Thunderstorms are, hoivevcr, abundantly

developed on the outskirts of tropical hurricanes.

Squalls are one of the most characteristic features of a tropical cyclone, where

they surround the centre on all sides ; whereas in Great Britain squalls are almost

exclusively formed alonj; that portion of the line of the trough which is south of

the centre, and in the right rear of the depression. As, however, we find that the

front of a British cyclone tends to form squalls when the intensity is very great, the

inference seems justifiaVile that this feature of tropical hurricanes is simply due to

their exceptional intensity.

A patch of blue sky in the centre of a cyclone, commonly known as the " Ijull's-

eye," is almost universal in the tropics, and apparently unknown in higher latitvides.

This blue patch does not apparently always coincide exactly with the barometric

centre. The author's researches show that in middle latitudes the formation of a

hull's-eye does not take place when the motion of translation is rapid ; but as this

blue space is not observed in British cyclones when they are moving slowly, it would

appear that a certain intensity of rotation is necessary to develop this phenomenon.

The trough phenomena—such as a squall, a sudden shift of wind and change of

cloud character and temperature just as the barometer turns to rise, even far from

thecentre— which are such prominent features in British cyclones, have not been

even noticed by many meteorologists in the tropics. The author, however, shows

that there are sbght indications of these phenomena everywhere ; and he has

collated their existence and intensity with the velocity of propagation of the whole

mass of the cyclone.

Every cyclone has a double symmetry. One set of plienomena, such as the oval

shape, the gen ral rotation of the wind, the cloud ring, rain area, and central blue

space, are more or less related to a central point. Another set, such as temperature,

humidity, the general chaiacter of the clouds, certain shifts of wind, and a particular

line of squalls, are more or less related to the front and rear of the line of the trough

of a cyclone.

The author's researches show that the first set are strongly marked in the tropics,

where the circulating energy of the air is great and the velocity of propagation

small ; while the second set are most prominent in extra-tropical cyclones, where

the rotational energy is moderate and the translational velocity great.

The first set of characteristics may conveniently be classed together as the

rotational ; the second set as the translational phenomena of a cyclone.

Tropical and e.xtra-tropical cyclones are identical in general character, but dilfer

in certain details due to latitude, surrounding pressure, and to the relative intensity

of rotation or translation."

In the above the word " trough " frequently occurs, and it

becomes necessary to explain what Abercromby mean.s by it. He

says, " The ' trough ' of a cyclone is a line drawn through the

centre, more or less at right angles to the direction of translation,

through all points where the barometer, after having reached its

lowest, has just turned to rise."
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The word " axis " is sometimes improperly used to denote the

. storm path. The axis of a storm's parabolic track is the

straight line drawn tlirourjli focus and vertex, and the vertical

axis is an imatrinar}' line, "more or less vertical," round which
the whirl revolves.

The reader will not fail to notice the words "more or less

vertical" ; they are rendered necessary by the contention of some
writers that storms do not move paialiel to the surface of the

earth, but are tilted up, so that one side may pass over without
being felt nearlj- so much as the other.

The highest authorities concur in admitting that, even with
the advantage of man}' comliined simultaneous observations at

stations some distance apart, such as can be obtained on land

bj' a special and regidarly organized service, it is impossible at

present to foretell with certainty, for even one day in advance,

the ]irecise character of the coming weather.

If, tiien, concerteil action avails so little, what chance has an
i.solated imlividual, such as the commander of a ship, who has

nothing to guide him but ids own local observations, of satis-

fying himself as to the weather he may expect for even a single

coming day ?

Where is the sailor who lias not been urged to prepare for

dirtv weather by the warning of an unusually low glass, to find

that the disturbance has passed awaj- wide ol' his position ? Let
Iiim not, however, regret his trouble, but console himself with the

wise "saw" that "it is better to be sure than sorry," and with

the knowledge that, though his guide has now deceived him, on
the ne.xt occasion its monition ma}' be more than justified.

On the other hand, he should biar in mind the fact that stiff

gales sometimes bluw with quite a high barometer. This is com-
mon enough in the English Channel witii the wind at N.K., but it

also happens willi strong blows from other quarters. For example,

though the writer, on the last day of January, 1S^0, while on a

passage from I'hiladelphia to r.,iver|iool, exjierionced a fresii gale

from the Soitlticanl, with a heavy sea, yet, during the worst of

it, the glass never fell belnw 30 '^O, and the sun shone brilliantly,

with scarcely a cloud in the heavens. On the previous day, witli

moderate wind at S.K. by Iv, it ranged as high as 30"'50.

Many people will doubtless remember the anti-cyclone which,

in January of 18S2, jiersistently hung over the Briti.sh Islands

for several days, and excited wonder by the high reading of the

barometer, whicli reache<l IJO'SO. The writer was then nturning

home from the United States, and the following, taken from the

log, .shews that the region of unusual pressure extended a long

way to the westward.

"'Noon, Tue.Mlay, January 17th. Lat. 47" 40* N., and Long.

26' 53' W. Wind S. ^ W. (true), moderate i^reeze; light clouds;

Hun dimly visible at intervals. Barom, lid 42, Thermom. in open

air (shade) 54°.
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" Noon, Wednesda}', January 18th. Lat. 49" 19' N., and Long.
19° 52

' W. Wind S. by W. (true), light to moderate breeze. Sun
shining brightly. Hazy on horizon. Baroni. 30"70, Theruioni.

53°.

"At 9 P.Jr. Baroin. attained its highest reading, viz. :—3o"'SO.

"Noon, Thursday, January 19th. Lat. 50" 46' N., and Long.
12° 17' W. Wind S.E. by S. i S. (true), light. Sun shewing
occasionally through breaks. Horizon very clear and well defined.

Barom. 30 ""75, Thermom. 47° in open air (shade)."

The point of both examples lies in the high glass and southerly

wind, which latter, in the first one quoted, actually reached the

force of a fresh gale.

All this would appear an enigma did we not know, as will Barometric

presently be e.xplaiiied, that gales depend not so much upon the e"'^'«°'-

absolute height of the glass as upon the difference between two
readings at places some little distance apart.

If, over a given area, the glass be uniformly high, or uniformly
low, there will be but little wind; but when the barometric incline

between places of relatively high and low pressure is abrupt, the

winds will be violent.

To the sailor, however, who is not behind the scenes, and Disabiiiiiej

cannot be in telegraphic communication with other places for "f seamen,

comparison of barometers, and has, moreover, his own observa-

tions vitiated to a considerable degree by his vessel's onward
progress, this knowledge is practically worthless.

What he desires is to be enabled to augur, from the study of

his own instruments and the aspect of sea and sky, what is

likely to take place around him, and, unfortunatel}', it is but

seldom that this is possible to any noteworthy extent.

If we could only know what was going on in the higher

regions of the atmosphere simultaneously with existing surface

conditions, out of apparent chaos might come some sort of order;

this, however, is a difficulty whicli at present is insuperable.

There are, liowever, certain indications which, when they occur. Unfailing

may be regarded as pretty reliable, and are in consequence ='2°^-

worthy of being logged in red ink.

For example, a rising barometer witli a southerly wind presages

fair weather, whilst a falling barometer with a nortlierly wind
conveys a warning whicli cannot be disregai-ded with impunitj'.

To make this applicable to either hemisphere, it would be as

well, perhaps, to substitute the words Equatorial for Southei-lj-,

and Polar for Northerly.

Another rule of equal importance has reference to the effect influence e!

of a ship's tack on the barometer. The cause will be evident, as 3^,0°°,,^

explained hereafter ; for the present it is sufficient to state the

fact.

In the Northern hemisphere, with all winds, except when near

the equator, the starboard tack takes a ship towards a highei

barometer, whilst the port tack takes her towards a lower one.
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It follows, that in every case a riting barometer on the port tack

is a valiuihle indication of improvin;/ weather, while on a star-

board tack, a falling barometer is a great warning. This order

is reversed in the Sotitliern hemis]ihere.

The cases just quoted, with one or two minor ones wliich will

appear by-and-by, are the exceptions which prove the rule, that

—

opposed thouijii it may seem to older teaching—the barometer,

under most circumstances, when taken singly and tinsnpiiorted

by other indications, can no longer be regarded as an infallible

weather oracle.

Its warnings are uncertain, and, on some occasions, its move-
ments are only contemporaneous with the commencement of the

disturliance thej- are supposed to herald, as friction in the tube

and inertia must first be overcome before the altered pressure of

the air can put the mercury in motion.

Neverthele.ss there are special instances, and most of us will

rememl)er them, when—other indications being wanting— its

silent fall has revealed an impending danger. ^Vt must, therefore,

by no means cast off our old friend, or too hastily unilerrate its

value.

In making delicate observations, it should be known that the

mercury is subject (quite apart from tlie weather) to regular

daily tidal influences. At between 9 and 10 A.M. and r.M. it is,

so to speak, high water. Then commences the elib, which lasts

until between 3 and 4 .a.m. and p.m. respectively. The m<-an

range in tropical regions is about the tenth of an inch, but as the

latitude increases, the titlid range diminishes, until finally it

almost vanishes at the poles.

In our own part of the world this phenomenon is often un-

noticed, owing to its lesser degree, and its being frequently

masked by accompanying and stronger atmospheric changes.

Not so nearer the ecjuator, where the greater tidal range, the

more equable character of the weather, and the ordinary baro-

metric fluctuations being both infrequent and small in amount,
render it easily apparent.

The practical lesson to be learned from this noteworthy pecu-

liarity is, that to some extent changes in the barometer are of

increased or iliminishe<l significance, in accordance as they dis-

agree or agree, witli the regular tidal rise and fall. Thus, if the

mercury drop steadily between the liours of 3 ami 9, when
according to the above law it should be rising, the indication is

of more importance than if occuring between 9 and li, the period

of tidal ebb.

So far this singular phenomenon of barometric tides has

puzzled physicists, and though many hypotheses have been

advanced, none of them seem capable of affording an entirely

•satisfactory .solution.

It nuist be rememlx red that though, as before observed, con-

siderable barometric changes are infrequent near the equator.
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when they do occur they are of proportionate!}' greater signi-

ficance. In low latitudes, a sudden fall of any magnitude is

invariably followed by a hard blow, which, however, is mostly
of a transitory character ; bearing out the familiar adage, " Long
foretold, long last ; short notice, soon past."

The seaman is, perforce, a weather forecaster, independent of

extraneous assistance when out of sight of land; although it

must not be forgotten that, even he, when in control of wireless

apparatus, is now more nearly approximating to the shore

weather telegraphist. When a storm is in the vicinity, the

restlessness of the mercurial column of the barometer, or even a

sudden rise under certain conditions, is an indication that ^^j^^'""^".^
'

trouble is brewing. Very early in the history of the laws of barometer,

storms seamen came to the conclusion that a very rapid fall in

the barometer of a ship under the influence of a cyclonic storm,

pointed out a system of small diameter but great intensity;

whereas a gradual fall portended a more extensive storm of

lesser force ; and the lowest barometer reading of all was to be

found at the centre of the cyclone. It was also noticed that the

bearing of this lowest pressure was related to the direction in

which the wind was blowing at any given place on the surface

of the globe. Facing the point of the compass whence blows

the storm wind, in the Northern Hemisphere, it was found that

the lowest pressure of the barometer, coincident with the centre

of the disturbance, was about eight points on the right hand.

For the Southern Hemisphere we have merely to substitute
" left hand " for " right hand " in the above.

This principal is generally known as Buys Ballot's Law, after so-caiied

the Dutch meteorologist who first aroused attention to its Buys-Baiiofj

universal applicabilit}' ; and may be expressed as follows. *"'

Facing the wind the lowest barometric pressure is on the right

hand of the observer in the Northern Hemisphere and on his

left hand in the Southern Hemisphere. Very often, with cor-

responding changes, the rule is expressed as though the observer

were back to the wind. In other words, the wind of a

cyclonic storm blows alons the isobars with less pressure on the

right hand in the Northern Hemisphere and on the left hand in

the Southern Hemisphere ; observer facing the wind in either

case. This law, even for light winds, is approximately true.

Buys Ballot's Law does not hold good close to the equator

;

but cyclonic storms are practically unknown there.

Wind is air in motion, and when in rapid motion it becomes a

storm. There are various theories as to the cause of storms or

cyclones. Heinrich Dove, a native of Silesia, Professor of Natural

Philosophy at Berlin, and subsequently Director of the Royal

Meteorological Institute, held the view that cj^clones are formed
when two great air currents—polar and equatorial—flow side by
side, storms being the eddies formed along the line of junction.

It is to be kept in mind that the qualities of the atmosphere in
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the front portion of a cyclone are quite ditferent from those in

the rear—tlie former being warm, moist, and depressing; while

tlie latter are cold, drj', and exhilarating. This is one of the

chief oljections made to the circular theory h\' its opponents,

who contend, logically enough, that if one and the same air

current iverc movinrj in a circle, it nvuld be diJiciUt to explain

the rapid therimd changes which certainly take place with the

veering of the xvind as the storm passes over.

Abercromby, however, points out that these thermal changes

do not occur to nearly the same extent in tropical cyclones, and
though the essential character of all cyclones is very much the

same, authoriti''S are agreed that there are important points

of dirterence, and this is one. Undoubtedly tliose of tlie tropics

are more symmetrical in shape than their half-brothers of the

temperate zones ; they are also more violent, their movement
of translation is slower, and their diameter is less. The facts

here mentioned confirm the writer in the opinion expressed in

the first edition of " Wrinkles," that there ar.- varieties of

cyclones, depemiing chiedy upon local peculiarities : indeed,

Abercromb}' practically saj's as much : and whilst all are

governed by some general law or laws, tliere are contrDJling cir-

cumstaiicos which impart to each kind its distinctive features.

All this wouhl point to great complexity not easily unravelled

by the .sailor..so completely cut off as lie is fi'om all outside help.

In the case of actual cyclones, whether they be of a spiral, oval,

or circular kind, some of the old rules laid down for the guidance
of seamen will, in the absence of better ones, still apply. It is

just as well, therefore, to remember them.

Heave-to on tlie starboard tack in the Right-hand semi-circle,

and port-tack in the Left-hand semi-circle, in huth liemispheres.

C.\iU{Y-iiX on starboard tack in Northern, and port taek in

Southern hemisphere.

8cUD when on line of progression in either hemi:<phcre ; or in

Left-hand seini-circlo in Northern, or Right-hand semi-circle in

Southern hemisphere.

It will of course be understood that, looking to\var<ls the

direct!' Ill in which the body of the storm is moving, the Right
and Left-hand semi-circles lie respectively on the right and left-

hand of the line of progression.

In his intercouise with brother seamen, the writer has often

heard it contended that the rule saying that if tlie wind veers to

the right, the oliserver is in the Right-hand semi-circle, and vice

versd, is not to be depended on. as in their experience they had
sometimes found the very opposite to be the case which, of

course, shook their faith on other points as well. The rule,

liowevcr, is perfectly sound, but it is only intended to be used

by a vessel that is stationary.

If the reader will imagine his ship to be overrunning a sloio

moving circular storm, u'/iic7t is travelling on the same course as
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himself, he cannot fail to see, with the aid of Piddington's Horn PossibUiiy t.r

Card, or a tracing-paper substitute for it, that when passing "^e'-'E ">'^'<:<*-

through either semi-circle, the wind will veer the contrary way
to the rule, as it is usually interpreted.

On first falling in with a supposed cyclone, a fair surmise may
be made as to the direction in which it is moving, since it is

known that these disturbances favour a particular course in

each locality, which course is now pretty well mapped out for
the various parts of the world. Nevertheless, under all circum-
stances (and bearing in mind the liability to mistake refen-ed to

above, and the possibility of unexpected re-curvature), it will be
prudent to heave-to or stop the engines until the ship's position To ascertain

with respect to its path is well ascertained. In either hemisphere, path of storm

when a sailing ship is about to heave-to in order to determine
-''^*'*'°-

the approximate bearing of the storm centre and the semi-circle

in which she happens to be, it is well to adopt that tack which
would be proper for the dangerous semi-circle.

Remember, whatever mat/ be said to the contrary, that from the Distance of

varying ai-ea of storms, and the difference of barometric gradients centre, impo*

which must therefore exist lietween their centres and outer edo-es,-^'*''*
'°

-,. ... .J^ . ,,. ., 1^, estimate.
it IS quite impossioLe to estimate the distance 0/ the vortex mj the

height of the mercury, or by its rate offall.
This statement is accentuated bj- the fact that an area of

depression is not necessarily circular in shape, if indeed it ever

does more than roughly appi'oximate to a circle, and that the

gradients are by no means uniform. In some parts the lines of

equal pressure (Isobars) run together much closer than at others,

and no rule can be formulated to meet such eccentricities.

Further, the more preci.se analj-ses made in late years of the Eddying move-

paths of cyclones seem to prove that the motion of the centre "="* "f ""'"

itself is sometimes erratic in more ways than one. Not only is

its velocity along the path variable, but the centre sometimes

sways about, or wobbles, to such an extent as to describe a little

loop. In this connection a word of caution is necessary. None
but observations of the greatest exactitude, and taken at an

absolutely defined geographical position, are of the least use for

these intricate inquiries. Such data are still wanting!

This much, however, is certain— if the barometer rise while

the wind diminishes, the meteor is passing away; but if it

continue to fall, and the wind and sea to increase, the meteor is

approaching, or the depression is deepening and spreading. " He
who watches his barometer, watches his ship " is therefore more

than usually applicable.

Having ascertained, beyond doubt, which semi-circle you are

in, ivait no longer, but carry on sail on the starboard tack if in Tack on which

the Northern hemisphere, or port tack if in the Southern ^^ipj^i bow

hemisphere; and when unable to do so through loss of spars or

canvas, heave-to on the starboard tack if in the Right-hand

semi-circle, or the port tack if in the Left-hand semi-circle. By
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80 doing, instead of being continually licaded off as the wind
veers, you will come up and bow the sea.

Again, while first liove-to wailing for things to develop

themselves, should the liarometer fall rapidly, and the indications

of an approaching hurricane become stronger, whilst the wind
continues to blow steadilj', but with increasing violence, from

Rniefor (he same point, or nearly so, you will know that your vessel is
icudding. directly in the path of the advancing storm. Then to escape

being involved in the centre anil most dangerous part, up helm
and scud before the wind, keeping it, at all ha:ards, a cowjile oj

points or three on the starboard quarter «?i tJte Northern
hemisphere, or on the port quarter in the Southei-n heviisphei-e.

There is, however, an exception to this.

Reference lias already lieen made to the highly important

discovery of Meldrum, that, in cyclones of the Southern Indian

Ocean, " the north-easterly and easterly winds often, if not

always, blow towards the centre." It therefore becomes necessary
Excfptionto to make special provision for vessels caught in these cyclones,

but, owing to the elements of uncertainly which always exist

regarding their true position in the storm Hel<i, this is no easy

matter. Abercromby, even in the light of Dr. Aleldrum's great

experience, is not tjiiite certain which is the sal'est way to treat

them. In the Southern hemispliere the Lett-hand semi-circle

is the dangerous one, and, with the wind from the southward
and eastward, should you run to the N.W. in front of the storm's

path, the centre may overtake you before getting clear on tlie

other side. On the other hand, if you remain liove-lo, the stcrni

may curve to the southward and go for you straight. This,

coupled with the inblowing projiensity of the winds in rear of

the storm, makes the situation a delicate one.

On the southern side of the true storm field there is a belt of

intensijud S.IJ. trade icind, in which the barometer falls fast,

SE Trade and the wind increases in force jvithout changing its diirction.

though the ship may be far away from the line of progression of

the vortex, if she were un the line of progri'ssion, she would
equally experience an increasing and unchanging wind with a

falling liarometer; but the trouble is, tliat there is no certain

Uncfri.inty »» uieans of kiiowjug whether the ship is on tiie line of progression,

lo ihipj or only in the belt of intensifietl Trade. Under these circum-
poiition stances the ordinary rules say " Run," but Meldrum's advice

is to lie-to till the barometer has fallen loths of an inch. When
the mercury has fallen this much below the normal (say to

2lt" .*!<)), and the weather still gets worse, run to the >i.W.

;

but Abercromby makes this conditional on the behaviour of

the clouds. In eHect, he puts it thus:

—

Should their direc-

tion reviain jiers intently more to the South than the mtrface

S.E. trade, thill run at once to the N.W. even if the barometer

has not fallen .^"glhs of an i>u7t. If, however, the ivind remain in

the 6'.A'., with the iqualls increasinj^ in violence, and the cloudt

Belt of

intensified
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driving either in the same direction as the surface wind, or a little

more to the eastward, no attempt should he made to run to the The horm ot

:

N. W. till the barometer has fallen as before stated. It is (hen dilemma.

about equally hazardous to remain hove-to or to run. (Pleasant!
!)

ALercromby—basing his recommendations on Meldrum's rules

—goes on to say that " A steamer anywhere in this belt of in-

tensified trade wind, with a falling barometer, should try and
force her way to the S.E. or E."

"Ships bound to the S.W., and encountering strong N., N.E.,

or E. gales, with a falling barometer, should lie-to till the mercury
turns upwards, and the appearance of the weather improves.
Hurricanes in the Southern Indian Ocean move so slowly that
this may involve lying-to for four or five daj's."

"With wind between N. and E. when a cyclone is travelling to

the S. or S.E.—that is, when the hurricane is recurving—make
as much easting as possible, either under sail or steam."

Of late years the value of cloud observation has been gradually
recognised among scientists ; at one time—not so very distant

—

such observations were deemed only suitable for rustics or for

ignorant sailors, the tendency on shore being to rely too mueh^'""''
obs*"^

on instruments, and too little on the appearance of the sky. ground.

Happily this state of things has passed away, and clouds are

formally included in the science of meteorology. Some are of

opinion that any further progress that may be possible in the

method of handling ships in hurricanes will come from cloud

observation. When the characteristic cirrus-veil first forms over
the sky, the direction in which the cloud is densest is most pro-

bably tlie direction of the vortex. Later on, as the cyclone

approaches, a heavy bank of hurricane cloud appears on the

horizon, and where this is densest, there will the centre be.

The centre will bear more nearly 8 points from the direction of ciouti. ind

the motion of the lower clouds, than from that of the surface
"*'°^tf

""^'"^

wind. For instance, in the Northern hemisphere, if the surface

wind were West, the low clouds might come from W.N.W., and
the bearing of the centre would be N.N.E.
We now come to the time-honoured rules of the late Admiral

Fitzroy, which, so far as thej' go, are intrinsically good. They
will well repa}^ the trouble of committing them to memory, but

it must not be overlooked that many of them have only local

significance.
" Wheiher clear or cloudy— a rosy sky at sunset presages fine weather ; a sickly,

greenish liue, wind and rain : tawny or coppery clouds, wind : a dark (or Iivliuii)

red, rain : a red sky in the morning, bad weather, or mucli wind (perliaps also

rain) : a u'vey sky in the morning, fine weather : a high dawn, wind : a low dawn,

fair weallier.

A ' high dawn ' is when the first indications of daylight are seen above a bank of

clouds. A ' low dawn ' is when the day breaks ou or near the horizon, the first

streaks of light being very low down.
"Soft looking or delicate clouds foretell fine weather, with moderate or light

breezes ; hard edged oily-looking clouds,—wind. A dark, gloomy blue sky is

windy ; but a light, bright blue sky indicates fine weather. Generally, the

tofur clouds look, the less wind (but perhaps more rain) may be expected :

K
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Form of clouds and the harder, more 'greasy,' rolled, tufted, or rswrged,—the stronger the com-
and colour of ;„„ wind will prove. Also—a bright yellow sky at sunset presages wind : a

''
pale yellow, wet : orange or cojipcr coloured, wind and rain—and thus by the

prevalence of red, yellow, green, grey, or other tints, the coming weather may
be foretold very nearly—indeed, if aideil by instruments, almost exactly.

"Light, delicate, quiet tints or colours, with soft, indefinite forms of clouds,

indicate and accompany fine weather : but gaudy or unusual hues, with hard,

definitely outlined clouds, foretell rain, and probably strong wind.

" Small inky-looking clouds foretell rain :—light scud cloud?, driving across

heavy masses, show wind and rain ; but if alone, may indicate wind only

—

proportionate to their motion.

" Higli upper clouds crossing the sun, moon, or stars, in a direction different

from tluit of the lower clouds, or the wind then felt below, foretell a change of

wind toward their direction. Between the tropics, or in the regions of the

Trade Winds, there is generally an upper and counter current of air, with very

light clouds, which is not an indication of any approaching change. In middle

latitudes such upper Currents are not so frequent {or evidentl) except before

a change of weather.

" After fine clear weather, liie first sign.s, in a sky, of a coming change are

usually light streaks, curU, wisps, or mottled patches of white distant cloud,

which incre;ise and are followed by an overcasting of murky vapour that grows

into cloudiness. This appearance, more or less oily, or watery, as win<l or rain

will prevail, is an infallible sisn.

"Usually the higher and more distant such clouds seem to be,— the more

gradual, but general, tlic coming change of weather will prova
" Misty clouds forming, or hanging on height?, show wind and rain coming -

if they remain, increase or descend. If they rise or disperse, the weather will

improve, or become fine.

Foroi«tioo of
" ^^'^ '* "" indication of coming fine weather. Its formation never begiiu

.lew. under an overcast sky, or when there is much wind.

" Remarkable clearness of atmosi)liere, especially near the horizon ; di;>tjuit

objects, such as hills, unu.sually visible, or well ilcfineil ; or raised (by refrnc-

tiou) ; and what is called ' a good htixring day,' may be mentioned among

signs of wet, if not wind, to be expected in a short time. Much refraction is a

sign of easterly wind.

" More than usual twinkling or apparent size of the stars ; indistinctness or

apparent multiplication of the moon's horns; haloes; ' wiml-dogs,' and the

rainliow ; are more or less sii;nificant of increasing wind, if not approaching

rain, with or without wind.""

By Enj^lish iLshermen an eciio ut sea is cou.sidored a sipu of

phoreiconce, comifijr easterly wind, and it is genei-ally thought that much
tnd iightnine phosphorcsccDcc of tho water, or a vivid disphiy of tho Aurora, i.s

the prelude to a soutlierly gale in our own latitudas ; wliil.st

.ijrlitninp in the N.W. never fail.s, in tiio North Atlantic, to he

followed by a iieavy gale from sanio (juarter.

Kroni time immemorial tho weather-wise have had tlieir

woather-.-^igns, and among thorn in great profusion are to W
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found the habits of birds, beasts, and fishes. Most people know
what to expect when swallows fly high or low, donkeys bray, or

sea birds are found far inland. Spiders, gnats, ants, and more

particularly leeches, exhibit indications of weather fluctuations

;

so do bees, which cannot without peril be peeped at over a hedge

forty yards ofl' when weather of the kind they dislike is im-

minent ; it is a case of the coming bee and the going man.

Pigs are supposed to see wind, and even certain plants are

sensitive to atmospheric changes : so with a host of other things

—organic and inorganic. There is the tradition of a shepherd

on Salisbury Plain, who, on a bright sunshiny day, confidently

warned the passing traveller of the coming shower, because, as it Behaviom a

turned out on enquiry, he had noticed the ram of his flock ao'^a's

scratching himself in a gorse-bush. There is no doubt about it,

animals know a great deal more about the proximate weather

changes than man does ; and our finest and most delicate meteoro-

logical instruments are as yet, on this point, far inferior to their

natural sensibility. Though this be so, it fails to benefit the

sailor who cannot turn his ship into a Noah's Ark, except on

those rare occasions when Mr. Barnum and his " biggest show on

earth " brave the ocean in pursuit of the "Almighty dollar."

This chapter would manifestly be incomplete without some

reference to the Moon as a factor in meteorological matters. It

is pretty generally believed by sailors and farmers, that it exer- PopuUr

cises some sort of mysterious influence at the Full, Change, and
(.on"e°ning

Quarters, and is in fact prime agent in everything that concerns Moon's

the weather. Patient and laborious research, extending back over ^eaUie*
°°

half a century, has completely failed to establish such connection.

" As an attracting body causing an ferial tide, it has of course an

effect, but one utterlj' insignificant as a meteorological cause.t

The lunar hypothesis of weather changes is founded on a

plausible but false analogy between ocean and atmospheric move-

ments, the fallacy of which consists in the fact, that while the

tides are undoubtedly caused by the attraction of the moon, imperfect

coupled with the earth's diurnal rotation, modified by obstructing """"'"e-

continents and other large tracts of land, air-currents are pro-

duced primarily by the changes of temperature, and consequent

differences of density, of large masses of air depending on the

combined action of the successive incidence of the sun's rays on

different areas of the earth's surface, the constant high tempera-

t Sir John F. W. Herachel, Bart Oood Wcrrds, 1864.
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tine of tlic equatorial zone, the alternating extremes of licat and

cold in the arctic regions, and the ditiereut radiating power and

hunudity of land and water.*

Equinoctiii So also witli ' Equinoctial Gales.' Tiiey constitute one of those

prejudices of which it is well nigh hopeless to disabuse the popu-

lar mind. Most careful observations prove conclusively that

storms have no special connection with the Equinoxes
;
j-ct how

often does one hear a gale, occurring even three weeks one side

or other of this event, referred to as an ' Equinoctial Gale.'

Many oven intelligent sailors are imbued with the notion that

the moon, when near the full, luis a tendency to clear the sky of

clouds, or, as they phra.se it in the language of the fo'k'stle, to

" .skoff " them up. Close ob.servers have turned their attention to

this point also, and so far it is a drawn battle—opinion being

about equally divided.

We are all involuntarily mucii more strongly impressed l)y the

fulfilment than by the failure of our expectations : so it is that

the .sailor seizes upon an occsisional coincidence of this sort, and

points triumphantly to it as a proof of the correctness of his

theory, whilst he omits to record the many instances in which

the weather provokingly failed to behave in the manner he

anticipated.

To all but hypercritical folk of the type of Hersciiel or Arago,

the evidence that connects the Moon with weather changes is

irresistible : old Jobson the cari-ier finds no difficulty about it at

all, nor do any of his cronies. Their ancient system may be

flouted liy the learned, but they have faith in it, for has it not

been handed down from generation to generation ? It is quite

plaiu, as the company at " The Jolly Traveller " have remarked

over and over again, that when the crescent moon is on her back

it is going to be dry, but that when the hollow part is down-
ipcakk

wards, it will rain. "Plain as turning up this here pot," saj's old

Joltson, who has just fini.shed his pint, and lets the few last drojjs

fall to the ground.

The stars, too, speak with no uncertain voice to this class of

weather prophet; if thoy are clear it is a sign of rain ; if thoy

are " misty " it will bo wet ; if they are clouded, the rain is pretty

sure to come before long. And, curiously enough, down comas

the rain, often in lass than a week. Who has not met the man

with a particular corn which is Iwirometer and thermomotor in

one, or a faithful knee-joint which has twinges whenever the

forces of the air gather themselves for storms ?

* 8m Appcuiliz L

tAcie
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Some rustic weather prophets are very amusing : ask one Rustic

whether it will be a fine clay to-morrow, and he will look in his
"«*"'*'

. .
prophets

luug, slowly shake his liquor round, take his pipe from his mouth,

and say oracularly, " Weather isn't what it used to be." By
pressure you get a promise of a fine day, " if the wind don't drop,"

accompanied by another saving clause that " he don't half like

them yaller clouds." He, and two or three other old fellows, who
have been shepherds, or have been to sea, bear the burden of the

public weather upon their shoulders, for they are consulted by
almost everyone they meet as to " what they think of it to-day,"

and, having reputations to uphold, must be oftentimes much dis-

concerted by the unstable conduct of the elements. But your

weather prophet generally, like the oracle-worker of old, under-

stands the protective possibilities of language, and avails himself

of them.

When one considers that the Moon quarters weekly, it would

indeed be curious if a change of some kind or another did not

occur within a day or so (either way) of that event. And as, in oid style

this variable climate, " spells " of weather seldom last more than

four or five days, it does not require a very lively imagination to

connect them with the constantly recurrmg phases of the moon.

He must therefore be an ill-informed, obstinate, or very credulous

fellow who, in the face of the positive dictum of science, continues

to pin his faith to the played-out fallacies and charlatanism of

the old style almanacs, which, reTying upon the gullibility and Supposed cycle

ignorance of the public, oft-times contain the most unmitigated ° *^ y""-

rubbish. A curious endeavour, by a Fellow of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society, to prove " that the moon not only influences the

weather, but is the actual cause of it," received a shock in 1893

from which it will never recover. If any believer in weather

cj'cles depending upon the moon will take the trouble to compare

this gentleman's published predictions with the winds and

weather actually experienced in the first half of the year, he will

get a sickener of self-appointed prophets.

It is natural that Britishers .should be deeply interested in any

discovery—scientific or non-scientific—which promises to be an

infallible guide in predicting the weather. Situated in the direct

path of di'iturbances from the Atlantic, these Isles are subject

to extrenie and sudden climatic variations ; dry and wet, hot

and cold days follow each uther so quickly as to give no definite
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value to tho orthodox meteorological prophecies, which only ven-

ture on tlie probabilities of a day, and even then are frequently
far from bein^f absolutely reliable. For England, about the l)€3t

almanac going is

Sheridan's Rhyming Calendar.

January—Snott-j'. July—Moppy.
February—Flowy. August—Croppy.
Miu-ch—Blowy. September—Poppy.
April—Showery. October— Breezy.
Jlay— Flowery. November—Wheezy.
June—Bowery. December— Freezy.

Another Irishman describes the weather in his native " coun-

tiiry " as follows :

—

Dirty days hath September,

April, June, and November.

From January up to May,

The rain it raineth every day.

All the rc.-it h.ive thirty-one

Without a blessed gleam of sun
;

And if any of them had two and thirty,

They'd bcjust as wet and twice as dirty !

The cautionary legend respecting West Indian Hurricanes

runs thus :—
June—too soon.

July— .!f/ind by.

August—look out you must.

September—remenilier.

October—all over.

In this chapter. Ocean Meteorology has been only lightlj'

touched upon. It is impossible to do more. Carefully study the

information on matters marine meteorological contained in No. (5

of the list of nece.s.sary books ; become regular co-operatoi-s with

the British Meteorological Office, the United States Hydro-

graphic Office, or a similar institution, by recording specified

observations in the logbooks, or on the forms, which are supplied

for the purpose by those State-supported Offices, so as to keep in

close touch with current weather; and forward the data to the

respective head quarters, at short intervals. Meanwhile see the

haulyards coiled down clear for running; and, above all, keep

your iivaflm' eye open, for the shipmaster is perforce a weather

forecaster and not a weather telegraphist.

For ^oiiid pressure and velocity see jhtije 710.



CHAPTER XVII.

TIDES, CURRENTS, WAVES, AND BREAKERS.

To enter into a disquisition on the complete theory of the tides,

would in these pages be both unprofitable and impracticable
;

for, apart from its extent and intricate character, as well as the

intimate knowledge required of higher mathematics, there are Tidetheor

perhaps few physical subjects which are still at the present time not aitogethe

on the whole more unsatisfactory. "" '^ ^"^ °'^'

Seeing how veiy complicated and relatively varying are the

circumstances out of which the tides are evolved, to say nothing

of ditTerences still existing on certain points, a precise and con-

solidated elucidation of the subject hardly seems possible. Before

the end of this chapter is reached the reader will probably be of

the same opinion.

We must look to the future to produce some commanding

genius who, by special devotion to the subject, will be able to

reconcile discrepancies, harmonise procedure, and be accepted by

common consent as the authority of the day.

Any seaman, therefore, who is desirous of making a special

study of the tidal theory, must refer to the various works by
distinguished men in which this comprehensive subject is treated

at great length. The article containing the latest and most com-

plete information is that by the late Sir G. H. Darwin, in the

Encyclopcedia Britannica. The late Mr. Richard A. Proctor,

in his magnificent work Old and New Astronomy, dealt with

certain phases of the subject from an original point of view

;

and Lord Kelvin, dating back to 1869, has done his share, by in-

augurating the method of Harvionic Analysis in connection

with continuous tidal records obtained from the automatic gauges

now coming into general use at the principal ports of the world.

In the methods of observation, and in the methods of reduction, anaiy,;,.

tlie entire theory of the tides owes much to Lord Kelvin, who

has now completed the practical part of the subject by inventing

and constructing the famous tide-predicting engine. So expedi-

tious is tills machine, that the tides of a port for a whole j'ear

can be fully worked out in a couple of iiour.s.

But it is here proposed, after giving a brief sketch of the

general laws and features, to draw tiie seaman's attention to
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certain points which will have a practical interest for him,

inasmuch as, upon an un<lerstanding of some of them at least, the

safe navigation of his ship will depend.

To a right appreciation of the subject one must liegiu at the

beginning, and, therefore, a few words about the properties of

water, and the nature and origin of waves, are indispensable to

lead off with.

There are four descriptions of sea waves, namely, " Wind waves,"

" Storm waves," " Earthquake waves," and " Tidal waves."

optciiei of Though it has been proved that water is capable of being com-

pressed, it is the case to such a very limited extent, that for our

present purpo.se the property may be disregarded. A forced dis-

phvcement, therefore, at one point of a liquid surface, is always

exactly counterbalanced by a corresponding rise at another. Con-

versely, a rise at any place can only be effected hy a proportionate

withdrawal of water elsewhere. This being understood, it is not

ditlicult to see that the first-named kind of wave is produced by

w.i.,iwav»5 a purely mechanical action. The wind does not blow exactly

parallel to the surface, but strikes downward, and causes a de-

pression at the point of impact, which is instjintly answered by

an equal elevation elsewhere. This elevation or wave—slight at

tii"st—must necessarily have the same height above the general

sea-level or plane of repo.se that the depre.ssion or trough had

below it

As the wind increases in strength and duration, these undula-

tions of the water grow larger, and eventually form immense

billows, which have been recorded as sixty feet in height from

trough to cro.st.

Sir W. II. White, in his Mtinwd of Naval Architecture, savs :

—

Fortiiatioii of -^ -^

wiiij wavri "If the wind is at first supposed to act on asmooth sea, and then tu

continue to blow with steady force and in one direction, it will

create waves which finally will attain certain definite dimensions.

The phases of change from the smooth sea to the fully formed

waves cannot be distinctly' traced. It is, however, probable that

changes of level, elevations and depressions, resulting from the

impact of the wind on the smooth surface of the sea, and the

frictional resistance of the wind on the water, are the chief cjinses

of the growth of waves.

•' An elevation and its corresponding depression once formed,

offer direct resistance to the action of the wind, and its unbalanced

pressure producing motion in the hcaped-up water, would ulti-

mately lead to the creatiun of lar'^'rr aiiil larger waves. This is
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probably the chief cause of wave growth, frictional resistance

playing a very subordinate part as compared with it. So long

as the speed of the wind relatively to that of the wave water is

capable of accelerating its motion, so long may we expect the

speed of the wave to increase ; and with the speed the length,

and also the height.

" Finally the waves reach such a speed that the wind force pro-

duces no further acceleration, and only just maintains the form

unchanged ; then we have the fully grown waves. If the wind

were now suddenly withdrawn, the waves would gradually de-

crease in magnitude, and finally die out. This degradation results

from the resistance due to the molecular forces in the wave

—

viscosity of the water, &c.—and when the waves are fully grown,

the wind must at every instant balance the molecular forces.

" If the water were a perfect fluid (the particles moving freely

past one another), and if there were no resistance to motion on

the part of the air, the waves once formed would travel onwards

without degradation."

The height of wind-waves depends on what is called the Height of

"Fetch;" that is, the distance from the weather shore or place where Tn^-" euh^"

'

their formation commences. According to the late Mr. Thomas
Stevenson (author of Lighthouse Illumination), the following

formula is nearly correct during heavy gales, when the fetch is

not less than about six nautical miles:—height of wave in feet is

equal to 1'5 x by the square root of the fetch in nautical miles.

As an example, let us suppose that during a violent gale the

wave formation commenced at a distance of 625 miles from the

observer :—The square root of 025 is 25, which, multiplied by

rS, gives 37J feet as the height of the waves at the end of their

long journey.

Every sailor has noticed the occasional grouping together of

tnree or four huge waves larger than the general run. These are Occasional

probably caused by the exceptional force of the squalls which
fa7g"e''wavei

occur at intervals in nearly every gale of wind. From the in- duringr sales

equality in their respective speeds, it follows that any particular

set of large waves will not reach the vessel side by side with

the wind which produced them. Such a thing would be very

unlikely—one might almost say impossible ; so that these big

fellows, deriving their energy only in part fi'om the blast sweep-

ing over them at any given instant, come rolling along, as often

as not, during a lull in the violence of the gale.

"Storm waves" are due to an entirel}' different cause. On
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Eaithquike

the outer or anticyclone edge of hurricanes the barometer stands

abnormally high, indicative of great atmospheric pressure ; whilst

at the centre or vortex the mercury falls unusually low, anii,

accordingly, there the pressure is least. Between the centre and

outer edge a difference of So inches in the height of the mercury

has been recorded : equal to a difference of pressure of 248 pounds

on the square foot of surface at these two places. It will readily

be seen that the effect of this encircling belt of high pressure, and

internal area of low pressure, coupled with the incurving of the

wind, is to produce a heaping up of the water under the body of

the cyclone, whose highest point is necessarily at the centrei

where it is, so to speak, sucked up in a measure.

As the hurricane travels bodily onward, this " .storm wave "

—

which, according to the shape of the disturbance, may be likened

loan oval dish or a soup plate, bottom up—accompanies it ; and

nas been known more than once to inundate low-lying districts,

and cau.se thousamisof human beings to perish at one sweep. In

the delta of the Hugli, 100,000 lives have been lost by a single

visitation of this kind. *

" Earthquake," or " Great Sea Waves," as they are technically

styled, differ entirely in their origin from the two preceding.

Tiicy are frequently spoken of as " Tidal Waves
;

" but as the

tides have nothing whatever to do with them, such a designation

is obviously wrong.

The term " CJreat Sea Wave " is used in contradistinction to

" Great Earth Wave," which latter is the name given to the »lis-

turbanco experienced on land.

An earthquake may have its centre of impulse either inland or

under the bed of the ocean. In the first case, when the " Great

Earth Wave," or superficial undulation, coming from inland,

reaches the shores of the sea (unless these be precipitous, with

deep water) it may lift the water up, and carry it out on its

back, as it were ; for the rate of tr.-insit of the shock is some-

times so great that the heap of water lifted up has not time to

Bow away towards the sides.

At Arica, in Peru, and other places, tins sudden going out of

the sea has laid bare the bottom of the bay, and left ships

aground which only a few minutes before wore riding quietly at

anchor in several fathoms of water.

As soon OS the shock is over, the body of water thus forced out

to sea returns ivs a huge wave, and, on approaching a sloping

shore, rears up like a wall, and breaks with overwhelming force.

* Apiwndiz K.
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Sometimes, however, its volume, height, and velocity are so great

that it comes ashore bodily, and breaks far inland, causing even

greater destruction to life and property. At Arica, the Wateree

—a " Double-ender " belonging to the United States Navy—-was

carried inland quite a distance by the reflux, and remained in

evidence for many years. If the writer's memory is not at fault,

she was carried clean over the railway embankment.

When the seat of disturbance is beneath the ocean, the " Great

Sea Wave " rushes in upon the land as before—with this difference,

that it is not preceded by the water retiring from the foreshore,

as in the first case.

These submarine shocks are sometimes so severe, that the Curious effect

sensation has been conveyed to those afloat as if the ship were "'/^^j'"'"*'"

violently bumping over a sunken reef. In one instance which

came under the writer's observation, the inkstand on the captain's

table of one of the Pacific Company's coast steamers was jerked

upwards against the ceiling, where it left an unmistakable record

of the occurrence ; and yet this vessel at the time was steaming

aloncr in smooth water, many hundreds of fathoms deep. The

concussions were so smart that passengers were shaken off their

seats, and, of course, thought that the vessel had run ashore.

When the non-elastic natui-e of water is considered, there will be

no difficulty in understanding how such an effect could be

produced.

About the most notable instance of a " Great Sea Wave

"

occurred during the stupendous and ever-memorable eruption in

August, 1883, which had for its centre the Island of Krakatoa, in

the Strait of Sunda. On this occasion the loss of life amounted

to 37,000, caused chiefly by the sea waves, one of which attained

the almost incredible height of 185 feet. Its effects were traced

on all the principal Tide-gauges of the world, and were even

observed at Havre, some 11,000 miles from their source of origin.

A full account of this eruption, which was investigated in

detail by committees and sub-committees of the Royal Society,

comprising many of the leading scientists of the day, has been

published in a volume of nearly 500 quarto pages, under the

editorship of the late Mr. G. T. Symons, F.R.S. In this book

every branch of the phenomenon and its effects have been most

thoroughly dealt with, and is consequently well worth perusal.

Lastly, we come to the purely vertical oscillations of water.

known as " Tide Waves."

The distinctive difference between these and " Wind Waves
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sun and moon.

' Full an.t

cban^

lies in the fact that the last-mentioned are only surface dis-

turbances, which, however violent the jjale, reacli at no time to a

greater depth than 50 fathoms, and are virtually only local and

temporary in their action. Whereas " Tide Waves " are the

result of an outside attraction, xuhich continuously affects the

whole mass of water on the earth's surface.

Tlie Tides are popularly attributed to the Moon only, but in

point of fact they are caused by the joint attraction of both Sun

and Moon overcominf^, to a small extent, the power of terrestrial

gravitjs whereby the water is held to the earth. It is due to

this double influence, wiiicli sometimes pulls in the same and at

other times in a contrary direction, tliat we liave tiie ever-

varying pha.ses in the times and iieights of Hiorh and Low
Water.

The general motion of the Tides consists in an alternate vertical

Rise and Fall, and horizontal Flow and Ebb, occupying an average

period of half a Lunar day, or about 12 hours 25 minutes. This

vertical movement is transmitted from place to place in the seas,

like an ever-recurring series of very long and swift waves.

In theory, "Tide Waves" occur simultaneously at points of

the eartii's surface diametrically opposite to each other, and are

termed Superior or Inferior, according as they are formed on tlie

side ne.\t the Moon, or on the one opposite. It will be under-

stooti, tlierefore, tluit tlieoretically there are ttco tide waves at a

fixed distivnco apart of 1S0°, measured botli in latitude and longi-

tude, and tliat thej' are constantly travelling round the earth

from East to West.

Since, as already explained, water may be regarded as prac-

tically devoid of elasticity, and cannot be raised at any point

without being proportionally lowered at some other, it follows

that, midway between each of these waves of High Water, there

arc depressions of the surface corresponding to what we term

Low Water. This is shewn in Diagrams Aos. 1 aiul 2, where,

however, for convenience as much as from necessity, the matter

of scale is entirely disregarded.

iS' is the Superior High Water, / the Inferior. L and L' repre-

sent Low Water. As may be supposed, the Inferior Tide \\'ii\o

id a shade smaller than the other.

At the period of "Change" or New Moon, when it and thu

Sun are in Conjunction, that is to say, when they are on the

sjime side of the earth, as shewn in Diagram No. 1,—and at the

poriml of Full Moon, when tlu»y are said to be in Opposition
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that is, with the earth between them, as shewn in Biagram

Xo. 2,—the greatest tidal effect is produced, as at such times the

solar and lunar influences act in unison, and are exerted in the

same straight line.* This is the period of " Springs
;

" and

• Our satellite, the moon, is a dark globular body, 2,162 miles in diameter, which

shines solely by reflected light received from the sun ; consequently, at the period termed Moon's
" new moon," when the sun and moon pass the meridian together at mid-day, the moon diameter,

is invisible to us, as at such times she occupies a position in the heavens almost directly

between the earth and the sun, and accordingly presents to us her unenlightened face
;

which is still further hidden by the dazzling brightness of that particular part of the

sky (vide Diagram No. V).

But when the moon is at the "full," she passes the meridian at midnight, or 12 hours

after the sun, which latter, being then on the opposite side of the earth, illumines the

whole of that hemisphere of the moon which is next to us {lidt Diagram No. 2).

It is obvious that, in the intermediate stages, a greater 01 less amount of the moon's

illumined face must be visible to us.

A day or so after new moon, when her bright portion is crescent-shaped, it is not un-

usual in clear weather to see the remainder or obscure part also. At such times the

brightly illuminated cusps or horns seem to e.xtend beyond the darker portion of the disc,

and hold it in their grasp. This condition is commouly alluded to as " the old moon

with the young in its arms," or " the moon on its back." The phenomenon of the bright Irradiation,

part of the moon appearing to encircle the remainder, is due to an optical illusion termed

" Irradiation," in virtue of which, white objects, or those of a very brilliant colour, when

.seen on a dark ground, look larger than they really are. The new moon appearing after

this fashion, is asserted by some to be the sure forerunner of bad weather. A statement

so positive in character should have something to support it, but, unfortunately for those

who make it, it is not at all justified by the known facts. For example, in many favoured

parts of the world, the condition of the atmosphere is mostly always propitious to seeing

the young moon in the arms of the old ; and accordingly, in such localities it possesses no

particular signification. On the other hand, in countries given to a chronic state of mist

and haze, the phenomenon, from its rareness, attracts more attention, and indicates an

unusiMl clearness in the air, which, according as it is backed up by other signs, may or

may not herald the approach of rain or wind. From the roving nature of his calling, the

sailor, more than other men, should be on his guard against the gerural application of

what are only intended as local weather signs. That which denotes one kind of weather

in one place may signify something totally difl'erent in another ; much in the same way

that in the northern l.emisphere the barometer rises for northerly winds, but falls for the
same wind in the southern hemisphere. These remarks apply also to some of the late

Admiral Fikzroy's weather signs, given on pages 257-258. Now, as the moon is only supposed
to be rendered visible to us by the light reflected from the side presented to tue sun, it Earth light,

may not unreasonably be asked why it is that, as just observed, we sometimes see the

obscure as well as the brighter portion. This is easily understood, however, by recollect-

ing that when the moon is one or two days old, the relative positions of the earth, the

moon, and the sun, are such as permit the earth to reflect the sunlight back to the moon

in sufficient quantity to faintly illumine that hemisphere which is next to ourselves. In

fact, we give it Earth-light.

It is obvious that, to an inhabitant of the moon (if such there could be), our earth must

appear as a splendid moon, shining with light borrowed from the sun, and presenting all

the moon's own phases as seen from the earth, but possessing more than three times her

apparent diameter. We act, therefore, in tlie same capacity towards the moon that th^

moon does towards us. It is interesting here to note the opinion of some scientists, that,

judging from the moon's physical conditions, life, as we know it, cannot exist there;

whilst it is possible, if not probable, that some of the other planets (more especially Mars,

which has been termed " the miniature of our earth ") may have their inhabitants, though

not necessarily beings of precisely the same order as ourselves.
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Spring tides, should it occur whcD both luminaries happen to be at their

nearest approach to the earth, say in January, the effect is

enhanced. In this way, the high tides which occur about the

latter end of March and September are known as " Equinoctial

Springs." Owing to a specially favourable combination of

astronomical positions, some spring tides are exceptionally great,

in which case they are termed " Extraordinary Spring.';."

.oun'dTngron With the cxceptiou of Liverpool, Milford, and Holyhead, and
Admiralty perhaps two Or three other ports, the soundings on Admiralty

charts and plans are all reduced to mean low water of Ordinary

Springe. The lowest known tide is the French datum.

It is to be regretted, however, that for want of a permanent

mark cut into rock or masonry, the value of this zero is not

always obtainable. Moreover, owing to the great variability of

low water ordinary springs, this Admiralty-adopted datum does

not appear susceptible of an exact scientific delinition. It would

be better to reckon the Various High and Low Waters as so much

above or below the Mean Sea Level of the place referred to.

Similarly, the chart soundings might be referred to the same

plane, which, putting " meteorological " tides on one side, is prac-

tically consUint.

When the moon is in quadrature, or 90° distant from the sun

—that is to say, when one passes tlie meridian six hours ahead

of the other—their actions neutralize each other to a large extent,

by the tendency to produce /or?" independent waves; two under

the sun, of cour.se on opposite sides of the earth, and two simi-

larly situated under the moon. In this case the action of the sun

lowers the waters of the sea at the same point where the moon

would raise them, and conversely. Each pulls in a different

direction to the other—a regular " Tug of War,"—and thus the

tides at such times are less in every way, and get the name of

" Neaps." It st^vnds to reason, liowever, that the change from
Neap tlilf > . '

_ _

"
springs to neaps, aud vice versa, is gradual. As the moon in her

course travels from the position of either " new " or " full," the

solar and lunar waves in each hemisphere separate until the moon
arrives in quadrature ; they then commence to close again, and so

on ad infiuitiini.

It must not be understood, however, even in theory, that two

separate or distinct tide waves arc then really traversing the

wean in each hemisphere. Such is not the ciuse. The single

effi'ct observed is compounded of both intluences, and is virtually

the same as if, after the moon had given a form to the waters,
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the sun had modified it, both as to size and position ; so that the

place at which the resultant high water really occurs is at a point

intermediate to them both, but nearer to the lunar wave, since it

is the greater of the two.

Springs are thus the sum, and neaps the difference of the co-

existing lunar and solar tides. And since the sum of the lunar and

solar tide-generating forces is nearly three times their diti'erence,

the range of spring tide will usually be nearly three times that of

neap tide. Diagram No. 3 represents neap tides as produced at

the last quarter of the moon, and as the effect at the first quarter

is precisely similar, it is not worth while to <jive the diagram.

The tidal wave is also accelerated or retarded in a way which

will now be described. To put it in other words, the interval

between the moon's passage over the meridian and H.W. varies

sensibly with tlie moon's age. In the 1st and 3rd quarters of the Priming

Moon the solar tide is westward of the lunar one ; and, con-

sequently, the actual High Water (which is the result of the

combination of the two waves), will be to the westivard of the

place it would have been at if the Moon had acted alone, and the

time of High Water will therefore be hastened. In the 2nd and lagging.

4th quarters the general efli'ect of the Sun is, for a similar reason,

to produce a retardation in the time of High Water. This efi'ect,

brought about by the relative positions of the Sun and Moon, is

called the Priming and Lagging of the tides. It deranges the

average retardation, which, from a mean value of nearly 51m.,

may be augmented to 66m. at neaps, or be reduced to 38m. at

springs.*

Herein, then, is a most intricate and ever-changing combination

of influences, more especially when viewed in connection with

those still to be mentioned. The waters of the ocean are there-

fore subject to a ceaseless conflict between the disturbing and
ever-varying forces exercised by the Sun and Moon respectively,

but in a manner which is recurrent and is being ever repeated in

enhanced or diminished degree. To include every change in the

relative positions of the two luminaries, requires a period of over

18 years, and where accurate tidal observations have been con-

tinuously made for that length of time, it is not only possible, but

easy, to predict the times and heights for any future period.

A study of the preceding diagrams will shew that the greatest

and least water is to be found on a bar at High and Low Water
respectively of Spring Tides ; whilst at Neaps the tide will neither

rise so high nor fall so much. There is therefore more water on
a bar at Low Water Neaps than at Low Water Springs. Further- mean sea levei

* See Appendix J.
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more, we have the important fact that at ludf tide Uie depth on a

bar is (divays nearh/ the same, whetlier it he Springs or Seapa.

Half-tide corre-sponds to the Jleaii sea level, which is constant

over a limited area, and should therefore be universally adopted

as the standard Plane of reference within that area.

Every port should have its half-tide level accurately d^^ter-

mined and recorded in its archives. It should be permanently

marked in a conspicuous position of easy access. Where the

Admiralty Tide Tables pive the half mean spring range, the cor-

responding figures on the Tide-gauge should be set to the half-

tide mark. The gauge would thus be in agreement with the

tabular heights, and its zero would represent whatever had been

accepted as mean L.W.O.S. In tjiking soundings, their reduction

would then be a vcr}' simple affair, which is far from being the

case at the present time. It would almost appear as if surveyors,

having determined L.W.O.S., liad in many instances purposely

set the zero of the gauge considerably lower to he on the right

»ide. This is just about as idiotic as keeping one's clock always

five minutes fast of the real time.

The following diagram, taken from the Admiralty Tide Tables,

is intended to explain the terms Spring Rise, Neap Rise, and

Neap Range, as made use of on the Charts and in the Sailing

Directions published by the Admiralty. In foreign countries a

different notation is usnd, markedly in France and the U.S.A.

Tide Oaugi'.
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a = Mean Levul of Uigh Water, DriJinuri- Siirin-h.

b = ,. „ ti Neaps.

e = HiiirTidc i>r Mean Ixivel of the Sea Iwtli at Siirinj,i< .ml Noaiw.

d = Mean IjOViA of Low Wafer Onlinary Ne.ips.

J = Sprinjc^
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Example.

Spriug Rise (or Mean Spring Range) = e to a = 12 ft.

Neap Rise - - - = e to 6 = 10 „
Neap Range - - - = dto b = 8 „

Be careful to distinguish between Neap Rise and Neap Range.

The term " range " is used to express the amount any given

tide rises above and falls below the mean sea level, and these two
quantities are supposed to be equal ; but owing to the varying

ctfects of wind, atmospheric pressure, diurnal inequality, and local

causes, this is not always the case. To find accurately the half

tide, or M.S.L., it is necessary to eliminate the " meteorological" Metearoiogica]

tides, and the only way to do this is to extend the observations ''^'^

over a long period of time so as to get rid of irregularities by

averages. This would give the most perfect tide-table : the

height and time could subsequently be modified in accordance

with the meteorological phenomena experienced on any given

day. There is yet another point in connection with " range." It

lias been stated already that at the Equinoxes the spring rano-e

is greatest, that is to say, the water rises to a higher and falls to

a lower level. But on the other hand the neap range is least. The

trial of strength between sun and moon is then being fought out

on more equal terms, and, as a consequence, where the opponents

are so evenly balanced, their bone of contention is less disturbed.

In summer, when the aun is most distant from the earth, it is the other

way about ; the neap range is then greater and the spring range is less, with

tlie result that the difference between the various high and low waters in a

seini-lunation is not so marked, or, in other words, the generaJ sea-level is less

listurbed.

Now, with reference to a tide wave being formed simultane-

ously on both sides of the earth. In considering this question we
will temporarily put the sun on one side, as by so doing matters

will be much simplified, without in the least interfering with the

general principle.

At first siffht it looks strange that the Inferior wave should be Superior and

produced by the attraction of a single body, such as the moon, inferior tide

which of course cannot be on both sides of the earth at the same

instant of time. Admitting the attractive power of the moon, it

is easy to comprehend that the Superior tide may be so formed ;

but that the other should also be the result of a pull in the same

direction, is much more difficult to undei'stand, and proves an

effectual poser to many who, from want of the key, consider tlie

matter as contrary to common sense. Touching the lattei-, it must

be allowed that common sense is a first-rate thing in its way, and

happy are those who possess it, but unfortunately, it is not always
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equal to unravelling intricate problems, of whatsoever kind : if

it were, then it follows that the nation need not pay so much for

Board Schools, nor in fact foster education in any form. The

moon's altraction undoubtedly causes both, tide waves, and, absurd

as the idea may appear to many, the fact is capable of sufficiently

easy explanation, which we will now attempt.

UuiTcrsai It is neccssary, first of all, to have a clear conception of that

ir "iutioii" species of attraction called Gravitation, which pervades all space
—every particle of matter in this vast universe attracting every

oUier particle.

It is therefore a force of interaction, but apart from this and

the fact that—unlike the radiant forces of Light, Heat, and Sound
—its effect is instantaneous at all distances, we know absolutely

nothing as to its nature. So far it remains seemingly an

impenetrable mystery

The laws governing Universal Attraction are well establishei,

and may be thus stated :

—

**
1. All bodies iu nature exert a mutual attnictiou upon each other, at all

(listiiuccs, ill virtue of wliich they are continually tending towards each

other.

" 2. For the same distance the attractions botween bodies are proportional

to their musses.

" 3. The masses being equal, the attraction varies with the dtstuuco, being

inversely proportional to the square of tiie distances aiiunder."
*

EspJanation o( The tides, howcver, are not due to the simple attraction of the

arrfoi'mej by '"0°° upon the watefs of the globe, but to the cUfference of her

attraction. attraction on the near and far sides of the earth.

Now, the moon attracts the solid earth ivs well as the watera

upon it, and in conformity with law No. 3, she attracts most that

which is nearest to her. Therefore, the waters on the side next

the moon are most drawn to her, the solid earth in a lesser degree,

and the waters on the distant side less still ; so that the latter are

left behind, as it were, and present the illusory appearance of

being attracted towards I, which, however, is nut the case. See

Diayvam Xo. 4.

Let the inside letters represent points on the earth's surfaf-,

and let us suppose the latter to bo uniformly covered with

water. -Now, the different parts of the earth are atuue<jual dis-

tances from the moon. Uence the attraction which the moon

exerts at a is greater than that which she exerts at b and h, and

still greater than that which she exerts at c and j ; while the

attraction at e is least of all.

* Ganot'i I'vjnUar A'atuml Philotophy. A moat tngmging book, which no olficat

thould h» without
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DISTANCE OF SUN AND MOON.

The attraction of the moon upon the layer of water immediately

under her at the point 8 is greater than that which she exerts

upon the solid globe ; the water will therefore heap itself up over

a—that is, High Water will take place immediately under the

moon. The water which thus collects at a is derived from the

regions c and g, where the quantity of water must therefore be

diminished—that is, there will be Low Water at c and g.

The water at / is less attracted than the solid mass of the earth.

The latter will therefore recede from the waters at /, leaving

them behind, so that they will be heaped up also, and produce

High Water at the same time as at S. The Moon's attraction,

as exercised upon our earth, is differential in its character, and

herein lies the gist of the whole thing.

So much for the Moon ; now for the Sun.

The sun produces tidal effects similar to those of the moon, suns

He is the centre and controlling force of the system to which we '^^"^j*^* ""

belong ; and his attractive power upon the earth, as a whole, is

vastly greater than that of our comparatively puny satellite ; for,

though the sun's mean distance from us is 388 times that of the

moon, it is more than counterbalanced by his mass, which is

26 i million times greater than that of the moon. Nevertheless,

the latter's influence upon the tides is nearly 2\ times more than

the sun.

Here we have another seeming anomaly, but it is explained by

the fact that the sun's mean distance is so great (nearly 93 Sun's mean

millions of miles), that the inequality of his attraction on different
"^ *""'

parts of our earth is very small ; that is to say, the sun attracts

all parts of our comparatively small globe in a nearly equal ratio,

which is not by any means the case with the moon, as the earth's

equatorial diameter (7,926A miles) bears a considerable propoi-tion

to her mean distance from us of 288,830 miles. The moon is Moons meao

only removed from us by a distance equal to 80 of the earth's
'''^'"°"-

diameters, whereas it would require about 11,700 earths to

bridge the space between the sun and ourselves. In other words,

the sun's attraction, as applied to our earth, is less differential

in character than that of the moon.

The term Gravitation is applied more especially to the attraction

exerted between the heavenly bodies. The sun being that member

of our planetary system which has the largest mass, exerts also

the greatest attraction, from which it might seem that the earth

and the other planets ought to fall into the sun, by reason of

this attraction. This would indeed be the case, if they were
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only acted upon by the force of Gravitation ; but owing to their

inertia,* the original or primary impulse which they once received

constantly tends to carry them away from the sun in a straight

line. Tlie resultant of this acquired velocity, and of the force of

Gravitation, makes the planets describe curves about the sun

which are elliptical in shape, and are called their orbits.

Similarly, it can be shewn that, were it not for terrestrial

gravitation acting in opposition to solar and lunar gravitation,

the waters of the earth would be attracted altogether away from

it. The sun, our own planet, and its satellite, are therefore con-

stantly at war, struggling for the .supremacy in this respect, and

the yielding waters obey first one and then the other according

to the force preponderating at the moment.

The moon revolves about the earth once in something under

25 hours, and the earth having a circumference (in round num-

bers) of 25 .thousand miles, the tide wave caused by the joint

action of the sun and moon would, if the surface of our glol>e

were uniformly and entirely covered with deep water, have a

speed of 1000 miles per liour.t In mid-ocean, where there are no

u<i»iw:ive barriers to its progress, the tide wave is found U) travel little

short of this rate ; but there is a rapid falling off in the speed as

well ius change in the direction, when the wave is obstructed

by land stretching across its uatuial line of progress, also by the

friction of the bottom in shoal water. For example, in the

Southern Ocean the hourly rate is nearly !J00 miles ; in the

middle of the North Atlantic, 520 miles ; but in the Irish Chan-

nel, between Rathliu and the Isle of Man, the progressive rate

of velocity to of the wave of high water is only 50 miles per hour; and in
'*"

' the southern branch of the same, about half that amount The.se

speeds correspond respectively to depths of 9,150 fathoms, 3,000

fathoms, and 2S fathoms. When a free wave runs into shallow

water it travels with less velocity, and its height is increased.

Let us remark in passing, that the tides with which our fre-

quenters of the sea shore are acquainted are not the direct effect of

the uioon's attniction. They would seem to be more in the nature

of a resulting incident. The tides are generated in the Great

Southern Uceati, where they are forced ascillations, but those

that we have in our part of the world are free ascillations, .started

it is true, by tlie others, though running up to our latitudes on

their own hook, under the action of terrestrial Gravitation. The

• liurlia U u |iuri<W nrfiatlTo |irn|i<'r(y of mittcr. It li th»t liilivranl qiulity uf |>.v«>lT>nM>
I., 1....I,..- «:t.i.-i. ..r......... . ,1, ,M . , ir.- nf )tQrp«tuiiI rwl wtico uuiliaturbiMl, OF ill |>orp«{itiU

' lino Ukpn by the* ino«n to aoeomplinh ft rrrolutlon
til M> ytm (• lh« avomit* lnt«rT.%l in loUr time txtwfvn

t)i,> II >n'* ]i.K--^u\^ .,11) ai\i>\) iiK'H'lt ill anil her return to %.-\mt\ It ia miuie up of tho eiirih'*

rotaiiun ou It* own utl« plue the moon's orbtlAl motloQ fuit refen-Ml to

reUtioii
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direct tidal effect of the moon in our seas is comparatively small,

and is in many places antagonistic to the actual ebb and flow of

the waters witnessed by our sea-side visitors.

The " equilibrium theory " assumes an ideal globe entirely

covered with a frictionless ocean : but as our earth does not con-

form to this condition, and as the ocean is very far from being

frictionless, the ideal tide is not the tide that we actually know, ideal and

As a matter of fact, theory does not always represent the tides *'^'"^' "''*^

of the ports of the world. Observation shows that the irregular

distribution of land and water, and the variable depth of the

ocean, in themselves alone produce an irregularity in the oscilla-

tions of the sea of such complexity, that the rigorous solution of

the problem is altogether beyond the power of analysis. There-

fore, the tides of any given place cannot be predicted from a

knowledge of the tides of any other place. Observations alone

will do so, and in this form the problem is a simple one.

Here it is necessary to observe that, owing to fluid-friction, the

inertia of the water, and other causes, the tide wave is found to

lag behind the moon, and on this account the highest tides do not

occur when her influence is greatest, but from one to three days

after. The tide corresponding to New, or Full Moon, can how-

ever be detected by its superior height, which accordingly enables

us to get at what is termed the retard or age of the tide. Its

value is determined by taking the average interval between the

moon's transit at F.and C. and the highest High Water following it.

Similarly, High Water at any place is not simultaneous with Retard or ^i

the moon's passage of the meridian of that place, but mostly ""^ ""* '"**

occurs an hour or two after; indeed in some places there is actually

Low Water at the time of the moon's meridian passage : discre-

pancies are innumerable, and ports can be mentioned shewing all

the intermediate phases. H H.W. everywhere, at Full and

Change, corresponded exactly with the time of meridian passage,

there would be only one " listablishment of the Port," namely,

XII. hours ; but the Tide Tables shew that this is very far from

being the case.

At this stage of our subject it is most important to distinguish Difference

between the motion of a tide ivave and that of a tide current.

The tide wave is due not nearly so much to the actual horizon- cumnt.

tal transfer of a body of water from one place to another, as to

an elevation of its surface. Thus the sun and moon do not draw

after them the mound of water which has been raised by their

attraction, but are all the time engaged in raising the water ivhich

is vertically beneath them. As we have seen, the propagation

rand tide
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Wave* of

trailtlation.

of this tide «;at;« is compatible with immense velocity, whereas

tlie tide current rarely exceeds 5 or 6 miles an hour. Were the

tide wave one of translation, like the tide current, it would carry

destruction in its course. The peculiarity of its action may be

shewn in this way :

—

Let two men stand a few yards apart, each holding the end of

a piece of rope stretched loosely between them. Now, if one of

the men were to shake the rope smartly in an up and down
direction, he would cause undulations or waves in it, which would

travel to the other end with great rapidity ; nevertheless, from

both ends being retained in the hands of the men, the rope, taken

as a whole, would occupy throughout the same position.

The shaking of a sail, or the fluttering of a flag, serve to illus-

trate the same eflect, therefore we see that it is i\\eform alone of

the wave which moves, and not the water of which it is com-

posed. In other words, the same wave as it advances is not

composed of the same water.

Light, heat, and sound are transmitted in a similar manner.

Let us take the latter by way of further illustration :

—

If a long spar be gently tapped at one end, the blow will be

readily heard by a person applying his ear to the other end. In

this ca-so the sound wave is propagated by the minute but rapid

vibrations of the atoms of wood composing the spar, but no one

for a moment would suppose that the identical piece of wootl

which wa.s struck had travelled to the ear of the listener. Solid.s,

generally, conduct .^ouud much more rapidly than air. Oak, for

example, will transmit it with exactly ten times greater velocity.

Thus, in the experiment just mentioned, if the spar he .struck

witli suflicient force, the listener will hear two distinct .sounds,

with an interval between them, depending upon the length of the

spar, the first sound transmitted by the wood, and the Sfcond

transmitted by the air. Iron is a still bettor conductor.

Recent investigation, however, goes to prove that every sea

wave is ?»iore or less a wave of translation, setting down each

particle of water, or of matter suspended in water, a little in

advance of where it picked that particle up ; but to the ordinary

observer this transference of matter is so slight as to be imper-

ceptible. By tiie seaman, however, it is taken into practical

account when he is making allowance for "the heave of theseji."

Shoaling of the water makes a material diflerence in the

character of a wave. Its liaae is then reUirded by the increa'*ing

friction of the ascending bottom, and its leading siile, in conse-
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quence, becomes steeper and steeper, until at length the ci'est

outstrips the base, and, toppling over, breaks Into foaming surf.

This may be witnessed any day in the approach of waves to a

shelving beach. Where the foreshore happens to slope very

gradually, these breakers extend a proportionately long distance surf and

seaward ; but in such cases the ground friction deprives them of •"'e^'"'"

their original height and energy long before reaching the beach.

The name has escaped the writer's memory, but there is a

place on the Malabar coast where the water, for miles seaward,

shoals so regularly and slowly over muddy bottom, that the force

of tlie heavy seas during the S.W. monsoon is quite spent by the

time they get near the land ; knowing tliis, it is common for the

small craft thereabouts to run in on what is a dead lee shore, and

anchor without fear in 4 fathoms.

For conditions of an opposite character take the bar of the

Tagus, which shoals abruptly from a depth of several hundreds

of fathoms existing only a few miles to the westward. During

winter gales the deep-water undulations come rolling in upon it

in an unreduced form, and break with terrific violence. They

have even been known to sweep the decks of large mail steamers

that have rashly attempted to enter at such times, though the

bar carries not less than 6 fathoms at low water (in the shoalest

part). This would give the height of these formidable breakers

as upwards of 30 feet, since it is generally accepted that the

depth of water where the wave first breaks is equal to the height Rule is to

of its crest above the undisturbed sea level.
he.ghtof

breakers.

To give an idea of where broken water will dash to in storms,

it is related by the late Captain George Bayly (Elder Brother of the

Trinity House), in an article entitled, Bi'itish pluck in the arts of

peace, that, "during the winter of 1861, the fog bell of the

Bishop lighthouse—Isles of Scilly—secured to the stone gallery

by a neck of solid metal four inches thick, at an elevation of 100

feet above H.W. mark, was carried away. A mountain wave
reared its foaming crest many feet above the lantern, and as it

swept past, snapped the solid neck like a carrot : the bell fell

down on the rock beneath and was broken into pieces, some of

which were afterwards picked up, and, together with the broken

neck, were shewn amongst models and other articles from the

Trinity House at the International Exhibition of 1862." The

bell weighed several cwt., and after the storm the gallery wa.s

found thickly strewn with sand.

About the year 1886 the tower was raised upon, and its dia-
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meter considerably increased ; the additional granite masonry

weighed 2,950 tons !

!

Engineers have of late years taken advantage of the compara-

tive absence of horizontal force in unbroken waves, to construct

almost perpendicularly the sea faces of such piers or breakwaterb

as require to be built in exposed positions. Formerly, works of

this character had a very long batter or slope, the effect of which

—similar to that of a shelving beach—was to cause the waves to

curl over and break in a manner which forced out huge blocks of

stone, each very many tons in weight ; and this undermining pro-

cess went on until the solid masonry Wivs completely breached

through.

Again, it is not improbable that the reader has seen unbroken

waves reflected back from a vertical sea wall ; in which case lie

will have noticed that the reflected outgoing waves pass ihroxiyh

the incoming ones, and each continues on its course almost as if

nothing had happened. The principal visible effect produced by

the collision is to momentarilj' increase the height of the waves

at tlieii- point of meeting ; but after a time the reflected wave is

80 retiuced in speed and size by its repeated encounters with suc-

ceeding incoming ones, that it dwindles away, and at last cea.ses

to e.Kist : were they solid boilios undergoing translation, the wave

with the greater momentum would overcome and carr}- with it

the otlier one—but, of course, at a reduced speed.

To take another example: Every sailor knows that, when

hove-to in a gale, his .ship, if properly loaded and handled, will

ordinarily ride over the monster seas like a duck ; and it is clear

that such could not be the case if each wave were hurled against

the ves.sel a.s an independent and separate accumulation of water.

But as soon as their free movement is interfered with by friction,

no matter iiow proiluced, waves have a tendency to "top" and

become vicious. For instance, on the edge of the Agulhas Bank,

ofl' the pitch of the Cape of Good Hope, it is well known that

the seas generated by a W.N.W. gale are often opposed by a

strong current setting right in the wind's eye The result is a

hollow, curling sea; and woe betide a deeply laden ship should

she meet one of these ugly customers at an awkward moment.*

* OU alowlj droppej Into tbo saa has a vonderfiJ cflact in pr«veDting it breaking on

bo«rd. It U common in lome p.irts of England, bcfora bcacliing a boat, to poll up anil

down for a few yarda, pouring oil on the water, and then row in on tha amooth.

'Ilia principal f.ictj at to the ino of oil arc aa follow :—

I. Oii froo wiivaa, i.i., warea in iloop wa'.or. the elTert is grcatwt

%. In a urf, or warei braakiug ou a bar. where a uiaM of liquiil is in actual motion in
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A weather tide in a river is an example of the same thing on a

very much smaller scale.

From the foregoing we learn that a wave proper has but a

trifling effect in the horizontal transference of floating objects,

which do little more than rise and fall on its surface; but the

same wave, when transformed into a "breaker" by friction, will

carry all before it.

The " Bores " peculiar to rivers with expanded mouths are

produced in a manner verj- similar to " breakers." As the Tide

wave advances up the rivei", it is continually checked underneath,

not only by the friction of the bottom, but by the resistance of

the downward current. These causes operate to dam up the

incoming tide, which is nevertheless pushed on by the ever-

increasing volume of water behind, until it assumes a steep

shallow water, the effect of the oil is uncertain ; as nothing can prevent the larger waves

from breaking under such circumstances ; but even here it is of some service.

3. The heaviest and thickest oils are most effectual. Refined kerosene is of little use
;

crude petroleum is serviceable when nothing else is obtainable ; but all animal and

vegetable oils have great effect.

4. A small quantity of oil suffices, if applied in -such a manner as to spread it to wind-

ward.

6. It is useful in a ship or boat, both when running or lying to, or in wearing.

6. No experiences are related of its use when hoisting a boat up in a sea-way at sea,

but it is highly probable that much time and injury to the boat would be saved by its

application on such occasions,

7. In cold water, the oil, being thickened by the lower temperature, and not being able

to spread freely, will have its effect much reduced. This will vary with the description

of oil used.

8. The best method of application in a ship at sea appears to be : hanging over the side,

in such a manner as to be in the water, small canvas bags, capable of holding from one to

two gallons of oil, such bags being pricked with a sail needle to facilitate leakage of the oil.

The position of these bags should vary with the circumstances. Running before the

wind they should be hung on either bow

—

e.g., from the cathead—and allowed to tow in

the water.

With the wind on the quarter the effect seems to be less than in any other position, as

the oil goes astern while the waves come up on the quarter.

Lyiugto, the weather bow and another position farther aft seem the best places from

which to hang the bags, with a suflicieut length of line to draw to windward while the

ship drifts.

9. Crossing a bar with a flood tide, oil poured overboard and allowed to float in ahead

of the boat, which would follow with a bag towing astern, would appear to be the best

plan. As before remarked, under these circumstances, the effect cannot be so much trusted.

On a bar with the ebb tide it would seem to be useless to try oil for the purpose of

entering.

10. For boarding a wreck, it is recommended to pour oil overboard to windward of her

befure going alongside. The effect in this case must greatly depend upon the set of the

current, and the circumstances of the depth of the water.

11. For a boat riding in bad weather from a sea anchor, it is recommended to fasten

the liag to an endless line rove through a block on the sea anchor, by which means the

oil is diffused well ahead of the boat, and the bag can be readily hauled on board for

refilling if necessary.

i
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broken front like a bubbliup cascade, and constitutes one con-

tinuous breaker, having a long flat back. As the " bore

"

advances, it is hemmed in at the sides by a contracting channel,

which forces it still more to rise above the ordinary level, since,

if the form of the channel cannot accommodate the rush of water

in one way, it must in another. It is not uncommon to see two

or three smaller " bores " coming along on the back of the first.

Bote not a The " Borc " cannot be accurately described as a wave. It is

in no sen.se an undulation, nor is there any depression after it

has passed : indeed, a rise in its wake of two to four feet of

water is not unusual.

This phenomenon occurs mostly in rivers situated at the head

of delta-sliaped estuaries, and where these open broadly to the

direct course of the Tidal wave, the elfect is neces.sarily more

marked.

In the Hiigli, the " Bore " not infrequently appears as a

liquid wall 6 or 7 feet high, and its noise is such that it is heard

whilst yet several miles away. In the western branch of the

Amazons it is said to have a front of 10 to 12 feet in height, and

in its effort to find equilibrium, travels at the rate of 10 to Iri

miles an hour, overcoming everything in its progress.

Chepstow, in the Bristol Channel ; Mont St. Michel, in the

Gulf of St. Malo ; Dungene.ss Spit, near Cape Virgins; and the

Basin of Mines, at the head of the Bay of Fundy,—are all places

celebrated for a great Tidal Rise and Fall, which in extreme

cases amounts at some of them to 70 feet and upwards. This

unwonted augmentation of the height of the tide wave is simp!}'

due to the concentration of the energy of motion of a large body

of water into a narrow space.

TiJti in open On the other hand, in the open ocean, where the Tide wave is

untrammelled, the range is but four feet or so, and in inland seas

it is almost insensible. For instance, among the islands of the

Pacific Ocean the Rise and Fall varies from 3 to G feet, and in

the Mediterranean the average Rise and Fall does not exceed l.S

inches, though in places—Sphax for example—owing to local

cau.ses, the Rise and Fall is fully five feet.

Lakes and inland seas being comparatively small, the attraction

of the sun and moon is nearly equal at both extremities, therefore

their tides are insignifiamt. Close investigation backs up the

theory that the magnitude of the tidal range depends upon the

proportion the size of the lake or sea bears to the diameter of the

•earth : for instance, the existence of a ti<le in Lake Michigan hao

ocean

Inland
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been proved by a series of observations made at Chicago in 1859.

The average height of this tide is If inches ; and the average time

of H. W. is 30 minutes after the moon's transit. The length of

Lake Michigan is 350 miles, or ^-'j of the earth's diameter; and

its tide is about ^^ of that which prevails in mid-ocean. Again,

the length of the Mediterranean is 2,-tOO miles, or, roughly, \ the

diameter of the earth, which gives the average height of its

tide as J what it is in the open sea, and this is confirmed by
observation.

The Tide Current, then, is caused by Tide waves from the ocean Tide cumni
being concentrated and checked by local formation, also by the

frictional resistance offered by the bottom and sides of a narrow

channel. In passing through contracted spaces, these waves, as

already stated, are heaped up and urged on by the continued

pressure of the water behind, whose motion is less retarded than

that of their own ; and thus, in seeking to find its level, an actual

current is createfl.

The Tide Current must not, however, be mixed up with the

general Ocean Currents, which are progressive movements of the Ocean

water, due partly to prevailing ivinds, and partly to differences
<^""'"'^

oftemperature and density, which, by disturbing the equilibrium,

cause a constant circulation to be going on in the waters of the

globe ; and this, be it remembered, takes place in a vertical as

well as a horizontal direction.

It is difficult at first to realize that mere friction can play such

an important part in connection with tidal currents, but unmis-

takable evidence of this is given in a variety of ways. For

example, of late years the Tyne has been improved by straight- Effect on tidej

eninof some of the worst bends, and by dredging its bed. The °^ """ '"•
'^

-K? 1
proveinents.

result is that High Water now occurs at Newcastle some 20

minutes or so earlier than it did previous to these improvements,

though the distance from Tynemouth to Newcastle is but 9 miles

or thereabouts.

The Tide hour* has been accelerated at Glasgow by similar

means, and also at London Bridge, but in a less degree.

Again, most seamen—especially coasters—are aware that the ^^.^ ^^^

stream of the tide runs longer in the oifing than close alongshore, inshore tides

Two causes operate in producing this effect. From the water

being deeper in mid-channel, its motion is proportionately

less retarded by bottom friction ; whilst the littoral current

—

affected in a much greater degree by bottom and side friction

—

* More generally termed " Establishment of the Port."
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has, moreover, to penetrate the bights and follow the bends of the

Co tidal map coast. Reference to the accompanying co-tidal map of the British

Islands will shew this feature very plainly ; it will be noticed

more especially in the English Channel, and in the contracted

portion of the northern branch of the Irish Channel*

The Tide current sometimes continues to flow in the oflBng for

three hours after it has turned by the shore, and is then termed

Tije and Half " Tide and half tide " ; and " Tide and quarter tide " when it only
T.de. runs for li hours longer. Moreover, the time at which the stream

turns is often different at different distances from the shore, but

the time of High Water is not necessarily different at these points.

This same peculiarity may be observed in a small way in the

Mersey and other rivers, where, though the stream may still be

running up in mid-river, it will be at a stand inshore, and the

water-level will have fallen several inches at the pier-heads.

Cwrying the A knowledge of this difference in the turn of the inshore and
Flood up

offshore streams is of great service, more particularly in working

to windward, since b}' keeping close in at the commencement of

the tide, and standing out mid-channel towards the last of it, it

is possible to carry a favouring tide for nine hours. Indeed, in a

smart vessel, navigated by a man with good load knowledge, the

jlood may be carried even longer : and in a steamer—from the

fact of the turn of the tide in certain cases getting progressively

later—the ebb may at times be cheated altogether.

For example :—Neglecting the odd minutes, it is High Water,

Full and Change, at Queenstown at 5 o'clock, and at the Bar

Lightship, Liverpool, at 11 o'clock. Now, if on -such a day a

17-knot steamer were to leave Queenstown at noon, with the

young flood or eastern tide, and round the Tuskar closely, she

would carry the tide with her the whole way to the LighLship, a

distance of about 22(1 miles. It should be stated, however, that

between Itoche's Point and the Coningbeg lightvessel the stream

is weak, even at .springs. Owing to a peculiarity, which will be

alluded to further on, a ship pas.sing through the Straits of

Dover, bound to a port on the East Coast, and hitting the tide at

the right time, will carry it for nearly twelve hours. The .same

thing can also happen in the George's Channel.

* Lines eoDDectiiii; all thou place* which h*T« high w*t«r at th« aamo instaut of

abtoluU time ar« termed CotiJal linei. Tliejr ar« uuful ai marking tb* progreu ol

the Tile Iran- hour by lioiir, and are genenlly drawn for Greenwich Uean Time. They
have no reference whatever to Tidal currm(. The map here shewn is taken from a

pamplilot by the Kcr. Samuel llaughton, M.A.
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We now come to another very important phase in the pheno- R-se and Faii

mena of tides. It is of the greatest consequence to the navigator g„isi,ed from

that he should not confound the Rise and Fall of the tides with p'o™ ^od Ebi>

the Flow and Ehh.

It is too generally supposed that at High Water the flood cur-

rent ceases, and similarly, of course, that at Low Water the ebb

current ceases ; in other words, that the flood stream only runs

whilst the water is rising, and that the ebb stream only runs

whilst the water is falling. Now this is not by any means a

necessary consequence ; and so far from its being even generally

the case, such a condition is proved to be extremely rare, and

then only to be found in small bays and harbours.

The supposed cessation of the Flood and Ebb streams at High

and Low Water respectively, is unfortunately a very prevalent,

but at the same time not unnatural, misconception, and has

doubtless contributed to many a disaster.

Owing to the momentum of the water, which does not permit

of its onward motion ceasing simultaneously with the exciting

cause, and owing sometimes to difference of level, it is not un-

common to find the Flood run for three hours after the water

has commenced to fall; and, similarly, the Ebb may continue

running out for three hours after the water has commenced to

rise.* Thus, at the actual times of High and Low Water, the

Flood and Ebb streams respectively, instead of being " slack,"

may, on the contrary, be running with their greatest velocity.

This peculiarity is shewn in a very striking manner at the Tides in nu

First Narrows, or eastern entrance to the Strait of Magellan,
"*"

'° °
*'

where it is due almost entirely to excessive difference of water
level.

As already stated, in small harbours and bays slack current

takes place at the " stand " of the tide at High and Low Water

,

but where the tide wave enters a narrow inlet, connecting with a

great inland basin, the case is different. The basin being nearly

tideless, has its surface lying at about the meaii sea level; there-

fore. Flood currents can only commence to run in through the

Narrows when the surface of the outside water has risen above

that of the basin, and the maximum velocity must occur at High
Water for the Flood, and at Low Water for the Ebb.

* Host people who have to do with the docking and undocking of vessels will have

noticed, by tide-gauges or marks of some sort, how a river rises or " swells" long before

the last of the Ebb stream, showing that the Tide wave may be going one way. when th«

waler itself is actually going another.
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Tid«i la rpj^jg
jg precisely what happens in the Strait of Magellan

—

aiactuui. wliich, though not an inland sea in the strict sense of the term,

nevertheless partakes sufficiently of the characteristics of one.

Now, it so happens that, in the gourd-shaped arm of the sea

adjoining the contracted cliffy channel forming the water com-

munication between the Strait and tlie South Atlantic, there is

a Rise and Fall of 42 feet. This great tidal range is due to its

shape, combined with the fact that it opens invitingly to the

direct course of the tide-wave flowing in from the South Ea.st-

ward. But, in the basin immediately within the Narrows, the

range is only 22 feet, and further on it is much less; for, when
a large water area has to be filled through a contracted opening,

as in the present case, the inner tide suffers a gradual degradation

as the water composing it spreads itself, and finally becomes

nearly insensible ; therefore it is that, after passing what is known
as the Second Narrows, the Magellan tide virtually becomes

spent, and tlie Rise and Fall insignificant: indeed, the latter

would be even less were it not for the numerous water passages

communicating with the Pacific Ocean, which act as feeders.

What ha.s been here described as occurring inside the Narrows

is just the reverse of what takes place oidsu.le the Narrows. In

the latter case the tidal range is continually augmented as it

proceeds up the estuary, till at or near the head it reaches it.s

maximum.
The annexed diagrams are intended to illustrate the action of

the tides at the Eastern entrance to Magellan Strait, and in them

we have taken the liberty of supposing the basin on the left

to have no Rise or Fall whatever; this is not consistent with

the actual fact, but it simplifies the explanation without in

any way detracting from the truth of the general principle

referred to in tlie text. The upper diagram does not profess to

be anything more than a very rough outline of the entrance to

Magellan Strait, nor is it even ilrawn to scale. (See Diagram

Xo. 5).

We will bogiu by supposing it bigti water outsiJo the Narrows, as

represented by the liuo A. Tlio water will then coiuiueuoe to fall ; but from

its level boiiig 21 feet higher thau inside, the flood strcaui will cuutiaue to

run in tliroii,!,'li the Narrows till both basin ami cstiiury have jirrivcd at the

same level, wliich will not happen, however, for 3 hours, by which time it

will be hall' Kbh. The ocean water wiiich has passed through the Narrows

cjinnot, however, do much to swell the inner tide, since its volume is but

trifling as compared with the huge area over which it has to spreiid itself. At

a hours after high water, the surface level being then the sjtnie both iiiside
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and out, there is a momentary stand in the current, which, up till now, has

been flowing in ; but, as soon as the outside level drops sufficiently to cause

an incline in the other direction, the stream will commence to rush out, and

continue to do so till the common level is again restored, which will not be

before half flood. As may well be imagined, the tide in the Narrows seethes

like a boiling pot, and makes steady steering an impossibility.

Generally, in considering the tides of estuaries, it is found that

the interval from High to Low Water is longer than from Low
to High Water, and the difference between the intervals is greater

at Springs than at Neaps. At St. Heliers, Jersey, the mean dura-

tion of Ebb and Flood at Springs is seven and five hours respec-

tively. Also, as we ascend rivers, so the interval from Low to

High Water diminishes. At Oceanic ports the intervals are

about equal.

DIURNAIi INEaXJALITY.

Another popular but erroneous notion is, that the night tides Popu'^^ '<i«»

are always higher than the day ones. Tides beuig

Pilots are very prone to this idea, and, without investigation of Wisher than

any kind, it is passed along from father to son as a sort of

professional legacy. The real facts are as follows :

—

In consequence of what is called the Diurnal (or daily) In-

equality, it sometimes happens that the night tides are higher

than the day tides for weeks together ; but if such be the case at

one period of the year, the day tides are higher at another.

Prolonged and properly conducted observations prove conclu-

sively that the height of the tide at a given place is influenced by
the Declination of the moon ; for, as the tide wave ever tries

to place its highest point vertically under the body which produces

it, when this vertical changes its point of incidence on the surface DecUnationai

of our globe, the tide wave must tend to shift with it ; thus,
'"'*'

when the moon's declination is 0°, the highest tides should occur

along the Equator, and the heights should diminish thence to-

wards the North and South ; but, other things remaining as

before, the two consecutive tides at any place should have tlie

same height. (See Diagram iVo. 6.)

When the moon has north declination, as shewn in the diagram, the highest DiurnaJ

tides on the side of the earth next tlie moon will be at places having a cor-
'"equaiitT.

responding north latitude, as at A ; and on the opposite side of the earth

from the moon, at those which have an equal south latitude, as at C And of

the two consecutive tides at any place, that which occurs when the moon is

nearest the zenith should be the greater. Hence when the moon's declination

is North, the height of the tide at a place in north latitude should be greater

when the moon is ahovt the horizon, as at J , than when she is below it, as at

B. On the same day, places South of the equator have the hi;jhest tides when
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Faroured

orthodox manner. The tide then falls a little with the hwt of the

stream ; but when it turns to the westwanl insliore, a great body

of water, favoui-ed by the shape of the land, unites with the la-si

of the outside eastern stream, still flowing round the south-eastern

part of the island, and both run into the back of the Wiglit, by

way of Spithead. Now, the outlet for it between Hurst Point

and the Needles being much smaller than the eastern channel by

which it entered, the returning water gets pent up, and, in conse-

quence, there is a general rise in tlie Solent. At Calshot Castle

the tide forks—one branch going out by the Needles, and the

other flowing up Southampton Water, whicli lies open like a

trap in the direct course of the main current, and so causes a

second High Water. This is succeeded by a uniform but rapid

fall, lasting about 3i hours.

To the mariner the knowledge that the High Water at South-
Souiharopion. amptou remains nearly stationary for ratlier more than two

hours, ma}', in some cases, be important.

The influence of the double H.W. is felt to the wc^^tward as

far as Swauage, but along tiie coast it can scjircely be attributed

to the same cause as that within the Isle of Wigiit, but rather to

a levelling northward of the water from the direction of the

French coast, wliere, innnediately opposite this part, the rise of

tide is IG or 17 feet, as compared with the G or 7 feet on the

Engli.sh shore.

-j.^j^, At Havre, on the nortli coast of France, thou^li the spring rise

pfcuiiariiy ai is 22 fect, the " stand " at Higli Water lasts one hour, with a rise

and fall of 3 or 4 inches for another hour, and only rises and

falls i;5 inches for the space of three liours. This long perio<l of

nearly slack water is very valuable to the tralTic of the port, and

permits a larger number of vessels to enter or leave the ilocks on

the .same titles than would otherwise be the case.

At Weymouth (Dorset), only 55 miles from Southampton,

tiiere is, on the contrary, a double Low Water. What happens,

therefore, is just the reverse of the Southampton phenomenon,

and, as if this were not enough, it lasts twice as long. Tlie cau.se

is not well UMdei"stood, though a shot at it is made on page 155

of the Admiralty Tide Tables.

The ordinary spring range is about 7 feet, and at the Equino.\es

about 8^ feet. From one H.W. to the next, there is the usual

12J-liour interval ; this is divided into three equal parts, namely,

a steady fall for -t hours, L.W. for 4 hours, and a steady rise for

4 hours. The diagram facing this page is a ftic-similc (on a
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reduced scale) of one actually taken from the self-registering

tide-gauge in use by the Weymouth Corporation. It shews the

tide trace for one whole day, and includes two High and two
Low Waters.

It is interesting to notice in each case that, shortly after the Weymouth

tide has fallen to L.W., it turns slowly upwards for nearly two ad^in'tage.

hours, and as slowly falls again during the next two hours.

Then the real rise commences and continues to H.W.

This curious undulation during L.W. is locally known as the

" Gulder," and though it rarely exceeds six inches, the effect

—

unless masked by atmospheric influences—is well marked and

regulai". At Springs it is much more apparent than at Neaps.

Practically speaking, therefore, L.W. at Weymouth continues for

1 hours, and in the case of vessels over 12 feet draft, materially

adds to the difficulty of their navigation. Perhaps this is com-

pensated by the excellent shelter procurable during westerly

gales.

The tides, then, are not all plain sailing, as might be supposed

;

and it would be almost impossible for any one man to make him-

self acquainted with the peculiarities of those on our own coasta

alone, unless, indeed, he had no other employment.

There is one feature which must not be trifled with : fortun-

ately the localities affected by it are well known. Near the

headlands separating bays there is usually at certain times of tide

a swift and turbulent current termed a ' race.' When opposed

by a strong wind the sea breaks badly, and in gales—especially

at Springs—deeply-laden brigs, schooners, and other small fry

not infrequently founder with all hands. These ' races ' are due

to conflicting currents, accentuated by the passage of the water

over foul bottom, causing ' rips ' and ' overfalls ' in which small

craft cannot live. Even large vessels get battered about, and
their decks swept.

For the direction and rate of the tide in the Channel at any standard Port

given time or place, the navigator must consult the Admiralty °^agl"Cchin'
Sailing Directions and Tide Tables. In the latter, the English "=' t'd^^-

Channel and North Sea are divided into compartments, in which

the Magnetic direction and rate ot the tidal .streams is given

for every hour of the tide at Dover. The tables for the Irish

Sea are less elaborate, but they contain, nevertheless, much
valuable information.

Although in these pages it would be impossible to enter into

details, a few words may be said about the general rules which

govern the main system of tides round about our shores.
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Reference to the Co-tidal Map facincj page 2S4 will shew that

the tide wave coming in from the Atlantic splits on the west coast

of Ireland. One part, going northward, sweeps round by Inish-

traliul and the Giant's Causeway, and enters the George's Channel

between Rathlin Island and the Mull of Cantyre ; the other part,

going to the southward round Cape Clear, enters the same chan-

nel between Tuskar and St David's Head. These streams pursue

their respective courses till they meet at the " Head of Tide,"

which is upon an imaginary line drawn from Dundrum Bay

through the Isle of Man, towards Barrow-in-Furness. At the

junction of the two tides occurs, as may be expected, the greatest

rise and fall, amounting to 15 feet on the Irish side, and double

that amount on the English.

To the u-eatward of the Isle of Man we tind an " luterfereuco.

The two streams, flowing in exactly contrary directions, here

destroy each other, so that no current is at any time perceptible,

and the bottom of this region of still water is characterized by a

deposit of fine blue mud.

To the eastward of the Isle of Man the tidal currents meet at

an angle, and flow on together with increased vigour towards

Morecambe Bay and Liverpool, making High Water at these

places seven hours after its occurrence at their point of separation

near the Skelligs.

Ottshoots of this same parent tide wave enter tiic English

Channel and German Ocean, the latter coming round " north

about." These two tide waves bring High Water to the south

and east coasts of England respectively, and also, like those in

the Irish Cliannel, have a phice of meeting, or " Head of Tide,"

which for them is found in tlic Straits of Dover.

An investigation of the tidal streams of the Irish Sea, by the

late Admiral W. F. Beechey, R.N., brings to light the impurtaiit

fact that, notwithstanding tiic variety of times of High Water

tiiroughout it, the turn of the strcavi overall that part which may
be called the fair navigable portion of the Channel, is iiearhi

aivuUtaneons.'

The northern and southern streams in lioth branches of the

Channel commence and end in all IhefairunyjKirta at nearly the

same time ; and that time corresponds closely with the time of

High and Low Water on the shore at the entrance of Liverpool

and of Morecambe. So that it is necc8.sary only to know the

times of High and Low Water at either of these places, to deter-

mine the hour when the stream of either tide will connnonr'- '
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terminate in any part of the Cliannel, outside the influence of the

inshore eddies. For this purpose tlie Liverpool Tide Tables may
be used, subtracting 18 minutes from the times there given, in

consequence of H.W. at George's Pierhead being that much later

than the point which is considered the " Head of Tide."

Now, since it is low water at Queenstown at the same time

that it is high water at Liverpool, it follows that midway
between the two there must be a place of comparatively little

Rise and Fall : and this in the South channel is found to be on a

line joining Courtown and Cardigan Bay, and in the North

channel on a line joining Fairhead and the Mull of Cantyre.

These are termed the "Nodal points," and here it is that the "Nodal

greatest body of water passes, and the tidal currents are strongest. °"^rh
°'

i

There are similar effects produced in the English Channel, tides.

Careful experiments, systematically carried out by Admiral

Beechey and Captain Bullock, R.N., prove that the channel

streams meeting and separating in Dover Strait, set uniformly

in a direction towards Dover whilst the water is rising at that

place, and away from it when it is falling. To be governed by

this law, a vessel must be either in that portion of the channel

situated between Beachy Head and a line joining the Start with

the Casquets, or between the North Foreland and a line joining

the Texel with the Humber.

Oft' the mouth of the English Chaimel, westward of a line

joining Ushant and Scilly, the stream will be found running

to the northward and eastward while the water is falling at

Dover, and to the southward and westivard while it is rising at

that port.

In the intermediate section included between a line joining

Ushant and Scilly, and another joining the Start and the

Casquets, there is a mixed tide, partaking of the joint direc-

tions of the tides east and west of it, which renders a written

description impossible ; and the Admiralty Tide Tables alone

must be consulted for the direction and rate at any particular

hour.

The nodal points of the two channel streams meeting in Dover • Nodii

Strait are respectively at Swanage and Yarmouth.
En'"nsh ChaD

Several other important and interesting features remain to nei tides,

be noticed. The Ebb stream of the Irish and English Channels

constitutes the Flood of the Bristol Cliannel ; and the Flood of

the Irish and English Channels constitute the Ehh of the Bristol

Channel : so that, witliin a line joining Scilly and Tiiskar, the
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titlf! will be found running eastward towards the Bristol Channel

whilst the water is falling at Liverpool and Dover, and running

out from the Bristol Channel whilst it is rising at those places.

On its northern side, the Bristol Channel flood sets to the South-

eastward, and on its southern side to the North-eastward. It is

handy to recollect, also, that when it is High Water at Liverpool

and Dover, it is approximately Low Water at Cardiff and

Queenstowu.

A few pages back it was stated that a veasel navigating the

English and Irish Channels might, if she were lucky, carry the

tide with her for nearly 12 hours. To show how this could

happen, it is nec&s.sary to recollect that, at the llead of Tide, the

streams meet and separate thus :

—

Dover Strait.

mw
Ucad

Tide.

Particulars

concerning

Admiralty

Tide Lilt.

Consequently, if a vessel happens to reach the Head of Tide

with the last of the Flood, she will forthwith run into the

opposite Ebb stream just beginning at that point, and so con-

tinue with a favouring tide during the next G hours.

Such is a rough outline of the main features of the tides on our

co;ists ; but, for the more detailed information necessary to the

safety of a ship working up or down channel in dirty weather,

the navigator is referred to the Admiralty publications already

alluded to—from which .sources the foregoing summary of

channel tides has been chiefly c<'>mpiled.

The Admiralty List* furnishes the Times and Heights of Hii,'h

Water for the morning and afternoon of every day in t/ie year,

at a nninlpor of standard home ports, including Brest. By aid

of a Table of Tid<il Con•^tant.s, adapted to certain .standard ports,

of reference, the approximate times ami heights of high water

for every day iu Ihr year can readily be found for many Briti.sb,

Irish, and European ports, extending as far a.s Ifeligoland on the

north, and Ciibraltar on the south. And, to (inish up, the same
valuable work gives the time of High Water at Full anil Change,

with the Rise at Springs and Neaps, for no fewer than 3,300 of

Published annuallr.
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the principal places on the globe. These last form two distinct

tables—one being arranged alphabetically, and the other accord-

ing to the apparent progress of the Tide Wave.

The tide-producing influences being the same for each, the time

of High Water varies for different ports in the same vicinity,

owing to the inertia of the water, and the obstruction it meets

with from the configuration of the sea bed, and the narrowness,

length, and direction of the channels along which the wave has to

travel before reaching the port. It is obviously of great mari-

time importance to be able to find on any day the time of High
Water for the various harbours and ports of the world, and to

this end a standard tide is fixed upon, indicated by a particular

relative position of the moon and sun, from which the time of

every succeeding tide may in most cases be deduced.

This standard is spoken of in general terms as the " Establish- EstabUshmeni

ment of the Port." But there are various " Establishments," and "' ""^ P""

various definitions, so one is apt to get " mixed." Unfortunately

even the best writers are at variance when it comes to detail.

If any leading authority like Lord Kelvin would only clear away

the points of divergence, he would indeed be additionally a bene-

factor. Meanwhile the reader can take the following on trust

:

By " Establishment," whether " Vulgar," " Corrected," or

"Mean," must be understood a certain interval of mean time, and

not in the first instance an hour of the day by any particular clock.

The " Vulgar Establishment " may be defined as the actual Vulgar Estai>

time of H.W. after apparent noon of the day upon which the J;^^"^*^"^"'

moon passes the meridian at the same instant as the sun. It is

evident that this conjunction can happen only very rarely, so

the more convenient plan is resorted to of taking the average

interval between the moon's transit on the day of F. and C. and

the succeeding H.W.

It is found, however, that in general any particular tide is not

due to the moon's transit immediately preceding, but to a transit

which has occurred a considerable time before, and which is

therefore said to correspond to it. This accounts for the highest

tides of springs not occurring at time of Full and Change, but

from one to three days after. This it is which gives rise to the

appropriate expression " Age of the tide."

The " Corrected Establishment of the Port " is the average in- c<.;r«/*rf

, . c TT AIT Establishment

terval between the time of the moon s transit and the time ot M. \\
. ^, j,,^ p^^t.

on that particular day which corresponds to Full and Change,

and may differ considerably from the " Vulgar Establishment."

The "Mean Establishment"—used in the United States of
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America—is approximately determined by noting each day, for

one or more complete lunations, the interval between the moon's

transit and succeeding High Water, and taking the mean of them.

These are termed lunitidal intervals, and the difterence between

the greatest and least is termed the semi-men.'mal or semi-

"'««'''' ' ''monthly inequality of Times. This inequality, unfortunately,

is not the same for each place; hence the time of High Water

at any place cannot alwaj^s be accurately deduced from that at

any other place, by merely applying the ditleronce of time

between their Establishments.

The "Mean Establishment" is always le.ss than the "Vulgar

Establishment."

semi-nicnsiiai In like manner the semi-viensual inequality of Heights forbids

//'?"»/j''^
°' ^^^ height of the tide at any one place heingcoi^ectly inferred from

the given height at any other.

Owing to tills semi-inensual iHeQWilil;/ being ofteu large—somotinies

exceedini,' two liours—the time of High Water, <m drduefd Jrum llie Vulgnr

Kstablishment, in open to serious error : it is therefore to be regretted that,

from insutKcieot ilat;i, the Admiralty List docs not give the Corrected Estab-

lishment for every ix>rt mentioned, nor indeed does it always sjiecify which ia

whicli.

This, iiowcver, is a defect which, as our tidal knowledge of out-of-tlic-way

places becomes more coinplctc, will be more or lesa rectified c^icli succeeding

year. In tiie meantime, it may gcnendly be accepted that tiie Tide Hour of

all the principal ports, at home and abroad, is represented in the list eitlier

by tiie Corrected or by tlie Mean Establishment.

The expression "Tide Hour" was first introduced by Raper,

and was intended by him to supersede the other and more

ob.scure plirase; it has not, however, been adopted, but in any

case would equally require accurate definition.

Where the tides are pretty regular, which is mostly, though not

always, the case ruund our own coasts, the table on next page may
come in useful when it is required to know the depth of water

over a rock, bar, or bank, at some particular hour of the tide.

Mow lo «ii- If the Rise for the day is not exactl}- known, it may be inferred
ratie Tia»i

c.,j,„ ^jip Sp,-i„jr and Neap Rise iriven on the chart. For instance.
Rf»f for elic

. ,

j.iy if the Mean Spring Rise at Devonport Dockyard is \h\ feet, and
the Neap Rise 12 feet, one might fairly assume th" Rise midway
between Spring.s and Neaps to be about KiJ feet.

From this can be deduced the Range for the day as follows :^

Mean Spring Range or Rise
Assiiiiicd Rise for the day

DilVcrence

Vssiinipd Rise - DilT. = l^jingc for the day

>-V. IN.
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The following Table shews approximately the movement of the

tide (iu feet and decimals) at 20" intervals for any range not

exceeding 50 feet. It will be noticed that the movement is

greatest at half-tide. For example, with a 50-foot range the rise

or fall of the water in 20'° at half-tide is 52 inches, but only 5

inches at 20'" from High or Low Water.

Range is measured from L.W. of any given tide to the following

H.W.

1
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Depth o( there be over it on the 9th of December. 1881, at 2h. 10m. after
Water over a

rock at anjr

g^ven time of

Tide.

High Water in tlie afternoon ?

Entering tlie Table with 12 feet as the assumed Hangc for the

(lay, anJ ih. 10m. after H.W., we find hy interpolation -

Depth on the rock at L.W.O.S.

Diff. between M.S.R. and Rise for the day . . - -

rr. IN.

18

1 9

Depth over the rock on December 9th, at 2h. 10m. after H.W. 28 3i

According to Admiralty Tables.

FT m
Height of Tide above tbe mean level of L. W.O.S., by the Tables (page

90) December 9th, 1881 l.t 9

Half Mean Spring Range (given at foot of same column) - - - 7 9

Height of H.W. above half tide or mean level of the sea, DeceinUr 9tA 6

Half Mean Spring Range • - 7 9

By Table (B), 6ft. Oin. and 2h. 10m. give 2 6

Depth on the Rock at L.W.O.S., as per chart 18

Depth over the Rock on December 9th, at 2h. 10m. after H.W. • 23 3

In this example the difTerence is only lialf an inch, wliieh is

not worth talking about Let us take another, where the datum

line for .soundings is tlie low water level of Kquinoctial Sp7-inrfs.

Example when According to Admiralty Plan No. 2011, the Stag Rock in

the Plane of Holyhead Bay carries 13 feet over it at Low Water. The same

be'iow'i'he lev.i plan Contains a notice that " the soundings are reducetl to an
of L.w.o.s. K(|uinoctial Spring Tide of 20 feet, wliich is about 2 feet lower

than the Ordinary Low Water Springs." What depth will there

be over the rock on the 10th December, ISSl, at Ih. 40m. before

H.W. in the afternoon ? The plan gives the Mean Spring Rise

as IG feet, an<l the Neap Rise as \2h feet; ncconlingly. the ri.se in

Holyhead Bay on the day in question may be assumed a-s 14J feet

above the level of Me;vn Low Water Ordinary Springs. Thif

would give 12A feet as the range for the day.

Entering the Table with 13t f«et as the anumed range for tbe <t.iy, and

Ih. 40m. Ix-fnre H.W., weOnd 10

Depth over llio Rock «t I^W, Eqninoclial Springs - • - • 13

Avui'i"^'!"' Spring" lower than O'-iiinnry Springs 2

luff, between M.S. IL ami rise for the clay 1

Depth over the SUg Rock on December lOth, at Ih. 40m. b<-fotc II. W. - 27
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According to Admiralty Tables.

FT. IN.

Height of H. W. by the Tables (page 95) above the mean level of L.W.

Ordinary Springs, December 10th, in the .ifteiTioon - - - - 14 3

Half Mean Spring Range 8

Height of H.W. above Half-Tide or Mean Sea Level, December 10th - 6 3

Half ilean Spring Range - - 8

By Table (B), 6ft. 3in. and Ih. 40m. give 3 1-1

Depth over the rocli at L.W. Equinoctial Springs, per chart - - - 13

Equinoctial Springs lower than Ordinary Springs 2

Depth over the Stag Rock on December 10th, at Ih. 40m. before H.W. - 26 11

What will be the depth over the Stag Rock at Mean Low W.iter

Ordinary Springs, Mean Low Water Ordinary Neaps, and Low
Water of Equinoctial Springs ? The plan gives the neap range

as 9 feet. Work these out by way of practice, and if you do it

correctly the answers will be,

—

FT. IN.

Depth over the Stag Rock at Mean Low Water, Ordinary Neaps 18 6

„ „ „ „ „ „ Springs 15

„ „ „ „ „ Equinoctial „ 13

The diagram facing this page shews the graphic method by
which the preceding Tidal Table is constructed. It is given here const

in preference to the method by calculation, which last is not of Table,

nearly so instructive.

As Practice is better than Precept, the actual mode of con-

structing the diagram will be explained. Draw a vertical line in

the centre of the paper to do duty as a tide-gauge. Let its length

represent 34 feet, which we will suppose is the Mean Spring Rise

or Range. For the sake of accuracy, choose a fairly large scale

for your diagram, say \ of an inch to the foot, but should your

range be small, the scale can be increased with advantage ; it

might be taken at one inch to the foot, which permits reading to

single inches with ease. But for the purpose of this illustration

we must be content with only -,\th of an inch, being restricted

by the size of the page. Adopting this scale, the vertical line

will be exactly 3'4 inches high. Lay along it an ordinary

boxwood or ivory plotting scale (marked decimally), and begin-

ning at the bottom, divide the line into tenths of an inch, each

one of which will of course represent a foot. Then from 17 feet

as a centre, describe a circle with a radius of 1"7 inches. Divide

the right and left hand semicircles each into 18 parts, by step-

ctioo
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pinjT round them with a pair of spring dividers. These 18 parts

will represent hours and thirds of an hour between Hi<,rh and

Low Water ; tlie duration of a tide being taken iu round numbers

as 6 hours, which in pnictice is sufficient. Name them as shewn

in tlie diagram.

Connect similar intervals on each side by parallel horizontal

lines: where the.se lines cut the tide-gauge, will be found the

height corresponding to the time from H.W. For instance, the

line indicating 4 hrs. 20 m. before or after 11.W. cuts the gauge

at 6'1, which accordingly would in this case be the depth above

5'^our plane of reference (Mean Low Water of Ordinary Springs)

at that particular time of tide.

Suppo.se, further, that on the day in (|uestion H.W. happened

at 7.20 P.M., then, subtracting from this 4 hrs. 20 m., you would

have G'l on the gauge at 3 p.m. (tide rising); and again the same

water about midnight (tide falling).

To complete the Table, a circle must of course be drawn for

I'och range.

In the diagram here given, let it be understood that the lines

outside of the circle—above, below, and to the left—have nothing

whatever to do with the construction of the Table. They are

merely introduced to assist the Admiralty diagram on page 272

in e.\plaining the various terms employed in coimection with

tidal movements.

Rise must not be confounded with Range. Ri.sc is measured

from the zero of the gauge, which zero is, or on»ht to be, set to

mean L.W.O.S., whereas Range is the amount of the vertical

movement of any given tide, whether at Springs or Neap.s. In-

spection of the diagram will shew, however, that the.se terms

correspond in the case of II.W.O.S.

For convenience of measuring specially' low tides, the gauges

are generally continued downwards for a few feet below zero.

Readings taken of this portion are of coui-se marked minus.

In a foot-note to page 3!lti, some slight reference is made to the

frictional elFect of the tides in retarding the rotatorj' motion of

the earth. The writer thinks that, by way of a lit conclusion to

this chapter, he cannot do better than ([uote Professor P. G. Tail

on this interesting subject* Speaking of Ix)rd Kelvin's reason-

ing JUS to the probable age of the earth, he goes on to say :

—

" The .second of these arguments of Lord Kelvin depends upon

* 8ae (ii^a 170, tt Mfuitur, of Rtamt Adtanef in Pk^iieal Sdenat. fly P. U. TaiL

Mai-millnu & Co.
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the tidal i-etardation. In my first lecture I mentioned to you

that there was such an effect, and that it had been actually ob-

served by astronomers in a very peculiar way ; because, on calcu-

lating back from the known present motion of the moon, it was

found that there must be some unrecognised peculiarity in that

motion which had not been deduced by calculations founded upon

gravitation, either as attraction or as disturbance. The moon, in

fact, seems to have been moving quicker as time has gone on,

since the eclipses of the fifth and eighth centuries before our era.

The only way, as Laplace puts it, in which it could be accounted Lapiaces

for in his time, was by what he called ' secular acceleration of
'""^ '^* '

the moon's mean motion.' In other words, the average angular

velocity with which the moon moves round the earth appears to

have been increasing for the last 2,000 years or more. He shewed

that there was a mode of accounting for this by planetary dis-

turbance of the earth's orbit; and, as calculated by him, this

explanation seemed to account for exactly the amount of ac-

celeration which was observed in the moon's motion. Using his

formulte, and the numbers calculated from them, and working

back to those old days, we find we arrive at almost the circum-

stances of those eclipses, as described by historians.

" Fortunately, Adams, a few years ago, revised Laplace's investi- Professor

gation, and found that he had neglected a portion of the necessary vision and

terms, and that the explanation given by Laplace, when properly '''rovery

corrected, accounted for only one-half of the phenomena observed;

so that there still remained one-half of the quantity to be ac-

counted for. This could not be accounted for by the disturbance

of other bodies attracting the moon. Why, then, does the moon

appear, every revolution, to be moving faster and faster round

the earth ? Well, the only way in which we can explain it, after

we have made every possible allowance for effects of disturbance

by other planets, is simply to enquire—Does our measure of time

continue the same ?

" We measure the time of the moon's revolution in terms of

hours, minutes, and seconds; but these hours, minutes, and

seconds are measured for us not by our clocks, as you may at

first think. We set our clocks by the earth's rotation, and, tiiere-

fore, it is in terms of the earth's rotation that we measure the

time of the moon's revolution round the earth. So that the moon
will appear to be moving quicker round the eartii, even supposing

her irbit be altogether undisturbed, if the earth itself, which is

furnishing the unit of time in which her I'evolution is to be

measured, is rotatinfr slower and slower from ajre to affe.
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"Then comes the qaestion, Is there a cause which tends to

slacken the earth's rotation ? Newton laid it down, in his first

law of motion, that motion unresisted remains uniform for ever

;

and referred to the earth as a particular instance, where there is

nothinjT in the attraction of the sun or moon, or the disturbance

caused by any of the other planets, affecting the rate of its rota-

tion about its axis.

" But it was left to Kant, first of all, to point out, and even to

approximate in amount to, a resistance to the earth's rotation,

due to the tide-wave ; and to shew that the earth—because the

tide-wave is lifted up towards the moon, and on the opposite side

from the moon—has constantly to rotate inside what is practicjilly

a friction-brake. The water is held back by the attraction of the

sun and moon, and the earth has to move inside this shell of

water. There is, therefore, a source of constant friction, and

friction, of course, constantly produces development of heat.

The heat must be accounted for by some energy transformed,

and what is here transformed is part of the energy of the earth's

rotation about its axia So long as tides go on, there will

therefore be constantly a retardation of the rate of the earth's

rotation.

" Now, let us see when this relaxation of the earth's rotation

would cca.se. Obvioasly ttiis would be at the instant when the

earth at last ceased to rotate within the tide-wave; in other

words, when the tide-wave rotates along with the earth—when

it is always full tide at one and the same portion of the earth's

surface—the tide-wave being fixed (as it were) upon the earth's

surface. But the tide-wave is always, approximately at least,

directed towards the moon, so this part of the surface where the

tide-wave is fixed for ever must be constantly turnc>d towanls the

moon. In other words— if there were no sun-producing tidas,

but the moon only, the final cfl'oct of the tides, in stopping or

([Uenching tlie eartli's rotation, woul<l bo to bring the earth con-

stantly to turn the .same portion of its surface towards the moon,

and therefore to rotate about its axis in the same period as that

in wliich the moon revolves about it. This most rcinarkablo

ultimate efTect we see already proiluced in the moon,—it is pre-

cisely the same thing,—we see the moon turning almost exactly

the same portion of its surface to the earth at all tiine.s. The

little deviation we see occasionally is precisely accounted for by

the fact that the moon's orbit is not exactly a circle, and there-

fore the moon does not move in it with the same rapidity whon
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it is nearest the earth as it does when it is furthest away from

the earth. We are thus, as it were, enabled occasionally to see a

little round the corner. The moon is now rotating precisely in

the way in which the earth will in time rotate, when as much as

possible of its energy of rotation is used up in producing heat by

tidal friction. And that the moon should already have come into

tliis state so long before the earth has arrived at it, need not sur-

prise us. The moon's seas (when she had tliem) were of molten

lava,—far more viscous than water ; and the tide-raising force on

her surface depended on tlie mass of the earth, some eighty times

greater than tliat of the moon, which is the main agent in our

comparatively puny tides.

" It being thus established that tne rate of rotation of the earth

is constantly becoming slower, the question comes: How long ago Deduction as

must it have solidified in order that it might have the particular garth,

amount of polar flattening which it shews at present ? Suppose,

for instance, that it had not consolidated less than a thousand

million years ago. Calculation shews us that at that time, on the

most moderate computation, it must have been rotating at least

twice as fast as it is now rotating. That is to say, the day must

have been 12 hours long instead of 24. Now, if that had been

the case, and the earth still fluid without, or even pasty, that

double rate of rotation would have produced four times as great

centrifugal force at the equator as at present, and the flattening

of the earth at the poles and the bulging at the equator would

both have been much greater than we find them to be.

" We say, then, that because the earth is so little flattened, it

must liave been rotating at very nearly the same rate as it is now

rotating when it became solid. Therefore, as its rate of rotation

is undoubtedly becoming slower and slower, it cannot have been

many millions of years back when it became solid, else it would

have solidified into something very much flatter than we find it.

That argument, taken along with the first one, probably reduces

the possible period which can be allowed to geologists to some-

thing less than ten millions of years."

A new theory of the tides has recently been broached by the

Rev. J. H. S. Moxly, in a paper read at the Royal United

Service Institution ; and his views, together with careful

criticisms by Captain J. Ruthven, of the Orient Line, and

Mr. E. Plumstead, will be found set forth in back numbers of

the Nautical Magazine for 1900 and 1901.



CHAPTER XVIIL

FOG AND FLOATING ICE.

It has been scientifically demonstrated that the air is capalile

Retention o( of taking up a certain amount of moisture, and of rctainin;:^ it

moistuie in ill.
m,j,p(;mjp,i jjj j^ perfectly in\'isible gii-seous state. As a matter of

fact, the ordinary atmospheric air we breathe contiiins at all times

more or less water .so suspended. The higher the temperature of

the air, the greater its capacity for the retention of water in tiiis

invisible form.

ste*in-what Steam, which is nothing more than water at a higli tempera-

" '*
turc, and in a gaseous state, is quite invisible so long as it remains

!i-s such ; but the moment it comes into contact with anything

cold, it gets more or less condensed, and shews itself as a white

vapour, to which the late Dr. Tyiidall gave the suggestive nnnie

of water-dust.

Gii»s model of This fact is strikingly illustrated by a working model of an
engine and engine and boiler, both made of glass, in which, although the

water is seen to boil, no steam is visible, and the engine moves

apparently without cause. After passing through various partes,

the steam finally entei-s the condenser, where it is at once chilled

and rendered visible by a jet of cold water.

When air, whatever may be its temperature, is fully saturated

•Dew. point with water, and will hold no more, it is .said to be at the "Dew-

point." Now, this point being reached, if the temperature be

lowered in any way, the moisture loses its aeriform character, and

is condensed into white vapour, termed cloud when high in the

heavens, and mist or fog when near the earth's surface.

The sea is the great distillery or place from which water is

drawn up invisibly, in its purest sUite, into the air; and this is

cliielly the case in the seas of the troj)ics, liecause there the sun

shines with most power all the year round, sending a constant

succession of heat-waves to shake the water-particles asunder.

It has been found by experiment that, in order to turn 1 lb. of
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water into vapour, as much heat must be used as is required to

melt 5 lbs. of iron ; and if one considers for a moment how
diiEcult iron is to melt, and how an iron poker can be kept in

the fire and yet remain solid, it helps to realize how much heat

the sun must pour down in order to carry off such a continuous

supply of vapour as that which afterwards appears to us as rain,

cloud, or fog.

This last-mentioned result, so very embarrassing at sea, is

produced in a variety of ways, and not infrequently—strange

though it may appear at first thought—by quite opposite con-

ditions, which, however, it will be seen, are obedient to the same

law. Thus, when warm air saturated to the "Dew-point" passes

over cold water, the temperature of the air is reduced, its

moisture is condensed, and fog is the consequence. On the other Fog—how

hand, when a cold wind blows over relatively warm watei", the ^'° "" '

invisible vapour rising from the water is chilled, with precisely

the same result. We have a familiar example of this latter

mode of fog production each time we take a hot bath, and may
notice how, in cold weather, mucli more vapour appears to rise

from the watei-. When a deep ocean current is opposed by a

shoal—such, for example, as the Banks of Newfoundland—the

cold water from below is driven to the surface ; and should it

happen to be under the "Dew-point" of the air, fog is th(

inevitable result.

Another cause of fog is the interlacing of currents of greatly

varying temperatures, such as are often to be met with where

the Gulf Stream and the Labrador Current meet. Lastly, it must Drift Fog.

be borne in mind that a bank of fog may be drifted by the wind

to a considerable distance from wliere it was originated, and

encountered by tlie mariner at a spot where there is little or no

diflference between the temperatures of the air and surface

water ; but such fogs rarely last long.

Much lias been done by various maritime governments to

modify the difficulties whicli fog presents to navigation. There

are a few, however, which can only be overcome by great

vigilance on the part of the mariner himself. Some fogs— Low-lying
i

probably when tlie water is colder than the air—have a

tendency to lie in a thin stratum, which extends but 30 or 40

feet above the surface. In such cases it is quite possible to

see over it by ascending to the masthead, from which po.sition

we may discern land, icebergs, or the masts of other vessels,

when they are quite concealed to those on deck. Attention

should therefore be paid to this point when sailing in fog.

On the other hand, there are fogs which do not assume

any great density until they have attained several feet of
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elevation; in which case, of course, it is advisable to get as low

down as possible, when objects near the surface, such as rocks

and hulls of vessels, may be made out at a distance of half a mile

or more.

Some coasts are particularly exposed at certain seasons of the

year to visitations of fog. This is markedly the case along the

ciiasts of Chili and Peru. But where the water is very deep close

up to the shore, and, consequently, the lead next to useless, there

are frequently high cliffs, and the coasting captains running

between ports only a short distance apart, have no hesitation in

cautiously approaching them at very slow speed, knowing that

with a good look-out eitiier the roar of the surf, the "booming"

of the waves against the cliffs, or the echo of the steam-whistle

will be heard in sufficient time to warn of danger. Indeed,

sometimes, after groping carefully along, it is only by the cessa-

tion of sound shewing a break in the coast-line, that it is known
that the vessel has reached the entrance of the port. Of course

such things were only done in small-paddle boats, by men who, so

to speak, know every foot of the coast, and were well acquainted

with the speed of the vessels they commanded.

The approach to the eastern coast of Patagonia, which is a

weather shore, is frequently notified by the strong smell of the

wood and turf fires kindled by the natives. Although in this

instance the lead is a reliable guide, owing to the moderate depth

and gradual shoaling of the water, uhich also gets smoother under

the Ire of the land ; in like manner, during a hazy night, the writer

on one occasion was apprised of his near approach to an island of

the Cape Verde group (Santa Lucia) by the Trade-wind coming

•lown to him richlj' laden with the scent of tlie orange grovea

The setting in or cessation of a ground swell, or a change in tlie

colour of the water, will sometimes notify as to whether the ship

is on or off soundings. Round our own coasts there are numerous

well-known and strongly-marked tide race.s, such as those off

Portland and South Stack (Holyhead), which have often proved

a good guide in thick weather.

All these are indications which the navigator with his senses

about him will be fully alive to; while a dull man will let them

go by unnoticed, and po.ssil>ly come to grief in consequence.

In the home co:usting trade the rule is
—

" See everj'thing as

you pass it;" and this is clearly the right thing to do when the

weather is not so thick as to prevent objects being made out in

ample time to avoid them, ami when the nature of the shore
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admits of its being made free with, since it is dangerous to play
with edge-tools. Take care, however, that a really good look-out Lead not to bt

is kept, and the lead never out of hand. By obeying this old-
"'^lected.

fashioned rule, the navigator is able to verify his reckoning from
time to time, and get a fresh departure—a matter of no small

value where tides run strongly, and it is important to gain a

port at a certain time. Should this be neglected in narrow
waters, and the fog shut down for a " full due," it is more than

probable, in seeking to give danger a wide berth on one side, you
will run into it on the other.

When thick fog has lasted some little time in a channel beset

with shoals and swift-running tides of great range—such, for

example, as the Bristol Channel—the best of navigators is apt to

lose the run of his position. In such cases the wisest plan is to

anchor while there is plenty of water under the vessel's keel. It Advisabuity

is sure to clear up before it comes on to blow with any force.
anchoring m

At any other time of anchoring than Low Water, do not forget

to allow for the fall of the tide. In the eastern entrance of

Magellan Strait, for example, where the rise and fall is 46 feet,

and in the Baj^ of Fundy, where it is yet greater, it would not do

to bring up at high water in less than eleven or twelve fathoms.

Southern-going vessels bound down channel, with a fair wind,

will gain little or nothing by hugging the shore in thick weather.

All they require is to shape a mid-channel course, keep the lead

going, and get out to sea as soon as possible. Again, there is no

excuse for a man who gets his ship ashore by running close along-

side a nearly straight coast for hundi-eds of miles without being

required to call at any port, and with open water all the time on

the other side of him. It is necessary to discriminate in these

matters. What is proper and necessary in the one case, may be

a foolhardy risk in another.

A high rate of speed in a fog cannot be justified by any process High speed lo

of reasoning whatsoever. Attempts have often been made to do '°^ ">)"«''-

it; but none of the arguments brought forward will hold water:

and he who runs blindly on at such times, especially when near

land, and trusting solely to that " stupid old pilot " Dead-Reckon-

ing, is culpable in the highest degree. With pi-oper precautions

and slow speed, vessels can be navigated in a fog with a close

approximation to absolute safety, so far as the risk of getting on

shore is concerned ; but there will always be the danger of collision

with another vessel, which is even more to be feared.

Within the past few years many of the more prominent head-
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lands and turning points have been marked by the establishraeni

of fog signals, such as guns, steani-truinpets, or sirens, and explo-

sive rockets ; while less important shoals have been indicated by

automatic signal buoys, set in operation by the action of tlie

waves. All these are of the greatest possible service.

On one occasion the writer left Liverpool in a dense fog, being

guided to the Crosby and Bar lightships by the steam-trumpeta

with which these vessels are fitted. The Skerries were rounded

pie of fog at a distance of three miles in the same manner, the blast of tho
'"'*° steam-trumpet being audible at double that distance ; and when

ott" Holyhead, the reflection of the flash of the fog-gun was dis-

tinctly and repeatedly seen in the sky at an elevation of about

30'' ; this permitted its bearing to be taken, and by listening for

the report, and counting by chronometer the number of seconds

(twenty) which elapsed, the ship's position was fixed e(|ualiy aa

well as cross-bearings could have done it in clear weather. For

such observations it is sufficiently correct to allow 5 sec. per mile

as the velocity of sound. Of course the lead was kept going

unremittingly, and when the depth rendered the hand-lend

useless, even more accurate casts were obtained with Ixird

Kelvin's invaluable sounding-machine.

It is important to know that sound is conveyed in u very

capricious way through the atmosphere. Apart from wind or

visible obstructions, large areas of silence have been found in

different directions and at diflercnt distances from the origin of a

sound, even in the very dearrst of ireather. and under a sky

absolutely cloudless. The subject has been very fully investi-

gated by no less a person than l'rofes.sor Tj'ndall, aided by some
of the Kider Bretiiren and officers of the Trinity House.

Briefly, it was discovered that sound is liable to bo intercepted

by streams of uir unequally heated and unecjuaily saturateii

with moisture—in fact, by a want of homogeneity in the inter-

posed atmosphere. Under such conditions, tlie intercepted

vibrations are weakened by repeated reflections, and pos.sibly

may fail to reach the ear of persons well within the ordinary

hearing limits. Tho experiments clearly proved that rain, hail,

snow, and fog have no power to obstruct sound. Imleed, it was

shewn that the condition of the air associated with fog is

actually favourable to the transmission of sound.

Therefore, whilst the mariner may u.sually expect to hear a

fcig-signal normally both as to intensity and place, he should

take the foregoing into account, and be prepared for occa-'^ionivl

aberrations in auilition.

AtmospiiOftc

obitructlou of

sound.
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It is found that, when approaching a fog-signal from to- wind-

ward, he should go aloft; and when approaching it from to-

leeward, the nearer he can get to the surface of the water the

sooner it will be heard. The apparatus, moreover, for sounding

the signal, frequently requires some time before it is in readiness

to act. Again, a fog often creeps imperceptibly towards the land

—especially at night—and is not noticed by the people at the

lighthouse or signal station until it is upon them : whereas, an

approaching ship may have been for many hours in it, and those

on board, knowing the admirable organisation and discipline of the

lighthouse service, may be unwittingly standing into danger

through relying upon hearing in good time the warning signal. Re-

sult, shipwreck: verdict, 'master to blame /or 7ioiusi?i(/ <Ae/eacZ.'

Allied to fog is the question of danger from ice. It is a popular Abroach to

delusion among passengers on board ship that, by taking the "^* ""' '"'"'"

° ^ ^
. cated by sea

temperature of the sea surface at short intervals, the approach surface

to ice is unfailingly indicated. Unfortunately, such is by no temperature

means the fact, and reliance thereon invites disaster. More tlian

ordinaril)'^ cold water merely shews that the ship is in a part of

the ocean where ice may possibly be encountered, and not that

it is actually present.

The well-known Labrador Current, for example, is a cold

stream flowing from Polar regions, and carrying with it, during

spring and summer, enormous quantities of field-ice and berg.s,

which come down from Davis Strait. It is not the extra polar-

ice, however, which causes the cold current, although it is the

cold current which brings down the ice ; consequently, the

experienced navigators of the North Atlantic know full well

when the sea surface temperature falls markedly to the east-

ward of the Banks that it is necessary to be more especially on

guard against meeting ice.

By kind permission, and on the unexceptional authority of

Captains Ballantine, Button, and Smith, of the Allan Mail

Steamship Line, all men of high standing in the profession, and

well acquainted with ice navigation, it is here stated that no

appreciable difference in the temperature of the sea surface is

caused by the proximitj' of even the largest icebergs ; and,

when one considers what a poor conductor of lieat water is,

their statement can be well believed.

This is very fully corroborated by the experience of Capt.

G. M. Lourison, of the ship Eaton Hull, who, in March, 1893,

fell in with quite a number of very large bergs in lat. 49° S.,

and long. 52° W. (See Nautical Magazine for July, 1893.)

Though close to, the bergs caused no effect ivhalever.
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In conformity with what is known as the law of convection,

water will transmit heat readily enough in a vertical diructioa

Thus when the liquid in the bottom of a vessel is warmed by fire,

it becomes specifically lighter, and accordingly rises and makes

room for the colder surface water to flow down and fill its place

;

this cold water gets heated in turn, and so continually ascending

and descending currents are created, until the temperature of

Propagation of every part alike is raised to the boiling point. The propagation

of heat in a lateral direction does not take place in this manner

at all. Heat spreads sideways in water by conduction alone, a

process which involves no transference of the particles, and is

very slow indeed as compared with the other.

For example, the axis of the Gulf Stream in some parts is

made up of bands of warm water which alternate with cold

ones, liut, although running side by side, they do not commingle.

Further, the separation between the deep blue waters of the Gulf

Stream and the cold counter-current which runs down in-shore,

is often so well defined, that a ship may be .sailing in both at the

same moment. From its being so steep-sided, the inner current,

at line of meeting with the Gulf Stream, ha.s received the name
of " Cold Wall," and has been known to differ 30* in temperature

from the one running close alongside it

On the other hand, if the Arctic Current points to a region

where ice may bo expected, it by no means follows that it will not

be encountered in the Gulf Stream, as bergs have been passed not

only in the stream, but actually to the southward of it having

been carried there by the lower ocean currents. The possibility

of this will be recognized when it is stated as a matter of certainty

that icebergs are seldom submerged to a less extent than \

of their whole mass, and oftentimes much more. Thus a cube-

shaped berg 1.5 fathoms high would ordinarily ground in 100

fathoms of water. This mea<<urement is readily derived from
the relative specific gravities of fresh and salt water, and the

fact that the volume of water is increased f) per cent, when
freezing. With the Barometer at 30 in. and Fahrenheit's Ther-

mometer at 62°, a cubic foot of ordinary sea water weighs

G4()0 lbs., a cubic foot of fresh water 62-3(t lbs., and at 32' a

cubic foot of ice weighs 5750 lbs.

Tempo4-ature is an important element in this calculation, as it

causes the density both of water and ice to vary considerably

;

thus the ftperi/u\ip-avil)foi fresh water is greatest at 39'2 Fahr,

and ice roaches its mnximum volume at 24^ Fahr.. beloic rvhich

Icebergs—

ftubinersioQ of.
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it contracts. It is capable of proof that, from this cause, ice at

16" Fahr. ivill sink in water of 50" Fahr.*

Similar phenomena take place with other substances : for

instance, solid cast-iron will float when put into molten cast-

iron at a comparatively low temperature; but if the molten

cast-iron is at a white heat, the solid iron will sink.

At the British standard temperature of 62° Fahr. we have

—

1 gallon of pure fresh water = 10 lbs.

224 „ „ „ = 1 ton.

6 "23 „ „ „ = 1 cubic foot.

35 '9 cubic feet „ „ = 1 ton.

To revert to the thermometer as a means of detecting the

presence of ice by a fall m the temperature of the sea surface.

In a letter to the author. Lord Kelvin says:

—

" The conducting power of water is so small, that there would Lord Keiviu

be absolutely no coolincf effect by conduction to a distance from <^°"''"<^''"e

•' "
_

•'

_
power of

an iceberg ; but there might be a considerable effect by the cold water.

and light fresh water running down from the iceberg, and

spreading far and wide over the surface of the sea."

This seems a reasonable supposition, but it is more than likely

that the film of cold fresh water would be broken up by the

agitation of the wind and waves, and, in any case, disturbed

and turned over by the plough-like action of a vessel's bow

going at speed. Under these circumstances the hydrometer The Hydro

would be no better than the thermometer. meter.

Again, it is well known that, about the Banks, the Labrador

Current is sometimes colder when no ice is to be seen than it is

when the contrary is the case. In winter its surface temperature

even falls to 28° Fahr. Large icebergs have been actually

passed at a distance of a quarter of a mile, and the sea surface

temperature carefully tested, without finding a single degree of

difference from what previously existed when there were none

in sight.t

* Sea water differs from fresh water in that it continues to increase in density as the

temperature is lowered, till freezing takes place.

t A reference to the Pilot Charts issued monthly to navigators by the Meteorological

Office, Loudon, and by the United States Hydrographic Office, shows that in September,

1893, a remnaut of a berg was passed in 36° N., 30° W., and fifteen days later a similar

piece of ice was siglited in 37° N., 18° W. ; wliile, in July, 1890, a portion of a berg was

reported iu 49- N., 24° W. In September, 1906, the steamship Lord Lansdowne passed

within 20 yards of a small block of ice, in 54° N., 22° W. lu Septemlier, 1895, two

pieces of ice, 30 feet high and 300 feet to 400 feet long, were pasSL-d in 36° 35' N.

,

71° 36' W. Turning to the Southern Ocean, ice was sighted in April, 1894, by a vessel

in 26° 30" S.. 25° 40' W. ; and iu August, 1895, seven bergs, of from 70 feet to 200 leet

iu height, were passed only 65 miles southeast of Cape Agulhas.
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It may be faii'ly assumed, therefore, that no reliance is to be

placed upon the thermometer as an immediate or direct means of

detecting the presence of an}' kinds of ice, whether the amount be

much or little. In fog it will simply tell j'ou when the ship has

enteretl the cool current, which may, or may not, be ice-bearing.

In time of danger it is unwise to neglect any precaution,

therefore b}' all means continue to u.se the thermometer. But

let not so doing lull one into a false sense of security, which

might terminate in a rude awakening; much better to go quite

slow when in the ice latitudes, now so well mapped out on the

Admiralty charts ; keep a hand aloft, and on the foreciistle
;

stop the ship occasionally, and listen for the sound of breakers,

or the echo of the steam whistle. If it were oidy more

practicable, a gun would be very useful, as giving a better

echo.* A large iceberg will denote its presence, even on the

"Im Blink." darkest night, by a sort of whiteness or halo, known as " ice

blink." This expression has the same significance, in its own
line, that " loom " has in relation to the land.

Look out for, and take heed of, any sudden change in the air

temperature—perhaps of lO"-^ or 12"—more especially when the

temperature is already low. Detached pieces of ice, which are

often to be met with in the vicinity of field-ice or bergs, are a

good indication. These loose pieces drift more rapidly than the

large masses, and on this account, when navij^ating among ice,

always endeavour to pass on the weather side of ice islands or

bergs. From the position of their centre of gravity being

altered by the thawing process, these enormous masses of

congealed water sometimes lose their balance, take a sally, and

topple over on their broadside. At others, huge fragments

break oH'and fall into the sea with a great commotion. By the

•c«i»ing" whalers this is termed "calving."

Northern bergs are smaller, and less tabular, than those of

the South. The former are shed by Arctic glaciers ; the latter

may be broken otf the Antarctic ice-cap b}- seismic disturbance!*.

In l.S54i, a hook-shaped berg endangered ships in the South

Atlantic some months. The longer shank stretched UO miles;

the short'-r, 40 miles. Between was a cul-de-sac. 40 miles wide

Hcighti oi Bergs over 500 feet high arc rare in the North Atlantic ; but

""«• many over 700 feet high visit the Southern Ocean, as indicated

in the following table.

* It II but rJK'lit to Ktatv that fog itself often gives a faint nho. wbich niiiiht Iw tary
inlileading ; and i'rofcnsor TynHall. in tlie rxperinirnts niraadv alliidrd to, found arnal

e lioei of f(ra:\t Intensity nnd long durition |>rori'«ding from air of most pcrf ct optical

i;l«arn««i ; su thitt an ciDO may hare an autirrly diflfarfiit origin to whit in iiippoietl.
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314 LOATiISG rx FRESH AND SALT WATER.

Having treated in the preceding pages on the relative

densities of sea and fresh water, it maj* not be out of place to

introduce the rule for determining how much a ship will lift in

sea water that has been loaded in fresh. As masters and owners

know to their cost, the Board of Trade people give an eye—and

very properly so—to the possibility of overloading, and this

matter of the different powers of flotation of fresh and salt

water is sometimes made to do duty as a stalking-horse by the

innocent and simple-minded transgressor, who, of course, is

much to be pitied when the inexorable law mulcts him, say in

£100 and costs.

Here is the rule which will enable the master to keep his

money in the Savings Bank ;

—

immeriion of The mean specific gravity of sea water at the standard

temperature of 62' Fahr. is assumed to be 1026, and on this

the following ver}' simple calculation is based. The master

is, of course, provided with a Displacement Scale of his

vessel.

Multiply the displacement corresponding to the drauglit by

026 ; the answer will be in tons ; divide by the number of

tons per inch of immersion at this draught, taken from tin-

Displacement Scale ; the answer will be in inclic».

Example :—A ship when loaded to a mean draught of 20 feet

has in salt water a displacement of 2,643 tons ; her displace-

ment at this drauglit is 13'6 tons per inch. Rc^quircd to know
what dirterence of draught there will be between river and

sea water.
•-',043 tons X -026 = 68-7 tons.

G8-7 ., -1- 13-6 = 5 inches.

For all practical purposes it may be taken that a ms-cI

proceeding from river water into sea water rises {-inch for

each foot of her mean draught, thus :

—

JO foel at J-iocb per foot = 5 inches.



PART II.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

This portion of the book is almost entirely devoted to the

methods of finding a ship's position at sea, which, in the opinion

of the author, present the readiest and most perfect means of

attaining this end.

Those founded on observations of the Moon are purposely observationt

omitted as not coming under this heading. They require so ofheMoon

many petty and vexatious corrections, which spin the calcula-

tions out to a weary length, that they are abandoned as practically

useless. Nor need this be regretted, if the navigator will only

learn to make use of the many and peculiar advantages offered

by the dozens of stars which are hour by hour at his disposal on

any fine night.

Iliere is, unfortunately, among sailors a very general and most Prevailing ideu

erroneous notion that stellar observations and their calculation *'""' Star

are something much too high and mighty to be tackled by ordi-

nary mortals, and that at least a " University education " is re-

quired to cope with them. This is a very mistaken idea, which

should be well secured to the grindstone, or a furnace bar, and

thrown overboard in deep water, never more to come to the

surface. Stellar observations are, in reality, no more difficult or

complicated than the every-day methods of calculation by the

Bun. Anyone with fair sight is equal to the actual " taking " of

the star, which merely requires a little practice ; and " the work-

ing out" is quite as short, and readily learned.

" Wrmkles " has already done much to popularise star obser-

vations, and this edition hopes to do very much more by the

introduction of a special Star Chapter and special Star Tables.
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Best time lor

obiervingr.

Star telescope

for sext.tnt.

Chowder-
beadeJnei

The most favourable time for observing is undoubtedly during

morning and evening twilight, when the horizon is at its best

A man, however, of ordinary vision, and using a good star tele-

scope and xuell silvered sextant glasses, will find little difficulty

at any time on a clear night—especially if the moon be up—in

obtaining all he may want in the way of reliable sights.*

Star telescopes are now made in great perfection, and ' best

sextants are often fitted with most charming little binoculars in

aluminium. It goes without saying that these must be reall;/

ivell made and fitted, and that the collimation adjustment must

be perfect (see Appendix C). From this it follows that you must

not expect to get them alt<igether for an old song.

Youngsters frequently display considerable aptitude in becoming

acquainted with the stars and planets. This should always be

encouraged, and once fairly entered on the subject, they will find

the study of the heavens a most absorbing as well as profitable

occupation during the long hours of the night watches.

In learning to recognise these bodies, it is just as well to throw

on one side as useless—indeed, as misleading—the ab.surdly gro-

tesque figures of the constellations given to them by the ancienta.

It is much better to engraft them on the memory l)y aid of the

less fanciful ones, such as .squares, triangles, &c., which form lead-

ing marks to the principal navigational stars, of which there are

some fifty or thereabout-s.

There is no part of our entire subject which the author is more
inxious to press upon the (Attention of the navigator than this

matter of star observation.

X<> reason exists wliy every man in commanti siiould not Vie

thorouglily proficient. " Star chasing" is within the reach of all

who clioose to try. There are. however, men afloat who will not

try, and who, for downright, double-barrelled, copper-bottomed,

bevel-edged bigotry, are matchless in all other professions. For

such as these this book is not written, a.s they are hopeless

cases, whose pig-headed obstinacy is only equalled bv their

ignorance, (lappily the claas will .soon become extinct.

It is a true saying that " tiiere is no royal rotul to learning."

Everything requires more or less trouble in the attainment

Even so long ago as 1G07, John Davis—an Klizabethan navigator

* In conutsction Willi tliis lubjc't. it i» iuterciting to know that, with the aii] of * iniill

attronomiol t«laM0|Hi, •Ian even 0/ the tour magnitudet *r« ilutiiictly risible througlioul

th« cntir* >Uj ; but thoie in tba neighbourhood of tlio sun can only bv ilis<-*riie<l by tl>>

iDorr iiowerful inatrumenta of ot»erTatonc<
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of "North-West Passage" fame—has it in his Seaman's Secrets:

" It is not possible that any man can be a good and sufficient

Pilot or skilful Seaman but by painful and diligent practice."

However, for the encouragement of those not yet posted in navi-

gation by the stars, the writer can promise that, when once they

have taken up the subject with a fixed determination to master

it, they will be agreeably astonished at how rapidly the dreaded comfort

difficulties will disappear, and their labours be rewarded by the '^^f'"'' '"^f"

feeling of comfort, and saving of anxiety at critical times, with star

afforded by the certain knowledge of their ship's whereabouts. problems.

This second part of the book is essentially one of figures, and

it is desirable at the commencement to dwell upon certain im-

portant points in connection with their application.

To begin with, there are some Navigators who every (lay, in

ordinary course, use Tables of Logarithms, and yet have no idea

how they are formed. Nor are they aware of the simple fact

that from Log. Sines and Log. Tangents it is easy to find the ''"*

Logarithms of the other Trigonometrical functions, thus :

—

Sin. = tan x cos. = 1 -^ cosec . •. L. sin. = L. tan + L. cos. = - L. cosec.

Cos. = cot. X sin. = 1-5- sec .'. L. cos. = L. cot. +L. sin. =0-L. sec.

Sec. = tan. > cosec. = 1 -r cos. . •. L. sec. = L. tan. + L. cosec. = - L. cos.

Cosec. =cot. xsec.= l^sin. .-. L. cosec. = L. cot. + L. sec. = 0-L. sin.

Tan =sin. x sec. = 1 -r cot. .-. L. tan. =L. sin. + L sec. \ _y_L cot.
= sin. -f cos. =L. sin.- L. cos. J

Cot. = COS. X cosec. = 1 -Man. .-. L. cot. = L. cos. + L. cosec. i _q_t (.„

= cos.-T-sin = L. COS. — L. sin. j

Those are professional items that ought to be known if the

tyro has but a shred of ambition.

Again, it is worth while knowing that when computing an

angle, four figures in the logs, will give it to the nearest minute

of arc ; five figures will ensure accuracy to about 5", and six

figures to 0"'5. Though Tables of logs, to seven places of decimals

and upwards are published, they are not required in Practical

Navifration. They give results to 0""05 and under.

The writer has frequently seen young ofiicers laboriously work- Needlessly

inc out their sights, schoolroom fashion, to the nearest second of ^o'^'^e '<>

» & ' seconds.

arc, and flattering themselves that because they had done so, the

resxdt must be equally accurate. In efi'ect they build up elaboi-ate

and imposing processes of calculation on what may be—and too

often is—an imperfect foundation, thus leading to dangerous

self-deception.
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Rapcr's re-

marks regard

iiit: precision

in working.

Uncertainty

In much of the

data employed

In computing.

This attempt at exactitude, however praisewortliy in other

respects, would ofttimes shew an ignorance of governing princi-

ples which it is one of the objects of this book to seek to remove.

As that master of common-sense reasoning, Professor Huxley,

neatly puts it, " Grinding peascods in a mill of super-excellent

grinding qualities will not give us wheaten flour."

Raper also, in the preface to his unsurpassed work on Naviga-

tion, says :

—
" Very indistinct and erroneous notions prevail

among practicjvl persons on the subject of accuracy of computa-

tion ; and much time is, in consequence, often lost in computing

to a degi-ee of precision whoU)' inconsistent with that of the

elements themselves. The mere habit of working invariably to

a useless precision, while it can never advance the computer's

knowledge of the subject, has the unfavourable tendency of

deceiving those who are not aware of the true nature of such

questions, into the persuasion tliat a result is always as correct

as the computer chooses to make it; and thus leads them to

place the same confidence in all observations, provided onlj* they

are worked to the same degi-ee of accuracy."

This idea is unhappily not confined to the youngsters of the

profession ; it has taken root in some of the older members as

well, and it is therefore incumbent to write strongly against a

fallacy which is dangerous in its tendency, and must frequently

have contributed to fatal disaster.

In all observations errors must be made : the best instruments

have imperfections; and no man, however equable his tempera-

ment, can always rely on making a proper use of his senses.

It has been shewn, in previous pages, that there is often much
doubt at sea as to the true place of the visible horizon, so that

the altitude is never free from suspicion of inaccuracy. In

addition to this, other data, peculiar to the problem, may be more

or less unreliable ; for example, the latitude is often uncertain to

three or four miles. In working out the time at ship, an error

to this amount would, under some circumstances, falsify the

longitude to a serious degree, whilst in other cases a similar

error in the same problem would have no appreciable effect

Again, we have instrumental defects depending not only upon

errors in workmanship, but upon such as arise from temporary

derangement duo to a variety of causes.*

* With reg*r>l to tbeie latter, It Is the peculiarity of utronomica] obMmtlons to b

the ultimate menus of dragging to light all defects of wurkmauship and adjustment ir

iustruroents, which by their minutenesa elude ercry other mode of detection.
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It is therefore necessary, not only to exercise judgment as to

khe degree of close-working any given observation will admit of,
^^°l^'^^^

"

and may require, but to endeavour so to select or combine pro-

blems and methods, that Ihe errors, of whatever nature they may
be, will either neutralize each other in the final result, or so un-

mistakably declare themselves as to be capable of easy elimina-

tion. The precise way in which this is done will be described

under each different observation.

The sixth chapter of Raper's Introduction, wherein he treats of

" limit of error " and " degree of dependence," should be cai'efully

noted in connection with this most important subject.

Whilst the folly of working to seconds in tlie majoritj' of cases

is thus put before the reader, and the striving after an impossible,

though pretentious, perfection in so doing, is shewn to be a snare

and a delusion, it is by no means to be understood that loose

working, or a careless and hasty manner, either of observing or

computing, should in any way be practised or tolerated. On the

contrary, anything which can really increase the accuracy of the

observations, or the correctness of the position deduced from

them, must be diligently sought for and applied.

" Rules of Thumb," when founded upon correct reasoning, are

invaluable ; but, on the contrary, " Rules of Thumb " not founded

upon correct reasoning are a positive bane to the practical man,

for whose benefit they are generally intended. Seeing that the

safety of life and property depends upon the soundness of his

judgment at critical times, the Navigator, of all men, should

cultivate his reasoning powers to the fullest extent.

To place faith in rules learnt Poll-pai-rot fashion, and to navi-

gate a ship thereby, is indeed to tempt Providence. It is a

miserable and discreditable system which per'mits it.

The writer has no sympathy with mechanical processes which

are simpl)- committed to memory, any more than he has with the

bygone method of teaching geometry, wherein the student was

allowed to memorize the demonstration. In each problem which

engages his attention, the Navigator, to be a Navigator, should Nautical

have the principle at his finger-ends ; so that, relying upon the Kinder-Garten

accuracy of his reasoning rather than on the distinctness of his

recollection, he may be able to solve it whenever called upon.

It is the possession of the requisite mental activity, or

" capacity for taking trouble," and the power of selecting the

most advantageous means out of the many at his disposal, which

constitute the real test of a man's ability as a Navigator, and
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i:allax—astronouically considered.

Diurnal L
Parallax.

shew that his knowledge is not superficial, but based on strictly

sound principles, which cannot mislead. If he intends to make

Woik, the his mark in the profession he must work, and in all things take
•tepping-.tont

j^j motto, " The best that I can do, is the poorest that I %vlll
to luccess. '

_ ...
do." Even if not specially gifted, either with intellect or educii-

tion, he need not despair if otherwise made of the right 'grit.'

The race is not always to the swift, as exemplified in the fable of

the Hare and the Tortoise. It is wonderful what dogged perse-

verance will accomplish. The career of the writer of these pages

is a case in point.

As a suitable finish to these remark.s, it will probably not com(

amiss to explain what is meant by Parallax (a.stronomically

considered), and why, in practical Navigation, it is unnecessary

to take it into account except in rare instancea

Let us then imagine an inhabitant of the Moon to be regarding

our Earth, which, for the time being, we will suppose to be truly

circular, and that a tiny speck indicated to him the exact centre

of its disc. If, now, he were to measure with a sextant the angle

between this tiny speck and the Earth's limb, or in other words,

the Earth's semidiaraeter, he would obtain a mean result of 57' 3'

:

or what is the same thing, a base line of 3963 miles would, at tne

Moon's mean distance from the Earth, subtend an angle of nearly

1'; a simple problem in right-angled trigonometry which any one

is equal to.

Next let us imagine our friend with the sextant to have shifted

his observatory to the Sun, and from that far-off luminary to have

repeated his measure of the Elarth's semidiameter : this time,

owing to the greatly increased distance, he would get rather less

than 9' as its mean value, and the.se two angular quantities would

respectively be termed the Moon's and Sun's Geocentric Horizontal

Parallax.

If, proceeding yet further, he winged his way to the nearest of

the fixed stnrs—and, travelling as fast as light does, it would take

him about four years to get there—our celestial traveller, on

looking back for this world, which ive think so immense, would

find that it had disappeared by very reason of its insignifiwinco.*

But supposing it still discernible, and that it couid bo watched

whilst moving in its orbit round the sun, he would then lie able

to get the angle subtended by a straight lino connecting tne

centres of the two bodiea Tiiis straigiit line, if measured when

* The Telocity of light ii 186,320 mile* per Mcontl, and the conitant of barration li

SO 47. tlie eartb'a iiiean niotioo iu ItJ orbit ii 18| niilii per lecond.

Diurnal Sol

Parallax.

Annoal Stella

Parallax.
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the Earth had reached its extreme point of travel to the right

and again to the left of the Sun, and the mean taken, would give

the observer the very respectable base of close upon 93 millions

of miles. But notwithstanding the enormous length of such a

base, the angle it would subtend at the place of the nearest fixed

star would actually be less than 1" of arc, and would be spoken

of as the Star's Annual or Heliocentric Parallax.

This will convey some faint idea of how far away in space that Distance oi

nearest star must be ; expressed in words, it is about twenty-five n""^*^' ""

billions of miles, whilst

25,000,000,000,000 miles

represent it in figures. In the contemplation of even these num-

bers the imagination is lost ; how then if we seek to gauge the

more profound depths of the universe ?

The foregoing explains what is meant when allusion is made to

the Moon's Parallax, the Sun's Parallax, and Stellar Parallax

;

but to determine the two latter is no easy job, nevertheless it

must be done if we wish to know our distance from these bodies.

An accurate determination of the distance of the sun from this

earth is one of the vexed questions of Astronomy. Many very

costly attempts have been made to solve it—notably by well

equipped expeditions organised by this and other countries to

observe the periodically recurring Transits of Venus, commencing Mars and

with that of 1761 ; also by David Gill's memorable observations venus.

of Mars in opposition made at the Island of Ascension in 1877.*

But, notwithstanding the wonders which science can accomplish,

despite the intellectual resources of our ablest men, the sun's

distance remains uncertain to the extent of at least a third of a

million of miles, plus or minus. Nor need this be considered a

reproach when the extreme delicacy of the problem is understood.

It may in some sort be imagined from the fact that one-tenth of

a second (0"'l) of Solar Parallax represents in round numbers a

million of miles.

As the world progres-ses, other and more reliable methods will g^i^ paf,,|.

be invoked to set at rest this most interesting, important, and methods,

difficult (jucstion. To this end the Planetoids or Minor Planets

are certain to be systematically observed ; one of their many
advantages being the comparative frequency with which they

lend themselves for the purpose. It is believed that an exten-

* For a popular a''count of " How it was done," the reader is referred to " Six Montha

in Ascension, hy Mrs. Gill—An Unscientific Account of a Scientific Eii edition."—

Loudon : John Mutray.
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sive scries of such observations, combined with, perhaps, increased

instrumental perfection, will—even before the end of the present

century—slied sufhcient light on the subject to place not only the

first, but tiie second, decimal figure beyond the realms of contro-

versy, and this is saying a good deal.

Meanwhile ordinary folks—with no special hankering after

this kind of knowledge, and to whom a little is very satisfying

—

may well be content to accept 8"'S as the sun's Mean Equatorial

Horizontal Parallax. These are nice easy figures to remember,

and are generally regarded as not very wide of the truth : they

correspond to a distance of nearly 92,900,000 of statute miles

It takes light 8" ISJ' to traverse this space, and to count 93

millions would require an unbroken period of nine months 1

!

We will now return to mother Earth, to see in what way
Parallax affects Navigation.

In the theory of Nautical Astronomy—for certain mathematical

reasons—all observations of the heavenly bodies are supposed to

be made at the centre of our globe, but a« this is clearly

impracticable (except to such as the late Jules Verne) an allow-

ance has to be made which goes by tiie general name of Parallax

In this connection, therefore. Parallax is the angular ditforcnce

between the Apimrent place of a heavenly body as seen by an

observer from any station on the Earth's surface, and its True

position as supposed to be .seen from the Eartli's centre.

With us angular altitudes of the heavenly bodies arc of neces-

sity measured from the Sensible Horizon, which !s a i)lane pa-ssinp

through the eye of the observer at right angles to a freely sus-

pended plumb-line, wlureas they ought to be measured from the

Rational ITori:on, which is parallel to the other, but passes

through the Earth's centre.*

Now it ha.s been shewn that the distance of the fixed .stars is

so vast, tliat to them our Sensible and Rational Horizons—though

nearly 4,000 miles apart—are virtually one and the same thing,

so that whether a stellar observation is made at tlie centre or

surface of the Earth matters not ; the altitude in either event is

exactly the same.

* Remeuiber that Ibe Senaibla and Viiibl* bariioni are not IdcnUcaL The vUible

horiton 1» Iho lino wboro sky and carOi meet. On laud it i.t an irri-gular lino broken by

billn, ttten, kc., and of no aitrouoinii-.il valuo. But at sea it i.i a true circle, tbongh not

a "Great Circle," and of immcnso ini|iortanco to the navigator, Ttie visihle bonton is

doprciued below tiie sensible boriion by an angular ainonut dc|>cnding upon the obMrrer's

elevation alrave the water. This angular amount is termed Di/i of tht lloram. The

formula for True Dip is given in Ap|i«n>iix (N),
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In the case of the Sun it has also been shewn that the greatest

eiiect would be less thau 9", a quantity so small tliat in ship work

it is not wortli notice ; and the same may be said of the Planets.

But where our next-door neighbour the Moon is concerned,

Parallax is an important element, and cannot be disregarded.

Tlierefore, if altitudes of the Moon could be taken simultaneously

from the surface of the Earth and from its centre, they would be

found to differ considerably, the altitude observed at tlie Earth's

centre being the true one, and the greater of the two. The cor-

rection for Parallax, therefore, is always additive.

If the observation were made at the Earth's centre just when
the Moon happened to be in the Sensible Horizon of a spectator

at the surface, this difference—amounting to nearly 1°—would

then be termed the Moon's Horizontal Parallax, and would be

equivalent to the Earth's semidiameter as measured with his

sextant by the " Man in the Moon."

As the altitude of a heavenly body increases, the correction

for Parallax decreases, until it absolutely vanishes when the

body reaches the zenith.

Except when the body is in the horizon, this correction is Paraiiax in

spoken of as " Parallax in altitude."

From the foregoing we deduce the practical results that in

observations of the stars Parallax is totally insensible, and that

in observations of the Sun or Planets it is so small that it may

be " left out in the cold " without detriment to Navigation. The

Moon, then, is the only body which is seriously affected by it,

and as for this and other reasons we decided long ago to send

the Moon to Coventry (except when required for Azimuths),

Parallax may pack up and go with her.

Rest in Nature seems to be impossible. We on earth know, by astro- Movement oi

nomical every-day teaching, that our globe and the other i)lanets continually ''"^

^°^\a
circle round the Sun as the centre of this particular system ;

yet it is seldom
^^^^^

brought home to our minds that the Sun himself, with all his ' following,' is

speeding tlirough space just a.s the other ' Fixed (?) Stars ' are doing—some at

the enormous rate of 100 miles a second.

The question of the exact position of the point in the Heavens towards

which the Sun with his system is travelling, has been the subject of much

research and computation. The present co-ordinates are now considered as The solar apei

being about R.A. 267°, and Declin. + 31°, giving a position near the eastern

edge of the constellation Hercules. The bodily rate of translation of the

entire system is computed to be between 15 and 20 miles per second.



CHAPTER 11.

SKY PILOTAGE.

" Tkt start an truly tht sailor's sa/ejimrUa."

There seems no end to the star books—large and small

—

illustrated by maps of sorts, in which the easy-jjoing mariner

may invest his loose coin ; and the cry is " still they come." He
might buy but he could never read the half of them : like shelling

Book-mikinK. shrimps, life would hardly be long enough for such an under-

taking. It ia a pity that in many instances these celestial guides

altogether spoil themselves by over-doing it Why they shouM

not, if intended for navigational purposes, rest content with

navigational stars—leaving those of lesser magnitudes to br

peered at and pondered over by shore-going amateurs—no man

can understand ; except, perhaps, that in the opinion of their

authors, size confers respectability : thus, unnece.s.sary matter i>'

inserted, presumably by way of padding. The l>ook-making

result is so formidable, both in appearance and price, that many

men are 'choked off' from taking up the subject, and the book

defeats its own object.

A few might indeed be named which are excellent in

their waj-, and fairly free from this defect. Nevertheless it is

(juitc certain tliat the navigator of average intelligence can, if

stu lor* tatiir ^6 chooscs, Icarn all that is requisite without the questionable
Acquired. n.ssistancc of intricate Atliuscs and special books. There is no

mysterj' and very little dithculty about the matter : a chapter of

" Wrinkles "—albeit a long one—combined with a little star-

gazing in the night watche.s, will fully meet the case and savi-

his dollars.

Sir J. IJei-scliel lias aptly remarked that, " livery well dotcr-

niined star, from the moment its place is registered, becomes to

the astronomer, the geographer, the navigator, the surveyor, a

point of departure which aui never deceive or fail him, the same
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for ever and in all places, of a delicacy so extreme as to be a test

for every instrument yet invented by man, j'et equally adapted

for the most ordinary purposes ; as available for regulating a

town clock as for conducting a navy to the Indies, as effective

for mapping down the intricacies of a petty barony as for adjust-

ing the boundaries of Trans-Atlantic empires."

Most epitomes have a list of the Mean places of the principal Epitome

stars for some specified year (generally of a past decade), with
"If^^^

"'

the annual variation of Right Ascension and Declination, by
wliich to reduce from the given (antiquated) epoch to any other

;

but it may be said at once that this time-honoured table is seldom

or never used. Why its insertion is continued in the revised

editions, except on the principle of ' Follow my leader,' is hard to

imagine.

In calculations for ship's position, it is infinitely better to take

out the elements from the Naiit. Aim. for the current year. As Apparent

the Apparent places of the stars are given for every tenth day,
^e^utre"*""

there is no need to make any reduction whatever, and the labour

of doing so—with possibility of mistake—is saved.

In the Naut. Aim. for 1895 the requisite data were given

between pages 316-371. The hours and minutes of Right Ascen-

sion, and the degrees and minutes of Declination, are placed as

constants at the head of their respective columns, and belong

equally to all the numbers below them. This arrangement has

made it neces.sary in numerous instances to continue the seconds

be3'ond 60, as the width of the page would not permit of other-

wise indicating any change in the minutes. Thus the apparent

declination of Aldeharan, at page 325 on October 18th, 1895, is

registered at 16' 17' 71"-1, and is to be read as 16^ 18' 11"-1 N.*

Now, in view of the fact, patent to anyone who chooses to

look, that there are about 100 Kaut. Alvi. stars of the 1st, 2nd, Number of

and 3rd mags., it is obvious that it can seldom or never be worth navigations)

while bothering with the lesser lights of the star books. Except

under specially favourable circumstances, even 3rd mag. stars are

The Aaut. Aim. is now publislied in two parts. Part I., price a shilling, is

more particularly for the use of seamen. This reform was much needed, but

the writer does not altogether agree witii the oraissioji of the Table of Apparent Places of

the Stars, nor with the oliservation in the second para, of the Preface, that " tlie Mean

Places are sufficiently correct for the purposes of navigation by the Sea Horizon." Also,

the authorities seem to have forgotten that those navigators who rate their chronometers

on shore by stars and artilicial horizon, will have to hamper themselves with Part II. if

they aim at the accuracy which is so desirable. The Apparent Places should certainly he

included in Part I.
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difficult of reflection in the mirrors of sextants that have " seen

service."

A list of the more useful navigational stars, selected with

special regard to their distribution in the heavens, will be found

at the end of this chapter : being solely for general reference, it

is unnecessary to do more than give the Right Ascensions to the

nearest minute, and the Declinations to the tenth of a degree.

In some instances, also, the very latest determinations of parallax

are given ; but where the one-hundredth of a second of arc means

billions of miles, it is clear that our knowledge of star distances

is of the rudest description.

Proper namet Most of the listed stars have proper names, chiefly derived

from the Arabic. The unchristened ones are distinguished by

Greek letters prefixed to the constellation to which they belong.

This is generally, but not always, done according to the star's

' oixler of merit
;

' for examjile, in the cla-ssification of the ' Twin.s,"

Castor is marked a Geuiinorum, though not quite so bright as

Polltix, which is marked j3 Geminoruui. Long, long ago Castor

was the brighter of the two, and the seniority then conferred

upon it still remains. No doubt Pollux is jealous, but this very

brotherly feeling need not vex the souls of mortals.

It is advisable, then, to be acquainted with tlie Greek Alphabet

and here it is:

—

Greek
Alphabet

a Alpha

^ Beta
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Aquila.—The Eagle : associated with Altair.

Argo Navis.—The ship Argo.

Aries.—The Ram. One of the ' sii^ns ' of the Zodiac. It used

to contain the ' first point of Aries,' but owing to the

Precession of the Equinoxes, this imaginary point has

now retrograded into the constellation Pisces, and

will continue to retrograde until, in the course of

nearly 26,000 years, it will have made the tour of all

the signs of the Zodiac, and got back again to Aries,

ready for a fresh start, and so on for ever and ever.

Auriga.—The Charioteer. Contains conspicuous Gapella.

Bootes.—The Herdsman. Identified with Arctxirus, which

outshines every other northern star.

Caxis Major.—The Great Dog. Contains Sirius, the brightest

star in the lieavens.

Oanis Minor.—The Little Dog. Noticeable for the very bright

star Procyon.

Cassiopeia.—Associated with the chair of the lady bearing

that name.

Centaurus.—The Centaur. Ridea majestically through space

in company with Crux.

Cetus.—The Whale. Contains Mira, the most wonderful of

all the variable stars, but useless in navigation.

CoLUMBA.—The Dove.

Corona Borealis.—The Northern Crown. Not much of a

' show.'

CoRVUS.—The Crow. Nautically, the ' Cutter's mainsail.'

Crux.—The Southern Cross. Some thousands of years ago

this Constellation was visible in England, but Pre-

cession—accountable for so many odd things—slowly

but surely carried it South.

Cyonus.—The Swan. Apparently so called because not in the

least like one.

Eridanus.—The ancient name for the River Po.

Gemini.—The Twins. Already referred to.

GruS.—The Crane. The only weight this kind of Crane lifts

is its food.

Hydra.—The Sea Serpent.

Leo.—The Lion. Contains the ' Sickle.'

Libra.—The Balance.

Lyra.—The Lyre. Associated with Vega.

Opiuucuus.—The Serpent Bearer.
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Miss Clerke's

History of
As/r(momy,AnA

Syilrm of Ihr

Stars.

Okion.—A giaut of that name who came to grief through

falliuff in love. Not the first, iidf yet the last.

Pavo.—The Peacock.

Pegasus.—The Winged Horse.

Perseos.—Rescued Andromeda from the sea monster, and

Andromeda very properly married liim for so doinij.

Tills is as it was, is now, and ever will be.

PHCENrx the fabulous.—Of no particular account as a con-

stellation, and only distantly related to the Firt

Insurance Co. of that name.

Pl.scis AUSTUAI.IS.—The Southern Fish. Associated with

Fomalhaut.

ScoKPio.—The Scorpion. Associated with the reddish Antares.

Taitrus.—The Bull. Contains the famous Pleiades, which, to

unaided vision, con.sists of six or seven stiirs, but is,

nevertheless, knmvn to contain 2,326, uU didy counted.

In pa.'siii);, it may lie stated tli.it Astronomers are indebted more to

the pliotograpliic camera tlmii to tlie telescope, as such, for probini; the

deptlis of sp:ice after this very ^e.irchiiig fa.shion. This pha^e of cele.sti.iI

photography h.u been aptly termed the ' Astronomy of the invisible."

As Miss Agnea M. Gierke puts it, in her Uulory o^ Ailronomy, "The
chemical plate liaa two advanUigci over the human retina. Kirat, it is

•cn.sitive to rays which are utterly powerless to produce any risual rSect

;

next, it can accumulate impressions almost indeflnitely, while from the

retina they fade after one-tenth of a second." And referring to this same

subje<t in her Si/sUm of Ou Stars, Miss Gierke says, "The unique power

of the photogr^iphic plate as an eu^-ine of discovery, is derive<l from its

unlimited faculty for amassing faint irapresnions of light 0y toolany

long enough it can see anything there is to l>e seen," It is accordingly

quite possible, by loug exposure—say 3 or 4 hours —under favourable con-

ditions, to photograph objects so faint as to be altogether beyond the

optical power of any telescope to reveal.

TiiiANGUt.UM AusTRAMs.—The Southern Triangle.

UusA Major.—The (Jreat Bear.

Ursa Minor.—The Lesser Bear. Associated with Polaris.

Virgo.—The Virgin. Contains the brilliant Spica.

To acquire a practical knowledge of the stars, eitiier of t« o

methods maj* be adopted ; but as the one is largely mi.xed u]i

with the other, both will be described. The tirst may be re-

garded more especially as the Astronomical, and tlie other as tiie

Aetrographical method. The latter mouthful, though not yet in

the dictionary, will no doubt get there in time. We will give

precedence to No. 1.

When a .sailor wishes to define his position, lie resorts to L<iti-

tilde nnd Longitxuit ; the one giving a North and South, and the
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other an East and West direction. In like manner, to ascertain

the wherealiiMits in the heavens of any particular body, he mnst

turn up its Declination and Might Af<ccnsion.

Geographical Latitude and Declination correspond to each Latitude aod

other. What Latitude is on the earth, Declination is on the

sky. But between Kight Ascension and Longitude there are

points of difference, which, if passed over in silence, would lead

to confusion.

Geographical Longitude (which must not be confounded with

Astronomical Longitude) is reckoned from a certain fixed terres-

trial meridian, known as the Prime Meridian, and the nations

of the earth are now pretty well agreed that the Royal Observa-

tory of Greenwich is to be accepted as the Universal Prime

Meridian. Longitude is measured both Eastward and Westward

from Greenwich—180° in each direction; though it has been

proposed that it should only be reckoned Eastward through the

whole circumference of 360° of the earth's equator. It would and Right

certainly be a convenience if it were. Well, in similar manner Ascension

the celestial equator is divided by Right Ascension, which, how-

ever, has as its zero or starting place, not the meridian of Green-

wich, but the Astronomical Prime Meridian of the first point ox

Arie.s, indicated by the position of the sun at the vernal equinox.*

Since " precession " causes this zero point to retreat slowly west-

ward, it follows that the Right Ascensions of nearly all stars

increase steadily year by year, apart from any movement
"proper" to themselves. We see, therefore, that the Astrono-

viiccd Prime Meridian is by no means a fixture like Greenwich.

Although Right Ascension Tnay be expressed in angular

measure, it is much more common to express it in time, begin-
1 1 • • , 1 r, . 1 1 ; • , 1

Sidereal tlnw
nmg with hrs., and ending with 24 hrs., and always in the and Right

direction of from west to east. Sidereal noon at each spot on the Ascensiou.

earth is the moment when the first point of Aries crosses the

meridian of that spot. The sidereal clock at that spot should then

shew 0" 0" 0", and its own particular sidereal day would forth-

with commence. Now, in the northern hemisphere—looking

soutii—the stars will pass in review from left to right. Seated

thus at a transit instrument in England, when the sidereal clock

of his Observatory shews 0" 3°", the watcher of the heavens will

find Alpheratz on the meridian, and 0° 3°° is consequently its

Right Ascension. Five minutes later, and lower down in the sky,

will come Algenib. At 4 hrs. 30 m., Aldeharan will cross the

• Explained in the cliapter on Time.
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Sidereal and

Mean Solar

da,.

Seasoual

Tiiibilitjr

of stars.

centre web in tlie graticule of the telescope at pretty nearly the

same altitude as Alyenib, and so on until the earth has made a

complete revolution (_one sidereal da}-,, when the silent march

past of the stars will be repeated at the same (sidereal) time as

before. Therefore, to ascertain the R.A. of any star, the observer

has merel}' to note the sidereal time of its pa.ssing his meridian.

Now for another point of difference. The sidereal day is

3°" 55'-9 shorter than the inean solar day, and, consequently, the

tirst point of Aries (or any fixed star) will culminate that much

earlier each succeeding day.* This is called its 'acceleration' on

mean time. The beginning of the sidereal day does not, there-

fore, correspond to a definite fixed hour of solar mean time, but

in the course of a year runs through all the hours of the ordi-

nary day b}' which the affairs of life are regulated. To test this

roughly, multiply 365 days by 4"", and the result will be approxi-

mately 24 hrs. Hence, 3G6 sidereal days are equal to 365

mean solar days. For confirmation of this, look in the yaut.

Aim, for March, and you will find that the sun's R.A. is 0" 0" 0'

when on the Equator. The " Sidereal Time," in the last column

of Page II. for the month, would also be 0" 0" 0' were it not

given for mean time. Thence onward, month by month, it

steadily increa.ses, until in September, when the sun is again

crossing the line, but this time in the opposite direction, the

" Sidereal Time " htvs grown to 12 hrs., and continues to grow till

it has attained the maximum of 24" 0" 0* in the ft>llowing March.

Tiic consequence is that those stars which are now rising in the

east, at any given hour of solar mean time, will be found setting

in the W(\st at the same hour six months hence ; whilst those

which at any hour are now setting, will, at the same hour six

numths hence, be found rising. This, of course, applies to «»i,v

part of the j'car, and six months before or after it

Now, though roughly speaking the Right Ascensions of the

stars do not vary in themselves, it has just been shewn that,

owing to the stnra coming so much wirlier each evening, a given

Right Ascension cannot be directly associated with any fixed

hour of the day as indiwitcd by a solar mean-time clock or

chronometer ; moreover, sidereiU chronometera do not form jiart

of a vessel's outfit; therefore, to utilise Right Ascension for star-

fiuiiing, it becomes neccs.saiy to make a trifiing calculation, wliicli,

in its simplest form, is lui follows:

—

* A liilfireal cla<'k, thorofore, woulil not ruD with a meau time olock : iup|><ning both to

b* atarUxl at the Mine iiMlaiit, the aideival clock woiilil aoou ontatrip or leail the other.

They wouM only ai;r«e once in the yoar.
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Being at Oreenwich, required to know at what liour (mean

time) on April 15th, 1895, Procyon will be on the meridian.

H. M.

R. A. of Procyora = its sidereal time of meridian passage . .7 34

Sidereal time at Greenwich, mean noon (Naut. Aim., page 57) . 1 34 ^f transit

Interval 6 00

The above interval being expressed in sidereal hours, which

are 10' shorter than hours of mean time, there is 1°" to subtract.

This is termed "retardation." Procyon will therefore transit at

5 hrs. 59 m. P.M. mean time.

Tables 27 and 27a of Raper give the approximate apparent

times of the meridian passage of the principal stars, so that in

sea practice the above operation—simple as it is—is reduced to

one of mere inspection. If the thinking reader has carefully-

followed what has been put before him, he will scarcely require

to be told how to find the apparent time of meridian passage

independently of the Tables. Anyway here is the rule :

—

From the star's R.A. (increased by 24 hrs. if necessary) subtract

the R.A. of the sun at apparent noon (page I. of the month in the

Kaut. Aim,.); from this subtract the "retardation," and the re-

mainder is the apparent time required.

Taking the foregoing example, and still neglecting seconds, we

have

—

H. M.

R.A. oi Procyo7i, April 15tli, 1895 (N.A. page 332) , . 7 34

R.A. of the Sun, „ „ (N.A. page 50) . . 1 34

Sidereal interval 6 00

Retardation (Raper, Table 24) . . . . - 1

Apparent time of transit . . . 5 59 p.m.

The reason why the result comes out the same as in the

previous example is because on that day the Equation of Time is

nil; or, in other words, mean and apparent times happen to be

in agreement. This again amounts to saying that the imaginary

mean sun is then exactly " in one " with the visible sun.

One more case with the observer still located at Greenwich

ought to suffice.

What will be the mean time of Procyon's meridian pa.ssage on

February 19th, 1895?

Apparent time

or traosit.
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33a TIMES OF STAR TRANSIT.

R.A.of Proci/on = itssiderealtimeof incriJ. pass. + 24Lrs.

Sidereal Time at Mean noon (N.A. page 21)

Sidereal interval

Retardation CRaper, Table 24) ...

31

21
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server is no longer supposed to be using a Transit instrument,*

and as he is supposed to be totally unacquainted with the stars,

it is two to one that, without some other means of identifying

Frocyon, he will pitch upon the wrong star, especially as all three

lie on the same side (south) of the zenith. Well, Right Ascension

has done its share, so we must call upon Declination to lend a

hand.

Reference to the list shews that Castor lies 2<j^*, and Pollux Learning to

23' to the northward of Procyon ; therefore, of the three bright
[""f

°'" """

stars passing the meridian close upon the same time, Procyon is

far and away the nearest to the horizon. Moreover, the list

shews it to be much the brightest. But to be a little more pre-

cise and make quite certain, we may determine its altitude as

follows :

—

Latitude of Greenwich 515 N.

Declination of frocyort . , 5"5 N.

Zenith distance 46 N.

90

Altitude of Procyon on the meridian . 44°0 S.

Therefore, on April 15th, at 5 hrs. 59 m. P.M., the student of the

stars would face due South and look in the heavens for Procyon

at a point midway between the horizon and the zenith. When
it is remembered that from overhead to the horizon in any

direction is 90', it is apparent that but very little practice will

enable the learner to estimate altitude with sufficient exactness for

this purpose. It may assist him to remember, for comparison

purposes, that from Capella to Castor is 30°; from Altair to

Antares is 60°, or double the foregoing ; and that from Castor to

Pollux is 41°.

Table 27 of Raper is very handy, for what can be easier, if an jabniar time

unknown star be observed bearing north or south, than to note of meridian

the time roughly and see which one corresponds to it. Suppose

that it happened to be Sirius ; well, Sirius once fairly recognised

can never by any chance be forgotten. It is the very brightest

• Merely a superior telescope, mounted on trunnions in such wise tluit it shall only

sweep the heavens in a true north and south line. The plane of this sweep, if continued

downwards, would cut the earth into equal halves from pole to pole. Therefore, when

rotated, the telescope describes a " vertical circle," wliich is the same as a " circle oi

altitude," and this again is a " great circle." It will he evident that the ' Transit ' can be

directed to objects at any meridional altitude due North or South of its position. The

time is taken when the object crosses a vertical thread (or series of vertical llire.ids) in

the beld of the instrument.
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star in all tlie heavens, and sparkles with many colours like a

diamond. Just look at it with a pair of liinoculars on a clear

dark night.

Orion «nd hii Sirius, Procijon, and Betelguese form to tlie eye almost a per-

fect equilateral triangle, with sides of about 26"
: taken in con-

nection with their neighbours it is next to impossible to mistake

them. See Plate V.

Now, a knowledge of one star paves the way to a knowledge

of the others. Looking at the list it is seen that Canopus—
another big fellow—passed the meridian 19m. in advance of

Sirius, and sliould be visible nearlj' in the same line if above the

horizon. But a second glance shews the declination of Canopuf

to be 52i° S., and as tlie observer is still at Greenwich in 51 i" N.,

it is clear that Canopies must be some 14° below the southern

horizon.

The gem o( In brilliancy, Canopus surpasses every star, Sirius alone ex-

iheiouth. cepted. It is singular that, quite by accident, these two giants

should have been selected to illustrate the writer's meaning, and

singular that nature has put them side by side in the list.

Well, Cano})U8 is disposed of by the process of exclusion, and

the observer has learnt something, namely, that, being invisible, it

is no longer possible to mistake for it any of those stars whicli

are visible. This is termed negative knowledge, and is useful in

its way.

Referring once more to the list, we find that Betelguese passed

westward olm. aliead of Sirius, and that its declination is

74° N. Mow, if Burdwood's Tables should be at hand, it is easy

to find the approximate bearing of Betelguese. Ou page 212,

with Latitude 51° of the same name as the declination, under 7
,

and abreast Ohrs. 51m. on the riglit-haud side, will bo found

N. 1(>2° W. - S. 18° W. Looking, therefore, IJ points or so to

tiie right of Sirius, and keeping in mind that Bttelguese has a

more northerly declination, thcrewill be no ditliculty in 'spotting'

him. If Burdwood is not to the fore, Lecky's ABC Tables will

serve nearly as well.

St(u finding Here, be it said, that the best time to learn tlio stars i.s wliuii
wii.n on ihe

^j ^^^.^ ^^ ^^^^ mcridiau, and the nearer they arc to the zenith

.HO mucli the better. Their respective bearings from each other

are then easier to dotenuine, and they are looked at in the erect

]-)osition : when low down in the eiust or west they arc more 01

less on their beam-ends, and only their neighbours on one side of

them are to be seen ; whereas, when on the meridian at a fair

altitude, their entire surroundings are in full view.
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Now, with regard to their bearing and distance from each inter-steii.r

other; the averag^e star book is rather loose and misleading as to ^**"°bs and
' o o distances.

the first, and not always correct as to the last Let us make this

perfectly plain, even at the expense of what in charter-party

language is called a ' deviation.' The information acquired is to

be regarded as salvage.

When a ship is being navigated to a place so distant as to be

out of sight, it is necessary to consult a chart for the course, and

to have a compass by which to steer it. The chart in common
use for such work is the one known as a Mercator. Its peculi-

arities have already been described in Chapter VII., but it is

necessary just to touch upon them again in this connection. The

following illustrations will be somewhat of the Jules Verne type.

Let a steamer bound from Cape Clear to Cape Race be An airy

navigated by a Mercator chart, and let the weather be so clear,

the Captain's sight so keen, and the vantage point, on which
he is perched, so much nearer the sky than the sea as to enable

Newfoundland to be visible from the ' Emerald Isle.' Now, in

the chapter above aJluded to it has been pointed out that on a

Mercator chart the ship's course between any two places is

represented by a straight line ; and that this line makes the same
angle xvith each mendian. This is known as a Rhumb line or

Loxodromic curve. Bearing this in mind, let the vessel be put

upon the chart course for Cape Race. It will then be found,

by the Argus-eyed skipper up aloft, that Cape Race, instead

of being dead in a line with the stem, is away out on

the starboard bow. But on hailing the deck he will be

assured, by the officer of the watch, that she is ' right on her

course.' Our sky-scraping Captain, determined not to be upset circuiai

by such a trifle as the apparent shifting of a small island like sailing.

Newfoundland, says, ' keep her so; ' with the result that, as the

voyage progresses, his ship's head is seen to be turning gradually

towards Cape Race (though the true course steered has not once

been altered), and finally points right at it.

It is obvious that the ship did not go straight from land to

land, but that, on the contrary, she made a very decided and un-

necessary sweep to the southward in order to cross each meridian

at the same angle.

The Captam, anxious to ' make a passage,' does not see the fun

of this ' circumbendibus ' to the southward, and mentally decides

that, on his retui-n journey, he will try Great Circle sailing,

which hitherto has seemed to him such a round-about business.
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The conditions of weather, &c., being the same as before, he

sets the first, or " initial," Great Circle course, and once ajjain

mounts aloft to the "crow's nest." This time, to his delight, he

finds Cape Clear right ahead, and conning the vessel carefully

himself, he, from time to time, sings out to the helmsman the

necessary directions to keep it there independent of the shewing

of the compass, which, however, is noted every two hours as

usual, and duly entered in the Log. Having in this manner made

a (juick run and beaten the record, he descends to the deck .satis-

lied tliat this time, at all events, the good ship has made a regular

"Bee-line." On subsequently looking over the Mate's log-book,

he is somewhat non-plussed to see that the true as well as the

compass course had inccssantl}- altered on the passage, though

he knew from the evidence of his own optics that the ship's

head had never once deviated from her destination. Thereupon

our perplexed captain determines to consult " Wrinkles'' and

forthwith luj's a copy. In it, he finds the following:—" On a

MercatuT chart the meridians are falsely represented as parallel,

and consequently a pencil line drawn to shew the course between

any two ports will cut each meridian at precisely the same

angle ; whereas on the <jlohe itself the meridians converge to a

mere point at either pole, their maximum of separation being at

the Equator. Not being parallel to each other, a straight track

drawn on tlie earth's surface (were it possible) mxLst cut each

meridian at a different anijle: hence, in Great Circle sailing the

trxie course continually changes, though the actual direction in

which the ship is proceeding does not change."

From this, it will be seen that the Navigator has to pay the

penalty of extr.i distance for the luxury of using a Mercator chart

In view of what has yet to come, it may be as well at onco to

thrash out the identity of an Azimuth Circle with a Great Circle.

The reader must have patience. We will begin with a few

homely definitions, which will bo found handy generally.

Zenith.—Tiie point in the sky directly overhead. If a plumb-

lino could be hooked up there, tlie bob at this end would rest on

the crown of one's cap; ('stand from under'). If extended

downwariis it would pass through the very centre of the globe,

and eventually come out at the antipodes. Such a lino would be

a vertical line.* This is on the .supposition that the globe is truly

spherical.

* A ytrftrndicuJar liuu it not neccsurlly » rrrlieai line. When, for example, a line u
at riKbt anglo* to auntlirr. it ia aaid to be perpendicular to it. uo mailer what iu direcUon
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Madir.—If the Zenith he the point overhead, the Nadir, on the

contrary, is the point at an infinite distance dii-ectly underfoot.

The Zenith and Nadir may consequently be described as imagi-

nary points representing, respectively, the elevated and depressed

poles of the observer's horizon. Each individual has his own
horizon, zenith, and nadir : as he moves, they move. Wherever

lie goes, they accompany him like his shadow.

In obedience to the unfailing law of Gravitation, all bodies are

attracted towards the centre of the earth. Therefore, from New
Zealanders being on the opposite side to ourselves, we stand feet imperial

to feet (but let us hope if a shindy ever comes we may stand
''•"'*'**''"

' shoulder to shoulder ') ; our zenith would be their nadir, and

vice versd. These terms are therefore purely relative.

Great Circle.—A circle passing through the Zenith and

Nadir, and cutting the horizon at right angles, is a Great Circle

of the sphere or heavens. There is no reason why the edge, so to

speak, of the circle should not be turned towards any part of the

horizon ; so long as its plane passes through the Zenith and

Nadir, a Great Circle may look in any direction, and will divide

the globe into two exactly equal parts. To do this it must of

course pass through the centre.

The geometrical word ' plane ' has been used in the last para-

graph. Men who have not had the advantages of mathematical

instruction sometimes fail to comprehend its meaning, and a

reference to the dictionary leaves them as mystified as ever. In

the case we are dealing with, the circle is supposed to be a flat

vertical surface luithout thickness. Perhaps the nearest resem- a homely

blance to such an ideal condition will be found in the tissue paper ^ "' "'°'

hoops which are held up by the clown at a circus, to be jumped

through by English equestrians with Italian names. The well-

stretched paper represents the plane of the circle. Let the learned

not laugh.

A Vertical Circle, a Circle of Altitude, and an Azimuth

Circle are first cousins ; though their names are difierent they

are strictly of the same family. They one and all pass through

the zenith and nadir, and cut the horizon at right angles ; they

therefore belong to the Gi'eat Circle clan, members of which, like

Scotchmen, are to be found go where you may.

The Circle of Altitude has only incidentally been referred to,

may be. Perpendicular, therefore, is a relative word, and ought uot to be used without

reference to sometbing else. Vertical is an absolute word, and means the direction of the

plnmb-line. -

Y
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linear measure.

SO we will drop it as we would a poor relation, and carry on with

the others. It may be said, ' Where in the name of Neptune is

the author wandering to ? Is not this a chapter on liow to find

tlie stars, and here we are Great Circle sailing away from them ?

'

Not so fast, dear reader, if you plejise
;
gently does it ; all in

good time. This little ' deviation ' is merclj* intended to lead up

to wliat follows, so now, with your leave, wo will 'carry on."

Reverting to the Azimuth Circle, it is evident that in its course

from the zenith to the horizon it maj' pass through two stars

;

if an Azimuth Circle be a Great Circle, it follows that the portion

between the two stars is an arc of this Great Circle, and it-*

angular measure can readily be obtained by sextant. It would

be spoken of as the 'distance' between the two stars, just as wc

speak of a ' Lunar distance,' wliich latter is merely the angular

measure between the moon and a star, planet, or sun. Tlie

expression 'distance,' as used here, does not imply any linea)

measure. Two stars may be only one degree apart, and yet be

separated in space by many billions or trillions of miles.

So far, we have dealt witii two stai-s on the same side of the

zenith, but the result would in no way be afl'ected if the}' hap-

pened to be on opposite sides. Now the azimuth or brarimj of

the one star from the other is to all intents and purpases tho

Chreat Circle Course between any two places which may liappen

to lie vertically below them at tlie moment The ej'}ves8iouii are

intercluni'/cable, and to shew this yet more clearly, let us suppose

that the plane of the Great Circle which pusses through two

stars in tiie sky aho pa.<?ses through two ports on the surfjicc of

mother earth. In such ause the direction of the ports from each

other would correspond to the direction of the stars fi-om each

other. For the purpose of our illustration, which, liowevcr, will

not be quite so complete as the above, we will select the well-

known stara Capella and Duhhe, and the equally well-known

sea-ports of Rochefort on the Biscayan coast of France, and

Christiansund in Norway.

The course and distance between two places on the globe, how-

ever far lusiinder, may bo iwcortained from the chart ; but in the

ease of widely separated stars, some other plan is mostly nece.s.sary.

It is true, charts of the heavens without number are constructed,

antl on various principles, according to requirements, but shoulil

these charts embrace a fairly large area, they all depict more or

le.ss falsely the aspect of the heavens. In .some Star Alliuses the

Mercatorial construction is employed for the portion of llu
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heavens lying as much as 40' or thereabouts on each side of the D«iine«iion of

equator ; but a map on this principle is quite unsuited for star sphere,

delineation. The best method is the one known as the Conical

;

near the equator it becomes Cylindrical.

Now for the demonstration.

On a Mercator chart of the stars, the bearing between Capella

and Duhhe is N. 72" E., and the angular distance is 53° nearly.

The return bearing would of course be S. 72° W., and the angular

distance the same as before.

Now, any one acquainted with Capella would be very likely to

fall into the error of supposing tha^this knowledge would at once

enable him to find Duhhe. It would not. To test this, let the

learner put on his ' seven-league boots ' and travel in fancy to

Rochefort. The latitude of this port is the same as the declina-

tion of Capella, and, consequently, whenever Capella is on the

meridian of Rochefort it is in the zenith of that place, or directly

overhead, when of course a bearing observed at Rochefort would

correspond to one observed at Capella. At that precise moment,

then, let the observer look in the sky for Duhhe on the bearing

of N. 72° E., and at a distance from Capella (measured by sextant)

of 53°.

As the heavens are certainly not laid out before his gaze on the

principle of a Mercator chart, it is a foregone conclusion that Mystification,

the searcher will search in vain. He will, in fact, be looking

exactly 34°, or three whole points, to the eastward of where he

ought to look. At the moment, however, that Capella is in the

zenith of Rochefort, the Great Circle Course between the two
stars will give the real bearing of Duhhe, both from Capella and

from the observer. This happens to be N. 37f° E., and the initial course,

angular distance 49^°. There is therefore a vast difference.

Before proceeding further, it must be repeated that the Great

Circle Course between any two objects, whether in the sky or on

the globe, is to all intents and purposes the same as the true

azimuth between those objects or places, or, in other words, the

azimuth of a heavenly body may be considered as the Great Circle

Course to the place where such heavenly body is vertical at the

moment. This is still further elucidated in the chapter on
" Shaping the Course," to which the reader if he chooses may
refer, after he has mastered this one.

Next imagine the observer to be transported to Christiansund.

The latitude of this place is nearly the same as the declination ot

Duhhe, 80 when the latter is on the meridian of Christiansund it
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will practically be plumb overhead. At this precise moment let

our friend of the inquiring turn look for Capella on its merca-

torial bearing of S. 72° W. As before, he will be doomed to

lisappointment. Capella will really bear from him N. GUi" W.,

or 3J points more to the northward, whilst the sextant distance

will continue to be 49J°.

Now please notice the remarkable difference. The return mer-

catorial bearing is to the southward and westward, whereas the

Great Circle Course, which is the real visible bearing or triu

azimuth, is to the northicard and westward.

Notice further that the G. C. Course, or visible bearing of

Capella from Labfie (N. 66i° W.), is not the reverse—or any-

thing near it—of Dubhe from Capella (N. 37 -j" E.) Why is this ?

Because in each case the course is measured or laid off from the

meridian passing through Rochefort and Christiansund respect-

ively, and as the two courses are a long way from agreeing with

each other, does it not again prove— if proof were wanting—that

on the globe the meridians are not parallel, as the Mercator

construction assumes them to be. The meridian then, of the ob-

server, is the base from which all true bearings are calculated.

The illustration would have been more .satisfactory if the

difference of Right A.scension of Capella and Dubhe had hap-

pened to be the same as the difference of longitude between

Rochefort and Christiansund, because in that case the two sUirs

would occupy relatively the same places in the heavens that the

two ports do on the earth, and Capella would have been on the

meridian of Rochefort at the same instant of time that Dubht
was on the meridian of Christiansund. Had this been so, the

Great Circle courses between the ports would be identical with

the G. C. courses between the stars.

The courses here given are only the initial courses, or those

used at the start from either end. As already- explained, though

the direction never changes, the course requires to be constantly

filtered ou a voyage from one place to another: the amount of

alteration depends upon a variety of circumstances, such as the

vessel's speed, the direction in which she is steering, and the

latitude. If steering in an easterly or westerly direction, tb*

nearer the pole the more rapid the change. Yet another illus-

tration :

—

Supposing our globe to be a hollow, transparent glass sphere,

and an observer somehow to be located exactly at its centre ; then

a sextftiit angle between any of the heavenly bodies—no matter
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what their direction from the observer or from each other—would

be an arc of a Great Circle. It is evident that the same would

apply to places or ports on the surface of the globe. Let Roche-

fort and Christiansund each be represented by a tiny ring

scratched on the glass. Then, had the Right Ascensions per-

mitted, the observer looking at Christiansund from the middle Great circles-,

of the earth would see Duhhe through the centre of the ring when Ceiestiai and

. ,. p , , ? Terreitrial.

it came to the meridian or that place, and at the same mstant

Capella would be seen through and beyond Rochefort.

To avoid complications, let us put on one side this last phase of

the question, and for the present, at all events, deal solely with

celestial objects.

It does not follow that all celestial angles measured by an

observer at the centre of the earth would, if re-measured on his

return to the surface, there prove to be equally arcs of Great

Circles. Indeed, with the moon and planets, this would seldom

be the case.

To get the true or Nautical Almanac ' distance ' between, say,

the Moon and Mars, a reduction to the centre of the earth is

necessary -. this forms part of the calculation of a ' Lunar,'

spoken of technically as ' clearing the distance.'

But the ease of two stars is quite different. Their actual

distance from us is so vast that it is all one whether you look at

them from the centre or from the surface of the earth. There is

no displacement, or in other words, no parallax ; the sextant

angle between them would be precisely the same in both cases,

and could properly be treated as the arc of a Great Circle.

One lesson to be derived from the foregoing trips to France

and Norway is that, if you are star-chasing, and take from a

' common or garden ' atlas the relative bearing of any two stars, star Aiiast*

you must not always expect to find corroboration in nature. An
approach to it, however, will be made in the case of stars with

small declinations : for example, the Mercatorial bearing of

Betelguese from Procyon would correspond, within a degree or

two, with the Great Circle bearing or true azimuth ; and the

angular distance would be practically the same for each. The

actual sky bearing of Procyon from Betelguese is S. 86^° E., and

the distance 2G*.

To ' make a case,' as the lawyers say, Capella and Duhhe were

specially selected, but, in justice to published star charts, it may

be stated that the writer does not know of any in which these

two hich declination stars would be shewn on the Mercator pro-
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jection. The illustration, however, is otherwise instructive, and

brings the writer's point more forcibly home to the mind.

Now, it is impossible for anyone to skip about like a kangaroo

from place to place, to bring certain stars vertically overhead in

order to trace from them the bearing of other stars ; and as,

moreover, it is only for that precise moment that the bearing

holds good to the observer, it will not be worth while to trouble

the reader with inter-stellar bearings, except now and again in a

general way.

To make this last point plainer, take tlie case of any conspicuous

circumpolar stars lying fairly close together. The Southern Cross

and Centaurs will do admirably. To an observer in the latitude

of the Cape of Good Hope, when the Cross is on the meridian

above the pole, the Centaurs lie to the left or eastward of it

;

when on the meridian below the pole, they lie to the right or west-

ward of it. Meanwhile, these two groups have not in any way

changed relatively to each other ; but, owing to the earth's half

revolution on its axis, they have changed so far as the observer i«

concerned. To put it more correctly, it is he who has cltangfd,

not they. At the time of the lower culmination of the Cross, the

observer is standing on hie head as compared with his position

12 hours previously. Between the extremes here given, the

observer, supposing him able to watch continuously, would wit-

ness all the intermediate changes of direction a.s the stars referred

to appeared to revolve round the south pole.

If, then, a beginner should desire to find a circumpolar star by

its bearing from another which he knows, it will be best to make
the attempt when the latter is on the meridian above the pole,

and the nearer to the zenith the greater the likelihood of succes.s.

At other times it may be exceedingly difficult.

The Angular Distances between the various stars remain

pretty much the same under all circumstances, and can therefore

be measured by sextant at any time when visible. This being

80, the correct distances between the principal ones are given at

the end of this chapter. A beginner am by this means test his

proficiency with the sextant, recollecting, however, that owing to

the inequality of refraction, and the small secular change among
the stars themselves, he must not expect exact corresponclence.

If ho can make his sextant value come within 3' or 4 of the book

value, ho will not bo doing so badly, especially in those cases

where the sextant has to be hold face tlownwards. A measure

bi'twoen a star near the zenith and ono near the hori«on will be
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most affected by refraction. The same pair, when equidistant

from the zenith, will give a slightly different and more correct

measure.

What has been termed the Astronomical method of finding inter-

the stars applies equally to the Planets, but, from their being distanced

' Wanderers,' the Naid. Aim. must be consulted for their positions

on any given date. From the same cause, of course, it is im-

possible to give their angular distances from each other. Some-

times they are quite close together (conjunction), and sometimes

quite far apart.

There are only four planets of service to the mariner ; taking

them in the order of their distance from the sun, they are

—

Venus (67 millions), Mars (142 millions), Jupiter (483 millions),

and Saturn (886 millions). They will be found in the N^aut. to recogni«

Aim. for 1895, between pages 2-34 and 265. Venus and Jupiter "'^ p'*"'"'

are more brilliant than Sirius, and Mars is decidedly reddish in

colour. He is often alluded to as ' Ruddy Mars.' These three,

therefore, take but little finding. Saturn is much less noticeable,

and requires to be treated as an unknown star by turning up its

Declination and Right Ascension. The tact of the declinations

of these four planets being always within the limits of 30° N. and

30° S., gives one a general idea as to their position in the heavens

:

for example, an astronomer at Greenwich, if he wished to find

Jupiter on the meridian, would certainly not direct his gaze to

the northward. He would know it viust lie south of him.

Stars mostly twinkle, but not always, and least when near the

zenith. Those of the larger magnitudes twinkle more than the Twinkiine.

smaller ones. Planets, on the contrary, mostly shine with a steady

lustre ; but here again there are exceptions. The condition of the

atmosphere, combined with the altitude of the body, has a con-

siderable voice in the matter. It is stated that at the Lick

Observatory, in California, where the atmosphere is remarkably

tranquil, and the instruments situated some 4,000 and odd feet

above the sea, stars do not twinkle at all.

As already mentioned, Venus and Jupiter are so exceptionally

bright as to render it altogether impossible to take them for fixed

stars ; in fact, each will cast a perceptible shadow, and at favour-

able times will even give sufficient light to read a newspaper.

It is not to be wondered at, then, if the average observer should

occasionally get 'mixed' as to which is which. It is, however,

hardly necessary to appeal to the Almanac when in doubt, as
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there are points of dissimilarity which should generally prevent

a mistake. For example, Venus is an inferior planet, that is to

say, her orbit lies between the earth and the sun at a distance

from the latter of G7 millions of miles, as compared with our own

distance of 93 millions. This proportion does not permit of Venus

having a greater angvdar distance, east or west of the sun, than

47°, equal to 3 hrs. 8 m. in time. Astronomers speak of this as

' Elongation.' Therefore Venus, though visible in the evening or

morning, sticks so close to the sun as never to be visible at night,

as we understand the word in these latitudes.*

On the other hand, the orbit of JuPiTEii lies a long way outside

that of the earth, his distance from the sun being no less than

•183 millions of miles ! ! This permits of ' Mighty Jove ' taking

any angular position as regards the earth and the sun, and, con-

sequentl}', he may be visible at any hour of the night.

Again, owing to his vastly greater distance from us, the move-

ment of Jni'iTEii on the still further background of the stars is

very much slower than Venus : for instance, on the morning of

February Cth, 1^92, the.se two planets were in conjunction,

JUPITEK being hidden behind Venus. When this interesting

phenomenon occurred, their mutual Declination and Right

Ascension were 4° 43' S. and 23 iir.s. 27* m.. but on January

1st preceding, their respective positions were as under:

—

Dboun. R. Asokn.

Venus .

JUI'ITRR .

;;0 I 'J S. 1 Coiniut'

7 33 S. / North.
-)l„e

In till- interval Venls had moved north about 16°, wliilst

JUPITEU had done but 3^ in the same direction. Ve.sus liatl

also covered nearly .T hrs. of RA., whilst JuPlTEK had barely liono

30 m. Though Jupiteu had iiad sucii a long start, Venus cAught

him up in little over a montl). If Venus be watched for a few

evenings, her motion among the stars is easily perceived.

Tiie learner ought by this time t<i have a fair idea of the

(latronomical method, so we will pass on to the other, and it is

this one which will probably find most favour with practical

Wltatever the constellations may have been like in ancient

times, an observer of to-day will find it impossible to trace in tlie

• Henre Vim'i It commonly known la the ' morolag »nil eT«»lng lUr," or i

>nd Yitptr.
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sky the various figures which groups of stars are, or were, sup-

posed to represent.

It is better at once to throw over these fantastic figures as so

much imaginarj'' rubbish.

There are only two—Cassiopeia's Chair and the Southern Cross

—that in any way deserve their name. The Chair is far from

being an easy one, and the Gross is very disappointing to

sentimental people who see it for the first time.

Now although most men would fail to recognise such fanciful Consteiution»

images as the Fox and the Goose, Noah's Dove, the Winged Horse,

&c., they could not but perceive on the most casual inspection

that certain star groups had forms, mostly geometrical, of some

kind or another. By first of all learning the most conspicuous

of these, and then taking them as starting points, it becomes quite

easy to trace the others.

This, then, is the astrographical method, and to practise it on

a fine night during one's watch on deck is not an unprofitable

way of passing the time. It is also an excellent antidote to

drowsiness ; much better than putting one's head in a bucket of

water, a remedy, the writer, when a youngster, confesses to have

tried once or twice when becalmed near the ' Line,' with the

canvas lazily flapping against the masts, and the yard parrels

chanting a lullaby for want of grease.

Now for the ten groups selected as sky marks by which to

find the more isolated stars in the list, beginning with the most

northern group and working south.

Little Bear is made up of seven or eight stars, though only star groupj

three are worth notice. Polaris, in the tip of the tail, is chief of

the crowd, but in any case takes front rank as the ' North Star.'

It is a standard star of the 2nd mag.
; /3 and y are known as the

' Guai-ds '
; the remainder are a poor lot. The parallax of Polaris

is "'078, which means a light journey of 42 years, and a distance

of 24.5 billions of miles.

Gkeat Bear, with an impossible tail for a bear, makes au in-

finitely better ' Plough.' It is composed of seven stars of nearly

equal brightness, and is described in detail on page 383. Quite

near to T, the second star from the end of the handle, is Alcor, or

' the test.' There is little reason to complain of the sight of

any one who can see Alcor with the naked eye ; it must be pass-

ably good, but need not be remarkably so. The Great Rear in
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Square of Pegasus.—Though sufficientlj^ noticeable when
looked for, is not altogether true in shape, none of the sides being

of equal length.

A line from Polaris a little outside Caph (^ Cassiopeiae) will ji^j p„jnteri

find it. The ' Plough ' and the ' Square' are on the meridian about of Pegasus,

the .same time, the one below and the other above the Pole. The

.stars marking the corners are Alpheratz in the N.E., Algenih in

the S.E., Markab in the S.W., and Scheat in the N.W.

A line from Markab through Scheat points nearly to Polaris

:

these, therefore, are the ' Pointers of Pegasus.'

Orion.—Taken all in all, this is the finest combination of

celebrities in the heavens. It is absolutely unmistakable, not

only from its own brilliancy and form, but on account of its

splendid surroundings. Orion, who was a mighty hunter in

olden times, may justly be said to move in the highest stellar

society.

As usual, however, the Giant is not at home in his celestial

abode, but a quadrilateral figure is formed by Betelguese in the

N.E., Bellatrix in the N.W., Rigel in the S.W., and k in the S.E.

corner. It is a thousand pities that k is not at least as bright as

its diagonal vis-^-vis Bellatrix, but Providence has willed other-

wise.

In the centre of these four are three of the 2ud mag. lying

nestled together, and very nearly in a straight line. They point

N.W. and S.E., and

—

viirabile dictu—are spoken of as ' Orion's Orioni beu

Belt.' Lying as it does on both sides of the Equator, and having

so many finger-posts, Orion is a particularly useful constellation

for star-finding in either hemisphere.

TuE Liox (Leo) requires the aid of a powerful imagination to

be recognised as such. But though a singularly poor specimen

of that king of animals, six of the stars bear a marked resem-

blance to a sickle or reaping hook, Regulus, of the 1st mag., being The • Sickie.

at the extremity of the handle. It is remarkable as the point in

the sky from which the November meteor showers seem to

radiate.

A line through Phecda and Megrez, away from the Pole, will

pass through the ' sickle.'

The Crow (Covy Its) would require a 'chappie' to be 'three sheets

in the wind ' before he could see a bird, black or white. A much
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better crow could probably be made with the agricultural imple-

ment vulgarly termed a spade. A seaman, however, would have
The Cutter's ^o difficulty in finding tlii.s constellation if described as a ' Cutter's

mainsail,' and for the purpose of this chapter, a ' Cutter's main-

sail ' it shall be. /8 Corvi is at the clew, and S is at the peak.

The gaff points to the brilliant Spica, within easy hail.

TuE Scorpion (Scoiyio) needs no special mention. Antares—
the principal star— is easily picked out. This group is useful in

finding the two ' Kiffas' to the north-westward. Kiffa Austr.

lies about midway between Acvab and Spica.

The Southern Cross (Criuc), so far as its shape and brilliancy

go, is rather a frau<l. Still, there is sufficient of the cross about

it to render it easy to find, especially as it is flanked by two stars

of the 1st mag. pointing right at it.

To ' Cape Horners ' it is a circumpolar group, and at its lower

culmination is of course seen upside down, a pha.se of position

wiiich still further detracts from its merits and dignity as a cross.

Nevertheless, romantic young ladies love to gaze at it whilst the

Vide pictorial Waters lipplc by the side of the .ship. The effect is enhanced if

eipianation ^ good looking officer should happen to be close by to explain

matters celestial.

In the following description of how to find the stars, it will

be noticed tiiat in each case—when possible

—

several modes are

given. This might seem superfluous, but it is really not so. For

example, if an attempt were made to find a certain star when

only 12^ or 15° above either horizon, it might happen—and

prol)ably would happen—that some of the directing marks had

either already .set (if to the westward), or had not yet risen (if

to the eastward) : or a part of the sky might be clouded. The

others would then come in handy; but in any case, by multiply-

ing directions, the process of bcpoiiiing ac'iuainted with the stars

is materiallj' expedited. One star will be found to prove a key

to another, that one to the next, and .s<i on ujitil the learner is on

terms of intimacy with all that are worth knowing.

SCHEDAR Viewing this constellation as a chair, Sc/ieJ<ir— its principal star— is at the

(a CaiiiopeiK). Ixittoiu of the back leg. But such )icople as arc not prctcmaturally giftotl

will protwlily fail to discover a chair-lcp, back or front : so, t:ikinu' it as a W,

Sc/ieditr is at the fmit of the rigiithaiiii |x>rtion of the letter. Caph (>J) is at

the top of the same piirt, and y at the top of the centre |>ortion.
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A line from A lioih ( ( )—the third star iu the handle of the ' Plough '—through

Polaris, leads dead straight to the middle star (y) iu the W

.

The parallax of Caph is 0"-154, equal to a distance of 124 bUlions of miles,

or a light journey of 21 years.

Wlien Cassiopela. is on the meridian below the pole, it resembles a

straggling W, and when on the meridian above the pole, a very indifi'erent M.

Availing ourselves of the kindly services of the onini-present " Plough," a CAPELLA

line from Me^rez through Dubhe will pass between Capdla and Menkalinati (" Aungae).

(f3). Capdla is 49i° from Dubhe. Perhaps the easiest way to find it is by a

line from Cuph (/3 Cassiopeise) through y Cassiopeise, and at a distance from

the latter of sgi" will be found Capella, the second in command of the Northern

Hosts. Veija, however, makes a good ' under-study,' and would be ready to

step into the place of Capella should that mighty luminary be snuffed out.

A line at 30^° from Aldebaran in the directiou of the handle of the ' Plough '

cannot fail to point out Capella ; or a line from Regidus carried 5° or 6°

eastward of Castor will do the same.

Sirius, Betelgiiese, Nath, and Capella are, to the eye, all four roughly equi-

distant ; the connecting line is so slightly curved as almost to pass muster

as straight. The droop of the curve is towards Aldebaran, which, with Betel-

(/uese and NatJi, forms nearly an equilateral triangle. The opposite or hollow

side of the curve faces the " Twins."

Capella and Jiigel cidminate within half a minute of each other.

Spectroscopic analysis gives every indication of an almost perfect consti-

tutional similarity between our Sim and Capella. The actual diameter of

Capella is about 18 times that of the Sun, and if the latter were placed at

the same distance as Capella it would shine only as a star of the 6th mag.

Capella is receding from us.

Menkalinan lies 7i° to the eastward of Capella in the direction of Castor MENKALINAN
and Pollux. Being so close to its chief, Menhalinan is ea.sily spotted. (/3 Auriga).

Andromeda and Pegasus adjoin each other ; in fact Alpheralz, the principal ALMACH
star in Andromeda, forms the N.E. comer of the ' Square of Pegasus.' Scheat ^^ A°dromed«)

OS Pegasi) stands at the N.W. comer of the ' Square,' and if we make this the

starting point, and—drawing a line through Alpheratz—continue it in a curve

to the N.E. with the hoUow side towards the pole, the line will pass first

through Mirach-Mizar (§), next through Almach (y), and terminate in

ilirjack (a Persei). The five stars enumerated above arc roughly equidistant.

About 9" or so to the southward of Mirfack, and about 12° to the eastward

of Almach, lies the famous variable star Algol (/3 Persei), known as the

"Demon Star." These tliree form nearly a right-angled triangle, with Algol

at the right angle.

The seven stars a Persei ; a, ft y, Andromedaj ; and a, /S, y Pegasi ; form a very

remarkable group : once recognized they will serve to ideutil'y several others,

including Cajiella and the ' Pleiades.

'
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Alfieiha is the sfcond star in tlie 'Sickle' from Regulru. Quite close to,

on its smitlicrn side, is a star of the 6th mas- plainly visible with the

binocular!!.

ARCTURUS Arclurut—a. regular ' scorcher '—is easily found from the ' riough' by fol-

(u Bootii). lowing the curve of the handle to a distance of 30J° from lifiietnasch. Of

course the student knows already that Ilenetnusch is the star at the extremity

of the handle of the 'Plough,' just as Regulxu is the star at the citrcraity of

the handle of the 'Sickle.' ' Plough' and 'Sickle' naturally run together in

one's mind.

Arcturus is slightly reddish in hue, and unmistakable as the brightest star in

the northern heavens. In this respect it is hard pressed by Cupdla and Vcja

;

whilst to the southward of the 'line ' it is surp;isscd by Sirius, Canopus, and

n Centuuri. So far no really reliable value has been a.s,signed to its paralla.x.

This, coupled with its great lustre, point-s to extreme remoteness, and to its

being probably the most stupendous of all the suns within our ken.

In composition Arclurus very much resembles our own sun, though there

arc points of diti'ereuce. Taking the ascertained parallax of O'OIG, Arclunu

is about 100 times greater in diameter than our sun, which means that it

would just about fill the space between this earth and its primary ! !

'

Arcturus is an approaching star. " Prepare/or ramming.''

VEGA
(„ L,r.r).

Vega contests for supremacy with Capella. It is a toss up lietwcen tlieiu

A line from Dublie a little outside the ' Guards,' and through a smaller edition

of the 'Cutter's mainsail' (part of Draco), leiuls to this magnificent bluish-

white star.

Also, a line from Jiegulus, nearly midway between Arcturus and Bfiielnasch,

will strike it. Neither of these lines are specially good in tliem.selvc8, bui

they cannot fail to discover such a ' blazer ' as Vega.

A line from the tack of the real ' Cutter's mainsail ' (Corvus), through

Spica, and a long way beyond (87j°), will fetch Vega. Also, a line from

Castor, carried 61 i beyond I'oluris, will lead sutficiently near for identification.

V(gii, Ardiiruf, and I'ularis, form a large right-angled triangle, with Vfga at

the right angle.

Taken with neighbouring faint stars, Vega forms a small V, and occupies

the extremity of one arm : the other extremity is marked by a pair of faint

stars lying side by side : a binocular iti mostly re<]uircd to soiiaratc them ; but

with a good telescope and a steady support, fu-h of these two is seen to l>o a

close ' Double.' Vfga itself has a faint companion, regarded as a good t*at

for small astronomicAl telescopes.

The apex or bottom of the V is likewise compascd of a p;iir of faint stars.

The common saying that there arc " wheels within wheels " is nowhere so well

illustrated an in the starry firmament.

ARIDED or AriJe<l is tlio priucipal member in a large fairly Byuiuietnail cross. It

DENEB stjinds at the head, and may be found in sevcnil ways.
lo Creni).

^^ ijii^, (.|.^jjj /'/leclii in the 'Plough,' airried through the outer 'liu;ird,'
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will nearly strike it : so also will a line i'rom Mirfack, between & and y of

Cassiopeia. AridednnA the three transverse stars (y, i, 1) are the most notice-

able in the cross, and brighter than Albireo in the foot ; this latter lies about

the middle, and a few degrees north-eastward of a line joining Veya and

Altair. In fact Vega, Cygnus, and Altair are neighbours. Arided is 23|'

from Vega.

A line from Alphncca in the 'Crown,' passing a little north-eastward of

Vega, will reach the centre star (y).

Arided must be an indefinitely remote star, as efforts to determine its

parallax have quite failed. Though it stands at the bottom of the list of the

ten brightest stars north of the equator, it is a " giant sun."

Polaris, Gapella, and Arided form almost an exact isosceles triangle.

When, roughly speaking, Gapella has about the same altitude west that Arided

has east, the isosceles triangle will be most apparent. About midway between

the two, and lying under Polaris, will be seen Cassiopeia's " Chair," if the

observer be north of 50°.

Altair liea between two much fainter stars in the same line. The three ALTAIR
point almost fair to Vega. A line from Polaris through y, the centre star of (« Aquiiaej

Cygnus, passes a little to the eastward of Altair. Also a long line from

Phecda in the body of the ' Plough,' passing through Vega, and carried beyond

it for 34^°, will strike Altair.

Aline from Alpheratz through Scheat will pass fairly close to Altair at

49i° from Scheat ; but a line from Algenib through Markah will lead straight

to it, passing on the way about 5° to the northward of Enij (t Pegasi). The

three transverse stars in the cross of Cygnus (^, y, f) [joint nearly to Enif.

A line from y through (i Cassiopeioe leads to Altair, but taken in the opposite

direction leads to Capella. All four, therefore, form a very long line, with

Cassiopeia as half-way house.

Finally, a line from Vega through (8, in the foot of Cygnus, will pass close

to Altair. It is one of the stars that are approaching this earth.

Eegulus is at the extremity of the handle of the ' Sickle.' A line from REGULUS
Bellatrix through Betelguese leads straight to it at a distance from the latter {a Leonis).

of 62i°. Or a line from Aldeharan passing midway between Polhix and

Procyon will do the same.

This star shews a well marked motion of recession. The ' Sickle ' is

remarkable as containing the point from which the periodic November meteors

seem to radiate.

At about the same distance (23°) from the middle star of Orion's ' Belt ' ALDEBARAN
a,s Sirius, but in the opposite direction, is 'ruddy Aldeharan.' Its actual

'" ''''""')

colour is pale ro.sc. A line 15j° in length, extending from Bellatrix to the
' Pleiades,' just shaves Aldeharan in passing. Like Vega, it is a star in

the foot of a small and faint letter, but in this instance the resemblance is

more to the letter A. It is an aid to memory to associate A with Aldeharan
and V with Vega.
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ALDEBARAN
(aTauri).

Aldtharan is accepted liy some as a Btandanl for stars of tlie Ist map.

;

so also is Allah: By m;ignitude is meant brightness or lustre, and not actual

size of the body itself ; for example, Sirius, owing to its nearness and stjige

of its existence, outshines stiirs known to be infinitely larger.

By instrumental measurement of Aldebaran and Allair, each is found to

give exactly three times as much light as the " Pole star." In the same photo-

metric scale the magnitude of Arcturus is expressed ns 0°0, and 6'irttM as — 14.

The latter gives nine times muru light than Aldebaran.

Stellar photometric values are nut yet quite on a satisfactory footing, as

so much depends upon details of observation. Aldebaran is receding from un

.it the rate of 30 miles a second.

PROCYON
(a C.n.s

Procyon is easily found. It is a brilliant star, though no doubt Ioms by

comparison with Siriiu. These two and Bftdjufst form a conspicuous

equilateral triangle, whose sides have a mean measurement of 261". He^julut,

AlpharJ, and Procyon form a right-angled triangle, in which Al/>hard

occupies the right angle, and lies to the southw.ird of the other two.

Froajan is rccaling at the rate of 27 miles per second. This is slow

comi>ared with some. Velocities of 100 miles a second are not unknown.

SIRIUS
(.. Canii

Majoris).

Sirius, the ' Dog-star,' has poetically been termed the ' Monarch of tlie

.Skies,' being far and away the brightest of all the stars. In certain weathers

it sparkles with the colours of the diamond, though its actual colour is white

with a bluish tinge. The three stars in Orion's ' Belt' point nearly to it. To

find it no other assistance is required, .scarcely even this mucL
The mass of Sirius is about il times that of our sun. It has a companion

about the same size as the latter, but at present the two stars are so close

that no telescope will divide them. The companion is of the 10th raaf;.,

and was discovered by Alvau Clark in 1862. The periiid of revolution of

Sirius and its companion is, according to Gore, aliout b%\ years.

Sirius emits about 40 times more light than our sun.

CASTOR and
POLLUX
(<i aud fi

Gemini).

ALHENA
',7 Gemiaor. ).

Cnstor and Pollux lie only 4i° ap.irt Pollux (.'!) is the more snuthern of

the two, and slightly the brighter. A line from Mir/ack through Ca/ietla

leads straight to I'ollui. Also, a line from Riijfl through the middle st-ir "f

the 'Belt,' and thence onward through y Geminorum, will conduct to the
' Twins.' 1 Geminonim is a S,iut. Aim. star of mag. 20, and lies nearly mid-

way between lietrh/ufse and Pollux. So far, astronomers have not been able

to assign it any [inrallax. It may therefore be regarded as imme.isurabiF

in distance It is named Alhenn.

Pollux, Ciisfor, .\/fnhiltnan, and Ca/tetl'i, form a long flat curve, with a

gap between Castor and Menkalinnn big enough for two more stars to com-

plete. Pollux is one of the bright stars of the northern hemisphere, but near

the ' bottom of the cl.as-s.'

Castor (a) is a very tine specimen of a binary star : that is to say, it ha.s a

companion (3rd m.ig.), and the two revolve rouuil each utlicr in a period of

about 1,000 years. A good ship's t^ilu^icopc will separate thcui.
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Mizar, AHoth, Megrei, and Merak (four stars of the ' Plough,' all nearly

in a line) point to Castor at 43" from Merah. Merak, Castor, and Capella,

form a right-angled triangle, the right angle being at Castor.

Castor n.m\ J'ollux Y\e VLhowt midway between the square of the 'Plough'

and the square of Orion. They run nearly parallel to the 'Pointers,' and are

separated from eacli other by only 1*^ less than the ' Pointers.'

Castor, Proci/on, and Pollux pass the meridian in this order at intervals of

five or six minutes.

A line from Polaris through Arcturus leads a little eastward of Spica. SPICA
It has already been stated that Arcturus is easily found Dy following the (aVirginis)

curve of the handle of the ' Plough
'

; well, by continuing this curve for 32|°

beyond Arcturus, you come to Spica. To the eye, therefore, it is roughly
about as far from Arcturus as the latter is from Benetnasch.

'•tpica, Denebola, and Arcturus form very nearly an equilateral triangle

The sides are

Spica 35° Denebola.

Denebola 35|° Arcturus.

Arcturus 32j° Spica.

Tlie gaff of the ' Cutter's mainsail ' (Corvus) points dead straight at Spica,

which is 144° from Algoreb, the star in the peak. Spica is approaching us.

Alphacca, though not in itself very bright, is conspicuous among six faint ALPHACCA
stars forming a segment of a circle, which, by a little stretch of the imagin- (a Coronas.)

ation, might be taken to bear some resemblance to a crown ; this constellation

is .accordingly termed the " Northern Crown."

A line from AJphard carried 19^° beyond Arcturus leads to Alphacca ; or a

line from Dubhe carried through between the three stars forming the handle

of the ' Plough ' cuts it in another direction. The distance of Alphacca appears

to be immeasurable.

Regulus, AlpharJ, I'rocyon, and Pollux would form a decent oblong were ALPHARD
it not that the last named prefers the companionship of his brother. A line (a Hydr^).

from Algeiba (the 3rd st:u in the ' Sickle ') through liegulus (the 1st star in

the ' Sickle ') points nearly to Alphard at 23° from Regulus.

A long line from Arcturus to Sirius picks up Alj>hard on the way. A line

from Rigel tiirough « Orionis passes near it.

Alphard, Procyon, y Geminorum, and Nath are all in a straight hue, having-

an easterly and westerly beaiing. Regulus, Alphard, and Piocyon form a
right-angled triangle, the right angle being at Alphard.
Alphard might appropriately be dubbed the ' Lone Star,' as it is the only

one of the 2iid mag. in an area of about 40° square. In Arabic, Alphard
means " The solitary one."
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NATH
(/^ Tauri)

This star and Bellatrix are on the meridian at the same time, and diatint

from each other 221''. It happens that this is also its exact distance from

Betelguese.

A line from ScheJar carried 311" beyond Mirfack will fetch Xalh : all

three are in a perfectly straight line. A line joining Bellatrix and I'olarii

will pass through Xalli, and a little eastward of CaptlUi.

ANTARES This is a red star, and, after the manner of Allair, lies between two fainter

(a Scorpii). y„gg .
jjjjj j^ djjg gjjgg f])g three arc bow-shaped. The bow points to a larger

one close by to the north-we.stward. Their respective lines of direction cross

at a wide angle—probably about 70°.

It is important to notice well these two bows, because with their aid it ia

quite easy to find a and /3 Libne. The larger bow is formed by Acrab (ji

Scorpii) to the northward, i Scorpii in the middle, and v Scorpii to the

southward.

Aixtnrus, iSpica, and AnUties form a right-angled triangle, with the right

angle at .'iptai. A line from Algeiba through Spica will lead right to Antaret,

at 46° from ilpica.

KIFFA
BOREALIS
( ^ Libra) A;

KIFFA
AUSTRALIS
ia Librz).

A'ljTij Borealis is barely 9i° from KijTa Australis (a Libra;). A line from

lUgultts through Si>ic'i leads to Kijffa Auslralis, at a distance from Spic<t of

rather over Sli"' ; but the.se two Kijfiis can be better found thus :—A line

from Antnres carried north-westward through Acrab leads to Kijfa Borealis

at about 16 from Aerab.

The gatf of the ' Cutter's mainsail,' extended a little south of Spica, cuts

Kija Borealis in another direction.

A line from Antares carried 18° beyond the middle star of the large bow
leads to Kijfa Auslralis.

RAS
ALHAGUE
(,i Ophiuchi).

N'lS Alhaffue, witli Vega and Allair, form an isosceles triangle, AlCair

bring at the apex. The sides are

Altair Sii" Vega.

Allair .13i lias Alhague.

Vega 29i lias Alhague.

A lino ftiiin Arcturus to Allair ims.scs some 4° or 5° north uf lias AHiayne,

and a line from Aniares to Vega will almost pass through it.

A line from I'nlaris, passing l>ct\veen £lanin {y Draconis) ami Alwai.l

(fi Draconis), strikes lias Alhague at altout 39i<» from Elanin, and 39}° from
AtwaiJ, This is an excellent mark. Elanin .md .l/H(n</(two Naut. Aim.
stars) arc half way Ktwcen Polaris and A'.m Al/iajue : they follow each other

on the meridian at an interval of two minutes.

The three transverse stars of Cypnus point westward to EUinin and
Alwaitl : all five are pretty much in the same street Etanin ia just Hi"
from Vega. \i Draconis is also called Jlastaban.
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A line from Betelc/uese in a north-westerly direction through Aldebaran, HAMEL
and at a distance from the latter of 35i^\ ^ill lead nearly to it. Also, it will '" *'«"«)

be found half way on the line joining Algrnib and the ' Pleiades.'

A line from Scheat through Alphemtz, at a distance of 27i° from the

latter, will pass a trifle northward of Uamel. It is therefore nearly double

the distance from Alpheratz that Alpheratz is from Scheat.

Bamel, Menkar, and the ' Pleiades ' form an equilateral triangle with sides

of about 23°, Menkar being at the southern corner.

Il'jviel has a neighbour named Sheratan [^ Arietis, mag. 2'8) lying about 4°

to the southward and westward. At about li° to the southward of Hheratan

is the faint star Mesartim (r).

Sheratan and Hamel point straight to Capella at a distance of 44° from

Samel. The latter lies nearly due west of the ' Pleiades.'

Menkar lies nearly in a straight line from /3 Audromedaj through Hamel, MENKAR
at a distance from the latter of 23^°. Uamel is about half way. '" ^'''''

A line from Sirius through Eigel will lead to it at 35i° from Rigel. So

also will a line from Procyon through Bellatrix, with the latter as ' half-way

house.'

Menkar lies between Rigel and Algenib, but nearer to Rigel. A line from

Capella, through the ' Pleiades,' points nearly to it. Menkar must not be

confounded with its younger brother (7), which lies about 41" to the south-

ward and westward.

A line from Aldebaran through Menkar, carried on for 40|°, will lead to DENEB
it. For stars belonging to the same constellation, Menkar and Deneb-Kaitos {^jpujij

°'

are rather widely separated. ,g q^^^_

A long line from A rided through Markab goes straight to it. A line from

Alpheratz through Algenib, and extended 34°, goes near enough to indicate it.

Nearly 6° to the westward of Sirius is Mirzam (yS Canis Maj.) A line from ADARA
Betelguese midway between Mirzam and Sirius will strike Adara at 12|° [\

*°"

, .... Majoris).
from Mnus.

Or, a line from Betelguese through Siritts takes straight to S, about 3i°

to the N.E. of Adara. I and i are therefore near neighbours.

A line from Scheat through Markab, carried nearly due south for 44|° from FOMALHAUT
. . . (a Piscis

the latter, will strike it. The same line carried in the opposite direction
y^u^jr^iis)

leads to Polaris.

Fomalhaut, Scheat, and Markab pass the meridian within a few minutes

of each other.

A very slightly curved line from Aldebaran through Menkar, and onward

through Deneb-Kaitos, wiU lead to it at 2G|° from the latter. This Ls a long

stretch, but serves its purpose well. The four stars are roughly equi-distant.
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A. line from Vtffa passing eastward of Allair will shew the position of

Fomallt'iut at 59° from Altair.

Thoiigli Fomalhaut is very nearly a star of the 1st ntig., the light of Siriut

exceeds it twelve times ; eryo, Siritis is " somebody."

CANOPUS Vanopus ranks next to Hirius in brilliancy, and bears from it nearly S. 5"

(a Argfij). yf ^ distant 3Gi°. It is therefore easily found. From Fomalhaut, Canoptu

is distant 78i°, and aliout half as far from Acheniar.

Up to now, Astronomers have failed to detect any reliable parallax in

this brilliant star, and should further re.<earch confirm this, the light of

Ciinopus must take at lejist 65 years to reach us—proUably niucli longer. At

a distance demanding a light journey of this duration, our own sun would

only a]>pear as a star of the 7th mag., and barely visible to the best unaided

sight. From this it it calculated thtU Canopus is brighttr than S500 suns

like ours ! ! !

It requires a pretty heiivy purchase to hoist this in ; nevertheless, it is true

so far iis our present knowledge goes.

ACHERNAR This star and /S Ccutauri are almost exactly on opposite sides of the south

(a Etid»nii. pole, SO come to the meridian near about the same time, one above, and the

other below it. Bearing this in mind, and as /3 Centauri is quite unmistak-

able, there can be no ditficulty in finding Achernar. It i.s 62i° from /S

Centauri, with the Pole half-way lictween them.

Achernar lies 40' eastnanl of a Pavouis, and, for finding piu^wscs, luta

practioiJly the same declination. It lies nearly on a line joining Canopus and

FomaUiant, and at an equal distiince from both.

THE ,1 ill The Sutdhcrn Trianrjle is the most southern star in the list, and lies

^^y^NGLE
"''•'""'y '^'"^ ^°"^'' ''' "' "'"'^ »' " distance of 42|°. It is 264" from a Pavonis,

.1 Trianguii "'"' ''^jout the sanic from P Crucis (east side of "Southern Croiw"). The

Aujtraiis). east side of the " Cross " is that side which la next to the " Centaurs."

THE A line from y and jS of the "Southern Cross" through o Tri. Austr. will

PEACOCK iiidiruto it. a Tri. Austr. is about midway between p Crucis and a Pavonis :

(o P»yoDij'.
ifg exact distiince from the latter !.•« 26* 23'.

THE The Crane is 18i° from a Pavonis in a N.E'ly direction ; and from Fomal-
CRANE haut it bears S.S.W. i W. lOj". It is therefore nearly midway between
(o Gruii). them. Its proximity to these two stJirs makes it ea.<<y to find.

From Acheniar a. (Jruis is 32^".

THE " i» I'hf /'hirni.f is 2IJ" t<) the southward of Dcneb Kaitos. It lie»

PH(ENIX nearly midway l)Ctwccn Achernar and Fomalhaut, though not in a straight
(a Pho^nici.).

Yxuc with them.
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A line from Pron/on through Regubis leads straight to Denehola at a (lis- DENEBOLA
tance of nearly 241" from the latter. If this line be carried on for 35i°, it (/9 Leonis),

will pass a little to the southward of Ardurus. From these measurements

it will be seen that Denehola lies rather better than half-way between

Arcturus and Herjuhis.

To the eastward of the ' Sickle ' are three stars m the form of a right-angled

triangle
; Denehola is the most eastern and brightest.

A line from 7 of the "Guards" through Polaris leads near Mirfack. Also, jyjlRFACK
it can be cross-cut by a line from Pollux through Capella, at a distance of 19° (o Persei)

from the latter.

-A. diarjonal line from Phecda (y), through the body of the ' Plougli,' to

Duhhe (o), points dead straight at Mirfack. Also, a line from 7 Cassiop.

through i Cassiop. jioiuts nearly to Jfir/ack.

It is distinguished as the principal among a festoon of stars in this part of

the heavens. Between 9° and 10° southward of Mirfack is the famous

variable star A Igol (/3).

A line from Menkalinan through Capella points to Algol, and if continued

will reach Algenib.

A line from AJarkab through Alpheratz leads fair to Mirfack. On the

way it passes a few degrees north and westward of S and y Andromedne.

The star cluster in Perseus is well seen with a binocular.

Alpheratz stands at the N.E. corner of the 'Square of Pegasus.' /3 and ALPHERATZ

y Andromedae and Algol, tailed on to the 'Square' at this corner, constitute t" " '°'°'' ^''

a large edition of the ' Plough,' with Scheat and Markal as ' Pointers.'

A line from 7 to a C;issiop. (SclieJar), will pass through the middle of the

' Square.'

A line from Polaris passing through Caph (^ Cassiop.) wiU point out

Alpheratz at 30° due south from Caph. The two last named pass the meridian

within a few seconds of each other.

Polaris, Cajjh, Alpheratz, and Algenib are all nearly in a row.

A line from Caph through Schedar points straight to Almach (y Andro-

medce).

a Persei, 7, /S, and a Audromedae lie in a curve and roughly equidistant.

The hollow side of the curve is towards Cassiopeia's ' Chair.'

Algenib marks the S.E. corner of the 'Square.' A line from Capella ALGENIB

through Mirfack will lead to it.
'''' ^^^" '

A line from Vega through the middle star (7) in the Cross of Cygnus leads

through I) Pegasi straight to Scheat, and thence diagonally across the ' Square

'

to Algenib.

Markab indicates the S.W. corner of the ' Square.' A line from it through MARKAB
Scheat at the N.W. corner leads to Polaris. Therefore, these two may appro- (» P=g»'')-
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priatcly be described as the ' Pointers of Pegasus.' They pass the meridian

within a minute of each other.

A line from Polaris carried a shade outside (westward) of Ca/>h {fi Cassiop.)

will pass through the centre of the ' Square.'

SCHEAT
(/S Peeasi) Scheat ia not given in the Naut. Aim. for 1895. This corner (N.W.) of

the ' Square ' is well marked by two neighbouring stars, distance about 5",

forming with Scheat a small triangle.

The ' Square of Pegasus ' ia a good sky mark for a large number of stars

both far and near.

PHACT A little westward of a line from Aldebaran, through Rige/, at a distance of

(a Coiumb*) 201° from the latter, is Phacl. Or it may be found by a line from Betelgutse

through K Orionis at a distance of 21 J'.

Phact and « Orionis pass the meridian with an interval between them of

seven minutes. Phact comes first. It is on a line between Rigd and Cano/nts,

CENTAUR
No. 2.

(/5 C.nt.uri).

Centaur JVb. S. cannot be mistaken, being the nearer of the two to tlie

' Southern Cross.' Its neighbour (a Centauri) is nearest to e;irtli of all the

fixed stars, and the determination of its p.irallax is supposed to be the best

jet made.

> CeuUiuri is a double star, that is to say, it is one wbich, with the aid of

the telescope, can be separated into two. Such stellar pairs as are known to

be in orbital movement, or revolving round their common centre of gravity,

are termed "Binary Stars." o Centauri belongs to this class. The perioti of

revolution of the two components is computetl to be 86 y&irs, and their mean
angular distance apart as seen from this earth is 18*. Any one not versed in

such matters might wonder how two immense bodies coulil in..ve round each

other without danger of collision, but wonder will caisc when it is understooil

that 18' in their case represents a distance apart of (in round numbers) one

thousand million miles, or about eleven times the distance between the e.vtb

and sun.

Seeing that we are now acquainted with many thousands <>)' such binary

systems, we may reasonably infer that the stars arc suns fonning the reutres

of planetary systems similar to our own, but which, from their great distano",

arc invisible. For in.stunce, if such a giant as Jupiter were to innvo round

> Ceutauri at the soiue distance from that star as it is from our sun, not even

the great Lick telescope would enable us to see it

Though, as just stated, a Centauri is the ne^ircst known st^ir, the distance of

p Centauri is immeasurable ; so here we have a cose of two neighbouring stars

in the i^ame constellation, and of nearly etpial brightness, separated in space

liy n giilf I if inconceivable va.stne.ss.

" Centauri and its companion emit about 2^ times the light of the sun.

With regiu-d to the parallax of the stars : of late years there hare been

many workers in this field of researoli, but the ([uantitica are so extremely

minute, and in this couucctiou so very liiilr uicam so very much, that except
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in a limited number of cases the distances arrived at can only be accepted as

the very roughest approximations.

Suffice it to say that, to the extent of a few billion!', more or less. As-

tronomers are pretty well agreed as to some of the nearer stars. None have

yet been discovered with a parallax amounting to even a single second (1") of

arc, which proves that no star exists within 20 billions of miles of the earth.

Try and realise 20 billions. It means 20 millions of millions ! !

The undermentioned are a few of the best known nearest stars :

—
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USEFUL NAVIGATIONAL STARS—EPOCH, 1895.
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FIFTY USEFUL NAVIGATIONAL STARS—EPOCH 1895.

{In order of Declination.)

Northern Hemispherk. Sottthehn IIemispheee.

Kochab

Dubhe .

Schedar

Benetnasch

Mirfack

Capella .

Menkalinan

Arided or Deneb

Almach

Vega

Castor

Nath .

Alplieratz

Pollux .

Alphacca

Hamel .

Algeiba

Arcturua

Aldebaran

Deuebola

Markab

Algenib

Ras Alhague

Kegiilus

Euif .

Altair .

Betelguese .

Procyon

Menkar

746 N.

623
560
498
49-5

45-9

4.V0

449
41-8

387
32-1

28-5

28-5

28-3

27-1

23-0

20-4

197

163
15-2

146
14-6

126
12-5

9-5

8-6

7-4

5T>

3-7

Alnilam
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Markab (a Pfgasi)

Schedar (o Cassiopeia)

.

AlgeDib (y Pegasi)

Caph (^ Cassiopeia)

Uamel (a Arietii)

An tares (o Scorpii) .

Arcturus (a Boilis)

Arided (a Cygni)

Capolla (a A uriijce)

Pomalliaut (a I'iscis Austr.)

Acrab (/J^ Scorpii) .

(/3 Centauri)

Ras Alliague (o Ophiiichi).

Alphacca (a Corona)

Antares (a Scorpii)

Capclla (a A uriya)

Dcncbola (;S Leonii)

Albireo (P Cygni)

Menkar (a Ceti)

Alpliacca (a Coron(T\

Arctimis (o liootis)

Cajtclla (a A uriz/ct)

Algbvib.

le 31 (o Phcrnicis)

41 41 Scheat G9 Pegati)

.

Alphbratz.

13 58
I

]Markab (o Pegasi) .

30 6 Scheat (/S Pcjasi)

.

27 7
I
Schedar (o Cattiopeice)

Altair.

6'0
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Aldebaran (a Tauri)

.

Arided (o Cygni) .

Castor (a' Geminor.)

Dublie (a Vrsce Muj.) .

Menkalinan (^ A uriijit)

Merak (yS Ursce Maj.) .

Mirfack (a Persei)

Merak (/3 Ursae Maj.)

Achernar (o Eridani)

Alpheratz (a Andromedce)

Canopus (o ArgHs) .

Deneb-Kaitos {|3 Ceti) .

Scheat (j3 Pegasi)

Deneb-Kaitos (/S Ceti)

Hamel (a Ariel is) .

Adara (e Cams Maj.)

(k Ononis)

Aldebaran (a Tauri) .

Algeiba (7" Leonis)

Alphacca (o Coronce)

.

Alphard (o Uydra)

Alpheratz (a Andromedce)

Altair (o AquUa) .

Arcturus (o Bootis) .

Arided (a Cygni) .

Benetnasch (ij Ursce Maj.)

Capella (a Aurigce)

Castor (a' GeminoTum)

Denebola (;3 Leonis)

Dubhe (a Ursce Maj.)

Hamel (a Arietia)

Capella.

30 42

78 11

30 00

49 17

7 39

51 23

19 6

Nath (/3 Tauri) .

Phact (a Columbce)

Regulus (a Leonis) .

Rigel (p Orionis) .

Schedar (a Cassiopeice)

(7 Cassiopeice)

Castor.

43 3 1 Pollux (/3 Geminor.)

FOMALHADT.

39 6
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CHAPTER III.

LATITUDE BY MERIDIAN ALTITUDE.

In setting about the working of any astronomical question in

navigation, the invariable thing to start \uith is the Greenwich The Gieeuwick

Date.* All the elements in the Nautical Almanac are computed

for noon at the meridian of the Royal Observatory at Greemuich.

Consequently, if an observation be taken elseivhere, it becomes

necessary to reduce the asti-onomical data of the calculation to the

time at Greenwich corresponding to the instant of observation at

the place where it is made.

In the case of the problem under consideration, the only

Nautical Almanac element which requires reduction is the sun's

declination. This is frequently done by inspection (Table 19 of

Raper) ; but the writer prefers, as the simpler plan of the two,

to look at the chronometer as soon as "eight bells " has been made, ^f"^'"^ f."'''o 'of correcting
and Irom the Greenwich Mean Time thus found, to correct the Declination

declination (taken from page II. for the month) by the hourly

difference, in the same way as for an ordinary morning sight.

By this means, as the application of the correction is self-

evident, there is less liability to mistake than by the use of the

table—markedly so when the sun is very near the equator,

and the correction for Greenwich time happens to exceed the

declination itself.

Also, why burden the memory with two rules, when one is

suflBcient ? The man who can correct his declination for morning

or afternoon sights, needs no other method to enable him to cor-

rect it for his noon observation ; in each case the object is the

same, and there is no occasion to alter the process.

In general, a little mental arithmetic is all-sufficient to calculate

* For quick reference to the Nautical Abnanac, it is a good plan, mouth by month, to

cut off half an inch or so of the top righl-h.iud corner, so that the book can at once b<>

opened at pages I. and 11. for the current month.
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McAD adJ

Apparent time

pace* !o

Nautical

Almanac.

this correction, and at the summer and winter solstices, when the

cliange of declination is slow, it can be Uiken out at sight.

It must be borne in mind that the right-hand piige of the

Nautical Almanac contains the elements for Mean time, and that

the left-hand page is adapted to Aj^parent time ; consequently,

whether the reduction in this or any other problem is to be made

to Mean or Apparent time, the declination must be taken from

the corresponding page.

The column of Variation in one hour is only to be found on

the left-hand page, and is common to both.

In all the astronomical problems, it will be found handy to

work by decimals. Thus, to find the correction for 4 hours and

6 minutes of Greenwich Mean Time, when the variation of

declination in one hour is 43""68, proceed as follows :

—

Hourly diff. 43'-7

G.M.T X 41

437

1748 Corrfclion

eO ) 179'17 (
2' 59'-2

120

&9

DcSoltlon ol

Latitude

In this example, the second decimal figure i.s dropped as being

needlessly exact; and the first dcciuial figure thrown up to suit.

To find the decimal parts of an hour cciual to any given number

of minutes, divide the latter by 6. Thus 6 minutes equal "1 of

an hour ; 30 minutes ecjual '5 ; 45 minutes equal 75 ; 3 minutes

equal 05 of an hour, and so on.

Regarding the earth as truly spherical, the Latitude of a place

is the angle subtended at the centre of the earth by t/ie arc of the

meridian extending from tiie Equator to the place in question.

Nothing can be simpler than this definition. As a corollary to it

we have another simple statement:

—

The altitude of the elevated

Pole above tlie true horizon is equal to the obsen-er'a Latitiule
,

and since the earth's rotation on its axis docs not alter the posi-

tion of the Pole, the altitude of the Pole is nocessnril}' a constant

at any given point on the earth.*

* A few i>age.^ furthor on, tliis last aUtcnieut about the conttancjr of the Tele will Ix

fouml iliglitly nioiUlirJ. Kxi-cpl as a matter of purely acleiitlflc interest, tlie Navigator
ccil not troulilo hiniwlf about the waniloringi of the earth's rotation axis
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The following diagram and explanation will make this as clear

as daylight.

Z represents the zenith of the observer at 0, N the nadir, PP
the poles, EQ the ectuator, HH' the horizon. The outer circle i3

the celestial concave, and the shaded part is the earth, projected

on the plane of the meridian.

Tlirn ZE is the arc of

tho iiicriilian intercepted

between the Zenith of the

place and the Equator, and

is tlierefore equal to the

Latitude, also PH' is the

altitude of the Pole.

Now PE is equal to 90°, and ZH' is equal to 90° ; therefore,

PE is equal to ZH'. Take away the common part ZP. Then
ZE is equal to PH', or, the latitude is equal to the altitude of

the elevated Pole.

Some men drift into a very common though extremely repre-

hensible habit of finding the sun's meridian zenith distance by

subtracting their noon altitude from the constant 89° 48'; and Rough and

this they do under all circumstances—whether they are standing '*^^^

on the bridge of a high-sided steamer, or the deck nearly awash

of a coasting schooner—whether the sun is almost overhead, or

only a few degrees above the horizon. Some do it through pure

ignorance—others, because never having taken the trouble to

investigate the matter, think " it is near enough." But it is not

near enough ; and the man who does such a lazy trick, to save

himself at most half-a-dozen figures, is not fit for command.

Tlie proper mode for sea practice, where conciseness is only

second to accuracy, is to make use of Table 38 in Eaper's Epitome, jaWe 33 3I

which, however, be it noticed, is calculated for observations of R^p*'-

the lower limb only.

This tabular correction comprises the joint efTect of dip, refrac-

tion, parallax, and semi-diameter ; but as the latter is a variable
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Correction of

meridian

altitude.

quantity, depcndinfr upon the earth's distance from the sun • the

correction should in strictness be itself corrected in accordance

with the time of the year; but a<5 this secondary correction for

variability of tlic sun's seinidiaineter never exceeds 0'3—and is

mostly much less—no great iiarm is done by neglectinf» it.

Therefore, to correct the observed meridian altitude, apply first

the centering error of the sextant, then the index error, if any

—

wiiich can always be done mentally—and to the result add the

correction from 'J'able 38. This amount subtracted from 90''

gives the zenith distance, to whicli apply the reduced declination

in the usual way.

As an example of the consequences which might ensue from the use of this

slipshod 89° 48', the very possible ca.sc will be tiiken of a vessel boiiml to

Glasgow, eiitcriug tlic North I'haiinel in tlie month of December. To shew

the (liffereuce, the latitude will be worked botli correctly and loosely.

" RcaJ, mark,

learn, anil In-

wardly (tlgest.'

EXAMPLE.

At noon on Saturday, December ISth, 1880, 030 p..m., G.M.T. by Chrono

meter, being in latitude by account 55° 30' North, .ind longitude by account

7" 40' West, observed the meridian altitude of the sun's lower limb to be

10° 51J'. No centering error (very unlikely). No index error. Height of

the eye 32 feet. Weather inclining to be thick, with pa.ssing drizzles of rain
;

moderate gale at S.W., freshening gradually.

TIourIi and ready ini'thod supposed to be Short but correct methoil.
"near cdhurIi."

,

Ob.i. altitude .... 10' tl|'

CflnstAnt Sir 18"
I

Cotr. TableM + 6
Ob9. altiluda 10 6U

10' 671'

Zen. dint "S'NirN. iiO

Decllll.ltInn 13 2.'.IS.

Ztn. di»t 79" ii'H.
LailUido 64* 811' North. ni-cllnallon 23 !ij S.

Tmo latitude . U* S7l' North.

The ditrcrcnco in the work of the two metiio<ls amounts U> four fiijurtf, but

the dincrcnce in the rpsiiltiiig latitude amount.s to jii'j; miltt. This, however,

is not all—mark what follows.

About a i|uarter p.ost ton same morning, when the sun bad an altitude of

8°, sights were got for longitude, which were worked up as soon as the necc.i

6;iry latitude h.itl been obtained at noon. Now, at the lime the sights weie

tikkcn, from the sun being so for to the southward, an error of otu mile iu

the latitude used for the calculation woul<l proiluce an error of exactly 4

(minutC8)t of longitude—in this case to the eattu/ard ; and since the error of

* 'I'lu' rarth is ncareat to tbo miu duriiiK ttie northern winter, au>l Uie apjiareut diaiueter

nf the nun thi-n ^reat^^at. It is least iu .luly.

t It will be i.oticcd lh.it the word " iiiiiiuto* " ii u«cd hero iuilcad of " milea," Tin
latter would be dccidetily inoorrfct. In rfxaX-ing of Ijonjitudt or Ou divuioru </ thi

Srxlanl. it is proper to sajr degrees ( • ), niiuutei (
' ), and seconds ( " ) ; itrictly speakinn,

th* same thiUK applies to latitude aIso, but as a mile of latitude and a nautical mile art
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latitude, as shewn in the preceding example, amounts to six miles, the cor-

vesponding error deduced from forenoon sights would be 24' (minutes) of

longitude, equal to 13i milea of distance. Consecnieutly, the ship would be

6 miles further north and 13i miles further east than her captain supposed

her to be. Now, assuming the longitude at noon as determined by chrono-

meter to be 7° 25' West, and the latitude 55° 31J' North, according to the

" near enough ' method, the ship would apparently be about 9 miles north-

westward from luistrahidl, whereas her true position would be in latitude

55°
37i' N., and longitude 7° 1' W., or some 14 miles to the north-east of

Inistrahull. Meanwhile the weather rapidly gets thicker, but the captain,

feeling satisfied with his observations, and knowing his chronometers cannot

be " out " on the short passage from a North American port, runs on with

confidence, only to find, in less than three hours, his vessel a total wreck on

the rock-hound coast of Islay.* In the Board of Trade enquiry which would

be sure to follow, the bewildered captain—if he survived—would probably

seek to account for the accident by an unknown error in the conipa.sses, or the

influence of a mysterious current. The Court, ignorant of the 80" 48' trans-

action, would perhaps be equally puzzled to know how the ship got so far out

of her course after such an apparently good " Fix " at noon ; but in any case

it would very properly suspend him for not having verified his position by-

the lead ; and now that Lord Kelvin's invaluable sounding machine enables

this to be done without stopping the ship, there is uo excuse for the omission.

Those who have a blind faith in "sights," without understanding the ground-

work of the thing, should take this lesson to heart.

Doubtless to some the foregoing will appear an exaggerated Declination

case, but it is not so. Further, there are men holding Master's ]i^°°'^^t be

certificates who are in the habit of applying the declination (as reduced to

given in the Nautical Almanac) to their noon sight for latitude, tim"at°°
"^

without using any correction whatever for the ship's longitude, Greenwich,

or, in other words, without reducing it to Greenwich time. They

think that the precept, "At apparent noon," heading page I.,

means that the subjoined declinations, &c., are good for noon at

any place.

One would imagine that, with the strict examinations now in

force, such misapprehension would be impossible. When we

recollect, however, that many worthy young men brought up

before the mast, have absolutely no groundwork of education,

and pass merely by dint of hard cramming, there is no longer ^"^" ='»"

occasion to be surprised. Moreover, having obtained their certi- examioation

ficates, years may pass before they are called upon to fill a posi- ''eprecated.

practically the same thing all over the world, the looseness of expression is in this last

case more pardonable.

* It couM be shewn in the same manner, that if the altitude were but 1' wrong, and

the resulting error in the longitude happcneii to lie on the same side as the error due to

the incorrect latitude, the mistake in tlie ship's position would be still greater, since 1' of

altitude in the case before ua is equal to 18> of time, or 4i' of longitude.

•iA.
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tion requiring navigational knowledge ; and in the interval they

become rusty, and the most of what they have learnt is forgotten.

In the case of finding the latitude just given, it so happened

that the declination required no reduction. Let us, then, take an

exiiniple of a diflerent kind, and work it as recommended for sea

practice.

KXAMPLE IL

Sc)>teiul>er 16tb, 1880, in longitude by account 74" 30' West, the meridian

altituilc of S was 63° 62', the observer beiui; North of the sun, and tlie height

of his eye 24 feet. Centering error - 30'. Index error - 3' 21". Wlien the

sun had ceased to rise, the G.M.T. by chronometer was 4h. 54ni. 10a. r.M.

same date. Required the latitude.

Dccliu. page II. N.A., Sept. 15th 2"^ 47 3 '5 N. decreasiwj.

Reduction for Greenwich date . - 4 43 '7

Corrected declination . 2° 42' 19""8

Observed altitude ?

Centering error - 30
Index error - 3' 24
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At sea, it is a good plan to carry a watch set to Greenwich Mean Time. Hack watch

If a common one, it can be regulated every morning when winding the ^'' *" Greeiiw.

chronometers, but if this be objectionable on the score of the watch's value,
'^°^" ^""^'

it is easy to ascertain its error and make a mental note of it. This watch,

then, becomes available for azimuths, ex-meridians, or other work where the

exact second is not of consequence, and saves a journey to the chronometer.

To have it set to Apparent Time at Ship might at first sight be considered

preferable, but a moment's reflection will shew that this is continually

altering, and in a ftist steamer, on east or west courses in high latitudes, does

so very rapidly, sometimes as much as 50 minutes in a day, so that the watch
would never be correct for an hour on a stretch. Moreover the G.M.T. can

with ease be converted into Apparent Time at Ship, Sidereal Time, or any
other, just as occasion may require. A strong watch, with watertight case,

which will stand knocking about and yet go sufficiently well for this purpose,

can be purchased now-a-days for thirty shillings or two pounds ; it should be

of the kind known as " keyless," or what the Americans call a " stem-winder."

After breakfast all the clocks on board should be set to Apparent Time proper time

at Ship for noon of that day, as determined in advance, by working up the of regulating

dead reckoning. There is then no fear of missing " sim time," and the plan "^'°'=''= °"

for many reasons is preferable to the usual one of making eight bells by the

Sim.

For example, when steering near North or South in the fly-away steamers

of to-day, it would shew immense ignorance to wait till the sun had " dipped "

and take the maximum reading as the meridian altitude.

It does not require much " savvee " to see that near the meridian the Sun and ship

apparent " rise " due to speed of ship will exceed the real " rise," and that up approaching

to a certain point it will neutralize the subsequent drop. By the time this
^^'^'^ other,

point has been attained it may be several minutes after the meridian passage,

and the sun may bear several degrees to the westward.

With the moon it is still worse, since her rapid motion in declination must
be taken into account. When the sun is crossing the equator, his hourly

change in declination is only 1', but the moon's is 18'. Take the case of a
" 20-knotter " in latitude 50° N., steering towards the moon, which is crossing

the equator northwards. They will approach each other at the railway speed

of 38', and the inaximuni altitude will exceed the meridian altitude by very

nearly 3j', and will occiu: at Ui minutes after the time of meridian passage.

This is one reason why the moon is tabooed in " Wrinkles." The author

notices with amusement that certain of the "old-timers" have taken the hint

and toned down as to the utility of our satellite for navigational purposes.

Now let us look at the problem the other way about. Sticking to same a 3s-knot

Latitude, imagine a 35-knot " Viper" to be steering true North, and the "Destroyer"

Moon to be crossing the Equator going South : they would be recediiuj from '° " ^'^'

each other at the express speed of 53 knots (61 statute mUes). In this case

the maximum alt. would occur fully 16 mins. before the meridian passage, Moon and ship

when the moon's bearing was S. 5^' E. ; and the coiTection to be added to receding from

the maximum alt. to reduce it to the meridian would be close upon 7^',—both **'^'' o"'^"'-

rather serious items as afiectiug safe navigation.

When really on the meridian (bearing South) the moon would appear to

be falling smartly, owing to the steady rise of the Southern horizon as it
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followed up the ship in her progress to the North. (See page 337, lines 5, 6,

an'l 7 from top.)

This is an extreme, though not impossible, case, since we have (January,

1900) a " Destroyer " of the above speed.

Tliough the principle remains the same, Meridian Alt«. fjelaw the jwle

of" a'crrcuiii-

'

" must be treated dilVerently. As shown in Chapter IV., Part II., tlie meridian

polar star. alt. (to a Stationary observer) is the muiiriium alt., but tlie sweet simplicity

. of this i)roblem also is liable to be interfered with by the si)ced of a fa.«t

vessel steering towards or away from tlie object—probably a high declination

star. Should the ship be approachiiir/ the star, its alt is increased by what

may be regarded as the continuous dropping away of the horizon, and the

minimum, is therefore reached U/ore the actual meridian i«i.-is;ige. Should

the ship be receding, the converse liaiJiiens. Luckily a star's declinatiou is

constant, so the errors are less than with the tHConstant moon.

Kemcmber that the altitude of a celestial body is the angular distance

between t/ie body and the hm-izon, and that the alt may l>e increased or

diminished by a change in the place of either or both. For example, though

the ship be stiitionary, the nicrid. alt would have a dilVerent value to an

ob.-^erver aloft as com{)ared with an observer on deck, owing folely to the

difference in the place of the two horizons. Religiously bear in mind also the

paragraph following the example on page 391.

Now, the reader will want to know what to do should he find hini-self

unwittingly interfering with the sun's normal arrangements for pa.'wing the

meridian at high noon. There is a choice of two thinuT*.

When to maUe ^- ^^^ clock to Apparent time at Shi]) for noon position, as already rccom-

eight bells. mended, and make eight bells by it. Then, whatever the altitude may be at

that moment, accept it as the meridian altitude, even though the sun l)e still

on the rise. Work out the Latitude a-s usual.

2. Continue observing till the sun has ceased to rise ; then note time by

chronometer and work out the maximum altitude as an " Sx-uieridian."

For genend convenience, and also as being l>ctter adapted to shiji-routine,

the author has no hesitation in recommending No. 1, provided the clock h
correctly set in the forenoon, and is not in the habit of losing or gaining a

handful of minutes i>cr hour. Accurate navigation is not so ea.<<y as some

])coi)lc think : there arc many pitfalls to trap the unwary.

LATITUDE BY MERIDIAN ALTITXTDE OF A STAR

Observations of the stars should be iiuluslriously practised.

Tlie advantage possessed by a man who is well posted in tills

work, over another who is if^norant of it, cannot be ovcr-esti-

Transatianfic matcd. One iiow and again lieara it remarked by old Atlantic

made solely iiivvigators, that tlicy liave frciiuentiy been cuinpellcd to make
by dead

j^|,q passaue froiii land to land entirely by dead reckoning as
terkoning I II 1

1

In .... .

sights were not to be had. As it is inconceivable that (hiring

iiine or ten days neither the .sun nor atnvs should ever have been

visible, this assertion niuat surely mean that tlie suu failed k)
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present himself precisely at the orthodox times of 9 a.m. and " high

noon ; " and when appearing at other hours, could not be utilized

for want of a known problem suitable to such irregular visits.

iloreover, the stars must have been looked upon only as theoretical

aids to navigation, being, for practical work, quite unreliable.

It is hoped a better system of education may serve to dispel such

illusions, and that every man in the future will fit himself to

take advantage of the heavenly bodies, which are available for

his guidance at all times when visible.

The problem of finding the latitude by meridian altitude of a

star should be more frequently practised, especially when making
the land in high latitudes during the winter months. As before star observa-

stated, morning or evening twilight offers the best horizon for
''""^ ''*^'.,.

,° » o during twilight

star observation, and reference to Table 27 and 27a of Beeper

will give the names of those on the meridian at that time.

The Ex-meridian Tables of Brent, Walter, and Williams con-

tain similar information.

As it may be difficult to bring the star down to the horizon if

there is over-much light in the sky, it will be found a capital

plan to calculate its meridian altitude beforehand, and having set How to End

the sextant to this angle, direct the sight a few minutes before required

the time of transit to the north or south points of the horizon, as

the case may be, and the star's image will be seen either upon or

near the horizon. There is then no difficulty in bringing it ex-

actly to the horizon, and keeping it there like the sun, till its

greatest altitude is attained, which being read off will give very

simply, and with exceedingly few figures, the sought-for latitude.

The simplicity of this observation is perfectly delightful, and
the star cannot be tidstaken, as no other (except, perhaps, telescopic

stars) will have the same meridian altitude at that time. It fre-

quently happens that, by this method, a most perfect obseiwation star's previoiw

can be made during twilight, when the unaided eye will entirely "'^og'""''"'

fail to pick the same star out in the general brightness of the skj', unnecessary

and it possesses the additional advantage

—

that the observer does

not even require to be acquainted with the star he is talcing. For

this observation, either the invei'ting or direct telescope may be

used ; but, as already stated, the first-named is preferable. If,

however, the ol^servation be made after dark, it will be necessary

to employ the star telescojje ; and with I'egard to this, it may be

said that one of inferior quality is worse than none at all.

To find the approximate meridian altitude of the star by
previous calculation is an easy thing.
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How to Work up tlie latitude by dead reckoning, and by subtracting

eaUuhiii
it, from 90" find the co-latitude. If the star's declination and

»ititud». the co-latitude be of the same name, add them together ; or take

their difference if of contrary names. The result is the meridian

altitude, to be reckoned from the south point of the horizon when

the latitude is north, and the contrary when south. But should

the sum exceed 90", it must be taken from 180°. This last shews

that the observer is on the equatorial side of the star, and in that

case the altitude must be reckoned from the north in north

latitude, and from the south in south latitude.'

EXAMPLE I.

Example of
About 815 P.M., Juue 1st, 1881 , being in latitude by account

ciicuiitini: 47» 10' N., wished to observe the star Spica for latitude. On re-

•iiiiude. ferring to Table 27, it is found to pass the meridian on that day

about 8'39 p.m. Apparent Time at Ship. Required its approxi-

mate altitude at that time, to which to set the sextant.

Lfttitude . . . . 47° 10' N.

90

Co-latitude ... 42 50 N.

'» Declination . . 10 32} S. See p.igo 346, N.A.

Approx. merid. alt 32° \~\' S.

EXAMPLE II. ^
About 4 P.M., July 16th, 1881, being off the Horn, in latitude

by account S-t" 10' S., wished to correct the dead reckoning by

an observation of the star a Grucis, which by Table 27 will pass

the meridian on that day about 435 p.m. App.arent Time at Ship.

Reipiired the stjir's approximate altitude at that time, to which
to set the sextant.

L-atitudo 64° 10 S.

00

Co-latitude .... 36 60 S.

's Dci'linatiou ... 62 27 S. See |).age 31.3, N.A.

's Meridian altitude . 98 17 reckoned from the North.

180

I Meridian altitude . 81° 43' reckoned from the South.

* In the N A. for 1696, the Right A«c«niioni and DecliDtUnni of th* itan will bv
found twtweeu pagea 308—371.
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Its declination will always be a guide as to the direction in in looking fot

which to look for a star. According as the former is North or guy^d by its

South of the observer's position, so will the latter bear when on decimation.

the meridian. This is so self-evident that thei-e is no occasion to

tax the memory by recollecting the rule given further back.

We will now suppose the observation of Spica (Example I.) to

have been completed, and that the observed meridian altitude

was ascertained to be 32'' 22' S. ; eye 30 ft. ; no centering error

;

no index error. Required the latitude.

Observed altitude 32° 22' S.

Correctiou—Table 38 of IJaper ... - 6|

Tnie altitude 32 15^

90

Merid. zenith distance 57 44| N.

*'s Declination 10 321 S.

True latitude 47° 12' North.

This is even shorter and simpler than the latitude by meridian star's deciina-

altitude of the sun, since the star's declination being almost a "°°
^.f'*'''

^

*^
^

quantity.

fixed quantity, requires no correction for Greemvich Mean Time.

The lower portion of Table 38 of Raper gives the sum of the Correction of

corrections for a star in the same manner that the upper portion
* '"'" *'

answers for the sun. It may also be used for correcting the

observed altitudes of any of the planets (except the moon), as

their semi-diameter and parallax in altitude are not worth con-

sideration : consequently, the operation of finding the latitude

by a planet is precisely similar to that by the star Spica, worked

out above.

The declination of the planets, and their mean time of passing
pignut,,

the meridian, will be found in the N. A. for 1895, between pages declination

234—265, under the heading " Mean time." Since the declina- changrnV

tion of the planets is continually changing, note the time by

chronometer when the meridian altitude is observed, and reduce

the declination to the Greenwich date by simple proportion. As

tlie " hourly variation " is not given, it will be necessary to take

the " variation " for one whole day, and then say—As the change

is in 24- hours, so will the change be in the given number of

hours.*

• If a rigorously exact reduction be required for any special purpose, "second

differences " would have to be employed see page 508 in N. A. for 1896 ; but for sea ua*

such ultra-reSnement is thrown away.
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Obicnre itari

OD to/A ildes

of zealth.

Compentiitlon

of rrrora.

EXAMPLE III.

July 3rd, 1881, at 7-39 A.M. Mean Time at Ship, in longitude

104" 6' VV., let the observed meridian altitude of the planet

Mars ( <j ) be 22° 50' N., when a chronometer .showed 2h. 35m. 58s.,

G.M.T., same date. Eye 32 feet ; no centering error ; no index

error. Required the latitude.

VecliD. nooD July Srd . . . . IS" «' r N. Page Sli N. A.

Declin. noon July 4tb .... IS 18 3 N. ,, „

Change in 24 boura 14' 0"

24b. : 2-6b. : : 14'

:

l>«:lin. July 3rd . . .

O'lTeclion for -i-fl b™.
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southern star will place the ship at A. In reality she is at B, or

about midway between the two.

In like manner, if the errors conspire to make the observed

altitudes too small, the northern star will give the latitude too far

south, and the southern star will give it too far north, but the

rnean will be correct as before. The sul joined diagram shews thia,

Southern Star v;^ ,. ^r^rihtni Star

B
It is well to recollect that the greater the meridian altitude,

the greater the correspondence between the latitude of the ob-

server and the declination of the body observed, and vice versd

;

or, in other words, as we approach an object its altitude increases.

In a footnote near the beginning of tliis chapter, reference was

made to what is now termed " the inconstancy of latitude." shifting oi

^^ polar axit

Until comparatively recently it was a canon in astronomy, that

once the latitude of a place had been determined with all the

refinements known to science, a shift was impossible. But it

seems now that though the statement is very nearly true, it is

not absolutely so.

Theoretical investigations, indeed, have long given rise to the

hypothesis of changes of latitude, but the first observational data

confirmatory of this were obtained by Professor F. KUstner, who,

from his observations at the Berlin Observatory, showed that the

latitude of Berlin in the spriiio- of the year 1882 was about two-

tenths of a second less than at the same time of the year 1881.

Similar results were derived from the observations at the Ob-

servatories of Pulkova and Gotha. In September, 1888, there-

fore, the Conference of the Permanent International Geodetic

Commission, which was held at Salzburg, determined to under-

take an investigation of this important question by means of

simultaneous observations at the Observatories of Berlin, Pots-

dam, Prague, and Strasburg, which were commenced in January

1889, and continued until April, 1890. The result of these ob

servatious was to show that in fact the latitudes of the places

named were subject to periodical changes, the maxima of which
occurred during the autumn, and the minima during the spring-

time. The greatest variation amounted to about one-half of a

second (0''5), or in linear measure about 50 feet.
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Variations of this extent could not be neglected in accurate

geodeticiil measurements, where tlie calculations are often worked

out to a few hundredths of a second,

inconitincy of Theoretically, there are three possible reasons for variations in

latitudes, viz., changes of gravitj' or of the plumb-line, the still

unknown vibratory movements of the Earth's axis ; and lastly,

variations in the position of the Earth's rotation axis in the

mass of the Earth itself. For the determination of this question

it is necessary to have corresponding observations for latitude at

two stations, as nearly as possible ISO" distant from each other.

In case it should be, as in fact did happen, that the variation

of latitude takes place simultaneously, but in an opposite sen.se,

the third explanation is the only one possible.

The Permanent Commission for Earth-Measurement deter-

mined, therefore, in January, 1891, to despatch an astronomical

expedition to Honolulu for the purpose of taking observations

for latitude as accurately as possible, simultaneously with obser-

vations at the observatories of Berlin, Prague, and Stra.sburg.

The expedition, under Dr. A. Marcuse, left Berlin on April 1st.

1891, and at Wa.shington wa.s joined by Mr. Preston, an oflTicer of

the Coast and Geodetic Survej' of the United States.

From the enil of Maj% 1S91, to May, 1892, Dr. Marcuse recorded

1800 observations for latitude, with the result that if, for Ger-

many, the geographical latitude increases, it decreases on the

anti-meridian to exactly the same extent; thus furnishing an

incontrovertible proof that the variations of latitude are cau.sed

by changes in the earth's rotation axis. The greatest po.<y!fble

precautions were taken to insure the accuracy of the measure-

'"' ments. The station was situated on a coral-rock on the sea-coast

;

the observation hut was speciallj' constructed witii double walls

to keep ofl' the intense rays of the sun ; and in order to guard

against irregular refraction and the influence of temperature on

the zenith telescope, the electric light was u.sed for reading the

instruments.

There are two terms of latitude variation, whose periods are

ri'spoclively one year, and -iiS'G daya

On December Hrd, 1802, at the meeting of the Berlin Qeo-

praphical Society, Dr. Marcuse read a report upon the geodetic

expcilition to the Hawaii Islands above referred to, and, as may
be imagined, much interest was evinced. There are, however, a

good many astronomical experts who require further evidence

before regarding the matter as finally settled.

ttatioo



CHAPTER IV.

LATITUDE BY MKRIDIAN ALTITUDE BELOW THE POLE.

We now come to a useful problem, which is very little prac-

tised, though it is just as simple, and certainly as short, as any of

the preceding.

In high latitudes, certain stars complete their daily revolution ckcumpoia

round the pole of the heavens without rising or setting, and are

consequently termed Circumpolar stars. This occurs when their

polar distance is less than the latitude of the observer—both

being of the same name. These stars having come to the meridian

above the pole, which is their highest point, decline towards the

westward for six hours, when they gradually curve eastward

—

still falling, however—till in another six hours their lower cul-

mination is reached, when they are said to be on the meridian

beloiv the pole.

They then commence to rise, still moving eastward, for another

six hours, after which they turn to the westward in their upward

course for a further period of six hours, when the circle is com-

pleted, and they are again on the meridian above the pole. The

hours alluded to here are of course Sidereal hours, which are

nearly ten seconds shorter than mean solar ones.

It will be noticed that during the lower half of the star's Azimuths-

journey their motion is from west to east. Attention is particu- "^
w'hen*m°T

larly called to this, because in observing star azimuths, unless man distance is

acquainted with it, a beginner is likely to fancy he has made a
fj"^,ou'r^

^''

mistake on discovering that, as his ivestern hour angles grow

larger after they have exceeded six hours, the star's bearing

becomes more easterly, which at first sight seems opposed to what
one would expect The annexed diagram makes the explanation

clear.
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Wtit
Horizon, Kast

DUt*Dce ol

North Star

from the Pol«.

A WHK is the diurnal circle of a northern circuinpolar star, and

the line A]i represents the meridian of the observer. At A the

star is at its upper culuiination, or, in other words, it is on the

meridian above the pole, and bears Norlli. During the first six

honi-s, whilst pjussing from A to W, it falls towards the iveslward ;

at W, therefore, the hour-angle of tlie star is 6 hrs. west. During

the second six hours, between W and B, it falla towards the east-

ward. At li it is at its lowest culmination, or, in other words, it

is on the meridian beloiv the pole, and again bears North. During

the third six hours, between li and A', it rises towards the east-

ruard ; at E the star's hour-angle m.iy be expressed either as

18 hrs. west or six hrs. east of the meridian. And during the last

six hours its course is upwards, and towards the westward, till,

after a lapse of 24 sidereal hours, it again transits at A. For

southern circumpolar stars the direction of the arrows mast be

reversed and tlie lettera E and W cliange sides.

If the night be cloudless, it is easy in the northern hemisphere

—without reference to the compa.ss—to tell when a star is near

the meridian below tlie pole, by its being vertically under the

Pole star, which latter is now only IJ" distant from the pole

itself.

In observiug the meridian altitude below the pole, the sextant

n-adingsget lesK and less, until the lowest point is reached, when
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the star may be said to be " down," in the same sense that at

noon we say the sun is "up."

To find the latitude, correct the altitude by Table 38 of Raper. Rule for

Find the star's polar distance by subtracting the declination Latitude

'

from 90°. Add together the polar distance and the true altitude,

and the result is the latitude, without further trouble. It luould

be a puzzle to find anything more easy.

Entering Channel after a couple of days of cloudy weather,

the sky partially cleared to the northward about 8 o'clock in the

evening of November 6th, 1881, when the meridian altitude of

star Dubhe below the pole was observed to be 21° 58'. Eye, 24

feet No arc error. No index error. Required the latitude.

Dubhe's decliu. Nov. 6tli 62° 23
' N. (page 340, N. A.)

90

Dubhe's polar distance 27 37 N.
true altitude 21 51 N.

*'s observed alt. 21° 58' N.
Correction (Table 38) — 7

Latitude 49" 28 ' North. *'s true altitude 21° 51
'

To set the sextant for an observation on the meridian below Howtocaico-

the pole, subtract the star's polar distance from the latitude by '"'^ Meridian

dead reckoning, which will give the approximate altitude. the Pole.

From what has been said, it will be apparent that to find the

lime of a star's transit below the pole on any particular day, it is

only necessary to add 11 hours 58 minutes to the time of upper

transit given in Raper's Table. The following lists comprise

useful circumpolar stars in both hemispheres.

The observer being to the northward of 49' North latitude,

the undermentioned are available :

—
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North of 51° North latitude, the following may be added to

the list :

—

n. u
Capella, (o Aurigce) mag. 0'2 —Right Ascen. ."i 9

Deneb or Arided, (a Vygni) ,,
1-5 „ 20 38

In high Southern latitudes, observations below the pole are of

greater utility than with us in the more favoured hemisphere,

where the Pole star is on duty all thx-ough the night. It is a

thousand pities that the Southern celestial pole is not furnished

with as efficient a sentinel. Truly, a (Jdantis is only 0J° from

the ])ole, but being a star of the 6th mag. it is useless to

seamen. It is, however, some consolation that the Pole is sur-

rounded by half a dozen other stars, mostly of great brilliiuicy,

which, if not ([uite so ready to hand, go fur to make up tin-

deficiency, as indicatud below.



CHAPl'ER V.

LATITUDE BY THE NOETH STAR (Polaris).

The constellations of the Great and Little Bears are so verj

important that they deserve a chapter to themselves. The

student of the heavens should begin by making himself

thoroughly acquainted with them as starting points in search of

the remainder.

The ' Gi'eat Bear ' is very conspicuous ; aud the figure formed The • Great

by the seven principal stars is variously termed—the Plough,

the Skillet, the Cleaver, the Dipper, the Waggon, and Charles's

Wain.

The star at the extremity of the tail (or handle of the ' Plough ')

is named Benetnasch. The two at the opposite, or leading end,

of the ' Plough ' are termed the " Pointers," because a line The

through them, if produced, will pass close to the North star.
'?«'"'«".

This, by the way, is the best means of finding it. Of these

two, the one neai-er the North Star is known as Dubhe, the

other as Merak.

With the exception of the ' Pole Star,' and the ' Guards,' those The • Little

in the ' Little Bear ' are faint, and at times somewhat difficult to
^*"'

make out. Altogether the ' Little Bear ' plays second fiddle to

its relative. The one redeeming feature is that it can boast of

the North Star.

There are points of similarity and dis.similarity between the

two Bears. Each has seven principal stars : four of them form

an irregular square, and the remainder a tail. The dissimilarity

consists in the tails having opposite curvatures; that of the

' Great Bear ' droops, whilst the other turns up. Again, the

figures are different as regards size ; and lastly, the magnitudes

in the one case are fairly uniform as compared with the poverty

of the bulk of them in the other.

' Polaris ' is in the extremity of the tail of the Little Bear, just

IS Benetnasch is in the extremity of the tail of the Great Bear.
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The " Pointers " in the latter correspond to the " Guards " in the

former.

The two middle stars in tlie tail of the 'Plough' face thu

' Guard.'*,' the four forming a narrow i^'dong, with Thubaii

(a Uraconis) lying midway as a sort of faint connecting link

lietween the two cou.stellations.

About 2300 B.C. T/tuban was the Pole star, and barely l"

distant from the pole. There is rea.son to believe that Tliuban

was then somewhat brighter than at present.

The North star (Polaris) is particularly accommotlating in

att'ording seamen a ready means of determining the latitude at

any hour of the night. This invaluable guide is now a degree

and a quarter (IJ") di.sfcvnt from the Pole of the heavens; and as

the diameter of its diurnal circle (2i°) is small in consequence,

the star's apparent revolution rouml the Pole is very slow, being

only about a minute of arc (1') in throe minutes of time. This

enables observations for latitude to be made regardle.s.s of whether

the star is on or off the meridian, as an error in the time useil in

the computation—unless very considerable—has but little etfeci

on thf result.

Did the North star but occupy the e.xact position of the Pole,

it would be a fixed point, and its altitude, when corrected for

instrumental error, dip, and refraction, would give the latitude of

the observer without any calculation whatever. This is fully

explained on pages 3(i6—367.

At present the Pole is approaciung the North stiir, and in a

century or thereabouts will have reached within half a degree of

it, when it will commence to recede, and gradually come nearer

to the bright star Vrtjn, which, in about 12,0U0 years—owing t'>

what is known as the Precession of Uu Equinoxes—will then

become the Pole sUir.

The imaginary point representing the Pole of the heavens may

be found by drawing a line from ^ Ui'sa3 Majoris (the middle stwr

in the tail) to within a degree and a ijuarter of the North star.

These two stars are consequently on diametrically opposite siiles

of the Pole. When ^ Ursu3 Majoris is six houi-s from the meridian,

the North star will be also, and its altitude in that position

will be nearly the same as the elevation of the Pole. It will be

known when this is the case by a line through ^ UrsuB Majoria

and Polaris being parallel with the horizon. The eye can guosa

this pretty accurately, (tiee Plate facing next page.)
^

An altitude at such timea, simply corrected by Table iib oi
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Raper, will give a rough shot at the Latitude. This is mentioned,

not to advocate such a slap-dash mode of finding it, but to exhibit

tlie principle.

As a matter of fact—for an accurate determination—the Pole

star is then in its worst possible position, as at such times its

vertical motion is most rapid, and an error in the time produces

its greatest effect, namely, 1' of latitude for every three minutes

of error in the time. On the other hand, when the Pole star is

near the meridian either above or below the pole, its motion in

altitude is least, and an error in the time is of little or no con-

sequence. Reference to Table 51 of Raper will shew that for

half an hour on either side of the meridian the altitude will

barely change 1', so that the observer has ample time to get a

good sight without being embarrassed by the I'isincr or fallincr of^ o o
_

-'
_

!^ o Best tune foi

the star. This, then, is the best time for observing. observing

The time of transit may be found by consulting Table 27 ^°'° ^^"'

of Raper, or by the appearance of the Great and Little Bear.

When Y Ursse Majoris (sometimes called Mizar) is vertically

above or below Polaris, the North star will be on or near the How lo know

meridian. This is shewn in the diagram. Any triflincr weicfht

—

T'
'™° °'

o ./ o o Observing.

such as a stone or a marline-spike—slung to half a fathom of

seaming twine and held at arm's length towards the stars, will

materially assist the untrained eye in judging the vertical.

Similarly, in getting a line of direction between stars in other

positions, it is a good plan to take them " out of winding " with

a straight-edge, especially when far apart. The writer found

this of great service through many a long winter's night when
concocting Chapter IL on " Sky Pilotage."

When Spica is on the meridian so is Polaris ; the one above,

and the other below, the pole. ( Vide Table 27 of Raper).

^ and y in the Little Bear are called the " Guards :
" Kocliab

(8) is rather the brighter of the two.

There are two ways of working out the latitude by Polaris ; Latitude by

one is known as the Nautical Almanac, and the other as the ''"''^ ^^"—

Epitome, method. (Raper, Table 51). The former is the more
exact, and as the difference in the length of the calculation is so

trifling as not to be worth speaking about, the preference is

given to it, especially since it possesses the decided advantage of

familiarizing the navigator with Sidereal Time in the precise

form employed in certain of the stellar problems herein treated

of. Therefore, mark well hoiu it is arrived at. It is a matter of

importance, in the first place, to select a good foi"m of working,

2b
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and then to stick to it. This has heen made a leading feature in

" Wrinkles."

At aliout S 10 I'.M., May 10th, ISHO, when in Latitude and

Longitude liy account 41' 47' N. and 55' 45' W., observed the

altitude of star Polaris to be 40' ;^G|', when a chronometer which

was 3ni. 56s. .slow of G.M.T. .shewed llh. 41ni. .Sis. p.m. same date.

Eve 32 feet. Index error + 45". No arc errors.

Nautical

Almanac
method.

II. M. s.

11 41 31 Time by chronometer.
4- 3 ii6 Error of chronometer.

11 4i 27 0..M.T.
- 8 13 00 Longitude in time W.

8 t 27 Mean time at ship,

•f 8 60 8 Sid. liiiu* at Qreenwich mean nuon.
+ 1 K Acceleration for llh. 46m. 27it.

11 64 31 Sidereal time of ob^erTation at abip,

or, io othvr words, the Itij-ht Ascen-
aion of the .Meritlian of obserTer

Obaerved alt. of Polaria .

.

Indei error
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nection with one or other of them, the author thinks no apology

is needed to introduce it more particularly to the notice of the

reader. Moreover, it is much more satisfactory to understan<l it

than not to understand it, especially when ten minutes will

suffice for the purpose.

The following—by kind permission of the publishers of

Chambers's Journal—is copied verbatim, from the March
number for 1885. It is selected from among many articles by
various writers as being at once a clear, concise and popular

explanation, such as will be likely to recommend itself to the

favour of intelligent seamen.

WHEN SHALL WE LOSE OUR POLE STAB?

" This may be to some of our readers a startling question ; for Precession of

most of us have had that star pointed out to us many years ; and the Equinoxes

perhaps those who directed our eyes to it little thought that there

would ever be any other pole-star.

" It is well known that if the northern extremity of the axis of

our earth were lengthened until it met the imaginary sphere of

the heavens, it would come very near to our present pole-star, prolongation

hence called Polaris ; and if, for any cause, the direction of that of earti.s axis

axis were materially altered, that star would no longer be a true

index of the north.

" We now propose to show that such a change of the direction

of the earth's axis is continually taking place ; and that the ter-

restrial axis when thus lengthened describes a cone, the apex of

which is the centre of the earth ; and the circumference of the

base of the cone is a circle described amongst the stars. When
the axis has described one-half of its course, the angle between constant

the two positions it occupies at the beginning and at the middle change in

of the rotation is about forty-seven degrees. And thus the of axis"^

extremity of the axis will successively come near to other stars

than our present pole-star ; and in about twelve thousand years

it will have as the Polaris the very conspicuous star Vega, or o

in the constellation Lyra.

" We now proceed to explain the reason of this movement of the

earth's axis. It is well known that the earth is not a perfect

sphere, but is flattened at the poles, being what astronomers call

an oblate spheroid. Now, the sun's attraction upon such a

spheroidal body is not quite the same as it would be upon a per-

fect sphere. When the sun is at either equinox—that is, ju.st

over the equator—the attraction exercised upon our earth is the
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Why a pegtop

pirif without

falling.

variibiiity of Same as if that body were spherical ; but wlien the sun is at or

Ittra^Uon""" ' ^^^^ ''''^ Upper tiopic, its action upon tlie terrestrial matter which

bulges at the eijuator has a tendency to pull that matter toward.-

the ecliptic, and to make the axis of the earth approach to a

vertical to the ecliptic. The same influence is at work when the

sun is near the lower tropic. And if this influence were not

counteracted, the effect would be to cause the ecliptic and equator

ultimately to coincide ; and our annual succession of .seasons

would be done away with. But as no such catastrophe is threaten-

ing us, and the inclination of the ecliptic to the equator re-

mains about twenty-three and a half degrees, there must be some

force which neutralises the above tendency : this is the rotation

of the earth on its own axis. No one but a good mathematician

could a priori tell the exact efl'cct of these two forces combined.

But any one may see how rotation may aftlct the motion of a

body acted on by another force, by observing how a pegtop is

kept upright by the rotation, whilst it falls as the rotation ceasea

The influence of this rotation to keep a body from falling may
be noticed by anyone who carefully observes a spinning coin when

about to fall. While the coin spins rapitUy, its uppermost part

appears as a point. As it falls, the point becomes a small circle,

increasing as the rotation slackens. But if the coin V>e very

closely watched, when beginning to fall, it will be seen that the

small circle is for a moment diminished, showing that the coin

had partially recovered its upright position. This recover^' is

entirely due to the rotation.

" Similarly, a bicycle is kept from falling l^y its horizontal

motion ; Jind a conical bullet, which has gained a great rapidity

of rotation from a rifled barrel, keeps the direction of its a.xis

without deflection to the right or left And thus we And that

the present position of the earth's axis with respect to the ecliptic

is not altered ; but the two forces acting upon the earth cause

tlie axis to rotate, as above described, so that the north pole de-

scribes a circle in the heaveas.

" But as the period of this rotation is very great, it was not easy

to detect such a result, except after a long period of observation.

It was discovered thus. The point where the ecliptic and equator

cut is called the first point of the constellation Aries, one of the

well-known twelve signs of the zodiac. From this point all

celestial measurements are made eastwards. Each star of im-

portance has had its distance east of that point—called its right

n.scfntion— recorded. In the course of time, the tables of these
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numbers so recorded appeared to be erroneous ; but the error R'e'>' Ascen-

was so regular, and all in one direction, that it was conjectured ^""s^rd'*""
that the point from which these right ascensions were reckoned
had itself shifted its place. And so it proved; and if anyone
looks at a celestial globe, he will see that Aries no longer occupies
the position where the equinox is, but is somewhat to the east,

or right, because the point of intersection of the ecliptic and
equator has slipped back. But as the sun appears to take a
shorter time to come back to the equinox than to arrive at the
same stars, which were once close to that point of intersection,

this slow retrograde motion is termed the precession of the

equmoxes.

" The distance on the equator caused by this retrograde motion

would, if not otherwise modified, be 50 "'41 annually. But the

attraction of the planets on each other produces a very small

motion of the equinox in the other direction ; and so the result- Ammai amount

ing precession is about 50"1 annually. If we divide the three

hundred and sixty degrees of the circle by the above small

quantity, we shall find that the period of the revolution of the

earth's axis is 25,SG8 years.

" Of course the moon has an influence on the extra mass at the

earth's equator, as the sun has, similar in kind, but far less in

quantity. This influence would cause the earth's axis to describe

very small cones of the same nature as the large cone above de-

scribed ; and the period of every rotation would be about nine-

teen years. The efl'ect of this second or lunar influence is to Nutation

cause the eai-th's axis to dip a little towards the equator, and

then to resume its position ; and this nodding motion is termed

nutation, from the Latin word nutare, to nod. Thus the axis of

the earth describes a cone not of uniform surface, but as it were

fluted, and completes its majestic round in nearly twenty-six

thousand years, pointiiig to a various succession of stars which

will in their turns be honoured by future astronomers as the

pole-stars of their respective generations."

It is curious that no mention is made in the above description The GyroscoD*

of a philosophical toy (procurable for a few shillings), known as

the Gyroscope, the principle of which has now been satisfactorily

applied to compasses.*

This little apparatus illustrates the surprising properties of

both simple and compound rotation. Its very peculiar action

* See Appendix S.
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depends upon the law that if a mass be set revolving about ita

principal axis of inertia of greatest or least moment, the direction

of the axis will remain absolutely unchanged, so long as Vie

rotation continues unimpaired and extraneous force i« not

applied.

Onivtrjni This is precisely the position of our earth. Rotation would

keep the polar axis fixed in space—always pointing to the same

star—were it not for the disturbance caused by the attraction

of other neighl)oiiring bodies.



CHAPTER VI.

LATITUDE BY EX-MERIDIAN ALTITUDE OF THE SIN.

Many are now the methods of working ' Ex-meridians.' ail

more or less good in their way. The author's prime favourite

in days gone by was Towson's, which has many good points to towsoos

recommend it—among others, its independence of the latitude Tables

by account ; but as relentless Time rolls on, one thing super-

sedes another, and the difSculty—daily increasing—is how to

keep pace with this ceaseless movement, and how to find time

for the investigations necessary to separate the residuum of

wheat from the preponderating bulk of chaff.

Twenty-seven years ago stars were not so much to the front

as they are now, so Towson's Tables did not extend beyond

23° 20' of declination, which means that at length they have to

give way to others of greater scope. The same may be said of

Bairnson's—otherwise excellent.

A handy method in very small compass is due to Captain _ .

James Smith, and is published by H. Hughes and Son of Fen- Bairnson«

church Street. These very concise Tables run to 60' of Latitude, ^*'''"

and the same of Declination ; they consequently embrace a big

area, and in that i-espect are an advance upon both Towson and

Bairnson. Admirable though they be, the writer nevertheless

prefers those of Messrs. Brent, Walter, and Williams, which came
^

. Brent's Tables

out in 1886.* These latter extend to 60" of Latitude and 70° of the most com-

Declination. Like the others already mentioned, the method is
p"''*"^'"-

short, sure, and simple, but this one is the ne plus ultra.

Their book also includes an explanation of that phase of the

Sumner or Double Altitude problem now known as the " New
T̂he 'New

Navigation." This the reader can take or leave as he pleases. Navigation

Whilst admitting its neatness, the writer is averse to the diagram

part of the method, which somehow seems to him out of place in

London; George Philip & Sod, Limited, 32 Fleet Street, London.
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a ship, except perhaps in tine weather with the advantage of a

commoilioiischart-iooiii.anJ tliis latter is unfortunately notalways

to be liaJ in the mercantile marine. Tlie "New Navigation," how-

ever, has ceased to be of the " fancy " type, and its utility is being

increasingly demonstrated in practical work, at sea from daj- to daj-.

But we are digressing, and must hark back to Ex-meridians.

When the skj* is cloudy, the sun or other celestial body, though

it may happen to be obscured so that the meridian altitude if

unattainable, nevertlieless frequently appears for short intervals

both before and after its meridian pas.sage. If not observed at

these times, the Latitude ma}- be lost for the day : and a.s the

finding of the Longitude is generally dependent upon a correct

knowledge of the Latitude, the morning sights will have been

taken to little purpose.

AdT»ntae«of ]„ addition to the extreme simplicity of the Ex-meridian
Ez-meridlan<

i i • i i • i • • i • i

problem, it ]ia.s tins to recommciul it,—tliat neither is the patience

taxed, the eye fatigued, nor the instrument unnece.s.sarily exposed

by tlie usual weary waiting for the Meridian altitude, as one

observation within the prescribed limits suffices for the correct

determination of the Latitude, if the Apparent Time at Ship be

known with tolerable accuracy. Were it not indeed, that the

wide application of this most useful problem is somewhat re-

.stricted, it would deserve to rank be/ore that of the Meridian

altitude, wliich latter—since the introduction of easy solutions

of the Ex-meridian problem— is certainly no longer of the same

importance.

AppUcition If the value of the problem under consideration be somewhat
limited in low

lessened owiiij]: to its unsuit)ibilitv in low latitudes, it must not
latltndra. '' •

be forgotten that in such regions there is generally but little

dilliculty in getting the sun exactly at noon, so that the inapplica-

bility of the method at .such times is not much felt

Rui« trguUt' The rule regulating the limits within which Ex-meridians may

Angle""' 'j"^ taken is easily remembered, namcl}'

—

The hour angle of (he

sun, or time from noon, should not ciceed the number of degrees

in the sun's .mkhidian zenith distance. Therefore, if the sun's

meridian altitude be about SO', the time from n(X)n of an Ex-

meridian okservation should ije less than ten minule.s. In Tow-

son's method, the Tables admit of a 20 minutes hour angle even

with an altitude of 74", beyond wliicli it is not pnnlent to go,

as the ivsults would I'C doulitful.

The correctness of tiie Latitude deduceil from the metliod of

reduction to the meridian, depends upon the accuracy witii which
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the Apparent Time at Ship is known, and the higher the altitude

the greater is the precision required in the time. If sights have

been taken at a suitable hour in the morning (see chapter on

Longitude by Chronometer), there should be no hitch on this

account. But admitting the Apparent Time to be in error some-

what, there is still a way of circumventing the difficulty. Get a DoJge when

P.M. Ex-meridian as ivell as an A.Af. one, and endeavour that is faulty,

both shall have about the same altitude. The mean of the two

resulting latitudes

—

after each has been reduced to noon—will be

within a fraction of the truth. In a note Towson says :

—

"If equal altitudes be taken before and after the meridian xowsons

passage, half the elapsed time may be employed as the hour angle '^°^«'-

for determining the reduction. Or, when the altitudes before and

after noon difler by only a few minutes,* the mean of the two

may be reduced by employing half the elapsed time as the hour

angle for reducing the mean altitude."

In these rules no allowance is made for observer's change of Results

position ; and though they may be sufficiently accurate in a slow shipVchange

moving vessel when the hour angle is small, or where the course °f position,

is nearly East or West, they would scarcely do in a fast steamer,

steering Nortii or South with a large hour angle. So if these

rules should at any time be employed, care must be taken to see

that the circumstances are not objectionable.

There is j^et another dodge, when the time is uncertain, by

which it may be approximately corrected. If two equally good

Ex-meridian altitudes, with an interval between them of say ten

minutes, be taken on the same side of noon; and the second

latitude, on being worked back to the place of the first by allow-

ing the correction due to the course and distance in the interval,

does not agree with it, the Time is probably in error ; in which

case the mean latitude is not to be taken as the true latitude, from Mode of ap-

thefact that an error in the time affects least the observation nearest 11°^^^^^^^'

the meridian ; which latter is accordingly to be preferred. It will Hour Angle

be easy then to find by trial the hour angle which will make the

first result agree with the last ; and thus the Apparent Time may
be approximately corrected.

It is unnecessary in these pages to give the rule for working
' Ex-meridians,' according to Brent, Walter, and Williams, but

examples are given in this and Chapter VIII. to afford an oppor-

tunity of complying with the adage

—

* Minutes of arc (') are of course meant.
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" Taste and try

Before you buy."

Tlie Apparent Time at Sliip is cleduce<l from the chronometei

time ill the manner airemly explained in tlie chapter ahout

Azimuths.

November 18th, 1881, about seven bells in the forenoon, in

Latitude by account 51° N., and Longitude 11^ 30' W., the observed

altitude of the sun's lower limb wtvs 19' 20J' S., when a chrono-

meter which was 4in. slow of G.M.T. shewed Oh. 2m. 30s. P.M.

.same date. Eye 24 feet. Required the latitude at instant of

observation, and also at noon ; the ship making S. l-t'^ \V. (true),

14 knots.

Time bv Chronometer 2 30

Error slow -f- 4

G.M.T 6 30

Equation of time -\- 14 36

O. A. T 21 6
l>ougitUile ill lime W — 46

Westerly Hour Angle 23 35 6

tjulerly Hour Angle 24 54

Sun's observed altitude ly 20
Correction—Tabic I + 8

Sun's true altitude 19 29
•an rio

{:^ :::::::::::::::::::::::: n:
Meridian Alt. at place of obs. 19 42

90

Mer.Zen.Diit at place ofobs.

Corrected declination

I^t.at instant of observation

Correction for Run till noon

Latitude at noon

70
19
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plained to them, were inclined to dispute the truth of the above Reduction tc

statements. It is easy to see that, in a case similar to the imagiu- "'"'"•

ary one pictured on pages 3G8—369, if the latitude were found

by an " Ex-merid.," instead of the meridian altitude, and if the re-

duction to noon tvere not made, a like catastrophe might well

ensue.

In working ' Ex-meridians ' it might be useful to know approxi- Test of

mately what error would be produced in the resulting latitude
^""*'"'"''

by an assumed error in the Hour Angle. As the formula is short,

it can readily be employed when the observer has any doubt as

to the suitability of the selected object. It is necessary that the

true azimuth should be known, and this can be found as most

convenient.

Rule :—Add together the cosine of the Lat., the sine of the

Bearing, and the log. of the assumed error in the Hour Angle

(expressed in arc). The natural number corresponding to the

log. of the sum will be the error in the Latitude.

Previous Example.
Latitude 510 N Cosine 97989
• ' True Bearing, S. 6° 15' E Sine 90369
Assumed Error = 1"^ = 15' Log. 1"1761

1 '03 = Log. 0-0119
60

it. for an assumed error \ ,, ,„..,_ ,, „„

in the Hour Angle / = UJ^' '^^UError in Lat. for an assumed error

of 1



CHAPTKR VII.

TIME.

Before going any deeper into the various star problems which

are considered of practical value, it is as well that the reader

should be thoroughly at home in the subject of Time—especially

Sidereal Time. The word Sidereal means—of or belonging to

the stars, and is derived from the Latin Sidtis, a star.

By the generic term Day, is meant the interval of time between

the departure of a heavenly body from nnj* meridian and it^ next

return to it. It derives its distinguishing name from the par-

ticular body referred to : thus we have a Solar day, a Lunar day,

and a Sidereal day.

SMrreai day. A Sidereal day is the period in which the earth performs one

complete revolution round its axis, and, setting fractions on one

.side, is equal to 23h. 56m. 4s. of mean time, as measured by our

clocks or watches ; so that the common expression, that tlie world

revolves once in twenty-four hours, is incorrect, unle.ss Sidereid

hours are either specitied or understood.*

•rtii'j yririy The cartli really rotates on its axis 366 times in the course of

a year ; but as we also make one revolution round the sun in the

same period, the sun appears to travel round us only 3G5 times.-*^

A Sidereal daij is shorter than a mean Solar day by 3m. 56a

coasequently, the stars come to the meridian of any place nearly

four minutes of clock time earlier on each succeeding day. Their

* TUe interval occupied by the oartb in perronuiug oue revoluliou rounil itiaiisit liken

M the standard (or tlie meuurcnicnt of time. The Telocity of rotation ia consiilcrcil never

to vnry in the »lighte!it ilcgreo ; luit l.or<l Kelvin •uppose.i, from certain m.it1iero«Uc«l

investigatloiia nia<le l>y him, that this may not bv altogether true. Tlic<e inveatigatioDi

li'ail him to bclicTo in tho |>oviibility of the earth 'a motion Wing iuAniteainially retarded

by the tidal wave, which, moving in the oppoaita direction, acta u|ion it after tlie mannei

of a friction braka. From the im)>oaaibility at prcjient of conatructing clocks to go with

anthcient regularity, there ia no direct way of testing tbii idejL

t In tlu' languagi' of nautical latronomy, the earth (for aake of convenience) iacouaidered

a« ataudiug atill, and the beavena t<i lx- lu' vm^- roiiu.l it.

rotation.
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revolution in the heavens may be taken as perfectly regular, Daily revoiu

since our distance fi-om the stars is so inconceivably great, that
'°"f.°tiy*"

the earth's annual motion in space is quite imperceptible when regular,

compared with it.* With the sun it is otherwise. Owing to the

non-coincidence of the Equator with tlio Ecliptic, and the unequal

motion of the sun in the latter.t due to tlie eccentricity of the

earth's orbit, the solar days are of varying length. The period

between two successive transits of the sun is known as an Ap- Soiar days

, . .
1 J 1. • vary in length

•parent Solar Day ; but, from its irregularity, it would be im-

possible to get clocks which would conform with it, so as always

to point to 12 when the sun was on the meridian.

To eet over this and other difficulties, astronomers conceived ''°*s:'"J">'
°'

o
^ . ., ,

Mean Sun

the idea of creating an imaginary sun—which, like the stars, moves in the

would be uniform in its motion. The interval between two sue- EquatlTr.

cessive transits of this imaginary sun is termed a Mean Solar

Day, and is equal to the mean or average of all the Apparent

Solar Days in a year. It is this to which our clocks and chrono-

meters are adjusted, as well for navigational as the every-day

purposes of life ; but, in observatories, it is also customary to

have an additional clock regulated to Sidereal time, on account

of its greater convenience in connection with certain of the

astronomical observations. The dial of this clock is numbered Sidereal ciocii

up to 2i hours, so that the short hand makes but one round of
^^^ked"'*'

the circle in the day. J

The difl'erence between apparent and mean time at any

instant, or the angle at the pole, or the arc of the equinoctial,

between the circles of declination of the real and imaginary

suns, expressed in time, is familiarly known to sailors as the

Equation of Time. Sometimes the imaginary sun is ahead of Equation ot

the real one, and sometimes it is astern of it, according to the
''""*

period of the year. The fact as to which of the two is leading

decides the application of the equation of time, as set forth in

the precept at the head of its column in the Aautical Almanac.

A sun dial shews Apparent time, and consequently its indica- Apparent

tions will only agree with Mean or clock time wiien the real Time, and

, . • 1 j.i_ 'J* difference

and imaginary sun happen to coincide, or pass the meridian
^^^^^^^ s„„.

at the same instant. This actually occurs four times in adiaiandcioci

twelvemonth, namely, about April 14th, June 13th, August 31st,
'^''"^•

and December 23rd. Accordingly, on these days—at a particular

moment—the Equation of Time is nil. The dates vary slightly

from year to year.

See liage.5 320—321. See footnote on page 368.

1 In parentbesis, let it lie here remarked, that chronometers for u.-e on ship-board

shoiiUl have then faces figured in a similar manner. Were it so, it would save many

uii.-.ukes.
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Firit point of

Ariel.

Tlic foregoing explanations ought to make clear the meaning
of the terms App<xrent Solar day (apparent time), Afean Solar

day (mean time), and Sidereal day (sidereal time). Until the

reader feels that he perfectly comprehends them he had l)cttcr

not attempt to fjo further.

Mean Time. MeuH time begins (that is, a mean solar clock points toOh.Om.Os.)

at mean noon; or what is the same thing—at the instant of the

passage of the imaginary sun across the meridian.

Sidereal Time. Sidereal time begins (that is, a sidereal clock points to Oh. ()m.Oa)

when the first point of AHes is on the meridian of the observer,

and is counted straight through 24 houra till the same point

returns again. The hour angle or meridian distance of this point

is accordingly Sidereal time.

It is now nece.s.sary to know what is meant by the first point

of Aries. It is that point in the heavens which the sun's centre

occupies at the Vernal equinox when its declination changes from

South to North ; or, as sailors say, when the sun crosses (he Line

bound Nortii.

This point, like the mean sun, is purely an imaginary one, as

nothing exists to mark its place, nor would it be any particular

advantage were it otherwise ; moreover, the point itself is liable

to a certain slow movement westward,—so slow, however, as not

to affect perceptibly the interval of any two of its successive

returns to the meridian, although in a year the amount of retro-

gression (50"), as it is called, is quite appreciable.

On tlie other hand, at the autumnal equinox, when " Old

Jamaica" bids good-bye for a spell to tiiis henii.sphere, the

pasition of his centre marks the first point of Libra. From

what has been said it will be seen tliat these two * Points ' repre-

sent the intersections of the Celestial Equator with the Ecliptic.

When tlic sun is in either of these position.s, day and night are

of equal lengtii all over the world.

But here it must be explained that the actual equinoctial points

no longer occupy the same place in the heavens that they did

2000 years ago, when the famous Greek a-stronomor Hipparchus

discovered I'rccession. At that time they happened to coiiicidi

with Aries and Libra respectively, and were dubbed accordingly;

but, as already stnted, inexorable I'recesnion has caused the.sc

points, one of which Hi|)parchus took as his zero, to retreat

westward along the Ecliptic at the atumal rate of 50", .so that

now, except in name, thi'V find themselves cut adrift from Aries

ami Libra, and respectively aMut t<> leave the c«>nstellatii)ns

risccs and Vinjo for Aquarius an«l Leo, or fully '-^O' from tlie

starting point of Hipparchus.

Preceision

discovered by

Hipparchus.
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The retreat of the equinoctial points througrh the constellations The " signs

of the zodiac will go on slowly but surely ^ill the complete tour
f|°n3*^of (|fj'"

of the heavens shall have been made. This will require a period ZoHiac part

of 25,868 years ; meanwhile, wc will continue to talk of the
'^'""p*"^-

imarjinary ' first point of Aries ' as distinct from the real ' first

point of Aries,' and thus breed confusion, unless an Act of

Parliament should decree somethinff more rational.

It is from this peripatetic point as zero that the Right Ascen- Equivalents

sions of all celestial bodies are measured. The Rinht Ascension ° ^'^^^
^ Ascension and

and BecUnation of a ijoint in the heavens correspond to the Declination.

Longitude and Latitude of a station on the earth.

Right Ascension, which we come across so frequently in De6nition oi

Nautical Astronomy, may be defined as an arc of the equator
^'j^g^j,

included between the aforesaid imaginary first point, or com-

mencement, of Aries and the celestial meridian of the body it

refers to, and is reckoned on the celestial equator exactly as the

Longitude of places on the earth is reckoned on our equator
;

with this distinction, however, that Right Ascension is reckoned

continuously through 24 hours from west to east, or in the

opposite direction to the apparent diurnal motion of the heavenly

bodies,—whereas Longitude is counted as east or west of Green-

wich, or any other arbitrary meridian, such as Paris, or Cadiz,

according to caprice. Moreover, as the stars do not preserve that

constant position with respect to the meridian which they do with

respect to the equator, there cannot be that correspondence be-

tween Right Ascension and Longitude which does exist between

Declination and Latitude.

This being understood, we next come to the term Hour angle. Definition of

or Meridian distance as it is sometimes called. It may be
"""^ "^

defined as the angle at the Pole, included between the meridian

of the observer and the celestial meridian of the body referred

to. Like the Right Ascension, the Hour angle is measured on

the celestial equator in the same way that Longitude is measured

on the terrestrial equator.*

In turning these definitions over in the mind, one must try not "Time"—

a

to get " mixed," as will, however, very likely be the case with '

'^'' * ° *''

those whose attention has only been seriously called to them now
for the first time. Do not be disheartened and tempted to skip,

but try back, and each fresh reading will give more insight,

until the whole is as plain as, A B G. Often it is a good plan to

* It must not be forgotten that longitude is reckoned in time as well as in arc.
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Equality in

lilTerences c

Longitude

and Right

Ascension.

1 lni«

Problei

sleep on a matter difficult to understand, and attack it again in

tlic morning when the brain is vigorous.

Time is an essential clement in navigation, and, entering as it

does into all of the astronomical problems, is as necessary to be

understoo<l as the points of the conip:iss. Unfortunately there is

no " roj'al road " to these more abstruse questions—nothing for

it but to hammer away at them with all possible concentration

of thought till the victory is gained.

If the reader has got a clear conception of the foregoing, he

will scarcely recjuire to be told that the Hour amjh of the tirst

point of Aries is equal to the liighl Ascension of the Meridian

of an observer, which again is precisely the same thing as <S'u/«-

real Time. From this it follows that difference of Right Ascen-

sion may with perfect propriety be considered as a portion of

Sidereal time, or as Longiliule.

Thus, if a certain star were on tlie meridian of any place—say

New York—at the same instjint that another star was on the

meridian of Greenwicli, the difference of the Rujkt Ascensions

of these two stai-s would be equal to the Longitude of Mew York.

By turning to page II. for the month in the Xautical Almanac,

it will be found that the last or right-hand colunm is headed
" SiUEUEAL Time." In the words of the explanation given on

page 501 of the N. A. for 1895, this " SiDEUEAL Time " " is the

angular distjince* of the first point of Aries, or the true vernal

equinox from tiie meridiauf at the instant of Mean noon. It is,

therefore, the Right Ascension of tiie Mean sun, or the time .siiewn

by a sidereal clock at Greenwich, when the mean time clock

indicates Oil. Om. Os." In proof of this it will be noticed on the

same page that the Equation of Time is equal to the ditl'erence

between tha Apparent Right Ascension of the sun at Mean noon,

and the Sidei-eal time at Mean noon.

By the foregoing, it ought to be again made evident that

Sidereal time and Right Ascension of t/ie meridian are one and

the same thing. Now, since the measure of Sidereal time is

identical with the measure of Longitude, if by any means we can

know the Sidereal lime at Grecnicich corrcspimding to the Side-

real time at Ship, we have at once the Longitude of the ship as

measured from (jreenwicii.

In the thoughtful mind the (|uestion may be raised as to

whether Longitude, when mejisurcd by an interval of Sidereal

* R«ckouo<l in (iai* sot in arc i At OrMDwIeb.
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time, is the same as when measured (numerically speakiny) by a similarity oi

similar interval of Mean time, seeing that sidereal and mean time Mea^Time

have different absolute values. Raper, in a foot-note,* disposes intervals,

of this question tluis :

—

" The difl'. long, is found as well by means of the motion of a

star as of the sun ; that is, by means of a clock or chronometer

regulated to Sidereal time, as well as by one regulated to Mean R^pe- 'o the

time. For although the absolute interval of time employed by a

star in moving from one meridian to the other is less than that

employed by the sun, yet it is divided into the same number of

hours, minutes, and seconds, but which are of smaller magnitude,

and thus the difference of time results, in numbers, the same."

In finding the longitude at sea, the Sidereal Time at Ship is

obtained by calculation from observations of the stars themselves,

but the Sidereal Time at Greenwich, with which to compare it,

is dependent upon the accuracy of the chronometers employed in

the operation, and is found as follows. To the chronometer time

of observation apply its error, which, of course, gives Greenwich

Mean Time. To this add the Sidereal time for the preceding

Mean noon, taken from the last column on page II. of the month.

It now becomes necessary to change the given Greenwich Mean How to

Time into sidereal measure by adding to it the acceleration taken ^^"^.°
f''"'^!'

*' ^ Time into Stai

from a table of time equivalents to be found on page 486 of the Time.

N. A. for 1895. This table is also. given in Raper's Epitome,

where it is numbered 23, and is used for converting intervals of

mean solar time into equivalent intervals of sidei'eal time. In

actual practice the hundredths would be rejected. See page 740.

EXAMPLE.

Required the Sidereal Time at Greemuich on March 2Sth, 1881, Example of

when a chronometer which was 5m. 42s. fast of G.M.T. shewed
^^ Greenwich

9h. 15m. 18s. same date:

—

H. M. s.

Time by chronometer 9 15 IS'OO

Chronom. fast of G.M.T - 5 42 00

Greenwich Mean Time 9 9 3600

Sidereal time at preceding mean noon, viz., March 28th . 24 9'57

By Ta> le, the acceleration for 9h. of Green. Mean Time is + 1 2871

„ „ 9m. , „ +0 r48

„ „ 36a. „ „ +0 010

Required Sidereal Time at Greenwich 9 35 15 '86

' Page 175, nineteentb edition.
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9h. 35m. loSCs. is accordinj^ly the S'ulcrad Time at Greemvich

at the instant of 9h. 9ui. 36.s. Mean Time at that place, and is

equal to the lUght Ascension of the Meridian of an observer at

Greenwich; or, in other words—at that moment, and at that

place—the Hour angle of the first point of Aries is 9h. 35m.

15-86.S. West.

The approximate Hideredl Time at Ship may, in a somewhat

similar manner, be determined from the chronometer time and

the longitude by account.

EXAMPLE.

Example of Rei|uirea the Sidereal Time at Ship on November 18th, 1881,
Sidereal Time

, , , • i « art ^ /• n it »ii i i

•ij/»(/. wiien a chronometer, wliicli was 2m. 42a slow of U..M.1., slicwcil

nil. 54m. 33.S. same date. Longitude by account, 00' 15 W.

II. u. s.

Time by Chronometer .... U .'>4 3300

Chronom. slow of G.M.T + 2 4200

Greenwich Mean Time ... U 57 IS'OO

Longitude of ship in time 4 1 OO'OO

Mean Time at ship 7 56 15-00

Siiicreiil Time nt precedinff mean nouii, viz., Nov. isih . . 15 50 39'98

By Table, the acceleration for Ilii. of Green. Mean Time is + 1 4842

:.7iu. „ „ +0 936

„ „ Lis. „ „ +0 0-04

The required Sidereal Time at Ship, or Ri^ht Ascension
{ ,, ^^ 528O

of the Meridian * ^-^—

—

Thi.s last is what is required in the problem, " Latitude by an

How to find Kx-mcridian Altitude of a star." Then, to ascertain from it the
»nd naine

star's liour an£rle, you have merely to take the difterence between
St«r » Hour n ' J J

Angle. the Right Ascension of tfic vieridian, as above, and the Right

Ascension of the star, as given in the NatUical Almaruic.

In Working " Ex-Merids.," it is not always necessary to know
whether the hour angle is East or West ; but, should it be rcquireil.

the following rule is not difticult to remember. In all cases, if

the Right Ascension of the vteridian exceed •J4h., subtract that

amount from it; then, if it be greater than the Right Ascension

of the star, the iiour angle is west. When tlie contrary is the

case, it is east Should the hour angle thus found exceed 12h.,

Hubtract it from l'4h., and reverse its name.

cueckto«»oid
'^'^ prevent any gross mistjikes cree|)ing into this work, it is

miiuiiM. easy to chock the result by llaper's Table 27. Thus: take the

difTercuce between the A]>parent Time at Ship (roughly found bj'
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clock) and the stated time of star's meridian passage, as given in

the table, which will be sufficiently near the true hour angle to

enable any great blunder in the regular work to be detected.

In connection with Time, there is one point which deserves more Gain or loss of

than a passing notice. It is the picking-up or dropping of a day, cunmavVating

according as the globe is circumnavigated east or west-about. the Globe

One who is not familiar with the subject finds it difficult to

realize that at the same moment there should be a difference of

time at various parts of the earth's surface—nor is this really the

case so far as absolute time is concerned. The present moment

here in England is eijually the -present moment in Sydney, Aus-

tralia, although the clock there marks some ten hours later than

it does with us. This is accounted for by the fact that the sun,

which is the divider of day and night, and all over the world the Sun th« domes-

recognised marker of Time, crosses the meridian of Sydney some
of^the'woVid''^

ten hours before it reaches ours.

In the daily course of the sun, his advent at each meridian on

the earth's surface marks the hour of noon for all places on that

meridian. It is thus the sailor, more especially, reckons his time. Explanation oi

No matter what seas he may be navigating, he considers it noon
g^inejTr lost

the moment the sun is " up," or on his meridian. Now, if his in navigation,

course lies from east to west, or if he and the sun are moving in

the same direction, clearly at the instant the sun arrives at his

meridian, and he strikes 8 bells, it must be past noon at the places

he left yesterday, and is not yet coon at the place he hopes to

reach by to-morrow.

On the other hand, if he is sailing eastward, he is moving in an

opposite direction to the sun—which, therefore, instead of over-

taking him, as it did when he was bound towards the west, now
advances to meet him, and, consequently, before it has reached the

spot where he took his mid-day observation of yestei'day, it will

be past noon with him to-day, and getting on towards one bell.

In plain language, as he goes eastward he shortens his day, and

as he goes westward he lengthens it, in exact proportion to the

difference of longitude made good—the constant rate in all lati-

tudes being 1 hour for every 15° of his advance.

Let then the navigator—having started presumably fi-om Green-

wich in an easterly direction—arrive at the meridian of ISO" at 1

o'clock on the morning of Tuesday' the 16th (ship time); it will

then be only 1 o'clock at Greenwich in the afternoon of Monday

the 15th, as by meeting the .sun ho has got ahead of the folks at

home, and anticipated their time by twelve hours. It will be
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What to du oil

arriving at the

meridian of

180".
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to Greenwicli

date shrwn hy

Ckronomftfr.

Chiououielcr

(ac«-how it

fchould be

mailctd.

How to avoid

eoafnalon.

mid-night with him when it is only mid-day with them. If he

continues on in the same direction, and completes the other half

of the voyage without altering his date, he will have gained an-

other 12 hours on arrival at Greenwich, no matter how long lie

may be in getting there, and would probably imagine the day of

his return to be, say Friday noon, when in reality it was only

Thursday noon.

To avoid this, on passing the meridian of 180° E., he should

have reckoned Monday the 15th twice over, which would have

brought things straight at the finish. On the contrary, when

reaching 180' in a westerly direction, the navigator would be

exactly 12 hours behind Greenwich, so that if it were then 1

o'clock on Tuesday morning the 16tli by his reckoning, it would

be 1 o'clock in the afternoon of the same day at Greenwich. If

he pursued his voyage westward without making the requisite

alteration in his calendar, he would arrive at Greenwich, say at

uoon on Friday, and be surprised to learn that with the inhabit-

ants it was noon on Saturday. To avoid this, he should have

skipped a day when at 180^ W. He should have called the day

WednCvSday, and have overlooked Tuesday altogether.

The great point for the practical navigator to attend to is to

hold on to his Girenwich date b;/ chronometer, otherwise he may
make the not uncommon blunder of taking out the Xautical

Almanac elements for the wrong day, and so get adrift as to his

true position.

Here tlie marking uf the chronometer face from up to 23

hours would be of great si-rvice. As the dial is figured at

present, there are no means of distinguishing the XII. noon

from XII. midnight; whereas, if marked as suggested, hour

would alwaj's r«'fer to noon, and 12 hours to midnight.

If, however, a man. when winding his chronometer, were to

take tiie trouble from the very beginning of the voj-nge, to enter

every day, on a slip of paper kept in the case, the hour A.M. or

P.M., day of the week, and day of the month

—

Greenwich lime—
of his doing so, he could not passibly get astray. When, by-and-

by, ho found his own or ship date differing from that of Green-

wich, he would merely have to adopt the latter, whatever it

might be. Thus, having pas,sed the meridian of 180° M, on going

to wind liis chronometer at 8 o'clock on Tuesday morning the

IGth, ho would find by his slip that at Greenwich it was 8 o'clock

on Monday evening the 15th, and wouM accordingly instruct

his chief officer to consider the »lay as Monday over again, and

(to enter it in his log.
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Going east or west round the world, there will be no real gain

or loss of a day. Otherwise a man, by contiauallj^ sailing round

east-about, miglit be considered—from the frequent repetition of

a day which it entailed—to have lived longer than another who
had stopped at home. In the case of the traveller, he only appears ^° "b^otute

, . E^in or loss of

to gain a day, as each one of those he has lived whilst on his time in circum-

journey has been shorter by a certain number of minutes—which ^^^^^',j*"°*^
"'*

has arisen from the diflereuce of longitude traversed between

two consecutive arrivals of the sun on his meridian ; whilst the

day of the man who remained behind has alwa3's contained the

complete 24 hours.

Again, if two men, A and B, started at the same instant on a Curious iiius-

journej' round the world, the first going east and the other west, difference of

and neither made any alteration in their dates from the time of "^^'^ caused
^

. . by circum-
setting out till their return together on the same day, this is navigating in

what would happen : A would believe he had arrived, say on opp°s''e

^ * ... .
.
directions.

Sunday, and B would persist in considering it as Friday. There

would be a difference of two whole days in their reckoning ; but

no one would seriously entertain the idea that on this account A
had lived 48 hours longer than B. The actual day of the week

would, of course, be Saturday, and the actual time occupied by

each on the journey would be precisely the same.

The reader will understand from this that Time may be relative

as well as absolute.

To shew this yet more clearly, let us take a very exaggerated

case. Supposing it were possible for a pedestrian to walk round

either pole of the earth, say at a fixed distance from it of 10

miles, the circumference of the circle which he would describe

would be 60 miles, and at the rate of 2^ miles per hour he would

accomplish the entire circuit in one day. If then, he started at distinction

noon. Apparent Time at place, and walked always in a westerly reiaiive and

direction, preserving the above steady rate, he would keep pace "''">'"" '"•«

exactly with the sun, and have it bearing either north or south,

as the case might be, apparently stationary on his meridian as

long as he chose to keep up his walk. His local time would

never alter. If he started, say at noon on Sunday, so long as he

continued to walk, local time would cease to progre.ss, and it

would remain noon on Sunday ; but absolute time would go on as

usual, as his weary feet and the watch in his pocket would plainly

tell him.

The following problem is so instructive in first principles tliat, curious but

although it scarcely belongs to the .subject, and is not ritroronsly instructive

r -^ 1 1 L -i. i -i. -i.
problem.

correct, it would be a pity to omit it.
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The question is—In what way could a navigator who has no

knowledge of his position, and has lost all record of time, ascer-

tain not only his correct latitude and longitude, but recover the

day and date ? It is presumed that he is provided with the usual

nautical instruments and books.



WEEK-DA YS EXPRESSED BY SYMBOLS.

'i o wind up the chapter ou Time, it is well to know that with Days of the

us the days of the week are named after the deities in the Scan- '"'"'^ ^''^^''>-

dinavian mythology
; but in astronomy they are represented by Sy'mboh''''

symbols having reference to the sun and certain of the planets.

i Monday (the INIoon).

S Tuesday (Mars).

9 Wednesday (Mercury).

Sunday (the Sim).

tl Thursday (Jujiiter).

9 Friday (Venus).

Yl Saturday (Saturn).

Sometimes, when jammed for room, it is convenient to use

these symbols, and they are soon 'earned.

It may also be interesting to know that in the northern and Differences i

southern hemispheres the duration of summer is not the .same. ^"'^^''°° °^

*
^

Northern an

The northern summer is the longer of the two, since the sun is Southern

on our side of the equator for 186i days, and to the southward
"™"^''-

of it for the remaining 178^ days.

This is due to the eccentricity of the earth's orbit, and the fact

that we move in it faster when near the sun (our winter) than

we do when further away (our summer).

In this chapter there has been no little repetition and much

harping upon the same thing ; but the writer will not regret the

loss of space or literary effect if thereby he has succeeded in

making this (generally speaking) hazy subject of Time any

clearer to the understanding of seamen.

poses that tlie Lunar should be takeu near the time of getting tlie ineridiau altitude, and

the interval measured by watch, and allowed for in comparing with the N.A.

This, coupled with the meridian altitude, would fix the Greenwich Date, and the

Lunar would give the G.M.T. as closely as the moon's Sem. and Hor. Par,all. taken out

for the approximate G.M.T. (determined by roughly corrected App. Dist.) would allow.

The Lunar then worked afresh with the elemeuts corrected by the hist found G.M.T
would give a still better determination.

* A close study of the paragr.aphs on time—actual and relative— is not a case of

" love's labour lost"' ; for in quite a number of instances it has been found that oflicers

canying on a series of ob>ervatioiia at Noon, G.M.T., each d.ty between New Zealand

and England, vi6, Cape Horn, have experienced a curious difficulty in determining the

local data corresponding to Greenwich Mean Noou when crossing the 180th meridian.
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CHAPTER vUL

J.ATITl'DF. BY EX-MERIDIAN ALTITUDE OF A STAR.

With the exception of finding the hour angle(meridian distance)

this work is exactly the same as that for the sun. Tlie stars, liow-

evor, have manifold advanta;,'es, inasmuch as, among other things,

it is generally possible to choose those which will give the

best results, whereas with the sun we have to take him as

we find him.

As shewn in the previous chapter, much depends in this

problem on a correct knowledge of the Th)ie employed in the

calculation, consequently it is important to choose siifCh stars as

will lie least affected by an;/ error in this element.

From the .slowness of their motion in altitude, it follows that

the stars near either pole are the best adapted for this observation.

Always give the preference, therefore, to such as have large declin-

ations, of which the following is a list, in the order of their Right

Ascensions ; but the exaniples given further on will shew that it

is bj' no means nece.ssary to confine one's self to the.sc alone.

Suitable

—limit ol

viiibilily

oppoiite

hemiiph<
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The above latitudes of visibility are in each case calculated

for a meridian altitude of 10", but in clear weather, and under

ordinary conditions of temperature and atmosplieric pressure,

these limits may be exceeded, as it is possible to see stars at

much lower altitudes—sometimes, indeed, on rising or setting,

when they are not infrequently mistaken for a steamer's mast-

head light. Owing, however, to the uncertainty of refraction near

the horizon, it is not usually prudent to observe bodies havincr a

less altitude than 7° or 8°. When compelled to do so, however, it Precautions

is advisable to note the barometer and thermometer, also the sea
"'"' '""

altitudes

temperature, and if the conditions are abnormal, correct the mean
refraction by the Auxiliary Tables 32 and 33 of Raper. In such

cases, endeavour to get an observation on the opposite side of the

zenith as well, which will enable you, as already explained, to

detect any unusual refraction.

Another point wherein the e.c-meridian altitude has a pull over

the altitude on the meridian, is, that during twilight (the best increased

time for observing) it may so happen that there is no star then opportunities

culminating ; whereas it would be hard lines indeed if one or two at favourabTe"

could not be found, the smallness of whose hour angle east or '»«'•

west permitted the use of this method. The reader cannot fail

to see that, by it, the opportunities of getting the latitude are

materially increased.

Again, to watch for the transit of a star on a dark night

requires no little patience, and it has a decidedly fatiguing effect

on the eye. This is avoided by the ex-meridian, where one good

sight—without the bother of waiting, on a possibly wet deck

—

is all that is required. Nor does the sextant in this latter case

suffer by unnecessary exposure to the damp night air, which, by
clouding the glasses, requires a frequent application of the chamois

leather ; and this, in its turn—unless carefully done—is apt to

put the instrument out of adjustment.

All things considered. Ex-meridians are preferable to the Ex-UeMi^ai

Meridian altitude.* Compared with the gain, the extra work is
''^""' "'.*"

trifling. The following are woi-ked by the method of Brent, the Meridian.

Walter, and Williams :

—

About 3 A.M. on Sunday, June 6th, 1880, the following " Ex-

merids." for latitude were taken on board the s.s. " British Groiuiu"

Ej^e 22 feet; no index error; chronora. slow of G. M.T. 3m. 57s.:

barometer, 30"'52
; air temperature, 58° Fahrenheit

• Vide caution as to meriJiau alt. on pages 371-372.
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• Drilisk

Crcnvn
"

observatlont.

Chronometer.

H. M. S. o ,

16 34 12 Juue 5th, observeJ alt. Altair, 50 17 S.

16 43 13 „ „ * Polaris, 48 33 J N.

16 53 00 „ „ « Altair, 49 38j S.

At noon, June Gth, the same clironometer shewed Ih. 20m. 00s.

(25h. 20in. reckoning from previous day), and the ship's position

was 48° 44.' N., 20° 53' W. Between 3 A.M. and noon, the ship

made N. 70° E. (true), 12-2 miles an hour; therefore at the time

the chronometer shewed IGh. 43m. 13s., we have for the position

hy account—Latitude 48° 8' N., Longitude 23° 22' W.

«

Example I.— • Altaiii.

B. u. s.

Time lijr chronoinetcr 10 34 12

Cbrunom. »Iow + 3 67

a.M.T 10 38 09

Ixingituile in time 133 40

.Mean time at ahip 15 04 a)
Siiiereal lime at precfAing ) i it? i o
O.M. noon f • *

" ''*

Acceleration for lOli. 3Sin. ODs. .. + S 44

Riglit Ascennion of tlio meridian. 20 04 SS
Uiglit AMCuHian of • AKair.. .. lit 44 &»

•'a obwrteii alt

Corr. Ihible 38 of Kaper

.

•'• true altitude

Table ni. C
f S'WTaMe;
I -04 ..

Merid. alL at place of uba. .

.

Mtr. ten. dist. at p'ace uf oin
• AiLair*!! ilcclination .. ..

Utitudeat tiiiieofalsbt

60 17 !

- H
M II)

•» i:i

+ i

M S4i

E.XAMPLE II.—• Altair.

O.M.T Ifl 6« 67

.ongitude in time I S3 U
Mean time at ililp 16 -.a 41

Sidereal time at frtctiling 1
« 67 09

Acceierntion for lOti. 67m + * 47

Itlght Awcniiion of llic meridian ia 23 37
Itiglit Aact-niioH uf • Aiuir . . 19 44 .-.a

Altair'a ottflorretl altitude
Correction, Table I. g|,J|Srent .

Table III. C-[ ^

.Merid. alt. at place of olMerrallon .

Merid. (en. diat at place of ohierr 39 SAIN
. Altair'a dvcliiiatlun 8 SsiN

i|

Latitude at tinieodJKbt

ReductI

•everal oba.

to one time

for aaiie of

coropariion.

of Tiie latitude as found by the Pole star wa.s 48' 10' N., and by

allowing for the sliip's run in the interval between sights, tlie

first " E.x-nurid.," reiluced to time of «)l..sorvatio!i of Pole star,

gave the latitude at that moment as 48° OJ' N., and the second

" Ex-meriil.," reduced in like manner, gave it as 48° 9' N.

'I'lie following " K.x-merid.s." wore takfii on btwnl the s.s.

" Hritiah Vroii'n " about 840 r.M. on the evening of June Oth,

1880. The position by dead n'ckoning at 9h. ."ilm. 12.s. by cliro



WHAT MAN HAS DONE. MAN CAN DO.

nometer (which shewed Ih. 20m. at preceding noon) being,

latitude 49° 21' N., longitude 18° 18' W. Eye 22 feet for all

but the North star, which was observed from the bridge, where

the eye was 32 feet. Ship supposed to be making N. 70° E.

(true), 127 miles an hour since noon. Chron. 3m. 57s. slow of

G.M.T. No index error. Barom. 30"-32. Therm 57° Fahr.

To economize space, only the first and last sights are shewn

worked out, but the reader can work the others by way of

practice, if so inclined.

9 iX 12

9 63 49
9 67 U

' Arcturua
' Polaris .

' Arcturua

69° 41' S.

48 10| N.
CO 7-f S.

29 44JS.
29 29J S.

Forsakeof coinpa

reduced to time c

servation of Polaris,
namely, 91i. 51m. 12s.

liy chronomete

npari. r

3 are
ofob- J

-1:
[

Answers.

Lat. 4a» 24' N.
„ 49 233 >.

,. 49 24| „
„ 49 244 „
.. -IS 241 „

Example III.-

II. M. s.

Time by chronometer 9 42 3
Chronometer slow + 3 57

G.M.T 9 40 00
Longitude in time 1 13 24

Mean time at ship S 32 36
SiderealtimeatprfctfdinyG.M.noon 3 16
Acceleration for 9b. 46m + 1 36

Arctueus.

•'a hour angle

Observed Alt. • Arcturus 69 41 S.

Correction Table I. of Brent .. .. - 5J

.'s truealt 59 3.'>3

C2'-00 Table IV.
Table III. C^ -40

( 03

Merid. alt. at jdace of observation .

+ 40|
+ 8
+ Ot

80 26

29 35 N
19 48}N.

Latitude at time of sight . . 49 23JN.
Corr. for ship's run + |

Lat. at 9h. 51m. 12s. by chronometer 49°24}'JI.

Example IV.—» Spica.

G.M.T 10 8 59
Longitude in time 113 2

Mean time at ship 8 55 57

Sidereal time at preceding G.M.
noon 51G

Acceleration for lOh. 9in + 1 40

Right Ascension of the meridian 13 58 43
Ki^ht Ascension of * Spica . . .. 13 18 55

Tl

Mer. zen. dist. at place of obs.
* Spica's declin

29 29} S.
- 6i

29 23J
+ 26i
+ lOJ

+ IJ

Merid. alt. at place of observation 30 01}

Latitude at time of sight

.

Corr. fur ship's run

Lat. at 9h. 51m. 12s. by chronometer

69 6S1N.
10 32} S.

49 253N.
- 1

49^ 24'N.

In Example III. the number of minutes in the hour angle un

exceeds the number of degrees in the meridian zenith distance— condit

which, in a star like Arcturus, having small declination, is an

unfavourable condition ; nevertheless, the observation is worked

out to shew that, if carefully made, and the time used is reliable,

the result will still be cooJ.
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Tlie foregoing examples are bona fide, having been actually

taken on board the " British Croirn " on a North Atlantic passage.

They were selected at hap-liazard from among a large number ol

others eciually good, and prove very conclusively the splendid

results which may be ohtained by the use of the ex-meridian

problem.

When the time is in error, the reductions on one side of the

meridian will be too great, and on the otlier too small ; if, there-

fore, two stars on opposite sides of tiie meridian—having nearly

equal hour angles—be observed within a few minutes of each

other, the mean of the two results (each being first reduced to

the same instant of time) will be free from an}' error due to this

cause. Or, what amounts to the .same thing, it may be possible

to get the same star at nearly equal distances on both sides of the

meridian, but in this last case the ship should be stationary, or

nearly so, or allowance made for change of position (see page 483)

• E.-meridj.' Ex-meridians of the planets Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn,
of planets

^^j.^, ^yorkcd iu a similar manner to the fixed stars. As, however,

their Right Ascensions and Declinations are constantly varying

(the Latin word Planeta means a waiulering star), it is nece.s,sary

to correct them for the Greenwich Date.* They will be found

in the Xautical Almanac for 1895, between pages 234 and 26.5.

In other respects the problem is precisely the same, even to the

correction of the observed altitude.-f" so that an example is un-

necessary.

• Ex nierids " ^0 f^f- cx-meridiaus above the Pole have only been treated of;

it/mf ihe \j\ii a.s occasion may ofler to ob.serve them below the Pole, and

the results derived from this problem being just as correct as any

other, it is proper to give a few examples.

On board tlie s.s. " British Croum," about 11 I'.M. on Saturday,

June lOtli, 1880, the clouds were seen to break low down on the

northern hori/on, and di.sclose a bright star shining in the midst

of a small clear space. To the eye there wivs nothing by which

this solitary star could be recognized. A bearing of it by sUmdard

compiuss, when corrected for variation and deviation, gave its tnu
azinnith as N. :j° \V., making it evident that the star—whichever

it might be—was approaching its lower culmination.

* "TIi« CiRBK.swK'll Date U tlio timo at Grn-uwich corrctpandiag to anj gir«n time

•lauwhere." Sou Itapor, \i\tti. 481, page 175, iiiuuteeDtli eilitioii.

t I'arallai uiay bo >li9rc|.;.trili'(l. In the case of Jiipiler aiiU Saturn it is au utterly

liiiiigniHoaut quaulity ; an<t iu that of Voiiu<, seliloiii oicoeils IS'. Siuca it is, in all cases,

the entiuiateil ctntrt ai tlio radiaut point which will b« brought down to tUa boriioD,

•4iuii->lianietor may abo be itisragarJo<l.

Pole
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Reference to Table 27 of Raper shewed that Capella had
passed the meridian above the Pole at llh. 9m. in the forenoon,

and would consequently pass the meridian below the Pole at

llh. 7m. on that very night. This, therefore, must be the star

which, out of the many in the heavens, happened to be the only

one visible. On computing Capella's meridian altitude,* its close How to com-

agreement with that observed made the identity of the star no """'f

'"^'"*'"
"

_

•'
_

altitude telmt.

longer a matter of conjecture. It was accordingly decided to the Pole,

secure sights, to be worlced up as ex-meridians below the Pole,

and also, if possible, to get its Lower meridian altitude.

As a check on Capella—the altitude being so verj^ small—it

was important to get a star to the southward, and on referring

again, with this in view, to the same Table in Raper, it was dis-

covered that the star Ras Alhague (a Ophiuchi) would pass the

meridian to the southward at 11 '34 P.M. But as the sky was
completely clouded over, with the exception of the aforesaid small

break to the northward, and as, moreover, the writer was unac-

quainted with this particular star, it was not likely the wish

would be gratitied ; nevertheless the meridian altitude of Ras
Alhague ivas computed, in readiness to place upon the sextant

in the event of the clouds breaking up. This actually occurred "ow to be

shortly after, and through a rift in the clouds the needful sight gytng shots

of the coveted star was obtained.

Had the approximate altitude not been calculated beforehand,

and the sextant set to it, the observation would certainly have

been lost ; as the star, with three or four othei-s, only remained

visible for half a minute or so, and could not, even if recognized,

have been brought down to the horizon with exactness in so

short a time.

The following are the observations as actually taken, but want
of space does not permit of them all being worked out:

—

Barometer, 29"-40. Air, 56°. Water, 57*.

Position by account at 12h. 53m. 00s. by
chronometer: Latitude, 49* 15' N. ; Longi-
tude, 25" 53' W. Ship making S. VO" W.
(true) ir2 knots .

For sake of comparison, the various latitudes in the answers
are all reduced, for the run of the ship, to 12h. 53m. by chrono-

meter, at wliich time Capella was on the meridian below the

Pole.

* Rule for eomputing the approximate meridian altitude belcno the Pole :-—From the

latitude by account subtract the star's polar distance. Simple enough ! Isn't it ?

Ohronomet«r.
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EXAMI-LE I. (a).

O.M.T 12 S7 32
Longitude in time 143 00

Mean time at ship
Sillereal time at preetdini/ G.M.I
noon i

Accelenition for 12h. STm. 3:!3.

RiEht Asceniion ol the meridian .

.

Right Ascension of • Cnpclla .. ..

Capelta west of the meridian, a&oH i

the pole /

Capella'i hour angle west of thei
meridian, bttov the pole . . . I

10 M 32

6 62 21

Refraction

Capella'9 true altitude

True altitude

Kititude at instant of obs.

Ship** run

Latitude 4S' l»i' N.
At 12h 63m. hj chronometer.

Rule A of Brent, quoted above, specifies that in the case of ex-

incridians below the pole, the value of C is to be taken from that

part of Table III. where the declination is of a contrary name to

the latitude.

Rule B specities that, in the case of ex-meridians below the

pole, tiie correction from Table IV. is to be subtracted from the

altitude, or, which is the same thing in the end, added to the

declination.

Example II. (6).

Longitude In time

Mean time at ship
Sidereal \UavikiprfCftlinpO.M. noun

Right Ascension of the meridian
Right Ascension of * Capella ..

Hour angle west of mcridi.m, a&niv i

the pole )

Hour angle west of meridian, btlotc i

the pole I

Vunt
Inilei

Corr. Table K of Haper .

.

* Capella's true altitude

Capella'i true alt. . . .

.

lAtitudo Ri timi» of obfterv.

.

Corr. for ship's run .

.

LaL at ISh. Mm. bj cliron.

4S
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Example III. (d).

In strictness, tliis example, not being an ex-meridian, belongs

to a previous chapter, but it is introduced so that the resulting

latitude may be compared with that given by the other sights.

Observed alt. of * Capella on the meriJ. beloiv the pole . 5 25^ N.

Index error + j

Corr. Table 38 of Raper

5 26

- 14i

Capella's true meridian alt 5 11| N.

Capella's polar distance 44 7i N.

Lat. at 12h. 53m. by chronom 49« 19i'N.

Example IV. (</).

U. M. S.

Time by chronometer 13 20 48

Chronometer slow + 4 00

G.M.T 13 21 43

Longitude in time 143 57

Mean time at Ship 1140 51

Sidereal time at//r««rfin^G.M. noon 5 52 21

Acceleration + 2 13

Right Ascension of the meridian

Right Ascension of * Capella

17 36 25

6 7 61

Hour angle tcest of meridian, above i ,„ 07 31
the pole . . . . . . . . 1

Hour angle east of meridian, below\
the pole J

Note.—Attention is called to the chanjie in

name of the hour angle. As the westerly hour

angle above the pole is greater than 12 hours,

the excess is of necessity equal to the hour

angle east below the pole. Refer to diagram

on page 3S0.

• Capella's obs. alt. below the pole 6 31J N.

Index error + J

Correction Table 38 of Raper . . — 14

•Capella's true alt. .. .. 5" 21J'

Capella's declination

•C. 0"-90

45 62iN
+ llj

43 56

Capella's true alt 5 21)

Lat. at time of observation

Correction for ship's run .

.

49 17i

+ H

Latitude at 12h. 63m. by chronom. 49» 191' N

• Entering Table HI. of Brent, with Lat. by account 49° N., and declination 46° N. (cod

trary names, see llule A), gives C0"'90.

from Table IV., with hour angle 27m. 34s., ami C 0"-90 we obtain correction ax »bo»e
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A check

observAtioo.

Example V. (A).

' Ras Alhague above the pole to the southward. Taken as a clicck on Capella.

Oba. alt. nf • R.u AlhaRue .

.

Mean tiiiic at ship 1140 13

sidereal time at prtctdino O.M.I « 50 01
noon /

Acceleration for I3h. SOm. 19s. .. + 2 IS

RiKht Ascension nf the meridian .. 17 40 47

KiKht Ascension of. Ku Alhague 17 29 -a

Hour anRle of R.-1.1 Alhague I,, „„ .«
(oOphiuchi)

;iim. .J.W.

^\ -10..

Merid. alt. at pit

Latitude at llh. iSm. by chron.

+ 1

S3 171

+ *\

M 11]
«0

43 l7iN.

About lt.l."i P.M., Mondiiy, June 21st, 1880, being in latitude by
ace. 45° 20' N., longitiule 37° 57' W., from the bridge of the

S.S. British Croum, Capella and the North Star were obsei-ved

for latitude. On referring to Raper's Table 27, the former was
found to be west of the meridian below the Pole, and the North
Star east of it. Eye, 32 feet. Arc error, +10". Index error,

+ 20". Chronometer .slow of Greenwich mean time, 4m. 0.s.

Barometer, 29' 98. Air, iii". Water, 59'.

Chronometer nil. 38m. 3 Is., observed alt * Capella - - • 4-' 51i' N.

llh. 41m. 20a., ., „ North StM - 44"' 13i' N.

Example VI.

II. M. s.

Tinii by ohronometer 11 iei S4 Oba alt. L'.ipella 6«I<ju the pole .. 4 Ml N.
Chronometer slow +4 00 Arc and imlt'x errors .. + J

«;.M.T U 42 S4 4 6a
I ongiliidi' in time 2 SI 48 Correction -Table 3d of Raper .. — I&)

.Mejin time nt ship 8 10 46 , 'Capalla'a true altitude 4 jt j
Sidereal time at iirtce.ling O.M.I -»«,, '

noon /
u uu 11

Acceleration for llh. 43IU + IM
,,, ,, . , ... Ill ,. ,,

~
In thUca». the bic hour ancle pnu it "out

Itisht Ascension of the iiiertdlaii .. 15 12 M „f itonnds" f.-r Kx in-ri'li tn T-iV'-. *n w»
IllKht Ascension of • l^api'lU 6 7 il I ,„„,| f„|| \^^,^ ,

, ,,.,,|,

"m hour anfile woat of rooritlian, i .^ . . (m ulren on ii> \

atoMthepolo ) "
I

,,/ovnf irV.i " r

'2 "lih smaller .IrclinritiMii. Uif .lelucvd Utl-
... 1 _ . tf 1,1 tude may be rery much In error.'• hour anxle woat of uirridlan, i .. .
^<Jo» the |>ol« I_°*~

'

* Entering Table III., with latituda \<j accoaot 491" N. and decllnalloD 121° K- (•"»•

name), give* C2''10.

Kroiu Table IV., wilh hour au^lc Uiu. 'S^. ami C 2'-l0 neolitain correction + H^' a*

abova,
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Jeans' Method.

Declin. 45° 52J' N. Cotang. '.1-9S673 Cosec 1014398
Uuur angle Ih. 64ra. 66s. Cosine 0-94296 Arc Z, Sine 9S8IS0

Alt. 4" 3«i', Sine .... S;)U495
AroZ Cotang »-S

Arc Y, Cosine.. 8-93078

aO - 4!) 37 = 40 23 N.
90-85 6i = 4 63i N.

Latitude.... 45 16^ N.

Example VII. (Pole Star N. A. Metho.l).

H. M. S.

11 41 20
+ 4 00

G.M.T 11 45 20

Longitude in time 2 31 43

Mean time at sliip .. .. .. 9 13 32
Sidereal lime Alpreading O..M. noun 6 00 14

Acceleration for lib. 45m + 1 50

of tlie meridian . . 15 15 42

Correction—Table 38 of Raiirr

lieduced Altitude 44 63

First correction + 1 9i
Second correction + OJ

Tliird correction + Oj

Latitude 46^17'N

The very close agreement oC all these results might lead those

not well posted in star work to suspect that they had been

" cooked." Such, however, is not the case. Wherever the name

of the ship is given, the observations are those which were actually

taken, and have not been altered in any way ivhatsoever. In

many instances (of which this is one) the stars were observed

and calculated in the presence of the officers of the vessel, who
can answer for the perfect honesty of the work. This is men-

tioned to dispel any doubts as to what stai's are really capable

of. The beginner can scarcely hope for such a nice accordance

of results, but a moderate amount of perseverance will prove the

truth cf the adage—" Practice makes perfect."

In Example VI. Capella has been treated as an ox-meridian

for latitude, but from its very large hour angle (Ih. 54m. 55.s.)

putting it beyond the pre.scribed limits, it must be regarded as

an extreme case, and is expressly chosen on that account to assist

in illustrating what will presently be said about the North star.

An error of 15' in the longitude (equal to 1 minute in the Time)

would put the result wrong some three and a half miles, shew- cho

ing the impropriety of placing dependence on ill-conditioned
"^

observations. If Capella's declination were but larger (say 70°

instead of only 4G"), a similar error in the time would not affect

the result ueax-ly so much, proving that greater liberties in this

Wliy stais

near tiie Po
I.I be
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Import&nt

•xcoption

Pole Stai

problem

merely an
" Ex-meriil."

in disguiit.

Construction

or table for

use with Pole

star.

respect can l>e taken with the stars near either Pole, such, for

example, as Dubhe, and the brilliant one in the foot of the

Southern Cross.

To these, therefore, the rule for the sun, that tlie number of

minulee in the hour angle should not exceed the number of

degrees in the meridian zenith distance, does not apply.

The most notable instance of this is to be found in the North

star, which is so close to the Pole that (as previously stated) an

error in the time of half an hour, when near its upper or lower

meridian passage, will fail to produce an error of even one mile

in the result.

It has probably never occurred to the nautical reader, when
figuring out the " Latitude by Pole stivr," that to all intents and

purposes he is working an ex-ineridiau. Such, however, is really

the case, though ninety-nine out of every hundred are deluded

into believing it to be a special problem, peculiar to this star alone.

The plain fact is, that the North star's extreme slowness of

motion, due to its small diurnal circle, permits of a handy table

being calculated to do away with the tedium of the longer pro-

cess. A soinewliat similar table might, indeed, be computed for

any other circumpolar star, but in no sense would it pay to do so.

If the reader be curious to know how this tiible is formed, he will

find a very easily understood account of it in the explanation to

Raper's Table 51.

To shew that the familiar Nortli .star problem is uotliiiig mort^than au ei-meriJiau in

dnifuise, Example VII. is here given over again, worked out »itiillany to Capelb.

llight Ascension of meridian, a* before

Right Ascuusion of Pole star, N.A., iMgo 314

Hour augit' wc^t of meridian uboit the pole ...

Hour angle east of meridian beloio the pole ...

16

1



SOMETHING TO RECOLLECT.

Once more attention is called to the importance of being able

—whether by day or by night—to put one's finger on the correct Time observa-

Apparent Time at ship. Just here it will be sufficient to say saiy routine,

briefly that observations for time, made on or near the Prime

Vertical, are to all intents and purposes independent of the lati-

tude : an error of 20' or even 30' in this element will not affect

the time to any appreciable extent.

Having thus obtained the correct time, it may be relied upon

to determine the correct latitude by an ex-meridian, even when
the body employed is unfavcorably situated in declination and

its hour-angle outside the ordinary limit. The ordinary limit is

that the number of minutes in the hour-angle shall not exceed

the number of degrees in the meridian zen. dist. But we cannot

always command the maintenance of this limit any more than

we can many other theoretical points in practical work, nor need

we throw up our hands on this account so long as we know how
to circumvent the difliculty. To repeat:—Circumpolar stars

permit of greater liberties with their hour-angles than do those

of small declination. With the first named, an approximation is

sufficient ; with the latter, should the usual limits be exceeded,

the hour-angle must be accurate, and Chapter X. will make it

clear how this can be ensui-ed so long as wind and weather ai-e

not outrageously bad.

Whenever circumstances permit, " stand-by " sights should be Reserve siBhts.

taken by the officer of the watch and entered in a book kept for

this express purpose. If not required, they need not be worked

out There can be no objection to them : they won't bite, nor

will they cost anything for board and lodging.

A suitable form can be ruled with columns giving date, hour

by clock, chronometer time, altitude, name of body observed,

value of observation, patent log reading, height of eye, and

initials of observer.

To finish with this problem—Do not forget that the latitude

found by an ex-meridian (whether above or below the Pole) is

that of the ship at the tnoment of observation, and if required for

any other time, must be reduced to it, according to the course and

distance made in the interval. Bear thi.s is mind.



CHAPTKR li.

LECKY'S ABC TABLES.

Oririnai
Uiuloubtediy, witliin the comparatively narrow limits assigned

loiiiiooor to tlic Azimuth Tables of Burdwood and Davis, there is nothing

and D«»i». can toucli them for minute accuracy and despatch ; but in tlie

present more advanced state of navigation, these limits are too

restricted in more directions than one, and to enlarge them to the

extent now demanded would entail in each case a ponderous tome.

'I'here can be no reasonable doubt that their principal function

was to give the Sun's true azimuth—in connection tcith conxfHxsB

work—up to the point when his altitude would no longer jiormit

of accurate observation with the appliances then in use: for

example, where the altitude would exceed (iO' the columns are

left blank. From this it is evident, also, that it was either for-

gotten or ignored—probably the latter—that the Azimuth might

be a useful factor in certain problems quite apart from the more

coiumoni)lace determination of compass errors.

Again, neitlier book goes licyond 23" of Declination, ami ti»e

inftnnce is that Lunar and Stellar ob.scrvations were Imnlly

included in the original programme, or at all events were but a

seconilary consideration ; indeed, when Burdwooil's Tables were

produced, now upwards of a (piarter uf a century ago, star work
of any kind—more especially Azimuth—was as "Caviare to

the multitude."

No such exception can be Uiken to the A 13 C tables, which

arc framed to meet all cases. In this go-ahead age one thing

quickly supplants another—the improver won't bo denied ; and

so it happens that in the very complete form here presented to

the seaman, the author's ABC tables have shorn Burdwood and

Davis of nnicli of their glory. In the fu-st place, they are alto-

gether unsurpiuwed for determining a ship's pt)sition, in conjunc-

tion with A. C. .lohnson's far-fameii rendering of the 'Double

Chronometer' problem, whether applied to sun, muon, or stars

I
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and incidentally they give the error in the Longitude for eacli

I' of error in the Latitude worked with.

As Azimuth Tables they are susceptible of any desired degree Writer's

of accuracy. Though contained in but few pages, they are avail-
'"'p™^'""" *

able for all parts of the globe between 60' N. and 60' S., and for

all hour angles. In the first two pages of A and B respectively,

where interpolation would otherwise be somewhat difficult, the

hour angles are given for each minute ; the next three pages of

each give them for every second minute; and the remainder, as

in Burdwood and Davis, give them for every fourth minute.

The advantage is manifest.*

The plan adopted in Table A has been modified in its counter- Comprehen
'^

. ... slveness of

part B. After much consideration the latter was divided into present

two parts, so as better to meet the wants of the Navigator. The babies,

upper half is on the same lines as Table A ; the Declination having

been extended to 29^ it includes the Sun and Moon ; the planets

Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn ; such well-known stars of the

1st mag. as Sirius, Spica, Procyon, Arcturus, Altair, Antares, Pollux,

Betelguese, Regulus, Rigel, and Aldebaran ; also about sixteen

other zodiacal stars of the 2nd mag., all useful either for azimuth

or position finding. These, when supplemented by the twenty

stars specified by name in the lower half of the Table, offer a wide

choice to the observer, in whatever part of the world he may be,

or at whatever hour he may desire to invoke their assistance.

This arrangement, it is believed, will be found moi-e convenient

than the easier plan of carrying out the Declination to 60°, seeing

that in the purely stellar portion there will be no occasion to

interpolate for parts of a degree, a matter which is unavoidable

in the upper portion, though the extent to which it may be

carried will, of course, depend upon circumstances taken in con-

nection with the Navigator's requirements. Usually, interpolation

at sight will be sufficient, and where greater refinement is desired,

very little experience will teach how to guess the number pretty

correctly without resorting to the delay of figuring it out. Ex-

perience will also teach whether the numbers should be taken

out to three places of decimals, or only to two. It will be found

that in the smaller hour angles three decimals are not needed.

In taking the quantities from the lower portion of B, a Crucis Duplicate

may be substituted for J)ubhe ; Mirfack for Benetnasch
; and ^'*"-

Arided for Menkalinan, as the declinations of the respective pairs

correspond sufficiently to permit of this. The lower portion of

B is therefore really available for three more stars than shewn.

" Now published separately, in greatly extended fomi, under the title of "Leck3'*8 General
Utility A BCand 1> Tables."
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Table C speaks for itself. Like A and B, it gives the error in

the Longitude due to an error of 1' in the Latitude, but in a more

direct manner. Tliis being so, it may be asked, Wliat is the use

of Iiaving two ways of accomplishing the same object ? This is

easily answered, and wliat is more, the answer will be appreciated.

The one method is somelimea more convenient than the other, and

in thift particular case "it is nrll to have two strings to ymir

how." This will be more apparent aftor a perusal of the chapter

on Simultaneous Altitudes

'J'o enter Table A, the Latitude and Hour Angle are necessary
;

fur Table B, tlie Declination and Hour-aufjle ; and for Table G,

the Latitude and Azimuth are necessary. Now, Burdwood and

other cut-and-dry Tables are unfortunately not always at liand,

and to find the azimuth maj^ be difficult, in wliich case use Tables

A and B, and the ' Error' haviiig been found by their assistance,

the Azimuth can at once be taken from C. So that, whatever

hobble the Navigator may be in, the Tables amicably pull to-

gether to extricate him. The remarks already made respecting

interpolation and places of decimals also apply to C.

Mr. John.son, /()(• his i>ui-pose, evidently considers two decimals

to be sufficient, and no doubt, owing to its greater concisene&s.

there will be found manj' to give the preference to his Table* blk

compared with C, which latter ha.s mostly three places of decimak

The extra labour and cost have been incurred to keep it uniform

with A and B, also to permit of the Azimuth being determined

with greater precision; for this purpose, two places of ilecimals

are hardl}' sutlicient in the larger azinuiths, though more than

ample in the smaller ones.

When experts in their use desire to drop the third decimal, let

them observe the following rule :—With A and B as given, tjike

tiieir sum or ditlorence a.s will presently be explained; then, in

cutting off the third decimal, should it be G or upwards, add 1 to

the .second decimal. If, however, the third decimal be .5 or umler.

do not alter tiie second decimal. The .same applies to C.

For example .T 144 is .'{'•l 4.

3 145 is 3 '14.

•T 14() is 3 15.

The explanation wiiy tiic first and last pages of Table C are

printed in red will be met with further on.

'Table I. in prrrious pililiona of " Writiklvi
;
" to Ix itill roiinil in JohowoV

pdinpiilet, On/nilinj tht latitude and Longitudf in Clotuiy n'ral/ur.
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TO FIND FROM A AND B THE ERROR IN THE
LONGITXTDE DUE TO AN ERROR OF 1 IN THE LATITUDE.

Euter Table A with the Hour-Angle and Latitude.

Always prefix the + sign, except ivhen the Hour-Angle exceeds

6 hours.

Enter Table B with the Hour-Angle and Declination; or in

the case of lower portion, with the Hour-Angle and star.

When Latitude and Declination are of contrary names, prefix

the + sign ; but when of same name prefix the - sign.

Whether the arithmetical sum or difference of A and £ is to

be taken as the ' Error ' depends upon the following rule :

—

With like signs : add, and prefix the common sign.

With unlike signs : take the difference, and prefix the sign of

the greater. This is Algebraic Addition.

Example 1. What is the error produced in the Longitude for

each 1
' of error in the Latitude when the Hour-Angle of the

body observed is Ih. 08m. P.M., its Declination 29' N., and the

Latitude of the observer is 24' S. ?

A + 787

B + 1 126

'Error' + l'-913

Example 2. Use same data as before, but in this case let the

Latitude be North.

A + -787

B - 1-126

'Error' - 0"339

Example 3. Hour-Angle 6h. 20m. p.m. Deelin. 27" N.

Lat. 20*^ N.
A - -032

B - -511

'Error' - o'"543

Example 4. Hour-Angle of * a Ci~wcis 7h. 23m. East.

Lat. 50° S.

A - -481

B - 2-076

'Error' - si 557
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0*1

TO FIND THE AZIMUTH BY THE ABO TABLES.

There are a variety of modes, according to f.mcy and the pre-

cision aimed at. Of the two here fjiven, tlie first is the shorter,

heinfj an affair of .simple inspection, but in point of time there i.'

really very little between them.

Method 1.

Enter C with Latitude at the side, and ' Error' in the boAy of

the Table. The Azimuth will be found at the head of the column

By interpolation at sight it can be taken out to half a degree or

le.s8.

Method 2.

To the log. of the ' Error' add the co.sine of the Latitude, never

using more than four places of decimals. Their .sum will \ie the

Cotangent of the Azimuth.

Note.—The Azimuth by this method, being obtained to degree.s

ppcArancts uvil minutrs of arc. has a fascinating appearance of exactness

which is very illusory : for it must not be lost sight of tliat the

accuracy of the result depends entirely upon the accuracy of the

datji used in finding the ' Error," which latter forms one of the

arguments in the final process. Jh not forget the. parable of the

man who built his house on a sandy foundation.

In til is respect the ABC tables are no better and no woi-se

than Burdwood's or any other Azimvitli Tables. To repeat ; they

will give results accurate in proportion to the BBcuracy of tite

ihxUx employed. What 'J'ables can do more ?

When adopting Blackliurnc's A and B tjibles (.see Preface)

these and other considerations led to the rejection of bis Tables I.

and II. for finding the Azimuth. Captain Hiacldiurne may

possibly think his own mode the best, but we all know that

"Doctors di Her," and that every father believes his own grey

goose to be a white swan.

HUI.E FOIl .NAMIN(! THE AZIMITH.

In North Latitude. Put N for a - 'Error' ; niid S for a t ' Error."

Ill South lifttittule. Put S for a - 'Ermr'; niul N f.>r :i t ' I'.rn.r.'

Examples. (Sanie as before).

Example 1. Method I. (By inspectionV

EnUM-ing Table C with Liit 2V S.. and ' Error' + 1-913, at a

glance we find the Aziumth to bo 29J". Being South Lat. an,l a
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+ ' Error," we name the Azimuth North; the Hour-Angle being

P.M., the object is of course ^vest of the meridian. Therefore the

complete an.«wer is

N. 29|° W.

Example 1, Method 2 (by calculation).

'Error' + l'-913 Log. . . OSSIT

Latitude 24° S Cosine . .
9 -9007

Azimuth, N. 29° 47' W Cotangent 10-242-1

Example 2, Method 1.

Entering Table C with Lat. 24° N., and ' Error' - -339, we find

the Azimuth to be about 72 J°. Being North Latitude and a

— ' Error ' we name the Azimuth North ; the Hour-Angle being

P.M., tlie oliject is west of the meridian. Therefore the complete

answer is

N. 72J° W.

Example 2, Method 2.

' Error ' - "339 Log. . . 9o302

Latitude, 24° N Cosine. . 99607

Azimuth, N. 72° 48 W Cotangent 94909

Example 3, Method 1.

Entering Table C with Lat. 20° N., and ' Error ' - -543, we find

the Azimutli to be 63°. Being North Latitude and a — ' Error
'

we name the Azimuth North.- The Hour-Angle being p.m., the

object is U'cst oi the meridian. Therefore the complete answer is

N. 63° W.

Example 3, Method 2.
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a — ' Error ' we name the Azimuth SoutL Therefore the com-
plete answer is

S. 311° E.

Example 4, Method 2.

' Error '
- 2'-557 Lo^'. . . 0-40T7

Latitude, 50° N Cusiiie . . 9'80sl

Azimuth, S. 31" lit K Cotangent 10i:i5H

Should a celestial object be so near the meridian :is to make it

doubtful whether the Hour-Angle is East or West, the question

is very soon settled by an appeal to the sextant. If the object

berising, the Hour-Angle is East; if falling, it is West. Absurdly

simple, when you know it ! ! Isn't it ? But it doesn't occur to

everyone, notwithstanding.

In the foregoing examples the ' Error ' has been expres.sed in

arc, but the navigator may wish to have its equivalent in time.

If .so, he ha.s merely' to multiply by 4. Taking examj)les 3 and 4

we have
- -543 - y-BOT

X 4 X 4

2- 17-2

Thus far, by way nf introducing the ABC tables to tlie

reader, we have conliiied ourselves to au exposition of their more

direct capabilities, such as determining the Azimuth under all

circumstances ; also the ' Error ' due to working time observa-

tions with an incorrect Latitude ; but in chapters yet to come it

will bo shewn how this information can be turned to account in

defining a vessel's true position in connection with the mode of

treatment of Double and Simultaneous Altitudes, for which

.sailors are eternally indebted to the late A. C. Johnson, R.N.

(" Cloudy Weather " Johnson). His method has deservedly

become very popular, and from its simplicity, accuracy, and com-

parative brevity, is destined to supersede all others of its class.

As auxiliaries, Lecky's ABC tables will bo found of great value.

They also give Groat Circle couraea and distances by mere

insj)eetion—an ailvantage not to lie sneezed at. (See pages (l.'ifl-

(!til). Nothing can be simpler or more iiandy. The 'i'ables are

now published .separately in greatly extendid form.
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)

FORMUU* USED IN THEIR CONSTRUCTION.

A = Tang, of L.it. x Cotang. of Hour-angle.

Example.

Latitiule 3" Tang. 8-7193958

Hour angle Ih. 42m. - - - (Jotang. 10'3215039 +

A = 0'-109875 {vide p. 436) - . - = 90408997

Tang, of Declin. x Cosec. of Honr-augle.

Example.

Declination 3" - - • - Tang. 87193958

Hour-angle Ih. 42m. - - Co.sec. 10-3660156 +

B = 0'-121T34 (i'('7ep. 437) - - =90854114

C = Cotang. of Azim. x Secant of Latitude.

EX.^MPLK.

Azimuth 20° Cotang. 10-4389341

Latitude 45" Secant 10-1505150 +

C = 3-88552 {vide p. 447)

As stated in Preface, the results were independeutly checked by other

formula, of wliicli there are several. It may interest the reader to know that

the quantities in C can be taken out of the Traverse Tables by double entry.

For example :

—

1. With the Bearing (20°) as a Course, look for, say, 100 in the Departure

(;olunin, and against it in the Latitude column will be found a number

(274-7), which divided by 100 will give the quantity (2'-747) for

Latitude 0°.

2. With Latitude (45"^) as a Course, and against 2747 in a Latitude

column, will be found 388-5 in a Distance column : this divided by 100

^ves C = 3'-885 as above.

Owing to their narrow limits, the Traverse Tables are hardly good enough

where minute accuracy is desired, but it is astonishing the number of problems

that can be solved by their aid ivhen you know how. In the last edition of

Rapcr, the Traverse Tables have been extended to Distance 600, with corres-

ponding Departiire and difference of Latitude ; a much needed improvement.
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Tb* labjolntd qanntlUss sb«w Uie error prodacad Is tbe LoDgltud* by an «rror of 1' In the Latttode

Thaj r*prMtat Uis ram or dUTereacs or the A and B Taluc3.

L.t
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The subjoined quantities shew the error produced In the Longitude by an error of 1' In the Latitude

They represent the sum or difference of the A and B values.

Ul.
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The
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c.
9 subjoined quantities sbsw the error produced In the Longitude by an error of 1' In the Latitude.

They represent the sum or difference of the A and B values.
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c.
vsubjolaed quantities shew tbe error prodnced in the Longitude by an error of 1' In the Latitude.

They repreaent the sum or difference of the A and B Talues.

TRUE AZIMUTH.
77°

I
73'

I
79« 81°

I
82»

I

83°
I
84°

|
85°

|

249
249
249
250
250
250

251

251

252
252
253

254

'256

257
258

259
261

262

264

26s

267
'269

•271

•273

•231

•231

231
2j"
231
'233

23a
233
•233

234
•234

235
•236

•237

•23S

239

'240

•241

243
244
'246

247
249
•251

253
2751 255

277
2S0
282
•285

288

•291

•294

•297

•301

304

308
3«2
•3'6

•321

•3»S

•330

•336

•341

347
•3S3

359
•366

•373

380
388

396
405
•414

•i24

435

•446

458
47"
484

499

•257

•259
•261

264
•267

269
-'72

•27s
278
'283

•285

289
293
•297

•301

•306

•3'i

316
•321

•326

332
•339

•345

•352

•359

•367

375
3S4
•393

403

•4«3

•424

•436

448
•462

213



CHAPTER X.

LONGITUDE BY CORONOMETER.

If, in the determination of latilade, Time be an eiemcut of

tTnportance, it becomes an absolute necessity where longitude is

concerned—this latter being invariably found afloat by a com-

parison of the time at ship with tho time at some other place

which may happen to be chosen as a starting point from which

-the Royal""* *'*^ measure. With us this starting point is the meridian of the

Observatory at transit instrument at the Royal Observatory of Greenwich ; and,

by international consent, it has recently been arranged that this

will in future be considered the Fiist Meridian for the entire

glolio, and foreign charts graduated accordingly.*

Greenwich Observatory was founiled in 1675, in the words of

the Royal warrant, to promote the interests of Xarigation. So

well has the original intention been kept in view, and so faith-

fully have successive Astronomers carried out the spirit of the

Royal mandate, that if the work of all the other recognised observ-

atories of the wi>rld, numbering about 180, were neglected or

destroyed, the data in the annual volumes of Greenwich Observa-

tory would be surticiont not only to build anew the science of

Navigation, but to rocunstruct the entire planeUuy and lunar

theories.

Surely there can be no more llattering commenUiry on the

value of a well-planned system of observatory work, closely

followed through two centuries with true Anglo-Saxon pertina-

city. Indeed, it may be said that the function of A.stronomy in

promoting the development of Navigation, and in fostering the

extension of Commerce, has been completed,

h^w'ifilrr ''^s longitude of a place, by our reckoning, may be defined aa

tad m«« sural
* At the Conference the French reprr.ientAtiTe atood on bii dignity and wu tlie only

diueiiter—OD what grounds the writer <loca not liuow, at Gnghind for mauy a long dajr

ban cerlalulj t.^kcu Iba lead in m.iritime matt-'n.
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an arc 0/ the equator, inclnded between the meridian of Green-

wich and tlie meridian of the particular spot referred to ; and is

measured either in space (" ' "), or in timie (^"- "
'
). Or, since the

meridiaus all run together to a point at the poles, the longitude

of any place on the earth's surface may also be defined as the value id differ

angle at the Pole, included between the meridian of the place and *"' '^''*"''«»-

some assumed First Meridian, such as Greenwich.

Owing to this convergence of the meridians just alluded to, a degree of longi-

tude has different absolute values, according to the latitude in which it is

measured. Thus, a degree of longitude on the equator is equal to 60 nautical

or geographical miles. In the latitude of Christiana, in Norway, (60° N.), it

is equal to 30 miles ; in 83° 20i' N.— the highest latitude attained by Captain
(now Admiral) Markhara in the 187G Arctic Expedition under the late Captain

(afterwards Admiral) Sir George Nares—a degree of longitude is only 7 miles ;
*

and at the North Pole itself, in Lat. 90°, longitude has no existence whatever, and
the sun always bears true south during the six months of the year that he is visible.

When referring, therefore, to a measure of longitude, it is improper to use

tiie word miles. The symbols ° ' " should be spoken of :us degrees, minutes,

and seconds.

As the sun, which is the great timekeeper for the world, re-

turns every 24 hours, or thereabouts, to the same meridian, after

describing a complete circle, or 360°,—it follows, by simple

division, that one hour of time is equal to 15° (degrees) of longi- Longitude ir

tude ; one minute of time is equal to 15' (minutes) of longitude ;

'""*• ^°'"

\ ^ .
converted

and one second of time is equal to 15" (seconds) of longitude. into arc.

As mentioned in a previous chapter, there are several astrono-

mical modes of taking account of time, but that which regulates

the business of life is naturally reckoned by the sun, which divides

the 24) hours into alternate periods of day and night—light and

darkness. It is mid-day, or noon, at a place when the sun is on

its upper meridian, and midnight when on its loiuer meridian, at

which latter time it has accompHshed half (180°) its journey

round the earth. Owing to the earth revolving left-lianded on

* In the spring of 1S8'_', this great feat of courage and endurance was just surpassed bv
Lieut. Lockwood, who was second in command of th« United States I^xpedition under
Lieut, (now General) A. W. Gieely, U.S.A.. succeeded in planting the "Stars and
Stripes " in Lat. 83° 24' N, and Long. 40° 46' W. The expedition left New York in the
summer of 1881, and was relieved in the summer of 1884, just as Greely and the remnant
of his party were on the point of succiimliing to cold and starvation. In February of
1882 the thermometer registered minus 63° Faht., or 95° below freezing.
On April 8th, 189."), Nau.^en and Hjalmar Johansen—his sole companion—reached

Lat. 86° 134' N. in about Long. 95° E. Thence to the Pole was only 227 miles, but the
ice was impassable, and there was nothing for it but to abandon tlie attempt. Still more
recently Prmce Luigi Almedeo of Savoy Aosta, Duke o( the Abruzzi, in the Stella

Polans, reached 86° 33' N. She lelt Christiania in June, 1S99, and after 11 months iu
the polar ice she drifted to the then farthest North on record. It was reserved for Civil
Kngineer (now Admiral) R. E. Peary, U.S.N., to arrive at the North Pole on 6th April,
1909. On 14th December, 1911, Amundsen succeeded in reaching the South Pole; a feat
equalled by the late Captiiiu R. F. Scott, R.N., on 17lh January, WV2.
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News hj

electricity -

difference

between

absolnte and

elati< tin

longitude

east or west.

Vujagej o

discovery

I
its axis, the sun passes the meridian of places to the eastward

before it conies to us, so the time at such places must necessarily

he in advance of ours ; consequently, a citizen of New York, in

74* west longitude, may (about 7 in the morning of his time)

receive a cablegram from a friend in Ix)ndon telling him of his

marriage, which liad taken ploce that same forenoon at 11 o'clock,

and of his intention to embark for a honcj'moon tour in America.

In thi.s case electricity, in conveying the news, had outstripped

the sun in the race acro.ss the Atlantic—in fact, had beaten him

by several hours—.since the New Yorker at 7 in the morning

(perhaps while still in bed) had intelligence of what had already

occurred in London at 11 a.m. of the same day.

According as to whether his own time is ahead of Greenwich

or behind it, the navigator is enabled to decide whether he is in

east or west longitude ; and one is saved the trouble of- even

thinking over this matter by the well-known rhyme

—

" Longitude west, Greenwich time best.

Longitude cast, Greenwich time least"

As an astronomical question, the determination of longitude

resolves itself into the determination of the diflerence of time

reckoned at the tiro meridinns at the same absoi.utk iiistant. For

seamen, the only realh/ practical methods of effecting thi.s are

—

first by the chronometer, and secondly by ' Lunars.' Some navi-

gation books—probably by way of general instruction—make
mention of two other methods, namely, Mclipses of Jupiter's

satellites, and OccultJitions of fixed stars, but they are never

taken seriously.

Though Jupiter's satellites were not discovered till 1(110, oue

somehow as.sociates the determination of longitude by their

means with the C'olumViian era, when antique caravels found tiieir

devious way over the ocean with the aid of the astrolabe, cross-

staff, and such-like curios. The method is extremely uncertain,

and for use atloat has long been discarded.

Occultations of stars by the moon are little better. No doubt

they formed part of the stock-in-trade of our own great navigator.

James Cook, who, however, lived to witness the advent of the

marine chronometer—an instrument destined to supersede all

other methods. Occultations may even have been utili.sod by the

ntore recent IJoreburgii, of luist India Directory fame ; buttho.se

were days^' go<.)d old da^'s'—when a decree or so in the reckon-

ing one way or the otlier was not a matter of much moment,

seeing that no one was in a particular hurry, and islands and
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rocks miglit be anywhere and eveiywhere. We have altered all

that, and precise sui-veys permit of the precise navigation now

demanded by the exigencies of trade and travel.

It is true occultations of stars may still be employed at sea, as

the disappearance of a star behind the moon's limb (termed its

imviersion), or its emersion on the other side, can be observed ^ind of

with a good ship's telescope—say one with a 2|-inch aperture '«'«sfop«

and a power of 50—with nearly as great a degree of precision

aa on shore, always supposing a steady ship—not a quaking

steamer—and pleasant conditions of weather and sea ; in fact,

the gods must be propitious.

But the moon is small and does not cover much space in her

nightly career through the heavens ; further, on account of the

moon's nearness to the earth causing large parallax, her position

relative to the fixed stars varies considerably with the place of

the observer ; so it happens that an occupation may occur to one

observer and not to another almost close by. The moon may just

shave the star without occulting it, and occultations skimming

the upper or lower limbs are very objectionable. In fact, the

occultation of a sufficiently bright star (small ones are snuffed out

in untimely fashion by the moon's radiance) is a comparatively

rare occurrence, as may be seen by reference to the Naut. Aim.,

which also gives the limiting parallels of visibility (vide pages

'112—4-i5 for 1895); but even here it is necessary to point out Limits o.

that the phenomenon i.s not visible at all the places included
"'" ""'

between the extreme latitudes thus given, since the true limiting

curves do not coincide with the parallels of latitude, but cut the

meridians at various angles.

Having regard to these drawbacks, and that the subsequent

reduction is considerable, not one navigator in a thousand would
dream of rc-^orting to this mode of checking his chronometers.

The 'working' is given in some rather advanced treatises on
Nautical Astronomy, and one look at it would be quite enough

for most aspirants. An occultation might serve to amuse the

' Honours ' gentlemen ; there is no harm in trying it.

Neither Eclipses of Jupiter's moons, nor occultations of stars,

find a place in the Board of Trade examinations, not even for

' Extra.' They have disappeared also from the new seamen's

edition of the Nautical Almanac, though for some occult rea,son

^'no pun intended) the committee of wise men with whom rested

the decision as to what should be cut out and what kept in, saw

lit to hold on to Eclipses of the sun and moon, as if these inter-
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esting phenomena—especially the latter—hail the remotest re-

lation to Practical Navigation.

This brings us to " Lunars," the only astronomical method of

finding Greenwich Mean Time, with any degree of accuracy,

wliich can be used for tliis purpose on board sliip. Though still

clung to by some few of the ancient ones, who, in their snug

retirement, write to the papers and magazines under various

assumed names, ' Lunars ' are rapidly dj'ing out along with their

advocates, and the rising generation meetly look upon them in

an unsympathetic spirit as " fancy navigation." Excellent

chronometers can be purchased braml new for £2G to £30 ; wiien

second-hand, and equally good, for much less: in fact they have

become a ilrug in tlie market. On long voyages the best cl;is3

of vessels seldom carry fewer than three.

In 1705 the lirst useful artificial marine clironometer wiw

given to the world through the well-judged beneficence of the

British Government. This historical ciirononu'ter was on view

in the Royal Naval Exhibition of 1S91, and the writer had tlie

pleasure of looking at it. John Harrison, the inventor and

maker, received the reward of £20,000 offered by Government

for a timekeeper which would a.scertain the longitude at sea

within certain prescribed limits. Harrison's chronometer more

than fulfilled the conditions. It is a handsome but quaint-

looking instrument, and, though made so far back as 1761. seems

in excellent preservation^

Till then the only chronometer generally available for findino

longitude at sea was that great natural chronometer presenteii

by the moon in her orbital motion round the earth.

Imagine a line joining the centres of inertia of the earth and

moon to be, as it were, the band of a great clock, revolving round

tlie common centre of inertia of the two bodies, and shewing time

on the background of stars for a dial.

If the centres of inertia of the moon and earth moved unifonnl}-

in circles round the common centre of inertia of the two, the

moon, as seen from the earth, would travel through Cijual angles

of a great circle among the stars in equal times ; and thus our

great lunar astronomical clock would be a perfcctlj' uniform

time-keeper.

This supposition is oidj* a rough approximation to the truth;

and the moon is, in fact, a very irregular chronometer.

But thanks to the mathematicians, who from the time of

Newton have (^ven to what is calla4l the "Lunar Theory" in
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Physical Astronomy tlie perfection whicli it now possesses, we

can tell, for years in advance, where the moon will be relatively

to the stars, at any moment of Greenwich Time, more accurately

than it can be observed at sea, and almost as accurately as it can

be observed in a fixed observatory on shore. Hence the error of

the clock is known more exactly than we can read its indications

at sea, and the accuracy with which we can find the Greenwich

Time by it is practically limited by the accuracy with which we

can observe the moon's place relatively to sun, planet, or star.

This, unhappily, is very rough in comparison with what is wanted

fur accurate navigation.

The moon performs her orbital revolution in 27'321 days, and, Moon»

therefore, moves at an average rate of 0°'55 per hour, or "55 of a
'^°^l°°

'°

minute of angle per minute of time. Hence to get the Greenwich

Time correctly to one minute of time, or longitude within 15', it

is necessary to observe the moon's position accurately to half a

minute of angle. This can be done, but it is about the most that

can be done in the way of accuracy at sea.

In the case of Luuars it is done by measuring, with the sex-

tant, the angular distance of the moon from a star, as nearly as

may be, in the great circle of the moon's orbital motion. Thus Amount of

suppcsing the ship to be navigating in tropical seas, where a '^"^ '"'^^

minute of longitude is equal to a mile of distance, a careful navi-

gator, with a good sextant, whose errors he has carefully deter-

mined, can, by one observation of the lunar distance, find the

ship's place within 30 miles of east and west distance. If he has

exti-aordinary skill, and has bestowed extraordinary care on

the determination of the errors of his instrument, he may, by

repeated observations, attain an accuracy equivalent to the

determination of a single lunar distance within a quarter of a

minute of angle, and so may find the ship's place within 7 miles

of east and west distance ; but, 'practically, we cannot expect

that a ship's place will be found within less tlian 20' of

ioiigitude, by the method of lunars, in tropical seas, or within

10' of longitude in latitude fiC^; and to be able to do even so

much as this is an accomplishment which not even a good

modern navigator, now that the habit of taking lunars is so

much lost by the use of chronometers, can be expected to possess.

To be able, therefore, to place any reliance on " Lunars " Lunars aimoit

requires a reallj' first-class observer and constant practice, and °''=<''«'«

even then the results are at best but approximate. Admiral Sir

Charles Shadwell says, "inasmuch as the errors of observation are
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multiplied in their effects on the resulting longitude by a factor

whose mean value is about 30 ; consequently an error of only

10" in a Lunar Distance (and we presume that under the most

favourable circumstances we have no right to expect less—and

in most cases it would probably be very much more) becomes

300° or 5' in the resulting longitude deduced from it, and this,

Improved be it observed, is independent of an additional error of from (V

to S' due to a small uncertainty still existing in the place of the

moon as given in tlie Tables."*

llaper also says,
—

" Great practice is necessary for measuring

the distance successfully ; and the application of so many small

coiTections as are necessary wliere accuracy is required is, even

with extraordinary care and some skill, scarcely compatible with

extreme precision."

Also in a footnote on page 351 of liis 19th ed. we tind the

following:—"The Rev. G. Fisher, in the appendix to Captain
Lanar dit j'arry's second voyage, states that the mean of 2o00 Lunars

observed in December differed 14' from the mean of 2r)0()ob.served

in March following ; and that the mean of the observations made

in the same summer iliffereil 10' from these hist, or 24' from the

first." Captain King, in his survey of Australia, notices a ilis-

crepancy of a similar kind to the amount of 12' at the Golbourn

Islands.

Lord Kelvin, wiio is consitlered one of the most profound

mathematicians of our time, referring to this question in his

" Lecture on Navigation," says,
—

' I .shall .say nothing of lainars

at present, except that they are but seldom used in modern

navigation, a.s their object is to determine Greenwich Time,

and this object, except in rare instances, is now-a-days more

correctly attaineil Ijy the use of chronometers than it can be by

the astronomical methoil."

The most Lunar-stricken advocate will .scarcely argtie that they

can be of service in steamers which, go where they may, are never

long between ports, and never more than a week or so between

intervening capos, islands, rooks, or points of some kind suitable

* Sinog " Wrinkle* " came out in 1S81, tliit Uat error hu practically ccvixl to eiUL
Coinniencing with 18S3, the .Vau/. Aim. liiw om|>loye<l Kcwcoinb's corrections to TInnsen'e

Tulileii for the moon, anil though the theory of Lunar illsturluince ia itill Incomjiletr,

the reaiilual errors are now to rery small aa not to afTcot the question from a aei

man's |>oint of view. Tlio moan error of the moon's tabular place a-s predicted in the

.V .1. for IS9I was -(- COS in UiK'ht Ascension; + l'-22 iu Longitu.le (Aslr.) ; and

-t- 0*-4l in !<eclin.itinn. When nitlltipllej by 30 the rlTrct on the I^ngiluile Is alill too

small to b« of irnpoilauce io navigalion.
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for checking their chronometers. Steamers, therefore, are out

of tlie running, and the utility of Lunars can only be discussed oid typt

— if discussed at all—in connection with bygone "boxes" making "^™'""

long stretches over the many-wrinkled ocean, whose captains

sometimes funked approaching land within a score of miles, no
matter how fine the weather. For such men to see it even from
the masthead meant " Hands about ship," and nervous appre-

hension till the j'ards were full 011 the other tack. But, as now
built and rigged, it must indeed blow hard if a well-found, weR-
manved and clean-bottomed ship cannot claw oft" shore. These

items constitute a large order ! The sailing ship will .soon be

but a memory of the past

!

Indifferent charts, and but few of them, may have had some-

thing to do with the old desire for "plenty of sea room." It was
not uncommon to hear of vessels being taken all round the globe

with three or four small-scale general charts. Unless certain of

a pilot, such vessels did not dare close the shore. If they did,

and the anxiously-looked-for pilot failed to turn up promptly,

they stood a good chance of being brought up " all standing."

But this need not be the case in the twentieth century. Admiralty

coast sheets ai-e cheap and good ; sailing directions abound ;

^°'^""
^ " ° navigationaJ

and lighthouses are nearly as numerous as lamps in Piccadilly, facilities

There is now absolutely no excuse for vessels bound on over-sea

voyages being short of proper navigating gear.

Just consider any one of the many passages a sailing ship may
have to make, and it will be seen that the occasions must be

extreme!}' rare when she will not have the chance of ' sighting

'

something or of 'speaking' other vessels. Thei-e may be such

occasions, and if a prudent master wished to provide against

them he would have to fall back on 'Lunars.' But the work

of becoming a proficient lunarian cannot be lightly undertaken.

It requires, first of all, a really good Quintant, firm in its Lunar

adjustments and perfect in its details. It should have a Kew requisities

certificate of Class A. A Quintant is specified because the

" Distances " often exceed the range of a sextant. It should

never be used for anything else, except perhaps sights on shore

for chronometer rating. It should be guarded as the apple of

its owner's eye ; and the owner himself shotdd practise

"Distance" observing until the most di^icult positions become

fairly easy—they are never entirely so. Sun distances both

E. and W. of the moon should be observed, and their mean

taken as recommended years ago by Captain Toynbee. This

necessitates an interval of a fortnight between sets, and should

a spell of rough weather interfere at the critical time, there is

nothing for it but patience till the moon is again in position.
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Next come the little niceties of the operation, such as the employ-

ment, when possible, of the same screens ami the same telescope

;

the application of the arc errors (when known) and the careful

determination of the Index-error both before and after observinfj;

also careful readin<j-off as instructed in the chapter on the

sextant.

When stars are observed, those with quickest motion should

be selected ; the stars' declination should approximate that

of the moon. A look at the IS'. A. (pages xiii—xviii of the

month, lis9;j) will shew by the smallness of the proportional

logarithm which bodies best fuliil this condition. If strict atten-

tion be paid to the.se things, and every chance availed of to prac-

tise, a man may become proficient in course of time, and when
this desirable consummation has been arrived at, " luiiars " may
prove an interesting occupation on long ami possibly monotonous

vo3'ages.

It need hardly be said that, as lunars are necessarily spread

over long periods, the results should be methodically recorded

in a special book and on a definite system. It is important

to begin at the very commencement of the voyage, when the

chronometers will tell you the error of your lunars; and having

a value a.ssigned to them in this manner, they in return will help

you to decide as to what your chronometers are doing towanls

the end of the pas.sage. It goes without sa3'ing that the working

must be precise, and should be inilependcntly checked by a second

person : this second person should work on his own hook, and

the figures of the two computers compared at the finish.

Rjiper devoted nearly 20 pages to Lunars, and one cannot do

betti^r than follow the precepts therein laid down. The methoils

of computation are legion. KraflVs, by natural versed sines, is a

good one ; so is the late Sir George Airy's. Chauvenet—one of the

very best writers on Nautical Astronomy—goes into Lunars very

thoroughly. This is a book not so often found in ship libraries

as it deserves to bfe. We will quote him in one place :

—
" In order

to ehminate as far as possible any constant errors of the instru-

ment used in measuring the distance, we should ob.serve distances

from stars both east and west of the moon. If the imlex correc-

tion of the sextant is in error, the errors produced in the com-

pute<l Greenwich time, ami consequently in the longitude, will

have diflerent signs for the two oKservations, and will Ije very

nearly e(iual numerically , they will therefore be marly eliminated

in the me&n. If, moreover, the distances are nearly equal, tlie
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eccentricity of the sextant* will have nearly the same effect upon

each distance, and will therefore be eliminated at the same time

with the index-error. Since even the best sextants are liable to 'Arc errors' of

au error of eccentricity of as much as 20", according to the con-

fession of the most skilful makers,f and this error is not readily

determined, it is important to eliminate it in this manner when-

ever practicable. If a circle of reflection is emploj'ed which is

read off by two opposite verniers, the eccentricity is eliminated

from each observation ; but even with such an instrument the

same method of observation should be followed, in order to elimi-

nate other constant errors."

" It has been stated by some writers that, by observing distances Elimination 01

of stars on opposite sides of the moon, we also eliminate a constant
^^^'^

error of observation, such, for example, as arises from a faulty

habit of the observer in making the contact of the moon's limb

with the star. This, however, is a mistake ; for if the habit of

the observer is to make the contact too close, that is, to bring the

reflected image of the moon's limb somewhat over the star, the

effect will be to increase a distance on one side of the moon while

it diminishes that on the opposite side, and the effect upun the

deduced Greenwich time will be the same in both cases. This

will be evident from the following diagram.

" Suppose a and h are

the two stars, M the

. moon's limb. If the

I e a observer judges a con-

tact to exist when the

star appears within the

moon's disc as at c, the

distance ac is too small, and the distance he too great. But, sup-

posing the moon to be moving in the direction from a to h, each

distance will give too early a Greenwich time, for eacli will give

the time when the moon's limb was actually at c.

" If, however, we observe the Sun in both positions, this kind of Snn-i

error, if really constant, will be eliminated ; for, the moon's

bright limb being always turned towards the sun, the error will

increase both distances, and will produce errors of opposite sign

in the Greenwich time. Hence, if a series of lunar distances from

the sun has been observed, it will be advisable to form two dis-

* One of tlie arc tirors.

—

Leoku.

t The Kew records sbew that this is about the least error that can be expected in a first-

class instrument. For these, the average maj- be taken at 10". The index-error is not

•n arc error,

—

Leeky.
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tinct means,—one, of all the results obtained from increaeing

ilistanccs ; the other, of all those obtained from decreasing

distances : the mean of these means will be nearly or quite free

from a constant error of obserratioii, and also from constant

instrumental errors."

compuiiug Of course the altitudes can be computed, but this is hardly to

be recommended, as it increases so much the length of the com-

putation. If a couple of reliable officers are at hand, it is much

better to observe the altitudes in the usual way. An apprentice

or the steward can take tiie chronometer time ; but if not, the

alts, can be observed both before and after the ' distance,' and

sul'seqnently reduced to the time of the latter. This may V«

done with the aid of Table D.

che«p In the class of vessels most likely to need Lunnrs (namely,

those small craft which, for sake of economy, carry but one

chronometer), it is not likely that an expensive Sextiint or

Quintant will be found ; and if by chance it were, it is (luestion-

able whether the requisite expertness in observinr; and calculatinp

would accompany it.

In the ordinary cheap sexUints the divisions of the arc are

unreliable—sometimes to the extent of 2'—which puts them

entirely out of the question for Lunars. In poor instruments,

also, the cnttinfj of the vernier and arc at any fjiven angle will

often not coincide exactly, and judgment may assign the wrong

readin','.

Onco upon a time Lunars used to be the crucial test of a good

navigator. But that was in the "palmy days" of 10% "primage,"

and freights at from iI20 to £40 per ton for the more costly

kinds of mcrchandi.se, when ships wore made snug for the night,

and the East India "Tea-wagons" tuok a couple of years to

make the round voyage. Lunars and primage are no more

!

The writer of these pages, during a long experience ut sea in

all manner of vessels, from a collier to a first-class Royal Mail

steamer, has not fallen in with a dozen men who had thcniselvts

taken Lunnrs, or had even scon them taken. ^Vhether Lunars

arc worth cultivating is not deserving of consideration. They

are, in fact, as dead lus Julius C'a'sar; and, without in the least

being endowed with the mantle of prophecy, it is correct to say

Uuit they will never be rcsurrectiouiscd, for the best of all

reasons—thoy are no longer required.

7'empora inutdnfur, d nos mutamur i» illin. Steam is

superseding sail, and voyages generally are performed in much

blubbotufact*.
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less time than formerly. Now-a-days, also, as the longitude of

most places on the globe has been correctly determined, and

radio-telegraphy is to the fore, there are infinitely greater

opportunities for rating chronometers.

If, however, ' Lunars ' are of little service to the average a new use («

navigator, the recent discovery of Dr. H. Schlichter has enhanced

their value for the determination of secondary meridians, and

the checking, by an independent method, of those already deter-

mined by telefrraphic time comparisons. Some allusion to these

latter will be made presently. Di-. Schlichter's method invokes

the aid of photography—so much used of late in astronomical

research. By obtaining a parallel series of photographs of the

moon and a fixed star or planet on one plate, and afterwards

measuring their distances on the plate by a micrometer, he claims

to be able to fix the Longitude to within 6", or less than half a

second of time. The method combines accuracy with simplicity,

and when developed will no doubt be extensively used in the

future by surveyors and explorers.

Here we finish with Lunars. Requiescant in pace. They have

had their day.*

Thanks to the persevering research of the late Mr. Hartnup,

(the first astronomer at Bidston), who experimented for this pur-

pose with over 3000 chronometers, the fluctuations of rate due to

temperature are fully understood, and rendered capable of easy

application. It may, therefore, be confidently stated that there Correct Green-

is now no reason why (on board steamers, at least) the correct ""^l! ''"f I"""J ^ * ^ easily obtained

Greenwich Time should not always be known within eight or ten

seconds at the very outside.

On shore, differences of longitude can be determined with Differences o(

marvellous accuracy by means of the electric telegraph, used in determined or.

connection with the Transit instrument. Astronomical clock, and ^'""''

Electro-chronograph. This last-mentioned instrument may be

regarded as an appendage of the clock, and is a contrivance for

visibly recording on a sheet of paper each successive beat of the

clock. This is very simply and readily accomplished by elec-

tricity. By merely pressing a button, the instant of the occurrence

of any celestial phenomenon is also registered on the same slip,

in such a manner that it can be referred to the preceding clock-

beat with great precision. In fact, the interval between two sue- lusiiument.

jessive beats of the clock can be easily divided by scale, so as to

• Tlie reader will ple.ise excuse tbe Latin. Being a ' dead ' langjiago, it is peculiarly

euilal'Ie for funeral orations. Sec Appendix 0.
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ailiiiit of the time of the occurrence being read off to the oue-

luiiuh-edth part of a second. The Chronograph, tlierefore, by

The electro subdividing niinutc portions of time, performs a similar office for

chronograph,
^j^^ ^j^^j. ^^^^^ j,,^^ Vcruier docs for the Sextant

In a succeeding chapter it will be explained that the exact

instant of any recurrence cannot be noted by an observer without

more or less of delay or anticipation, according to temperament

and physical condition at the moment. Further, this error has

to be harmonised with somebody else's error. For example, in

observatories it is the practice to find this Personal Equation for

all the observers with reference to one single observer, and the

observations are all reduced by its application, so that finally

they are tabulated as if made by only one person. The Chrono-

graph has reduced this source of error to a barely appreciable

quantity. It is ascertained by one of the many machines for the

purpose.

Actual mode of In ascertaining diOereuce.« of longitude, the usual method now
employed is to note the time occupied by a certain star in pass-

ing from the one meridian to the other. Roughly stated, the

mode of carrying out this operation in practice is as follows :

—

At each station there is a properly adjusted Transit instrument,

also a Chronograph, and at 0)ie of the stations an Astronomical

clock, the rate of whicli lias been carefully ascertained. Further,

it is necessary that the stations should be placed in direct

telegraphic communication with each other.

When the star agreed upon enters the fiold of the 'I'riiiisit

instrument at the eastern station, the a.ssistant to the observer

seta the Chronograph in motion, and, by a preconcerted signal,

notice is given to the observer at the western station to do the

same. The clock, then, liy suitable electric connections, records

its beats on both Chronographs simulUmeonsly, and the instant

of the star's transit is aho recorded at the proper time, by the

observer touching a small spring known as a "signal key." This

constitutes the first half of the business. When the star, in due

course, arrives at the meridian of the western station, the fore-

going signals are there repeated in a precisely similar manner,

which completes the operation.

The Chronographic Registers are then consulted, and the

interval measured by the clock (after being corrected for it«

rate) is, of course, the ditloience of longitude between the two

stations. The foregoing is but one of several telegraphic inethodn

for ditcrmining difTercncos of longitude on slmrc.
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At sea there is no means of exactly notinj^ the transit of a Differences ot

lieavenly body, so local time on shipboard is always found from determined a"

an altitude of some celestial object, observed with the Sextant, ""

and measured from the Sea horizon. The computation of the

hour angle or meridian distance is then made, and the resulting

local or ship time is compared directly with the Gi"eenwich Time
given by the chronometer at the instant of the observation. Next

to the meridian altitude, this problem is about the most familiar

to the navigator, and j'et experience proves that it is but very

imperfectly understood by the majority. It is quite commonly No direct ratio

supposed that the error in the longitude is strictly proportional of observatiT"

to the error in the altitude

:

—thus, if on a hazy day, the obser- a"d errors in

vation is in doubt some 3' or 4', it is innocently considered that

this also is the limit of error of the longitude. Not so, however,

as will presently be shewn ; the error in the longitude may easily

be treble the error in the altitude. ( Vide Table D).

For sights to give the longitude correctly, they must be taken at Proper time tc

the right time

:

—that is, when an error, either in the latitude of '^^^ ^igiits foi

the observer or in the altitude observed, will produce the least

effect on the hour angle. To fulfil this condition, the body must

be observed when it is on the Prime Vertical. These two last

appear big-sounding words, and some people allow themselves

to be unnecessarily scared by them, although they are capable of

very simple explanatiou.

A celestial body is said to be on the Prime Vertical when it Prime

bears true east or west; so that it is merely a term used in
'^"'"'*'-

opposition or contradistinction to the well known expression " on
the Meridian," which latter refers to an object having a true

north or south bearing. 2'he Prime Vertical, therefore, is at right

angles to the Meridian. To get the latitude, seamen are very

familiar with the "Meridian altitude," and for finding the longi-

tude they should be on equally good terms (to coin an expression)

with the Prime Vertical altitude.

When a celestial object is observed " on the meridian," the lati-

tude is found without the time being known with greater accuracy

than is necessary to correct the declination for the Greenwich

date. In the same manner, when an object is observed " on the Latitude ot

Prime Vertical," the longitude can be found without the necessity ^"' "'"=

of the latitude being accurately known—indeed, sometimes an when observa

error of 30' or 40' will not perceptibly affect the result. To carrv ''"' '^ "'^'''

c^ ^ •' ."on tbe Prime
out the comparison:—when an "ex-meridian" for latitude is vertical.

observed, a knowledge of the correct time is necessary ; and the

2g
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Good sights

foi longitude

A T«iy import-

ftnt distinction.

further the object is from, Uie Meridian, the more important such

knowledge becomes. Similarly, when, to detonnine the longitude,

an object is obscrveil which is " Ex-Prime Vertical," it is essential

to a correct result that the latitude should be accurately known

;

and the further the object is from the Prime Vertical, the more

important such knowledge becomes.

Time sights should be taken, therefore, when the body observed

bears true esist or west, or as near thereto as possible. According

to the latitude and declination, this occurs at various hours in

the day, and it sometimes happens in the tropics that the most

accurate results are to be got from sights taken within half an

hour of noon. At such times, also, the horizon is free from that

fierce glare which so often dazzles the e3'e, and renders the

horizon indistinct when the altitude is low. This latter im-

portant advantage is also gained with stars observed during

twilight when the horizon as a rule is strongly marked.

When the observer is on the equator, the Prime Vertical

becomes identical with the Celestial Equator. In this case, if the

declination be 0°, the sun will rise exactly at east, and contimu

on that bearing till the instant of noon, when it will be directly

overhead or in the zenith, and have no compass bearing whatever,

and its altitude (90 > may be observed from any joint of the

horizon. Immediately that it has psissed the meridian, it will

bear west, and continue to do so till it sets at six o'clock.

In sight-taking for Time, it is therefore of the highest im-

portance that the navigator should free his mindias to whether

the object is near to, or far from, the meridian. The real ques-

tion is as to its Bearing; or, in other words, he shoulil think

more of the Azimuth than of the Hour- Angle. Re.memhek this.

When, as just mentioned, the latitude and declination both

happen to be 0'—which, by-the-bye, will .seldom happen to any

one individual—there is little or no calculation required to find

the hour angle or meriilian distance. (Don't forget that tho.so two

mean the same thing). Take a sight at any altitude; cori-ct it,

as usual, by Table 38 of Knper; find the zenith distance by sub-

tracting it from 90"; turn this zenith distjuice into time, and you

have at once the hour angle; or the Apparent Time at Ship, if

the object be the sun, and the time be afternoon. Of course in

the forenoon you will subtract the hour angle from 12 hrs. or

24 hrs. to get A.T.S., according to the way you wish to apply it

Parallels of latiliule encircle the globf in an east and west

direction, aiid to >lulcrmiuo which uf ihu parallels we arc situated
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upon, we select celestial olyects at right angles to this direction,

or !us nearly north and south as we can get them.

Meridians pass from pole to pole in a north and south direction ; Meridians

and, following out the above argument, to determine which of

the meridians we are situated upon, we select celestial objects at

right angles to the direction, or as nearly east and west as pos-

sible. A special reason will be given for this in the next chapter
;

meanwhile, the reader will kindly accept the statement as reliable.

It is very important that attention should be paid to this point

in observing for time, as neglect of it may entail serious disaster.

In the majority of epitomes there is a table tuhich sheivs the hour Table shewing

angle of a celestial object when it is on the Prime Vertical, and ^7 '"=?=='<">

/ *' -^ '
thie Hour Angle

daily refei-ence should be made to it, so as to get sights at the and Ait. of a

most favourable moment. In Raper the table is numbered 29.
''O'^y ";i=«° ""

r the Prime

It also gives the true altitude of the body when it is on the Prime Vertical.

Vertical, so that either may be used at pleasure. Of course if the

time at ship be not known within a handful of minutes, it will

be preferable to use the altitude. The sextant can be set to it,

after correcting it backiuards, by subtracting the quantity in

Table 38, and all possibility of mi.stake thus avoided.

The nearer the bearing is to east or west the better, but in

practice it may be a little on either side of it without signifying

greatly ; and, indeed, clouds and other causes will often interfere

to prevent the sight being taken exactly at the instant of passing

the Prime Vertical. Sailors think nothing of waiting for the

Meridian altitude to get the latitude : Why not wait for the

Prime Vertical altitude to get the longitude ? The one thing is

as reasonable as the other.

The reader is strongly counselled to look over the explanation

to the table above specified: it is given on page 411 of Raper's

19th ed.

Another mode of ascertaining the time that a celestial object

will bear east or west, is by reference to Burdwood's or Davis's

Azimuth Tables, where, by opening at the latitude of the observer

{same name as declination), and running down the proper column,

the required hour-angle will be found in the right-hand margin,

opposite the bearing of 90°. As these tables do not extend beyond
23' of declination, they can only be used with a body whose

declination does not exceed that amount. In Raper, the limit for

declination is 48', and for latitude 70°.

Blackburne points out that with latitude and Decliu. of same

name, when the numbers corresponding to the huur-augles in
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P V. ob»er»a-

tioat only pos-

•n>lc when Lat.

*r.d Declic.

hrv« samt

tflonfation.

contrnry

names—be

Tables A and B nearly agree, the time is a good one. For in-

stance, in Latitude 46'' N., at hour-angle Oh. 20in. with • Capella,

tiie numbers in A and B agree exactly, both being 11 'S-t {vide

p. 431). Therefore, though only 20m. from its meridian passage,

Capella in that Latitude was exactly on the Prime Vertical, and

would give excellent time results.

A celestial object can only bear true east or west when its de-

clination is of the same name as the latitude, and less in amount.

When the declination is of the same name, but greater than the

latitude, the object will not pass the Prime Vertical, but its nearest

approach thereto will be when its diurnal circle coincides with an

azimuth circle, or, to express it somewhat differentlJ^ the Circle

of Altitude and the body's Diurnal Circle will be tangential at the

position of maximum azimuth.* Tiiis will be rendered clearer by

-supposing a ca.se, and referring it to the tables of Goodwin or Davis.

I'or example :—In latitude 10° N., the sun's declination being

23° N., when will it be at its nearest approach to the Ptime

Vertical, and what will be its bearing in the forenoon at that

moment ? Open Davis at page 81, and it will be found that, with

the data given, the sun will rise bearing N. 6(5° 37' E. : its liear-

ing will gradually get more easterly till 7'38 A.M., when it will le

N. 09' ir K., and at its nearest apjnoach to the east and west

points; after which it will become more northerly, till it arrive^

on the meridian at noon. In this case, therefore, half-past seven

in the morning, or half-past four in the afternoon, will be the

best time to tiike sights for longitude ; for though the sun will

not be on the Prime Vertical, and therefore not in the mast

favourable position for giving the time, it is the best that can bo

got under the circumstances. With the conditions thus cited, an

error of 1' in the latitude will only cause an error in the hour

angle of a second and a half ; and an error of T in the altltxuie

will only cause an error of rather more than four seconds and a

quarter.

As before stated, wiien the object is exactly on the Prime

Vertical, an error in the latitude of even 30' or 40' will not

appreciably affect the result This knowledge is of incalcuhible

value, as it shows the navigator how the longitude may bo

obtained when the latitude by accouTit is possibly very much in

error. The correct time, thus aci|uired, may be afterwards used

lo get the latitude by an " Ex-nieridian," when the conditions of

• »)• reganliiiK l-iL u, l>eclin., «ml Doclin. aA Lit.. T:th\ti S» of Kaper will .-!

Uour'angle and All. oft bo<ly at ita nearest apprcacli to tha Ptiino Vertical, or ' !

•longatlcn. In the example tha Alt. it 26° 23' 10"-1. For formula nee loot of pa,;; :.^.
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the " Ex-meridian " might unavoidably be such, that without the

correct time the result deduced might be considerably in error.

When the latitude and declination are of contrary names, the

object cannot bear east or west, but will be nearest to these points

at rising and setting—consequently, in such a case, the least

unfavourable time for observing will be when the object is near

the horizon, but not at a less altitude than 5° or 6^ unless, from

the state of the atmosphere, and the relative temperatures of the

air and sea, one is led to believe that there is not an unusual

amount of refraction.

This can in general be guessed pretty nearly, by noticing the Huw to d?i«i

shape of the sun at rising or settinsr. If it appears flattened, or excessive
^

.
refraction.

if its limbs spread out on touching the horizon, or cling to it on

leaving, you may be sure there is excessive refraction. On the

other hand, if the sun retains its circular shape, and the contact

of the limbs is well defined, there is but little refraction. In this

latter case, however, it may be less than the tabular value, which

of course would introduce an error on the other side ; so that, as

a rule, even though the mean refraction be corrected for the height

of the barometer and thermometer, observations very near the

liorizon should be avoided. The careful reader will see from the

foregoing, that the determination of the longitude hy the sun in

high latitudes during the winter, must he very unsatisfactory.

If a low altitude be used, it is open to errors of refraction ; but During winter,

in winter one seldom gets the chance of any altitude till the sun ^un unsuitable
° •'

_
for determina-

has strength to break through the clouds, at which time its bear- tion of

ing is so far from the Prime Vertical, that any eiTor either in the '""situde.

altitude or latitude will produce a very large one in the longitude.

On this account, for four or five months in the year, navigation

in our own latitudes is a much less ticklish affair when the stars

are brought into action. In most cases they can be selected on,

or nearlj"- on, the Prime Vertical, during twilight, and will then

give a very reliable longitude. It has already been demonstrated

that there is no difficulty in getting a good latitude by Meridian

or Ex-meridian altitudes of these friendly guides.

Even supposing that inexpertness in taking stars may cause stars suitable

some error at first, the chances are that it will be less (if the

objects selected be well-conditioned) than the inherent error

arising from an ill-conditioned observation of the sun, whicli is

concealed, and bej'ond the observer's control.

Table C (pages 446-451) gives the error of longitude due to an

error of 1' in the Latitude for each degree of bearing, from 1°
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T«hie, c up to 90". This is a most valuable table, shewinsr at a glance

wliat to expect from an incorrect latitude. Table D (pafres

540-551), in a similar manner to C, gives the error in the longi-

tude due to an error of 1' in the Altiliule. Of course an error

in the Polar Distance (the third element in the prolilem for

finding the Time) should never occur, and, accordingly, is not

taken into consideration.

To avoid confusing Table C with Table D, the latter is printed

on green paper. Tiie first and last pages of C are printed in red

by waj' of enjoining caution when using the Table in connection

with A. C. Johnson's Double Chronometer problem. The rea.snn

of the necessity for caution will be explained when this very

useful problem comes under consideration.

Reference to either of these Tables will .shew- that in high lati-

tudes, when the azimuth is small, the error in the longitude may
easily be very large—conceive, then, the difiiculties of polar

navigation at certain seasons. Even in the very ordinarj* cv.'

given on pages 368-369, where the morning sights were taken at

lOh. 15m., when the sun had a bearing of S. 23A° E., an error in

the alliludc of only 2 '(nothing veryuncommon with a poor horizon

or a poor sextant) would falsify the longitude to the extent of 9

.

Should this by chance con.spire with the error caused b}' working

with the wrong Latitude, the total error in the longitude of the

b\\\Y>, from, both causes acting in concert, wouM in this particular

instance amount to 33'. This will explain some of the bad

land-falls made in winter, which at the time were wrongly im-

puted to the chronometer, or perhaps to an extraordinary "set."

Eipiao.iiion of
''''*' fiuantitics in these two tablo.s, it will be seen, depend upon

b«(i land fniij. the latitude of the observer and the bearing of the object The

latter is easily arrived at b}' the Azimuth Tal)le.s, or, if great

accuracj' be a matter of no moment, by a compa.ss Waring cor-

recti'd for Variation and Deviation.

The Azimuth, ns already explained [vide pages 133 and 4'24),

can also bo got from the combined u.se of the ABC Tablea

In working out sights at sea, it is perfect folly to work to

workiiiK to seconds of arc ; the nearest quarter of a minute (15") is quite
•fcondt of

close enough, and in this Rjiper helps materially by his Tal)le 68,

tvhere the lo^. sines, li-c, are given for ever;/ half miy^ute (30") of

arc. Raper deserves tlie thanks of seamen for many things, and

tliis is not one of the least of them.

The editor of the pri'sent edition of Aorie has taki-n the hint,

and, not to he behind in this respect, has now printed Table
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XXV. to every half minute of arc ; but No. 32 of Inman's

yautical Tables outdoes them both by f^iving the logs, to every

quarter of a minute of arc !

!

Nor is it usually necessary to take out the logarithms to more Number of

than five figures, any greater exactness being incompatible with
^^"'' '" ''^''

the comparatively rude nature of the observation, and in con-

sequence thrown away.

To obtain the hour-angle to the nearest second of time, when

less than 2 hrs., it is suiBcient to take out the logs, to four figures

;

with hour-angles ranging between 2 hrs. and 5 hrs. (the most

common case), five figures will suffice ; but when the hour-angle

exceeds 5 hrs. six figures are requisite. The reason for this will

be found by an examination of the logarithms themselves. It

will be seen that their differences are much greater for small

hour-angles than for large : the logarithms increase with the

increase in the hour-angles, but the rate of increase continually

diminishes. For example, the difference between the logs, of

Ih. Om. Os. and lb. Om. Is. is 240, but the difference between the

logs, of 6 hrs. Om. Os. and 6 hrs. Om. Is. is only 32,—using sis

figure logs, in each case.

Throughout this work special reference is made to points such

as these in the endeavour to lead the reader to a correct under-

standing of the true and essential principles of the science of

Navigation. They serve as buoys to mark the channel, and to

point out the agencies which influence and determine the accuracy

of the result obtained from any given problem.

Hour-angia

Table xxxi. of Norie once bad but .o-figure logs throughout, tables.

Since 1900, however, it has been given G-figure log.s for each

second from hr. to 12 hr.s.

Table 69 of Baper, with the exception of the first 44 minutes,

has C-figure logs. It extends to 12 hours, and the logs are for

each second. The hour angles are also expressed in arc.

Table 34 of Inman is rather like Raper's, but not quite so

extensive ; it is comprised in 59 pages, and has 6-figure logs,

throughout. Beginning with 9 hrs. the logs, are given at 4-second

intervals up to 12 hrs. ; this is because the values between these

points change very slowly. On the whole, therefore, Raper's

table is preferable, as the log. of any number of hours, minutes,

and seconds can be taken out absolutely at sight.

Usually, the Equation of Time is applied to the Apparent Time
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short

nethods.'

short mcthoJ.

Equation of at Ship to feduce it to Mean Time, but you can steal a little

to'Tpp^yV" uiarcli by applj'ing it to the Greenwich Mean Time at the com-

mencement of the work. Thore is then so much It-ss to do when

s the calculation is completed at noon. When applied to Green-

wich Mean Time in this manner, the equation must be added or

subti-acted as directed on page II. of the N.A.

About as good a way as any for finding the time at ship is

Rixper's or Norie's, there is no difference ; it will accordingly be

here used in tlie examples. It is necessary to beware of the.se

Dfiiuive 80-called " short methods " wliich appear from time to time. They
generally only look short, because good Ciire is taken to apply the

various con-ections beforehand, and the unsuspecting reader is

deceived by this device. It is seldom, however, that there is a

real difference of half-a-dozen figures, and tlie mathematical

correctness of tiie problem is sometimes more than doubtful.

Knoneoui As a casc in point we will take a small but expensive pam|)hlet

which contained rules and tables for finding the longitude by

chronometer.

When this so-called " short method " is properly overhauled and

compared with Raper, we get 'the following startling result:

—

"Short method," .50 figures and 5 logaritlims, against Raper's

.59 figures and 5 logarithms, required to produce the same result.

So that by the first method we have tlie enormous (!!!) gain of

mree figures. Furthermore, that jmniphlet contained several

glaring errors which makes one rather dubious abuut the general

correctness of the tables, although (for all the writer knows to

the contrary') the matliematical principle of the method mav be

correct enough.

Unless the writer is mistaken, the original pamphlet, to which

the above more particularl}- ap|ilies, first ajipeared at lea.st thirty

years ago, but a revised edition was brought out in 1NS7. It

would seem that this was not much better than the original

production, as it w.-vs most unfavourably reviewed in the A|>ril

number of the ^V((ii/. Magazine for 1S91.

Another pamphlet came out some years ago wherein it waa

stated that chronometers were quite uiniece.s.sary to find the

longitude at sea, and that it could be done equally well by the

method set forth in the pamphlet. But, some way or other,

its author has not as yet succeeded in converting the public to

his views, and the chronometer trade is more bri>k than ever.

To illustrate what ha-i bpiMi .said ndativo to the great ndvantnge
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of taking observations on the Prime Vertical, when desirous of

tindiug the longitude, a few examples will now be given.

Example, s bearing N. 89° 53' W. (true).

On board the s.s. British Crown, about 4 p.m., June 25th, Example shew

LS80, a chronometer (which was 4m. Os. slow of G.M.T.) shewed '„°f^ob«""aUoa.

7h. 43m. 57s. same date, when the alt. of the O was 37*^ 49|'. »" P""'^

Eye 32 feet. No index error. Lat. 40° 0' N., Long. 57° 12' W.,
^"""''

lioth by dead reckoning. Required the longitude.

lime by cliroiiometer -

G.M.T.

.

Kquatio

Qreeuwicli Apparent Ti

Corrected E'luation of Time - 2 29-82

23 22 39 corrected declin

Polar .listAnce

Latitude - - •

Altitude • -

66 37J Cosecant 03720
40 00 Secant- - 0-11575

37 53i -Cosine- • 91S29-2—

—

^Sine - • 9-76m
144 36

'I
H. M. S.

9 38701 =3 66 42 Apparent Time at Ship,
72 18- 7 45 a7 „ „ Greenwich

.^.— Longitude in time - 3 4S 45=57 UJ W.

Same sight worked with latitude 39° 20' N., or 40' in error.

P.D. 66° 37
J'

Lat. 39 20
Alt. 37 58}

0-03720
0-11156
9-49076
9-74742

II. M S.

9-38094 = 3 66 41 App. lime at Ship.
Or

3 48 46 = 67« llj' Weal.

In this case, with the .sun on the Prime Vertical, an error in

the latitude of 40' caused an error in the longitude of only j'.

Venus and Jupiter are often on or near the meridian, when
sights of the sun are taken in the morning or afternoon ; and,

therefore, the latitude found by them serves to work the sights,

and is free from the errors of the run. This is so manifest an

advantage, that the N.A., or the officer of the watch, should occa-

sionally be consulted, to see if either of these planets are available.

Their Right Ascensions should differ from tliat of the sun by at

Venus or

Jupiter for

latitude,

with sun for

longritude.
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least two hours, otherwise they will be rendered invisible, bv

being in the very bright part of the sky surroxmding the latter.

Venus, being an " inferior " planet, can never get further away

from the sun than tlireo hours and a few minutes; this is tcrmeil

the planet's elongation.

M"'!' o' The proper plan is to set the sextant to the computed meridian"

pianftj in altitudc. Use eitlier the direct or inverting tele.scope (whichever
d»yi:(:ht ygy jjj.g most accustomed to), but the last, as it has more power,

is to be preferred. Screw it close dmun to the plane of the in^liii-

vient, and having directed the sight to the north or south point of

the horizon, the planet ought to be seen in the silvered part of the

glass. Of course that part of the sky must be entirely free from

even the most filmy clouds, and unless the sextant glasses are

perfectly clean, and the silvering of the mirrors in good order.

there is little use in attempting this observation.

About 1-4.5 P.M. June 15th, 18S2, on board the as. " Britii'h

Prince" homeward bound from Philadelphia, in Latitude 48"

3:iy N., Longitude 24° 30' W., both by account ; Rarom. 30"-:J2

;

Therm, in the shade on deck 63"; wind S.S.W., light breeze,

with smootli water, tine clear weather. Having found by

reference to the N.A. (page 2:57) that Venus (?) would pass the

meridian at 27 p.m., decided to observe it, and accordingly .set

the sextant to the computed altitude 64° 38' (see rule, page 374).

On looking for the planet near the appointed time, it was seen

beautifully distinct a little below the horizon, antl no diflicnlty

wa.s experienced in getting the exact meridian altitude, notwith-

standing that the midsummer sun was shining hrilliantli/ in a

cloudless sky, and the fact that there were but two hours diHor-

euce of Right Ascension between him and Venu.Sw

II. H. '

Menn TImo lil Kliip Jiina I6tb 1 7

LoiiKitudi! in 'I'iniu ISM

1 TImo at Orconwich

yftrliitlon in 24 liouri

4uat

m)«mo oo(no' = r 60"

nrclin. o( Vrnui Junf I.Mh .. !S 8 5'N
D.cri'.t.« In ;ihr». «6ln. . .. - 160

D.'clin. <-orrect»d tor O. M.T. iS' K it S

Uti4. all. o( V«nui. (4 S!)|

IVrr. T»l>li> M of Itipfr .. .. - 6

TrueklL «4 M)

Marid. ii>n. iliit. U iM s
Corrvrtril (loclin ts «} X

IaUiuiI* 48' IT N
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Now, the apparent angular diameter of Venus on this occasion

was only 12", and when the reader is informed that at inferior

conjunction it amounts to as much as 67', it will be seen that in

the absence of clouds there should be usually no difficulty about

picking it out even in strong sunlight.

Here, however, it is necessary to put in a word or two. Venus, Phases of

as already stated, is an inferior planet, that is to say, its orbit lies

between the eartli and the sun ; it therefore exhibits well marked

phases resembling those of our moon, and the best time for an

observation such as described above, is when the planet is about

five weeks from inferior conjunction, or its nearest approach to

the earth. Its apparent diameter is then about 40", and the

breadth of the illuminated part nearly 10", so that rather less

than \ of the entire disc is illuminated ; but this small portion

transmits more light at such times than do phases of greater

extent, because the latter correspond to greater distances of the

planet from the eartli.

Year by year in the N.A. the date is given when Venus attains

its greatest brilliancy ; tlius, on page 473 of the N.A. for 1895,

under the heading of Phenomena, this is shewn to occur on

August 13th, and again on October 2.5th. After sunset, or before

sunrise, Venus, at such times, will cast a distinct shadow.

To find the latitude, it has been said that slow-moving stars

near the Poles are best ; but to find the longitude, select bodies on

the Prime Vertical, as their motion in altitude is then greatest.

It does not signif}' whether their declination be large or small,

since for any given latitude the motion in altitude on the Prime

Vertical is the same, no matter what the declination.

Again, " Since the change of altitude of any celestial body is Observation

greatest at the Equator, and nothing at the Pole, the time deduced ^gs°nelt'tht

by means of altitudes is more correctly determined in low than Equator,

in high latitudes."*

In the two following examples of stars taken near the Prime

Vertical, the formal rule for working them is left out, as the

method (with one or two easily noticed exceptions) is so similar

to that by the sun. In star observations, the longitude is the

difl^erence between the Sidereal Time at Ship, and the Sidereal

Time at Greenwich.

Ere tliis the reader must lie pretty familiar with the conversion

of Mean Time and Sidereal Time, and .should experience no diffi-

culty in mastering what follows. To avoid perplexing him by

* R.iper,
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anything strikingly different to what is contained in the examples

of stars already given, the Epitome method, wherein the sun's

Kight Ascension is used with the Kqu.ation of Time, is not

introduced. This adherence to one rule wlien practicable, is in

accordance with the recommendation at foot of page 365.

On board the s.s. " Bntish Croiun," about S'30 r.M. June 22nd,

1880, the following observations were made to determine ship's

position.

Chron. 11 10 50 obs. alt. • Altair 14° -ISA' bearing S. 88° E. true. Eye 3-2 t'eet

„ 1124 21 „ „ •Polaris 42 15 „ N. 1 E. „ „ „

„ 1130 49 „ „ •Regiilus22 18» „ S. 861 \V.
..

Position by account, Lat. 43' 20' N. Longitude 43 24' W.

No index error. Chron. slow of G M.T. 4m. O.s. Ship making

S. .58° W. (true) 11 knots. Polaris, when worked out, gives the

latitude as 43' 232' N.

i;,\AMri.F. I.

II. M. S.

Time by chronomoler " '"
IS

Slow 1_L^
O.M.T. UMW
SliUrwl tiiuealO.M. ii»on .. • .^ } J'
Acceleration (or llh. 21in + ' ''-

II. H. s.

Sidereal time at flreonwich .. 17 JJ" '•^'

Altaik

•'» obscrtiJ allltuile

Table SS of Haptr .
'1^

"• Declination s 33i N.

-. I'olar ilistanio 81 -JCJ.. ..Coeecant .

slM,.»latlt...le ««H- ^'^f."!
-Baltitu.le 1« »'*

13« Mi

Hallnnm f>*^
lleiualiiilur " "^

^ U'ontse

.. 013S78

.. » isuss

.. »-1)U07

-.Hour angle
'j u M K. =tr...«»ln.utUS.bS- K by Uur.lwood

•*. Klltbl A««n.ion lfl_uMp«g.3iS.N.A.

Sl.lereal Time at Ship . . • • 'J J-J
?»

Blilereol Time al Oreenwicli .
.

1< i<> "

I.ongHnde In time ^ »" " " H" t7 W.

Same Sioht wokkki. with bATiruiu: lo in Error.

bi :e
4< (X

14 »
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Here, notwithstanding that Altair is 2° from the Pi'irae Vertical,

the large error of 40' in the latitude only produces a diftereuce

of 8s. in the hour-angle, or 2' in the longitude.

It will be noticed that the main feature wherein this example

differs from the sun is, that the Sidereal Time at Greenwich is

compared with the Sidereal Time at Sldp. The Declination and

Right Ascension are taken out direct from the N.A. without the

nece^isity for the smallest correction—another advantage over the Declination.

suu. When the hour-angle is east, sw&<>-acnt from the m's Right °'='"^
o » o require no

Ascension, which will give the Right Ascension of the Meridian, correction for

or, in other words, the Sidereal Time at Ship.

Example II.— * Reffulus.

H. M. S.

Time by cbronoraeler 11 30 49
.Slow -t- 4 00

O.M.T 11 34 49
Sidtre.^l time at G.M. noon .. .. 6 4 11
Acceleration for lib, 3&m -i- 1 54

Sidereal Time at Greenwich . 17 40 64

) Declination 12 S3 N.

"sobs, alt M 18*
TableSSof yjajier.. .. „ .. - 7|

"a true alt. 22° 10}

I Pol.'ir distance 77 27 Coaecnnt 0*010''0

Ship's latitude .. .. 43 23J . ..Secant 0-138ti3
.'8 altitude 22 IQJ ^^- Cosine 9-60129

.Sine 9-87094

9-53026

143 01 ,

/

.. 71 30*/;'Half sum .. » .. n ZQ^JJ
Heuiainder „ .. 49 19}

H. .M. s.

• s Hour-angle 4 44 66 W. = true aiimuth, S. 86}* W. by linrdwoort
.'3 Uigbt Ascension .. . . 10 2 1 VAgeSSS, N.A.

Sidereal Time at Ship .. .. 14 46 67
Sidereal Time at Greenwich .. 17 40 64

Longitude in time . . . . 2 53 57 = 43 291 \V.

Correction for run between sights - 3

Longitude corresponding to that by Altair 43** 26i' \V.

Same Sight worked with Latitude 40 in Errob.

77 27 0-01060
44 3i 014346
22 lOJ 9-49366

9-88210
143 41

9-62972
71 soj
49 3»i H. »I. 3.

4 44 41 W.

The hour-angle being west, is added to the "'s Right Ascension

to pi-ocure the Sidereal Time at Ship.

Regulus being further from the Prime Vertical than Altair, the

f^rror in the hour-angle is of course greater. Still it is not large,
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Jobnsoa's

method of

correcting

sights for ail

error ia the

latitude

worked with

auiountiiif^ only to los., or 3J' of longitude for ;in error of 40 ic

the latitude.

The difference in the longitude of the ship as piven by Altair

and Regulus (the one east and the other west of the meridian) is

only 3', proving the praclicability of getting hrst-class results

from star oljservatious when made at the right time and in the

proper manner.

AuviGE TO Beginneiuj.—Do not de-spair because your first

efforts are unattended with particularly good results. PERSE-
VERE. " Rome was not built in a day." Practi.se in fine weather,

so ac to gain confidence, and feel perfectly at home with the

work in case of reijuiring its aid in had weather, or on an emer-

gency. If you do this, you will soon get out of conceit with the

suu.

Morning sights, as a rule, are only partiallj' calculated pending

the determination at noon of the true latitude, which of course

is referred back to the time of observation by the course and

distance made in the interval ; the late A. C. JonxsON', in his

valuable pamphlet already alluded to, showed how the sights can

at once be worked out in full with the latitude h^/ nccfnirxf, and

afterivards corructi-d by Table C. for any error in the latitude

worked with. The ])lau is so simple and convenient that an

e.xample is given.

About 9 45 A.M. on board the s.s. "British Crown," Jul}' 7th.

1880, took following observation for longitude. Eye 28 feet,

Chronometer slow of G.M.T., 4m. 38. Position by account

—

latitude 39° 51 J' N., and longitude 53' 1' W. Ship making

east (true) 12 knots.

iilismsd ulliiuJe £) M«»l

Corrected Kqualion of Time

HrwMiwich Apivarent Time

Corrcctfd iloclitmtion

P, D.



BOW TO APPLY THE CORRECTION.

H. H. S.

S'B Hour angle . . . . 2 13 26
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can easily be done mentally. The plan holds good for a bearing

in any quadrant of the conipa&s.

Let us suppose another case, where the celestial object bears

N.E. Then the imaginary line would run N.W. and S.E., thus :

—

'&

l)i.S:..a.

.hewn,,:

Advantage of

obtervationt

on tb* Prima

Vertir.l.

In this case, if the actual latitude be south of the one worked

with, as at s", the longitude will be thrown to the esustward, but

if north, it will be tiirown to the westward
;
just the reverse of

the preceding example. The reader can test for himself the

elKcct in the other two (|uadrants.

We will now imagine the sun to bear e!y>t, and see what effect

ia produced on the longitude by an error in the latitude.

Xcrth

South

Evidently there m no oilfct at all, ha in this ai'^f the iiimginnry
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line runs north and south. Hence the advantage of tahinij sights

for longitude when the celestial object is on the Prime Vertical,

as a considerable error in the latitude has no effect on the result,

see Table C (page 451), where it is shewn that, with a bearing of

90', an error in the latitude produces no error in the longitude.

There is, however, a linait to this use of an indiscriminate latitude,

which will be fully explained in the next chapter. In the mean-

time, one more illustration.

Let the sun be supposed to bear S. by E. What effect will tlien

be produced on the longitude by an eiror in the latitude ?

W

Diagram
shewing dis-

advantage of

observs. for

time near the

Meridian.

It will now be evident that a small error in the latitude will

produce a very large one in the longitude ; showing the impro-

priety of taking sights for Time when the bearing of the object is

near the North or South points. Hence one of the reasons for the

red ' danger-signal ' on page 446 (Table C). The colouring of the

first and last pages of this Table has special reference to the Double

Chronometer problem, no matter which method may be u.sed.

When applying the correction to the longitude by the mental

process, it is alwaj's well to imagine the sun or star to have a

lour-point bearing, such as S.W., N.W., N.E., or S.E., although

the actual bearing may be quite near to one of the cardinal points.

This exaggeration of the case puts more forcibly to the mind the

direction in which the correction is to be applied ; but until

thoroughly proficient, it is certainly advisable to draw the lines

roughly on a slip of paper. A little practice, however, will soon

do away with the necessity for even this.

It may here lie remarked, in parenthesis, that when looking at

a chart, for any purpose whatsoever, it .should be laid on the table

with the north side from j^ou. The mind thus acquires a fixed

habit of con-sidering the positions of places with regard to their

true bearings from each other. Some men, on the contrary, if

sailing south for example, turn the chart with the nortli side to

tliem, so as more readily (?) to lay off bearings, &c. But this

twisting and turnint; of the chart according to the course steered

2 H

Proper way
of looking aF
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is not to be recommended, and conveys an unstable idea of

geographical position.

SHORT EftUAL ALTITUDES (Sun).

Equal aiti- There is one other mode of fiiuling the longitude liy luioho

meter, which, from its extreme simplicity as usually presented,

and the few figures required, is very alluring -to people whc

either sufier from want of energy, or have been iusuflBciently

grounded in first principles. Unfortunately for every one, this

' sh'irt cut ' mode of treating the problem is only rarely available,

and if indiscreetly used, under wrong conditions, will a.ssuredly

give wrong results. The problem referred to i.s that of Equal

Altitudes taken a few minutes before and after noon. If the

course in the interval be nearly east or west, or the ves.sel be

stationary, and the altitude not less than 75°, the method in its

simplest form is available, and the longitude will probably not

be far from the truth. Sailini,' ships lying becalmed near the

line, or struggling in the 'doldrums,' may find it convenient ; but

if the course be towards north or south, and the vessel's speed

considerable, there will usually bo a large error due to the

observer's change of position (see page 372).

The word 'usually' has been italiciseil, because it might

happen that the ship's latitude and the sun's declination coin-

cided, or nearly so, in which case a north or south course in tiie

interval would not atlect the lesult, seeing thai the ship wuuld

neither be approaching, nor receding from, the sun. To .suit the

special conditions detailed above, the following is the

Simple Rulk.

Rule for Equa; Fioiii 10 to 16 iiuuiites boforc noon, observe the sun's altitude, aud note the

tiiiie l>y chronometer. ^VIlcn the sun lia.s fallcD to the siinie altitude p.m.

again note the time by same olirouuinctcr ; thu uieuu or half sum of tlic-^e times,

when corrected for the chronometer error, will bothcMc^tii time at Circeiiwich

eorre-spoudiug to Ai>i>:ireut Noon at .Sliiji. Kcduce the Grcouwicli Me.m 'I'iuie

to Greenwich A/i/mniU Time, by adding or subtracting' the E(|uution, ocionl-

ing to the precept at head of pajre II. of the Xaulu-al Almnniie. If the

longitude bo west, the Greenwich Apjinrcut Time turned into arc will lie the

longitude ; but if it bo east, subtract tlic G.A.T. from 12 houni, and (.'leii turn

it into arc.

If another se.xtant is available for the meridian alt. (let ua

hope so), it will be just aa well to keep this one clamped to the

first observation. The shades should ul.so, if josaible, roniaiu

lujchanged.

Mtiludei
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KXAMPLE 1.

Ship BtatioUixry, or steering either East or West (true) ; or Bteering in any

directiun aiul at any speed witli sun near the Prime Vertical.

August 3rd, 1881. Observed equal altitudes 21 in West Longitude.

H. M S.

Time by chrononieler 3 2 10 at AM altitude.
Time by chronometer 3 14 20 at P.M. altitude.

. slow of G.M.T.

Greenwich Mean Time ..

Corrected Equation of Time

Longitude in time 3 6 37 = 46" 39i' W. at Noon

111 tlie foregoinor example, the conditions are assumed to bo

exceptionally favourable ; but such happy occasions are some-

what of the nature of angel's visits ; it is therefore good policy

to be prepared for what ordinarily happens. There are various

approximate modes of eliminating the error due to change of lati-

tude between sights, but, taking all things into consideration,

Raper's is about the best. (Pages 288-289, nineteenth ed.).

Blackburne is rather a champion of Short Equal Altitudes, and

this is the method given in his A and B Tables. It is necessary

to know the azimuth, and as Davis's Tables are not available

for alts, exceeding 60°, it must be got by some other means

:

Raper's formula (page 289) is very short ; or, failing Raper, the

azimuth can, just as quickly, be got from the ABC tables.

Example II.

Wliere ship has changed her Latitude between sights, and the conditione

are less favourabb.

August 3rd, 1881.—In east longitude, and about latitude 4° 10' N., the eye

being elevated 22 feet, the altitude of was observed to be 76° 0' (rising),

when a chronometer which was 10m. 20s. fast of G.M.T. shewed 8h. 30m. 428.

A.M. at Greenwich savie date. After a lapse of half an hour, during which

time the ship had made good N. 33° E. (true) 6 miles, the sun dropped to the

same alt., and the time by saiiu chronometer was 9h. 2ra. SOs. Requii'ed the

latitude and longitude at noon.

Special Rule.

Take the mean of the a.m. and p.m. times by chronometer. To this apply

the error on G.M.T., also the reduced Equation of Time. The result is Green-

wich Apparent Time corresponding to noon at Ship ; tliis is on the supposition

that the ship has not changed her latitude between sights; otherwise it

corresponds to the time of approximate noon, and a correction is necessary.

To Find Correction for Change of Latitude.

With half the interval as an hour-angle, find the azimuth as most conveuieut.



Correction for

change of

poiition

4^*4 nAPEKS SHORT EQUAL ALTITUDES.

Then ;—

To the Bine of /I'l'/the clifftrcnee of latitude nmile good, add the secant of the

latitude, and the co-tangent of the azimuth : tlie sum, rejecting tens, is the
sine of the correction in tinu. (It is sufficieHt to take out the logs, to three

places only).

When the ship has appi-oached the sun in the interval, tubtraet the correc-

tion from the G.A.T. ; when she has recedtd from the sun, add it.

With Declin. 17i° N., Latitude 4° 10' N., and the Ho\ir-AngIe 16m., the

ABC tables give the .iVzimuth as 16". Diflerence of latitude made between

sights = 6'.

« iliff. of 111. 2" 30' Sins a«-.'
Latitude 4' 10' Secant 100UI
Aiiinutli Id' CotanK- 10'M3

Corrcotion - M-.. Sine 7 «0«

Better mctho

• •alUble

r.M s » SO) ® '"^ "

Middle time bv chron. 8 4a 94
Chron. f.a.il i.f a .M T — 10 SO

Oreunwicli Mean I iinx 8 3e It

Correcleil Ec|uatian of Time — 6 it P/me II., N A

Oreenwicb Apparentltme 8 3U ai
Correction for change of liitituila — 36 Nol« irhat tbe oniiumn of ibl^

wnulii mean
8 !» «4

Ko(>n, or A.T.S. correHiiondinc to middle i ,., r^ aa
time l.y cliron J 1. 00 00

II. H. S.

Lnncitiide in Time 3 SI) 1« = 62' 34' K. at .Noon

Laiini.li' «t noon - 4' l.} Nortb

Do not abuse this method by iiaing it ut ijupropxr times, and

be sure that both observations are made xvith eye at situie height

above the sea-level.

Now it must be reiiienibered that, in low liititudes wliere the

method of Short Kqiiul Altitudes is po.s.sible, it is etiuiill^' pa><-

siblc to jret the Aj)]!. Time at Sliip, from suiiri.se to within u few

minutes of noon, by the ordinary sights if the latitii'io l>e known

only appro.xinmtely ; for it has been shewn in this chapter that,

so loii<,' ivs the sun is near the Prime Vertical, an error, such n-s i.i

likely to occur in the latitude by dead reckoning,', does not sipnify.

The sun is hardly adapt eil to the method under ronsideiatinn.

A ship bound south or north .soon passe.s out of raufjo, and whilst

within rnii;,fo other methods are available. Reference to Table

I) will sliew that even in moderately hij^h latitudes the chani^e

of alt. near noon is very slow. Inversely, an error of only 1' in

the alt. means a larj^o error in the time or lon^jitude

For tliL'.SL- and ullur rea-sons the method of " Equal Altitudes
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at Sea '*
is not to be recommended when the sun is the body

employed. It may, however, be given a place among those

auxiliary problems which science places as a reserve, but which
should only be resorted to when, without them, the battle would
be hopelessly lost.

These disparaging remarks do not, however, apply where suit- short Equal

able stars are concerned. They are to be found spread all over
s^^'^^""*^^

"^^

the heavens, and the navigator can take them as he wants them.

Substituting stars for the sun, " Short Equal Altitudes " at once

rise in value. Blackburne is a strenuous advocate, and by his

kind permission the follo^ving is taken, nearly verbatim, from

the text of his A and B Tables. He says :

—

" X wUli to draw attentioTi here to the value of the Short Equal Altitude problem, especially

in the case of stars, because I think it is not sutiiciently appreciated by most nautical writers.

The problem is more especially useful in the case of stars, owing to there being no appreciable

change in a star's declination, and because suitable ones can generally be found in any latituile.

Even on dark nights a very fair longitude can generally be obtained, just as when stars for

latitude are observed North and South of the meridian. An equally good result is obtained if

both altituties are observed the same amount too great, or too small, as if they had both been

correct, and the piubleni is so simple that it takes very little longer than to get the latitude by

meridian altitude ; 1 mean, of course, when within the limits where correction for change of

latitude or declination is not necessary.

I have several times taken these equal altitudes in my morning watch ; sometimes before

dayliglit with an inditfeient horizon, and at others with a good horizon a little before sunrise,

and iht-y have nearly always agreed splendidly with the star position longitude obtained by

double altitude a little before sunrise, when the horizon is perfect.

I do not wish to encourage the abuse of this method by using it beyond its proper limits
;

and when the Sun is observed it will seldom be useful except in the tropics, and then principally

when running nearly due East or West, as on passages from Penang to Ceylon, Ceylon and

Bouibuy to Aden. When running due East or West no correction of altitude or time is required

for ship's change of position. Also, when the body observed bears East and West-, no correction

is required for eeverai miles change of latitude to the North or South ; therefore it follows that

when the observed body is near the prime vertical, and the change of latitude is small, it ia not

practically necessary to make any corrections for change of ship's position.

Table 29 in K;iper gives the hour angle and altitude of a body on the prime vertical; and Best time for

most other epitomes also have a table at any rale for giving the hour angle of same (though equal altitudea
with limited declination), which is always useful for showing the best time to observe for

longitude.

EXAMPLE III.—By a Star.

S.S. Brinditi, Aden towards Colombo, on 6th Sept., 1S85, at 5'25 and 6-35 a.m. (ship time).

Ob&erved equal altitudes of • Aldebaran to the Northward at I8h. 4dm. 05s. and 13b. &9m. 05s,

by chron., which was fast of O.M.T. 37m. SGs. At 6-30 a.m. nier. alt. was observed tJ3® 13J',

giving lat. 9« 25' X.

Hun in interval S. 75« E. 2' = D. lat. 0-6.

In this example, as the star was only 7' from the meridian, and the ship had receded from

the star, 0' 30" less altitude was set to sextant for the second observation.

II. M. S.

Istobs 13 49 05

2ud obs li 59 05

O.M T. when * passed our meridian li 16 29

Sid. time at preceding G.M.
noon on 5th

Acceleration for 13h. 16Jm., )

Kaper, table 23 .. .. f
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There ti no more work here than with the San, u there U no equttion of time to upplf

.

anil it ia easier Co reduce the aid. tiniH th;\n to correct the equation.

My usual mornint; double altitude was tAkon 3m. before this first sight., by Saturn and

Sirius, both East of meridinn. the resultant giring longitude Ci" M' E., which when bruuKht up

to the s.-inie time is within a mile of the equal altitude lonftllude. I hue U^krn soTervl with

equally good results, though in this case It was probably accidental that so near an agreomenc

with the other observations w.ia obtained, as better results might hare been expected with a

longer interval of time, when the star was nearer the prime vertical; daylight, however, pre

vented this.

Choice of stars It Is best to choose stars with declination nearly the same as latitude, or else n/ the sam<

for equal alts. name, and the declination loas than the latitude ; if the declination is greater than the latitude,

as in the laat example, it does not come to the prime vertical at all, neither does it if the declin-

ation and latitude are of contrary names. With latitude and declination of lame name, when
the numbors corresponding to the hour angle;* in tAbles A an<l U nearly agree, is always a good

time. For instance, in lat. 40' N., at hour angle Oh. 20ni. with • Capella, the numbers In tables

A and B ez.actly agree, both being USI, the star, therefore, in that latitude being then exactly

on the prime vertical.

The following example will show how a star may sometimes be observed almost on the prime

vertical to within '2 or S minutes of its meridian p:iasage, or at any time within 2 or 3 hours of its

pas.Hiige.

KXAMPLK IV.— S.S. ' Drindi$i,' Colombo towards Aden, 13tb October, 1SS4, at 81!4 and

t'M I'.u. (ship time). Observed equal altitudes of • Altair 88° 44' nearly East and West ai

Sb. lOin. O&s. and 2\\. iSm. 24a. by chronometer, which waa fast of O.M T. S9ni. (Ms.

The meridian altitude was also observed at 630 P.M. 89' 34' S., giving lat. 8' 40' N

Ex. IV.—Sy a Star btaring nfarlji Halt and Wtit.

a.M.T I 43 S8-»

Sid. time 13th 13 28 M
Ace. for Ih. 43Jm + 17

Long. In time 4 3? 3<>

Ei|Ual allitudes of tlda star were taken In daylight for three or fimr evenings running

Several mllea change of ship's position North or South in this case «ould not liare affected the

longitude I
'."

^

Captain Blacklturne, now Nauticn] A(lvi.<^er to the Marine

Department, New Zealand (]!i06), specially devoted himself to

tlie practical side of navigation, anti liis opinion in this matter

is entitled to very great respect.

To conclude the chapter.— When siglit-taking, should an

a.s.sistnnt not he availahle to note the clirononieter time, the

A use (or the observer himself can very well manatje witli the aid of a 2S9.
"'
"
"'

log-tfla-ss. Turn the j,'Iaas wlien the altitude is taken, walk to

the chronometer and note the time wlien tlie siind has rnn out:

from this, subtract tiio runninjj time of the j^lass tu get the

correct instant of observation. Tfd the ijlaaa.



CHAPTER XI.

"SUMNER LINES •

This and the following chapter are probably the most import-

ant in the book, as explaining and illustrating the geometrical

process—underl^'ing the calculation by logarithms which is per-

formed every day by the practical navigator, but of the meaning

of which he has very often no conception whatever. He only

knows that by certain arithmetical formuhe (learnt off like a The pHncipu

parrot) certain results are produced, but liow, is a mystery. Let °
^ '^^°\iT

us open the pages of this sealed book, by which the navigator stood, one is

may learn to reason for himself, instead of trusting entirely to
""' '''?="''*'"

•' ' o *' on memory
rules which, when forgotten, leave him adrift on his beam ends, for the rules.

In the present chapter it is proposed to shew to what extent a

single altitude of a heavenly body (say the sun) will reveal the

whereabouts of a ship, the latitude being completely unkno-uni,

and how, when combined with certain non-astronomical data, it

may be made to give her actual position.

It is of course assumed that the correct Greenwich Time is

obtainable by means of chronometers.

We have already seen that a single altitude on the Meridian

will give the Latitude with but trifling calculation; and that

a single altitude on the Privie Vertical will give the Longitude,

even though the latitude be but imperfectly known. It remains

to shew more particularly why this is so, and also, by using the

latitude by dead reckoning, what information is to be derived

from a celestial body which occupies neither the one nor tlie

otlicr of these important positions.

By way of the simplest illustration, imagine an ordinary flag- illustration of

start' in a park, and let its base—from the ground to the height of
" '^'"='^ "'

the eye—be painted a different colour from the rest. Let our Altitude."

experimentalist lay off, in any direction from it, a distance of say

100 yards, and having marked the spot by a stake, measure with

the sextant the angular altitude of the flagstaff from its truck to

the paint-stroke
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Suppose this to be 25°. Now let him go to any number of

positions round about the flagstaff, approaching or receding from

it, until in every case the same angle (25 ) is obtained. At each

such spot plant a stake. Connect these various points by some

"small-stuft'," and if they are sufficiently close together, a circle

will be formed, every part of which will be exactly the same

distance from the HagstalT in its centre. It is evident that an

observer getting an angle of 25* must be somewhere on this circle,

which accordingly may be termed "a circle of equal iiliiliulc;"

since, if the angle be greater, he will be xvilhin it, and nearer to

the flagstati"; whilst if the angle be less, lie will be outside of it,

and further from the flagstafi".

Now, conceive a number of such circles to be described at

various distances from the flagstaff. If furnisliecl witii a set of

tiibles giving the distance of each from the dagstaff, and its

corresponding angle, the oljserver, on measuring such an angle at

any point, will only know that he is somewlicre on a circle, at a

definite distance from the tiagstiiff. Thus, if the angle obtained

were S' 50', reference to the tiibles would merely tell him that he

was on a circle everj' point of which was 300 yards distant from

the flagstaff; but if this latter and the circles were enclosed by a

very high wall, which shut out from view all external objects, he

could not possibly tell his position on that circle with regard to

those external objects. He might just as liUely be at the point

marked C in the diagram as at .4 or B. If he wished to go to

any particular place in the park outside the #»I1—.say to the

house at 1), or to the fish-pond at E—he would not know in

which direction to shape his couree, or by which door to go out

circle of Let it be supposed, however, that the surface of the ground

round about the flagstafl' varies very much in character— that in

one dirt'Ction it consists of clay, in another of shells, in another

of .sand, and so on ; and that, in addition to his set of Uibles, the

oliservcr is provided with a plan of the park, shewing the flagstaff

and this peculiarity of the ground in its vicinity. So aided, he

would at once bo able to tell by the angU which of the circles he

belonged to, and by the nature of the ground under his feet what

particular part of it he was on, and, consequently, his position

relative to the invisible objects outside the wall.

Now this is pretty much what can be done on Iward ship by

siilwtituting the Sun for the truck of the flagstaff, the Hori/on

for the paint-stroke, the Kpitome and Xautical Almanac for the

tables, a Chart for the plan of the park, and Soundiugs for llie

surface peculiarities of the ground.

I'ojil

illiolraled
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THE SUN IN THE OBSERVER'S ZENITH. 489

Next come tlie various astronomical facts for which the fore-

going simile is intended to pave the way.

At any given instant of time the sun is vertically above—or, Circle oi

as it is termed, in the zenith of—some point on the earth's surface,
'"""""^•'

and its rays directly illumine ihat half of the globe nearest to it,

the other half being in darkness, more or less complete, accordiucr

to circumstances. To avoid complications, imagine for the time

being tlie earth to be arrested in its motion, so that the sun

remains steady over one particular spot. At this spot an observer

with a sextant would find the true altitude of the sun's centre to

be 90°, and being therefore exactly overhead, upright objects

would throw no shadow. On the other hand, if the observer suosuiai

were situated on any part of the Great Circle* separating the p""*''

dark from the enlightened half of the globe, the sun would be on

his liorizon, and its altitude would be 0°. These represent the

two extreme cases. We have more especially to deal with the

tirst and intermediate ones.

If the Latitude and Longitude of the suu were known,! the

Latitude and Longitude of the .spot over which it was vertical

would also be known, and vice versd. Now, with the Nautical

Almanac it is very easy to find the sun's position in the heavens

at any given moment, and if it were possible to drop a plumb-line

from it to tlie earth's surface, the latitude and longitude of the

point of contact would correspond with that of the sun.

If, however, an observer were so situated that, instead of circle 01

getting 90' as the sun's true altitude, he found it to be only 89°, Altitude

his position would then be uncertain, since he would only be

somewhere on the circumference of a " small circle," the centre of

which would be the spot where the sun was vertical at the instant

of observation. The radius of this circle would he equal to the

sun's zenith distance, which, in the case just cited, is 1°. As the

observer shifts his position away from the sun, its distance from

his zenith will become greater, and his " Circle of equal altitude"

proportionately larger, thus rendering his whereabouts more

and more uncertain.

It will be seen, therefore, that, so far, the observer can only

•This is sometimes called "The Circle of Illuraiiialion "
; also "The Termin.itor," when

the moon is referred to.

t These terms, as here applied, are not used in tlieir celestial seuse, since the loiujilade.

of a celestial object is ine.-isured on. the Jidiptic from the first point of Aries, and the

latitude is mea'sured /rum the Ecliptic towards its poles. These terms being utterly at

variance with their terrestrial signification, wliere latitiule is measured on a tiieriiUan and

longitude on the Equator, are apt to cause much confusion, and should be abolished by

common consent. Surely something better niifjht be substituted.
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he sure of his precise position when the sun happens to be exactly

in his zfnith ; at other times it is indefinite, and becomes more

so tlie (greater his distance from the sun. From a consideration

of the fore^oinj^, " a Circle of equal altitude " may also be desig-

nated " a Circle of position."

'I'o find the place on the chart over which the sun is vertical

at a given Greenwich time, is very ejisy, when you know how.

Since tlie earth revolves steadily on its axis, any place whose

latitude h.'vppens to be the same as the declination of the sun at

the instant of its meridian passage, must of necessity have the

sun vertical at noon ; and as Greenwich Apparent Time is equal

to the sun's hour angle—or, in other words, to its meridian dist-

ance from Greenwich—the required longitude is found by simply

turning the Greenwich Apparent Time mto arc by Table 18 of

Rjiper.

Briefly, therefore, the sun's declination (corrected for the given

(Jreenwich time) is equal to the latitude of the place ; and the

Greenwich Ajiparent Time is equal to the longitude in time, which

is always to be reckoned towards the west, since the sun moves

in tliat direction.

To project this on the chart is easy enough in theory, but not

HO easy in practice. Suppose " a Circle of position " is req»iired

to be drawn with the following dat* :

—

March 7th, 1880, at Ih. llm. 3"8s., G.M.T., an ohserver, who xviis in com-

plete ignorance of liis position, found the sun's true altitude to he W. To

what extent wonld tills cnliglitcn liim 7

II. M. s.

(Iroenwich Moan Time 1 II S'8

Corrpctod K'ltiation i .. ..q

ofTiino .. ../- " **

""l"n.o'' *'''"'""M I 00 00-0=I.onK. 15'W.
•!•• CoiTfctwl ilcclinttlo

J'rick oil" a point in 4' 59 J South and 15" West (see Chartlel

No. 1). Here the sun will bo vertical at the Greenwich time

specified. Subtract the observed true altitude (50') from flO°,

wliich will give 40"^" for the distance of the sun from the /.enith

itf the observer. Take this amount in the dividers, and, with the

wi.ai a cirdf :il,ovc positiou as a centre, describe a circle. There will now be

AiiiiiMc MO dilliculty in understanding that for all ships on this circle

—

'"'*"' no matter what part of it—the sun would have an altitude of

;">0 . Each master would know that he was sometvliere on this

particular circle—neither inside nor ouLside it, but on it. Kx-

cepling the certainty that his ship wa.s not on the land portion oi

' Su •xpUnttlon (pige 4B1) with reaped to ttltei of Mercator construction on tii*

c\tc\t.
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it, this, however, is all he would know, unless aided in some way
yet to be described ; and reference to the chartlet will show that

the circle covers a goodly portion of the ^lobe, leaving him plentj-

of room to guess.

Place him, however, in the ordinary circumstances of the navi-

gator, and give him his latitude by account. Then, by laying

this off on the circle, he would get an approximate position ; but

such knowledge is not always sufficient where the navigation is

intricate ; nevertheless, poor as it is, it may sometimes be used to

great advantage, as will be shown further on.

The individual in the park determined his whereabouts on the Position on

circle by the character of the ground, and, similarly, it is often ^l"^'^
^^"'

possible for the navigator to fix the ship's position on it hy the Soundiug.

depth of u'ater and character of the bottom. Bear this in mind,

as it is important.

Passing by other methods for the present, the reader's atten- Cn chart,

tion is invited to sundry striking points developed by the subject, poj^^on"

On scrutinizing Chartlets Nos. 1 and 2 more closely, it will be appear as

seen that the so-called " Circles of position " are not fairly entitled o"2"
"

to the name—that, in fact, they are irregular ovals, and not true

circles.

It will be remembered that it is stated in the chapter on Charts,

that ilcrcator's projection gives a distorted representation of the

earth's surface, and here we have another proof of it. Owing to

the degrees of latitude being extravagantly drawn out as the

Poles are approached, a true circle, when shewn correctly on a

Mercator's chart, is made to assume a somewhat elliptical form,

havinc its lonirer axis in a north and south direction. This ^°'" *° ''"'^
o o

,_ Circle oa
feature makes the drawing of the circle in actual practice a mat- chart,

ter of some difficulty. The usual way of arriving at it is to

calculate a number of longitudes from one sight, I'etaining in

each case the same Polar distance and Altitude, but changing

the Latitudes by suitable quantities, say 5° where the scale of

the chart is small.*

When a sufficient number of points have been thus determined,

they can be pricked off on the chart, and connected by a free

curve drawn with a pliable ruler, which will give the figure with

• As a clieck against using an impossible latitude in tlie computation, it is as well to

know that iu the clironoraeter problem, the sum of the Polar distance, Latitude, and

Altitude cannot exceed 180°. Should the addition shew an excess, it proves that the

computer made choice of too high a latitude, and he must reduce it accordingly. When
Vie sum is exactly equal to 180"^, it sheivs tJu polar limit of the latitude, as the boil 1/ in such

a case is on the meridian.
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Altitude

Uiineccssi

ill ijiaclice

draw com-
plete circle

tolerable exactness, and when so drawn, it may l>e termed " a

Curve of position," or " Curve of equal altitude." This, however,

would be endless work, aud totally unsuited to the wants of the

sailor. ll;ippily it is not required.

When the sun passes nearly overhead, the Circle of position is

small, and as the oV)scrver approaches the sun it becomes yet

smaller ; until finally, when he has it in the zenith, it vanishes

in a point, and this point, as already stated, represents his posi-

tion on the globe. Conversel}-, as the observer recedes from the

sun, the circle becomes larger, and this brings us to a feature of

the very highest importance.

Chartlet Ao. 2 shews that %chen tlte circle is large, small por-

tions of it (say an arc of 30' or 40) may be treated as a straight

line without deviating much from the truth ; and the larger thi/

circle the nearer any part of its circumference approaches to this

condition. This will be apparent by contrasting Cluirtlets Xos.

1 and 2, which have straight lines drawn on four of their sides.

We see that in Chartlet Xo. 2, where the circle is large, the

straight line touching it coincides for a much greater distance

with the circumference, and this would be even more marked if

the circle in iVo. 1 were say half the size. It is very necessary

to retain a good mental grip of this point, as it plays an im-

portant part hereafter.

Now, in actual practice, the navigator always knows his lati-

tude within half a degree or so, aud it is therefore quite un-

uece.ssary to draw the complete circle on the chart. He only

requires to draw that portion of it which is included between a

position say 20' North, and another 20' South of his latitude by

D.R., and as explained above (when Uie circle w large), this in-

cluded arc may safely be considered as a straight line.* To this

end he merely works his chronometer sight twice over ; the lii-st

time with a latitude 20' in excess, and the second time with a

latitude 20' in defect of his position by account The two re-

sulting longitudes, with the latitude proper to each, he then pricks

off on the chart, and connects them by a straight line, which is

really an arc of the Circle of equal altitude. Unle.s.s the error of

the latitude is greater than that assumed, the ship must be some-

where on this " Line of position,"t which, for couvoniuuce, will

* The itrniglit Hue U titokcn of inithematlckllT sither u a tangent , or a* a cAoni, to tJu

t Ai lieforo stated, Uie Greeuwlcli Time in »iii)|>oiie.l to be accurately known, otherniu

the line will l>o iiiove>l Imlily to tlie tasticard or tctilitanl, in i>ro|>ortion to tlie •mount

and direction of the error, U. l>ciug equal to 1' of longitude. Tbe latitude, kowcTcr, i>

not in any wny airocted 1>y an error in tlio C!rei'iiwi>:li Tim*.



CHARTLET No. 2.

Sunday, March 7th, 1880, at 5h. 11m. 1 ?.&. mean time at Greenwich, an observer in the
Northern Hemisphere found the sun's true altitude to be 33° 17' 45".

B. M. 8.

Greenwich Mean Time . 5 11 1 '2

Corrected Kquation of Time . -11 12

Greenwich App. Time . 5 -0 = Longitude 75° W.

©'s Declin. at Greenw. App. noon . 5 00 18 S.

Correction for 5 hours Greenw. App. Time - 4 52

©'s corrected Declin.

Therefore at tht- time specified the sun vfa.s vertical to a spot in Lat. 4° 65' 26" S.,

and Long. 76° W.

TOr.ACe PAGE 492





'SUMNER LINES.'

liner Lii

henceforfcli in these pages be termed a " Sumner line," after the Sumner Line

American seaman who first brought this useful problem promi-

nently to the notice of the profession.

Having got so far in the knowledge of his position, if some

kind friend were hut able to communicate the actual latitude, it

would be easy to prick it off on the " Sumner line," and the ship's

place would at once be accurately established.

This matter of the " Sumner line " leads to another point of

immense value. If we take any portion of the circumference of

the circle, and consider it as a straight line (Sumner line), a note-

worth}' fact stands revealed—the importance of which it is oirectii

almost impossible to overrate—namely, that the bearing of the

sun is invariably at right angles to this line. Conversely, a right angles

" Sumner line " lies at right angles to the bearing of the sun, so
s^^*^""^"*

that if either be known the other can be found.

Among other things, this explains why noon is the best time to

obtain the latitude. For example, when the sun is on the Meridian

it bears either north or south, and if the " Circle of position " be

then drawn, that portion of the circumference at right angles to

those bearings (when treated as a straight line) will run east and

west, or, in other words, will constitute a parallel of latitude, upon

which the observer must be situated {vide Chartlets). Again, what Sumnei

when the sun is on the Prime Vertical, it bears either east or west, '"'"^^ '"'^''

and is, accordiuglj', in the best position for determining the longi-

tude, since an observer at such times will be on the " Sumner line"

running due north and south, and, therefore, independent of his

exact latitude. This is also shewn on the Chartlets.

There is, however, a very wide difference in these two cases,

which it may be as well to refer to. If the sun left a mark on

the earth's surface as it moved over it from east to west, the

latitude of this mark would everywhere be the same,* and would

be equal to the declination, and therefore, if the observer but

knew his distance north or .south of this line, he would know his

latitude also. That is easily understood.

Now, as the meridian altitude subtracted from 90" gives the

distance from the sun, and, consequently, from the mark, the rest

is the simplest kind of arithmetic.

For example, let the sun's declination at noon be 20° S., and

the observer's zenith 40° to the southward of the sun, then his „ , ^.. .How latitude

latitude will be 20° S. plus 40° S., equal to 60° S. Or, suppose is arrived at

* This is a broad statement, as no account is taken of the eonst»nt change in the

decUD.ition.
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the observer's zenith to be 40° noi'th of the sun ; then, as the sun

is 20° south of the Equator, and the observer is 40° to tho north

of tlic sun, lie must be 20° iiorth of the Equator, wliicli is his

latitude.

Now, to ascertain the longitude, we might calculate in the same

way if we only had a second sun moving round us from north

to south, but we have not, and so the matter needs to be treated

in some other form.

The latitude, as already seen, may be obtained by direct iiistru

mental measurement, being nothing more than the sun's angular

distance /ro))!. tlie observer's parailti, plus or minus the sun's clis-

taiice from the Equator. This is done every day at noon, and tho

operation is to a large extent independent of a knowledge of tho

How longitude. In ascertaining the latter, the distance of the sun i.s

longitude IS mkeu from the obsercer'a Meridian ; but excepting in the oiio
nrrived at -'

. ,

particular case, when the observer is on the Equator, and tlie

declination is 0', this is not susceptible of direct mea-sureinent

In this special case the sun describes a " Great Circle " round tho

world, rising due east, and setting due west.* At such times the

Meridian Distance is obtained directly, by merely subtracting

the true altitude from 90°, and turning the remainder into time,

which of course is the Hour Angle. At all other times tho

Meridian Distance is obtained by computing the spherical triangle,

of which the arguments are the Polar Distance, Latitude, and

Altitude, constituting the after-break fjtst problem so familiar to

all " South Spainers."

Sumner Line ^^^ ^^''^ uiust get back to the " tjunuier line," a.i it possesses

ihcws be.iri.iu yet another property of very considerable convenience to the

navigator. If the line on the chart be extended till it meets a

point of land, it sitews the bearing of that land, and although the

exact distance will not be known, wo have only to sail on this

line till the place is arrived at. On this account tho " Sumner

line " is frequently termed a " Line of bearing.'f

When entering the luiglish Channel in winter, this knowledge

may bo of great service. The course of homewanl-boundcrs is

generally a north-easterly one, so that the south-easterly bearing

of the sun in the forenoon is well adapted to give such a direction

to tho line as will cause it to strike some part of tho coast.

* \'uU foot-note, page 403.

f Seamen of Die olil tcbool (when ohroiioinotera were more scarce Ihau now), ikra familiar

with the plan rniuinauly kdopt«<i touK Inifore Sumner'* time, orniuDiiiK down their euting

or wetting oo the paralU'l of the port bound to. This wu nothing more than tailing ol t

li o'clock " aumiior line."
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When the " Sumner line " happens to pass rather wide of a How to makt

place which wouM make a suitable landfall, the difficulty can be pas™"hrough

circuuivented by ruling through the desired point a second line any given

parallel to the first, and so shaping the course as to get on to this
''°'" '

new line as quicklj'- as possible. Just as though in a strange

town you were directed to a shop some distance ahead on the

opposite side of the street, your first move would naturally be to

cross over, and then resume your walk in the same direction,

knowing that you are bound to come to it in time, and only

require to keep a good look-out till you do so.

Instead of laying down a " Sumner line " by working a sight

with tiuo assumed latitudes, and pricking them off with their

respective longitudes, half of the labour may be saved by recol-

lecting that the " Swnner line " runs at right angles to the sun's

true bearing, therefore, if the sun's bearing be known, it is easy

to lay down the " Sumner line." To do this, work the sight once
g^^^ ^^^ ^,

only, using the latitude by account, and mai'k the resulting laying down

position on the chart. Open Burdwood or Davis, or turn to the

ABC tables, and find the sun's true bearing, employing for this

purpose the hour-angle just found, and the same latitude and

declination. Rule a line through the chart position at right

angles to the sun's true azimuth, and j'ou have the " Sumner

line " as before.

Here a word of caution is necessary. When the sun's altitude

is very high, say 85°, the circle is small ; and if even a trifling

portion of the circumference be then taken, it will be found con-

siderably curved, and the azimuth of the sun as measured from

the two extremes of the arc will appreciably differ ; so that the

" line of bearing " is not altogether so reliable as it would be if

the altitude were lower, and the circle proportionately larger.

However, as this problem is more likely to be used in winter

than summer, such a case will scarcely arise in practice. Never-

theless, it is well to bear it in mind.

The practicability having already been pointed out, of fixing a

ship's position on the " Sumner line " by a cast of the lead, it

remains to shew another mode of doing so by the bearing of a

distant object.

It is essential in this case that the sun should be either pretty Howtotx

much in the same, or contrary direction to the object of which position on

the bearing is taken. Should the sun bear either exactly over by bearing"oi

it or in the contrary direction, the "cut" will be a right-angled distant land

one ; and in proportion to the difference of the bearing of the
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sun and object, so will the angle of intersection of the two lines

be more or less favourable. If, for example, the sun bears two

points to the right or left of the object, the " cut " will have an

angle of six points, which is very good, but the nearer it is to

eight points the better. If the olject be a long way off—.say 40

to 50 miles—it is necessary to t;xko the bearing with great care.

A method of doing this with the utmost accuracy will be given

further on. An error of 1' at 50 miles would throw out tlie ship's

position nearly one mile. As the sun's position can be laid down

on the chart at any time, this method may be regarded as a mode

of lixing the ship's position by cro.ss bearings; a shore object

being used for one bearing, and the sun for the other.

Daneeroui An example will now be given, accompanied by a cliartlel, lo

o»vig»'eii by demonstrate the many great advantages of the " Sumner line " in

Sumner Linoi. gases of Critical navigation. It will prove the practicabiiitii oj

sailing in absolute safety, and xvithout losing distance, round

dangerous shoals, %vhen neither the latitude nor longitude of the

ship w more than approximately kno^cn.

The observations here detailed were actually made by the

author when commanding the Pacitic Co.'s steamship Galicia,

but the date has been altered to suit the Nautical Almanac for

the year in which this book tirst saw the light. The astronom-

ical elements are given on page 77.').

Atpeciaibitof On the morning of October 24tli, 1881, the .steamship Galicia,

QiTig.tion. being bound to Monte Video, was steering N. 29* K. (true), 12

knots, the intention being to pass outside the French, AstrolalK?,

and English banks.

At 7h. 8ni. A.M. App. Time at Ship, a ca.st of the lead was taken

in 15 fathoms, sandy bottom, and the following oV).servation was

made to get a " Sumner line," hy which to keep clear of the

shoals.
II U. '^

(l.MT. 10 111 '.'Sfl A «. Mmc ilato —©— Trui- All. tC 40
Corr. K.iu». + \l> Hi

Pa.Hio„hracc{[-J;^«5.,5;:;

TolardUUnc* 78 7 . . . OMXMOO
L*L >iy arc. . SJ 67 . . . 01IOI7B7

-j)- True Alt. to 40 ^ ^iSMTl
^ ^•soiwe

n. H. 1.

0'M»I44 = 4 61 6M

87 a"
48 4^

App. tim* at Ship .7 8 7 8

App. tim* at DrMnw. 10 60 71
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Accordingly, Latitudi; 35° 57' S., Longitude 55° 30' W.,

were piiclied off on the chart. Next, Bui-dwood was opened at

page 65, and under declination 12°, and opposite 7h. 8m. A.T.S.,

the sun's true bearing was found to be 90", or East. Therefore,

a North and South " Sumner line " was ruled through the ship's

position.

Now, in accordance with wliat has already been stated, the ship

must be somewhere on this line ; and as it trended due North and

South, owing to the sun being on the Prime Vertical, the exact

longitude was a matter of certainty, and the soundings seemed to

indicate that the latitude by D.R. was pretty correct. Looking

at the line on the chart, it is evident, let the latitude be what it

may, that if the ship were steered upon it, she would go clear of

danger. This was done, and the ship's course tlien became North

(true). As a precaution the lead ivas kept going, to guard

against a westerly set of the tide or current.

About 10 A.M. liigh land was sighted a little on the starboard Rio de la

bow, and at 11 A.M. the Pan de Azucar (a mountain 1374 feet high)

was recognised, bearing N. 30° E. (true). Its vertical sextant

angle

—

measured on and off—was 0° 26' 45", eye 28 feet. Imme-
diately an observation was made to get a second " Sumner line,"

as the sun was favourably situated for crossing it with the bearing

of the mountain. A cast was also taken in IH fathoms, mud.

II. M. s.

O.M.T. 2 2ii 16-6 P.M. same date. -©- True Alt. 63* 6-

Corr. Eqiia. + 13 45-3

Plata.

G A.T. . . 2
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through the chart position, Wiis found to lead in safety round the

north-eastern edge of the English Bank, and strike the islaml

of Flores. TJiis course was steered witii every confidence, and in

three-quarters of an hour the lighthouse was made dead ahead.

Meanwhile the "Sumner line " was cut l>y lajing oil" on the chart

the bearing of the " Pan de Azucar," with the result that it

gave a position agreeing exactly with the one by DR., and

further corroboration Wiis found in the soundings, which tallied

to a nicety. The distance of the mountain was calculated from

the observed vertical angle, and found to be 24i miles. The

measurement on the chart proved to be the same.* It was quite

a triumph to find all these things in agreement.

Here we have as good an example as could well be selected, of

the immense value of the "Sumner line" when making the land,

Diiianceor Or dodgiug rouud shoals. It is necessary to observe that the
land by Vcrti-

clironoiucters had been rated a few days before at Sandy Point,
cal Angle of J J <

•ijiic. in the Strait of .Magellan, so that the longitude of the " Sumner

line " could be depended upon as correct, otherwise it would have

been imprudent to skirt the banks so closel}'. In laying off

" Sumner lines " on the chart, the navigator is strongly recom-

mended to use Field's Parallel Ruler, wliich will be found very

handy for this and similar purpo.sps.

By way of pnictice, tiie reader can work out the following

observations, which were made going up the Irish Channel :

—

Tucsiliiy, June Btli, 1880, at 3li. 4ui. p.m., the s.s. Briltdt'Crown passed one

mile S.E. of Tuskar lighthouse, and shaped a course up the Georce's Channel

N. 31 J* E., tlic 81)06(1 over the bottom varying from 9 knots per hour agiiiiisl

the ebb, to 14^ knots witli the flood.

In every ciwe the correct Greenwich Menu Time is rcfeireJ to. The coursci

and bearings are by Lord Kelvin's staiidanl conip.xss reiliiceJ to true. Eye 24

feet. No index error. The cxai-t position of the ship was asoertiiinc<i from

time to time by bearings of the huiil, and horizMital angles laid down witii the

Ruler. Station Pointer. In two instances iniical sextant angles of Croghau Hill—

in<iisur<d on and off the arc—were t^iken as a check, and coincided beautifully

with the other determinations. The observations were made by the writer

siugleliuudcd, and tlic clirononietcr times taken by an olliccr. Uad there been

an assistant to permit o( the observations being made simultaneously, of course

it wouhl have been e.i.>iier, but the close agreement of the results shews what

am be done by trying The chart used was Admiralty Sheet No. 18£a B.

The reader is i-ecuuuneudcd, before going into the calculations, to lay otT the

* Ilia writer tins brought out a iniall book (|>ocket liza), cntitlcil " The Danger AugU
*i»l Off alinre Distance Talilea," wliercby a ibiji't diatance from tbe coaat may b« taken

out by iiiiiiile iii9|iei:tion. It can b« procurnl from the publiaben of thi> work, ami olbcr

oautical Uookii'llaii. (I'rico 4a. 6<l.).

Field'

rallel
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ship's position corresponding to the various times of observation. This is

easily done by starting at one mile S.E. of Tuskar, and ruling a light pencil

line with Field's Pnrallol Ruler in the directinn of N. 31 T E. true. Upon
this lay off the ship's position at 5h. 28m. 16s. ; 5h. 45m. Os. ; 6h. 10m. IDs.

;

Gh. 37m. Os. ; 7h. 51m. 53s. and 8h. 15m. 8s. Wlien working out the Sumner

lines, use a latitude expressly in error some 10', so that the perfection of the

method may be fully demonstrated.

4h. 4m. O.s. P.M. Lucifer Shoals lightvossel abeam, distant about 4| miles.

5h. 28m. 16s. © 25° 57'. Sheve Boy N. 75i° W. Position by bearings, &c.,

,52° 33' 7" N., and 5° 50' 0" W. Position by " Sumner line " crossed with

bearings of Slieve Boy 52° 33' 0" N., and 5° 49' 37" W.
5h. 33m. 40s. 25° 7|'. Croghan Hill N. 54° W. /\ 0° 43' 50" = 23 miles

distant against 22| miles by bearings, &c., which latter gave position 52° 34' 8" N.

and 5° 49' 10" W. Position by " Sumner line " crossed with bearing of Croghan

Hill 52° 34' 5" N. and 5° 49' 45" W.
5h. 45m. Os. South Arklow lightvessel bore N. 43^° W., distant nearly 8 miles.

6h. 10m. 19s. 19° 36'. Croghan Hill N. 72|° W. A 0° 42' 10" = 23i miles

distant, agreeing exactly w'ith following position by bearings, &c., 52° 40' 50" N.

and 5° 42' 30" W. By " Sumner line " crossed with bearing of Croghan Hill

52° 40' 55" N. and 5° 43' 0" W.
6h. 23m. 54s. O 17° 34i'. Croghan Hill N. 79^° W. Observed horizontal

angles as follows : Mt. Leinster 18° 45' Crogan Hill 45° 34' Great Sugar Loaf.

Which gave position 52° 43' 20" N. and 5° 40' 0" W., against 52° 43' 12" N.

and 5° 38' 30" W., by "Sumner line" cut by Croghan Hill.

6h. 37m. Os. Wicklow Head lighthouse bore N. 48^° W.
7h. 51m. 53s. 5° 30'. Summit of Bardsey Island, in the opposite direction

to the sun, bore S. 54j° E., distant about 27^ miles. The sextant angle between

Croghan Hill and the sun's nearest limb was 53° 57'. Position 53° 1' 50" N.

and 5° 23' 0" W., against 53° 2' 5" N. and 5° 23' 40" W., by " Sumner line
"

cut by Bardsey. In this case the bearing of Croghan Hill was found by first

getting out the sun's azimuth from Burdwood, and then applying to it the

horizontal angle measured between it and Croghan Hill. The method of doing

this will be given in another chapter.

8h. 15m. 8s. The final position of the ship was 53° 6' 40" N., 5° 18' 50",

W. The horizontal angle between the Great Sugar Loaf and the sun's nearest

limb was 30° 45', the sun having an altitude of about 2° 45'. At the same

time, ne;irly, the horizontal angle between Holyhead Mountain and the summit

of Bardsey was 74° 40

.

It must be clearly understood that the distinctive feature of ,. nn, o(

Sumner's process is that a single altitude taken at any time is bearing

"

made available for determining a line on the chart on some part

of which line the ship is situated. The discovery of this fact by
Captain Thos. H. Sumner appears to have been accidental, and is

thus recorded in his book published in Boston in 1843 :

—

"Having sailed from Charleston, S.C., 25tli November, 1837, bound for Greenock,

a series of heavy gales from the westward promised a quick pas.sa<:e. After passing the

Azores, tlie wind prevailed from the southward, with thick weather ; after passing longi-

tude 21° W. , no observation was had until near the land, but soundings were had not
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fnr, as yita supposed, from the edge of the bank. The weather was now more boisterous,

and very thick, and the wind still southerly.

Arriving about midniglit, 17th Dccemlwr, within 40". by dead reckoning, of Tuskar

light, the wind hauled S.E. (true), making the Iri.sh C«a.st a lee shore. The ship was

theu kept close to the wind, and several tacks made to preserve lier position as ncirly as

possible until daylight, when, nothing being in sight, she was kept on K.X.K. under short

sail, with heavy gales. At alwut 10 A.>l. an altitude of the sun was observed, and

chronometer time noted ; but having run so far without any observation, it was eviilent

that the latitude by dead reckoning was liable to error and could not be entirely relied

upon."

However, the longitude by chronometer was determined, using the uncertain D.R.

latitude, and the ship's position fixed in accordance. A second latitude was then

assumed lO* to the north of the last, and working with this latitude a second position of

the ship was obtained ; and again a third position by means of a third latitude still K^

further north.

On pricking off these three positions on the chart it was discovered that the three points

were all disposed in a straight lino lying E.N.G. and W.S.W., and that when this line was

produce<l in the flrst-namcd direction, it also parsed through the Smalls light. The
conclusion arrived at was " that the observed altituilc must have happened at all three

points at the Suialls light, ami at the ship at the same instant of time." Tlic de<luction

followed tliat, tliough tlic absolute potition of the ship was doubtful, yet the true bear-

ing of the Smalls light was certain, provided the chronometer was correct The ship

was therefore kept on her course, K.N.R, and in less Ih.in an hour the Smalls light

was made bearing B. by N. J N. and close aboard. The latitude by D.R. turned out to

be 8' iu error.

It will be observed that it did not then occur to Sumner to

cros.s his line of position with a second one, and so get a definite

" Fix." (See next chapter.) Perhaps the sun did not give him

the opportunity.

This appears to have been the first recorded application of the

principle, and to have furnished the foundation of the s^'stem

which Suinui.r worked out and published half a dozen j-ears

later. In the first year of publication of his book an order was

given to supply it to every ship in the United States Navy.

The Bureau of Navigation at Washington adopted the sime

course with respect to " Wrinkles in Practical Navigation," an

example followed later on by our own .Admiralty.

In low latitudes, with declination and latitude ne.irly ecpial, a

good graphic illustration is obtainable of the principle underlying

Sumner's Method, together with the ship's geographical position,

ns j)ractised by (.'aptain T. S. Ani;iis, of the P. and 0. Observe

the altitutle, while aaiuiuth is yet large, directly Zenith Distance

is small enough to measure on the chart with a pair of dividers;

plot position (latitude = decliinition, longitude = Greenwich

Apparent Time); and, from this spot as centre. de.scril>e an arc

of u circle with Zenith Distance a.s radius. Then ship is some-

where on this arc. Wait till azimuth changes sufiiciently to

give a good cut, and repeat the operation. The intersection

({ives geographical position of ship without calculation. If ship
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has moved during the interval it will be necessary sometimes to

apply tiie correction for run iis indicated on page 503. Captain

Angus has been good enough to supply two sets of observations

from his work-book, and plotted them on the accompanying

chart, to indicate the advantages of this handy method ex-

perienced while rounding Cape Guardafui in command of the

p. and O. ss. China.

The following sights were taken near noon to get a position Captain

bv Sumner's Method projected on to the chart. A strong S.W. "£"^^^'8
J I J a and working.

monsoon was blowing, and the horizon was somewhat hazy.

The first altitude was about ISmin. from noon, so as to give a

good longitude; the second about 4min. before noon; and the

third and fourth later. The first sight was reduced to the

fourth by shitting the position of the sun's centre on the chart

at the time of the first sight—N. 46° W. 4"5 miles—this being

the ship's run in the interval, and, using the new position as a

centre, to sweep the first arc, using Zen. Dist. as radius. It will,

be noticed that the second and third sights happened to be

equal altitudes.

22nd Auqdst, 1900.

®'s Declination corrected to Noon 11° 54' 38" N.

Kciiiation of Time.—2m. 51s. on Mean Time.

Chron.
Krror
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In working the following sights no allowance is made for

shiji's run, as the interval between the first and Ijust eights was

011I3' five minutes, during which the China made about N. 82°

\V., 1 mile. The sun's declination was also assumed to be

constant for that short interval. Neither assumption would

make any appreciable ditlerence in the result.

•2.1RD AOODST, 1900.

®'i declination corrected from Noon 11° 34' 5' N.

EqiLiliou of Time. —2m. 363. on Mean Time.

First Sight. Second Sitjlit.

Chron
B. M. 8.

20 r.r, 16
- r, 26

20 50 50

B'l. Time - 2 .16

:0 4S 14

288 47-;

+ 10

88 57 -5

Zen. Di.st. 1 25

® East of 1 , , , .«

Greenwich/^ " "

In arc 47" .W-.'i'

20 5S 51
- 5 26

20 53 2,->

- 2 36

20 50 49

3 9 11

47" i;-7'

® 89 1

+ 10

89 11

40



CHAPTER XII.

"DOUBLE ALTITUDES."

That vei-y distinguished authority, Lord Kelvin, in alluding to P«-fmiMe

Sumner's method of " Double Altitudes," is credited with having Double"

said in the course of a lecture at Glasgow, " that it would be the Altitudes

greatest blessing to navigators, both young and old, if every

other method of ordinary navigation could be swept away."

When one considers that the " Double Altitude " problem—not

Ivory's, or Riddle's, or the method by natural sines, but the

" Double Altitude " problem as now practised—gives the Lati-

tude, Longitude, and Azimuth, all at one working, the learned

Professor's remark seems more than justified.

The chief virtue of this powerful problem consists in utilizing

observations taken almost at any hour of the day, so that one is

rendered gloriously independent of the 9 o'clock sight, and the

time-honoured Meridian Altitude. Of all others, therefore, this

is the problem to which the navigator should devote his most

serious attention.

In the last chapter it is shewn how a single altitude of the

sun gives a " Cii-cle or Curve of position," upon some part of

which the observer must be. If, then, after an interval, during

which the sun has travelled sufficiently to the westward, another

altitude be taken, a second " Circle of position " will be obtained,

upon some part of which the observer must likewise be. Now,

since he is somewhere on both of the circles, he must of necessity

be at their point of intersection, which is the only place that can

satisfy the twofold condition. It is true that the circles intersect '"'« "''i'

each other at two points, but these are generally wide apart

—

perhaps in opposite hemispheres—and surely the observer knows Azimuth w

his whereabouts within a handful of degrees. It will be evident, '^" '"'"•

therefore, that the " Double Altitude"* problem is nothing more

* Raper finds fault with this term, and suggests "Comliineil Altitudes." He is right,

but its meauiiig is so thoroughly established among the seafaring community, that any

attempt to change it would be questionable wisdom.
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tlian the operation detailed in the last chapter, repeateil after a

suitable interval. Chartlet No. 3 illustrates this. The circles in

it are those which have already been separately given. They
are now 'combined,' to exemplify the method, and the datn

belonging to each presented to the reader in a complete form.

March 7tji, 1880.

About 11 A.M. Ajiparent Time at Ship, an observer m the Xort/inn hrmi-

sphere tbuud tlie sun's true ultitude to be 50°, when a chronometer shewed

Ih. 11m. 3-8s. ofG.M.T.

Alter an interval of four hours, the same observer, at 5h. Urn. l"2s. of

G.M.T., found the sun's true altitude to be 33° 17' 45". Required his

Latitude and Longitude ; also the sun's true itzimuth at each observation.

Reference to the chartlet will shew that the circles intersect

in Latitude 32° 23' N., and Longitude 30° \V. The sun's azimuth

at the fii-st observation was S. 23J° E. and S. 57J° \\. at the last

one. The " Sumner lines " are at right angles to these bearings,

and of course cut each other at the same point that the circles

do. Considering them as " Lines of beariny," if the .ship were

sailed on the first "Sumner line," she would fetch Vigo in one

direction, or the West Lidia Islands in the other. If she were

sailed on the second " Sumner lino," she would fetch either Sierra

Leone or Baffin's Bay.

This method may be considered as a means of determining tiic

ship's place by astronomical civsa-bearing)! ; the fir.st bearing of

the sun being taken wlien convenient, and its position at that

moment laid down on the chart; and the second, or woss-beariiig,

after an interval sufficient to allow the rofpiisite cliange in the

sun's position. In tlie example before us, the bearings cross at

an angle of 81 J', which, being nearly a right angle, gives a very

favourable " cut."

In practice, the ship is very seldom stationary between the

observations, and if it be required (as is customary) to know her

position at the laM one, the first circle nnist be moved bodily to

the same distance and in the same direction as the ship has sailed

in the interval. When dealing with the "Sumner lines," the

same rule of course holds good : the fn-stone must be tninsfcrred

parallel witli itself, according to the courae and distance nuido

good between sights. Then its point of intersection with the

second "Sumner line" will bo the ship's place as rcfiuired.

In sea-going practict^, to find the latitude and longitude by thi.x

method, take two altitudes of the sun, with such an interval

between them as will give a ditl'i-rence of bearing of nt leofit
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WHEN WORKING "DOUBLE ALTITUDES.' 503

three points, but the nearer to eight points the better—same rule

in fact as in taking cross-bearings of the land, where the place of

the ship is most distinctly marked when the pencil lines have a

good square crossing. Work the altitudes separately, using the

Latitude by Account and Polar Distance proper to each, and lind

the respective azimutlis by the A B C or other tables. Through

each resulting position on the chart, rule a " Sumner line " differ-

ing 90° in direction from the sun's ti'ue bearing. Take any point

in the 1st line, and from it draw a 3rd, to represent the ship's

run between the observations. Through the end of this 3rd line

draw a 4th. parallel to the 1st, and the point at which it cuts the

2nd Sumner line is the place of the ship.

To prevent confusion, it is better not to draw the 2nd " Sum-

ner line" till the 1st one has been projected for the run of the

ship : there need then be but one point of intersection, as in the

figure. It might serve to make this transference of the 1st

" Sumner line " better understood, if we were to imagine it

something the ship could carry with her, and drop at the correct

5nd " Sumner line.-

"Sumner line"
ved alon^ with the ship

angle, at the instant of making the observation which was to

cross it with the 2nd "Sumner line."

Now, it is not always convenient to draw " Sumner Hues " on

a chart. Moreover, to define the ' cut " clearly and accurately,

it is necessary to use a well-sharpened pencil, to have a chart on

a fairly large scale, and that the difference in the sun's bearinc

Calculatioi,

better than
' plottiog
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double altitudes—johnson's method. 50?

The following is the Rule for this Method.*

I. Let two chronometer observations Le taken at an interval of Johnson's

about an hour and a half, or two hours, if possible, provided

that the sun's bearing has changed not less than a point and a

half, or two points.-f- and let the first be worked out with the lat.,

D.R. at the time of observation.

II. Let the lat., D.R., and longitude thus obtained, be corrc cted

for the run of the ship in the interval between the observations,

and let the second observation be worked with this corrected

latitude. Name these longitudes (1) and (2), and take their

difference.

TIL The bearing of the sun at each observation is to be taken

from an Azimuth Table. In every case they are to be considered

as less than 90'
: so that when the Tabular bearings exceed 90°,

we must subtract them from 180', and reckon them from the

opposite point of the compass; thus N. 122i" W. would be S.

57i° W., and so on.

IV. Enter Table C. (pages 446-451), with the latitude and

bearings, and take from it two numbers (a) and (6), of which

take the diflerence or sum, according as the lioarings are in the

same or different quarters of the compass. The difference between

the longitudes (1) and (2), divided by this diflerence or sum, gives

the correction for the second latitude ; and (a) and (6), multiplied

by this correction for latitude, give the corrections for the two

longitudes.

V. To apply the corrections for the longitude.

When the observations are
I When the observations are in

in the sa7)ie quarter of the different quarters of the compass,

compass, allow the corree- ' correct the Easterly longitude

tions both to the East, or both towards the West, and the Westerly

to the West,
|
longitude towards the East,

in such a manner as to make the two longitudes agree. If they

do not agree, they show that the corrections have been wrongly

• Insertefl with Mr. Johnson's permission.

t In conformity with his reconimen<iation near bottom of page 466, the writer would

prefer to completely ignore the question of the time which should be allowed to elapse

between sights, and let rule I. read as follows:—Subject to restrictions presently to be

•pecified, let two chronometer observations be taken with an interval depending ufion

nin's change oj bearing : this should not be less than two points.

llie method depends, not upon an interval of lime as such, but upon a dijerence dj

beiring. No matter how great the interval, if there is insufficient diffcrenre of bearing

the method falls to the ground.
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applied ; and herein, as Mr. Johnson says, we have a valuable

safeguard against error, peculiar to this method only.

VI. To apply the coiTcdion for the latitude.

Under the sun's bearing at the time of observation write the

opposite bearing, and suppose the letters to be connected diagon-

ally; then that connected with the name of tlie correction for

longitude will be the name of the correction fur the latitude.

Thus, if the correction for the longitude were 6) W., and the

sun's bearing S. 57^° W.,

We should write down tj W.

/
and under it N. E.

Then, as the letter which stands diagonally opposite to \V. (the

name of the correction for the longitude) is N., tlie correction for

the latitude has to be alloweil towards the Nortii : and so on in

other cases.

A consideration of the direction in which the "Sumner lines"

trend, will give the reason for Rule \'I. The reader can also

refer back to those in Chartlet Xo. 3, and to the explanation on

page 479, ct sequitur.

An example from actual observation on board shijt is given on

the following page, to shew the complete working of the method

advocated.

SimiUriij u/ In 1866, W. H. Rosser brought out an admirable method of

piincipio treatinrr • Double Altitudes ' by Lonarithmic Tabular I'irferences*
between ,

'^
_ , , .

Rosser'i and wliicli, lit' e.\plains in tlie preface, is derived from a work by
Johnson J Captain Louis Pivgel, of the French Imperial Navy, published in

1847.

p.eference Rosscr's and Johusou's are precisely the same in principle, as,

eiven to
indeed, are all " Double Chronometer " methods ; but the details

Johnion.

of the proce-ss are .somewhat dissimilar ; many people, however,

would on close examination consider this dissimilarity to be more

apparent than real. It is very much a case of " A rose by any

other name would smell as sweet." Nevertheless, there is a dis-

similarity—quite enough to swear by.

In both methods there is one ail-important factor, namely, the

error caused in the Longitude l>y an error of 1' in the Latituda

Johnson's factors are expressed in minutes of arc, whWi^l Ro.sser's

are expressed in secomls of time. Of course these are convertible

terms. Johnson's factors are taken out direct from Table C
* Thf thorlfil mdhcil of finding (A« LatUudt, ljmgii%df, ami Atimui^ UindoD

Jimaa Imray tud Sod.
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(merely his own Table 1. extended) : Rosser's factors are derived R""*' a""!

. . . . Johnson

—

from a manipulation of the Log. Tab. Biff's, taken out con- jifference in

currently with the logs, themselves. (See Rai)er, p. 221, 19th '''='»"'

Ed.). Their respective values are in each case the same.

For ship's run between sights, Johnson corrects the 1st Longi-

tude by applying the difference of longitude in arc. Rosser

corrects the 1st Apparent Time at Ship by applying the difi'erence

of Longitude in time.

Johnson divides the difference between the 1st and 2ud Longi-

tudes by the sum or difference of the factors, and the quotient is

the error in the Latitude. Rosser divides the difference between .

the true and computed intervals by the sum or difference of the

factors, and the quotient is the error in the Latitude.

To find the Longitude, Johnson corrects the D.R. Longitude,

whilst Rosser corrects the D.R. Apparent Time at Ship.

At first glance it might appear that Johnson had no end of

advantage in taking out his factors by inspection, but to enable

him to do so he must first ascertain the Azimuth, and this to

some small extent balances the extra work of taking out and

manipulating the Log. Tab. Diffs.

The main distinction between these two excellent methods is m*'"

that, throughout the work, Rosser sticks to Time, whilst Johnson

sticks to Arc.

Although Rosser's is very first-rate, and can be safely recom-

mended, Johnson's—as a simpler and more popular version of

the problem—has undoubtedly cut it out. Its greater brevity,

freedom from even the suspicion of algebra—a regular bugbear

to the most of sailors—and fewer rules to remember, are all

good points to score. The writer used Rosser's method almost

daily for a number of years—it was quite an enjoyment—but

eventually abandoned it in favour of Johnson's. Mr. Johnson Johnsons

claims to have been first in the field (1864), but that is a little "o°pui1r"°"

matter that is scarcely deserving of close consideration liere.

Lord Kelvin, much impressed with the value of Sumner's

method in his own nautical experience, which is not inconsider-

able, went to the trouble and expense of publishing a set of

tables to facilitate the working, but they have not found general

favour, and Johnson's method—taken all round—is hard to beat

The ABC Tables make it impregnable.

In actual practice, the first half of the "Double Altitude"

observation is worked out as soon as possible ; and it is well to
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take the second altitude when the bearing has changed about

two points, in case a more desirable one should not be obtained

later on. It can be kept as a " stand by," and need Mot be worked

out if a better turn up.

As the sun's bearing usually changes more rapidly in high

latitudes than in very low ones, the interval between the observ-

ations may at sucii times be correspondingly smaller. This fits

in admirably with tlie sailor's requirements, as it is generally in

high latitudes that he happens most to need the aid of this

problem

.

There are, however, many exceptions wliich should not be over-

looked. The rapidity of azimuthal change depends upon the

observer's position with respect to the sun : this can best be seen

by an overhaul of liurdwoud's and Davis's Tables. Sometimes

tlic change is sufficient with a comparatively short interval, and

at otiicrs the interval is so long as to render a 'double altitude'

practically impossible. This latter will happen when latitude

and declination nearly coincide ; but even then, if he watches his

chances, the wide-awake man may get sights on dilJ'eri'nl aides

of tlie meridian which will give a splendid cut with a short

interval.

For example, in lat. 10° N., and with declin. 0", it may happen

that owing to a tropical rain-squall, or general cloudine.ss, the

meridian altitude is lost, and "ex-meridians " not to be had with

a sufficiently small liour-angle ; But at -lOm. before noon the sun

will bear S.l'l, and at 40m. p;ust noon it will bear S.W.

Here we liave an interval of only one hour and twenty minutes

with a change in bearing of 90\ Now if the weather permitted

sights to be obtained at these times, the Navigator would have

good reason to rejoice. The altitude (76*) is not too high, and

the ' cut ' is perfection.

In this instance it would be next to an impossibility to get a

workable double altitude with both sights on the eavie side of

the meridian. Reference to Davis will shew tliat the change of

bearing is much too small with any interval between sunrise and,

s.ay, 10 A.M., and between, say, 2 r.M. and sunset

Cases such as the one here drscribcd arc not imaginary ; they

have a bond fide existence; are easily found at the proper time,

and as easily utilised by those who understand their value.
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Sia AMBIGUOUS "JS'EAR THE MEniDlAX."

The writer has frequently worked double altitudes by Johnson's

mctluxl, with a difference of bearinfj of rather less than a point,

and found them come out with wonderful accuracy. If in such

cases the " Sumner lines " were drawn on the chart, they would

be found to run together, and their intei-section would be very

ill defined indeed. Therefore it is that in many instances calcula-

tion is preferable to la3'inf; down the linos, &c., on the chart

which latter operation is technically styled " plotting " the work.

Do not lempi It is Hot, however, advisable for the inexperienced to take
rovi dice

liberties of this kind. Tlie results may turn out very badly, and

then the method wouM be unjustly blamed.

We have now arrived at a stage in this problem when it will

be convenient to explain why the first and last pages of Table C
are coloured red. First, let it be understood that the colouring

is only to be taken into account in connection with 'Double' and
'Simultaneous Altitudes.' When, fur example, Table (' is used

as an Azimuth Table, the colour is devoid of signification.

rhe'Dangei Red is generally associated with danger. It is so used on a

Sien»i.'
railway, on powder hulks, during target practice, a revolution,

and on most other occasions when there is mischief in the wind.

Well, when the Azimuths of a Double Altitude are either very

small or very large, the red Hag is hoisted. In the first of these

two events it is to be taken as ahsoluleW prohibitory, and in the

second as enjoining caution : green perhaps would have been

butter for the last page.

To economise labour in printing, the whole of each page is

coloured, but the prohibition in the one case, and the caution in

the other, are only intended to apply severely to the fii-st and

last 10° of Azimuth.

Hour Atifcie Just here we will make a little deviation to clear up an am-
>nd Aiinmtii. iiignjty. In this and other books on the .same topic, one con-

stantly meets with the phrase " near the meridian," but being

capable of a two-fold interpretation it is apt to breed confusion.

To put the reader on his guard, therefore, it will be no harm to

remind him that a celestial object can be near the meridian in

point of Time or Hour-Aiujlc, and yet be far from it in Azimuth

(see page 466). The converse of this can happen, so when one

comes acro.ss the expression, it is well to consider in what sense

it is u.sed.

Extreme cases servo best for illustration, so let us take one.

Latitude of okserver = 50"= N. Polaris bearing N. 2° E. That is

surely near enough to the meridian, but only in point of Azi-

muth, for in jiuint of Time it is then six hours from the meridian
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Take another case. Latitude 20'' N., Declin. 20° N. Time from
uoon, 5 min. This also is surely near enough to the meridian,

but only in point of Time, for in Azimuth it is 90' from the

meridian, or on the Prime Vertical. This matter being settled,

we will return to ' Double Altitudes.'

By now the reader must be familiar with the precept that Compromise«

observations for Latitude are better in proportion to the sviall-
^'* common.

ness of their Azimuth, and that observations for Longitude or

Time are better in proportion to the largeness of their Azimuth.
Those for Latitude are at their best when the Azimuth is 0', and
those for Longitude when the Azimuth is 90". ' Double Altitudes

'

are a combination designed to give both Latitude and Longitude,

and, being a sort of compromise, it will be advisable to avoid

either extreme of the gamut. The mere fact of combination

does not necessarily free them from the drawbacks to which they

would be subject if acting singly and independently.

Let us take an altitude with a small Azimuth and see what
happens. Turn to Table C, Lat. 60°, and Az. 4°. In this case the

error in the hour-angle arising from the tritiing error of 1
' in the

Latitude is so great, and varies so rapidly, that no dependence

could be placed in results obtained from such fluctuating con-

ditions, and especially will this be so in high Latitudes.

Perhaps this would be plainer if put in another way.—It must
be apparent that the position depends entirely upon the correct-

ness of the values furnished by Table C, whether expressed in

arc or time does not signify. If these are wrong, the whole Action and

panjandrum goes wrong. Now, to take out these quantities with re aetmn

sufficient correctness, the Azimuth

—

when small—must be accu-

rately known ; even half a degree will cause an immense jump in

the value of the quantity, but unfortunately the Azimuth itself

is derived from the D.R. App. Time at Ship, and this may be

seriously in error. Therefore, unless by a fluke the Latitude

worked with should happen to be correct, the tabular quantities

will be wrong and must give a wrong result.

On the other hand, the most casual inspection of Table C will

shew that, with azimuths larger than 12° or 15°, the values alter

comparatively slowly
; consequently, approximate working data

will give the azimuth sufficiently near the truth, and this in turn

will give sufficiently correct values from Table C. These
elements act and re-act upon cacli other. But even in this last

event, should the ascertained Latitude differ widely from the

Latitude worked with—say 20' or so—it would be prudent to
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repeat the calculation, using, of course, the amended Latitude.

To do so would not be such a very big job, as fully half of the

original work would still hold good.

In practice, however, the navigator must take what he gets

and be thankful. He cannot always control the phenomena of

nature, but, like a good admiral with certain forces at his dis-

posal, he should know liow best to turn them to account There-

fore, when it happens tliat one observation has a small azimuth,

and the other a large one, it would be better to put ' Double

NfTtr lay Altitudcs' on one side, and look for some other means of finding
*

the ship's position. It at once suggests itself that the sight near

the Prime Vertical will give the correct Time, even though the

D.R. Latitude be considerably in error; and with this correct

time it is easy to find the correct Latitude from the other sight

by treating it as an Ex-Mendian.

If there be any doubt, repeat the work with the amended

Latitude, and, if the sights were good, a close approximation will

follow. This disposes of the first page of Table C, and with the

reader's permission wo will let the other stand over for the

present. Jt will kci'p.

Twowny. of Thus far the active principle of the problem has oeen put

'""nTV""' ^'fifore the reader in graphic form only, namely, by Sumner's

method of projection on a Mercator's chart; but it will materially

assist to a more complete understanding if the principle be con-

sidered from an entirely dilForent standpoint. In reality the

same principle permeates all Double-Altitude methods, but cer-

tain of its phases are more discernible in some lights than in

others. The point of view now to be dealt with is that of the

Elapiied Time between sights. Time, as we know, plays a pro-

minent part in navigation.

In the September number of the Sautical Maga:ine for 1892,

there was a rattling paper on the Double Chronometer problem by
LJaptnin Philip R. H. Parker, R.N., which, from it^ thorougli-

going salt-water style, was apjireciated by the majority of

seamen.

The cliief merit of the paper lies in the clever manner in which

the sub-current of principle—yVet-rf/roni nutthcnuitical irammeU
—is <lniggoil out of the depths, and made to shew itself in the

broiid liglit of day.

Captain Parker goes straight to the goal ; there is no waver-

ing, no side issues to obscure the main fact; the line of argument

18 simplicity itself, and the conclusions cannot be di.sput> !
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Further, there are no intricate rules to remember, the ' why and

the wherefore' of everything are "as plain as a pikestaff." As

Captain Parker himself says, "The rule unfolds itself as it goes

slong."

This much in favour—and it is a good deal, but there is, unfor-

tunately, something to be said on the otlier side. As compared

with rival methods, the working is undoubtedly roundabout,

inasmuch as to find the error in the hour-angles due to an error

jf 1' in the latitude, a very considerable portion of the work has

to be repeated : that is all that can be said against the method.

It is not much to some men, whilst to otliers it is an effectual

bar. As a clear and popular exposition of the Principle—taking

Time for its basis—Captain Parker's paper stands unrivalled,

and is a most welcome addition to the literature of the subject.

It gives the writer much pleasure to reproduce it in these pages,

and to this Captain Parker and the then Editor of the "Nautical"

most kindl}' gave their consent. The rea<ler can now judge for

himself.

A NEW VERSION OF AN OLD PROBLEM IN NAVIGATION.

" There is a problem in Navigation which has been in use for a long time,

and is known by various names, such as " the raethoil by trial and error, the

approximate double altitude, and the double chronometer." It seems to have

been tii'st proposed by Lalande, a French astronomer, in 1764. As the

method by trial and error it was much used by our fathers between 1780 and

1820. Lynn (1830) gives it. Raper gives it as the approximate double alti-

tude. About 1845, Page), a French naval officer, proposed it lor latitude and

longitude as the double chronometer. Johnson gives a modification of it, and

Captain Martin, in his recent work, gives both Pagel's and Johnson's forms of

it. Up to Pagel's time it was a latitude problem solely, but since that it has

been used to fix the position both in latitude and limgitudo. It depends on

the following fact :—

If two altitudes of the sun or other heavenly body .are taken with an

i!)terval between them, and if the apparent time is calculated from each alti-

tude, then the interval between these apparent times ouglit to be the same

as the interval shown by the chronometer (corrected for run if necessary), .and

it will always he so, provided the tnie latitude has been used in calculating

the observations.* Hence, if the interval (from the chronometer), and the

computed interval (from the sights) do not agree, we know the latitude used

is not the true one, and we must look there for the error and correct it. It

follows, too, in these days of accurate chronometers, that if we fix the latitude

we can get the longitude also, and so determine the ship's jiosition fully.

The rules for working this problem at present seem to me somewhat clumsy,

• Captain Parker ]turpo.sely omits refereuce to the effects of errors of altitmle, as bciug

foreign to tlie purpose of his paper, but the iiavigatoi- must bear tlieni iu miuil. The

writer will deal with llieni further ou.

—

l.evky.

" True blue

for ever.

"

Parker's

method

unmatched

clearness.
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ami likely to frighten off aome of our weaker brethren (in mathematics) from

what is really a most simple ami useful method, one which, moreover, possesses

the merit of alfonling a check on its own errors. It is possible to make the

problem "i)rovp," as we used to say at school long ago, and thU is surely a

great advantage. The rules at present given (Kiiper, Ed. 1857, p. 247, and

Martin, double chronometer chapter) are many and complicated. Tripv nrc

founded on the differential equation

A Hour-angle Cot. Az.

A Co-latitude Cos. Lat.

or aa it becomes for computation :
—

Sin. Diff. Flour Angle = - Sin. 1", Cot. Az. Sec. Lat. (a).

Now since this is a differential equation, the negative sign not only carries its

own algebraical power, but also signities that the hour-angle and co-latitude

vary in contrary directions, i.e., as one increa-scs the other decreases, and vice

versd. Hence the complicated system of rules and signs to render easy a bit

of the higher mathcmatiw to those unacquainted with them. Thc.-se rules in

Riper take up two pages, and in Martin about a page and a half.

I would therefore propo.se a new method, which I l>clieve to be simpler and

more logical. The chronometer interval, corrected (if neee.s.snry) for the run,

is the true difference of apparent times of sights.* Make this, then, the stan-

dard of compari.^on, and if the difference of the computc<l apparent times doe.»

not agree with it, it is clear that there is an error in the latitudes useil. To

ascertain this, work each sight with a latitude one mile North or South (as

you may choose) of the first latitudes used. The difference lietween these

apparent times sliows the variation caused by putting the latitude one mile

either way, 'and will also show which w.ay the interval must be corrected.

To correct the latitude is then only a projiortion sum. The compuUil

interval differs by so much from the iriie interval, and the effect of one

mile North or South in latituile is to alter the couipatetl interval by bo

much. The one quantity divided by the other gives the miles and frac-

tions of a mile, the latitudes first useil were in error. Knowing the tnie

latitudes, the longitudes arc founci in the usual way.

There is in all this no limitation, and no necessity to consider cases, or

whether the sun is one siile or the otlier of the ])rime vertical or meridian.

The rule unfolds it.self aa it goes along. Two quantities ought to be equal,

and they are found not to be so. Hence there is a reason, and the rc.ison

hows itself on tlic figures, viz., that the latitude tised is too far North or

too far South. But the figures also show how much one mile of latitude

affects the first-named i|uanlilies, and in what directios The rest is a pro-

portion sum. Can anything be nuirh more 8in>))le T

The method of correcting the time-interval for run nas not \>een in UM
before, and is adopted in order to get a true standard with which to compare

the computed quantitii's.1 Such a stuidard is given liy tiic true ditTerence of

apparent times, which may be obtained from the chronometer interval cor-

* In practlca it may li« taken u inch without mnteriiil error when the interrkl ii ihort,

but It i> not DO in fact. The <:Aan;« in the rqiiatlon or time muit be allowe<I for: thr

maximum ia aliont l«-25 per hoar.—lnkjf.

t Cnptain r.irl(cr ofrourae meant the interral hj chrmomeUr, In other matbo<la It ia

the eomputetl iiitcrv.il wliich in rorrocle<l for the iihip'a rnn.~~ I^tfcX'v.
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rertpd for the chfin£;e of longitude due to the ship's run. If a ship is

stationary, the true diftprence in apparent time between any two observations

is the same as the interval of time shown by tlie chronometer. But in actual

practice at sea there will always be a change of position between the sights,

and it is a familiar fact to seamen that this change of position causes a gain

or a loss of time. Hence the necessity of correcting the chronometer interval

for the difference of longitude due to the nm. Therefore every care should

be taken to estimate the run accurately, as an error here may lead to a large

eiTor in the ship's position. It is usual now to steer the ship to the nearest

degree, and I would recommend that the log be read as each sight is taken.

This can be done with most logs without hauling in. I do not think I need

trouble to give the proof of a problem sailors have been using since 1770.

Hence I will only give the rules :

—

1. At any convenient time take the altitude of any heavenly body, and

with the D.R latitude determine the ship apparent time. Determine also

the ship apparent time due to a latitude one mile North or South, as you may
think fit.

2. Note very carefully the course and distance run by the ship up to a

second convenient time, and find thence the Diff. Lat. and Diff. Long, made

good. Turn the Diff. Long, into time, and correct the D.R. latitude to the

second convenient time.

3. At the second convenient time take another altitude of the same (or a

different) heavenly body, and thence determine the ship apparent time, and

also the apparent time due to a latitude one mile North or South, in the same
way as before under precept 1.

4. Take the difference of the chronometer times of observation, and to it

apply the difference of longitude in time, adding if the run was East, sub-

tracting if the run was West. This is tlie true difference of .apparent times,

or, a.s we shall call it, the " true interval."

5. Take the difference of the apparent times given by the D.R. latitude

and the latitude obtained from it by applying tlie correction for run. Take

also the difference of the apparent times given by the latitudes one mile North

or South of the above, as it may have been worked under precepts 1 and 3.

These are the computed differences of apparent times, and we shall call them
" computed intervals." The difference of these computed intervals is the

change in interval due to one mile of latitude North or South, as the case may
have been ; and it will be seen at once whether this change tends to increase

or decrease the interval.

6. To correct the latitude is now a simple proportion sura. If either of the

computed intervals agree with the true interval, then that set of latitudes are

the correct ones at the first and second observations. If they do not, then

decide which of the computed intervals it is desired to correct. That due to

the D.R. latitude and the run is usually the more convenient. Take the

difference between the true interval and the clioseu computeil interval. This

is the whole quantity to be corrected. Divide it by the change of interval

obtained under precejit 5. The result is the miles and fractions of a mile the

latitudes worked with are in error.

To check the correction, take the difference between the apparent times

found at the first observation, note very carefully how it varies. This will be

the correction in apparent time ('ue to one mile of latitude. Multiply it by
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the correction in latitude, and apply with the proper sign. That will give the

correct apparent time at the first observation. Kei)eat the process for the

second oliscrvation. The interval between these correcte<l apparent times

ought to be the same as the tnie interval. If it ia not, there is Siniethlng

wrong with the work.

A'b^e.—Tlie corrected apparent times are here obtained by proportion. This

will not be tnie, when

—

(a) There is any great correction in latitude, say over 20.

(i) The Jiticrence in apparent time due to one mile of latitude ia lari;e. s^iy

over 20', as will be the case near the meridian.

tn both these ca.^es the apparent times should be re-calculated with the

ciirrccted latitudes, ami corrected again, if necessary, till the true and com

pnted intervals correspond.* I hope the method will be found serviceable, and

I append some examples :

—

On the 25th January, 1891, on board RM.S. Orizaba, in lat by account

8° 50' N., the sun's zenith distance (W. of mer.) was 27" 43' 45" at 19" 32°" 3.V

O.M.T. The declination was 19" 30" S., and the K<|. T. 12"" 30" + to App

Time.

With these elements the Apparent Time will be found to be O*" 10"'9' i'.m

for Lat. 8" 50' N., and O'' lO™ 53" r.M. for Lat. 8" 61' N.
The ship then ran S. VS"" E. 18 miles, and a seconcl observation showed th«

zenith distince to be 34° 41' 15' at 20'' 52"* 22" G.M.T. The corresponding

declination and Eq. T. were 18" 59' 30" S. and 12'" 31' +.

This second obsorvution gives l"" 24" 28* p.m. .\pp. Time with Lat. 8° 45' 15"

N., and l"" 24"' 22' i'..M. App. Time with Lat. 8" 40 I.')" N.

The ditf. long, in time due to the run will be fuuiid to be I'" 11>, ami tiie

run is K:istward.

We have therefore

—

20'" 52"° 22* = Latest Chronometer Time.

19 32 33 = First Chronometer Time.

1 19 49 = Chronometer Interval.

+ 1 11= Correction for run I"^t.

1" 2l» 00* = True Interval.

This tnie interval is the stiimlnrcf o/ rom/xirison to trhirh we refer our other

times.

We have further

1'' 24"° 28' P.M. = Second Apparent Time 1 Due U> Lat. 8° 50 N. and the

10 9 I'.M. - First Apparent Time / run.

1" 14" 19" = Computed interval due to D.R. lat

Al.so we have
]ii ojni 0.2" |..M. - Second Apjiarent Time ) Due to Lat 8" 51 N. and the

10 53 P.M. = First Apparent Time

1" 1.1" 2!)' = Com]iuted interval tlue to a latitude one mile North of the

D.li. lat

* llallicr a dig order to a luaa in hurry. Ueral : Don't uw th* metbod of " Doullt

Altitiulvfi" whrrr It i< ohriouMy inapplicable.— /^<X'v.
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From this it is quite plain that the interval due eitlier to the D.R. lat., or a

latitude one mile Xorth of that, is too small. Further, tliat putting the lati-

tude to the Northward decreases the interval at the rate of (l*" 14™ 19' -

l"" IS"" i\)' ) = 50' per mile. It is therefore evident that 8° 50' N. ia farther

North than the true latitude, which must be put to the Southward.

To ascertain how much, we have

—

Ih 21°' 00' = True Interval.

1 14 19 = Interval due to 8° 50' N.

G" 41'

60

401 seconds = Error in computed Interval.

Now, since the Interval, as we have seen above, alters 50' fur each mile of

latitude, it is plain that a correction of 8
' South will make the latitude right.

Hence the true latitude is S-' 50' N. - 8' = 8° 42
' N.

To see that this is accurate, we will correct the computed intervals. To do

this we have

—

O"" 10" 53' P.M. = Apparent Time at 1st obsn. due to 8-' 51' N.

10 9 P.M. = Apparent Time at 1st obsn. due to 8^ 50' N.

+ 44' = Diff. due to one mile North.

Hence - 44* = Diff. due to one mile South.

.•. - 5"" 52^ = Diff. due to eight miles South.

i.e. 10™ 9' - 5"' 52' = 4™ 17' = App. Time due to 8° 42' N.

Similarly

—

l"" 24"" 28' P.M. = Apparent Time at 2nd obsn. due to 8° 45' 15" N.

1 24 22 P.M. = Apparent Time at 2ud obsn. due to 8° 40' 1
5" N,

- 6' = Diff. due to one mile North.

.*. + 6 = Diff. due to one mile South.

.•. + 48 = Diff. due to eight miles South.

Hence l"" 24™ 28' + 48- = l^ 2,')™ 16' = Apparent Time due to 8' 37' 15" N.
which Ls the latitude by D.R. of the second observation if 8° 42' N. is the

latitude of the first.

Thus fur the corrected interval we get

—

l"* 25"" 16' P.M. = Computed App. Time of 2nd observation.

4 17 P.M. = Computed App. Time of 1st observation.

I" 20" 59' = Computed Interval of App. Times, which is only V from

the True Interval of l"" 21™ 00' . This verifies the latitude.

To get the longitudes we have—
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Also allowing a run of S. 75°E. 1 mile, from noon to Ist observation, we get for

the noon position, dctluceJ from these observations, 8* 42' 15' N., ami 71' 2'

30' E. The noon position by meridian altitude, and a.m. chronometer sights

was 8' 42 N ,
71° 3 E.

It will be noticed th;it this is not what would be generally considered as a

favourable case. Both sights are r.M., and the first sight is not five minutes

from the meridian. But (and it is one of the advantages of the method) there

do not seem to be any limitations to this problem. But where there is a large

dillerence in Apparent Time due to an alteration of one mile in latitude (such

as 44" hero), it is not safe to trust to the computation of the Ai>p.arent Times

by proportion simply. It is better to recalculate them rigidly, and this

should also be done if there is a very large correction (over 20 miles) to be

made for latitude.

Doing thi.s liere, and taking the trouble to work to the ne;ircst second, we

find tliat 8° 42' 6' N. is the latitude at the first obser\-ation, and that the

Apparent Times are O"" 4" lO* and l*" 25" lii'S' . These give the compute<l

intcr\-al, l*" 21"" 00 5' , which agrees with the true interv.il, and they give for

longitudes 71° 1' 4.5" K., and 71° 19' 45" E. respectively.

Example II.

On Monday, 28tli Dec, 1891, at my house in Holwu-t, Tasmaniii, I obUinol

the following sights. Tiie time was taken by a Walthara |>ocket watch

which wa.s known to keep mean time.

At 7*" 23'" S' A.M. the zenith distance was 58° 9' 00", the declination being

iX 19' 30" S.

And at S*" 39™ 4S' a.m. the zenith distance was 44° 9 45', the cleclination

being 23' 19' 15" S.

I chose to work witli Lat. 42' S., as an experiment, though I knew this

was more than GO' out, the true Lat. beinn 42° 53' 30" S.

With Lat. 42° S. the Ai>i>arcnt Times were W*" 30" 351' fbr lat observation,

and 20*' 46"" 7'5' for 2nd observation.

With Lat. 41* 59' S., the times were 19'' 30"" 35 fi- and 20'' 4r.'" efl* resp«e

lively.

Hence (as there is no run) we have-
s'- 39"' 48" I.jitest Chronometer Time

7 23 8 = First Chronometer Time.

1" 16" 40" = True Interval.

Also—
20'' 46°' 7'5' = Secoml App. Time due to42'S. lint

19 30 3.'>1 = First App. Time due to 42 S. Liit-

I" 15" 32-4' = Computc<l Interval due to 4:° S. Lat.

A nd—
jjOi> 40™ ec - Second App. Time due to 4 1» 69' S.

19 30 STi-S - First App. Time due to 41" 69 S.

! lb" 311' - Cuiuputcd Interval due to 41° 69' S.
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Hence we see

—

1st. That the Computed Interval is too small, and must be increased.

2n(L That putting the latitude to the Northward makes it still smaller,

and therefore the correction is South.

As to the amount of correction we have

—

l"" 15"" 32-4' = Computed Interval due to 42° S.

1 15 31-1 = Computed Interval due to 41" 59 S.

— 1.3* = Correction for One Mile North.

Also we have

—

l^ 1C"> 40' = Trae Interval.

1 15 32-4 = Computed Interval due to Lat. 42=

jm -gs - Error in Computed Interval.

60

r3)G7-6(62'

65

2-6

2-6

Hence there is an error of 62' in the latitude, to be applied to the Smith-

ward.

This will give 42° 52' S. as the true Lat, and 04' - as the correction for

one minute of Lat. to be applied to the first sight ; and 09' + as the correc-

tion to be applied to the second.

This gives

—

20'' 46" 54'3' As the Computed App. Time at 2nd observation.

19 30 143 As the Computed App. Time at 1st observation.

1" 16" 40' Computed Interval.

AMiich confirms the latitude.

But as a correction of 52', even near the prime vertical, is a large amount,

it will be better to re-work these sights with Lat. 42° 52' S. If we do so. we

shall find the Lat. to be 42° 52' 30" S., or one mile from tlie true Lat.

The Long, was not obtained here, as the watch was only a pocket one, and

no chronometer was available, but I have no doubt these sights would give an

excellent Long, if the C.M.T. had been known.

To show the value of close working, I ni.ay mention that these sights worked

to the nearest second give 42° 53' 10" S., which is a little more than a quarter

of a mile only from the truth.*

The last example I shall give is taken from Captain Martin's recent work

on Navigation. I give it to illustrate the dift'erence in the way of working

between that given here and that given by Captain Martin or by Pagel, for

both methods are found in the book. I do not think it right to ask the Editor

for space to give the methods side by side, as anyone interested in these

matters will most likely have Martin's book at his disposal, so I simply give

my own working :—

•

•AH very well on shore with an artificial horizon, &c., but in aea practice, working to

seconds is an absurdity.

—

Lecky,
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On 25th April, at 7.30 a.m., lat D.R 49" 20' N., long. D.R 5" 40' \V., the

following observation was taken :

—

Chron.—S"" !" 50* © 24° 49' 20'. True bearing, S. 82*^ E The ship tlien

ran N.E. by E. i E. 12 miles - variation 22° W., deviation 21" E., till 1> 40 a.m..

when
C'hrou.— 10'' 10" 22" S 43" 62' 10'. True bearing, S. 61° E.

On 20th April Chronometer was slow on G.M.T. ll"" SI'" 2*, and the rate

was 5-6' losing. I. E. + 2' 10". Dip 20 ft

Corrected declination, 1st obser^-ation, 13° 21 30^ N. E<|. T., 2" 11' - from

App. Time.

Corrected declination, 2nd obseiTation, 13° 23' 30' N. E«i. T , -J™ 12' - from

App. Time.

The first observation worked with 49° 20" N. and 49° 21' N. gives

ig"" 31"" 5--7*, and 19^ 31'° 58-6' for the Apparent Times.

The run gives ."i' 40' N. difference latitude, and 16' E. difference longitude.

The second observation worked with 49° 25' 45' N. and 49° 26' 45" N
gives 21'' 40'° 5G\S' , and 21'' 41"° 1 !)' for the apparent times.

The chronometer times, currected for ciTor and rate, are :

—

For 1st observation, 19'' SS"' 19-9'
( , , .,

For2ndob..ervation,22'' l^Sl-.',' i

Hun, 1 4' fca.st.

Hence wc have :

—

Tnie interval, 2'' 9"" 35'6'

.

Computed inter\-.il (due to 49° 20 N.), 2'' S"" 59 T .

Comjiuted interval (due to 49° 21' N.), 2'' 9" SW .

Honi'c the cum |u ted inter\'al is too small, and must l>e altered to tne

Northward, since one mile North in latitude iiii're;ise3 it by 4'2'

.

Now, the ditlVrence between the true interval and the cumjiuted inter\%al

due to 49° 20' N. latitude, is 36*5' , and this divided by 4 2' gives 87 as iIm'

correction for latitude.

Hence the latitude at 1st observation is 49° 28' 45' N.

And the latitude at 2nd observation is 49° 34' 30' N.

To confirm this, if wc make the projiortion, wc tinil the interval to l>«

2'' 9'" 35-8' , and if we calculate it rij.'idly it is 2'' 9"° 35-3'

.

The corrc-'ponding longitudes are 5° 51' 15" W., an<l 6° 35' 30" W."

Tiie problem as thus presented by Cuptiiiii Parker is con-

fe.ssedly a captivatin<j one, ami it i.s made more so by tlie .stato-

iiu'iit tliat there are no restrictions as to tlie time at wliicli the

oUservation.s may he made ; but as to tiiis the writer feels called

upon to sound a note of warning. " All is not gold that glitters."

It is true the statement is subsequently (|Ualified, but the rea<ler

in ills entiiusiusm may lase sight of the qualification and come to

grief, as we shall pre.sently .see.

Captain Parker's position at noon deduced from workin:,' with

I,at. by D.R. s" nO' N. is

Utitude 8' 421' N.

liongitude 71" 2.{' K
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But by re-calculating rigidly, and tvorlcing to the nearest second

of arc, he gets finally

Latitude 8° 42|' N.

Longitude 71° 1|' E.

Now all this looks very pretty and delightfully exact, especi-

ally as it is stated to agree with the orthodox meridian altitude,

&c., but as a measure of the capabilities of the problem it is

highly delusive, and in the hands of some people might be

dangerously misleading.

Let us put it to the test—and a simple one. Suppose that a simple

instead of 8° 50' N. the latitude by D.R. had been S' 34' N., or

as much to the southward of the true position as the other is

to the northwai'd : then using this more southerly latitude we

get a widely different result, namely, for noon

—

Latitude 8° 46f' N.

Longitude 70° 56^' E.

Now these two positions (worked with latitudes only 8' on

either side of the true one) cannot both he right, since the approx.

true position by " Double Altitude " appears to be

Latitude 8° 42^' N.

Longitude 71° 1' E.

So that the more northerly assumed latitude gives the better

result. But %chy should there be any difference whatever if the

method be immaculate ? Without entering upon details, with

which the reader should be conversant bj^ this time, the plain

unvarnished fact is, let the particular method be what it may

—

Parker's, Rosser's, Johnson's, or any other—a "Double Altitude"

worked with an observation so very near the meridian (S. 2|° a square peg

W.) is quite untrustworthj% and to employ the problem at such
,^^1^

unreasonable times is to put it to a wrong use and bring it into

discredit.

Had the Latitude been a high one—say 50°—the discrepancies

.vould have been still more glaring.

To get even an approxiviate result in D. A. observations near

the meridian, the Declination must be reduced to the G.M.T. by

'second differences'; the Altitude must in itself be irreproach-

able, and its various corrections taken out sepai-ately ; the

general working must be to 0"'5, and the greatest care observed

in taking out the log. cosine of the half-sum. The run also

must be mathematically exact, and altogether,—THE THING IS

IMPRAfTICABLE.

If the navigator had no other resources, he might well be
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pitied, but it has been demonstrated that there is no need to

treat " Double Altitudes " in such heroic fashion. Captain

Parker's example is of course merely intended to elucidate the

principle of his method, and not to be taken as recommending its

use under prohibitive conditions. He is too good a mathema-

tician to wish otherwise.

As the article stands in the Saut. Mag. there is an obvious

.slip in the application of the small latitude-correction for run

between tirst sight and noon ; it has been corrected in these pages.

Both Polar Distances, the tirst Equation of Time, and the correc-

tion of the true interval, though slightly in error, have a not

inconsiderable eti'ect on the result. This is only mentioned to

put in strong relief the unwi.sdom of such experiments.

Principal u« -A-S a teaching method, this of Captain Parker's is invaluable,

Df Paiker's the reasou of each step is so manifest; but as an ever\'-day
method. ... .... i i i umethod where brevity is an essential, it is surpassed both by

Rosser and Johnson ; nor is its power of solution any greater,

for it fails where they all fail

—

in tJie itmall azimuths.

Up to this point the " Double Altitude " has been treated on

the assumption that the only element in error is the Latitude,

but sufficient has been said in previous chapters to accentuate the

possibility—nay, probability—of the Altitude being generally

more or less inaccurate Now, no problem can be expected to

give a correct result when the altitude is incorrect ; but the eflect

of any such error is much more felt in some cases than in otlicrs.

Altitude Vor instance, the error in the noon latitude varies direclly as the
"""

error in the Meridian Altitude : whatever the one, so will the

other be. The same may almost be said of the longitude deter-

mined from an observation on the Prime Vertical. In both cases

an error in the altitude will produce its least effect: these, then,

are the most desirable times for their respective purposes.

But let us take something intermediate. For example, in Lat.

50° N. (the parallel of Scilly), let it be required to find the Longi-

tude from a sight taken when the sun's Azimuth was i)'^. Refer-

ence to Tal>le D shews that the error would bo 10 = 40s. of time

for each 1' of error in the Altitude, and as, in roughish weather,

it would not be unreasonable to assume an error in Altitude

of even double this amount, it follows that

—

ijuite ajmrt from
what might be due to wrong Latitude—the Ixingitude miglit

easily be vitiated to the extent of 20' ^ Im. 20s. In fact, the

two errors would be hopelessly mixed up.

It has been demonstrated, tjuitc regardless of the particular
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method employed, that the "Double Altitude" problem hinf^'cs

upon the result of a comparison of the true and computed Saddle the

intervals. If it could be ensured that a discrepancy' was due "^'" '"'"'

wholly and solely to error in the assumed Latitude, all would be

well ; but, unfortunately, this is impossible, and therefore con-

ditions must be avoided where the effect of even a small error in

Altitude would be exaggerated immensely in the result.

In the Orizaba example, the sights need to have been exception-

ally good, the instrument first class, the observer a practised hand,

the horizon well defined, height of eye accurately known, and the

atmospheric conditions normal. The first sight was actually taken

little more than 4m. from noon, at which time the trifling error

in altitude of 0^' would cause an error in the deduced time of

nearly Im., which of course would mean i-uination to the measure

of the computed interval.

Now, what has been said about the effect of eri'ors in altitude

applies—btit in less degree—to the last page of Table C.

In ordinary sights for Longitude this is the one within which

it would be most advantageous that the observations should fall.

Any error in Altitude would then produce its least eff'ect, and we Altitude mort

have seen that with azimuth 90° an error in the Latitude actually '|™j^°yjg"' '

"

produces no effect whatever. It is just this latter feature that

cripples the D.A. problem should both sights be taken within the

limits of the last page. To get a satisfactory result it would be

necessary that the altitudes should be above suspicion.

Let us suppose the following case.—In Lat. 50" N. two sights

are taken, the first with a bearing of N. 81" E., and the second

with a bearing of S. 81* E., both in the last page of Table 0.

The difference in bearing is 18°, or a point and a half, and, so long

as the altitudes can he relied upon, the resulting position would

be a fairly good one. It is true the sum of the tabular quantities

is small (0''49), but owing to the differential character of the

problem, the difference in the tM'o longitudes will be small also,

and, as one has to be divided by the other, there is no objection

on this score. But taking the altitudes as doubtful. Table D
shews that for each 1' of error the Longitude will be falsified to

the extent of rather better than li', whereas a corresponding

eri'or in the Latitude will only produce one-sixth of this effect

and accordingly would be swamped. In other words, any differ-

ence in the longitudes might be wrongly attributed to error in

the assumed Latitude, when such difference was really produced

by an error in the Altitude. This can hardly be considered

satisfactory. The effect is well shewn by construction.
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Though Captain Parker's paper does not deal \vith the effect

of altitude errors, he indirectly cautions against them when he

-says that an error in the run "may lead to a large error in the

sliip'-s position." The reader will see that this may fair!}' be

translated into an error of altitude.

It is laid down as axiomatic in " DouV>le Altitudes " tliat the

best results will mostly be obtained when the change in the

bearings exceeds the lesser bearing, the climax being arrived at

when the cliange is 90°. According to this, sights bearing

N. SI" E. and S. 81° E. would be unfavourable.

Where the conditions vary much, it is not possible to frame a

rule to meet all cases ; what may be right and proper under some

circumstances may not be so with otliers. Much will dejicnd

upon the nature of the problem to be solved, much upon the

mode of solution, and much upon the reliability of the <hila

employed. The navigator must trust to judgment. Judgment

is begotten of knowledge, and if tliis is only skin-deep ho

will be sure to blunder sooner or later. At sea, blunders are

dangerous, hence the necessity for thoroughlj* understanding the

principle upon which each problem turns. Any small boy can

do the mechanical addition and subtraction.

Coiouied The colouring of last page of C is therefore not to be taken as

pigeiofc. forbidding its use, but to remind that tliere may he times when

its use would be objectionable. Here is a case where it would

give excellent results, other things being equal.

Lat 50' N., Declin. 21° N. First alt. at 0" 43» p.m. bearing

S. 20° W., second alt. at 5" 39« P.M. bearing N. SO"" \V. But the

interval would be nearly 5 hrs., and, in view of current, kc, the

run in that time could hardly be expected to be free from error.

On the other hand, ivs will be shewn in the next chapter, " Simul-

taneous Altitudes" on the bearings named would be ml^,'niticent.

FiEing In However clever lie may be, the practical man knows full well

Id oce*.i
j^Ij^ difliculty on the open ocean of locating a ship with certainty

within the space of a square mile. It is not much to look at on

the chart, but it moans a lot where rocks and shoal.s are generously

distributed. To accomplish this feat—even under most favour-

able circumstances—requires an accurate eye, tip-top iiLstrumeuts.

and, above all, a knowledge of liow to use them so as to secure

the very best results.

Various ludden errors militate against strictly accurate work,

and principal among these may be ranked errors in the U.M. T,

and errors iu the Altitude. It has been shewn in Chapter 111.
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how the latter may be made to neutralise each other, and in

Cliapter XIV. the subject will be further developed.

When the navigator is unable to pick and choose at discretion,

and has to fall back upon chance sights, he must lay himself out

to estimate the error of altitude at the time of observation by

due consideration of the atmosphere and water as affecting re-

fraction ; and of the motion of the ship and roughness of the sea

as affecting the dip of the horizon. The various instrumental

errors are under control and may be checked, the personal error

may or may not be known (it should be), but the accidental

errors can only be estimated, and to do so successfully, requires

EXPERIENCE.

The wary navigator will therefore alwaj's allow a wholesome

margin of po.ssible error, and avoid cutting things too fine on

critical occasions. When used within proper limits—and these

are plenty wide enough—the Double Chronometer problem is one

of the most convenient of all the approximate methods of defining

a ship's position. It is only beaten by its twin brother " Simul-

taneous Altitudes." The word approximate is used advisedly,

for if the ship is to go safely, he who commands her must recog-

nise, however unpalatable, that no astronomical method for use

afloat is more than approximate. The degree of ajyproximation

atlainable depends %ipon the knowledge and skill of the indi-

vidual.

If the reader be desirous of going very thoroughly into the Double

fundamental principles of Double Altitudes, Double Chrono- ^"""''^f^ ^
^ ... .

applicabJe to

meters, Simultaneous Altitudes, and similar items, which are but aii Heavenly

Sumner in motley garb, he should carefully study an excellent

booklet of 24 pages, by Captain (now Admiral) H. E. Purey-

Cust, R.N., entitled Sumner's Method. The problem is there

handled in a masterly style, and in language suitable to the

indifferent mathematical training of the merchant .seaman.

What has been stated in this and the previous chapter, with

regard to " Circles of Equal Altitude," " Sumner lines," and
" Double altitudes " generally, is equally applicable to Sun, Moon,

Planet, or fixed Star—the principle is the same ; but as there

can be no possible reason on a clear night to ivait for a " Double

altitude " of a star, when the Heavens ai-e full of objects in the

most suitable positions for simultaneous Astronomical Cross-

bearings, it is proposed to devote tlie next chapter to the method .Simuitaneom

of finding the latitude and longitude by simultaneoiis altitudes 5'!^'^"''°'"''

of two or more fixed stars.
2 L



CHAPTER Xril.

SIMULTANEOUS ALTITUUES.

The problem of the " Circle of Equal Altitude " maj' be ex-

teuJcd to any celestial body. The pole of the circle will always

be the place the lonL^itude of wliich is the Greenwich hour-angle of

the oljjcct (reckoncil westward), and the latitude of which is the

same as the declination of the object. If the object be the sun,

the position of the pole of the circle is termed the sub-solar point;

but if the object be a star it is termed tlie sub-stellar point, these

beinp the places at wliich the sun or star is in the zenith at the

moment.
"<"• '" The Greenwich hour-anrjle of a star is as ejisily obtained as
• sccrUiii ...
po.iiion o( that of the sun ; since, if there is extra work in one part, it is

sur at iny madc up for by the fact that we take out at sijiht the Declination
given install ... .

and Right Ascension without haviiifj to make any corrections.

Thus :—
Over what places on the earth's surface were the stars Sirius

and Henetna.sch vortical at 7h 27m. 46.s. (i.M.T.,on February 21st,

1880 ?

• SIKIl «. ^ IIKNETNISI H

II. M. S.

(In^enwich moan time 7 27 40
SUIorcal time at (I..M. noon 2i 3 lO-V

Accoli'mliun (or (I.M.T + 1 IS 6
II M. V

Slilore.il time at (irovnwicli '.'OS! 104 . J" SS 10 4

»'• KiKlit Asi-uniiiun St> 6S7 IJ 41 611

lx>nxUuJii in liluK t2 M 107 W li 48 lit Vi.

-•l J 4

l/)D|!Uucl« in time 1 7 13 J K S 10 4m 8 R.

Sub-itellai

point.

Nolo:—
It does not alTect tlis i|ue.«lion, >>ut tlicro U no harm in aUilug liow theu two >l •

bMU' from each other

—

Kr«m BiiiuB to lieuetnaich . . N. 42t° K.^
Krnni Ik'iietuoach to Siriiu . . N. 80^ W. } l ! mat Circle.

Angular Iti.Uncc llaj". )
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Having thus found the centres of the circles, tlieir size at any-

given moment will depend entirely upon the altitudes obtained

at the place of the observer. In the case before us—to which

tliis is the introduction—the circles are very large, as the observed

altitudes happen to be both small.

The true altitude of Sirius is 15° oU^', and that of Benetnasch

16° 24.y ; and the circles intersect in Latitude 51° 1' N., Longi-

tude 17° 43' W. Tlie " Sumner lines " cut at a good angle

— 121°; and, as usual, each lies at right angles to the bearing of

the star to which it pertains.

Attention is here directed to the fact that in that geographical Auitudes can

position, when the altitude of Sirius was 15° oG^' the correspond-

ing altitude of Benetnasch could only be 16° 24i'

—

neither more

nor less, because no other altitude of that star would give that

time at ship. This amounts to saying that if, at a specified time,

the altitude of any visible star be given to a computer luhose own
position is Jcnoiun, he can calculate what the altitude uf any other

visible star would be at the same instant and at the same place

;

or, in other words, the two sets of data are interchangeable. Again:

take notice of the difference in the longitude of the centres or poles

of the two circles. It amounts to 105° 44' 22" in arc, or 7h. 2m.

57 5s. in time, which is exactly equal to the difference of the

Ricrht Ascensions of the stars. A second reading of the chapter

on " Time " will brighten up the memory as to how this can be.

Having endeavoured briefly to explain some of the ground-

work of the problem, we will now get on to the more practical part.

Unlike "Double altitudes" of the sun, in which the observer

has to air his patience waiting till the difference of bearing is

such as will give a sufficiently good " cut," Astronomical Cross-

bearings (as the writer chooses to call them) can be obtained from

iimvXtaneous observations of the stars or planets without any

interval whatever. This method possesses several striking

advantages.

I. Stars may always be selected in such positions as will give the AJvantages oj

very best results, while the sun, on the contrary, is restricted in his
simultaneous

' ' star Altitudes
application, the conditions not generally being matters of choice. Hence

this method may be practised with equal success in all latitudes, and

with high as well as moderate altitudes, although the latter are prefer-

able, for reasons with which the reader is no doubt by this time familiar.

II. Since there is no interval between the observations, the method

is free from possible errors in the ship's run, which errors, even when
comparatively small, may seriously aflfect the result.

III. Several pairs of stars may be taken at the same time— one as a

check upon the other, or three specially selected stars. (See next chapter.)
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rV. Ojjfl observation of either sun or star gives a " Line of bearing,"

which, valuable as it may be—so far as it goes—does not give a com-

plete result. But it will be rare indeed that there will be any occasion

to plot a "Line of bearing" by a single star; since, if one is visible,

there are generally others also, some of which can be token simul-

taneously, and so make it possible to define the ship's position exactly.

Calculation Witli the Stars, also, calculation tliroii<,'liout is pruferabie to the

chart, though in their case there is not altogether the same need

for it as with tlie sun ; since, if the stars be well chosen—and

there is no reason why tliey should not be—the " Sumner lines

'

will not be open to the objection of making a bad "cut." How-
ever, this may be considered a matter of taste ; but, for those

who prefer calculation, Johnson's metliod is again available.

A few examples of tlie working will now be given. Instead

of computing an imaginary series of observation.s, these are

.selected at random from among a number of others, taken on

the same evening. The results in every ca.se agi-eed within a

r or so. Were it not that the writer knows the great accuracy

attiiinable with stars, and how superior they are to the sun, he

would scarcely take up time and space to advocate their adoption.

It is necessary to notice two points of importance about the

work of the * Benetnasch.

(1.) As its declination exceeds 23", the azimuth cannot be Uikeu

out by inspection from Burdw'jod or Davis. Tiiis will sometimes

occur in practice, but it is no longer a stumbling-block, since, a-s

shewn on pages 4'23--J2G, a very few figures from tables A and B

will give the "error" of any star likely to be selected. Herein

lies the value of these tables in connection with Johnson's method.

Should the stars lie within the scope of Burdwood or Davis,

their azinniths are at once taken out by inspection, and the

ABC "error" follows from Table C But should the declinations ex-

ceed 23*, the "error" can be had direct from A and B without

any knowledge of the azimuth. There is no doubt, now that the

ABC tables have been extended, many navigators will use them

to the entire exclusion of Burdwood and Davis. In fact, with

/jfcky'8 ABC tallies and Johnson's method, tho navigator is

armed at all ])oints, and ready for any emergency.

(2.) Benetnasch being a circumpolar • does not set to an

observer North of AO", and, con.se(|uently, it may have any Ivtur-

augle up to 12 hours oast or west of the meridian.

In the preceding example, its hour-angle or meridian distance is

Oil. 23m. 3Ss., which is not contained in some of the epitomes,

nltliough occa.sionally a suitnbK" tabb- is given, which extends up

Tables aicaln

In th
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JlOJr TO TAKE "SlilULTASEOUS ALTS.'

to Gad

Angle

Simultan<

Altitudes

to 1 2 hours. Sliould the navigator not possess tlie latter table, he

need not consider the battle lost, as there is an easy dodge by

which the desired enil may be attained.

Take out the log. sine of half the log. of the hour angle

;

double it and turn it into time, and you have what you want.
The log. of the hour-angle is 19-94.84.5

; halve it = 9 974225 ; tids

is the log. .sine of 70° 27' 17", which, doubled, is 140" 54' .S4" =

9h. 23in. 383.

To select fitting stars for Simultaneous Altitudes is a simple

matter. Choose any star or planet whose bearing from the

meridian exceeds 14° or 15'. Face it squarely, and, extending

the right or left arm upwards from the side, notice if it points

to any other known star of the first, second, or third magnitude.

Such a star will bear at right angles to the first one, and be in

the best possible position for pairing with it. If you fail to find

a star or planet so situated, take the next best you can get, but

endeavour to avoid the difference in the bearings being less than

60°, or vwre than 120'. Also remember the "Danger-signal."

In working Simultaneous Altitudes by Johnson's method, it is

by no means essential that they should be taken exactly at the

same instant. The idea that two observers were required for

this problem ha.s often proved a bar sinister to its use. This wo

must remove forthwith, and shew that, by having all preparations

made beforehand, one sextant, with a good man behind it, is quite

equal to the occivsion.

Place an ollicer at the chronometer, and take the sights yourself

from behind the shelter of the bridge-cloth

—

in clear weather, Uie

hitjher the better. Let a quarturma.ster attend with a bull's-eye

or binnacle lamp by which to read off, or better still, have your

sextant fitted with an electric lamp, as recommended on page 78.

In this manner the two stivrs can easily l>e taken by an expert

observer in from one to two minutes of each other, which is close

enough together, even on board a "22-knotter," if the sights are

good. If, however, clouds, or a ship crossing your Ikjw, or the

peak haulyards carrying away, should cause the 2nd observation

to be deferred for a few minutes, the longitude bj- first star can

be corrected for the run in the interval just as if it were a

" Double Altitude." Of coui-se, also, you won't forget to allow the

difference of latitude made good, and apply it to the latitude used

for 2nd observation.

The two following examples of nearly simultaneous altitudes,

taken in this fiushion, mivj' be worked for practice. To convince
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yourself of the value of the method, work with a latitude pur-

posely 10' or 20' in error—say 51° lOJ' N., as in the precedincr

example :

—

February 21st, 1880, observed as follows.

H. M. S. o ,

Time by chron. 7 25 5 • a Cygni (Deneb) 20 34j W. 1 To be worked Example

„ „ 7 2" 7 • Dubhe 40 34 E. J as a pair. practice.

„ „ 7 34 28 * Alpheratz 35 37j W. \ To be worked

„ „ 7 36 10 Dubhe 41 25* E. / as a pair.

All conditions the same as in the worked example.

These observations are bona fide, and although they come out

well together, the evening was not by any means a favourable

one ; and the writer might easily have selected stai-s out of his

work books agreeing closer, but these are preferred as a fair

average sample.

It may not come amiss to some people to point out that if the Lii

star of lesser azimuth be only 10° or 12° from the meridian, the

error in the assumed latitude should not exceed 7' or 8' to secure

a first-class result ; and, consequently, such small azimuths are

objectiouable. Alas ! there is no rose without a thorn, and no

man is infallible. This subject has already been fullj^ discussed,

but a reminder here may serve to emphasize it.

Where D.R. has been carried on for some days, and from the
result of the calculation there is reason to suspect a grave error

in the latitude worked with—say 40' or upwards—it would be

imperative, in the objectionable cases alluded to, to re-compute

both sights with the amended latitude ; and, since a good many
of the figures first employed will still hold good, this can be done

without any extra trouble to speak of. Anyhow it is better to

incur the extra trouble than to lose your ship and possibly all

hands. " One needs must when the Devil drives."

With the lesser azimuth lying between 20° and 25°, no error An ow sayinj

in the latitude—likely to occur in decent practice—can sensibly

affect the determination, so that one working should be sufficient.

As a specimen of accurate observation, take the following,

made on the present voyage. About 7h. 22ra. p.m., August 1st,

1880, the stars Altair (E.), and Arcturus (W.), gave precisely the

same longitude ; the third, Benetna.sch (W.), differing only 1'.

The Pole • was observed for latitude, and differed only half a

mile from Antares to the Southward, the latter being worked as

an Ex-meridian, with an hour-angle of 11m. 9s.

The observations were taken and calculated in the presence of

the Chief Officer and Surgeon, and afterwards examined by them,

ch still

holds good.
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SO that " cooking " was impossible. They are not mentioned here

in self-glorification, but merely to show what can be done with

the stars, and what extremely satisfactory results are to be ob-

tained when one understjinds and has practice at the work.

Of cour.se simultaneous altitudes of two Planets, or of a star

and a Planet, can be utiliseil in a precisely similar manner. An
example of a star and a Planet coupled together, and worked by

Johnson's method (modified), is given on tlie next page.

'J'his modified example is rather different from the preceding,

for instead of finding the Azimuths as hitherto, and with their

aid unearthing the " Error" from Table C, the " Error" is now
taken dhrct from Tables A and B, without the intervention of tJu

azimuth ; thus giving the navigator a choice of method.s. Those,

therefore, who have a predilection one way or the other can

gratify it

Here is the way tiie " Errors" arc obtaine<l from Tables A and

B, pages 43.S-i.39 :—
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CHAPTKR XIV

SYSTEMATIC- EKKORS IN ALTITUDK, AND ITOW TO TRKaT THEM.

In the following brief analysis it is proposed to shew how

—

under certain conditions—the position of a ship may be accur-

ately' defined by simultaneous observations of three specially

selected stars.

Let us suppose the existence of an unsuspected Arc-Error;

Erro.ioi '°^ any personal peculiarity of vision or temperament whereby
obwrvation

^^ individual has a habit of making the altitude too prcat or too

little; '-^ let the visible horizon be abnormally raised or de-

pressed by refraction, so that tlie tabular values will be in error.

Imagine any one of these conditions, or a comlnnation of all

three.

In such a case—by no means uncommon—it is clear that unless

observations are capable of being treated in some special manner,

the positions deduced from them will be more or less erroni'ous

and misleading, according to circumstances.

It will now be demonstrated that three stars favourabb/

situated in azimuth would, if "judgmatically " liandled, enable

the Navigator to fix his position in apparently the most satis-

factor}' maimer, notwithstanding systematic errors of observa-

tion : the word "systematic" is expressly used because in this

]M-()blem the displacement of the hori/on is assumed to be uniform

Some con- all vound ; the Index-Krror -f- or — is a.ssumed to bo the same
ditioot of th» for all three altitudes; and the observer's peculiarity of vision
problem. ' "^

or temperament to have made all three equally too great or too

small. The argument is foimded principally on these premises,

but failing any one of them it falls to the ground like a hou.se

of cards. Herein lies its danger.

There are three explanatory I'latea. In each the continuous

North and Soulh line reprcse Us the ^[cridian, stxy, oi 10° \V.

;

the continuous luist and ]V<et line represents the Prime Vertical

on the parallel of 50' North Latitude. The space between one
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dotted line and the next—measured square across—is equal to 2

of distance. By attentively following the argument it will be

seen that the true place of the observer must be where the con-

tinuous lines intersect at O.

Now to start fair and make the thing clear, let us assume first

of all that there are absolutely no errors of observation : then

for the • B in the N.E. quadrant of Plate X., the " line of posi-

tion" will be AoC, and the observer will be somewhere on it:

for the * C in the S.E. quadrant, the ' line of position ' will be

BoD, and the observer will be somewhere on it also. If, there-

fore, he is both on AoC and BoD, he must be at O, their point

of intersection, which at once settles both his Latitude and

Longitude. So far so good, and we are gradually working up to

the peculiarities of this peculiar problem.

Sticking to Plate X., let us next imagine the altitude to have Altitudes too

been incorrect, though the observer is not aware of this, and that
^'^**''

the ultimate effect of the three possible errors previously referred

to is to make both altitudes too great by 2' of ai-c ; then for * B
the ' line of position ' seemingly becomes g j, and for * it

becomes li; these intersect at p, and although this places the

Longitude 4' 24" too far East (see Table D, Lat. 50°, Az. 45'^),

the Latitude remains as before.

In the same way, if we work with altitudes which are too Altitudes too

sviall by 2' of arc, we get for * B the ' line of position ' f k, and ^'°*"-

for * the " line of position "he; these intersect at q, making

the Longitude this time 4' 24" too far West ; but the Latitude

remains 50' N. as before.

Thus, brj following the rule to observe stars on the same side

of the meridian, but at an equal angle on each side of the Prime

Vertical, we obtain the true Latitude, irrespective of systematic

errors of observation.

In the same manner we can deal with the Longitude:—
Observe two stars, both North or both South of the Prime Vertical,

but on different sides of the Meridian, and as nearly as possible

at the same angle East and West of it. In Plate X., « B bearing

N.E. and • A bearing N.W. fulfil these conditions to a nicety.*

Now, if the altitudes were free from spot or blemish, the 'posi-

tion line' for * A would be BoD, and for * B would be AoO,

Of course, if so desired, a fourth star miglit be selected in the N.E. quarter to com-

biue with • A, but in this particular case, where the azimuths are eiactly equal in

respect both of Meridian and Prime Vertical, it would involve extra labour without any

corresponding advantage ; we will therefore remain constant to our first love.
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and their intersection at O would be the true place of the

observer; but if the altitudes should happen to be 2' too

great, the 'line of position' for * A sfeininfjly becomes he, and

for » B it becomes gj; they intersect at m, and althoupii the

Latitude is now nearly 3' too far North, the Lomjitude remains

as before.

A^'ain, if we work willi altiiudes which are too small by 2' of

arc, we recede from the stars, and for A the 'line of position'

becomes 1 i, and for B it becomes k f ; these intersect at n, and

althonrjh the latitude is now nearly 3' too far South, the Longi-

tude remains as before.

It follows that, as the stars A and B i,'ive the Longitude as

10° W., and the stars B ajid f,'ive the Latitude as 50° N.,

the observer's position at O is accurately determined. Of course,

it will be undci-stood that the true ' Lines of position ' are in just

the opposite direction to those here mentioned :—for example, in

the case of a star bearing, say, East, if an altitude were used

which was subsequently discovered to be 2' in excess of the true

altitude, the ' Line of position ' would have to be shifted that

much to the westward of the place first assifjned to it

To further illustrate the suliject, two more Plates are given

shewing the magnified eHect of errors of altitude when the

azimuths are unfavoumble through the angles being too acute.

In I'late XL, • B and • O are each 11° on opposite sides of the

Prime Vertical ( = Az. 79'), and, assuming the altitudes to be 2

too great, the position would seemingly be at p on the parallel

of 50° N., and the Longitude would be 3' 10' too far Kast

With altitudes too small by the same amount, the position would

seemingly be at q, still on the jiarallel of 50°, but 3' 10" too far

We-st (see Table D).

Referring to Plate XII., the stars B and O are both on th€

.same side of the Prime Vertical, but 11" on oppusite sides of the

Meridian, and, assuming the altitudes to be 2' too great, the

iisulting position would be at m on the meridian of 10° W., and

llie Latitude would be too far North by a fraction over 2'. With

altitudes too snudl by the same amount, the resulting position

would be at n, still on the meridian of 10° W., but the Latitude

would be slightly over 2' too far South.

Thus, according to this prohlnn, no matter how small the

ditlcrence between the bearings, so long as they are at oi|uaI

'list-ances from the Meridian and Prime Vertical respectivily. a

correct result is obtained. But would it be so in practice ? The

writ<>r thinks not.
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Tliis problem smacks strongly of Theory, for it is Iiardly likely stars can be

that stars will always be found so very accommodating in their azimuth

azimuths as here depicted. But to shew the Principle it was approiimatint

necessary to draw the stars at points equidistant from the

Meridian and Prime Vertical respectively. There is no doubt

that a most perfect position would result from stars situated as

in Plate X, if worked in the ordinary manner. Either pair alone

would do well, but when checked by the third star the ' Fix
'

would be simply inimitable.

The subjoined cut shews another favoui-able ca-se.

A*. *B

'*C

Here, between the two northern stars the ditl'erence of bearing

IS 1 points, and between the two eastern stars it is 6 points. Or.

by slueing the diagram a quarter of the way round, you get

another suitable combination.

And now for a very necessary word of caution. On no account a distinction

must this Three-star problem he confounded ivith the legitinvite ^5^^'^^,

'Double' or 'Simultaneous Altitudes' problem described and
rccovimended in previous chapters. Though, in each case, the

figuring would be the same, the conclusions would be exactly

the reverse. It is necessary to make this clear.

In the ordinary working of the problem as presented in chap-

ters XII. and XIII., should errors of altitude exist (and to some

extent this i.s always the case), they arc not necessarily taken to

be uniform, either in amount or direction ; that is to saj', the error

in altitude of one star may be + 1
' 45", whilst that of the other

may be — 0' 20". This is a safe kind of assumption, for no

observer afloat can guarantee absolute uniformity. Shortly after

sunset the writer generally found his western stars rather the
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more accurate, because on that side the horizon was at its best

;

whereas, before sunrise, the eastern altitudes gave best results

for the same reason.

Again, there need not be the sjune symmetrical disposition in

a/.imuth in relation to the Meridian and Prime Vertical : the

observer is not bound hand and foot in these matters like he is

in the three-star problem. In this latter, conditions of observa-

tion are required which are practically unattainable. It would

be unsafe to as.sume them ; and, speaking for himself, the

Author's own Writer would not like to trust to any such vain imaginings.

They may be very nice on paper, but tlicy won't hold water in

practice.

The question will probably present itself to tlie reader, ' Why
then has this three-star problem been introduced to my notice '

?

There are two reasons— 1. Because it is of value as elucidating a

principle, but whether this principle can be safely accepted by

the average navigator is quite another thing. 2. Because in some

quarters an endeavour has been made to give prominence to the

method, and unless its fallacies are expo.sed, the inexperienced

might come to grief over it.

All along in ' Wrinkles,' the burden of the song lias been that

according as observations approached the ^tcridian, so their

value increased for the determination of Latitude; and per

contra, that as they receded from the Meridian and approached

the Prime Vertical, their value increiuscd for Longiti'de. But

this three-star problem wouKl .seem to say quite the contrary :

no doubt, (/" tlie stipulated conditions could only be ensured, it

would achieve what it sets out to do, and in tl»e hands of an

expei-t might be of some service ; but for use by the mvdtitude

its tendency is dangerous.

Without this explanation, very false conclusions might he

tJHci. drawn from what is known as tlic ' three-star problem,' and the

navigator is counselled to put it behind him, and go in for the

pure and unadulterated article, about which we will now add a

few more words before winding up this the last chapter on

the lustronouucal methods of tinding a ship's position at .sea.

By again looking at Plates X. XI. and Xli., and this time con-

sidering them wholly from the point of view of the ordinar}'

' SinudtJineous Altitudes ' problem, it will be seen that by

ius.suming tiie po.ssibilily—nay probability—of an inequality in

the errors of altitude, the -t- and — ' position lines ' of two stairs

(ignore the third one altogether') will form a parallelogram, iho

Autho
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size and shape of which will depend upon two things :—(1) upon

the magnitude of tlie assumed errors of altitude
; (2) upon the

difference in azimuth of the selected stars. The nearer this

Jiffei-encc is to 9D°, the smaller will be the parallelogram and

the nearer will it approach a perfect square in shape.

There are certain points in connection with this parallelogram

which it will be well to consider.

It will be found that one of its diagonals will invariably lie in The .i/mi

the direction of the Mean Azimuth : sometimes it will be the

longer of the two which will do so ; at others it will be the

shorter. The latter case, however, is the one which will gener-

ally' have to be dealt with, because nine times out of ten the

difference of bearing—more particularly with sun observations

—

will be less than 8 points ; when m,ore, it would be the longer

diagonal which would lie in the direction of the Mean Azimuth.

This fact can be turned to account in the selection of stars To turn the

accordinof to the requirements of the moment, for it is obvious pa^^'<^'oK''»"

that, in the case of an elongated parallelogram such as shewn in advantage.

Plates XI. and XII., the position is defined within narrower

limits in the direction of the short diagonal than it is in the

direction of the long one. Taking Plate XL, it will be seen that

the ship's position is much less uncertain in Longitude than it is

in Latitude. The extreme error of Longitude is only 6'34' = 407

miles distance; whereas, in Latitude, it amounts to 21'—a very

great difference.

Under the conditions of Plate XII. the position is much better

defined in Latitude than it is in Longitude. For example, the

extreme limit of error in Latitude is only 4'07', whereas, in

Longitude, it amounts to 326' = 21 miles of distance.

Another feature of the parallelogram is that so long as the Difference of

angular difference between the two azimuths does not vary, the Azimuth,

size and shape of the parallelogram will be the same, no matter

in what direction the mean azimuth may lie. In other words,

any alteration in the direction of the Mean Azimuth has no

other effect than to turn it on its centre as on a pivot. This also

is an important fact.

Now, if the allowance made by the navigator is sufficient to

cover the error in altitude, the place of the ship will be within

the parallelogram, which may therefore be described as an
' area of position.' But this is not the case with the three-star

problem. There is no such area : the ' position lines ' are sup-

posed to intersect definitely on the ship's Meridian and Prime
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Vertical respectively. A man must be sanpuine indeed, who,

with his eyes open to the various sources of error, can bring

himself to believe that such mathematical precision is attain-

able at sea by the proposed treatment

Reverting to the ' area of position,' it need scarcely be said

that its size, under favourable circumstances, may be very small

;

nevertheless it will exist, and therefore as altitudes at sea are

uncertain—sometimes very uncertain—the prudent man, after

lixing a point on the chart representing the position by calcula-

tion, will fence it round in accordance with his estimate of

maximum error in alt. The result will be a space within which

the ship will most probably be. Errors in the G.M.T. are not

considered.

.Should his stars north be balanced by stars south, and those

cast by those west, there will be no need of the fencing ; tiie

positions will speak for themselves (vide pages 376-377, and

470-477).

It may never have struck the reader, so it is as well to point

out that, a star on the meridian combined with one on the P.V.

is only a particular case of simul. alts., and by constructing the

figures it will be seen that the diagonals run intermediate to the

cardinal points, one being in the direction of the Mean Azimuth.

By way of instructing himself, the advanced student would do

well to construct half a dozen diagrams with str.rs at uner|ual

azimuths from the Meridian and Prime Vertical. Let him draw

the fixed Meridian and Prime V'ertical lines with a red pencil

—

tlie direction of the 8ul).se(|uent errors will be more apparent

—

and in plotting, use an}^ .scale he has a mind to—say an inch to

a mile. Tlie varying effects, due to changes in the azimuths

them.selves and in their differences, will be very evident They

will be made more so by lightly shading the ' Position area.'

To get the Azimutiial angles laid down, a protractor (see foot-

note page 116) is ncces.sary, and a lot of trouble will be saved if

the slutlent knows how to substitute a coujile of 'set-squares'

for the parallel ruler. If he does not know, let him find out

from the very 6rst obliging draughtsman he may happen to meet.

These little diagrams will enable him to judge of what he may
expect untler certjiin circumstance.s. Kach Master, and indeed

each Ullicor, should get "Chips" to make him a small yellow

pine drawing board—.say 1>"» in. by 12 in. by j in.—with a T
6i|Uare to n)at<:h. To kiej) the lioard from warping, it ought to

be clamped with nuihogany. This is a very usvful piece of »
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navigator's equipment, and should fully repay him for whatever

care is taken of it. By cleating it tlat against a bulkhead it will

not be in the way at wrong times. Then with these tools, half a

quire of drawing paper, Imperial size 30 X 22, to be used in

half sheets, and a few drawing pins, he will be set up.

To this chapter is appended Table D, shewing the error caused

in the Longitude by an error of 1' in the altitude. It is useful

in many ways. It shews at sight the degree of dependence of

any observation, and if at any time an erroneous altitude has

been worked with, the Longitude can be readily corrected with- Effect of

out the trouble of going over the whole operation afresh. Sup-
^j^^ hour.»'ngU,

posing the true altitude to be greater than the one worked

with, it is evident that the Longitude will be thrown to the same

side of the meridian as the sun, thus in the forenoon, a greater

altitude would make the Longitude more easterly ;
and in the

afternoon it would make it more westerly. In each case the

hour-angle is made smaller ; in other words, as you approach the

sun (shewn by an increase in altitude), your distance from him

both in time (hour-angle), and in arc (longitude), diminishes.

You need not burst a blood-vessel to see this. The opposite effect

would of course be produced if the true altitude were less than

the one worked with. In this case the observer and his Longi-

tude would have to retire from the sun.

Again, if, as is usual, a number of sights be taken, the first need

only be worked in full, as the Table will give the corrections for the some usei of

remainder. The azimuth is required for this also, but the reader ^*'''' °-

already knows how to find it in a very few seconds. There is

just one point about this last use of Table D :— If the sights

have been taken slowly so that the interval between the first and

last of a set of five should be, say, 10 min., and the azimuth

happens to be changing x-apidly, the corrections would be slightly

inaccurate. This could be overcome by working the middle

sight of the set, thereby halving the error in each direction : the

corrections due to the azimuth of this middle sight would then

be very close indeed. As pointed out in previous pages, there

are times when the change of azimuth is extremely slow, and

at such times this dodge would save a lot of figures. Perhaps

some one will say,—why not mean the five sights right off and

then there will be no need of all this fuss about nothing? Agreed,

but by so doing it is impossible to detect mistakes either in the

reading of the sextant, in the chronometer times, or in the work-

L' L *
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ing ; such things do happen, and to treat each sight separately

is nn undoubted check. Table D affords a means of doing it

without any extra labour worth speaking about.

^""P' ""*""'• As the position of a ship at sea is much more often represented

by a apace tlian a mere point, and as this space takes the form

of a paralleloi^'rani, it may be interesting to know how to calcu-

late the area of such parallelogram. Rule :

—

The logarithm of the area = the sum of the logarithms of the

two sides, and of the situ of the contained angle diminished

by 10.

K.XAMl'LE.

What is the number of square miles in a parallelogmm with sides equal to

10'52 and coutainoil luigle = 11° 1

Side 1052 Log lOS^OlB

2

2-044032

Angle 11' Sine 9-28(i599

Squ.ire miles 21 12 = 1-324631

gram

By way of practice, find the area of the parallelogram in

of Plate Plates XI. or XII. If correctly worked, the answer will come
XI

,
p.iraUeio- Qut as 42*7 1 G square miles; that is to say, if the elongated

parallelogram were converted into a square of the same area,

each side of the square would measure rather more than 6J

miles in length.

A proof of this is easy. In figure on page 705 produce DC,

and drop a perpindicular from A to cut DC produced in K.

The area of triangle DAC = A (AE X CD), and whole area of

parallelogram ABDC = (AE X CD). But angle ACE - angle

liDC, which is the angle contained by the two sides BD, DC;

and thenfore AE = AC sin ACE = AC sin HDC. H.-nce, area

of parallel.. u;r,im ABDC - AE x CD = AC x sin \UH' x CD



LECKY'S TABLE D.

(lintned at SUUionert' Hall, Seiitetnber 1st, 1892.)

FORMDI.A USED TN ITS CONSTRUCTION.

D= Cosec. of Azim. x Secant of Latitude.

Example.

. Azimuth 20° - - - Cosec. 10-4659483

Latitude 45° - ... Secant 101o05150 +

0-6164633

This Table is an extension of Table IL of previous editions of " Wrinkles,''

and has been calcidated and checked with gi-eat care. Like Table C, the

va^ie.^ can be taken out of the ordinary Traverse Table by a double entry.

For example :

—

1. With the Latitude (45°) as a Course, look for, say, 100 in the Latitude

column, and against it, in the Distance column, will be found a

number (14ro).

2. With Bearin(j (20°) as a Course, and against 141 5 in a Departwe
column, will bo found 413-6 in a Distance column. Divide this by

100 and you get 4'-136, or nearly the same as by logarithms.

The number 100 is employed instead of the unit 1, in order to get three

places of decimals in the answer. 1,000 would be better still, if the Traverse

^ Tables only ran up to it.

Or D maybe found thus :—when working the ordinary chronometer problem

(page 478) take out the Logarithmic Tabular Ditference (for say 100") of the

cosine of the i sura, and to it add the Log. Tab. Diff. (for same number of") of

the sine of the remainder. Multiply by 2, and divide the product by the Log.

Tab. Diff. (for same number of") of the sine of half the Hour-angla

The quotient will be D in seconds of Time

I
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TABLE D.
Sliairliig Ui« error produced in tlie Longitude by an error of 1' In the AlUtad*.
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TABLE D.
Bhcwliif Uie error produced In the Longltade by an error of 1' in tbe AlUtvd*.
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TABLE D.
Bbawlng^ the error prodnced In the Longitude by an error of I' In the Altitude.
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The preceding Table is printed on coloured paper to

DISTINGUISH IT FROM TaBLE C, WHICH IS PARTLY PRINTED

IN Red.
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CHAPTER XV.

IX) FIND THE KRROR AND RATE OF A CHRONOMETER

Equ.i Alii Hitherto the recominendation has been to effect tliis by " Equal
luje.not

Altitudes" of the sun, a.m. and P.M., taken with the Artilicial
recommended ' '

Horizon. This method, however, though sliort and simple, so far

as the figures go, is open to many objections. The operation

cannot be completed at one time, since several hours must elapse

before the second half of the observations can be mada Dui'ing

this tedious interval, the conditions which existed in the morning

may be considerablj' changed. For example, the refraction may
have increased or diminished, owing to a shift of wind or fall of

rain ; the observer's " Personal Equation," as it is termed, maj

have varied; and the divisions of the sextant may have altered,

through the effect of boat or cold in expanding or contracting

the metal.

intagci liapcr says—"The method, even under the most favourable

circuni.stances, can rarely be considered as affording extreme pre-

cision "
; and all the things just mentioned tend to vitiate the

accuracy of the result in a greater or less degree. Furthermore,

the setting in of cloudy weather may cause the morning's work

to be so much labour thrown away, by rendering impossible tha

corresponding P.M. altitudes; and, in any case, there is the incon-

venience (.sometimes very great) of a double journey to and from

the ship, and a repetition of chronometer comparing. It is true

the A.M. sights could lie used as " Absolutes," l>ut every one accus-

tomed to this sort of work knows the suspicion which attaches

to observations taken only on one side of the meridian.

The term " Personal Equation," titough very familiar toastro-

Bquaiioa nuuieps, nittv be ivt'W to many sailore, so it is a,s well to explain it.

It has been found that most men, however expert, have a lixed

habit of "making contact" either too soon or too late, depending

for amount upon their nervous organization in general, and

their bodily state at the time, whcth.r of rest or fatii:ue. sickne.'w

lalej.

Perionol
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or health. It is even found that an eas)' or constrained position

of the individual at the moment of observation may exercise

considerable eficct on the result. Tlius the excitable man, fear-
p^^j„„^

ing to miss the event, is apt to forestall it ; while the man of pecuiiantie.

phlegmatic disposition is more likely to be too late. In fact,

each individual is found to have a certain definite rate of percep-

tion, or what Miss Agnes M. Gierke, in her beautifully-written

Sijstem of the Stars, calls " rate of sense- transmission."

The human eye, also, in its measurement of distance, varies in

different people. One man may consider the sun's limb to be

just touching the horizon, whilst another, using the same sextant,

will consider it a trifle above it ; and a third be impressed with

the idea that the sun is too low, and that both the others are

wrong. No doubt, to this, as much as to instrumental errors, is

to be attributed the difference among oSicers in the common

operation of taking the sun at noon.

These may seem insignificant trifles to some, but the process of

chronometer rating is itself a delicate one ; and it must be remem-

bered that, in the necessary splitting of seconds, we are dealing

with quantities susceptible of the most minute influences.

The principle of finding the error of a Time-keeper by " Equal

Altitudes " is, that the earth rotating at a uniform rate, equal

altitudes of a fixed body on either side of the meridian will be

found at equal intervals from the time of transit of that body

over the meridian, and that, therefore, the mean of the times of

6uch equal altitudes will give the time at transit, which for the

sun is noon.

The better mode—taken all round—is to observe stars east How to eiimi-

and west of the meridian, within a few minutes of each other— obslrvltion.

by which all systematic errors, whether atmospheric, instrumental,

or personal, are practically neutralized in the mean result.

Moreover, with " Equal Altitudes," it unavoidably happens, when

the latitude and declination are of contrary names, that the sun

beinf^ badly situated, from the slowness of his motion in altitude,

cannot be expected to give good results. Now this need never

be the case with the stars ; a couple on or near the Prime Vertical,

east and west, can always be found at some hour of the night,

let the latitude be what it may. When selecting stars, choose

those that have about the same altitude, and will therefore be

equally affected by refraction. To avoid error due to a want of Reversal o(

parallelism in the surfaces of the glass roof of the Artificial
^'J_'f/j''

Horizon, reverse it for opposite stars, so that the same side muy.
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Profet

rre «

obierTlng

Stan

171 evei"ij case, he next to you* If the regular mercurial horizon

is not to be had, an extempore one can easily be ripgcd up with

a soup plate, and some oil or treacle. On a calm oveninfj this

makes a 100 Al substitute.

In the observation of the altitude of a star with the Artificial

Horizon, it is always troublesome to bring down the image of

the star reflected from tlie sextant mirrors to the image reflected

from the mercurial horizon, or vice versd ; and sometimes, when
two bright stars stand near each other, there is danger of employ-

ing the reflected image of one of them for that of the other. A
very simple method of avoiding this danger, and of facilitating

thod of the observation, was suggested by the late Karl Knorrc, of

Doipat, when Professor of Practical Astronomy at the School of

Navigation in Nikolajew.

"It can be proved geometrically, that whenever the direct and

reflected images of any star are made to coincide in the field of

view of the sextant, the index gla-ss will be inclined at a constant

angle to the horizon. (This angle is equal to the inclination of the

sight-line of the telescope to the horizon glass.) If, therefore, we

attach a small spirit level to the index arm, so as to make with

the index glass an angle equal to this constant angle, the bubble

of this level will play, whenever the two images of the same star

are in coincidence, in the middle of the field of view.

" With a sextant thus furnished, we begin by directing the

sight-line towards the image in the mercury ; we next move the

index until the bubble plays, taking wire not to lase the imago

in the mercury. The reflected image from the sextiint mirrors

will then be found in the field, or will be brought there by a

slight vibratory motion of the instrument about the sight-line.

" A sextant is easily fitted up on this principle, the level being

made out of a small glass tube of little more than one inch in

length. In sextants of the usual construction, the reading lens is

attached to a stem that turns round a short pillar fixed at right

an'des to the index arm ; in these cases the level may be attached

to the same pillar, rotating stiffly round it to admit of pre-

oaratory adjustment, and then fi.xed once for all in its proper

position."

Chronomtier When made fast for the night in tlie Suez Canal—now the

cVIIk
" "" great highway to the East—the writer has found it very con-

* In taking " ktuolutu " or imlependant oluorTttiona of tha tun (not E<inal AlUtudaa),

tha «Mf mu«t ba rercnatl when half way through the daiired number.
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venient to ascertain the errors of his chronometers by the metliod

above advocated. The Admiralty plan gives the exact latitude

and longitude of each end of the canal, from which, with a little

care and neat-handedness, the geographical position of any other

point may be determined. But for the convenience of those who
may distrust their own measurements, a few positions are sub-

joined, from which others can more readily be fixed.

Latitude. Longitude.

Port Said high lighthouse 31 15 45 N. - 32 18 45 E.

The 25 mile post at Kautara siding - - 30 50 46 N. - 32 19 15 E.

Palace at Ismailia 30 35 30 N. - 32 16 45 E.

The 52 mile post at northern entrance

to Great Bitter Lake - - - - 30 25 45 N. - 32 21 00 E.

The 74 mile post near Chalouf - - - 30 8 20 N. - 32 34 24 E.

South Pier Head of Port Ibraham - - 29 56 10 N. - 32 33 12 E.

The correct latitude and longitude of a place being known, the Principle oi

principle of determining Greenwich Mean Time, wherebj' to ^orrecfc m t

ascertain the error of a chronometer, may be explained in a few by observation

words. Every navigator is aware that his daily sights give him

the Apparent Time at Ship, and that by applying the Equation

of Time he gets Mean Time at SJiip. Of course the same thing

applies to the determination of Mean Time on Shore. Now, if

he knows (from the chart or otherwise) the exact longitude of

the spot where he took his sights, and turns it into time, he has

merely to add or subtract it (according as it is west or east) to or

from this Mean Time at Place, to obtain at once the correct

Mean Time at Greenwich. This, compared with the correspond-

incr time by chronometer, gives its error, fast or slow, as the case

may be. Since the above was written Panama Canal has becomt.'

an accomplished fact.

Here it is necessary to be clear on one point. When this
.,o,igi„ai

comparison is made of the Chronometer time with the Greenwich Error and

time, it is to be distinctly understood that the " Original error"
r^'^""'""

*'*

and "Accumulated rate" are to be entirely disregarded, and not

allowed to enter into this part of the calculation. The actual

dirterence then existing between the Chronometer and Greenwich

times is to be taken as a nexu original error—entirely independent

of the first one, which is no longer to be employed. This is par-

ticularly dwelt upon, from the fact that many men compare the

corrected Chronometer time with the Greenwich Mean Time, and

in after work apply both errors, and even carry on the old rate,

when they have all the materials for getting a new and more

correct one.
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Rating chrono Somctimes, also, the error of the lonjjitude by chronometer 18

rotten by found hv the orJinary sights taken off an island or lieadland

passed in the course of the voyage ; and tliis error—say 12 — is

improperly applied as a constant correction to all loni^itudos

subsequently determined, instead of workin^j out the error in

time of the chronometer, and so arriving at the sea rale for future

use.

With reference to this custom of taking sights at sea when the

ahip's position is fixed by cross-bearings of well-known land, it

is certainly very useful as a rough check if tlie vessel has been

away from port for a considerable time : for example, it might

be done with advantage by a homeward-bound East InJiaman
when passing Cape Agulhas, or bj' an outward-boundtM- wht-n

passing St. Paul's Rocks, near the equator.*

But if the chronometers have been recently rated on shore

the errors inseparable from such observations at sea would prob-

ably exceed the errors in the rate given by the maker. Thus

many smart vessels pass Madeira when only a week out, and tliis

might be considered a good opportunity for testing the chrono-

meter rates : but though sights so taken might be useful in

detecting gross errors, if such were suspected, they could not be

relied upon under ordinary circumstances to give the time with

the needful piecision for rating purposes. More useful results

might indeed be obtained if the vcs.sel were stopped, so a-s to

combint^ I'.M. with A.M. observations; or in the eveut of htr pass-

ing in the afternoon a second point of land equally well deter-

mined with the first. In either case the mean of the two sots

would perhaps give a fair approximation to the truth,

iiiieivai To find, on .shore, the rate of a chronometer, its error on Mean
"
t"""

'"'
1 i'W must be known on two days, separated by an interval of

not less than six, or more than ten days. Tlien the difference

between the two eirors, divided by the number of days in the

interval, will give its daily rate for the time being. Where the

interval is a long one, say a month or six weeks, during which

tlic temperature has varied considerably, the mean daily rate is

that which will be obtained, and m.iy differ considerably from

the performance of the chronometer at time of last observation.

This goes to prove the necessity of adopting Tem])erature rate*.

as recommended by Mr. Uartnup.

* Both thaas tre T«rj tcearit«l]r ileUnnineil poniUont :

—

St. Paul'i Kocki Ul. 0" 65 30 N. ,,.Ung. 2fl» 2.1 00' W.

Cape AfpilhM IJglitho«Mi ..Ut .14" 49 « S ..b^ng. 20* tf 41' R
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To watch the performance of a chronometer on sliore, it is not

by any means necessary for the observer to know his longitude^

as the error of the chronometer on Local Mean Time is all that is

wanted. It may be done also by simply noting the time of the

successive disappearances of any star (not a planet) behind a

smoothly-planed straight-edged board, nailed in a truly vertical

position against some firm support. The observer's eye must be

always at the same point, such as a small hole in a tin plate, also

nailed to an immovable support, at a distance of say 30 or 40 feet

from the board, and to the north or south of it, according to the

particular star selected.

This is a very excellent practical method, and one capable of Rating by

much precision. To carry it out, proceed as follows :—On any gj"""' °

given evening, note the time by chronometer of the star's dis-

appearance, which—from a star being a mere luminous point,

without sensible diameter—is so sudden as to be at first quite

startling ; and after an interval, say of six days, do the same

again. On account of a Sidereal day being shorter than a Mean

Solar day, the star will disappear sooner each evennig by

3m. 55'9s. ; therefore multiply this quantity by the number of

days between the observations, and subtract the result from the

time shewn by chronometer at first observation.

If the chronometer is keeping exactly Mean Time, the first and

second times will now agree ; if they do not, the difference is the

loss or gain of the chronometer. If the second time is greater

than the first, it is evident the chronometer is gaining, and the Example of

Rating by

difference divided by the number of days gives its daily rate. star Transit

Example.

At Philadelphia, on October 16th, 1880, the star Fomalhaut

was observed to disappear at 14h. 2m. 18'5s. by chronometer.

On Oct. 22nd the disappearance was timed at 13h. 38m. 34'Os.

Required the daily rate of chronometer.

Oct. 16. star disappeared at . 14 2 IBS S 55-9

X 6

Got. 22. Star disappeared at

Loss in 6 days • -6) 90( ISs. daily rate
6 losing.
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It is against chances that all the aneroids or all the chronometers

on board a given ship, shall elect to choose the same instant I'or a

dangerous departure fi-om the normal. In order to bring the indi-

cations of an aneroid into line with synchronous observations at a

near shore station it is necessary to remember that the shore station

data, as a general rule, will all have been corrected and reduced, in

the accepted way, for height above mean sea-level, temperature, and

gravity. Hence until the synchronous ship's observations have bcun

similarly treated, they will not be comparable with the corrected and

reduced readings of a shore station. Once the error of an aneroid is

known, the method of procedure is as easy as falling off a log—to

use a proverbial expression of Jack. One thing seems certiiin.

Despite an admitted tendency to radical revolution in that life on the

ocean wave so bepraised in song and in story by men who have

carefully avoided getting wet with salt water, the English language,

like Tennyson's brook of the poem, seems destined to " go on lor

ever," and to hold its own—if not more—against all comers.

Whether the prevailing British standards of measurement will

survive the flight of time, after the manner of Horace's verse, and

maintain their impregnable position, is perhaps open to doubt. What
is good enough for English-speaking races, under these heads, does

not necessarily appeal so powerfully to dwellers on the Continent of

Europe and elsewhere as the English language does. Nearly one

hundred and twenty years ago when the then much-vaunted metric

system was brought to the front in the United Kingdom, there were

not wanting writers of consiilcrable mathematical cilibro who alleged

that decimal and centesimal divisions were about to supplant sexa-

gesimal methods such as seemed good to our foreliithers in their jaide

of nation. The revolutionists were nothing if not thorough, in their

own estimation. With them the day was to consist of forty cen-

tesimal hours, each comprising one hundred minutes of one hundred

seconds; and the earth's circumference was to contjiin just four

hundred grades, each of which was made up of one hundred minutes

of one hundred seconds. Consequently ten, not fifteen, would he

used in connection with conversion of time into longitude, or

longitude into time. A brand-new centesimal minute of latitude,

known to the true believers as a kilometre, was to .serve as the

centesimal sea-mile. Eighty years later this mislaid metric system

came on to the United Kingdom educational market once again

;

and apparently would not be denied. The .so-called metric .system

enjoyed (juitc a boisterous boom in some schools, and was boMIy

backed by the examiuation of such pupils a* had sulFeicd its inllu-
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cncc under the auspices of certain public bodies who maj', or may
not, have been familiar with the subject they professed to admire.

This suggested substitution of new measures for old was eloquently

and persuasively advocated by sections of schoolmasters, compulsorily

tested by the results of promising pupils at public examinations,

and severely left alone by every one who preferred to view the

situation from a platform that was not only practical but also

British. Inasmuch as in this metric system the mere shifting of a

decimal point, to right or to left, was assumed to effect much saving

of labour on the part of computers, it seems that success should

have been assured to its adoption. Unfortunately, as Burns once

sang, the plans of men and mice gang aft agley. The decimal point

not infrequently displays quite an uncanny knack of putting in an

appearance out of proper position ; so that the result, to the BritLsher

at any rate, is merely an object lesson in misapplied energy. Under

the system of grades, minutes, and seconds, owing to the fact that a

minute was one-hundredth of a grade, and a second was one-

hundredth of a minute, it was possible to write an angle containing

3(5 grades, 25 minutes, 29'39 seconds, as simply 36"252939 grades.

Such simplicity, to many a navigator, is more apparent than actual.

English-speaking seafarers—American and British—plumped for the

retention of the time-honoured system in which a right angle is

divided into ninety equal angles, each of these ninety degrees equals

sixty minutes, and each minute equals sixty seconds. Computers of

experience, whether sitting in a snug room on dry land, or on board

ship under more critical conditions, will soon become competent to

work with any scale whatsoever for thermometer and barometer.

Seafarers, however, are not solely occupied with this class of theoretical

pyrotechnics, and the vast majority, for whom the mental catering has

to be carried out in order to succeed, will naturally look askance at a

compulsory change that involves a radical revolution in their appre-

ciation of the indication afforded either by a thermometer or by a

barometer. Even now the watch below of many a junior officer is not

iufiequently encroached upon by clerical duties that are carried on to

a finish, without fee or hope of substantial reward, for various Public

Departments of the several maritime nations. An eminent mathe-

matical authority, formerly of the British Royal Navy, in an impartial

summary, not only of the merits but also of the demerits of the once

inuch-proclaimed Metric System, during the course of an article in the

Nautical Magazine of 1891, emploj'ed pregnant periods that are as

fertile to-day as they decidedly were then. His words may rightly

be extended to cover the nakedness of the methods that are suggested
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Both stars—Spica especially—were favourably situated in azi-

nuitli, aiul their very close agreement (the difference amounting

only to ri9s.) proves conclusively that not only were the alti-

tudes and times accurately observed, but that all the conditions

must have been normal.

The mean of the two results gives 50C2s. as the error of the

chronometer on August 15th.

At Arica, on August 7th, tlie same chronometer was 4-6'40s.

slow of G.M.T., shewing that in the interval of 8 days it had lost

l'22s., e(|ual to a daily rate of 0'53s.

It will be noticed that in comparing the Chronometer time of

observation with the Greenwich Mean time of observation, the

•Orii{in«i original error oTCs. was not tiikcn into account. At the com-

mencement of the calculation, however, it was used to get the

Greenwich date as closely as pos.sible, whereby to reduce correctly

any of the data requiring it, such as the Sidereal Time at

Greenwich mean noon, &c.

It is evident that if the chronometer error were neglected,

when at all large, many of the elements used in the calculation

would be inaccurate. This is less the case, however, with the

stars (which may be regarded as fixed) than it would be with the

sun or planets. In the case of the moon, which alters her Declina-

tion and Right Ascension ver)- rapidl}-, the error woidd be exces-

sive. For this and other reasons the moon is never used in this

connection.

In the Suez Canal, under certain conditions, sights may very

well be taken on board ship, and when this can be done it is of

course much more convenient and pka.sant than squatting down
on a sandhill. Acting on the suggestion of Captain Lee, then of

the Transport " Capella," the writer tried this several times during

the war in Egyi>t, and got results in every way satisfactory.

A thip As a stand for the Artificial Horizon, a small table was placed
ohit.v.totr close over on the starboard side of the saloon deck, ami the observer

was comfortably seated in a chair with a Qiwiiterniaster standing

by with a bull's eye lamp, kept dark till roiiuired for reading olf.

The 2nd othcor sat behind the observer (back to back), with tiie

chronometer and lamp facing him on a third chair. In this way
three sets (of three in a set) were taken of the Kastern star, and

after shifting the gear over to the port side, a similar number
were taken of the western star.

To make this jilan possihle, it is neces.>yiry to wait till all hands

have turned in, as the most cautious footfall on deck is at once

I
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revealed by the star's image dancing in the quicksilver: even the

donkey engine for feeding the hoilers must be stopped for the

time-being. If there is any wind, the Artificial Horizon and

observer may be sheltered by a weather-cloth, rigged up for the

purpose; and, with the awning overhead, you are as comfortable

as in a regular observatory

—

always barring the Mosquitoes.

About 11 o'clock P.M. Wednesday, September 20th, 1SS2, the

following sights were taken on board Her Majesty's Transport Position of

British Prince, then moored for the night to the west bank of °''=''"*''"r

spot.

the Suez Canal, midway between mile posts 36'6 and 86'7. This

position when laid oft' on the Admiralty plan gave the latitude

30° 39' 30" N., and the longitude 32° 20' 0" E. Index error -40".

Chronometer, from previous observations taken on the mole at

Alexandria, assumed to be 2m. 14s. slow of O.M.T.

> Saturn, bearing N. 87i° E. true.

rime by chronometer

Attsnmed error - -

9 10 14-6

+ 2 11-0

O.M.T., SepUmber 20th -

Polar (iistance-

Latitu.le- -

Altitude- -

Half sum- -

Beinaindei -

73 00 20 Cosecant 0-019391

30 39 30 Secant 0-0e63S9

30 29 18

Observed angle

Index Error - -

2\61 1 50

Saturn's apparent altitude - - - 30 30 66

Refraction (Table 31 of Haper) - 1 37

Saturn's true altituda

67 i 34 Cosine

86 35 16 Sine -

9-690616

. 9-776286

Sidereal Tiioe at U.M noon,

September 20tb 11 67 6-86

Acceleration tor 9h. 12m. 29s. + 1 30- 76

Kight ascension of mean t> - - 11 68 36 -62

H. M. S.

Saturn's hour angle - - - 4 16 42 8 E.

Saturn's reduced Right

Ascension S 37 78

Right Ascension of the meridian 13 20 25

Kight Ascension of the mean •) 11 68 36-3

Mean 'Hme at ship 1121484PM
Longitude of ship in time 2 9 20 K.

Mean Time at Greenwich -

Time shewn by chronometer

By • Saturn, chronometer slow of O M T.
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So much for the eastern star, now we will see what the western

one says.

* AUair, liearing S. 81° W. tnic.

Time by chronometer .... 9 21 57 8 ' Obserte.! mkIo . AluU . M « (J)

AMumed error + 2140 Jmle* "Tor ^ 40

O.M T. Sept. mh 9 32 118 !jM_10_»

Altair'i apparent altituile ... 31 8 40

I

RelractloD (T.ble U of Rajfr) • • - 1 S4

I

AlUir"* true altitude i\ i t

Polar distance. 61 M » Coaecunt 0-0O4S70

Utituile- - 30 SO 30 Secant . 0-066389 '

II 11 a.

Altitude- . - SI 8 e Sidereal Time at O.M noon.

Septeiiilier !Oth 11 67 6-8«

'" " *''
I
Acceleration tor »li. 32m. \^^ - + 1 SJ »7

;r^nL: : ioS^^r -V^ n..btA«.n.,o„o,mea„.. - -TT^^
II. M. 9.

»S81494= AllAlr's hour ancle - - - 3 M S-0 W.
Altair'aRA. Itf 46 6-0

Kliihl Ascen-sion o( the ineridliin £1 40 8fl

Kiglit Ascension of the mean ,• II 68 S»-8

Mean Time at ship 11 41 M-4 P

lx>n)!itude of «hip in time i » «m V..

Mean Time at Oreenwich S SJ 8 i

Time ihewn Ipy chronometer 1» a» 67 H

lly " Altair, chronometer alow ol U.M.T. t 10-4

The mean of tlie two result.s gives 2in. 122s. as the error of the

chiviiioineter on September 20th. Seven days afterwards, when
at Malta, tlie Greenwich Mean Time, carried on from these obser-

vatioius, was found to differ only a second and a half from the

Time Ball.

Wliero delicate observations are required, the planets Jupiter

and Venus are out of the running, from the fact that they are

so very much higger and lirighter than the more speck which ii

star presiMits ; the latter, therefore, is to he preferred, but in tlii.s

as in many other inaltei-s, external circumstances control our

wishes, ami it is often a case of do-with-wlmt-you can-g<t with

out being too fivstidious: or in other words, be thankful for the

bread even if it is not buttered. On this account it is deemed

advisable to give an example showing the working of a planet

which it will be noticed is precisely the s;imo as the working of

a llxcd star, if we except the necessity for iviliicing the Declina-

tion and Right Ascension to the (Jreenwich Mean Time of

Observation. In the case of Saturn the reduction is very small.

When several altitudes of each .«l.'ir Imve been t;iken. which is

I
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the proper thinw to do, they should be worked out separately, a number or

and not in f^roups, or sets, of three or five. By so doing, palpable shouM be""

mistakes in reading off the sextant, or taking the time, &c., worked out

declare themselves at the finish, and the particular observations
^'^p"* *^"

which contain them, if incapable of adjustment, can be rejected

in toto. It is true this very materially increases the labour of

calculation, but the man who strives to be accurate will not
grudge it. Having thrown out the bad, if any, the mean results

of the rtrmainder will then be reliable.

Since the telegraphic determination of the longitude of the

principal places on the globe, Time signals have been established

at a great number of ports for the benefit of shipping.

Time signals are also, of recent j'ears, sent by i-adio-telegraphy

from some of the world's wireless stations. The United States

Naval Radio Stations, for example, have sent out time signals

in this way since August, 1913 ; and the French station at Eiffel

Tower has a still longer record of usefulness under this head.

When the dogs of war are howling round a nation's coasts such

time-signals by radio-telegraphy are naturally omitted. The

experience of the Cestrian may be quoted as an example of the

utility of this method. Within a week she received radio time

signals on not fewer than five days. One in 41° 55' N., 69' 48' W.,

a second in 32' .38' N., 73' 30' W., a third in 25' 32' N., 79' 42' W.,

a fourth in 25' 2G' N., 84° 17' W., and afifth in 28' 12' N., 88' 34' W.

The sending stations were respectively Boston, Key West on

three occasions, and Pensacola.

For chronometer purposes, lists of such stations must be

regarded as open to alterations. Neither geographical position,

nor type of time signal, of a shore station is invariable. Change

either in the time of making the signal, or in the geographical

position of the station, is easily ascertained on inquiry

.

When the signal is made by gun fire, the time of the Jlash must Flash and

be noted; but if from any cause this cannot be seen, it will be ^.*''°''°'

necessary to fall back upon the report. In which case, allow for

the velocity of sound in air at the rate of 1,090 feet per second,

when the thermometer registers 32' Fahr. As the temperature

increases, the velocity increases at the rate of 1'15 of a foot for

each degree, decreasing in the same proportion for temperatures

lower than 32°. Thus at 55° Fahr. we have the velocity = 1,116 Y*'"!""!.*^ bound m Air.

feet per second, and at 80° Fahr. it is 1,145 feet per second.

Taking into account so many facilities, the error in the Green-

wich Mean Time of any sailing ship should never exceed 208.,

and in steamers should certainly not amount to half this quantity.

Time signal arrangements vary much at difl^erent places, aa
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Time signal anangements vary much at dift'erent places, and

it is of importance that those desirous of profiting by them

should make themselves fully acquainted, by enquiry from the

proper authorities, with tlic exact nature of the local regulations

concerning tliem. At many ports, the error (if any) in making

the signal is published in the next day's papers , here, for

example, is a specimen cut out of the New York " World."

WESTF.IIX UNION TIME. BALI..

Nkw Vokk, Febrimry ??.—Ttn- time.|>»ll on thn
Broadway tower o( the Westein riii..n Tel«-i;r«pli

<'omi>any'.H huililinc. wliich is dropped dnlly (Nun-
days excepted) at mean noon of the 751I1 meridian
liT the Btandard time of tlie I'nited States NaiaJ
o'liserT-Ttory at Wa-nliincton. »a.n dropped to-day
exaellv at noon, eqtiiialcnt to 6b. Oui. 0~Cb>. (tre«a-

wich Mean Tiine-

Mwayi The Harbour Master's office is generally the best place to
'"''"'"

institute inquiry.

In the bye-ports where time-signals do not happen to exist,

the pains-taking Navigator can fall back upon his faithful allies,

the sextant and the artiticial horizon. He is sure to liave the

first, and tlie last is quickly fixed up with a sonp-plate and some

clear molasses.

It has been demonstrated that a star East, meaned with a

star West, will give an exact result. The time necessary to

observe the pair, SJiy a set of five for each, varies from 20 minutes

to half-au-hour, according to proficiency. A beginner would

probably take 45 minutes; but once he makes a start at this

work, the time will diminish and his interest will increase,

star.rvp.w^ In the tropics it will be found more pleasant to observe stars

iiin i„ the cool of tlie evening than to por.opire in the sun by day

In the latter event, not only does the observer get his nose peeled

(which is annoying), but his eyes sutler from the glare (which is

worse).

Even in certain of the ports aViroad where Time-Signals ilo

exist, it is wise to keep a check upon them. If the sipml be

observed daily, a fairly good chronometer will soon tell wlietlier

it be reliable or otherwise, for even admitting any trifling varia-

tion in the daily rate of the chronometer, it will always be less

than the error of observing the signal.

It things look doubtful, you can pit yourself against the

oUsorvatory. Take sighUs with sextant and artificial horizon, and

repeat same after an interval of a week. Observe -iignal daily,

and of course compare chronometers daily. Of course, also, you

are provided with the Admiralty large scale plan of the port,
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and from this it is easy to get the exact Latitude and Longitude

of youi- " Obsei-vation Spot." You have then all the materials checking

to saddle the right horse. Should the signal prove unreliable,

kindly acquaint " Wrinkles," for the benefit of navigators in

general, through the Publishers.

The leading countries of the world are now bestowing much

con.sideration on the establishment of Time-Signals which shall

be convenient not only for mariners, but for folks in general.

It has ever been a maxim that " Punctuality is the soul of

business," and its truth is becoming more apparent every day

—

our big steamship passages to wit.

Not the least of the improvements is the unification and

standardizing of National Time now in progress almost

everywhere. England keeps Greenwich time throughout

;

Ireland kept Dublin time, but now Greenwich ; France keeps

Paris time ; Cape Colony keeps the time of the meridian of standardizing

30° E.; Germany, Austria, Italy, and Denmark have adopted
National Time

"Mid-European Time," namelj^ that of the meridian of 15° E.

In Denmark Time-Signals are made at Greenwich Mean Noon
in the Telegraph Offices of over a dozen seaports, and admission

is free to seamen ; so that by simply carrying a chronometer on

shore at these places the correct time can be had gratis. This

is probably copied from the American system ; for example, on

the Pacific Coast of the United States the Mare Island Obser-

vatory furnishes Standard Time to each of the following

ports :

—

San Diego "V Seattle \

Santa Barliara I , , ,•(• • Taroma > Washington.
Santa Cruz

J-^aiilornia.
oiynipia J

San Francisco J Portland, Oregon.

At each of these ports a clock in the office of the W. U. Tele-

graph Co. is sj-nchronized by hand and ear, while the signal is

coming in on a sounder alongside, to 120th Meridian Time, these Synchronised

clocks, in turn, correcting hourly other clocks in local circuit
'^'°-'"-

with them. At the present time there are about a thousand

clocks so controlled, and the system is being rapidly extended.

Navigators can obtain at the W. U. Telegraph Office, in each

of the above mentioned ports, the correct time at noon of the

120th meridian (= Sh. Om. Os. G.M.T.) by direct signal from

Mare Island ; or the con-ect time at any other hour within the

limit of running of the clocks in those offices.

Also, in the Branch Hj^drographic Office, Merchants' Exchange,

San Francisco, a clock is set each day directly by signal ; and
at that office chronometer comparisons may be obtained at any
time.
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Owing to vastness of territory, the United States authoritic

have adopted five Standard Times, namely, that of the meridiaii.s

of 00° (Inter-coloniul), 75° (Eastern), 90' (Central), 105' (Moun-

tain), and 120° (Pacific) ; but unly three of these aHcct their

sea-board.

Australia—unother lar^^e continent—has followed suit a?

follows :

—

West Australi;i 120* E.

South Austrnlia 142* 30' E.

Victoria 150* E.

Queensland ISO' E.

New South Wales 150* E.

Tasmaniii 150' E.

New Zeiilainl 172* 30' E.

Natal and Japan have also come into line, having respectively

adopted 30" E. and 135'^ E. ; and Russia uses time of Pidkowa

meridian, 21). Im. East of Greenwich. Eventually other countries

will be sure to drop into a similar sj-stem ; in China, moK
especially, there is plenty of room to cairy it out.

In Egypt the ofiicial time kept is that of mean noon at the

Great Pyramid, or 2h. -Im. 205s. fast of Greenwich Meantime.

Railways, telegraphs, also Cairo and the Nile, keep local mean-

time of the Abbasizeh Observatory, or 2h. 5m. .SOs. fast of

Greenwich. Turkey uses time two hours fast of Greenwich, for

the purposes of navigation ; but, among the people, the day of

2-1 hours begins at sunset. India's time is 5A hours fast of

Greenwich ; Hong-Kong and the East Coast of China adopt

the meridian of 120° E. ; British Columbia uses 120° W. A list

of time signals, brought down to date, is published by the

Admiralty in the Light Li.sts.

It is well to remember that occasionally nations, and colonics,

make alterations in standard time, which have to be guarded

atrainst by the new arrival. A plain question to a responsible

official soon rectifies any tendency to error under this head.

The date, or calendar line, passes through points in 60° S.

180° E.. 51° 30' S. 180° K., 45° 30' S. 172" 30' W., 15° 30' S.

172° 30' W., 5° S. 180° W., 48° N. 180° W.. 52° .30' N. 170^ K.,

6.".° N. 160° W., the centre of Bering Strait, and 70° N. 180' \V.

Ka.st of the line drawn through these points the date in the

Calemlar is American, west of the lino it is Asiatic.

I



CHAPTER XVa

NEW METEOROLOGICAL MEASURES FOR OLD !

Officers of the world's navies, of peace and of war, have of recent

years come into comparatively close touch with radio-telegraphy,

submarine signals, search lights, electrically driven sounders, and
interesting items of like nature, to an extent that would appal an

old-time sailing-ship man of the single-topsail era could he revisit

our planet from the shades. Innovation is seldom regarded from a

favourable point of view by a large majority of those who are directly

responsible for the safety of life and of property at sea. Many a

navigator has deemed, still deems, and will hereafter deem, an aneroid

good enough for every purpose in connection with either storm-

sailing or with conditions of weather that are more favourable.

Even at the commencement of the twentieth century, when matters

nautical are well to the fore, the aneroid, in active service on board

merchant ships, irrespective of flag, is preferred before a mercury

barometer for practical purposes. It is sometimes strenuously urged

that an aneroid not infrequently evinces a nasty knack of changing

its error without warning, or of maintaining an error of exceptional

magnitude. Well, any officer who is continuously using an aneroid

in practical navigation, as though it were ab.solutely free from

tendency to err, is open to deserved censure. No one is infallible, not

even the youngest of us, to quote a Cambridge Don ; and a ship-

master who has a reputation to lose, or one to gain, will often take

the necessary steps to ensure a careful comparison, not only of the

readings of his working anei'oid, but also of those of his mercury

barometer, with synchronous readings of shore stations and of otlier

similar instruments on board his own shi|). There are but few ships

without several aneroids on board ! All these are not likely to go

wrong at the same instant of time. Some of the pointers with

respect to comparisons of chronometers may be conveniently

extended, with a slight change vi words, to comparisons of aneroids.

2 o
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It is against chances that all the aneroids or all the chronometers

on board a given ship, shall elect to choose the same instant for a

dangerous departure from the normal. In order to bring the indi-

cations of an aneroid into line with synchronous observations at a

near shore station it is necessary to remember that the shore station

data, as a general rule, will all have been corrected and reduced, in

the accepted way, for height above mean sea-level, temperature, and

gravity. Hence until the synchronous ship's observations have been

similarly treated, they will not be comparable with the corrected and

reduced readings of a shore station. Once the error of an aneroid is

known, the method of procedure is as easy as falling off a log—to

use a proverbial expression of Jack. One thing seems certitin.

Despite an admitted tendency to radical revolution in that life on the

ocean wave so bepraised in song and in story by men who have

carefully avoided getting wet with salt water, the English language,

like Tennyson's brook of the poem, seems destined to " go on for

ever," and to hold its own—if not more—against all comers.

Whether the prevailing British standards of measurement will

survive the flight of time, after the manner of Horace's vei-se, and

maintain their impregnable position, is perhaps open to doubt. What

is good enough for English-speaking races, under these heads, does

not necessarily appeal so powerfully to dwellers on the Continent of

Europe and elsewhere as the English language does. Nearly one

hundred and twenty years ago when the then much-vaunted metric

system was brought to the front in the United Kingdom, there were

not wanting writers of considerable mathematical ciHbro who alleged

that decimal and centesimal divisions were about to supplant se.\a-

gesimal methods such as seemed good to our forefathei-s in tlieir pride

of nation. Tiie revolutionists were nothing if not thorough, in their

own estimation. With them the day was to consist of forty cen-

tesimal hours, each comprising one hundred minutes of one hundred

seconds; and the earth's circumference was to conUiin just four

hundred grades, each of which was made up of one hundred minutes

of one hundred seconds. Consequently ten, not fifteen, would be

used in connection with conversion of time into longitude, or

longitude into time. A brand-new centesimal minute of latitude,

known to the true lielievers as a kilometre, was to serve as the

centesimal sea-mile. Eighty years later this mislaid metric system

auiw on to the United Kingdom educational market once again

and apparently woidd not bo denied. The so-called metric system

enjoyed ijuile a boisterous l)oom in some schools, and was boMly

backed by the examination of such pupils as had suffeicd its intbi-
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cnce under the auspices of certain public bodies who may, or may
not, have been familiar with the subject they professed to admire.

This sufrgested substitution of new measures for old was eloquently

and persuasively advocated by sections of schoolmasters, compulsorily

tested by the results of pi'omising pupils at public examinations,

and severely left alone by every one who preferred to view the

situation from a platform that was not only practical but also

British. Inasmuch as in this metric system the mere shifting of a

decimal point, to right or to left, was assumed to effect much saving

of labour on the part of computers, it seems that success should

have been assured to its adoption. Unfortunately, as Burns once

sang, the plans of men and mice gang aft agley. The decimal point

not infrequently displays quite an uncanny knack of putting in an

appearance out of proper position ; so that the result, to the Britisher

at any rate, is merely an object lesson in misapplied energy. Under

the system of grades, minutes, and seconds, owing to the fact that a

minute was one-hundredth of a grade, and a second was one-

hvuidredth of a minute, it was possible to write an angle containing

36 grades, 25 minutes, 29'39 seconds, as simply 86'252939 grades.

Such simplicity, to many a navigator, is more apparent than actual.

English-speaking seafarers—American and British—plumped for the

retention of the time-honoured system in which a right angle is

divided into ninety equal angles, each of these ninety degrees equals

sixty minutes, and each minute equals sixty seconds. Computers of

experience, whether sitting in a snug room on dry land, or on board

ship under more critical conditions, will soon become competent to

work with any scale whatsoever for thermometer and barometer.

Seafarers, however, are not solely occupied with this class of theoretical

pyrotechnics, and the vast majority, for whom the mental catering has

to be carried out in order to succeed, will naturally look askance at a

compulsory change that involves a radical revolution in their appre-

ciation of the indication afforded either by a thermometer or by a

barometer. Even now the watch below of many a junior ofScer is not

infrequently encroached upon by clerical duties that are carried on to

a finish, without fee or hope of substantial reward, for various Public

Departments of the several maritime nations. An eminent mathe-

matical authority, formerly of the British Royal Navy, in an impartial

summary, not only of the merits but also of the demerits of the once

much-proclaimed Metric System, during the course of an article in the

Nautical Magazine of 1891, employed pregnant periods that are as

fertile to-day as they decidedly were then. His words may rightly

be extended to cover the nakedness of the methods that are suggested
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Tor reading the thermometer and the barometer on board ships of all

sorts and conditions. " But unfortunately for the comiileteness of the

system," lie wrote, "so beautiful ou paper, the world refused to have

anything to do with centesimal time, and therefore, sexagesimal being

retained, the kilometre is useless for the purposes of navigation, and

even the French retain and print on their ordnance maps the mille

alongside the kilometre." Slightly changing the wording of this

statement, to meet a more nautical view, it will probably apply with

like truth to the suggested methods of reading and recording baro-

meters and thermometers on board ships engaged in the ocean

carrying trade.

Seafarere of the United Kingdom, United States, Canada, Austi-alia,

New Zealand, and other countries, where English is the language in

use by people of every degree, read barometers in inches and decimals

of an inch of mercury, and thermometers in degrees and jtarts of a

degree of that time-honoured Fnhrenlieit scale in which 32' is the

freezing-point of water, and 212° is its boiling-point. At the .same

time these countless seafarers record the wind velocity in miles an

hour, or in feet per .second ; and also employ an inch scale for

measurements of rainfall. All classes of the counnunity, on the

Continent of Europe, cling tenaciously to the Centigrade system

for the thermometer; millimetres for the barometer; metres per

second, or kilometres per hour, lor the wind velocity ; and millimetres

for the measurement of rainfall. English is the nHieial lani^uage of

many a leivgue of dry land, near and far; it is in use exclusively on a

large majority of the world's shipping ; and, needless perhaps to say,

P^nglish-speaking races, outside the comparatively conlined domains of

liighly .scientific coteries, adhere to the old-fashioned way to whicii

they and their forefathers have been accustomed. Seafarers, more

especially, prefer the inch nnd decimals of an inch of mercury, or

its equivalent by aneroid indication, for barometric purposes; and

the degree luid decimals of a degree, of the Fahrenheit scale, for

thermometric records. It is even doubtful whether teachers and

schoolmasters of English-S|>eaking peoples are eager to swap horses, as

it were, wliile crossing the stream, any more re«dily tiian are those

whose lives are spent on blue water remote from pedagogues and

parson.><. " In Meteondogy," to quote from an eminent authority of

to-day, " the metric measures are not more systematic than the

British ; for both are arbitrary." Yet but a few years ago, at least

over the United Kingdom, that despised metric system was lauded

to the skies, by men of light and leatling, as certain to supjdant the

time-tried measures of those countries where the English language is
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facile princeps. Such crisp statements as Vim l, Villi, I''ici may have
served their purpose among the ancient Romans ; but they are utterl}'

out of phice in the metric system's swan-song.

Consequent on the more recent introduction of units based upon a

curious Centimetre-Gramme-Second (C.G.S.) system, for measurements

in those scientific subjects to which Modern Meteorology is closely

allied, it has been proposed, in all seriousness, to adopt that system

for barometer, thermometer, and other items not nearly so intimately

connected with the everyday life of a seafarer. It would appear

that, but for the success of aviation, and the relative conquest of the

upper regions by daring practical navigators of airships, the favourite

barometric inches and Fahrenheit degrees would have served ever}-

purpose outside arcana of science. Advances in aerial navigation,

and in radio-telegraphy, have, it is said, brought with them a need

for a flexible system of measurements that shall be of international

application. Here, perhaps, comes in the apposite nature of the old

proverb that you may lead a horse to the water, but it is for the

led one to decide whether he will drink thereof. Similarly the

mariner—and it is with him only that WrittJdes is concerned—may

be brought alongside the newest of new systems of measurement, as

regards atmospheric pressure and the temperatures of air and of sea,

but the last word lies with the mariner in active service as to their

adoption. Some of the most earnest of the promoters of the proposed

.system seem to have misgivings under that head. " If one wishes to

find out persons of intelligence to whom metric units are unfamiliar

and repulsive, we have literallj^ to think of special classes of engineers

and meteorologists." The term " meteorologist " is of rather an

elastic nature ; and we may perhaps quite rightly include English-

speaking navigators among an overwhelming majority who are

outside the pale of collegiate training. Curiously enough that

eminent writer seemed to anticipate at least a su.spicion of difficulty

;

inasmuch as, when referring to the marked attachment of English-

sijeaking peoples for the old type of units of measurement, it was

admitted that " when the sailors are counted in, there is a very large

bod}' of meteorological observers who are in favour of the customarj-

inch-Fahrenheit units." It is said that to publish meteorological

(lata in English, without having tran.slated the figures given in the

text, is practically to restrict the publication to a very limited circle

of readers. A fortiori it may rightly be ui-ged that to publish

meteorological data in the suggested units of apparently somewhat

German origin is to deprive myriads of an intellectual treat who are

onlv familiar with that almost universal language—English to wit.
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Aerology with its phenomenally low barometric pressures of from

two to six inches of mercury, coupled with an alleged dread of com-

plicatious introduced by the many minus signs in therraometric

records of the upper air, has led to an apparent demand for change.

Teniperatui'es of —20°, and even as low as —iiO°, are equally awkward
to deal with by a novice, whether in the time-honoured Fahrenheit

scale so beloved by the English-speaking seafarer, or in the Centigrade

scale preferred before all others by the nations of the Continent of

p]urope. Atmosjiheric pressures of from two inches to six inches of

mercury, high aloft, instead of the more usual pressures of from

twenty-seven inches to thirty-one inches recorded on the earth's

surface, introduce an altogether new conception, so it is affirmed,

to the observer. " A scale of temperatures including po.sitive and

negative signs is dangerous for the observer, troublesome for the

computer, awkward for the printer, misleading for the reader, and i.s

altogether unsuitable." A more sweeping condemnation of the pre-

vailing barometer and thermometer units of English-speaking races of

to-day is perhaps difficult to find. Nevertheless, these British units,

in so far as seafarera are concerned, may easily survive the flight of

time. Assuming that the proposed substitution of new and unfamiliar

measures, for old and familiar measures of re])utc, shall shortly become

an accomplished fact, then, not only the Fahrenheit scale, but also

the Centigrade scale, will have to be thrown overboard to lighten the

ship of science. Inches and millimetres enually cumber the vessel's

decks, and therefore shall share a like fato. Barometers and thermo-

meters will require regraduation ; if not simultaneously, then in

quick succession. There will be a golden harvest for instrument-

makers, and an aftermath of trouble for oKservers and others most

intimately concerned, should such an innovation succeed in winning

a way beyond high-water mark around the coasts. One incontro-

vertible argument against the suggested substitution of 400' for 3G0°,

as the measure of a complete angular revolution, was luused upon the

consequent necessity for recjilculating books of mathematical tables

with which navigators and others are familiar by reason of continuous

use. Similar, and equally weighty, objections hold in connection

with radical changes in the methods of recording temperature ami

atmospheric pressure if attempts should be made to enforce them in

the conduct of ships remote from examination rooms and cranisho|ts.

('harts setting forth the results of these data, so that he who runs

may read, in the form of isr^bars and isotherms, are jiublished all the

world over at great expense, which is borne by the national excliei|uer.

Such aids to safe navigation w<mld deiuand, provided that the pro-
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posed changes were carried out to the bitter end, a continual reference

to books of conversion tables, so as to ensure that the last state of the

navigator shall not be worse than his first. Whether the readings

of barometers and of thermometers are displayed in the old measures

consecrated bj' many years' use, or be in the brand-new style that has

yet to form a plank in the platform of the practical navigator, we
must freely admit that either system is merely conventional. When
we say that a barometer reading is 28 inches, or 30 inches, for

example, we almost automatically connect the particular reading with

a particular kind of weather that varies accoi-ding to the ship's

geographical position on the waste of waters, or rather with the

average barometer reading corresponding to the weather. And this,

quite regardless of the fact that the reading in course of consideration

has not been corrected for height of the barometer cistern above sea-

level, for temperature, or for gravity. It is too frequently forgotten,

or ignored, that the average values derived from ships' observations

on the open sea are not the results of continuous series. No two

nations will deduce average isobars and isotherms, from the data in

their possession, that do not agree to differ. Mathematical anal3'sis

may determine which is the greater evil—discontinuity of series, or

kind of barometer used.

The Centimetre-Gramme-Second system of units, which may, or

more likelj^ may not, become of universal application ashore and

afloat, is based on the metric system, in which the multiplication and

the division of the unit by 10, 100, and 1000, are indicated by the

prefixes deka, hecto, kilo, and deci, centi, milli, respectively. A centi-

metre is one-hundredth part of a metre, whence the designation

metric system, and is equal very neaily to "SD-t of an inch. A
gramme is the metric unit of mass. It approximates nearly to the

mass of a cubic centimetre of water at the freezing point, and is

equal to 1.5'4 grains. There are 86,400 seconds in a mean solar day.

Under this Centimetre-Gramme-Second sj'stem the 0° Centigrade, and

its corresponding 32° Fahrenheit, disappear as such. The thermo-

meters for this system are graduated in degrees Centigrade from a

zero that is 273^ below the freezing-point of flesh water, which is no

longer either 0° C. or 32' F., but 273a, 273° A., or 273° Absolute to

write it in full. It will thus be seen that continental methods of

measuring temperature threaten the supremacy of the familiar scales

preferred before all others by English-speaking races. One point in

favour of the suggested change is deserving of close consideration.

Temperature records will cease to be burdened with a minus sign,

thus perhaps lessening the chances of mistakes both by recorders and
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by computers. This item is, however, of trilling iuiportauce, either to

seafarers usint^ beatiu tracks, or to Jwellers in the United Kingdom.

Should the Centiuietre-Granime-Second system ever win a way
seaward the navigator will be met with tlie fact that it entails more

work upon him. On reading his new-fan^icd thermometer, showing

so-called " absolute degrees," he will find the number 293 where Cf>

served his every ])urpo.se on the Fahrenheit scale. Hence he will

liave more figures to write, and therefore be cursed with an increased

tendency to error in reading and recording. Nevertheless, he

altogether avoids the use of the minus sign in so far as temperature

records are concerned. This last, however, is an unimportant con-

sideration for navigators between the latitude parallels of liO° X.

and CO' S. The most modern forms of barometer that are coming

into being under the xgis of the British Meteorological Office presided

over by Sir Napier Shaw, P\R.S., are graduated in such a way that

they read millibars directly when they are in latitude +5° and at a

temperature of 285 A. (o-i" F.). For other latitudes and otlier

temperatures corrections are necessary as with the inch barometer.

An anomaly of the latter instrument is that its teniperature has

to be 25^ F. in latitude i')\ or 0' F. on the eiiuator, or ")7'7^ F. at

either jjole, if we desire to get it in such a state as to give, without

any correction, the pressure of the air at the surface of the mercury

in the cistern. Such excursions into high science do not trouble

practical navigation ! Needless to say, perhaps, a millibar is not

even distantly related to our old friend the capstan bar. A millibar

is the Centimetre-CJramme-Second unit cho.sen for atmospheric

pressure measurements ; and one mercury inch is eiiuivalent to

.S3'8632 millibars. Thermometers attached to mercury barometei-s

will be graduated in absolute degrees, as above mentioned ; anil

doul)tle.ss thermometers for recording the temperature of the air will

follow suit for scientific purposes, on dry land where the English

language is easily first. There is more than a suspicion of doubt

whether the English-speaking seafarer will take kindly to the

Centimetre-Gramme-Second for meteorological records remote from

the coasts. Throughout a long series of yeai-s the lunar formed a

prominent plank in examinations for the " extra-master " certificate.

That was a flagrant example of fostering a candidate's cramming

capacity ; and, after nmch searcliing of heart, occasioned in part by

\Vriithie.'<, the lunar has ceaseil to form a part of Board of Trade

examinationa The measurement by sextant of the lunar distance,

which alont! pertained (o practical navigation and was the crux of the

matter, was notret|uired of a canditlate ; so that it was easy for liini to
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be figure-perfect in an examination room so as to arrive at a correct

rule-of-thunib result, working with the data placed before him, yet be

absohitely unable to determine the distance between the moon and

other heavenly body by the aid of the sextant. Tlie mathematical

treatment of tlie problem was also utteily disregarded. Consequent

on this peculiar method of examination, candidates for the "extra"

certificate were taught—not that they might know, but that thej'

might pass. Once in possession of the coveted certificate, the luckj-

seafarer seldom, if ever, troubled his practical brain with this rule-of-

thumb twister, which was based on the old-fashioned practical lunar

method that went out with the wind-jammer. It is certainly open to

argument whether the recently introduced Centimetre-Gramme-Second

system will not share the ignominious fate of the once much-adver-

tised and little-used lunar. The causes of death will doubtless be

certified as almost identical. A well-known Hydrographer, the late

Captain Sir E. J. Evans, R.N., at a Science Conference just fort}-

years ago, took occasion to point out that too often there is not

sufficient care exercised in discriminating between what is required

for philo.sophers and what for seamen. His weighty words hold good

to-daj' ! Whatever tends to make information for seamen less simple,

less clear, more bulky, or more costly, he said, is to be deprecated.

Seafarers who care to delve deeper into this subject, which seems

likely to form a part of Board of Trade examinations on much the

same lines as those that obtained for the theoretical lunar, should

obtain a copy of a work entitled Practical Physics, hy Glazebrook and

Shaw, and assimilate the mental food provided in the attractive

chapter that deals with units of measurement. Many of the readers

of Wrinkles, far from academic advantages, may experience a diffi-

culty in obtaining a copy of Practical Physics. Hence it seems

desirable to give a shoi-t resumd of the views there set forth with

critical clearness. The method of measuring a quantity, say those

eminent physicists, is resolvable into two parts : (1) the selection of a

suitable unit, and (2) the determination of the number of times that

this unit is contained in the quantity to be measured. The selection

of a suitable unit " is, and must be, entirely arbitrary—that is, at the

discretion of the particular observer who is making the measurement."

Hence it would appear from this that the thousands of seafarers

familiar only with mercury inches of barometer and Fahrenheit

dc'Tees of thermometer should be continued as ai-biters of their fate

under this head. In order, however", that an observer's results may

be readily understood, and open to verification by others destitute

of his apparatus, the unit selected must be capable of reproduction
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under other circumstances of place and time, and of comparison witli

tlie units used by other observers. Hence a tendencj' to the adoption

of common standards of length, of mass, and of time. Units, such as

the yard, the pound weight, and the second, are arbitrary-. Other

units of like nature are the degree as a unit of angular measurement,

the thermometric degree as a unit of the measurement of temperature,

and similar items. " The difficulty, however, of obtaining an arbitrary

standard which is sufficienth' permanent to be reproducible makes

this arbitrary method not always applicable ; . . . the arbitrary

choice of a unit for a particular quantity' is directed by a principle

of selection which makes it depend upon the units aheady selected

for the measurement of other quantities. We thus get sj-stems of

units, such that when a certain number of fundamental units are

selected, the choice of the rest follows from fixed principles. Such a

system is called an ' absolute ' system of units, and the units them-

selves are often called ' absolute,' although the term does not strictly

apply to the individual units." Three units, known as fundamental

units, may be chosen arbitrarily. No one of the three units is

derivable from the other two. In the absolute system now being

brought to the notice of mariners compulsorily, those most inti-

mately concerned not having been consulted, the fundamental units

are the centinietre, gramme, and second. Hence it is known as tin'

Centimetre-Gramme-Second system, or, more concisely, the C.(J.S.

system. The units on this absolute scale are related to each other in

the following way, having due regard to the fact tliat the millibar

has been adopted as the working unit. Ten millil)ars = 1 centibar;

ten centibars = 1 decibar; and ten decibars = 1 bar. Millibars and

centibars are the values most likely to interfere with the seafarer's

watch below. The relation between the millibar of the new-fashioned

mercurj' barometer and the mercury inch of the old-fashioned instru-

ment, is given below in tabular form ; as also a comparison between

the readings of a thermometer on the Fahrenheit pnnciple and one on

the Absolute principle. The reading in Centigrade corresponding to

any rea<ling in Absolute is directly obtainable by subtracting 273

from the latter. It must bo remembered that a reading of a ship's

mercury barometer has to be corrected for index error, temperature,

height above sea, and gravity, before the reading is comparable with

a reading in milliburs ur centibars. An aneroid reading requires

only corrections for index error and height above sea-leveL

I
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CHAPTER X\T

COMPASS ADJUSTMENT.

An ^xliaustive enquiry into this most important subject must

involve a wliole book on it alone, whilst in tliese pajjes we can

but aHbril it a chapter. For more complete information, the

student cannot tlo better than read up the books in the Xdutical

H«feienre Libntry, taking them in the order 4 and 5 of first batcli, and

1<) of .second batch. Even here, however, before treating of

tlie practical part of the work, it is absolxUely necessary to

explain some of tiie principal features of the theory, since it ia

certain that anyone who attempts Compass Adjustment by merr

"rule of thumb," without clearly comprehending the laws upon
wliich it is based, cannot rightly hope to perform it satis-

factorily. A short proliminar}' canter round the outskirts of

the subject will therefore do no harm.

The remarkable force inherent in the globe, known a.s Terru>

trial Magnetism, which gives a lieterminate direction to ii freely

suspended magnetic needle, and is of inestimaiile value to man,
"*"",""",'

, has long been the subject of ob.servation and study. The nature

and n.ode of operation of magnetism and the allied phenomena

of electricity continue to be the subject of speculation, for until

a very few years ago no explanation of them had been propo.sed

such as that which referred heat and light to the vibrations of

an ela.stic medium ; but scientific men arc not idle, and the

refined investigations constantly being prosecuted add almost

daily to the rapidly accumulating store of human knowledge.

It has been shewn that when a disturbance is set up in one

place, which leads to the formation of a " maguetic field," the
Ma^ndic r ' ...

fitid change from the original condition of the ether to the complex

condition known lis the "magnetic fielil," is marked by a mag-

netic or electro-magnetic propagation of the disturbanca The

theoretical velocity of this propagation is the same a.s the velocity
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of light (18G,320 miles per sec). In a linear cunent the

direction of tlic current is the direction of propagation, the

disturbance being propagated in the ether and not in the con-

ductor. Without a linear conductor to guide the propagation,

the disturbance is propagated equally in all directions, and

Clerk -Maxwell advanced the proposition that light is a Light and

phenomenon of this order, an electro- magnetic phenomenon

involving vortical stresses, rather than the mere vibration

of an elastic ether. This was strikingly confirmed by the

researches of Hertz in 1888, and since then the science of

light has been made a part of the general science of electro-

magnetism.

Our knowledge of the phenomena of terrestrial magnetism,

whilst advancing with cognate branches, still remains in the

empirical stage. It is, however, held tliat the earth's magnetism

is distributed through its mass, and that the magnetic force

either wholly or mainly resides in the interior, and cannot

be attributed to external influences, though it may be affected

by them. As to the ultimate origin of the earth's magnetism

as a whole, it is not possible in the present state of the science

to formulate any satisfactory hypothesis. But this is soaring

into the higher Hights, and we must return gently to something

more prosaic.

The Earth, therefore, may be regarded as a huge magnet. The Earth a

whose magnetic poles (two in number) are entirely distinct
""*^"'

from its ]ioles of rotation. That in the northern hemisphere,

at time of its discovery, by Sir J. C. Ross, R.N., on 1st June,

1831, was situate 1 in Boothia Felix, to the N.N.W. of Hudson Position oi

Bay, in British North America. Amundsen relocated it in poies.

1904 near King William's Land. The other, discovered by

Shackletou, is in 72° 25' S. 154° E., on ice-topped Victoria

Land.

Unlike the Geoc/raphical Poles, which are represented by

a mere point, the Magnetic Poles include a considerable area

of the earth's surface, amounting perhaps to 50 square miles.
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Their position is found to vary according to some yet un-

known law.

The Nortli Magnetic Pole lies in approximately 70° N.

97° W., and the South Magnetic Pole is in 72° S. 154° E, The

magnetic poles of the earth do not therefore lie symmetrically

at the extremities of a diameter.

As the magnetism of the north end of a needle is of the

opposite kind to that of the north pole of the earth, physicists

are not agreed as to which should be called north magnetism ;

if the earth be taken as the standard—which is a logical

thing to do—it follows that the North-seeking pole of tlie

needle must be considered as a true South pole, and vice

vcnfd. Meanwhile it is found convenient to distinguish them

by colour, calling the north-seeking end of the needle red,

and the North Magnetic Pole of the earth blue. The dis-

tinction may be easily remembered by supposing the needle

coloured, and K occurring in noRth and in Red ; U in soUth

and in blUe.

At the north magnetic pole, the red or nortli end, and at the

south magnetic pole, the blue or south end, of a freely-suspcniled

needle, jioints vertically downwards ; or in other words, at both

these places the " dip" is 90°.

'irstuwin Here may be stated the first general law in magnetism

—

nsnc iim.
j^m^,p]y^ Unit Opposite poles attract, and situilar poles reiyel

each other. From which it follows, that if wo decide to

colour red that end of the needle which points to the north,

the magnetism of that p.iit of the e;irth iiui.st be consideied

as blue.

Treating the earth's magnetic intensity as a whole, that is to

say, without resolving it into i^ varying horizontal or vertical

elements, it ajjpears to be unevenly distributed ; nor do the

points of maximum intenniti/ coincide with either of the

magnetic poles.

' Total loitc In the nurtiiern hemisphere there iire two foci of maxiiiium
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force of unequal intensity, the more powerful existing in about
.•^'2 N. and 92° W., near the great American lakes ; the weaker in

70" N. and 120° E., in Siberia. Though the available data are not

BO complete, there is strong reason to believe that in the southern

hemisphere also are two foe- of maximum force of nearly equal

power, and not far removed from one another ; one in Lat. 70° S.,

Long. 145° E., and its counterpart in oO'' S. and 130° E.

Adopting English standards of weight and length, the unit by Measuremeni

which magnetic force is measured has been assumed to be that "' magnetic

which would impart to a weight of one grain a velocity of one

foot in one second of time ; and by this scale the magnetic force,

where least, is found to be 61. The northern maxima just men-

tioned are 142 and 13'3 respectively, and the southern are 15'5

and 15 respectively.*

The Variation of the needle from the True Meridian is the

resultant of these unequal forces operating upon it ; the easterly

or westerly tendency of the needle—as the case may be—depend-

ing upon the geographical position of the place of observation

in its relation to the several foci of force, with a general result

of considerable complexity. To simplify matters, however, in

what follows, the earth's directive force is assumed to be exclus-

ively centred in the magnetic poles, and the needle—when
acting in sole obedience to their influence—will be said to point

Magnetic.

On this assumption. Variation of the Compass may be regarded Variation o(

as the angle, measured at the place of the observer, which the ° ompast.

magnetic needle, when undisturbed by local attraction or by the

ship herself acting as a magnet, makes with the geographical

meridian. Variation (or declination, as it is sometimes termed)

is due to the fact that the magnetic poles of the earth do not

coincide with the poles of rotation. And here a curious anomaly

presents itself. Starting from the North magnetic pole, one

would have to steer due South by compass to reach the true or

geographical north pole, since the needle points not to the true

but to the magnetic pole.

A compass needle, perfectly free from the effects of iron or

other magnetic substance, in obedience to the earth's influence,

will rest in the plane of the magnetic meridian ; or, in other

words, its red end will point towards the north magnetic pole.

The angular amount, it is pulled to the right or left of this

direction by the ship's iron, is tenaed the deviation of the

• At tbese foci the "Total force" is between two and three times greater than at the

niagnetic equator,
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EfTect o(

Deviation

khip's cou

Compass. The expression "error of the compass" does noi

always represent the same phj'sical fact Some confine it solely

to the deviation of the compass ; others '^ive it a much wider

meaning. Variation is due to the eaith's influence; deviation

is due to the ship's iron. Either diflereiice may be rightly termed

error, with the qualifying term variation or deviation; and the

algebraical sum of the two may be defined as the total compass

error, without fear of confusion. We have, then, variation,

deviation, and tlie sum of the two as total compass error. Thus,

if the variation be 20' W., and the deviation 10' W., the total

compass error to be applied is 30° \V. ; and, with variation 20°

W., deviation 10° E., the total compass error is 10° W. The

deviation is said to be easterly when the north point of the

card is pulled to the right or east of north Magnetic, and

westerly when it is pulled to the left or west of north Mag-

netic. The confusion which sometimes arises as to the effect <>(

deviation on the ship's course may be got over by standing in

imagination at the centre of the compass, and conceiving the

.ship to l>e sailing thence along any desired point to the margin

of the card. Now, since ea.stfrly deviation pulls the card to

the light, and tlie ship follows the card, it is clear that she also

is thrown to the right, and vice versd. " Local Attraction " is

tlie term used to express the disturbance of the compass by

magnetic influence existing outside of the ship, such as may be

found in docks and other confined water spaces.

At the earth's magnetic poles all compass action ceases, since

there a freely-suspended needle, pointing straight up and down.
Miguetic Pole

j^^^ ^^^ hoHzoiital forct to give it direction—hence the very

apparent sluggishness of the compass in higli latitudes and its

complete uselesane-'a in the neighbourliooil of the magnetic poles.

Indeed, were it not for the conical shape of the pivot and cap,

which compels the card of a mariner's compa.ss to assume a

horizontal position, it would tip over end and jam against the

glass cover as the magnetic poles were approached.

Now, if the earth has Magnetic l'olf», it has al.so a Magnetic

Equator. ICquntor. This magnetic equator is a sinuous curve encircling

the e;irth and crossing the geographical e(]uator in two places

nearly diametrically opposite to each other, something after the

fashion of the Ecliptic One crossing is on the cnstern side of

the Atlantic, about the meridian of l.S' West, and the other is in

Loc«l

Attractio

Compass
useless nea
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the Pacific, about the longitude of 168° W. Its greatest diverg-

ence from the true equator is in Brazil, in latitude 15° S., and

longitude 50° W. ; its next greatest in the Arabian Sea, at a

point in latitude 11° N., somewhere between Socotra and the

Laccadives.

At all places on the magnetic equator a freely-suspended Action odreeiy

needle takes a true horizontal position ; or, in other words, the ^"edie on

dip is 0°. One might imagine that here would be found the Magnetic

strongest lines of horizontal or directive force; but most careful

observations prove that such is not the case—in fact, that of the

two, they rather evince a preference for the geographical equator.

To recapitulate :—If a freely-suspended needle be taken to the

north magnetic pole, its red end will point vertically downwards.

As the needle is carried south, it will gradually a,Y)^voAch a hori-

zontal position, which will be exactly attained on the magnetic

equator. Proceeding still south, its blue end will next begin to

dip, and at the south magnetic pole will point vertically down-

wards. These facts have direct reference to the magnetic change

which goes on in the iron of a ship, as she alters her magnetic

latitude in the course of a voyagft.

The next most important point to be remembered is the dif- Differencr

ference between a magnet made of hard steel and one made of ''f'"'°° "f" steel and son

soft iron. That of hard steel will not reverse its poles, no matter iro°-

at what part of the earth or in what position it niay be held. Its

magnetic character is absolutely permanent, and will so remain

even though its red end be directed towards the south, and its

blue end towards the north. Hard steel displays no particular

haste to receive magnetism, Ijut, once acquired, it does not like to

part with it. In this respect it resembles self-taught people;

their knowledge—often hard bought—is deeply rooted, and
abides with them. Not so, however, with soft iron, which
possesses no independent magnetism of its own. In its case the

magnetism is of a purely transient or fugitive kind, ceasing with

the removal of the producing cause, and being just as easily and

quickly reproduced with reversed poles in the same bar.

The experiment may be easily tried with an ordinary kitchen ExpenmentJ

poker and a boat's compass. But, first, it will be necessary to rou''er''and°°

explain that a bar of soft iron, if held in the earth's " Line of boats

force," will instantly become magnetic, though it may not have
"""p*"'

been so before. Now, what is the earth's " Line of force ?
" It is • Lineof tot-i

the position which a. freely-suspended needle—when undisturbed ^°"«"

by iron—would take up if left entirely to itself. In the first

2 F-
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place, it would point towards the magnetic pole; and, in the

'•Dip.' second place, one end would incline downwards at an angle

below the horizon correspondin;^ to the "dip" at the place. The

'dip" at London id now (1906) 67'', and slowly diniinisliing.

When, accordingly, the poker is held in this direction, it at once

becomes magnetic by induction—its loiver end or point acquiring

red magnetism in our hemisphere, and its upper end or handle

acquiring blue magnetism. This may readily be tested by placing

the compass near it. If held a few inches from the lower or red

end, the south point of the needle will be attracted by the poker

;

wiiile, if held near the upper or blue end, the north point of the

needle will be attracted. This invisible force, exerted by the

Induced poker, is termed " induced magnetism," or " magnetism of posi-

Maeiietiini.
tioii," and only remains so long as the poker is held in that

particular manner. To destroy this, it is merely necessary to hold

the poker in an east and west direction, or at right angles Ui the

" Line of force," when it will no longer appreciably atlect the

compass.

This shews that soft iron has no fixed polarity, but that on the

contrary, it retains magnetism only preairiously, and easily loses it

peicu»ion— when mechanically disturbed. For example, percussion exercises
It. effect

^ marked intluence on both the inducing and dispelling of this

kind of magnetism. If, therefore, the poker be hit a few taps

with a hammer whilst held in the "Line of force," its magnetic

power will be intensified ; and, again, when the position is alterei

80 as to dissipate the force, it will be found that the tapping

hastens that process also.

Let the poker be once more held in the "Line of force'—but

this time with the point up and handle down—it will again be-

come magnetic ; but the blue and red magnetism will be found

to have changed ends. The red will have shifted its quarters to

the handle, because it is now the lower end, and the blue to the

point, because it is now the upper end. Just like water and oil

behave in a bottle : the oil will unfailingly be found at the top,

no mutter which way the bottle may be held,

ciianga pro- The facility with which soft iron acquires or parts with niag-

duced in loft nctism may be shewn in another way. Take the kitchen poker,

Bcost.phicai in imagination, to the north magnetic pole, and hold it vertically
chiiigeof

i)oint down. The lower end, as before, will acquire "red," and
place. '

. ...
the upper end " blue " magnetism. Holding it still in Uie same

a;tiy, transport it to the magnetic equator; it will there bo en-

tirely free from magneti.sm of any description. Slill holding H
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in the same manner, transfer it to the south magnetic pole ; it

will once more be magnetic, hut, the lower end will now have

" blue," and the upper end or handle, " red " magnetism. The

rapidit}' of the change will correspond to the time occupied on

the journey.

As before stated, this will not happen with a magnet of hard

steel, whose poles remain unchanged in character, no matter what

way it is held, or in what hemisphere it may be placed. Keep

this in mind, as it bears directly upon the behaviour of the iron

in a ship.

Tiius, in north (magnetic) latitude the upper end of all vertical Effect of

soft iron, sucli as funnel, masts, stanchions, davits, rudder, stern- "«ft'«»' "<">

post, &c., has blue magnetism, and attracts the north end of the

compass needle. While as the ship sails south, such iron becomes

gradually weaker in its effect, and on the magnetic equator

—

being then at right angles to the " Line of force "—produces

none whatever. On the other hand, in south (magnetic) latitude

the upper end of this same vertical iron acquires red magnetism,
and repels the end of the needle it had previously attracted, doing
so with continuously augmented force as high latitudes are gained.

Further, be it remembered that in any given locality the mag- Action oi

netic intensity of a vertical bar of soft iron, such as the rudder
""''"' ''°°

' not dependeal
post, remains undiminished no matter what may he the direction on direction

of the ship's head; but its disturbing effect on the compass
"' ^'''p'' i"*^'

depends upon its position relative to the needle, being greatest

when at right angles to the direction of the needle's length, and
ceasing when in a line with it (see Diagrams Kos. 1 and 2). We
have now done with vertical ii-on for the present.

A horizontal bar of soft iron at the magnetic pole has no mag- Behaviour of

netism whatever, since there it is at right angles to the " Line horizontal

of force." It is, in fact, in the same harmless condition that the
"^°"'

vertical bar found itself on the magnetic equator. When taken,
however, into low latitudes, it gradually becomes magnetic if
kept pointing towards the magnetic pule, and has its greatest

power in the vicinity of the equator. The red magnetism will

always be found in the end which points to the north, no matter
which, turn it about as you may.

As the south magnetic pole is approached, a horizontal bar of

soft iron lo.ses force, and at the point of 90° dip, has again ceased
to be magnetic. In brief ; vertical iron is most magnetic ac the

poles, and horizontal iron, held in the direction of the meridian.

18 most magnetic on the equator.
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Artion o( hoii- Anothcr very marked distinction between vertical and hori-

deplnden" ''.outal iroD iQust here be noted. The macrnetic intensity of tli€

upon the latter depends not only upon its proximity to the equator, h\U

wltVthe'mae" °^ ^^ angle it makes with the mn-jnctic vieridian. Thus, when
neiic meridian held in .1 north and south direction (Magnetic), it is at its

best ; on being turned in azimuth it loses power, and when
held exactly east and west (M.) has none at all. Therefore,

unlike vertical iron, horizontal iron ou board ship has a varying

action upon the compass, dependinj on tlie direction of tlie ship's

liecul as luell as on tlie position of its poles in tlieir relation to the

covijxus needle.

This is an important distinction; but there is yet another.
Hoiiiontll iron ' ... .

produces jaitie Horizontal iron produces the same deviation in all latitudes
; for

latUndM
" *" "'"Ug'' '»'' power varies with that of the earth, the ratio between

the two is constant ; and since the first is the disturbiiuj force

of the needle, and the other the directing force, it follows that

the deviation arising from the induced magnetism of horizontal

iron is the samu at any part of the globe.

A magnet po.ssesses the peculiar power of producing magnetism

an indefinite ill a bar of iron or steel without lo.ss to itself, and so is capable of
number can be

pi-opjigatiug its owu spccics to any extent Therefore, when try-

ing experiments with a slice, crowbar, or kitchen poker, it must

not be placed too close to the compass needle, as the latter, if

strong, will of itself induce magnetism in the poker when, from

the position in which it may be held at the time, none would

otherwise exist Thus, if a common spike nail be held near one

pole of a powerful magnet, the latter will first in-lace magnetism

in tlie nail of a contrary name to itself, and then the law whicli

says that opposite poles attract each other will come into opera-

tion, and the nail in obedience will Hy to the magnet

In the process of making a permanent magnet, which is

variously done by " touching" a bar of glass-hard steel with the

natural lodestone, with another magnet or by electricity, the one

under treatment should be surcharged with the magnetic Uuid.

It never, however, retains all its original strength ; but, after a

while, settles down into a certvin definite sUxto known as "the

point." saturation point," which, if the steel be of the proper temper, it

will maintain for years without apprccial)lo loss, and accordingly

mI "I.*"'"' P'**^ named a jKrmanent magnet.

Whatever the process of magnetisation nmy be, it produces two

opposite and eqiud forces in the ends of the steel bar, from which

Ncuirai ^oint. itfolli)ws that there will be a neutral point abmit the centre
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CURIOUS MAGNETIC EXPERIMENT. 587

of the bar totally devoid of magnetism of any kind. It is well

to know this ; since, if it be compulsory to put a compass near

vertical ii-on, it may be possible to raise or lower it to the level

of the neutral point, and so render the iron incapable of mischief,

80 long at least as the ship is upright.*

An iron ship may be correctly looked upon as a large

permanent magnet. She became so in the process of construc-

tion ; for, although the materials of which she is built are not

such as by themselves retain magnetism permanently, it is found

that, when united in the form of a ship, and subjected to per-

cussion by riveting, &c., they acquire this property in a greater

or less degree.

After launching and reversal of the ship's head as it was on Sub.permaneot

the building slip, the magnetism undergoes very rapid diminu-

tion ; but in no case does it depart entirely, and that which is

left when the saturation point is reached is accordingly styled

Sub-per-manent. So far there is a great correspondence between

the ship, taken as a whole, and the steel magnet.

It is evident that the position of the poles of the ship's Sub-

permanent magnetism must depend—first, upon the direction of

her head when building; and, secondly, upon the "dip" at the

part of the world in which she was built. If, for example, a „. .. ,
* , 1 ' Direction ol

ship were built at the North Magnetic Pole—direction of her ships Sub-

head in this case immaterial—her magnetic constitution would
^^"'*",'i°

be shewn by diagram No. 3. Po'^^-

* Magnetism has of late years been used for a very curious purpose, as the following

account takeu from Chambers's Journal for Nov., 1880, will shew:— " It is well knowu

that in working iron, such as welJiug two pieces together, and even in its manufacture,

hollow jilaces or Haws occur, with merely an outside skin over the defective parts, which

any test but a destructive one would fail to discover. • * To test the homogeneity

of the metal. Captain Saxby takes a bar of iron and places it on tlie equatorial line "

—

(that is to say, in an east and west direction.—.<4uiAor.) " lie next passes a compass

with a very sensitive needle along in front of the bar—the needle, of course, pointing at

a right angle to it. If the bar is perfectly solid through its whole length the needle will

remain steady. If, however, there should be a flaw or hollow place in the bar, the needle

will be deflected as it passes from the solid to the hollow place, backirards towards the

solid iron
;
passing on over the hollow pl.ice, the needle will come within the range of

the solid iron at the other end of the flaw, and will again be defected forward. U the

bar t)e cut thronqh anywhere between these two point^i of deflection, a flaw will invariably

be found. Many thousands of pieces of iron—some prepared for the purpose of testing

this method of trial, others in the ordinary course of business—have been operated upon

with the same unvarying result. Captain Saxby has called to his assistance Nature, who
never makes niistalces in her o|ierations."

Note ;—The writer of this article made a mistake in giving Mr. Saxby the title of

Ciptuiu. lie \v:i.< Principal Instructor of Naval Kiigineers in His Majesty's Steam

Keserve. and at no time lielonged to the Executive branch of the service. By way of

light and pleasant reading, sailors would do well to take the .Journal Just quoted. It

contains also the latest scientific " tips" on uU subjects.
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If built on the Magnetic Equator (head North), diagram No. -I

would represent the state of affairs.

Diagram Ko. 5 represents a ship built at the South Magnetic

Pole, and in this case also the direction of her head would not

signify ; and Diagram No. 6 shews one built at Liverpool—head

South.

Endless diagrams might be drawn to shew the effect of the

combination of geographical position, with the direction of the

ship's head at time of Iniilding, on her sub-permanent magnetic

character, but the foregoing are sufBcient to illustrate what is

meant; and the reader, having mastered the principle, can draw

for himself any special ca.se he may desire.

We have now shewn that the compasses of a ship are acted

upon, first, by her general magnetic character, which, so to speak,

was born with her, and secondly, by the induced magnetism of

individual masses of vertical and horizontal iron.

st«biiit» of The general magnetism, after a time, becomes stable in amount,

Mm^nVtiim!'" irrespective of geographical position, and the colour of its pole.s

i.<i not .subject to change ; the induced magnetism never becomes

so, it is transient, and the colour of its poles depends, in the case

of vertical iron, upon the magnetic latitude the ship may be in

at the moment ; and in the case of horizontal iron, upon the

direction of the ship's head.

Although the Sub-permanent portion of tlie ship's magnetism

remains constant in all latitudes, its effect upon the needle is very

Varying effect different. Near the equator, the horizontal or directive force of
of Sub.

(^jjg needle is at its best, and, accordin<rly, it is then most tit to

M.igneti«m resist the disturbing pull of the fixed portion of the ship's mag-

netism just referred to. But, as we know, the needle loses its

directive force as polar regions are approached, and, consequently,

at such times comes more and more under the don)ination of the

ever vigorous Sub-permanent magnetism. It is con.sequciilly

neces.sary to compensate these various effects by means suitnlile

to each.

Duty of Steel Tiic Permanent portion of the ship's magnetism, which causes
M.gneti Semicircular or Polar deviation, is compensated by steel magnets,

whose magnetism is likewise permanent ; and that part due to

induction in vertical iron, which goes and comes with change of

nmy of latitude, and likewi.se causes Semicircidar deviation, is compen-

sated by vertical bars of ordinary wrought-iron, which similarly

become magnetic by terrestrial induction, and arc intluenceij in a

corresponding degree by such cliangesof latitude m both may be

exposed to.

Fllndcr'9



PRINCIPLE OF COMPASS ADJUSTMENT. 589

Another part of the ship's majrnetism, namely, that arisinjj

from the induction of horizontal iron, produces Quadrantal Quadranui

deviation—which, as before stated, is the same for all latitudes,

and is compensated by soft iron, generally in one or other of

three forms : namely, horizontal cylinders like clock weights,

globes like the round shot of Nelson's time, or masses of small

close-liidced chain. This last is of course enclosed in suitable

receptacles.

The Quadrantal error—begotten of induced magnetism in the

ship's soft iron—waxes and wanes throughout each quadrant,

attaining its maximum in a portion of each quadrant.

The horizontal iron producing Quadrantal deviation may be

either athwartships, fore and aft, or oblique ; the name of the

deviation (+ or -) depends also upon whether the iron produc-

ing it is continuous or interrupted in the vicinity of the compass.

It is an axiom in Mechanics that " nothing but force can

resist force," and this applies equally well to magnetic force.

The correct principle, therefore, to go upon in adjusting com-

pa.sses appears to be that " Like cures like," when applied on the

opposite side to the disturbing influence.

The many diverse causes shewn to operate on the compass at

one and the same time, combine in producing a certain sum total

of effect, but as those forces do not always act in harmony either

as regards direction or amount, it is clear that their joint effect

cannot be compensated by any single magnet who.se power is the

same at all times and in all places. Here the knowledge of the

skilled compass adjuster comes in, as by certain mathematical Necessity far

rules, by no means difficult of attainment, he is able to analyse
^n^^y^J*^

the magnetic character of the ship, apportion to each kind of

deviation its proper value, and apply the right kind of remedy.

To distinguish Quadrantal from Semicircular deviation is quite Tracing

easy, but to separate that part of Semicircular deviation caused
je7;'at[or*o

by vertical iron, from that part which is produced by the ship's its true cans*

Suh-permanent magnetism, is a more difficult task by far
;
yet^

in vessels continually changing their magnetic latitude, this is of

the highest importance.

To adjust a compass, it is neccs.sary to put the ship's head on

two adjacent cardinal points, such as North and East ; also on

any one of the four principal inter-cardinal points, such as N.E.

The Deviation (semicircular) existing when the ship's head is ship's head

either North or South, is caused by the attraction of the port or
s°„th—^,„„

starboard side of the ship, according as the attracting pole of her of Deviation.
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uiagnetism lies to one side or the other, and is coinpeusated by

steel iiiiifpiets placed athwartships. The C()inpa.s.s being placed in

the aniidship fore-and-aft-line of the vessel, and the iron on each

side of it being in (/tHfrt/^ etjually and syninietrically distributed,

there is no occasion to compensate the intluced magnetism of

vertical iron, as that on the port side counteracts that on the

starboard siile.

In a ship built with head either due North or South, the poles

of her Sub-permanent magnetism would exist in the bow and stern,

rendering 'thwartship magnets unnecessary, as there would be no

deviation on either of these two points; that is, supposing the

iron on each side of the compass to be the same in amount and

position.* The only ettect would be to increiise the directive

force of the needle when the ship's head was on the opposite

point to that on which she had been built, and to diminiah it

when on the same point.

When the sliip's head is either due East or West, the Deviation

(semicircular) is caused by the attraction of the bow or stern of

the vessel, according as the atti^acting pole of her Sub-permanent

magnetism lies forward or aft, and according to whether the

greatest effect of vertical iro)i, is found before or abaft tlie compass.

The compensation in this case is effected partly by steel magneU
placed fore and aft, and partly by a vertical pillar of ui-oughl

iron. This vertical pillar is termed a " Flinder's bar," after a

Captain in the Royal Navy who was the first to propose it.

In a ship built with head either due East or West, the pxles

of her Sub-permanent mni^nelisiu would lie to starboard and port,

rendering fore-and-aft steel magnets unnecessai-y, as there would
be no Deviation from this cause with the ship's head on oitlu i

of the.se points, and the rule as to the directive force of the r.eedle

would be the same as before.

It is seldom or never that a ship is built with her head ej:actbi

on one of the cardinal points, so that both fore-and-aft and

uthwartship magnets are almost invariably required ; and wlien

the compass is so placed as to be free from the effects of vertical

iron (which, now-a-days, is seldom the case), it is passii>ie, by com-

paring the natural deviation on the nortli and south points with

that on the ea.st and west, to determine pretty accurately the

direction of the ship's heid at time of building; or, knowing this

' Wlion, on tlia oilier liaiiil, • coiiipiua ia flanked by donkey boiler, or the IroL

(ledeatnl of an •nzine-room telegraph on the bridge, coinpenaatioo on the North and South

l>auila wniibl Iw uoceHury.
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POSITION OF COMPENSATING MAGNETS. 591

latter and the natural deviation on north and south, it is possible

to determine how much of the deviation on east and west is due

to sub-permanent magnetism, and how much to the induced mag-

netism of vertical iron. This knowledge is very important*

Wheu the ship's head is either N.E., S.E., S.W., or N.W., the Quadrantai

remaining deviation (quadrantai) is got rid of by cylinders, or ""^^ °"'

better still, by hollow globes of cast iron, placed on each side of

the compass bowl. Where large masses of iron are unsym-

metrically placed, as in the case of turrets in echelon, or where

the compasses are not in the amidship line of the ship, the

quadrantai correctors, instead of being in the true 'thwartship

line, have often to be placed obliquely.

Should the sign of the co-efBcient D be minus, the correctors

would have to be placed in the fore and aft line.

The athwartship and fore-and-aft magnets are usually, but

not necessarily, placed on the deck beloiv the compass. Some-
times it is more convenient to place them on the deck above, or ""^ "> p'''^

on a bulkhead, or inside the binnacle itself. In reality, it matters
"""^"^ *

not whether they are placed above or below the compass, so long

as the middle of the magnet's length is in the vertical plane,

passing fore-and-aft or athvvartships—as the case may be

—

through the centre of the compass card. {See Diagram No. 7.)

On no account are steel magnets to be applied end on to the

compass, neither should they be placed vertically, excepting the

one used for correcting the heeling error. Therefore, athwart-

ship magnets must be placed either before or abaft the compass,

and fore-and-aft magnets to starboard or port. In other words,

they should be applied " broadside on."

It is preferable to use large magnets at a considerable distance, size oi

than small ones close to. The rule is, that tlie magnet should not

be nearer to the centre of the card than twice its own length ;

thus, a 30" magnet should not be within 5 feet. But some are

80 weak that at this distance their effect would be next to nothing.

Well-made magnets of equal size vv-ill sustain each other's weight

Tlie rule as given by Lieut. A. Collet of the French Navy is

—

" The distance of the corrector magnets from the card should be

such that the perpendicular, from the middle of the bar magnet

^nets and
distance fron)

card.

• Rule : Enter the traverse tables, with the correct magnetic direction of the ship's

head at time of building, as a course. In the departure column look for the number
corresponding to the deviation on north or south, and against it in the latitude column

will be fouud the value of the sub-permanent magnetism on east or west, which, sub.

traded algebraically from the quantity actually observed on one or other of these points,

will leave tlie amount due to vertical iron.
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to the line that joins this middle to the centre of the needles,

miiy cut the plane of the needles at a distance from the centre,

equal at leixst to six times the length of the needles." *

The cast-iron cylinders or globes—on suitable brackets—are

placed on each side of the bowl, so that their centres vxuy be as

How to place neurbj as possible on the same level as the compass needles, and
QuaJrantai

niostlv that a horizontal 'thwartship line through the centre of
Corfector*. •' to

the card may pass through their centres also. (See Diagram
No. 8.)

How to place f jjg wrought-irou vertical pillar (" Flinders bar ") is generallv
vertical iron ^

.

/ o -

pillar. from 3 to i\ inches in diameter, and of such a length that, when
secured in its place, the upper end may be about 2 inches or so

above the level of the card. It is more usually placed on the

fore side of the compass, and exactly in a direct fore-and-aft line

with the centre of the card ; but cases may arise where the

balance of effect of the ship's vertical iron lies itself on the fore

side of the compass, in which case the compensating pillar might

have to be placed on the after side. The rule is simply thi?—

that the pillar must be placed so that the pole on a level with

the compass card may be of such a name as will counteract the

pull of the ship's vertical iron; and to accomplish this, the pillar

may be placed in various positions, being sometimes on the same

and sometimes on the opposite side to the force it is intended t*i

compensate. Occasionally it will be found necessary to bolt it

to the deck overhead (as in a wheelhouse), so that its lower end

m.ay hang a couple of inches below the level of the card. A gool

example of this kind of adjustment is shewn facing page GOl.

AJmiraiiy In tlio Admiralty method of ailjusting the sub-permanent mag-

o'r'gii°lii» In
iiotism, only one magnet is used. This is placed horizontally

"•• with the middle of its length exactly under the centre of the

canl, at such a distance from it, ainl at such an angle with the

fore-and-aft line of the ship as will produce the desired effect.

The explanation of its action is simple :— it is merely the resultant

of the forcts which affect the needle when the two magnets—one

athwartships and the other fore-anil-aft—are employed.

This is a very elegant method, but somewhat more difficult

than the ordinary one in vogue on board merchant vessels. Kor

fletails see Bedford's Sailors' Pocket-book, p. 48, 6th Ed.

When intending to adjust, choose a fine day with smooth water,

• Praetieal Ouiiit for Cemptittation tf tkf C'tmpaii ^^ilht>ut Btarinjt.

PorUiiiouth, S«. 0<l.
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provide a number of steel magnets of various sizes,* and mark Preparations

their centres. Hold them one by one near a compass, and a adjusting,

couple of inches or so of that end which attracts the north end of

the needle, paint blue, and the other end, red.

It will also help matters to tint red the northern semicircle of

each compass card, and its southern half blue. This can be done

with the ordinary coloured pencil. It will do no harm to allow

it to remain so always, and, indeed, compass cards might with

advantage be coloured this way by the makers in the first

instance.

Plumb under the centre of the compass, draw on the deck two Draw chaih

chalk lines, one fore-and-aft and the other athwartships, as

represented in Diagram No. 7. In the case of a wheelhouse

compass, do the same on the underside of the deck overhead.

We will suppose the vessel to be at sea, and that it is intended

to use the bearing of the sun.-f- Work up the position from last

observations, and set your liack watch to Aj'iparent Time at Shi}), ^^^
"^'l''

as explained in the chapter on the Pelorus. Take from the Tables

the sun's true bearing for every four minutes of the time during

which you will be occupied adjusting, and convert it into the

Magnetic bearing by applying the Variation at place, taken

from the Variatio7i chart, and duly corrected for annual change,

which latter in some parts of the globe is too large to be

neo-lected. Write down neatly, in a small pass-book, these

Magnetic bearings and corresponding times.

To find the Magnetic bearing from the true, you must apply Make list

westerly Variation to the right, and easterly to the left. Thus,
^'ag"„°ti^

if the true bearing be East, and the Variation two points bearing,

westerly, the Magnetic bearing will be E.S.K.

If a steamer—take in all sail, ti-im her perfectly upright by

filling the boats with water or otherwise, slow the engines so as

not to waste coal, provide copper tacks and a hammer, and see

that the lubber-lines of the compasses to be adjusted are truly mbber lino

fore-and-aft. Place the Pelorus in one of its stands—near to the "-"ly '0^=-

man at the wheel, if possible—and appoint an officer who has

some " Nous," and is thoroughly familiar with the instrument, to

put the ship's head as required, whilst attending yourself to the

compasses. Begin with the Standard, being the most important,

* Magnets for use on board ship are usually soldered in watertight cases of copper, to

protect them froni rusting.

t Tlie writer, over 30 years ago, using the moon for this purpose, adj\isted a new

steamer at night in the Sunderland Dock, much to tlie astonislnnejit of the uativi-8.
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anfl leave the Steering compass to the last; although there is no

reason why its deviation on the various points, as the ship goes

How to mi- round, should not he noted by another officer. All hoing ready,

let the luhhor's point of the Felorus he secured at North, and the

sight vanes clamped to the sun's Ma.metic bearing, then star-

board or port the hehn until the sun's reflected image is seen

in the speculum or mirror fairly bisected by the threaii of iho

vane.

The vessel's head will now be North Mag—that is to say,

in the direction of the north magnetic pole, as would be in-

dicated by a well-made compass in a wooden ship without a

particle of iron on board, cither in her construction, e(|uipment,

or cargo. If, now, the conipa.sses were correct, they would agree

with the Pelorus in shewing the ship's head to be North; if,

however, influenced by the iron of the ship, they fail to do so, the

amount that each diflers from it will be the Deviailvn due to

that particular compass on that particular course.

To adjust on Accordingly, if the north or red end of the compa.ss-card be

""rti- attracted—sjiy tliree points to starboard—the ship's head will

;ippear N.W. by N. by compass ; or in other words, the deviation

will be three points easterly ( + ). To counteract this blue uttriwl-

ing force of the Sub-permanent magnetism on the starboard side,

place atliwartship on the deck—either before or abaft, above or

below the compa-ss, as most convenient—a steel magnet, with its

red end to starboard, and, consequently, its blue end to jwrt of tlie

comjxtss. The red end of the magnet will of course repel the

red end of the needle /rom the starboard side, and be aided in

doing ,so by the equally strong attractive force to port of the blue

end of the magnet.

To avoid setting up a swinging motion, let the magnet at fir.sl

be placed a considerable distance from the comp:uss—3;iy four or

tive feet—and put its centre mark exactly on the fore-and-aft

chalk line. Then move the magnet gradually clo.ser, until tlie

ship's head is North by the card.'*

The pull of the sUirboard side will now have been neutralized
by the combineii action of the poles of the magnet, which may be
lightly tacked down in its place. This is shewn iti Diagram So. 9

* It ia eonvouiant to keep In tlia pockot a imall uiagnat Jointa<l lika a pair of difIdsri.
When oloicl tho oppiMita polos loiicli ami nautraliu each other : wlien open the nnnnet
ran be npplieil ailroitly obovc the onmpaiu card lo hung it to r<uU Out leg (N.) ibould
be painted ro.l, the other blue. Ht curful U> .•;..«/ iHi, .jrntlfimtn Ihi i>-'. -i i';t ou
Wm June IIM AijH.
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Adjust each of the other compasses in a similar manner, placiui;

the red or repelling end of tlie correcting magnet to starboard or

port, according as the north end of the compass-needle is attraded

to starboard or port by the ship. If one magnet be insufficient to

correct the Deviation, apply another—putting it, if possible, on

the opposite side of the compass to the first ; or, if the tirst be on

the deck under the compass, the second may, if desired, be tacked

to the deck above it. But in every case similar colours viust

poinl in the same direction, or they would neutralize each other.

All tills time the officer at the Pelorus—duly provided with watch

and p;iss-book—is altering the setting of the sight vanea for every

half degree of alteration in the sun's bearing, and is conning the

ship with small helm, so as to keep her steady on the North point

(m.), signalling by whistle whenever she is exactly so.

Having taken a second look at each of the compasses, and to adiust

made any little alteration which may be required, screw the ^*^*'

lubber line of the Pelorus to East ; and, keeping the vanes set to

the sun's M. bearing, bring the ship's head round with port helm

until the sun's image is once more seen in the speculum, and

steady her carefully on this fresh course. The various com-

passes, if correct on this point, ought also to show the ship's

head as East. Should they fail to do so, the difference is the

Deviation, which must be corrected partly by fore-and-aft

magnets of steel, and partly by the Flinder's bar.

The means taken to determine how much is to be corrected by

one, and how much by the other, will be shewn further on ; in

the meantime, imagine half the deviation to be corrected by the

pillar and half by the steel magnet. If now, with the ship's head

at East (m.), the needle be drawn two points towards the stern*

the ship's head by compass will be E.S.E. To counteract this,

place a steel magnet fore-and-aft ways, either to starboard or port

of the compass, with its red end also towards the stern, and centre

mark on the 'thwartship chalk line. Move it slowly towards the

compass till half of the westerly Deviation is corrected. The

ship's head will now be E. by S. by compass. Next place the

Flinder's bar forward of the binnacle at such a distance as will

cause the ship's head to appear due East, when it may be securely

bolted down to the deck. It is preferable, however, that the

lower end of the pillar should be let down some distance through

the deck, and rest either on the one below, or on some firm sup-

• \Vlien speaking of the needle being attracted or repelled, its nurth end is alwayi

neant, unless otherwise specified.
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port provided for the purpose. The object is not only to intensity

its power, but to keep tlie lower pole of the pillar from being so

near as to counteract the opposite etlect of the upper one. The

compass at this stage is shewn in Diagram Xo. 10. R stands

for the rudder post, which in this case is the active vertical iron,

and P for the pillar which is intended to counteract it

The Semicircular deviation of all the compasses is now cor.

rected. We iiave still, however, to deal with the Quadrantal.

i.ijM .1 Put the ship's head by Peloriis on any one of the four principal

inter-cardinal points—say N.E. correct magnetic. In 99 ships

out of 100 the compasses will exhibit Easterly Deviation on this

point, amounting to as much sometimes as 10° or 12°. Should

this be the case, a cast-iron cylinder or globe must be placed on

each side of the compass-bowl, and moved nearer to or further

from it, till the ship's head points correctly to N.E. hy comiyass

also.

This adjustment, once properly made, does not require touching

ever after, unless, indeed, the ship were to load a cargo of iron,

or some alteration made in the iron-work near the comp!v«a

Rule »to The ends of the correctors must not, however, be nearer to the

pUcing centre of the card than li times the length of the longest needle,
Out Iriiital

r> O

Corrector. SO that tlicy may edect their purpose by becoming magnetic by

terrestrial induction, and not by the inductive influence of the

compass needles. If placed too close, the inductive ctVect of the

needles upon the correctors will be greater than the inductive

effect of the earth, and their reciprocal action on each other would

be excessive, resulting in error—notably octantnl error; secondly,

the magnetic field would not be uniform.*

Looking at Diagram No. 11, it will be seen that tlie port ends

of the cylinders exhibit red magnetism, and in this position com-

pensate easterly Deviation ; but on turning the ship round to

N.W., their starboard ends ac<]uire red magnetism, and in this

fresh position compensate iveatcrly Deviation. Chain boxes,

though in very common use for this purpose, are not to be re-

commended. The best corrector of Quadrantal Deviation is a

couple of hollow cast-iron globes or shells, the introduction of

which, like many other things sailors have to be thankful for, is

due to Lord Kelvin.

Mt^i^tuc Here may be mentioned incidentally a curious and oftentimes

.fftctof important fact with rc^^pect to all liollow iron boiiies, whether
bullow iron ^ '

• The intgnetlc field i> the epace lurrounding * mignet in which luch iimgnel eterciitu

ite iiirtuence, mil iinlfornilljr «iii>p"««i the line* of force to bo p«r»ll«l.
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FTNISHING TOUCHES.

globular or square, such as water-tanks, &c.—namely, that as soon

as the thickness of the sides has reached to j^ of the thickness or

diameter of the whole body, the maffiietic effect is the same as if

the body were a solid piece of iron.

The compass is now shewn fully adjusted in Dlagravi N'o. ] 1,
^°?'n ''"J""

Semicircular Deviation is so termed because it has the contrary rantai Devia.

name and maximum value in opposite semicircles—thus, if it is '!""' "'''
,'^' ' thus Damed.

easterly on North, it will be westerly on South. On the other

hand, Quadrantal Deviation is so termed because it is greatest on

the four inter-cardinal points. It has the same name in opposite

qitadrantu and the contrary name in adjacent quadrants. Thus,

if it is easterly on N.E., it will be easterly on S.W. also, but

westerly on S.E. and N.W. So you see the two kinds of Deviation

are vastly different.

Steel fore-and-aft magnets produce their greatest effect on

East and West, diminishing to nothing on North and South, when Variable

they become parallel to the compass needle. A Flinder's-bar
pfjf,""^;"'^,

placed on the centre line before or abaft the compass acts in the compensating

same way. Steel 'thwartship magnets produce their greatest ^ff"'^'=-

effect on North and South, diminishing to nothing on East and

West, when they become parallel to the compass needle.

Quadrantal correctors produce their greatest effect on N.E., variable

S.E., S.W., and N.W., tapering off to nothing at North and South, fff«t of

East and West. When the sliip's head is on North or South (m.), correctors,

the poles of cast-iron cylinders, being at right angles to the "line

of force," are powerless to affect the compass; and when the ship'i

head is on the East or West (m.), though the cylinders are then

magnetic, they cannot affect the compass, as their poles are

parallel to the needle. In the case of cast-iron globes, their

magnetic poles are parallel to the needle on all four of the last-

named points, but the effect is the same as with the cylinders.

An}^ one following out this system of compensating magnets,

with its ever-varying effects, cannot but be struck with the

beauty of the arrangement which permits of so many discordant

elements being made obedient to natural laws.

When the process described above is accurately carried out, and

the compa,sses well made and properly situated, they will be

nearly correct on every point. Nevertheless, it is prudent to

steam the ship completely round, steadying her on every fourth

point by Pelorus, to determine remaining errors.

Then, should any compass be found to have considerable devia-

tion^say 4° or 5"—on the opposite points to those on which it
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Beut piefer-

able to Dock
Adjustment.

Cautioo as to

Steam TeaJeri

and Tugboats.

has been adjusted, halve the error between the tivo. If, for example

you find a compass correct on North, but 4' out on South, move
tlie 'tliwartship maf^net so as to reduce tlie error on South to 2°.

which will, of course, cause 2° of error on the North point also.

When necessary, do the same on the West and S.W. points like-

wise. After which, swing ship for a table of remaining devia-

tions on every second point When this inequality occurs, it

shews that the ship's iron is not symmetrically distri!)Uted round

about the compass in question.

HavintT finished up, resume Course, nail the mafjncts down for

good, and cover them at your leisure with neat cases of hardwood.

If the operator knows what he is about, adjustint; in this

manner should not occupy more than from two to three hours,

and is worth a hundred swingings in a close dock, wiiere there

is probablj' any amount of Local Attraction by cranes, bridges,

roof girders of sheds, 'water pipe.^^, &c., not to speak of other

metal vessels round about.

Few people are alive to the fact that in high latitudes even :i

wooden, tugboat may be a source of trouble to the compass, if,

when fast alongside, the upper end of the funnel, as will prob-

ably be the case, is about the level of the bridge or Standard

compa,sses, and not many feet from them. An instaiice of

this occurred to the writer in Qucenstown harl)our, when tiie

Standard compass of his ship was affected to the extent of 3"^

by the funnels of the pa.ssenger tender. Thus an apparently

trivial cause might lead to serious results, and shews tlie neces-

sity for being continually on the alert

It is now necessary to go back a little, and explain the manner

of getting at the correct amount of Deviation to be compensated

by the Flinders bar. When the ship's head is either Fa.st or

West, any deviation then existing arises partly from Sub-per-

manent magnetism resident in the bow and stem (which must

bo comjiensated by a permanent steel magnet), and partly from

tlie induced magnetism of vertical iron predominating more at

one end of the ship than the other. This latter must be compen-

sated by a like cause applied in the opposite direction. Thus, if

vertical iron situated abaft the compass pulls the needle towards

it another piece of vertical iron cim be y)\it forward of the coin-

piuss to pull it back again; or it may even be placo<l ahat't the

compass, on the same side as the disturbing force, if the dejk

fittings will permit of iti rejylling pole being placed on a level

with the card.
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It has been shewn that on the Magnetic Equator vertical iron How to know

ceases to be magnetic, and is consequently powerless to affect the
D^^i^tion t„ be

compass. If, then, the Deviation he ascertained on the cardinal corrected by

points when the ship is on the Matjjietic Equator, it is certain

that it cannot be due to vertical iron. It must be owing either

to Sub-permanent magnetism, or to " Retained " magnetism, to be

explained hereafter. For tlie present let us assume that it is Sub-

permanent only, and correct it by a steel magnet ; which being

done, let the vessel proceed to high latitudes, and let the Devia-

tion be again determined. Then, that arising from Sub-permanent

magnetism having already been cured on the equator, and being,

moreover, tuhen compensated, not sensibly affected by change of

geogi-aphical position, we know that whatever now exists is

principal!}'- due to vortical iron, and should therefore be corrected

by a vertical iron pillar, applied as already explained. In prac-

tice, the experiment on the equator is only tried on the East and

West points, as vertical iron, from its symmetrical arrangement

in the ship, seldom disturbs the compass on the north and south

points.

Again, supposing a vessel to have been built with her head due Effect of «hip

North : this will Lave constituted her a Sub-permanent magnet,
^"^|th

^*''

whose axis lies exactly fore-and-aft, the bow being the red, and

the stern the blue pole. When such a ship is placed head East,

the red bow repels the needle, causing westerly Deviation ; and
unless she proceeds to the Magnetic Equator, there is no way of

telling how much of it arises from the cause just mentioned, and

how much from the induced magnetism of vertical iron.*

On the other hand, suppose the ship's head to have been due Effect of ship

East when building, then the port side would mostly be Sub-per- ^"'" ^"^

manently red, and the starboard side blue. Now, what Deviation

would this cause when the ship's head was East or West at any

after time ? None whatever. Since the poles of the ship's Sub-

permanent magnetism and the needle itself would lie in the same

straight line, tlie only effect would he to diminish or increase the

directive force of the needle. Nevertheless, on trial there is found

to be large Deviation on the.se points. If so, it must be due to

masses of vertical iron situated either before or abaft the compass,

according to the direction of the pull, and is capable of easy cure

by one or more Flindcr-'s bars applied in the proper manner.

There is another point in connection with the diminislied

* This is the extreme case (never likely to occur), which is put to give more point to

»hat follows. Ordinarily, the rule giveu in the footnote on page 591 would be used.

2q
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Diminished directive force of the needle which should not be overlooked
;

-«ioKBi!h'°"*
"iniely, that when the ship is steering in the same direction as that

CoaiiJ«»ei. in which she was built, the compass, when uncompeiuated, will

be both sluggish and fickle. Therefore, every master of an iron

ship should endeavour to learn in what direction his ship was
built, and, when sailing on that course, be more than ever on his

guard against the seemingly mysterious pranks of his compass.

, ,
The forward wheelhonse compass of the s.s. " " com-Cxampit of

_

'

difficult manded by the writer, from its extremely bad situation, affords a

Adw" nf
ffood example of difficult compass correction. Previous to adjust-

ment, this compass—although an excellent 12" liquid one, by

Cairns of Liverpool—had enormous natural deviations. Diagrarrui

12 and 13, drawn to a scale of '3 to the foot, shew the steps-

taken to correct it.

, „ ,
From the very close proximity of the mainmast, which acted

Iron mainmiisl J v J '

* magnet OS a powerful magnet, it was evident from the outset that strong

measures would have to be taken with this compjiss. Experiment

shewed that, at the level of the card, which was below the

" neutral point " of the mainmast, the latter had north or red

polarity, and exerted a strong repelb>nt action on the needle.

In due course the ship was swung, and her natural devialiont

cnrefully ascertained all round. Having been built with head

N. G8' E. (m.), the deviation on north should have been twice

and a half as much as that on east, u'ere the compass undisttirbed

Separating by Vertical iron* Knowing what it actually was on both these

points, it became a comparatively easy matter to roughly separate

tlie Inductive from the Sub-peniiaueut. Accordingly, two round

bars of wrought-iron, each i" in diameter, were used to counteract

the mainmast. The after one—48' in length—wiis let down

through the top of the wheelhouso, and the other—42
' in length

—was bolted to the deck just abaft the mast

It will be noticed, on looking at Dia'jram No. 13, which

represents the ship's head in an civsterly direction, that the north

end of the needle was forcibly repelled by the mast Now the

upper end of the vertical pillar between the compass and the

mast strove to 2'>idl it back again, and in this it was aided by the

loiver end of the pillar abaft the steam-steering wheel, which

repelled or pushed it back in the same direction. The disUincc

of these pillars from the compa.ss was so arranged, that when in

position, they about compensated the deviation due to the in-

* Vid4 Tnreru TsUm.

ctive

in J Sub
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A^D HOW IT WAS MET.

ductive magnetism of vertical iron ; the remaining deviation on

the east and west points was corrected by two 16" steel magnets,

tacked on fore-and-aft ways to the under side of the deck above

the compass. The deviation on north and south points was com-

pensated by one 30" 'thwartship magnet tacked on to the outside

of the forward bulkhead ; and the Quadrantal deviation (10°) by
two cast-iron cjdinders with globular ends, something like the old-

fasjiioned clock weights, each being 12" long bj' .SJ" in diameter.

This formidable array of magnets reduced the huge errors of Heeling

che compass within more manageable bounds, but afterwards,

when at sea and the ship listed over, the heeling error was exces-

sive, and had to be compensated in the usual way, by a vertical

steel viagnet, placed exactly under the centre of the card when the

vessel was upright. Two iron ventilators marked V were also

removed. Nevertheless, tliis compass was extremely wild and

fickle during the first and second voyages, and although it after-

wards behaved somewhat better when the ship's magnetism had

settled down, it could not be said to give very satisfactory results

at any time. Of course the builders should never have placed

the wheelhouse in such a ridiculously unsuitable place ; but being

there, and no way of improving matters short of putting in a

wooden mainmast, it was necessary that the Captain slionlil know
how to make the best of a bad job.

The reader will perceive, from the very unusual character of

the conditions named, that in the case just quoted, the amount of

deviation to be compensated by the Flinders bars could only be

approximately inferred ; and it is probable that, if ever this ship

went down to the Magnetic Equator, some little alteration of

these arrangements was found advisable.

To avoid confusion of ideas, it has been considered wise to leave
Ret,;,

for separate consideration that part of the ship's magnetism which magm

is known by the term " Retained." It plays, however, a very

important part in the deviation of compasses, and will be found

to modify to some extent what has been said in the previous

pages. It belongs to the semicircular order of deviation.

It has been stated that when the kitchen poker is held in the

" Line of force," it instantly becomes magnetic ; or more correct!}'-,

that the latent or donnant magnetism within it has undergone

excitation when held in that particular manner. This statement

is correct so far as it goes, but it is necessary to supplement it by

saying, that the longer the poker is so held, the more magnetic it

becomes—up to a certain point. Again, when the poker is held
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at right angles to tlie " Line of force," it loses its ni;i£mcti.sm ; but

if it hits previously stooil for a long time in the " Line of force,"

it will not lose it instiintaneously, but will require a longer or

shorter period to get rid of the magnetic charge, according to its

intensity, and the quality of the iron in which it was excited

—

soft iron parting with it more readily, and vice versa.

Now this is just what happens when a ship's head has been in

one direction for a long time. She becomes temporarily mag-

netised by the earth's inductive force, and this action is intensified

by the sea striking her ; and also, in the case of a steamer, by

the tremor imparted to the hull by the engines. The poles of

this magnetism are of course parallel to the Magnetic Meridian.

Thus, if the ship sailed due south for a week or so, her stern

would acquire red and her bow blue magnetism—the new charge

being superposed on what may be called the ship's natural

magnetism, and, to a certain extent, masking it

DaiaUon of " Retained " magnetism remains for a considerable time after

mi'goetilm '''"^' ^^"86 is rcmovcd—frequently for days—unless the direction

of the ship's head be exactly reversed, when it goes more quickly,

giving WO}- to the opposing influence of the magnetism proper to

the new direction of the ship's head.

This is a vwst imjwrtanl phase in the magnetic character of a

ship, and any one who chooses to investigate it will see, that for

this reason alone an Adjuster's Deviation Table is cou)paratively

worthless. Thus, if a ship has been lying up in a dock—say

head south for several months, or even weeks—ftnd was then

most cari'fuUy adjusted, and replaced in her original berth to

loud for sea, but with her head in the reversed direction, it wouM
be found before sailing that her compa-s-ses had comparatively

large deviations, though when the adjuster left the vessel a fort-

night previously they were practically free from error. Kvery

one entrusted with the navigation of an iron ship should keep

Ki-iaiii«d this fact continually iiefore him. The immediate etlcct of " Ile-

eiftcTwhrli tained " majjiietism upon the compa.ss of a ship at sea is to cause

her. on a change of course, to deciale iniKtriahly in the direction

of the last one. If a vessel has been steering—let us say South

—

for .some time, and is then hauled-up West, it will be found that

the deviation previously existing on that point will be increiised

if it has been westerly, and diminished if easterly

—

the chuntjti

jreqitently amounting to a j>oint and itjucartla; so that, unless

allowed for. she will infallibly be thrown to the southward of her

intended course. Even in shaping u fresh course, ditl'criug only

chanpcd
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a couple of points from the last one, this propensity of the com- Effect of Re

pass must be taken into account according to circumstances, as it jsm entering-

varies much in different ships, and in different compasses on ^^^ ^°'^ ^*5'-

board the same ship.

As an illustration, we will take the case of tlie lines of steamers

running constantly between Liverpool and New York or Phila-

delphia. On the outward passage these vessels have their heads

in a westerly' direction for upwards of a week, and consequently

the poles of their " Retained " magnetism lie to starboard and port

—the red pole on the starboard, and blue pole on the port side.

The tendency on subsequent northerly courses will be to throw

the .ship to the westward. Thus, entering New York Bay by

the south channel, the Swash Range Lights come in one bearing

X. 40^" W. (m.) ; but if, when in one, the vessel be steered

directl}' for tliem, the direction of her head hy compass will

probably be about M. 83° W., or even more to the northward.

The same effect will be still better shewn when hauled up for

Fort Hamilton. The Main Ship Channel coui'se, keeping the

Range Lights in one astern, is N. ISf E. (11.), but the chances

are in favour of the vessel having to steer about N. 23° E. by

compass, or, at all events, considerably to the eastward of the

proper course. Much depends on the situation of the compass.

The same thing occurs in the Delaware. From Cape Henlopen

to the Brandywiue Lighthouse, the course—keeping the ranges

in one astern— is Nortli (M.); it is quite common, however,

to steer about N. 1
2° E. by compass.*

On the homeward passage, these steamers, having had their Effect oi

heads to the eastward for a week, get magnetised in the Reta'"«'i

opposite direction. It is the port side which now has red irish Channel

magnetism ; and in consequence, when hauled up at Tuskar for

the Skerries or South Stack, instead of steering N. 5Gi' E. (m),

they have generally to shape a compass course many desrees to

the northward.

As the effects due to crossing the Atlantic are about equal, goin^ How to eiimi-

and coming, it is not a difficult matter to adjust the compa.sses magncttm""'

with accuracy for the ship's Sub-permanent magnetism on the

North and South points. If, for example, outward bound, with
head North by compass in the Delaware, the deviation is found

* In Traus-Atlantic Steamers it is a good plan to have one of the deck compasses
adjusted for tlie American port frequented, and another for the English port. The
writer used to keep liis Bri.lge compass adjusted for the Dekiware inward-bound, and the
Standard or Navigating compass for the Irisli Channel, outward-bound.
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(jw to treat

lined
•

to be S* rreaterly ; and homeward bound, with head North outside

N^Aiu'iiu'c.
" Queenstown, it is found to be 20** easterbj—the amount of Sub-

permanent magnetic attraction to be compensated by the 'thwart-

ship magnets is 6° easterly. Accordingly, at one or other of these

places the magnets should be moved to show 14" of deviation

—

westerly in the Delaware, easterly at Queenstown; and this

amount ivould then be solely the effect of " Retained " magnetism,

which would quickly disappear if the circumstances producing

it were reversed.

It is evident that were it due to Sub-pei-vument majnetism^

it could not, on the same point, be easterly at one time and

westerly at another. But, in making these observations and

corrections, do not forget that the ship must be perfectly upright,

or the results will be vitiated. From half passage over either

way, it will be easy to adjust on the East and West points, as by

that time the " Retained " magnetism due to steering towards the

North or South will have disappeared.

Over compen No possible auiouut of cjjfe or scientilic knowledge in an adjuster

•aiioii of can provide afrainst " Retained " Magnetism. There is, however,one
Quidrant»l ,,, ,. . . i--i
DeTi«iion. dodge by which its etfects can, in some minor degree, be mo<iilied

In those regular liners always sailing on the route just specified, it

will probably be found useful to oi'e»'-compensate t/ie Qa^idrantal

deviation. The corrector diminish westerly deviation in the N. \V.

quadrant, and easterly deviatinn in the N.R ijuadraut; therefore,

by orer-compensation, the etl'ectof the Retaine<l maguetistn would

be partially neutralized in one semicircle of the compass at botli

ends of the voyage ; and so long as the course lay within that

semicircle, there would be undoubted advantage. On the other

hand, those linej-s who run principally in a North and South

direction, and have occasion to make abrupt changes of course

near the end of the passage, should have their Quadrantal devia-

tion unrffr-compen.sated, or, if small, neglected altogether.

These last are not so fortunately situated as the first named,

since the application of corrector for Quadrantal deviation has

not only the effect of increasing the directive force of the needle,

but lessens very considerably the error due to heeling (inde

page C12).* Each one, therefore, must judge for himself how far

these suggestions are suitable to his own particular route and

ship. Pole compa-sses, u-hen well j^aced, are comparatively ex-

* The Quxinutal ileTUlion in all tliaaa casei U tuppoaed to b« of the kind due to the

ooelUcleiit -f D ; that ii, oiuterl) in tha N.E. and S.W. quadranta, and the coiitraij lu

tha other two.
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empt from the effects of Retained magnetism, and Masthead

compasses are almost entirely so.

Now this matter of "Retained" magnetism has a very important

bearing upon compass adjustment. It is evident that if its effects

get mixed up with the s\\\\>'^ permanent or congenital magnetism,

the adjuster will be compensating something which would ulti-
i^;^^ ^^^^

mately have disappeared of itself, or perhaps even have taken an

opposite name. This is another reason why a Deviation Table

cannot be trusted, and by imparting undue confidence, is more

likely to lead into trouble than to keep one out of it. It shews

also that, before the Captain of a ship undertakes to meddle

with his compas-ses, he should be tolerably certain that they are

free from this fleeting but troublesome error, or else know by

experience how much to allow for it.

If, soon after launching and masting, a ship be experimentally

swung for compass errors, and then be completed for sea with her

head in the opposite direction to that which it had whilst on the

building slip, it will be found on next swinging her that a wide

discordance will exist between the first and last Deviation Tables.

Now, as already stated on page 587, an iron ship becomes a magnet

during the process of construction, but only a portion of the

magnetism thus acquired is fixed or Permanent, the remainder is pj^st

of the "Retained " t3'pe; and to get rid of this surplus charge befoi-e Adjustment

the compasses are adjusted for sea, it is highly expedient that an vessels,

iron vessel should have the direction of her head reversed as soon

as possible after slie leaves the stocks, and kept so till she is taken

away to be adjusted. This unfortunately is too often neglected,

as builders generally are averse to the trouble, or it may not

always suit their convenience in other respects. But, seeing its

great importance, owners ought to make reversal obligatory by
inserting a clause to that effect in their specification, for instance,

that the vessel should have the building direction of her head

reversed for at least ten days previous to adjustment. When Reversal aft

reversal is neglected, the adjustment made just before going to
'^"""^ '"*"

sea is only so much time and money scattered to the winds, not

to speak of the positive danger likely to accrue from the omission

if the vessel should have a beating wind and thick weather when
going down channel.

The writer has a lively remembrance of a case in point. Not
a hundred years ago it was his fortune to command a fine new
steamer, which the builders, in spite of all entreaty, refused to

reverse after launching. When the day for it came, the adjust-
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ments were carefully made by himself and a professional of

considerable reputation. Tlie vessel then started on a trial trip

which histed some 36 hours. During the greater portion of this

time, however, the writer was kept briskly on the move, shifting

magnets and readjusting according a.s the vessel parted with her

" Retained " magnetism. No doubt the builder, in his hajipy igno-

rance, thought the extra fu.ss was all a "fad" of the Captain's.

Liackily, throughout the trip, the weatlier was beautifully clear

and the sea like a mirror, but liad it been thick and stormv, that

builder might have left the ship in a sadder, if not a wiser, mood.

The Latin proverb, when paraphra.sed, tells us that experience

teaches even xvise men.

F«ciiiii« for Tlie numerous lines of ."teamers running to E;ustern ports
aiijustmeni of tJirouTh the Sucz Canal iiave a splendid opportunity for adiust-
Eastfrn goinfr "

.

l f J J

itcinifri ing their compasses in the most perfect manner. In the tirst

place, Ijetween Aden and Ceylon—a distance of over 2000 miles

—they are steaming nearly due East on the magnetic equator,

during which time, of cour.se, vertical iron has no efl'ect wliatever

on the compass. Therefore, when about half pa.ssage over, let

the sliip's Suh-permanent magnetism be carefully compensated

with fore-and-aft magnets of steel on East (m.).

As, however, the deviation existing on the east course may bo

due partly to the ship's natural magnetism, and partly—thcugh

ill a less degree—to the Retained n)agnetism picked up coming

down the Canal, Gulf of Suez, and Red Sea, it will be proper, nt

the same place, on the return passage, to ascertain (ne deviation

on the West point. Should there be any, it ought to be reduced

ono-lialf, by shifting one of the fore-and-aft magnets in the

required direction, and when the sliip gets up by Bcachy Head

or Dover, again determine tiie deviation on the East point.

It may now be pretty large, and if not mixed up with Ri-tained

Howto»rrivt nuignctism, ii'Hl be due wholly and solely to the influence oj

deviation due Vertical iron. Xow is the time to place the Flinder's bar, and
to vriiicai

1j,j. j^ jjg jjj^ such a dislaucc as will compensate all the deviation

on East, unless there is reason to believe tiiat some of it

arises from that trouble.some lietained magnetism, in which case

allow, .say, a couple of degrees to remain. It is not, liowover,

likely that there will be much " Kotained " left by the time

15eachy Head is reached; but if the weather is fine, you can

make tolerably sure liy yawing the vessi'l right off to South for

20 minutes or half-aii-hour—going slow—and then piittiiig her

on East (.M.) to be adjusted.
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Should the Fliuder's bar be made to bolt to the deck on which

the binnacle rests, it will be merely necessary to move it nearer

to or further from the compass, till the ship's head points to

East (m.) by compass as well as by Pelorus. But if, as recom-

mended, the pillar has been made to let down through the deck,

you must ascertain beforehand the effect, at various distances,

produced by it on this particular compass, taking care that the

experiment is made in the same magnetic latitude as that in

luhich it is intended to ship the pillars.

When the writer was in the s.s. " City of Mecca," this plan was Experiment

adopted with complete success. The deviation on East was """' "°"

ascertained off Dover, and noted. On arrival in London, a round

wrought-irou pillar, 5 feet long and 4^ inches in diametei", was

procured, and its inductive power tested as follows. The com-

pass (12-inch card, 4 needles) was taken on shore in the S.VV.

India Dock, and placed on some cotton bales, at such a height

that the pillar stood a couple of inches above the level of tlie

needles. As soon as the card had ceased vibrating, a piece of

marline was stretched across the centre of the compass in an

east and west direction, and made fast. The iron pillar, which

had purjMsely been left standing on end for some hours, was
next, with the assistance of an impromptu plumb-line, placed

vertically under the marline, in which position it was of cour-se

at right angles to the direction of the needles, and consequently

exerting its greatest influence. Having measured the distance

of the pillar from the compass—centre to centre—and noted the

effect produced, it was advanced

—

still under the marline—

a

little nearer, the measurement repeated, the effect again noted,

and so on.

The following shews the results, and may be useful to others Magnetic

under similar circumstances, but only as a rough guide, since '^"' "' '"""

different qualities of iron, and a different construction of com-
pass, may increase or diminish the values here given.

Distance. EIFect.

Ft. in. o

7 6 None.

6 7i U
4 tI 3

3 Gi 6i
2 oi Hi
1 111 S,'-)

Having by this method determined the distance at which the

pillar would compensate the amount of deviation ascertained off
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Fiindfribar DovLT, a Iiolc was boicil in tlie deck at the same distance from

'stt'c'a.'^
*'^® conipiiss, and the pillar let down until its upper end stocx!

about two inches al)ove the level of the card, and the heel rested

on a strong wooden cleat or bracket, screwed to a bulkhead below.

The partners were then wedged up with soft wood, and a duck
coat put on over all, and painted, to preserve the pillar from rust.

The lower portion of the Flinder's bar came into the seconil mate's

bunk, and interfered considerablj' with his nether extremities,

but being an enthusiast in compass adjustment, the intrusion of

cold iron was never known to evoke from him even the faintest

protest.

This compass was sworn by ever after, so perfect was its

behaviour. It quite rivalled the second mate's.

Adusiineon
To adjust compasses on the North and South points, there is

North aiid a Capital place for these eastern-goinf; ships in the Suez Canal,

Suez cTnai '^""''' ^^^^^ leaving Port Said, there is one unbroken " straight " of

2G miles, the Magnetic course down wliich is S. 2J' W. the whole

way ; and as the speed in the Canal rarely exceeds 7 knots,

there will be 3A hours available for adjusting. It is true the

vessel's head cannot be put exactly on South (m.); but if the

'thwartship magnets are placed to make the compass show

S. 2J* W. wlien the vessel is pointing straight down the Canal,

this will be found quite near enough. You can test by the sun.

of wliich there is mostly a trifle too much in that part of the

world.

""" Said The next matter is liow to get riil of the " Retained " magnetism

ac<iuired whilst .steaming on Kasterly courses in the Mediter-

ranean, which will naturally produce its greatest temporarj-

efl'ect now that the ve-'^sel's heatl is South, or at right angles to

its fomier direction.

It is usual to coal at Port Said ; or if a steamer arrives late in

the afternoon, it is .seldom that she can proceed before the next

morning. If, during this unavoidable detention, the pilot can Iks

prevailed upon to put the vessel into the Ismail Bivsin, she will

there head to the N.W. ; or in the oppasite direction, to the

courses steered down from Malti\; and will be almast sure to

have last all her liclained magnetism before the following

morning.

Eve^i sliould it be found impo.ssible to get the ship's heat! in

this direction, the ordinary berth for waiting steamers runs about

S.W., or some 10 points from her last coui-se, which will go a long

way to remove the unwelcome visitor. If in any iloubt, however,
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the compasses can again be tried near South, when abreast of

Chalouf, or when emerging from the Canal into Suez Bay, by

which time thej' will certainly be free from the effects of the

" Retained " acquired on Easterly courses.*

The compass has now been corrected on the cardinal points, but Compensation

there is yet the Quadrantal deviation to deal with. Fortunately.
Devi'l^ionn'ot

in this case the presence of any amount of Retained magnetism affected by

does not signify in the slightest degree. At any convenient time niajnetism.

or place, steam the ship right roimd the circle, steadying her sufB-

ciently long on N.E., S.E., S.W., and N.W. by compass, to get the

deviation on these points with accuracy. Mark easterly devia-

tion by the plus (+ ) sign, and westerly by the minus ( — ) sign,

and then proceed as follows :

—

Reverse the sign of the deviation

observed on S.E. and N.W., then add together those which have

the same sign ; take the difference between the two dissimilar

quantities thus found, and prefix the sign of the greater. Divide

this difference by 4, retaining its sign, and the result will be the

Quadrantal deviation, which, in its natural state, without cor-

rectors, will nearly always be -f in name ; and as it is due to

liorizontal iron, will retain the same value in any latitude, unless,

indeed, the construction of the vessel be materially altered, or

large quantities of iron be shipped as cargo. The following

example is taken from the Record of the " British Croivn's

"

compasses before adjustment.

Belfast Lough. Monday, 6/10/79.

The natural deviation on N.E. wa-s - 6°, on S.E. - 62°, on S.W. + 32°, and How to ascer-

on N.W. + 48°. 'j''" amo""' o'

N.E. - G°.

N.W. - 48 sign reversed.

- 54°

S.E. + 62° sign revereed.

S.W. + 32

+ 94

+ 94°
- 54

Quadrantal

4) + 40

,^o_ Quadrantal

_I
""

deviation.

To compensate it ; if the sign is + as in the example, put the

ship's head the same number of degrees to the left of N.E. as the

value of the Quadrantal deviation ; and, keeping her exactly in

this direction by the aid of some other compass, place the cor-

rectors, and move them closer to, until her head is N.E. by the

" In sUel ships, as might be expected, their magnetism is of a more fixed character as

compared with iron ones. The Deviations of the compasses in steel vessels are therefore

somewhat more constant, wliich in itself is a great advantage, since in general it is not

80 much the amount of Deviation that is complained of in compensated compasses, as ite

perplexing vari.ibilitv.
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compass iiiuler treatment. Ships are so selJom fouml having

Quadrimtal deviation with a, — s\gi\, tliat it is unnecessary to

•^nter upon its compensation. It would require the correctors to

he placed on the fore and after side of tiie conipa.ss, instead of

atlnvartsliips.

Quadraiiia) Altiiougli tlic Quudraiital error is rarely large in amount, like

moieembar- the Scinicircular, it is for many reasons very important that it

StmicircuLir sliould be correctcd. Not the least is the fact, that for the same
DtviAtion amount of maximum error, tlie Quadrantal changes tivice as

rapidly as does the Semicircular error; and, therefore, a Quad-

rantal error of 10" is much more embarrassing than a Semicircular

error of the same amount. The true signiHc;ince of this will lie

seen wiien it is explained tliat a Quadrantal error of 10" implies

a rapid change in the deviation of tlic compass, amounting to as

mucii a.s lialf a point, with so small a change as a point and a half

in the ship's course, from one .side to the other of any of tlie four

cardinal courses. Imagine the difficulties of tryiiuj to steer hy

such a compass

!

This concludes the adjustment of a ship on even beam, in which

ciil}' the pull of the horizontal portion of the ships mugneti.sm

Hetiing error has duly bceu considered. Some iron vessels, however, have

excessively large deviations, due to magnetic force belov the

compass, since the poles of the ship's magnetism can only lie in the

horizontal plane in such few ships as have been built on or near

the magnetic equator. Vide pages 5S7-5SS. This heeling error

has been known to amount to lus much as 2° for every 1° of heel.

It is greatest when the ship's head is on the Nortli or South

points, anil becomes reduced to a very small quantity on East or

West Thus a ship clianging her heel from 10' port to 10° star-

board, may change lier ileviation as much as 40 . which no one

will deny is a very Si^rious matter.*

It is seldom or never po.ssible to list a ship in d«.>ck to ascertain

by "Dipijii.K her peculiarity in tliis respect, as doing so costs too much time
"'""'

and money in these days of rajiid movements and economy ; but it

may bo approximately arrived at in another and much ejisior way.

Get an optician of repute to make you a delicately poi.sed " Dipping

needle," mounted on a suitwbje stand, cariying a couple of spirit

levels, and protected with a glass cover. Let the ncedle-iiuint

traverae a vertical scale of degrees, and be fitted with a small slid-

ing balance-weight, so tiiat whatever part of the world you may

bi> in, by moving tlie weight you can set the necdlo to zero of the

* Sm ApptHdim.
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scale, when the spirit level indicates that the instrument is per-

fectly horizontal.* Now, to test the vertical force of the ship on

any compass, take your "Dipping-needle" on shore, tvi a sj^o^ Adjustment of

free from Local Atiradion, and adjust it to zero, in the plane of
'pp'"^^-"'' '*

J J ' o '1 on shore.

the marjnctic meridian ; then, I'eturning on board, remove the

compass, and put the " Dipping-needle " in its place, bedding it

up with wood or otherwise until it is ]ierfoctly levelled, and occu-

pies exacthj the same position and direction the compass needle did.

Then, if it be found deflected from zero, it shews the existence of

vertical magnetic force below the compass, commensurate with

the amount of such deflection. This can be compensated by

inserting a vertical steel magnet in a suitable receptacle, directlj'

underneath the very centre of the instrument ; which magnet is

to be slid up or down till the point of the " Dipping-needle " again

rests at 0', when it is to be secured in place, and the compass

returned. Generally, it is the red pole of the magnet which

requires to be uppermost, but this is very easily seen on trial.

'

The adjustment for heeling error when carried out as above Heeling eiror

can only be considered approximate. To get an exact result the "^"^^ "'"' ""

. . ~ ,
latitude.

vertical magnetic force at the place of the compass on board

ought to bear the same ratio to the vertical magnetic force on

shore that the horizontal force on board bears to the horizontal

force on shore.

Tlie horizontal force for a corrected compass on board may
usuallj' be assumed as 90 °/„ of the horizontal force on shore, and

this proportion may be used when actual measurement of the

horizontal force on board has not been made. Therefore, when
adjusting the dipping needle on shore it should be set to about

90 7o of the then determined vertical force : but an error of 5 %
on the vertical force for a ship anywhere near the British Islands

gives rise to only 1J° to 1 J' of heeling error for 10° of heel. The
accompanying Plates shew respectively the lines of equal Hori-

zontal and Vertical Force, and of equal Magnetic Dip.f

This adjustment niay also be performed by comparing the Vibrating

vibrations of the dipping needle in a given number of seconds on

shore with the vibrations made in the same number of seconds on

board. Whatever number of vibrations may be made on shore,

the correcting magnet must be raised or lowered to give 90 % of

* Lord Kelvin h.-is pateuteJ a very neat arrangement for determining the vertical force

below the conip.as.s. See page 220. This he has recently improved by substituting lor

the sliding pajter weight a small bar-magnet moved up and down by a micrometer screw.

The vertical component magnetic force of this little magnet is used to balance, and so to

measure, the vertical maguetic force exerted ou a pair of dipping needles.

+ See footnote, cage 220.
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tliese vibrations with the clipping needle in the place of the com-

pass on l.ioard. Tlie axis of the pivots of the needle should be

North and South. The first method is preferable.*

Thi.s is a very important adjustment in all ships, but more

especially in those whose cargo is largely competed of iron ; and

as it is certain that such vessels cannot be heeled every voyage,

owing to tiie unceasing hurry-scurry in mercantile affairs, such a

simple and inexpensive mode of effecting it should not Vte neglected.

Unfortunately, this adjustment, as at present effected, only holds

good for the ilagnetic Latitude in which it is made.

For example, the vertical force below the compass is com-

pounded of Induced as well as Sub-permanent magnetism, there-

fore the disturbance due to heeling arises from two distinct

causes ; and we have shewn that these require ditl'erent treat-

ment, inasmuch as the transient induced magnetism of soft iron

Adjustment cauuot be Satisfactorily compensated by pei-nuincnt steel magnets,
ofhceiiiig Moreover, iron which was horizontal with the ship upright,

good ill mag- partakcs also of the nature of vertical iron when she heels over,

neiicuiitude which at oucc introduccs a fresh disturbing element. This second
in which it wai .,.,11 .1
uiade. portion of the heehng error is lessened by tlie quadrantal cor-

rectors ; a consideration of diagrams 14 and 15, in the first of

which the .ship is shewn upright, and in the second as heeling

some 27°, will make this evident.

As already stated, the quadrantal correctors being composed

of soft iron, readily become magnetised by induction from the

earth's force. In the northern hemisphere, therefore, their upper

parts for the lime being acquire blue polarity, and the lower red

polarity. Please note the words " for the time being."

So long as the ship is upright, these globes are inoperative on

North and South courses, but when she heels over, the loner

Effect o( part of the corrector on the weather side of the ship is raised

Quadfiuiiai iipproximatcly to the level of the compivs.s needles, and, having

red polarity, helps to neutralise the blue polarity of the weather

side of the ship. In this it is assisted by the blue polarity of the

upper half of the lee corrector. Of course the opposite effect is

j>ioduced in South magnetic latitudes, and thus the ([undrantal

correctors accommodate thein.selves to the varying magnetic

character of one portion of the ship's soft iron. Usually it id

fuund in ])racticc tiiat the quadranUil correcloi-s are insullicient

to compen.xate the whole of the heeling error ilue to the above

•For k full account of eiprrinientJ with a viliratiug needle, utol I'Olh hnrlioiilally

• lid verticalljr, are Marliii's Ltcturtt on Vumjau Aitjuttrntnl, Yf. '0 int\ 8". Meuri.

U. rklli|> & Soil, Ltd.
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cause. Another small constituent of the heeling error is corrected

by the Flinders bar.

Taking into consideration the many forces operating on the

compass under the influence of heel, their adjustment can only

be considered fairly reliable in such foreign-going vessels as the

Atlantic liners before alluded to—which, in the run from the

United Kingdom to New York, are all the time practically in

the same Magnetic Latitude, the diff'erence not amounting to 3°.

Although the " heeling magnet " is very useful in bringing the

heeling error within moderate bounds, the Navigator must con-

stantly be on his guard and avail himself of every opportunity

to determine this insidious error, and readjust it by actual observ-

ation at sea.

To see what a great advantage a vessel has whose heeling Advantages

error is compensated over another where it is not so, just suppose compensatio

them to be on northerly or southerly courses in a rough beam

sea. In the one case, each time the ship rolls, the vertical mag-

netic force below the compass will come out now on one side of the

needle, and now on another, causing the card to be alternately

pulled to starboard and port at every roll ; and should this pull

happen to coincide with the period of vibration due to the motion

of the ship, the swing of the card will be so great as to render it

perfectly useless. In such cases, a man ignorant of the science of

compass adjustment will be almost certain to attribute the ex-

cessive swing to some inherent fault of the compass, and inwardly

curse the maker. On the other hand, the properly compensated

compass will remain comparatively steady under all circum-

stances, and anj'^ little swing will be due to purely mechanical

causes. In the latter case, the swing may be lessened by affixing

deep wings of talc to the under side of the card, on its outer

ed<Te. These will help to steady it, by their resistance to the air.

In diagram No. 16, facing this page, let V in each of the

figures represent the vertical component of the ship's magnetism,

and its effect on the compass-needle, when the vessel rolls, will

be easily understood. BA represent the deck beams, G the com-

pass, and M the compensating magnet.

It has already been shewn how necessary it is that the semi-

circular magnetism, causing the deviation on East and West,

should be resolved into its constituent parts, and each compen-

sated by the means suitable to it ; but to impress it more vividly

on the mind, just consider what hapjieiis when this has been

uefflected.
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Result of i

proper con

peasation

How to

keep spare

maSDCts.

AaTisabilitjr

of deteriiiiiiin

nstiifAt Devii

tlons before

aJjustliig;.

Take the case of a southern-froing vessel, havinor—say 5 points

natural tJeviation on East, 3 of wliich are clue to vertical iron.

Tlie adjuster, having no time given him to sift tlie matter, com-

pensates all 5 points, in happy-go-lucky fashion, by means of

permanent steel magnets, and so the compass is rendered correct

for the time being. But as the vessel goes south, the vertical

iron loses its power over the compass, and on the Magnetic

Equator exerts none whatever ; the steel magnet, on the con-

trary, is as strong as before, and having now all its own way

—

(Happy Magnet ! !)—causes an error of three points. By the

time the vessel has got off Cape Horn, vertical iron has again

become strongly magnetic, biU now with reversed fwles.so that it

pulls in the same direction as tlie steel magnet, and both acting

together, cause 6 points of deviation. Not only is this large

error a serious trouble in itself, but t1t£ directive force of the needle

is 80 reduced as to make the cojiipass sluggish, and almost worth-

less to steer by.

Some uninformed men in this fi.K take up the magnets alto-

gether, which certainly ma}- mend matters, but won't cure them.

They even eye the magnets themselves as something dangerous,

actually throw them overboard, are rather proud of the exploit,

and boast of having done so to their nautical chums.

If ignorant of the principles of compa-ss adju.stincnt, the more

rational plan would be to tie the magnets together in pairs of

ecjual size—the red end of one touching the blue end of the other

—and consign tiiem to the forepeak, or the carpenter's storeroom.

When so fiustened together, they retain their magnetic force un-

impaired, while they edectually neutralize eaoh other's action,

and so cannot play tricks with a compass or c/i rono hi€<^/", should

they accidcnlalhj be placed near them. In this way they will W
ready for use when next retiuired, and the expense of buying

others will be .saved.

Before adjusting a new vessel, it is advisjvble to swing her on

the eight principal points by each compass, and ascertain the

Co-ellieients, which, when recorded, are afterwards useful in

connection with the magnetic history of the ship; but with tiiree

or four compasses the process is a tedious one, occupying at least

a whole day, irrespective of the time required at the liiiish for

putting down the magnets; and it is only in rare cases, such as

yachts, or men-of-war, where time is of less importance, that this

would bo practicable. When tlic natural errors are not too large,

time may be saved and several swingings avoided by the use
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of Napier's diagram, but extreme cases, which often occur in

practice, cannot be treated this way.

Enough has been said to convince anyone that reliable compass

adjustment is beset with difEculties, and cannot be lightly under-

taken. What dependence, then, can be placed on the hurried per-

formance which is daily witnessed in some of our largest ports, Comparatire
•/ rt L uselcssness

when a lot of magnets are slapped down as the vessel leaves the of Deviatioc

dock gates, and a Deviation Card handed to the Captain worth
''*''^••

little more than the paper it is written on ? This, however, is

seldom or never the Adjuster's fault, but is the result of a vicious

system against which conscientious men dare not shew fight,

since less scrupulous competitors are ever ready to step in and

adjust (?) in half the time, if necessaiy, and for half the money.

Strange to say, anyone with sufficient money or credit to rent a

shop can style himself a Compass Adjuster, as no Government

test " exam." is required ; so, for legal purposes, Tom, Dick, or

Harry suit equally well.

In the course of a voyage, many opportunities present them-

selves for adjusting or forming a Deviation Table, and such

chances should be carefully sought for and utilized. The man
responsible for the navigation of a metal vessel cannot be too

zealous in this respect.

The ports of Callao, Bahia, Calabar, Aden, Madras, Colombo, Ports on

and many others, are practically on the magnetic equator, and Equator,

ships lie at anchor in them for weeks, during which their captains

might perfect the Sub-permanent and Quadrantal portion of the

adjustment ; and be prepared to complete it, as already explained,

on return to high latitudes.

This being satisfactorily accomplished, and the adjustment

being in all respects carried out in conformity with the foregoing

rules, it is strongly recommended not to fiddle-faddle afterwards

with the magnets, in what would only be vain attempts to

correct the subsequent comparatively small errors sure to arise

from time to time. Unless the vessel be new, or has had altera-

tions made affecting the compass, these errors will be due entirely

to "Retained" Magnetism, over which, from their " come-and-go
"

character, it is impos.sible to exercise any permanent control.

To keep a compass exactly correct at all times and places, the

magnets would have to be everlastingly shifted about, than which

—it is almo.st needless to say—nothing could be more injudicious.

The proper way to 'circumvent the- difficulty is to keep a

Compass Record in some such form as that given on page 629.

2 K
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Adjusting

by bearing

a! diltant

object.

This particular one is kcjit in stock Vij- the publishers of

" Wrinkles."

When the writer was in the service of the P. S. N. Co., and had

to touch regularly at a couple or three dozen ports on the round

trip, it was his practice to avail himself of the natural marks for

swinging ship to be found in many of the harbouis. For example,

when at anchor in a port like Rio de Janeiro, it is ea.s}- to ascertain

the magnetic bearing of a distant object, such as a mountain

peak, well-delined hill top, or small island, by taking its true

bearing otl" the harbour plan with a Field's Parallel Ruler, and

applying to it the corrected variation. The difference between

this and the compass bearing, as the ship swings round to wind

or tide, is, of course, the deviation for the particular point on

which the ship's head may be at time of observation. This

method is independent of the sun, who will not always show

himself when wanted, and in the tropics may have too high an

altitude to be serviceable; with the additional advantage that, as

the bearing of the object is constant, no calculation ia necfssary.

In Rio, the steamers of the P.S.N. Company invariably anchored

in those days oft" the small island of Mocangue, which was their

coaling station. From this position, the conspicuous peak of

Tijuca (3,316 feet high) bore S. G7J* W. magnetic, distant I>J

miles, and wivs therefore fairly adapted for this purpose (IbOo).

A remarkable peak in the Organ Mountains, from its greater dis-

tance, was a better olject, and could be used indift'erently with

Tijuca, when one or other happened to be shut out V>y the masts

or funnel. This last peak was not laid down on the harbour plan,

but its bearing was ascertained in the simplest manner by merely

taking the horizontal sextant angle between it and I'ijuca."

MAybairebeen At this auchorage a couple of excellent transit marks were

in*rc"<Mit

"*"
"^^^^ available for compass work. On the eastern side of the

revolution. harbour are two forts, viz., Gravata and Santa Cruz. Their

western faces were in one on the bearing of S. 3" W. M. ; and j Ji

the same line, and close to the anchorage, ia a low-lying rock olf

the S.W. corner of Mi>cangui!. Variation in 1895, 6A' W.

The lighthouse on Roza Island, in transit with this rock, bore

S. iSj* W., M. As the ship swings to wind and tide, one or other

of these two transit marks is pretty sure to be " on "
; but in

any case a good eye can always estimate the ditleronce when

• On tbtM occuionii. ihotiM tht tORia exoeeil the limiU of jrour aexUnt, it can he

meuurad tt twice by ujiing toiue ioterin'.-'liate otyect Iflug iu the lainr horixoutal pitue.

A.ljU5lmB

marks in Rio

de Janeiro
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they happen to be a little open of each other. Whether in transit Always

or not, be sure and observe the bearing of the hack object. bearing or

Should the navigator, however, not be provided with a large *«* object

scale plan of the harbour, or the sun not be visible, the mean of

two bearings on East and West by coTnpass will give the mag.
. ut

bearing of the distant object. The old advice on this subject the ^/a?.

was to observe the compass bearing on every point as the ship
^"^"t^fro'nr"

swung round, dividing by 32 to get the required M. bearing ; but \tscompais

Towson* has shewn conclusively that the first method is more """'^'

correct, as well as more convenient. Thus, if with head west, by

compass, the observed bearing is S. 81° W., and with head east it

is N. 63° W., we have

N. 63° W.
N. 99° W.

2) 162°

Mag. bearing of . . N. 81° \V. . . . distant object

Should the sun be visible, there is a very correct mode of find- How to obtaic

ing the required bearing, which can be put into practice when- Astronomical

ever there is a true sea horizon. In a confined harbour this may of distant

be obtained from a boat alongside, if the shore line is not nearer "''J"'-

Ihaii IJ miles.

Measure with the sextant the oblique angular distance between

the sun's nearer limb and the object selected, taking a point at

the ivater-line (imaginary or otherwise) vertically under tlte latter.

At the same instant let another observer take the sun's altitude

in the usual way, and note the time. Then, neglecting minor

corrections, proceed as follows :—Find the sun's true altitude by

Table 38 of Kaper. Add 16' to the observed angular distance,

to reduce it to the sun's centre. Next, from the log. Cosine of

the distance subtract the log. Cosine of the altitude, and the

result will be the log. Cosine of the horizontal angle between

the sun's centre and the object. Thus :—

Example I.

Corrected angular distance . 76 40 . Cosine . 9'3629
S's true altitude 28 10 . Cosine . 99453

Horizontal angle / -". ,-„ /<„„:„„

between sanl object. [ = Iii2. " ^"^^"^

' Page 124 of 1890 Ed.
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racllities for

Compass
AdjustmenL

EXA.Ml'LE II.

Oorrectcd anpilar distance 98 20 . Cosine . 9'161S
?'s true altitude 30 10 . Cosine . 9'9368

80 21 . Cosine . 9-2244

180

Horizontal angle = . . . . 99° 39' between "5 and object

In the last example the angular distance exceeds 90', and it is

therefore necessary to take the siqiplevient of what would other-

wise have been the required horizontal angle. The sun's true liear-

ing, at the time the observations were made, having been found,

either by the ABC Tables or by the old alt-azimuth problem,

apply to it the horizontal angle just obtained, and you get the true

bearing of the object To this apply the corrected variation at

place, and you have the desired mafj. bearing with even more

than the necessary precision. The three log. cosines make this

problem easy to reviember. To ensure an accurate result, the

angular distance must be at least double the sun's altitude.

Captains of vessels plying regularly to certain ports might

keep a memorandum of the M. bearings of distant peaks, kc,

as seen from the anchorage they frequent. Thus at Arica, in

Peru, there were several capital n)arks, as under :

—

Morro de Saraa N. 69i° W, M. (distjint 41 miles).

Notch Peak N. 13J° W. „

I^ft Peak N. 20i'> E. „

Right Peak N. 23^° K. „

Sajanrn N. 5.-ij« E. „

Centre ol Table Mount ... N. 80i" E. „

These bearings—whicli, from there being no appreciable annual

change in the variation at this part of the coast, will hold pood

for an indefinite time—were determined at anchor, with the new

mole S.E. | E. (m.), .'ij cables distant; but from the great distance

of these mountains, the ship might shift lier position very con-

siderably without all'ecting the bearings. Taking the Morro de

Sama—one of the nearest—a ves.sel would liavelo shift her l>crth

J
of a mile at right angles to ite line of direction before causing

an alteration in the bearing of even 1°. Therefore, to adjust

compas.se.s, a ves.sel might steam slowly round the Bay. Here

the Pelorus, or Lord Kelvin's A/imntii Mirror, would come in

tip-top.

hi Plymouth Sound the Admiralty h.ivo four mooring buoys
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just inside the breakwater, any one of wliich is used to swing

men-of-war. On application to tlie naval authorities, merchant

vessels may have the use of the two smaller ones. The following piyu

table (Epoch 1906) gives the marks and triie bearings employed

for the purpose. The variation should be taken for the year

required, and applied to the i/nifi bearing to ascertain the

magnetic bearing for the date required.

Buoys.
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Observatioai Wlit'ii Swinging pretty fast, with wind and tide in the same

wh7n ship
direction, the observations will not be nearly so reliable, owing

•winKJr»pidiy. to friction causing a heavy card to drag with the ship, in oppo-

sition to the directive force of the needle. A light curd, like Lord

Kelvin's, has a great advantage in this respect, as friction on the

bearing point is reduced to a minimum. To counteract the drag-

ging tendency, keep quietly moving the compass in the gimbals

as the ship goes round.
River Mers«jr,

J ,j ^jjg Jlerscv, ships may determine their deviations by the

Ciiimney. bearing of Vauxhall chimney, in transit with any one of a s^-stem

of figures painted in large characters on the dock walls and sheds.

These figures now give the true bearing of the chimney, reckoning

from north towards south by the east. Thus 110' would be read

as N. 110° K, or S. 70" E. Variation ISA* W. in IdOG.

Similar facilities are also given at Kronstadt. Capt. J.

Belavenetz, of the Ru.ssian Imperial Navy, lias made the following

arrangement in the commercial port of Kronstadt to enable

marinei-s to determine the deviations of their compasse.s, as

resulting from the etfects of the iron of the ship, or the cargo on

board, whilst lying at anchor in the great roadstead of that

port: viz.

—

The true bearings of the foundry cliimney from various parUs
Kronitadi. of the wcstcm wall of the commercial port of KronsUidt are

indicated by a series of marks, ranging between the bearings of

N. ad" E. and S. 79* E., painted on the western face of the wall.

The degrees are marked in figures legible from the roadstead

of Kronstadt, the even figures being on a black ground, and the

odd figures on a red ground, in the following order, indicating a»

here stated, under each figure,

—

9801 234607
8.7»°K. S.80-K. S.81»E. S.82''E. S.SS-E. S.8«°E. S.85»H S.86»E. S.Si'S.

8 9 90 9
S.88'K. S.89°E. Eut. H.SS'H

There is quite a similar arrangement at Clu'ri>ourg, and to

facilitate ailjusting, there are eight woi-ping buoys in a circle,

with one in the centre.

In the ab-sence of cargoes containing iron, wooden vessels going

Devi.tion of short voyages have their deviation nearly constjint, in which cjlsi-

"""''I
"'"'•

it is not a bad plan to write it neatly on each point of the compa.ss

Conipat. c»rii Card for ready reference. Do not, however, when correctimj a
bearing, commit the blunder of Uiking the deviation from the

bearing jwint. It must, of course, be taken from the one whicl"
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corresponds to the direction of the shij^'s head at time of obser-

vation. This mistalce has frequently been made.

Leaving Liverpool in winter, it often happens on the approach

of a southerly gale that the atmosphere is more than ordinarily

clear, although the sky may be quite overcast. At these periods

it is possible to see almost fabulous distances ; and in the absence Jransit-be

of the sun—a rare visitor in winter—transit-bearings of light- marks

houses, mountains, and other shore marks, can be used to give

the deviation with all needful accuracy. Then comes one of the

advantages of having large scale Admiralty Coast Sheets, from
ivhich to get the true hearings.

For example, about 7 miles after passing the North-West

lightship, Great Orme Head lighthouse (readily distinguished

with the binocular) will be seen in one with the conspicuous

peak of Penmaen Mawr. Six miles further on, the latter comes

in transit with a lofty mountain named Carnedd Llewelyn. But

Carnedd Llewelyn, from this point of view, is not readily picked

out by a stranger. Again, the bearing of the Skerries and South

Stack lights, when in one, happens by good fortune to coincide

with the fairway course down the Irish Channel, passing within

nice range of Bardsey and the Smalls ; so that, if when in transit

they are brought right ahead for a couple of minutes or so, these

lights will prove additionally an invaluable guide. Of course, by

taking their transit-bearing in the ordinar}' way when passing,

the deviation will be found for any point on which the ship's

head may happen to be at the moment.

In naming deviation ascertained in tlii.s manner, recollect that How to na

if the shore hearing is to the right of the compass hearing, the """ °*^'"^'

deviation is easterly, and vice versa.

Now, in regard to transit-beai-ings, there is a point to be noted.

The further off the back object is, so much the better, for then

the bearing is " tender," and the exact moment of transit is easily

noted. On the other hand, when the objects lie tolerably close

together, and the observer some little distance from them, it is

difficult to discover when they are actually in one, and an error

of 2' or 3° in consequence is quite possible.

Furthermore, when observing, be sure to take the compass

bearing of the hack ohject, which shifts but slowly, and note the

reading at the instant the other object is seen to transit. The

more rapid change in the bearing of the near ohject renders it

difficult to follow and get correctly at the proper moment.

Sometimes, when one of the objects is indistinct, an assistant
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witU a binocular to tell you when the objects are exactly " on
"

is a great help.

There are literally thousands of suitable marks all round our

coasts ; and a few arc now given, which will be found convenient,

especially by ve&sels navigating the George's, Bristol, or English

Channels. Those marked thus • are only available in fine clear

weather.

Turret on pier and New Brigliton church spire (Kiver Menej) ....'<. »7 W. -

Rock lii;litliouse and New Brighton church spire S. 33J W. -

Great Orme Head lii^hthouso and Penni.-ien Mawr S. 49J W. -

•Penmaen Mawr and Carnedd Llewclyu S. 27J W. -

•Pcnniaeii .^Iawr and Y Foel Kras S. 214 W. -

Towpr on Pudin Island and Penraaen Mawr S. 17 E. +
•Moclfra Island and Snowdon S. 2J \V. -

•Beacon on Dulas Rocks and Snowdon S. li W. -

•Point Lynaa lighthouse and Snowdon Poulh +
Point Lynas lighthouse and Penmaen Mawr S. 3'2J E. +
•Middle Mouse and Snowdon S. 10} E. +
Middle Mouse and Point Lynas lighthouse S. 58J E. +
Beacon on West Mouse and Coal Kock shore marks— tliree in one..S. 38 W. -

•Beacon on West Jlouse and Snowdon 8. 192 E. +
•Mount Pengarn and Snowdon . S. 21i E. +
Skerries and South Stack lighthousea S. 45i W. -

Skerries lightliouse and Pen Oybi (Ilolyhead Mountain) S. 401 W. -

•Skerries lighthouse and Snowdon S. 22J B. +
Skerries lighthouse and Mount Pengarn S. 31| E. +
•Holyhead Breakwater lighthouse and Snowdon S. 31i E. +
•Pen Gybi (Ilolyhoa<l Mountain) and Snowdon S. 35J E. +

•South Stack li-hlhousc and Snowdon , S. 3"! E. +

•Pen Gybi (Holyhead Mountain) and Carnedd Llewelyn i".....S. 49J E. +
•South Stack lightliouse and Carnedd Llewelyn S. 51^ E. +

Left xnic of North Stack touching Breakwater lighthouse S. 82 E. +
•Mynydd Mawr and Snowdon S. 69J E. +

•Wicklow Head lighthouse and Lugiiaqnilla Mountain N. 69i' W. +
•Wicklow Head lighthouse and Thonagc* N. 49i W. +
•Wicklow Head lighthouse and Great Sugar Loaf N. 6i W. +
Wicklow IIea<l lighthouse and Little Sugar Ix)af N. IJ K. -

•Slieve Boy and Mount Leinstcr N. 8l| W. +

•Arklow Rock and Crogan Hill N 56i W. +

•Tara Hill and Crogan Hill N. 14 W. +

Tuskar lighthouse, Orccnore windmill, and Fourth Mountain N. 4'Jl W. +

•Coningmore Rook and Slieve Coiltia N. 17 W. +

•Hook lighthou-sp (Wntorford) and Tory Hill N. "J W. +

•Tory Hill, seen lictwecn Brownstown Head towers N. 17i E. -

•Metalman Uiwer (Groat Newton Head) and Tory Hill N. 28 E. -

•Minrhoad lighthouse and Knookniealdown Mo\uitain N. 19J W. +

•Capol Island tower and Knocknioiildown Mountain N. 15 K. -

•Ballvcotton lighthouse and Knookmealdown Mountain N. 27 K. -

Right face of Dogno.se (Quecn.stown) and Ri^he Pt lighthouse ...8. 6 W -

Loft lines of Weaver Point (known by it.s signal station) and Cork

Head 8. 3Ni W. -
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Reanie's Ileadand Little Sovereign S. 82 W. -

Reaiiie's Head and Big Sovereign S. SOJ W. -

yastiiet lij;lilliouse and Mizen Peak N. 37? W. +
Fastnet lighthouse and Hungry Hill N. Oi E. -

Manof-War Sound white beacon, and Leanicon Tower N. 21 E. -

Fastnet lighthouse, and Leamcon tower open left of white beacon.. N. 21i E. -

'Left xme of Sheep Head and Hungry Hill N. 37i E. -

Calf Rock hghthouse and summit of Skariff Island N. 19| E. --

The Cow and summit of Skariff' Island N. '26 J E. -

The Bull and summit of Skariff Island N. 33J E. -

North Bishop Rock and Ramsay Hill S. II4 E. +
North Bisiiop Rock and Llaeithty Peak S. 7Ii E. +
Carreg Rhoson and Llaeithty Peak S. 88J E. +
Right xme of St. David's Head and Ramsay Hill S. 47J W. -

South Bishop lighthouse and Ram.say Hill S. 82i E. +
South Bishop lighthouse and Llaeithty Peak N. 76J E. -

South Bishop lighthouse and left xme of St. David's Head N. 71 E. -

South Bishop lighthouse and North Bishop Rock N. 37J E. -

Smalls lighthouse and Grassholme Island (highest part) S. 74 E. +
Smalls and S. Bishop lighthouses and xme of St. David's Head ...N. 71 E. -

Grassholme Island and S. Bishop lighthouse N. 39i E. -

South-West xmes of Skokham Island and St. Ann's Head S. 59J E. +
Gre.it Castle Head range lights (Milford Haven) N. 58i E. -

St. Ann's Head range lights N. 24 W. +
Wolf and Longships lighthouses N. .36^ E. -

Lizard lights S. 82i E. +
Killiganoon House and Penarrow Point (Falmouth) N. IJ W. +
Eddystone lighthouse, and chapel crowning Rame Head N. 30 E. -

„ „ and Picklecombe Fort N. 39 E. -

„ „ and RiHe Butt on Staddon Heights N. 48i E. -

South Foreland lights N. 84J W. +
Ushant lighk, in one S. 89^ E. +
Les Pierres Noires, and Pte. St. Jlathieu S. 82J E. +
„ „ „ and Kermorvan N. 77J E. -

Tevennec and Ar Men Rk \ N. 81 W. +
Ar Men Rk. and La Vieille S. 68| R. +

„ „ „ and Isle de Sein The Saints lights. S. 672 E. +

Tevennec and Isle de Sein I S. 78 W. -

fja Vieille and Tevennec j N. 23 W.

+

These bearings are all magiutic, and adapted to the year 1895. To adapt them

to subsequent years, those in the N.E. and S.W. quadrants must be diminished, and

those in the N. W. and S. E. quadrants increased, at the rate of 8' per annum, or a

degree in seven years. To facilitate the application of this correction, the proper

sign has been placed after each bearing." The intelligent man will understand tliat

these bearings may be in error as much as i°, as the exact amount of variation

depends upon the exact position of the observer. The variation, as applied iji these

pages, is that of the average offing for passing vessels. Further, the distortion

of the chart in printing (see page 105) will probably cause a slight error, but the

maximum from ;ill causes will seldom or never amount to 1" ; the average may be t-lmit of erroi

taken at half this. Failing azimuths of sun, moon, or stars, transit bearings are

the next best thing.

It may liappen, however, when sailing along sliore, that a dis-

• In 1902 the correction was just 1°.
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Adjustment

by bearing o

one distant

object.

tant conspicuous object presents itself which is laid down on the

chart, but has nothinj^ suitable to transit with it, in which case

tlie Station Pointer comes in venj handy. Select, in accordance

with the rules laid down in the chapter on this instrument, three

known and well-defined objects, and at the same instant that the

ship's place is fixed by the horizontal sextant-angles between

them, let a third observer take the compass-bearing of the dis-

tant object, which may or may not be one of those already in

use. Then lay off the ship's place on the chart with the Station

Pointer, and, using Field's Parallel Ruler or the horn protractor,

lind therefrom the true bearing of the distant object. To this

apply, as usual, the Variation at place rediLcedfor annual diawje,

which will give its magnetic bearing, in readiness to be com-

pared with the observed compass bearing.

If the object chosen is a very distant one—say Snowden in

Wales, Sea Fell in Cumberland, Suae Fell in the Isle of Man, or

Slieve Donard in the Co. Down (all visible from the Iri.sh Channel)

—a steamer may be slowed down and steamed half round, so as

to get the Deviation on every second point in that semicircle of

the compass she would be most likely to use during the next few

days. The half hour thus spent will not only conduce to the

ship's safety generally, but may, if thick weather comes on, save

man}' a half-hour's groping about.

For new vessels requiring their compa.sjos adjusted, or ships

lying wind-bounil in Belfast Lough during overcast weather, the

following transit bearings observed by the writer will be found

of service. The true bearing.s, in most instances, were deter-

mined by Theodolite and sun, and converted into i>ia7. bearings

for the year 1S95, by applj'ing the variation taken from the

Admiralty Magnetic Chart of the World. The marks here given

are very conspicuous, but to pick tliera out a stranger would, in

most cases, require the assistance of some one locally acqtiainted.

Besides this, the growth of population often causes buildings,

once quite solitary, to be so hemmed in by bricks and mortar aa

to render their identity ditlicult, if not impossible, from the re-

quired point of view. Of course, such marks arc only a\ixiliariei

to azimuths of sun, moon, and stars, which for many reasona

siiould always be preferred.

lIoLWOOD lllLI, IIODSE, in otio nitli

Povcr's House on Kiiiiieipir And Ikllovue, the three houses a

in one S. 4'.'} K. f

Uolvwood Kpiscopal Church Spire 8. IJ W. -

Tuior Hall (coulre) ._ 8. ISi W. -
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No. 1 Pile Liguthodse, in one with

Albeit Clock Tower (Belfast) S. 5Si W. -

Giuy's House (Hazelbank) N. 80 W. +

Qret Point (xuie), in one with

Copeland Lighthouse (Mew I.) S. 7°9 E. +

Glenghana House S. 63 E. +
Mrs. Connor's Turret (flag-pole) S. 57 E. +
Foster Connor's House (Seacourt) S. 52| E. +
Tower of Carnalea House S. 34i E. +
Mount Divis S. 88i W. -

McArt's Fort (Cavehill) N. 83| W. +

Carriokferous Ca.stle, in one with

Carnbilly Summit (Cuirn) N. 32 W. +
Cairick Church Spire N. 17J W. +
Burleigh Hill House N. 7J W. +

Helen's Tower,* in one with

Craigdarrah House S. 19:^ E. +
Clandeboye Cosist Guard Station S. 16 E. +
Rockfield Cottage S. 12J E. +
Cramsie's Villa (turret) S. llj E. +
Clandeboye Railway Station (turret) S. 11 E. +
Pattison's House S. 9 E. +
Centre of Helen's Bay Quarry S. 3i E. +
Crawfordsburn House S. 1 E. +
McNeill's Square Villa S. lOJ W. -

Carnalea House (tower) S. 13J W. -

Ruin in Smelt Mill Bay S. 23i W. -

Foster Connor's House (Seacourt) S. 29J W. —
Cochrane's House S. 30i \V. -

Cochrane's New Villas... S. 31i W. -

Bangor Church Spire S. 39| W. -

Presbyterian Clmrch Steeple S. 421 W. -

Bangor Castle (turret) S. 44i W. -

Mrs. Connor's Turret (flag-pole) S. 45 W. -

Ulster Royal Yacht Club House S. 45i W. -

Stewart's House S. 47 VV. -

Islet Hill Farm House S. 56 W. -
BaUyholme Whidmill S. 58 W. -

Qroomsport Presbyterian Church S. 60J W. -

Groomsport Irish Church ... S. 62.^ W. -

Maxwell's House, Groomsport S. 63| W. -

Orlock Point Coa.st Guard Station S. 72 W. -

Copeland Lighthouse (Mew I.) S. 744 W. -

Donaghadee Church N. 8lj W. •

Killeghy Spire N. 65i W. +
Milllsle Windmill N. 59i W. +
Carrowdore Church N. 46 W. -I-

* Helen's Tower—crowning a hill in the background—about 2J miles S.W. of Bangor,

is quite unmistakaljle, as is also Scrabo Monument, which lies about an equal distanc*

further off, in the same direction.



THE VICTORIA CHANNEL, AND THE

ScHABo MoMDMENT, in One with

Carnalea House (tower) 8. 25} W. -

Coclirane's House S. 33J W. -

Helen's Tower S. 36i W. -

Bangor Olmrch Spire S. 37J W. -

Ballyliulme Windmill & 48 W. -

Islet Hill Farmhouse S. 481 W. -

Qrooms|K)rt Irish (.'linrcli S. 52i W. -

Copelaiid Lighthouse (Mew I.) S. C'>i W. -

Donaghiulee Lighthouse S. TOJ W. -

Killeghy Spire r S. S4i W. -

Mill Isle Windmill N. SC} W. +
Oarrowdore Church N. 71 W. +

Balltboi.me WiNDMiLi^ in one with

Foster Connor's House (Scacourt) S. 5o K. +
Mrs. Connor's Turret (flag-iwie) S. 381 ^ +

Ulster Koyal Yiicht Club House (Hag-pole) S. 311 K. +
Stewarts House S. -'SJ K. +

l-adies' Batliinj; Hut S. 18 K. +

Qroorasport I'rcsbvtcrian Church S. 67J W. -

Qroomsi>ort Irish Church S. 73 W. -

Maxwell's House (Ciroorasport) ...S. 70 W. -

Copeland Lighthouse (Mew I.) S. 84J| W. -

Pkesbvtkiuan CiiuRcn Steeple,* in one with

Coclirane's House S. 3'J K. +

Foster Connor's House (Seacourt) S. "JCJ K. +

Copeland Lighthouse (Mew I.) 8. 87i W. -

B.ANOuR CuDiiiii SriiiK, in one with

Kuin in Smelt Mill Bay S. 23 K. +

Coclirane's House 8. 31 K. +

Foster Connor's House (Seacourt) 8. 1 W. -

Sea View House (Ritchie's) 8, 6J W. -

rresbytorian Church Steeple 8. SOJ W. -

Ulster Koyal Yacht Club Flagpole S. M.' W. -

SU'warfs House S. 611 W. -

Ballyholmc Windmill N. 87i W. +

Note.—The Tiriation in Belfast Lough in 1896 wtj 20^°, and drcrruei tliout 1" io

even yeftr*.

Not many years ago the water approach from the outer pile

lighthouse (locally known as "Jack-in-the-box ") to the quays of

Belfast wa-s both winding and shallow, but the llarbotn- Com-

missioiiers have remedied this by dredging a new and perfectly

atiiiiglit passage named the Victoria Channel. Between the N.K.

end of the Twin Islands and the outer extreme of the Victoria

* Tliarn wrr* tlieii l>ut two cburchM with ipiru in Baugor, iiid tlia PrcabytarUn oua

w»» tha uaarcr oT tbc two.
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Channel, the magnetic course was N. 56^° E. in one direction,

and S. 56i° W. in the other (1895), or as nearly as possible

N.E. by E. and S.W. by W. for a good three miles. Here,

then, is an excellent opportunity, while gointr " slow," for

testing all compasses by whistle on these two courses. At Grey

Point, and further westward, there are measured mile marks,

which transit when bearing S. 15^° W. (m.). The running course

between them is therefore S. 74$° E. and N. 74f
° W. (m.).

One sometimes hears wonderful stories of compasses suddenly Compasses

" jumpincr a point or two," without actual alteration of the ship's "°accounubij
J t o I

^

i. "jumping a

head, and this is attributed to all sorts of fantastic causes, such point or two.

as attraction of the land, and so forth. Some even go so far as

to say that in the Red Sea, the sun beating fiercely on one side Supposed

of the vessel in the morning, and on the other in the afternoon,
""'"

will cause a change in the Deviation of several degrees. "Very

careful experiments made in that locality by the writer, have

satisfied him on the impossibility of this latter supposition ; and

consequently, if the a.m. and P.M. azimuths disagree, or whenever

these perplexing alterations take place, they will doubtless be due Probable

to some cause within the ship herself—such as change of heel,
""^'^

errors of centreing, bent shadow-pins, loose iron placed in the

'tween decks or anywhere near the compass, boats' davits turned

in that had previously been swung out, or some other simple but

overlooked cause. Captain S. Mars, however, of the Dutch
Meteorological Institute, was able to prove the effect of sunshine
on compass error. The maximum difierence he observed was
l°-7. On board the French warship Magellan, he says that

a difference of S°-5 was noted ; and 2° on the Dutch steamer
DjocjK. All these instances were in the Red Sea.*

It is quite common in wheelhouses to find lockers close on wheeihou..

each side of the compass, which are nominally for flags only, but Lockers,

in reality soon become stowholes for quartermaster's gear. Have
them taken down as quickly as possible.

An amusing little hrochure,* by Capt. W. M. Walters, contains

the following instructive anecdote:—" There was a steamer lost

some little time back in channel during thick weather. It was
aftei-wards discovered that the man who was at the wheel at the

time the observation was made, by which the fatal course was
fixed, had on one of those magnetic belts which Jack is fond of „ .. ,. ,^ Magnetic bells

wearing, m the hope that they will repair the ravages made in

his constitution by the sprees of a lifetime. It was supposed
that the error observed included the error caused by Jack's

_
* " Dcr SchiffskoDipass und der SchifPsmagnetismus," von S. Mnrs. Batavia : G.

Kolff J: Co.
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' soul-ancl-l>0(ly-lasliing' (technical term), which disap|ioinei.l

when he left the wheel, and so led the ship to destruction."

The course should not be set or kept by the Steering compass,

and frequent comparisons should be made between it and the
Compare Standard compass. This last is a most important duty of the
Standard anJ ^ i i t • i i \ li \.'

Steering othcer of tho watch. It IS seldom that tlie oleenng compass is

Compasses go Well .situated for adjustment purposes as the Standard, and
requen y. consequently it is more liable to chanye,—notably when a shift

of wind causes a shift in the direction of the heel. It is not

uncommon when the coui-se is changed—say a point—for an

ignorant or thoughtless ofticcr to make the change by the Steering

compass. For example, if the course b}- Steering compass should

be S.W., he will tell the helmsman to keep her S.W. by S. or

S.W. by^ W., as the ca.se may be. This is entirely wrong. The

coui-se should be altered the desired amount by Standard, and a

signal made to the helmsman when she is exactly on it. The
other is a lazy plan, and altogether a Vjad sj'stcm. The ship's

cour.se is directed b}' the Standard and nothing else ; the helms-

man steers by his compa.ss whatever course may correspond to it

for the time being. The interval between comparisons depends

upon circumstances, but it should never exceed half-an-hour on

any one course. So recently as 1915 the Board of Trade issued

a notice that steel rings, sometimes used as spreaders inside

officers' caps, become magnetised ; so that, when worn by an

olhcer taking compass bearings, such rings are liable to cau.se

considerable deviation and render the observations unreliable.

Oeriation Bewiusc JJcviution-VarcU are condemned in these pages, it is

not to be understood that a properly kept Comjyass-Hecord is

worthless : on the contrary, the commander of every iron ves,sel

should keep a daily account of the behaviour of liis compa.s.ses.

In regular Lines it will be found that the compiusses of vessels

that have already made several voyages on the one route, under

similar circumstances will shew time after time pretty nearly

the same deviations in the .same localities. This, however, should

not lead to neglect in observing azimuths, as nothing but con-

stant watchfulness can ensure safety,

fill form A form of Compass- Record is here inserted, which thase who
try it will be sure to like. One need only run the eye down
the deviation columns to sec at a glance the action of each com-

]iius.s during any given period. Some men, on the contrary, set

deriativn altogether on one side, and to correct their courses

lake the dili'erence between the true and compass bearing. This
" Total error," as it is culled, they also enter in iheir compass

book, which is lK)th meauingle.ss and inconvenieuL For " 'i'otal

error," being compounded of Variation and deviation, must

leliabie

of C
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necessarily be a constantly changing] quantity ; and, therefore, a

recoi-J of it is of no value until it has undergone a troublesome

sifting process, whicli would better have been done in the first

instance.

There are two modes of determining the Deviation from an

azimuth. One is used by Towson in his examples, but the writer

much prefers the other, u.s tending to practise the navigator in

the cvery-day application of Variation and Deviation to the true

courses he may wish to steer.

®'a true bearing S. 67 W.
®*e cumpua bearing . . . S. 81 W.

Correction, or loUl error . . 27 Wjr.
Variation per chart .... ;2 Wly.

©•• true bearing 3. 67 W.
Variation per chart .... £2 Wlj

0> maguftic bearing .... S. 79 W.
®'it compa** bcarint; . . . . S. IM W.

Model of The number of figures is the same in each case, but in the
finding

gj,gj, jjjqJq ^,j unnecessarily new process is oris;inated ; wliereas,
DevLition •' •

. .

from an in ths modc advocated, the navigator is familiar with the terra
Aiimuih „ \iafTnetic," with the rule for naming the Deviation according

as the compass hearing is to the right or left of the magnetic

bearing, and has not to tax his memory with any fresh formula,

this being very similar to the way he would set about turning a

true course into one by compass. Thus :

—

True course S. ."iT W.
Variation jter chart .... jfj Westerly.

Moijnetic course S. 79 W.
Deviation 5 Westerly.

Com/KUt course to steer - • - .'^. 84* W.

„ , .
Ill the Compass-Record suggested, after the date, &c , the

of compaii comparisons are first jotted down; next the ship's head mag.

is entered in red ink by way of distinction, thi.s important

direction being got liy applying the ascertained Deviation to the

com]>!iss by which it was ascertained—generally the Standard.

The Deviations of the remaining compa.sses arc arrived at by

Kimply taking the ditference between the ship's ]iea<i M. and the

ship's head as shewn by each compass. 'J'he left-hand pages are

left blank for remarks, &a
Masters of ve.ssels seldom have to cope with the perplexities

of correcting uncompensated compasses : it is nearly always done

in the first instance by the shore j>rofe.ssional, and the subsequent

doctoring may or may not be undertaken by the master. At an

earlier period in the history of iron vessels, those in command
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seldom ventured to touch the correcting magnets—magnetism
was then an inscrutable mystery

; but improved compasses (Lord

Kelvin led off), improved facilities for their adjustment (Lord

Kelvin again), and the diffusion of compass literature, have all

contributed to bring about a better state of afftiirs.

In the resolution of the many magnetic forces operating upon
the compasses of an iron vessel, the now well-known formulae of

the late Archibald Smith have been universally adopted. The
^'l'',;,^""'"

mathematical investigations are to be found in the Admiralty

Manual for ascertaining and applying the Deviations of the

Compass, being the joint production of Mr. Smith and the late

Captain Sir Frederick Evans, R.N. : but the reading is altogether

too stiff for any but learned professors.

When this exhaustive analysis is rendered down and put into

practical shape, we get certain short and simple deduction?

which, with a little study, are well within the reach of those who

clioose to make an effort. Nothing is accomplished without

effort of some kind. It mostly requires an effort to turn out at

8 bells to keep the morning watch, even with all the delights of

a tropical sunrise to look forward to.

In compass woi'k, letters of the alphabet are employed to

indicate the magnetic forces of the ship, and these letters go by

the name of " Co-efBcients." The five principal are represented

by A, B, 0, D, and E. r «= • . „

A represents a constant effect which does not vary either m
name or amount, no matter what may be the direction of the

ship's head. It may be regarded as a sort of compass Index-

Error, and is due to one or other of several causes, such as errors

of observation, want of symmetry in the disposition of neigh-

bouring masses of iron, needles not being truly parallel to the

North and South line of the cai'd, incorrect estimate of the

Variation, a slightly misplaced Lubber-line, or to what is some-

times called " Gaussin error."

Though A is mentioned as constant, it is no more so than the

index-error of the sextant—indeed, not so much, for a repetition

of the swinging process might, and probably would, develop a

somewhat different A to that first obtained.

A is usually small, and neglected in consequence ; -t- A always

gives Easterly, and — A Westerly deviation

Co-efficient B indicates semicircular deviation, and is a Coefficient B

maximum with ship's head on Ea.st and West by compass. It

consequently represents a pull of the needle towards the bow or
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Co efficient D.

stern. + B means a pull towards the bow, and — B a pull

towanls thu stern. Thus, with sliip's head East hy coiiipa-^s, 4- B
would give Easterly deviation, but with head in opposite direction

it would cau.se Westerly deviation. — B ha,s, of course, the re-

verse effect. This co-efficieut may be due to the sub-permanent

magnetic character born with the ship, "^ to the inductive

magnetism of vertical iron preponderating at one end. B dis-

appears on North and South by compass.

Co-efBcient also indicates semicircular deviation, and attains

a maximum with ship's head on North and South by compass.

It consequently represents a pull of the needle to starboard or

port according as the sign is + or - . Thus, with head North

by compass, + O would give Easterly deviation, but with

ship's head in opposite direction, it would cause Westerly devia-

tion. — has the reverse effect. This co-iflicient is mostly due

to sub-permanent magnetism. It disappears on East and West

by compass.

B or preponderates in the sum total of the deviation on any

one point, according to which of the cardinal points the ship's

head may be nearest.

Co-cflScient D indicates quadrantal deviation, ami is a maxi-

mum with ship's head on N.E., S.E., S.W., and N.W. by compass.

The etlect is of greater compli-xity than that of B or 0, for

whereas those act respectively throughout an entire semiciixle,

and retain the same name in that semicircle, D waxes and wanes

in each quadrant, and changes its name as it passes from one to

the other. It is therefore twice as variable as B "v C. This is

alluded to on page GIO.

Ordinarily, the sign of D is -|-, indeed, 990 times out of 1,000

it is 80. With ship's head anywhere between North and East

and South and West, it causes Easterly deviation. In the other

two quadrants it causes Westerly deviation. - D (very rare)

produces opposite effects.

D is cau.sed by the induced magnetism of horizontal iron

running in a fore and aft or athwartship direction, such us

Ijeams, stringer plates, &c. It disappi^ars on the cardinal poinUs.

Co-efficiont E indicates qiMdniiilal deviation, and is a maxi-

mum with .ship's head on North, South, East, and West, its s|)hcre

of action is greatest whore that of D i.s least. It resembles D in all

essentials except that it is generally small in amount, an<l there-

fore seldom rei|uirc8 attention. E is caused by the induced
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magnetism of horizontal iron lying at an angle of 45° to the fore

and aft line, such as diagonal tie-plates, &c. ; and upon the

direction of this iron depends the sign of E ; for example, iron

running from the starboard quarter towards the port bow will

produce + E, but from the port quarter towards the starboard

bow it will produce — E.

Both D and E produce opposite eflects in the case of divided

iron. For example, au ordinary deck beam produces + D, but Divided iron,

if cut for a skylight or other aperture, and the compass be placed

between the divided portions, — D would be the result.

So also with E. Whatever the sign might be with continuous

iron, it would be the contrary with divided iron. E disappears

on the inter-cardinal points.

Now, to some people the foregoing may appear hopelessly

involved. + and — figure to such an extent, and are reversed

so often according to the conditions of the moment, that it would

appear to them to be useless even to try and remember such a

tangle. The writer most cordially agi-ees. It ivould be useless
^[,(,0^

to try and remember so many varying elements. But it is the cramming,

simplest thing in the world to get to understand them, and so

be able to reason them out when required. Quite the very best

way of doing this is by a working model, and the very best model

for illustrating all the phases of a ship's magnetism, and shewing

their treatment in connection with compass adjustment, is Captain

George Beall's Deviascope.* Its price, however, puts it beyond

the reach of individuals, but schools avail themselves of it, and

presumably so, also, do the Board of Trade examiners.

There is no reason, however, why individual students should

not resort to more simple expedients at a cost of nothing at all.

" Where there's a will, there's a way."

When the writer was studying the compass question, his 3-foot Bad woricmen

model was a flat board, which the ship's carpenter accommodat- ['^^"' '

'"^

ingly shaped at each end to resemble the boat of one's boyhood.

The centre was slightly dished out to take a small compass'

(bori'owed), and red and blue colour was daubed on the board to

suit any particular idea as to the ship's magnetism. The correct-

ing magnets were made out of spare compass needles (ends duly

coloured), rod-iron of suitable lengths obtained from an engineer

friend, and a few small iron globes of sizes. These last were

the only bought articles of the lot. No doubt the appax-atus was

* Messrs. U. Hughes and Sod, or Feachurcb St., London, are the sole makers.
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very primitive, but it served its purpose well, and j-cars after-

Reminiicences. wards a similar one illustrated many a lecture to shipmates od

board the s.s. City of Mecca.

Having formally introduced the five co-ctlicients, it is now

time to say how they are obtained. To do this in the ordinary

way, the ship must be swung and the deviation carefully ascer-

tained with her head on the eight principal points by compass.

It is better that she should be swung twice, if possible—once in

each direction, and the mean taken ; this gets rid of the " Gaussin

error," which is merely a diminutive effect of " Retained " mag-

netism. In the process of swinging there is no time for this

error to grow large ; about a degree is the usual thing, though it

viay be double that amount on rare occasions.

We will imagine the ship to have been swung, and that the

subjoined Table shows the result.

Deviatton on

the eight prin-

cipal points.

Ship's head 6y
Vompats.
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B.—-Add togetlier the deviations determined witli the ship's Co-tfficient li.

heail East and West hy comjonsa reversing the sign of the latter,

and divide by 2.
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Tliese, tlien, are the five Co-efficients, and with their nicl it !•<

quite a simple matter to form a complete Deviation Table ; that

is to say, that, starting witli tlie Deviation known only ou the

eiglit principal points, it becomes possible and easy to correctly

fill up the other 24.

The following is the method by calculation. Tlie reader will

please take the Table on imgo G41 by way of illustration.

First and foremost, rule the form in blank, allowing yourself

plenty of room ; a sheet of foolscap will just do for a neat penman

Next, write in the points of the compass on the left, and the

ascertained Co-efficients along the top—each with its proper sign.

As you already know the deviation on the S principal points,

you can enter them at once, with their proper signs, in column

No. 7. Then proceed with the skeleton of the Table as follows :

—

A (+ 1° 15') being constant, there is nothing to do but fill iu

the column right down to the bottom without alteration of any

kind.

B is entered at its full value (1-1° 30) on the Eiust and West

points. On East, the sign ( — ) is retained ; on West it is reversed.

Write 0° 0' against North and South. Prefi.K the — sign to

each vacant space irt the eastern semicircle, and the -f sign to

each vacant space in the western semicircle.

C is entered at its full value (9° 0') on the North and South

points. On North, the sign ( — ) is retained ; on South it is

reversed. Write 0° 0' against Ea^st and West. I'refix the —
sign to each vacant space in the northern semicircle, and the +
sign to each vacant space in the southern semicircle.

D is entered at its Cull value (4° 45') on each of the inter-

cardinal points. On N.E. and S.W. the sign (+) is retained; on

S.E. and N.W. it is reversed. Write 0° 0' against North, South,

East, and West Prefix the -|- sign to each vacant space in the

quadrant between North and Ea.st, and South and West; and

the - sign to each vacant space in the other two quadrants.

E is entered at its full value (1° 15') on each of the cardinal

points. On North and South the sign (-I-) is retained ; on East

anil West it is reversed. Write 0° 0' against N.E., S.E., S.W.,

and N.W. Prefix the + sign to each vacant space in the quadra »i<

between N.W. and N.E., and between S.E. and S.W., and the

— sign to each vacant space in the other two quadrants.

The Table is now well advanced, and the rest is quite simple.

A is alri'iiilv llnished with.
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To compute B :

—

Turn it into tf'nths of a degree by dividing the minutes by 6,

and annexing the quotient to the degrees. Tlius 14" 30' becomes decimals,

145 tenths. Open the Traverse Tables at the given number of
"grj'/Tables*

points. Take out the Departure corresponding to 145 in the

Distance column. Put the decimal point in its proper place, and

restore the tenths to minutes by multiplying by G. Thus, foi,

say, N.N.E. (2 points), the Departure corresponding to 145 in a

Distance column is 55"5 ; shifting the decimal point we get 5°5;)

as the value of B on N.N.E. To restoi-e to minutes, multiply

•55 by 6, and we get 33'. The complete answer is therefore 5° 33'

as per Table, and so on with the remaining points.

To compute :

—

The process is identical with the preceding, except that the

deviation due to on any given point is to be taken from the

Latitude column. Thus 9° becomes 90 tenths, and supposing

the deviation due to this co-efEcient is required on N.E. by-E.

(5 points), we find in a Latitude column, abreast of 90 in a Dis-

tance column, the number 500. Shifting the decimal point we

get 5° 0' ready for insertion, as this time there is no decimal to

convert into minutes.

To compute D :—

Proceed as before, but enter the Traverse Tables with double

the number of points that the ship's head is from either of the

cardinal points, and the Departure will give the number of tenths

of a degree of deviation due to this co-efEcient. For example:

required to know the value of D on N.E. by E. This is 3 points

from East, so the Tables must be opened at G points. The full

value of D is 4" 45', which may be regarded either as 4'7 or 4'8

;

but to be exact, look for 47 in the Distance column, and the

corresjDondiug Departure is found to be 43"4. Then look for 48,

and the corresponding Departure is 44'4. The mean is 43'9.

Shifting the decimal point we get 4'39 = 4° 23' as the value of

the deviation caused bj' D on N.E. by E.

To compute E :—

Proceed as with D, except that the required number is to be

taken from the Latitude column. Required to know the value

of the deviation due to E on, say, W. by N. This is one point

from West, so open the Traverse Tables at 2 points. The full

value of E is 1" 15'. Turning it into tenths, we get l°-2 or l°-3,

whichever you choose, but it will be convenient to consider it aa

125. With this in the Distance column, the corresponding quan-
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Ship's Head

Compass.
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tity in the Latitude column is llo'S. Shifting the decimal point,

we get l°'15o = 1° 9' as the required value on W. by N.

A glance at the Table will shew that there is much less trouble

in taking out these values than one would at first imagine, for it

will be apparent that B and are only required for one-fourth

of the entire circle, the remainder being merely a repetition. So

also with D and E, only more so ; for in their case the values

have merely to be taken out for the half of one quadrant. To

fill in the remainder is repetition. The Table is therefore not

nearly so big a job as it looks. The secret is to do it systemati-

cally.

Having the deviations due to the co-efficients, they are summed For Aigtbra.

up algebraically, and entered in column No. 7 against each of the

remaining 24 points.

Column No. 8 completes the Table, and it is hardly necessary

to explain how it is formed. It speaks for itself.

The formation of this Table and the construction of Barrett's

diagram afford excellent practice for the student. The one serves

to check the other. It would be an advantage always to tackle

the diagram /i?'s<, seeing that the accuracy of the values depends

upon the .accuracy of the measurements made with the dividers.

By taking them in this order, there can be no bias or eookincr,

and it will be interesting to the operator to .see how closely his

haudywork approaches the more exact method by the Traverse

Tables.

So far, in the process of compass adjustment, four methods Recapimiati

of ascertaining the deviation have been referred to, namely,
"' "^""x''-

Azimuths of the heavenly bodies. Transit-bearings of shore

objects. Distant landmarks, and the use of Lord Kelvin's De-
tlector. This instrument has been described in Part I., but the

details of manipulation are not given, because it is accompanied
by a small pamphlet of instructions. The principle, however,
has been briefly explained, and in view of what now follows it

is well to repeat it.* This will enable the reader to see the

analogy between the principle involved in the use of the De-
flector, and the principle involved in the method about to be

de-scribed. Looking at the date, the truth of tiie adage comes
home that " There is nothing new under the sun." The follow-

* If the directive force ou the compass is the same for all courses of the ship, there can

be no error of the compass on any course. Per contra, where the directive force ia found

to be unequal, there must be deviation.
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in^' letter 13 taken from a back number of yaval Science, by

kind permission of the then publishers.*

NEW MODE OF ASCERTAINING THE DEVIATION OF THE COMPASS

IN STEAMERS.

J'o the Editor 0/ " Saval Science,"

Sir,—Will you allow me to ileiCiiUe iu Nuval Science a new mode of oblaiiiiug a coiu-

pleto tabic of the ilcviatious of the compasa in steamers « bicli lias recently oocurrej to

lue, and wbicli may be used at sea at any time during moderate weather I It doe.< not

require either a distant abject of known bearing or any celestial observation. It can be

useil as well at night or in a fog as in broad d.iylight, and the only instrument required

in addition to the compass of which the deviations are to be ascertained, is an ordinary

watch with a seconds hand.

This at first light will appear to many as an impossibility; but I hope to show your

nautical readers, without going into much detail, that the plan is not only practicable,

but easy.

It is generally known among seamen that an uncorrected or only partially corrected

compass, in an iron ship, does not, as the ship turns round, indicate the eLict angle

throu);1i which .she li.ts moved. Thus, in some ilirectioni of the ship's head, an actual

movement through an angle of 20 dcjjrcos may, according to tlie conipa.is, be so little as 10

degrees, or it may be so much as 30 degiees ; this dilTrrence, plus or minus, lietweeii the

actual and tlie apparent movement being iu reality that portion of the total devi:itioD

which buloiigM to the particular angle through which the shi|> has moved. To ascertain

the deviation of the comp.oss, therefore, we only require some mode of measuring the real

angle through which the Mp moves in every part of the circle.

I.et us suppose, then, that a steamer's helm, while she is under way in moderate

weather, is placed and held steadily to starbo.ird or port sullicieutly long to cause her to

describe a complete circle in from twelve to twenty minutes ; and let it be grantS'l that,

with moderate care, the steamer's s]>eed during this time will be aeh.sibly uniform, it is

then evident tliat, as equal parts of the circle will be described in equal times, we shall

have a sulliciontly exact measure of degrees of arc iu terms of seconds of time. I'bus, if

the circle be completed in twelve minutes or 7°20 secomls of time, each degree will Iw

represented by two seconds of time ; if the circle be completed iu eigMxn minutes, eai-h

degree will bo represented by three seconds of time.

In using this process, if it is de.iired to ascertain the deviation of the compass on every

point, note must bo made of each point and the time to the nearest second at which it

passes the lubber-line. If the deviation on each second point is considered auflicient, each

second point and the time at which it passes the lubl>er line mu^^t lie noted. It is not

requi'iite that any particular points should be taken, but, for the reason to be presently

stated, it is essential that leveral shouM be noted, and that they should be pretty equally

distributed round the compass.

It does not affect the final result at what part of the circle or [wint of the compass the

operation Is couimence.1, but it will lie found convenient to begin at north and to record

the compati observations in degrees reckoned in the usual way, from north by way of

east, from 0" to 300"
; and to reckon the time in degrees of arc, counting from the same

•t.irtiiig point.

The differences lietween the number of degrees by com|<4ss at any point and the

number of degrees by time, recordo<l as plot or minus, will give a deviation table, but,

usually, this table will have a cousi>lerablu index error, as it has, so far, been constructed

on the a.s.iuinption that there Is no error at the point at which the operation commenced.
The next part of the prooeiu is to ascertain this imlex error and to apply it to each
ohtervation in the table in the usual manner—namely, by dividing the algebraic sum
of all the observed deviations by the numlier of the observations taken, and by applying

* Messn. Lockwood and Co., liondoD.
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the index error thus obtained to each of the deviations according to its sign. The index

error is, of course, the deviatioh that belongs to that point of the compass at which the

operation was commenced.

This brief description comprises all that is necessary to "swing ship" by the new

process, but, as a steamer while turning has always a slight list, it is recommended that

she should be put round in opposite directions, and that a mean of the two deviation tables

thus obtained should be taken as the correct one. It is also recommended that the

observations should be taken on every point of the compass as the best means of ascertain,

ing most correctly the index error which belongs to the process.

It would he useless for anyone to try this method with a compass that was not steady

and in good order. The compass should also be gently and uniformly tapped during the

whole of the process, so as to reduce the friction on the pivot, and thus check, or rathei

prevent any tendency to oscillation of the card.—Yours very obediently,

W. \V. RONDELL.

Underwriters' Rooms, Liverpool,

\Zth September, 1873.

It IS apparent that there is nothing impracticable in Mr.

Rundell's suggestion, and the wi-iter regrets that the method was

unknown to him during his career at sea. To avoid the helm-

list referred to in the letter, the time required to make the com-

plete circle might be increased to 30m., which would allow a

degree to be represented by 5s. Extending the time would

diminish the rudder-angle, and otherwise materially conduce to

accurac3''. The total time required to make the circle in each

direction would be about 1 J hours. From its small friction-error,

Lord Kelvin's compass would be particularly well suited to this

experiment. The publication of JVaval Science ceased some

years ago, mores the pity, as it was a really first-class magazine.

There have been many discussions from time to time as to the

propriety of adjusting compasses by magnets, some men contend-

ing that the better plan was to leave the compass to follow its

own bent, and to navigate by the aid of a Table, giving the

natural deviation ; but iron is now so largely and recJclessly used

in deck fittings, &c., that compass errors have assumed a magni-

tude quite unknown when iron vessels first came into vogue.

Formerly, also, more care was exercised in the selection of suitable

positions for the compass, and the theory of adjustment was not

so well understood. Thus it is that adjustment now cannot be

dispensed with, or the majority of compasses would be quite un-

manageable. Scarcely anyone, now-a-days, will be found so

ignorant as to advocate non-adjustment.

Sir George Airy, late Astronomer-Eoyal, thus sums up the

advantages in favour of compass adjustment :

—

A 30-inlnute

circle.

Ancient views
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Advantage!
of Compass
Adjustment

—

Sir Geo. Airy.

Il(fatii

" NON-COKRECTED C0MPA8SE.S.

Using a TalU of Errws.

(1.) The directive power on the

eoiiip.us.s is extremely different on

dirt'erent courses.

(2.) Tlie principal part of the

taliuiutcd errors iirises from sub-pcr-

miinent rai^ietism, wliose effects in

producing Deviation vary greatly in

dill'erent parts of the cartli.

(3.) It is therefore absolutely neces-

sary, from time to time, to make a

new table of errors, by observations

in niunerous jiositions (not fewer than

eiylit) of the .sliip's head.

(4.) In ditticult navipition, as in the

channels of tiie ThanuM or the Mersey,

especially with frequent t;ioks, the

u.«ie of a Table of Errors would be

attended with great danger."

"Corrected Compasses

Tlu Binnacle being aJjusUxhlt.

(I.) The directive power on the

needle is sensibly constant

(2.) The magnets, whicii perfectly

correct the sub-permanent majrnetism

in one place, will also perfectly cor-

rect it in another.

(3.) Only when there is suspicion

i of change in the ship's magnetism

are new observations uecessjiry, and

tlieu two are sufiicient

(4.) In any hydrographiail difli-

culty, tlii! corrected compa.s9 is right

on all tacks, and its use \s perfectly

simple."

No. 2 of the above applies equally to the Deviation ari.sin^' trum

the inductive inacjnetisni of vertical iron.

Of late years the njuch-tortured compass has been subjected

to a fresh .source of disturbance, very niucli of the " snake in the

pra.ss " type. Of course Electric Litjhtimi is referred to. So

important do tiie Committee of Lloyd's Register of British and

Foreijirn Shippinrj consider the subject, that they have issued

proposals for the consideration of Shipowners and othera. The

foilowinj,' ari' those which lM>nr upon the Cdiiipn.ss:

—

(1). POSITION OF DYNAMOS AND OF ELECTRIC MOTORS.-
Dynamos and Klectrio Jlotors should lie placeil its far a-s [lossilile from all

compiussea, and should lie at least 30 feet from the stindard cnmp:(S.'<.

(2). CABLES. In ves.sels litted with continuous current dynamos, ami

wirecl on the single wire .-iystein, no single cable slmuld lie carrinl within l.^

fei't of any comiwu^s, ami cjibles convoying a heavy current should be fixed at

Btill greater distance. If it is necessary to fix the cables within this distance,

then for all parts of the vessel lightetl from this Kible the c|.)ulile-wire system

should \w aiK>pte<l, the return wire being carried xs near the tlow as |H>S8ible

in the vicinity of the o>mpas.ses.

(3). ADJUSTMENT OF COMPASSES.—The com|wts.ses should lie tu\

justed with the liynauio not working, after which the vciVicl's head sliouM l>c

put upon the dillcivnt courses with the dynamo running at full sixed, and on

each course the indications of the com|ia.ss should be note<l with the dynamo
running with open circuit and with idl |K>.ssil>le eombination.s of the current

switched "on" and "off" all circuits passing near the conipa.s.se.s. Tluwe
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indications should be compared with tliose obtained with the dynamo stopped,

and any serious deflections of the compasses remedied before the vessel sails.

In vessels wired on the " double-wire " system this is not so important as in

those wii-ed on the " single-wire " system, but at least the effect should be

tested of the dynamo running with open circuit.

It is evident from the suggestions in (3) that if the adjuster

carries them out faithfully—as he should do—he has his work

cut out for him. This question of Electric Lighting should be

looked into at the time of preparing the specification for a new

vessel, or at tlie time of contracting for an installation in the

case of an old one. It is no use waiting till the Dynamos have

been put in position and the bunches of wires cased in. Let

Navigators bear this in mind, and take Time by the forelock.

REMEMBER

THAT HOWEVER WELL A COMPASS MAY BE ADJUSTED, OBSERVA-

TIONS FOR DEVIATION SHOULD BE MADE EVERY WATCH AS A '"''*' '"'>""

tion.

MATTER OF ORDINARY ROUTINE. SPECIAL OBSERVATIONS SHOULD

BE MADE AFTER ANY CHANGE OF COURSE EXCEEDING ONE POINT.

It is not POSSIBLE TO COMPENSATE "RETAINED" MAGNETISM,

AND IN SO.ME SHIPS THE DEVIATION FROM THIS CAUSE IS VEHV

LARGE.



Coorse now
t in Degrees

Instead of

Qairter

PuinU

CHAPTER XVII.

SHAPING THE CO U USE.

At first sight this seems a simple enough atl'air, ami yet there

are often, if not always, many matters of moment whicli require

duo deliberation before the actual Course to be steered can be

given to the helmsman.

Until within a recent period, the Course was set to the nearest

quarter point, and with short cliunks of vessels—which, e.specially

when running, yawed a handful of points either way—this was

near enough, perhaps; but the old "three-handled serving mallet"

has given way to the " Four-Poster" and the " tea-Ice ttle." Navi-

gation of to-day demands much greater precision ; and, in large

steamers at all events, the Course is now rarely given otherwise

than in degrees. Indeed, some of the new pattern compass-cards

are so graduated as to leave it no longer optional.

To the man unaccustomed to it, this steering to degrees seems

rather absurd, as he is almost certain to regard it as a vain

striving after the impossible. But when he discovers that tiie

long and finely-modelled vessels of present build actually make

the desired Course, allowing for current and leeway, his unbelief

gives place to astonishment, and he is fain to a<lmit that the

world progresses.

To conduct a vessel from one place to another, when out of

sight of land, involves a knowledge of the TliUE CoUlLSE, the

Maqnetu: Couksk, and the Cumpa.s.s CornsE.

The Tih;e CuUK.se is the angle made with the meridian by a
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straiglit line on Mercator, drawn to connect the ship's position

with the phvce bound to. This angle is readily ascertained, after

the manner already described, by means of the Protractor, Field's

Parallel Ruler, or the common ebony one (the latter being used

in conjunction with the true compass diagram on the chart)

;

also by calculation.

The M.\GNETic Course is derived from the True Course by xhe Magnetic

applying to it the Variation at place of ship, which may be course,

obtained with accuracy from the Magnetic Chart of the World.

Easterly variation is applied to the left, and westerly variation

to the right of the true course. Thus, if the True Coursk is

North, and the variation is 20° Easterly, the Magnetic Course

would be N. 20" W.

The Compass Course, or course to steer, is found by applying The Compass

the Deviation to the Magnetic Course—Easterly to the left,
'^°""=-

and Westerly to the right, just as you luould iviih Variation,

Consequently, when these two elements in the Course are of the

same name, they are to be applied in the same direction, and

vice versa.

It is usual to speak of Easterly Variation and Deviation as />/«! and .»/«•«

plus (+), and of Westerly Variation and Deviation as 'minus
^'^"^^"^^^^J'

(-). Thus, if the Magnetic Course is N. 20' W., and the '""'" °f varia-

tion or Devia-

Deviation is — 20°, the Co.mpass Course would be North. tion.

This manner of distinguishing the name of the Variation and

Deviation by the plus and minus signs, though purely arbitrary,

is convenient when one has become accustomed to it. Thus, in

the example just given, we have North for the True Course,

with + 20° of Variation, and — 20° of Deviation : since, as

many are aware, these two quantities neutralize each other,

being equal in amount, but of opposite names, it is evident that

the Compass Course must be North, or the same as the True

Course.

As a further illustration, let the True Course be N. 40° E.,

the Variation — 38", and the Deviation + 8°, Then, taking

their difference (being of contrary names), we have — 30° as the

remainder ; or, in other words, the correction is 30" Wly., which

makes the Compass Course N. 70° E.
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Variation - a**" Beins of contrary names,
\

Deviation + 8" take their difference. J

Correction - 30° Ai)iily to the right, being Westerly.

True Cour.se ... X. 40" E.

Compass Course . . N. 70" E.

The tyro must guai-J against tlie mistake of using the prefixes

fills and viinxia in their arithiuctical sense, since, in the process

ju.st described, a viinus correction, though subtractive in the S.E.

and N.W. quadrants, is additive in the N.E. and S.W. quadrants.*

To give a case where the Variation and Deviation have the

same sign, and consequently act in unison, let the True Couuse

be S. 75° W., the Variation + 2-1'', and the Deviation + G" ; the

Correction would be + 30', making the Compass Coun.sE S. 45* \V.

Variation + 24" Being of same name, aild 1

Deviation + 6° them together. f

Correction + 30'' .^pply to the left, being Easterly.

True Course . . . S. 76" W.

Compass Course . . S. 4.'>'' W.

In all iron vessels, and indeed in most wooden ones fsince the

compasses, even of the latter, are seldom altogether free from the

influence of iron), the above " rendering down " of the TuUE

Couuse into the Compass Couu.se is absolutely necessary.

The aliove is sound, so far as it goes : nevertheless, there is p

flaw which might escape detection if attention were not drawn

to it. Where the compass is uncompensated, or where the devia-

tions of an imperfectly compen.sated compa.ss happen to lie large,

An impori.nt the Navlgator is embarrassed by the fact that there is often a

large diflference in the amount of deviation employed to shajn: a

course, as com|)ared with tliat employed to correct a course

Jilt

* llie ictdar will ttiiitnilx-r that whtii the lUiljr rata or iIk- tccnmiiUtad error of

ehroDometer is markail with tlia pteliz -f , it niamni that tha oua ia |;niiiini;, anJ that tha

other la (ait, and not aa an iudication that thajr are quatilitiaa to be aUdtd.
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already steered. In other words, when a ship's head is, say,

Nortli magnetic, it probably points in a very different direction

to what it does when her head is North hy comixtss. Now, if

the deviation be ascertained when ship's head is in each of

these two positions, it will not be found the same ; hence the

amount to be applied to change a compass course into a magnetic

course will be less or more than that emploj'ed in the reverse

operation.

This will be apparent when it is remembered that the mag-

netic influences at work on the compass vary with the precise

direction of the ship's head. Let us imagine a case. With ship's

head North, by uncompensated com2Mss, the deviation is three

points westerly. Her head, therefore, is really N.W. bj^ N. mag-

netic. But we want to know what the deviation is with her head

pointing North, magnetic. She must, therefore, be turned three

whole points to the right—not by compass, but actually three

points. Now, this turning of the ship to so great an extent will

bring stronger or weaker influences to bear upon the compass than

before, with the result that the deviation will be quite different

:

in fact, though we know the ship to have moved exactly three

points to the right, the compass might make it appear that she

had moved only two points, or, on the other hand, that she had

moved as many as four points. In all com2)ass work, therefore,

it is important to realize the distinction between the direction

of ship's head hy compass and ship's head magnetic. The two

directions may differ by many—not degrees but—points.

Referring back to the two figured examples, it will notu be

noticed that, although the amount of deviation is specified, the

reader is nut informed whether it was ascertained with ship's

head on a certain point by compass, or with ship's head on same

point magnetic. In each of the examples, the deviation is so

small that the difference would probably be insensible ; but

with uncompensated compasses it would be otherwise, and some

plan would have to be adopted for the conversion of magnetic

courses into compass courses, and the contrar}-, as might be

required.
2 t
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ch. Smith'

Tlicre are many modes of doing tliis :

1. Napier's diagram, with which all certificated officers are

familiar.

2. Arch. Smith's " straight line" method, which may be likened

unto a ladder with the rungs at varioas angles.

3. A compass card, its circumference lying | of an inch or so

within an outer circle representing the magnetic points

of the compass.

Of the three, the writer much prefers Arch. Smith's method,

iKiu-i.nc as any fellow can easily construct it for himself ; whereas it

requires a man who has lived in the same street with a

draughtsman to produce the others.

In the case of the method advocated, it is convenient to con-

course to steer, struct hvo distinct ladders—one to shew the rungs starting

from the whole points viag., and arriving where they may on

the compass side ; the other to shew the rungs starting from the
To correct the ' '

.

course steered, wliolc poiuts by compass, anc\ fetching across where they may

on the mag. side.

Now that adjustment, having outlived prejudice, is universally

resorted to, these contrivances are hardly wanted ; all the same,

it is well to know and understand them.

To construct Arch. Smith's method, draw 3 columns (4 vertical

lines) side by side, each about an inch in width. Leave the

middle one blank. Divide and rule the right and left columns

each into 32 parts, and write in rotation the points of the

compass, beginning both sides with North at top. Head the

How to correct left columu " Coinpass Course," and the right column " Magnetic
M into Com-

Q^m-j^e " Then, if the deviation has been determined with ship's
PASS Courses * i

and the hcad ou cacli wliolc poiut by compass, connect the points on the

hft with the ilegrces on the right according to the amount of

deviation. For example, if, with ship's head North b;/ compasii,

the deviation is + 6", the line (or rung) would start from North

on the left, and be drawn slantingly across to N. G" K. or

the right.

Or if, with ship's head North vuignetic by Pclorus (see page

13."j), the compass deviation is + 10", the line would .start from

North on the right, and lie drawn across to N. 10'' \\' on ih''

loft, and so on. Rule a form for each.
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The navigating outfit of a foreign-going vessel is incomplete Magnetic

without a Magnetic Chart of the World. The Admiralty publish
wor'a"'

""

one, giving single degree curves of equal Variation,* and manj^

if not all, of their Ocean Charts give the curves for every fifth

degree. On the first-named, which is now issued for the year

1907, there is a chartlet shewing the annual change in the

Variation.t A knowledge of this change is important, as in many
parts or the world it is very rapid, and after a tew years tlie ;„ the Varia.

correction becomes quite a consideration. Thus, on the Noi"th ''°°-

Coast of Ireland the Variation is decreasing at the rate of about

r in ten years, which soon mounts up ; and in the English

Channel the rate is about 1* in eleven years.

Pilots are not always acquainted with this peculiarity of terres-

trial magnetism, and, in consequence, some of the old ones give

courses which may have been the correct thing when they were

apprentices, but are so no longer. For example, quite recently a Liability to

veiy experienced channel pilot gave the magnetic bearing of change of

the South Foreland lights when in one as W. by N., though in "^
eanngi

reality it is now little better than W. J N. ; and on being told so,

.said he was certain he was right, as he recollected hearing it

tlius given since he was a boy, and he luas not aivare that the

lighthouses had ever been moved from their original places.

Where there is a wide expanse of shoal water, and only a

narrow channel, half a point in thick weather, or at night, may
just make all the difference between danger and safety. In a

run of only ten miles it would throw the ship one mils out of

her proper course.

Certain cheap and useful almanacs, much in favour with

coasters, contain tables of Channel Courses ; but it is evident channel

fi"om what has just been stated, that in a comparatively sliort Coursso.

time these tables must need revision. A man ivith a chart does

not require such dry nursing, and a ship navigated luithout one

is not safe.

There are parts of the world, also, where a trifling change in

the ship's position means a comparatively large change in the

amount of Variation. These localities are easily recognised on

the Magnetic Chart by the crowding together of tiie Variation

curves ; and when the ship's track happens to lie across these

curves, it is necessary to be more than usually careful with the

compass course.

• TliL'se arc termed " Uogouic Curves."

t Variation curves are also given on the monthly Meteorological Cliarts of the North
Atlantic and of the Imtian Ocean, issued by the Briti.sh Meteorological Office ; and on
the monthly Pilot Charts of the .North Atlantic and of the North Pacific, issued by tha
United States Hydrographic Office; as also 011 similar charts emanating from tl>^

Deutache Seewarte.
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Periodical

change of

course to alli

for gcograpl:

cal

Variation

Between Nantucket and Cape Race, for example, an Atlantic

"Grej-houud" will increase the Variation as much as 12' in a single

day's run ; and a want of due appreciation of the rapidity of

change, tlirough not having a Variation Chart, has probably

been one of the causes which formerly led to so many cases of

stranding in this neighbourhood. AVhen shaping a course in

sucii a locality-, it is advisable to mejisure off on the Magnetic

Chart the probable run during the ensuing 24 hours, and so ascer-

hangeof tain the change which will take place in the amount of the

Variation in that time; then alter course every "four bells" or

"eight bells" to the required extent. Supposing the change of

Variation in a day's run to be 12°, it would be properly met by

altering the course 1* every two hours. This is a long way
better than employing the mean value of the Variation at both

ends of the pun, and steering one course throughout.

It is evident that if this last mentioned and more common plan

should be pursued, the vessel's track will be actually a curve

instead of a straight line ; and if the course should happen to be

;t ' fine " one, set to pass within a few miles of an outlying shoal,

this loose manner of doing it might lead to disaster in those cases

where the convex, or outer side of the curve chanced to lie on the

same side as the danger.

Sometimes, when steering on a Great Circle track, the Variation

accidentally alters in the same proportion as the True Couuse,

so that there is no necessity for changing the CoMPA.ss CoURsK

as long as this condition prevails.

The reader now comes to a point demanding special attention.

At first it may l)e a little difficult to understand, but it.s iinport-

iinco will not allow it to be overlooked. It lias reference to this

periodical changing of the course in accordance with the increase

or decrease of Variation as the vessel progies.ses, ami the bothering

eti'ects of " Retained " magnetism. Many iron steamers bound to

New York have got ashore at variou.s times on the " Georges "

and Sable Island, when tho.se in command thought they wcm'

well to the southward. An unusual set of current generally

gets the blame in these cases ; the writer hopes to make it clear

however, that current wa.s not nccessarili/ the cause of tho

stranding, though it may sometimes have contributed to it A
number of petty things, when acting in the same direction, will

produce a large effect ; therefore it is neces,snry to notice those

which, liikcn h;/ thenisclve~i, would be seemingly trivial.

By consulting the Magnetic Chart it will be seen that the

RetAJned

Mngtietism
the poisible
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amount of variation on the coasts of New England and Nova

Scotia changes very rapidly in a short distance. Now a careful Something

navigator would undoubtedly allow for this by steering a more
"^eriooTe^d!'

*"

southerly compass course as the Westerly Variation decreased

;

but he might lose sight of the fact that this change of course

—

small as it might be—would probably cause almost a propor-

tionate increase in the Easterly Deviation of his compasses, and

thus counteract the effect he desired to produce.

It has been shewn in a previous chapter that compasses, when
nuder the influence of " Retained " magnetism, always hang back

in the direction of the last course. Now, in vessels crossing the

Atlantic, this effect is very marked when, near the end of the

passage, they come to be put upon Northerly or Southerly

courses ; and badly placed compasses, which may be nearly

correct, say on West, speedily acquire a lai'ge + error as the

course is changed towards the South, and a — one as it is changed

towards the North, on points where previously no error existed.*

This error may grow with such rapidity at every cliange in the

course as very nearlj'' to equal the amount of that change, and

thereby frustrate its intention.

The neutral line which separates the + and — Deviations con- "Critical

sequent on " Retained " magnetism, may be tei'med the " Critical

line "
; and, for Trans-Atlantic steamers, it is about East going

one way, and West when going the other.

Near the termination of the Eastern passage the " Retained "

mairnetism causes a tninus error on Southerly courses, and a

-plus one on Northerly courses. Reverse this for a west-bound

ship.

After a straight run of several days, it is not uncommon, tvhen

the compass is badly placed, to find the Deviation increase fully

half a degree for every degree of alteration in the compass

course. For example, on W. by S. J S. (by compass) let the

Deviation be half a point easterly ; but if the course be altered

to W.S.W. (by compass), the Deviation will probably increase to

three-quarters of a point.

In the first case, the actual direction of the ship's head

(magnetic) would be W. by S. ; and in the second case it would

• Iron is now so much used for deck- fittings of all Icinds, tliat it is often eitremely

difficult to hit upon even a fairly good place for the com|iasses. A sulject of such vital

importance, however, should have the Ijest attention of both owners and builders when

the vessel is being dtsigneJ. No matter how skilful the Ailjuster, or how well made th»

compass, the latter cannot act satisfactorily, if recklessly placed in the vicinity of larg*

bodies of iron. (See chapter on Compasses).
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be only W. by S. \ S. (m.ifjnetic), or a qtiarter of a point more

to tlie southward, though bi/ oompi'^s apparently hulf & point to

the southward of the oricjinal course. This is one of the great

evils of a hadl}' placed compass; and if, in addition to this

drawliack, the adjustment be of an indittercnt character, the

f vil will be auffmented; and when, to the direct effect of the

" Rotained " magnetism just mentioned, is added the swinu' of the

c.ird produced by the incessant and perhaps violent motion of the

ship

—

which, in its turn, allows (he magnetic disturhinj force to

act upon the needle at anrjles which are constantly varying—to

m.ilce a good course is clearly a hopeless matter. Under such

circumstances the unfortunate Quartermasters too often get

roundly rated for careless steering, when the truth is, the best

of helmsmen would be puzzled to keep the ship's head straight

on any course for even two minutes at a time.

It follows tliat the navigator, when hauling to the Southward

in the locality named, should bear in mind this tendency of the

ship to hang to the Westward, and nroke ample allowance for it,

according to existing circumstances. If sun, moon, or stars be

visible, azimuths will speedily tell him the true state of the case;

but if these are not available, there is nothing like the Deep-Sea

Lead, which, on the Atlantic coast of the United States, may be

depended upon as a reliable guide to avoid danger.

We now coine to Great Circle Sailing. Most people sturdily

refuse to admit that a curve joining any two places constitutes

a shorter distance between them than a straight line would ; and

in this they are perfectly correct. A straight line is the shortest

distance between any two points ; and it is because the opposite

idea is conveyed—unintentionally, of course—by an imperfect or

badly put explanation of Great Circle Sailing, that there are still

sailors who refuse to believe in it; or, if otherwise, it is solely

because they have a vague idea that the distance is lessened on

account of the degrees of longitude being shorter in high latitudes,

forgetting that to arrive at these short degrees of longitude,

additional degrees of latitude would have to be sailed over. As

a matter of fact, the short degrees of longitude have nothing to

do with it. When a Great Circle track is laid down on a

Mercator Chart, and comi)arcd witli the straight line* ruled be-

tween the same points, it certainly docs seem odd to be told that

the curved track ia tiio shorter of the two, and that to sail on th>'

• Thi« itraiglil lint is known m a lihnmb I,in». or liOiotlroinic Curr*.
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straight line (as laid down on the chart) would be to go over

unnecessary ground.

The key to the puzzle lies in the fact alreadj' stated, that a

chart on M creator projection gives a distorted representation of

the earth's surface ;
and its construction is such, that the shortest

distance between any two points on the globe is represented, not

by a straight line, but by a certain curved line termed a Great

Circle, or Orthodromic curve, which, if cari'ied round the world,

would divide it into two equal portions, and whose plane would

in every case pass through its centre. The only exceptions to
t,i<.ridians and

this rule are those where the straight line on the chart happens ti>e Equator

to coincide with the equator, or with a meridian, since both these
st^li'gia imei

are Great Circles in themselves. It follows, with these excep- on Mercator

tions, that a straight line between any two places on a Mercator represent

chart is always a round-about route, being more so in polar Great circles

regions than in equatorial ones.

This is easily put to a direct and simple test by means of a

good terrestrial globe, say two feet in diameter, and a general

chart of the North Atlantic on Mercator projection. Let it be

required to find the shortest possible distance between the light-

house on the island of Inishtrahul, off the north coast of Ireland,

and that on Belle Isle, at the entrance to the Strait of the .same

name.

On the globe, at each of the places mentioned, drive in a

common brass pin, and stretch a piece of fine silk thread tightly

from one to the other.* Everyone will admit readily enough that ^ow to deter

this thread marks the shortest possible road between the two '"'>'» Great

places; there can be no doubt of that. This, then, is the required
gi^j,.

Great Circle track, and if carried right round the globe, would

be found to divide it exactly in half. Sm.\ll Ciucles, on the

other hand, divide the earth into two unequal portions, and in

consequence their planes cannot pass through its centre. Now
examine the angle the thread makes with the various meridians

it crosses, and in each case the angle will be seen to be dilforent,

sheivirig that on a Great Circle the TiiUE Course is continualltj

altering.

Next measure with care the exact latitude in which the thread

cuts each of the meridians on the globe, and prick oft" on the

chart the several positions thus ascertained. Connect them in a

free-hand by pencil lines, and it will be seen that the nearest

* How Uo carpenters act when they wish to mark a perfectly .straight line between two

points on a plane ?
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tbe arc of a

Great Circle

tbe shortest

distance

between two
points.

distance between Inishtrahul and Belle Isle is represented on the

chart by a curve, ditiering very widely from tlie straiglit line

drawn between the two places on the same chart. Next, by way
To prove that of proof, try what the sti'aight line on the chart looks like luhen

transferred to the globe: so just reverse the last process, and prick

off 071 the globe the latitude of the straig^ht line where it cuts the

meridians on the chart. Drive in a pin at each such point ; and

from one to the other, and on their southern or convex side, stretch

a second piece of thread, and it will be seen with half an eye that

the straight line on the chart is actuallj' a rounii-about one when
laid down on the <;lobe. This will be made still more apparent

bj' removing the intermediate row of pins last inserted, when the

second thread will become quite slack, which could not be the

case if it had been the measure of the shortest distance between

the places.*

A ship navii,'ated on the straight-line course of the chart,

never has her liead in the exact direction of the port bound to

wntil it is ill sight. On the other hand, a vessel's head, when
following the Great Circle track, is all t/ie time jioiiited exactly

True Course on
towards the jiort bound to. If it wi re only possible at starting to

a Great Circle see her destination from the masthead, and the ship were steered

cu°ut,»t
" unswervingly for it, she would, in such a case, be sailing ou the

Cheat Circle between the two places; and it would be found by

a series of azimuths, taken as the voyage progressed, that the

True CoUifSE—or, in other words, that the angle her track made

with the meridian— was continually ch:inging, though the

absolute direction of the shii>'s liead did not vary a single degree

from first to last. But if the vessel were navigated on the
True Course on

^ .

a Mercator McrcatoF coui-se, it would be seen that, at starting, her head
track u tbe

pointed con.'iiderablv towards the equatorial side of the port
».TMie througb- * * '

.

*

ouL bound to, and only turned gradually towards it as the voyage

progres.sed. Azimuths taken from time to time woul<l shew no

change in the TUUF. CnuiiSK.

This will, perhaps, be better nntlerstood from a consideration

of the fact that a Mercator track cuts all the meridians at tlte

same angle; and since on the globe these meridians are not parallel

to eacli other, it follows that, to enable this coiulition to be ful-

iilletl by the ship, she must pursue a circuitous route. Tiie saving

in distnnce is not nlwnvs tlie only ndvniitacre crnined by (Sreat

rail.'

Ucr

plol.

I li.e

Troni tlio lalicr |>iaca lu lluUrt lown, ramnan
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Circle sailinf^. It often happens, in a sailing ship especially,

that a foul wintl, according to the Rhumb or straight line course,

is actually a fair one. Hence the advisability of determining

the Great Circle course prior to sailing, so that a comparison
with the Mercator course can be made, having due regard to the

direction and force of the wind.

Take, for instance, the case of a vessel bound from Quebec to windward

Greenock or Liverpool. The true course and distance hy chart *^':"' ^"^

from Belle Isle lighthouse to Inishtrahul lighthouse is N. 83° E.,
"""^

1,722 miles; but the distance on the Great Circle is 1,G90 miles,

or 32 less; and the course at starting is N. 63^° E., or 19^-°

more to the northward. Now, if a sailing-ship, on clearing the

Strait, has the wind at E. \ N., it would at first seem immaterial,

on looking at a Mercator chart, which tack she was put upon

;

but if placed on the starboard tack, she would lie up within 3J
points of the true direction of her port ; whilst, if placed on the

other tack, instead of approaoliing her port, she imuld he actually

going away from it.

The following is a still better example of the advantage gained

by Great Cii'cle sailing. It is taken, by permission, from a first-

class practical Epitome of Navigation, written by the late

Captain William C. Bergen, of Sunderland :

—

" Given the ship, off Flinders Island, Bass Strait, in lat 40° 0' S., long. 1 48°

30' E., bound to Callao, in lat. 12° 4' S., long. 77° 14' W. It is required to

compare the Great Circle and Mercator tracks.

To COMPARE THE COURSES.

The Mercator course h E. by N. J N., and the first Great Circle course is
gj^^^p,, ,r,„

S.E. i E. ; the difference, therefore, 4| points. Suppose the wind to come Bergens

from E. by N. J N., that is, right ahead by the Mercator track To a person Epitome

ignorant of Great Circle sailing, it would appear a matter of indifierence, so

far as the wind was concerned, on which tack the vessel were put. Suppose

one vessel to be jiut on the starboard tack, and that she could make a course

good six points from the wind Then her course made good would be N. | E ,

which differs from the Great Circle course lOf points, and the vessel would

lose 50 miles in the first 100 sailed.

Suppose another vessel to be put upon the port tack. Then her course

made good would be S.E | S., that is, within Ij points of the first Great

Circle course, and she would gain 97 miles in the first 100 sailed.

The two ships sail each 100 mUes, and one is 50 miles further from her port

than when she started ; the other is 97 miles nearer than wlien she started
;

thus, in this case, making a difference of 147 miles in less than one day's sail

in favour of Great Circle sailing.

Again, sujipose the wind to come strong, say half a gale, from the N. | E.

Then the vessel on the Mercator track would lie her course, but she would be
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close-hauled, and it would be necessary to reduce sail in order to ease the

vessel, so tliLt she would be forging aiiead at tlie rate of from 1 to 3 miles an

hour, and at the same time making from 2 to 4 puints leeway ; Imt the vessel

on the Great Circle track would have the wind on the quarter, she would

curry double-reefed topsails, mainsail, ami jil>, ami wouM Le goinj; at the rate

of from 6 to 8 miles an hour.

Again, suppose the wind to increa.se to a heavy i;ale from the Xortli, and

cause a high sea. Then the ship may run Siuitli until the ftiry of the gale is

Bpont, nnd slie will at the same time gain 63 miles in the first 100 sailed.

To COMPARE THE DISTANCES.

The distance by the Mercator track ia 7,321 milcis, and that by Great Circle

is 0,772 miles which tliereforc is shorter than the Mercator by 549 miles, and

it tiierefore should be adopted, if polar regions, land, shoals, winds, and

currents will allow."

When these two tracks nre at their (greatest point of separation

they are about 1 ,500 miles apart, ami it will be readily undei-stood

Great Circle that this may mean a very ditferont state of tilings in regard to

•*'""« winds, weatlxT, and currents. Tiiis is .strikingly exemplified in

the example just given, in whicli evervthiiig is in favour of tlie

Great Circle track.

It is also sliewn on the route between Liverpool and Phila-

delphia. To follow the Great Circle track on this vo3'age, the

vessel must leave by the northern branch of the Iri.sh Ciinnnel,

which, being shorter than the other, is of course niuclj .sooner

cleared. The time occupied from land to land bj* a fast steam-

ship ia less than four days, a circumstance in it.self very

reassuring to passengers, who, wiien tliey see Cape Race, con-

eiiler the dangers of the voyage a.s practically at an end. The

weather is undoulitedly less stormy, tliough perhaps a triHe

colder than that experienced in tlie trend of the Oulf Stream.

Should any cyclonic .storms be crossing the Atlantic, the cliances

are greater for tlie sliip being on their easterly wind side.

Fewer vessels are met with, and, consequently, less risk of

collision ; and lastly, the adver.se current of the Gulf Stream is

completely dodged by getting inshore of it at Cape Race, from

wliich point, down inside Sable Island, to the Delaware, there is

nearlj' always a favouring current, and much less sea in tlie

Norlh-WeHt gale.s. Unfortunately this route, from the liability

to encounter fog and ice at oilier seasons, is only safe during the

late autumn and winter months.

There are many modes of cnlcuhxtivg the data for tlreat Circle

tnick.s, but all arc tedious in a measure, and it is very desirable
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that there should be some graphic method of doing this, so as to

enable the navigator to see at a glance whether it is practicable

or not; also what winds and currents he may expect by following

it. This desideratum has been well supplied by Captain W. C. Bergen's

Bergen, already referred to, who some years ago published a ^^"' ^"''^'"'

very admirable series of Great Circle track charts. Tliese are

so constructed that a straight line drawn on them, between any

two places, represents the required Great Circle track.
*

Once satisfied, by reference to these useful charts, of the

advisability of the route thereon indicated, the track should be

transferred for greater convenience to a Mercator chart of larger

scale ; this is usually done by measuring the latitude of the

straight line where it is intersected by the various meridians,

and pricking ofl" on the working sheet the points thus ascer-

tained. When the meridians are only drawn at every 10th

degree of longitude, this is scarcely sufficient for accuracy ; in

which case the latitude and longitude of the line, at as many
intermediate points as may be deemed necessary, should be

determined and transferred in the same manner. By connecting

these points in pencil, the Great Circle track, as shewn on a

Mercator chart, is at once obtained, and that, too, by a very

simple operation, which need not occupy more than a few

minutes, and is familiar to everyone. A protractor of novel

construction is supplied with each chart, for laying ofl' the

course at any part of the route ; and the instructions for its use

are very plain, so that the navigator can please himself as to

liow he does it.

The principle upon which Captain Bergen has constructed his

charts has been fully endorsed by the late Astronomer-Iloyal,

and other eminent mathematicians. For laying down Great

Circle tracks, it may be said with confidence that there is

nothing half so handy as these charts, and their very low priie

places them within reach of all.

Another important point in connection with this subject here
Track on

presents itself. It must not be overlooked that, as the Great PoUr •side oi

Circle track is the shortest possible, there must be another on its

polar side equal in length to the Mercator track ; so that, if

from any cause it should be deemed expedient to adopt this last

route, or if forced on to it by head winds or obstructions, it is

consoling to know that, though to the eye it is a'pparently a

terrible round, such is not really the case, or at all events, that

it is not more so than the Mercator course.

* Tlic Luited Stntes Hvdrograpliic Office bas issued, from time to time, most valuable

Great Circle Charts ; and No. 90 of its publications, entitled '' The Development •{

Great Circle Sailing," is an admitted classic.
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One lesson to be derived from the foregoing is, that when in

doubt for tlie moment as to the tack to go upon with a head

wind, no very great harm can be done by putting the vessel on

the one which lies on the polar side 0/ the Mercator course.

The principle of Great Circle sailing may be made yet plainer

by a consideration of the following case. Suppose three very

lofty mountains—each 100 miles apart from the other— to be

situated in some high latitude, such as Scotland, or Tierra del

Fuogo ; and that an observer on the most eastern summit found

that all three peaks lay precisehj in the same straight line ; and

that the true hearing of that line, as rtieasured from his ou-n

meridian, by careful theodolite observations of the heavenly

bodies, was exactly West (90'). If this .oame observer next
Why the iniiiai ^ J the most Westei-n peak, he would of course find, on
conries of a ' '

G c. track »re looking back, that the three mountains were still in line as
""""

before ; but on taking their true bearing from this new position,

he would now discover that instead of its being due East

—

the exact reverse of what he obtained at the first station— it

would be about E. 2i* N.* if in Scotland, and E. 2J* S. if in

'ergcncy ' Tierra del Fuego. The explanation is, that each bearing was

measured from a diflerent meridian ; and as these meridians on

the globe do not run parallel to each other, like they are made
to do in the construction of a Mercator chart, it follows that the

true bearings could not possibly be the reverse of each other,

as one unlearned in such matters would imagine they oui;ht to

be. This accounts for the courses at each end of a long Great

Circle track being so very different to each other.

In the comparatively short one between Belle Isle and Inish-

trahul, the true course at starting from Belle Isle is N. 63J' E.

;

but the true initial course from Inishtralml is iS'. 77' W. On the

other Iiand, the construction of a Mercator chart is such that the

true course between any two places is the same at starting as at

the fiiii.sh, or at any intermediate point. In the ca.se just men-

tioned, it is N. 83' K in the one direction, and S. h3' W. in the

other, or the mean of the two initial tlreat Circle courses.

To revert to the three mountains : If the observer were a

* Quite > felt wu perroriiieil in Calirornit by the Unitt'l Statei Cna.it Surrey. With
the kill of «ii iiintruinriit known m the Hf>liO);r*i>h, which rrllecti thi> aim'* njn in the

requireil ilirrction, the rcciprocvl true heariiign of Mount Helena inil Mount Shut*
wi-re e*»ily obUiincil. thoU);)) the uUiertvni were 19'2 miles p.irt. Tliia it the lonfiiit

connection of the kintl yet niikile.

The largest trinnglo in our Ordnance Survey ha* one angU at Snowdon (3,602 fret

above II W.S.) in Wale<. another on Slieve Donard (2,796 feet) in Irehnd, an. I a

third at Sea Fell (3,093 fett) in Cumberland. hUch aide li over 100 milei, and li.e

"spherical eiceu" U 6i.'
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surveyor, and it was his duty to lay their positions down on

a Mercator chart, lie would first ascertain \ev\ accurately the

latitude and longitude of each, and then prick otf these positions

on the chart.

One not acquainted with chart construction would suppose ^ Mercator

that, if in nature tlie mountain peaks existed all in the same Chart does not

straight line, they would do so also on the chart; but it would t^eir true reia-

not be so. If correctly laid down according to their ascertained ''^^ positions,

latitudes and longitudes, they would form a curve, the centre

one lying considerably on the polar side of a straight line

joining the other two.

This again goes to prove that the Mercator chart depicts

falsely the geographical features of the earth, but here dis-

paragement ends, for of all the known projections it is the one

best suited to the general requirements of the navigator.

By Bergen's charts, Co.MPOSITE Great Circle sailing is rendered

quite simple ; they have, moreover, the advantage of shewing at

once whether the preference should be given to it or to the

strict Great Circle. A pamphlet containing a full explanation

of the different applications of Great Circle sailing accompanies

each chart.

In the chapter entitled " Sky Pilotage," an effort is made to

engraft upon the mind of the reader that an Azimuth Circle is

a Great Circle, but as the chapter in question was getting spun

out rather more than seemed desirable, it was left to the present

one to give a practical and convincing proof of the truth of the

statement, and to shew how advantage may be taken of it.

Open Burdwood's Tables at page 305, and ascertain therefrom^
. , . » . . .

Great Circle

the sun's true azimuth with following data :—Lat. of ship 60° N., courses found

Declin. 23° N. App. time at ship, 5 hrs. 4S m. P.M. The answer by Burdwood',
^^ ^ Tables.

is N. 80° 31' W.

Next, ignoring winds, currents, and intervening land, ascer-

tain the initial Great Circle Course between Bergen in Norway

(kit. 00° N., long. 5° E.) and Havana (23° N., 82° W.), so famous

for the soothing weed of Cuba. You can do this by any method

you like best, and, in passing, it may be said that there are no

end of ways. If you work correctly, the answer will be

N. SOi° \V., or identically the same as the suns true Azimuth

in the preceding half of the experiment.

Therefore, to find Great Circle courses by the Azimuth Tables

vou have only to regard the Latitude of the port bound to as

Declination, and the difference of Longitude, turned into time,
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as the hour angle. The latitude of ship you take from the top

of tlie pa^'e as usual.

It will be noticed in this example that the difference of Longi-

tude lietween Bergen and Havana is S7°, equal to 5 hrs. 48 m.

This is a " Wrinkle " worth knowing, as it very much simplifies

the determination of G. C. courses, and, seeing the number of

A Toyage from Xables and otlicr contrivances* now published for expeditiously

hI'vm"..
" linding the true azimuth, it makes the whole business " as easy

as falling off a log."

But we have not yet quite done with this interesting problem.

The distance by G. C. sailing is 4,125 miles, and by .Mercator

sailing it is 4,340 ; the ditTerence (2 1 5 m.) is not much in so long a

run, but the difference in the initial course (-lOJ') is remarkable,

and, as it so happens, it lies on the side the navigator would

prefer to have it. For example, the initial G. C. course (N.

80i° W.) takes right out into open water to the northward of

the Shetland Isles, whereas the Mercator course (R. .591' ^^'-^

would require the passage to be taken between the Slietland

and Orkney Isles, perhaps on a dark night and in the toeth of

a "dirty South-wester."

To impress this thoroughly : let it be understood that if a

vessel sailed from Bergen and adopted the Mercator course, the

man at the masthead, if ht could see Havana, would report it as

nearly 3 J points on the starboard bow, and having signed articles

for a voyage to the West Indies and back, would wonder wliere

on earth the ' Old Man ' was steering to.

Now, as G. C. sailing is principally of use between places of

high latitudes, Burdwood's Tables—giving the declination only

to 23'—are not really of much good, and a voyage (Bergen to

Havana) had to be contrived tliat would suit them. This being

so, we must cast about for something better, and in " Lecky's

A voyan-! from -V B C Tables" wc havc it. All you have to do is to select in

Brrgrn to Table H a star with a declination near about equal to the lati-
Quebec '

tudo of the port bound to ; whether tiiey are of the same name

or otherwise does not signify a jot, as will be shewn.

This time let the voyage be from Bergen to Quebec, and let it

be intended to enter the Strait by the pa.ssage between Belle

Isle and Labrador. The point aimed at would consequently bo

* A iiiiutorly iliucriptioii of almost ererjr pouihie mothoil, wilb ex|>Un«tory iliagrinii,

will )>« roiiixl in No. IH) of tlio t*Iu«I>I« aid* to ii.irigiition pnbliahed l>j the Unit*J

Blatea llyilro;jrapliie OHici:. It in cnllllsil tlig Dcrttopmtnl of Oreal CircU &iiViity;

auil coin|>ili)il by Mr. 0. W. Ijiltlslialci, of tli.it office.
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in 52^° N., oh" W. Looking in the list for a star with about

tliis declination, we find Canopies registered as 52°C S., which is

' the very medicine the Doctor ordered.'

Referring to bottom portion of Table B (i>age 441), wc find Bergen to

Canopus ready to hand. Now, Bergen is in 5° E., so the dif-
*2"'''"

ference of longitude is 60°, equal in lime to 4hrs. m.

Tlie problem then takes this form :

—

Being at Bergen in 60° N., what is the true azimuth of Canopus,

supposing its declination to be Korth, at 4 hrs. m. West of the

meridian ?

Table A, Lat. 60° + 1-000

„ B, Canopu» - r512

Enter Table C with Lat. 60°, and at sight the true azimuth

corresponding to '512 is found to be 75 f°. By the rule at the

bottom, it is to be named N. and W. The figures are but few,

and the whole operation need not take three minutes. Next,

work out (if you know how) the G. C. course from Bergen to

Belle I^le (lat. 60° N., long. 5° E., to lat. 52^° N., long. .55° W.;

and it will be found identical with above, namely, N. 75f° W.

N. 75f° W.
Thus " Lecky's ABC Tables " afford an easy method of

working G. C. courses.*

To reverse the process, or find the initial course from Belle Quebec u

Isle to Bergen : this time you must select a star in Table B, Bergea

with a Declination of 60", corresponding with the Latitude of

Bergen. Remember, the star must always represent the port

bound to. 13 Centaur i just suits :

—

Table A, Lat. 52i° - (page 440) - + 0-752

„ B, /3 Centauri ( „ 441) - - r991

In Table C (page 449), with Latitude 52^°, the azimuth will be

found N. 52f E., which is the first course to steer on leaving

Belle Isle. The distance between the two given positions is

1,976^ miles. The distance, however, is of much less importance-

it is constant for a full-powered steamer; but the course is con-

stantly altering, and demands an expeditious way of finding it.t

the Epitome methods of working G. C. courses and distances

• Sec iiiiportant.irtide, page 1093 of.Vau(..Vaji'. for December. ISO.'i ; and Navigation,

by D. Wilson-Barker and W. Alliiigham, pages 147-150 (Messrs. Gnniii & Co. London).

I In tlie enl.irgnrt Tables, published separatel>, the Declination is carried to 65°
;
con-

seqnently, (ireat Circle problems in high latitudes can be solved without recourse to tbr

stellar tiortion of Table B.
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are no floubt rigorously accurate, but they are dreadfully tediouf

ami complicated, and the ABC Tables will be found a most

convenient substitute. It will now be shewn how they can bs

conjured into givinrj Great Circle Distances as well as Courses.

Rule for the Distance.

1. Consider the " True Azimuth " hcail-line in Table C to

represent the difl'erence of Longitude between the two places.

Then enter left-haml column with Latitude of place of departure,

abreast this, and, under the degrees taken as representing the

difference of Longitude, take out the tabular value. Prefix the

sign + or — according to whether the difference of Longitudo

is less or more than 90*^.

NoTH.—When it eiceeds 90' you must use it* supplement

2. Convert the Initial Course into Time. Then enter left-hand

column of Table A with Latitude of place of ileparture as before,

abreast this, and, under the hours and minutes representing the

Initial Course, take out the tabular value. Prefix the sign +
or — according to whether the course is reckoned from the

elevated or depressed pole.

3. Add together algebraically the two values found as above.

4. Enter the Latitude column of Table C with the complement

of the Initial Course ; and, on the line abreast, seek out the value

agreeing with the sum of those referred to in precept No. .*?•

Over this value, in the head-line marked "True Azimuth," will be

found the degrees giving the approximate Great Circle Distance.

By interpolation it can obviously bo taken out to parts of a

degree.

Altliough the method is correct, great accuracy cannot roa.son-

ably be expected without carefu-l intcr/wlation. Multiply by 60

for miles.

Taking the Borgen-Quebec example, we have

TiiWe C. I,.'ititu(ie60', nnd.iiff. of iKini^tiiilo BO' . - + n.Vi

'I'lible A. Lntitiulo 60*, aud Course TftJ" - 5 hre. 3 in. - + 440

Tttlile C. With 1 BOft and 14^* (cf>inpl. of luiiial Coume) the dintiinc^

18 38" f>i' - 1,974 miles.
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By way of emphasizing the utility of the ABC Tables, let us

now take the Bergen-Havana example for Distance.

Table C. Latitude 60°, and diff. of Longitude 87° - - + 0-105

Table A. Latitude 60°, and Course 80i° = 6 his. 22 m. ^ 0'289

Table C. With 0394 and 9^° (compl. of Initial Course) the Distance

is
ggo 47' = 4,127 miles, which is not far from the truth.

But all this is somewhat of a digression, and we must return

to the subject which has given a title to this chapter.

To allow for a known current or tide when shaping a course,

is only an application of the " Composition of Velocities." In

the parallelogram RGSC, the direction SR, in M'hich the ship is

steered, gives one component ; the direction of the current SC is

another ; and the course made good, SG, is the resultant.

Let P, the port, bear N. 35° E. from S, the ship, whose rate of

sailing is 8 miles per hour : let the arrow represent the direction

of a 3-knot current setting S. 77° E. From S lay oft' on the

arrow the hourly drift SC, taking the measurement from any

convenient scale, say half an inch to the mile. Using the same

scale, take in the dividers the vessel's hourly speed ; and placing

one foot at C, the other will fall upon the line SP at the point G.

Draw the dotted line GC, and rule SR parallel to it ; also dot RG
parallel to SG. The Parallelogram is now complete, and its

opposite sides are e<iual to each other.

Current

Sailing.

By steering in the direction SR = N. 14° E., the vessel will

2 u
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Current

SaiUng.

Leeway, and

heave of the

Sea.

" Sail ' your
•esiel If sea
will permit.

make good her intended course SP, and keep the port all the

time on the same line of bearinr^. So long as the angle GSC ia

less than the angle GCS, the current is favouring the vessel—in

the present case to the extent of half a mile an hour. The

figure need not necessarily be drawn on the face of the chart;

the back, or any spare piece of paper, will do eijually well ; and

the scale may be anything that is desired. Should the chart scale

be employed, it will generally be necessary to multiply the ves-sel's

speed and the drift of the current by some convenient factor

—

say 5—so as to get a good working size for drawing the Hgure.

If 5 be used, the side CG will equal 40 of the chart scale, and the

side SC will equal 15 of the chart scale. A protractor, or Field's

parallel ruler, can be used for laying off the angles.

From a consideration of the diagram it u-ill be readily seen

that a fast vessel in channel, when running between any two

points, is not so much influenced by tide as a slow one.

• In making up the reckoning, leeway and heave of the sea must

be allowed for according to judgment, as they var^' in different

vessels according to their build ; and in the same vessel according

to her draught and trim for the time being. They depend also upon

the amount of wind and sea, and tlie sail carried, so that no fixed

rule for estimating them can be laid down. The leeway table one

usually sees in books on Navigation is therefore but of little value.

There is, however, a somewhat important matter to be con-

sidered in connection with leeway. Suppose a ves,sel, on a wind

heading N.W. by N., under short canvas, and loolting up within

'i points of her port, which accordingly bears north ; but, owing

to its blowing hard, she is making '2h points leeway. Clearly

this vessel is only making good a N.W. by \V. J W. course, which

is 5^ points from the direction of her port. Let her speed

under these conditions be, say, 4 knots. Now, if the j-ards be

cheeked in a point or so, and the vessel be kept off N.W. by W.,

she will slip away much faster through the water, and probably

will make not more than half a point leeway. This keeps the

course made good exactly the same as before, with the advantage

of increased speed. Therefore, if you can possibly avoid it, do

not allow your vessel to sag to leeward by jannning her up in the

wind. Keep voua wake uioiit astern, unless it bo found from

the bearing of the port that the course made good is actually

taking the vessel away from it, in which cu^e it is obvious that

the le.ss the speed tiie better.

In Stianiers it is often a matter for consideration whether, by
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keeping away in a head wind, and setting fore-and-aft canvas, Expediency oj

the increased speed will compensate for the extra distance sailed ^<=«P'"e »
^ ^

^ ^ steamer away
over. It may be accepted as a fact that, by keeping away in in strong

full-powered steamships, there is no advantage gained under "'*'' ^""*

ordinary conditions of wind and sea. Generally, now-a-days,

the sails of large steamers are so disproportionate to the size of

hull, that their propelling effect is but trifling, though their

steadying effect may be considerable.

When blowing a gale, however, with a heavy head sea smother-

ing everything fore and aft, it is probably advantageous to ease a

fast steamer by keeping off" sufficiently to get the fore-and-afters

to stand with the booms nearly amidships. By this means she

would take the sea more kindlj', and the canvas would'keep her

side down ; but she would probably lose in the matter of nearing

her port. On the other hand, in an under-powered boat of small

or moderate size, it would undoubtedly be a gain to assist her

with canvas. Against a strong wind and head sea such vessels

will do absolutely next to nothing. In addition to want of

power, their propellers are too near the broken surface water
,

and, being short vessels, they "race" heavil}' in a head sea, which

necessitates shutting oflT steam just at the time it is most

required.

In the long, deep-draught vessels of the trans-Atlantic lines,

pitching is reduced to a minimum, and the screw, from being

well immersed, has a good gi-ip of the water, and is better able

to stand up to its work. This is particularly the case in twin-

Bcrews, owing to their smaller diameter.

When a steamer is thus kept away under sail, and a port

is not far distant, a point will be reached when, to avoid losing

ground, it will be necessary to haul up and steer directly for
j^-^^^g^f^,

it. Seafarers are indebted to Captain W. B. Duncan, formerly SaiUnc.

of the Marine School, South Shields, for the investigation of
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TrianguUr tlie lule for what he proposes to call "Trian^rular Sailing." By
" °*

permission it is here inserteil, nearly verbatim, from Bergen's

Epitome.

In the above figure, let S be the ship's place, P her port ; let

the arrow denote the direction of the wind, PSA the angle that

the ship must be kept away in order that the sails may pull

;

A the place where the ship must be liaulcd up direct to her

port ; AP its bearing at that time ; and let the rate of speed in

the direction SP, SA, and AP, be respectively 5, 8, and 5 miles

an hour ; then we have the following

Rule.

Put the rates of sailing in the form of a vulgar fraction, of

which the numerator is the lesser rate, and the denominator the

greater rate ;* reduce this fraction to a decimal, find the angle

of which this decimal is the natural cosine. It will be the angle

PAB between the ship's track, SAB when she is kept away,

and the bearing of the port AP at the time she ought to be

hauled up for it.

Taking the preceding rates, wo have by the rule f = •C25000,

which is the natural cosine of 51° 19', that is, 4A jioints, roughly.

Let the ship be on the starboard tack, and her course SAJi

when kept away W.S.W. ; then N.W. by W, i \V. is 4} points

from W.S.W., and is tlierefore the bearing of the port when the

ship is hauled up for it.

To Find the Point A on the Chart.

Through S, the ship's place, draw SAB, to represent the roiir.sc W.S.W.
;

and through P, the port, draw I'A, ilie bearing N.W. by W. ^ W. The point

wliere tiiese two line.s intersect will determine A. The distaueca SA and A P
can then be measured, and the time of going these distances compared with

the time of going tiic distance .bV.

By Calculation.

Referring to the hguro : In the triangle AJ'S, let SP = 100 miles , thi-n, by

Trigonometry,

SA : SP : : sine /'. sine A.

A I' : SP .•.-sine S: sine A.

* " A Fraction U • qiiintity winch repreHiiUi « part nr parUi of in integer or whole.

A Vuljar (that ia, a common) fraction, in ila aiiiqiloil form, is eipreucil l.y mciui of

two niirubera plaLcd one orrr the other, with a lii>« between them. The lower of theie U
callt'U the Otnominator, ami shcwa into how many of equal part* the whole i» divided

;

the upper \» calloil the .S'umeralor, and ahewa how many of those p.irts ore taken to form

the fraction. Tliun, { denotes tliat the whole is divided into four e(|ual parts, and that

three of Uiern are taken to form the fraction."—COLIKSu.
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Let the angle 5=2 points ; then the angle ^=^-(15= 180° -P^ 5- 180° - Tria^eniix.

51M9'=128°41'.
^^"'-^

And the angle P = 180° - (A + S) = 180° - (128" 41
' + 22° 30') = 28° 49'.

Hence we have as follows :

—

To Find SA. To Find AP.

AiiMe P 280 49' -Sine 9 683055 Angle S 22° 30' -Sine 9 582840

Angle P.4B 51° 19' Cosec. 0107565 Angle P^iJ 51° 19' Cosec. 0-107565

iP 100' ... - Log. 2-000000 SP 100' - - - - Log. 2 000000

SA 61' 75 - - • Log. 1-790620 .4P49'-02 - - Log. 1-690105

To FIND THE Time saved.

MILES. KNOTS. HOHRS.

SA 61-75 ^ 8 = 772
AP 4902 -7- 5 = 9-80

17-52

SP 100 -^ 5 = 20-00

Time saved = 2-48 that is, nearly 12i per cent.

Notes.—{1) If a change of wind occur, the chances that it will be in favour nf the vessel

are as 16 to 3. (2) If the wind be blowing so hard that a small-powered vessel cannot

steam against it, tack her when the port is right abeam.

In these days of " Steam " there iieed be no apology for intro-

ducing the question of CoAL Consumption. It is a subject

which has a very practical aspect for both Owner and Master. It

affects the pocket of the one, and the reputation of the other.

The tail-end of a chapter on " Shaping the Course " seems the

natural place to deal with it.

The MASTER of every steamer—at least of every foreign-going

steamer—should be able to calculate fully as well as his Engineer- What the

officers the distance a certain quantity of coal will take him at
i^^^^^"^

^'""

any given speed: or, putting it the other way about, he should

know what reduction to make in his speed to enable him to steam

a given distance with the coal at his disposal.

It is obvious that this is a matter of the very first importance,

nevertheless there are astonishingly few men who understand

the principle involved in the problem or can figure it out. This

surely cannot be due to any difficulty in the way, because, as will

presently appear, the solution is as simple as it well can be. Nor
can it arise from an idea that, in the event of coal running short,

the Chief Engineer would have to bear the brunt of the blame

;

for this would be simply a weak and unworthy attempt to shirk

the responsibility properly attaching to his own position as

MASTER. There must be some other explanation, but what it i.s

the writer does not know.



THE MASTER'S DUTY.

" Knowledge is Power." There is no truer saying, and if the

Master wishes to be Master, and to continue Master, he should

Consumption know all about coal consumption, and much more besides in the

Ipeed.
' ' same direction. Ignorance of such a very rudimentary matter

necessarily places the so-called Master in the hands of subor-

dinates, and is calculated to bring the profession into well-

merited contempt. He must not wonder or complain if occa-

sionally some are found to take advantage of his weakness-

The Colonel of a regiment should know to a fraction how far

ills men can march under given condition.s, and what rations he

has available to keep them going. In the event of break-down

on the road it would be a lame excu.se to say that he relied

upon the Doctor to tell him about the first, and the Commis-

sariat officer as to the last. Why did the Board of Trade

institute examinations in steam for Navigating officers ? Because

evidently it wjvs considered advisable that those in supreme

control should have some knowledge of that which they con-

trolled. They can never liope to be Experts: life is not long

enough. Neither can the Engineer rightlj' hojie to be a Navi-

gator : he may be one or other, as choice dictates, but not both.

Each has plenty to do in his own sphere ; some say, too much.
With this di.s.sertation respecting one of the many re.sponsi-

bilities of a Ship-Master, we will pixsa on to the solution of the

main question. When the Builder delivera a new steamer, it is

customary to tell the Owner her capabilities in various dircction.s,

such as measurement and dead-weight capacity', stability, speed,

&c. Some Builders give much more complete information than

others, but in relation to coal consumption the following should

always bo forthcoming.

D»i«tob<!
] Speed on trial-trip, accurately determined.

ftipptieJ to ^ . 1* 1 1' , 1 It 11

M»,ter. 2. ( orr<\spon<hng Indicated Horse I'ower.

;i. Corresponding revolutions.

4. Corresponding draft of water.

.'). Pitch and Slip of Propeller.

Al.so, the same data (calculated) for .ship wiieu down to her

load mark.s. Now, well designed " Triples " shoulil not burn

'TripUi •".n''.) more than IT ll>s. of goo<l South Wales coal per Imlicated Llorso

CompounJi Power; but to bo on the safe side we will put it at IvS lbs.; for

coal is not always of the best, boilers vill occasionally leak, tube-

stoi)pers are not unknown, and altogether there are a number of

things that tend to run up the consumption. In like manner,

compound engines in ordinary working may Im* taken to burn

as much as 22 lbs., so that, knowing the I.li.P. of a set of cngim-s.
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it is easy to calculate what they will burn at full speed. We
have therefore arrived at the fact that Power and Fuel are con-

vertible terms.

The question, as narrowed down, is now as follows :

—

Supposing a vessel is found to have insufficient coal on board

to reach her destination at full speed, to what should she slow

down to make sure of getting there in reasonable time ? The

rule is that the Indicated Horse Fower (or coal conswniption) proper „ay to

varies loith the ctcbe of the speed of the engines. As usually stated, 'tate the rule,

the last three words are omitted, leaving it indefinite as to

whether the speed of the engines or of the ship is meant, and, as

we shall presently see, there may be a vast difference in the

result.

Taking the case of the ss. Highjlyer, indicating 4356 H.P., at 153

revolutions, with a corresponding speed in^7ie lueather of 20 knots;

the consumption, at I'S lbs., would be just 35 tons per hour,

This example will be worked both with speed of ship and

speed of engines. All conditions being favourable, thei'e will be

no difterence, but in bad weather, with a foul bottom, or with

increased immersion, it will be considerable. Judgment and

experience are required to deal with what occurs in practice.

Example.

If 3'5 tons of coal per hour be required for a speed of 20 knots

in a moderate breeze and smooth sea, how much is required for

3 speed of 10 knots under similar conditions ?

20" : 10' : : 3o tons. Answer 04375 tons = 8 cwt. 3 qrs.

20 knots
x20
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Tons 0-4376

X 20

cwt STSOO

4

qrs. 30000

Of course no one would dream of working out tlie cubes as on

opposite page when they can be taken out at siglit from almost
i\ u.efui book, j^ny engineer's pocket-book. Mackrow'a Xaval Architect's and

Shiphxiilder 8 Pocket-book gives the squares and cubes of numbers

up to 2,201, and there are many others that do pretty much the

same. But supposing none of these Tables available, calculation

must be resorted to, and where decimals happen to come in, the

rows of figures become formidable; then the easiest way is by

logaritlims.

Multiplication by logs, is done by addition, and division is

done l)y subtraction ; and to raise a number to any power

(Involution), j'ou merely multiply the log. of the number by the

index of the power required ; thus:—

•

Example I. fREPPAXKn).

20* : 10" : : 3r« : Result 3 Log. 10 3 0000

Lojr. 3-5 64-Jl

.-. Result = (10' X 35) -^ 20* ^
3 5 14

1

.•. Log. Result = 3 I»g. 10 f Log 3.0 3 Log. 20 39031
- 3 Log. 20

4375 Log. T6410

.'. 0'437.'> tons = 8 cwt. 3 qrs. is rciiiiireil for speed of 10 knots.

A inefui fart. It looks almast incredible that less than half a ton per hour

should suflice for 10 knots, when it take.s 3 J tons in the siune

vessel to get 20 knots; but "it is the last straw which breaks

the camiO's back," an<l it is the liust half knot that swallows

the coal.

We will now try the same prolJem, sub.stilutiug revolutions of

engines for speed of ship. As-suming, for the moment, the "slip
"

to be the .same in each case, a simple proportion sum shews that

70^ revolutions would be required fur 10 knots. Then we have

—
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153' :
76-52 : : 35 : Result 3 Log. 76-5 56510 .

Log. 35 5441

.-. Result = (76-5' X 35) -r 153'

6-1951

3 Log. 153 65541

.-. Log. Result = 3 Log. 76 5 + Log. 3-5

- 3 Log. 153 04375 Log. TG410

.". 0'4375 tons is required as in previous example.

We now come to the reason for substituting speed of engines speed of iWp

for speed of ship. If the speed of the Highflyer in smooth water '^^ °^ ^^'"'

be 20 knots with ] 53 revolutions, the same number would not engines is

give the same speed in heavy weather : that is a dead certaint)',
^'"'

as everyone is aware. The speed might possibly drop to 10

knots, but so long as the full number of revolutions was main-

tained, the maximum consumption of 3'5 tons would also be

maintained ; shewing that speed of the ship cannot always be

taken as a guide in the matter of consumption. It is preferable

to take the speed of the engines, for upon the revolutions depends

the Indicated Horse Power, and upon the Indicated Horse Power

depends the coal consumption.

We will now invert the foregoing example, thus :
—

If 153 revolutions can be got with an expenditure of 35 tons,

what number can be got with an expenditure of 4375 tons?

3-5 : 0-4375 : : 153' : Result' Log. 04375 "-6410

3 Log. 153 C-5541

.-. Result' = ( 0-4375 x 153' ) ~ 35
61951

Log. 3.5 05441

.-. 3 Log. Result = Log. 04375 +
3 Log. 153 - Log. 3-5 3 Log. Re.sult 56510

Log. Result 1-8837

.". Revolutions to be got = 76-5.

" Slip."

Consumption and speed naturally lead up to the question of

" Slip." In the Highflyer the pitch of the propeller is l^-G feet.

But what is meant by " Pitch " ? It may be explained briefly as

follows : If the propeller revolved in a fixed solid—like a cork- Explanation

screw in a cork—the distance it would move forward in one"S''P"

complete revolution would be the " Pitch." But water, not
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being a (ixcJ solid, yields to the push of the propeller; the loss

arising from this is the apparent slip, and it may be described

as tlie diflference between the speed of the siiip and the speed of

the propeller. With correct data to tjo upon, the slip is easily

calculated. For example :

—

The Hvjhjhjer has a propeller with a pitch of 140 feet, and at

To 6n.i "Slip." ^''^ revolutions she is found by trials in shick water to have a

speed of 20 knots. What is the amount of slip, and its per-

centage ?

Pitch - 140

licvoliitionp - 153

438

780

146

22338 speed of propeller per minute in feet.

X GO iiiinutea

1340280 speeil of proi>cller per Imur in leet.

Feet in a mile 0080 ,13402St)^ 2204 speed of projieller in knoU

^12160 ( 2000 iipeed of ship „

12428 204^^ip.
12160 —'•

To End /v. To Cud tiie pei-centage of slip proceed aa un<ler.

cftttapt of . , ,. .

.Slip." As 22-04 knots : 100 knot.s : : 204 slip : Auswer.

204

400

2000

22-04 j20400/'9'25 jwr rent slip.

6640

4408

12320

11020

Inverting the question we got the following:

—

I'itch 14(i ft. Ue volutions 15;}, Slip 9 'Jo per cent Required

the speed of tlu' sliip ?
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Knots.

1 4 tJ X 153 X 60 -5- 6080 = 22-04 = speed of propeller.

Then as 100 : 925 : :
22-04

925

11020

4408

19836

100 \203-870l>/2-04 Slip.

/200 '

387

400 nearly.

Speed of propeller - - 22-04 knots per hour.

Slip . - - - 2-04 „

Speed of ship - - - 20-00 „

It will be noticed that the percentage is calculated on the

speed of the propeller, not of the ship.

Example.

Owing to heavy head wind and sea, the speed of the ship has Eiaggerated

fallen off to 10 knots, though the revolutions are still maintained '''*'*"'^'-

at 153. Required the percentage of slip.

Speed of propeller 22-04 knots.

Speed of ship 10-00 „

Slip 12-04 „

Ai^ 2204 knots : 100 knots : : 12-04 slip.

X 100

2204 \ 1 204 01)/ 54-6 per cent, slip,

y 11020 '

10200

8816

13840

13224

The percentage of slip is, of course, entered daily in the Engine-

room Register, along with a host of other useful items for the

Master to consider, and to utilize in the navigation of his ship.

In this little matter of making the coal spin out, it has been Professional

made clear that weather is a factor in the calculation that
p^'-p'"""''-

cannot be neglected ; therefore, so arrange your speed as to leave

a margin for eventualities. If you think you can fetch at 8

knots, better slow down to 7, at all events for the first half of

the distance.
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We will now look at another pliase of this all important

question of fuel consumption.

Rule.—The consumption varies as the square of the speed

multiplied by the distance.

Let con.sumption be C when speed is S and distance is D, and

Let consumption be c when speed is s and distance is d ; then

we have the following,' proportion:

—

C : c : : S' X D : s' X d.

Example.

If 121 tons of coal suffice for 1134 miles at a reduced speed

of 10 knots, how many tons will .suffice for 1522 miles at 12

knots under similar-conditions of wind and sea ?

Let C = required quantity, c = 121 tons, S = 12 knots, D «: 152:; milM

I = 10 knots, d = 1134 miles. Tlien we have—

C : c : : S« X D : J' xd ; or C : 121 : : 12« X 1522 : 10« x 1134.

Log. C = (log. c + 2 log. S + log. D) - (2 log. s + log. d).

log. e 2 08279

2 log. S 2-15836 Hence C = 234; and coali

log. 1> 3 18241 7-42336 required will be 2:<4 tons.

2 log I 2 00000

log. U 3-05461 505461

log. C

The wording,' of llio nuestion niny be altered thus:

—

A steamer liaving made a voyajje of 1134 miles at a reduced

speed of 10 knots, with a total expenditure of 121 tons of fuel,

what should be her con.sumption for a voyaije of 1522 miles at

12 knot-s, the weather and other conilitions being the .same?

An»iver : 23+ tons.

Tlie followin<.j is another variety of the [iroblem. The lust

rule still holds jrood.
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Example.

A steamer is supplied with fuel sufficient for 2000 miles at a

speed of 10 knots ; at what reduced speed must she steam to

cover 3000 miles ? Let s = reduced speed, then

C : c :: 2000 x 10' : 3000 j'.

But C and c are now equal.

.
•

. -2000 X 10' = 3000 i«

3s^ = 200

«' = 66 6

i = 8 16 knots.

or :

—

Multiply the original distance by the square of the original

speed, and divide by the new distance. Then the square root of

the product will be the required speed.

Keeping to the same example, we have original distance.

D = 2000 miles, the original speed S = 10 knots, and the new

distance d = 3000 miles, to find the corresponding reduced

speed 8. Then formula becomes :

—

d : D : : S» : i«

.-.»'= (D X S') ^ d

e'. 2 log. s = log. D + 2 log. S - log. d

log. D 3 30103

2 log. S 2 00000

5-30103

log. d 3-47712

Hence s = 8163; and

2 log. s 1-82391 the reduced speed is

8165 knoU.

.'. log. t 0-91195

Obtaining the square root, or the cube root, in the usual way

is rather a puzzle to many outside the four walls of a school

;

but logarithms do away with all doubt if we remember that the

lorr. of the square root of a quantity is half the logarithm of the

quantity itself ; and the log. of the cube root of a quantity is

one-third the logarithm of the quantity it.self.
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Oue more example will suffice to show tliis.

A steamer has accomplisheJ 1200 miles at 10 knots, with an

expenditure of 140 tons of coal; she ha-s got 1400 miles to go,

but the engineer reports he has only 100 tons left to do it with.

At what reduced speed must she now steam to fetch her destina-

tion ? Then the formula is :

—

C : c : : S' X D : j' X (i.

.-. *' = (c X S' X D) H- (C X d)

. •
. 2 log. s = (log. e + 2 log. S + lot;. D) - C^'g- C + log d)

log. c



CHAPTER XVIII.

THE DANGER ANGLE, AND CORRECT DETERMINATION OF DISTANCE
FROM LAND.

As laid down in a previous chapter, every captain and officer on Acquaintanc

board ship should keep a note of the height of the eye above the rf'the'ey^e

load-line corresponding to the bridge, upper, and main decks. If ""/"' '°

this be known for any given draught, it is, of course, easily ascer- Distance,

tained for any other. Such information is useful, not only for the

correct application of the " Dip " in every-day sight-taking, but it

is of importance in arrivhig at the approximate distance from a

beacon light when it first pops into view above the horizon in

clear weather.* It also affoi'ds a ready means of estimating by

eye alone the distance of an object, by referring its water-line to

the sea horizon.

The distance of the visible horizon depends mainly upon two "Dip/

things, namely, the curvature of the earth's surface, which may
be assumed as constant, and the height of the observer's eye,

which, of course, varies with circumstances
; and this distance

happens to correspond approximately to the square root of the

height of the eye, " an accidental relation "—as Raper puts it

—

" easy to remember. " Thus, if the height of the eye be 25 feet,

the distance of the visible sea horizon will be about 5 nautical tiievisiUu

miles : if the height of the eye be 30 feet, the distance will be Horizoc.

about 6 miles, and so on. (For " Dip " see page 323 and

Appendix (N).

To get a still closer approximation, multiply the square root oi

the height in feet by 1'063.

The general tendenc}% however, of terrestrial refraction is to

throw up the horizon, and slightly increase the distances thus

OL tained; therefore, when some degree of accuracy is aimed at,

you must use 115 as a factor instead of 1063. Refraction in-

* By Beacon light is meaut any one of the various coast lights exhibited for purposes of

navigation.
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crea.scs the distance of visibility on the average by 8°^ of the

intercepted arc, liciice the difference in the factors.

If an observer, whose eye is elevated say 20 feet above the sea

level, is passing a small island, rock, ship, or other object, whose

xcater-linc appears one unbroken continuation of the sea horizon,

he knows that his distance from it is rather more than 5 miles.

If the water-line of the object appears nearer to him tlian the

horizon, he knows that the distance must be less than 5 miles
;

and if the water-line is invisible, and consequently beyond the

horizon, he knows it must be greater than 5 miles. Indeed, by

ascending or descending till tiie water-line of the object comea

on a new horizon, corresponding to the altered level, it is pos-

sible to make a very fair shot at the actual distance.

Disiiince from Similarly, in clear weather, when a beacon light first shows

itself above the horizon, the approximate distance from it may be

found as follows :—take the square root of the elevation of the

observer's eye, and the square rout of the elevation of the light,

both in feet. Add them together, and you have the distance

required. Let the eye, for example, be 16, and the light 169 feet

above the sea level. The .square root of 16 is i, which, added to

13, the square root of 169, gives 17 nautical miles as the approxi-

mate distance of the light when first sighted.* (Do not forget to

note the time. I'/te greater the speed of your ship Uie more neces-

sary is this caution).

The following table, in which refraction is takuu into account

gives a still closer approximation. In the case just quoted it

makes the distance 19i miles instead of only 17.

On this account, and being easy of reference, it is preferable

to cudgelling one's brains over the extraction of square root-s. It

is tiiken from the Anlhor's Danger A ngle, and Off-sliore Distance

Tables.

' What ia here ttatcd rcfrrs only to luch ligliU (1st an<l 2Dd order) *a liaT6 aufficicnt

power to be aeen at dittancea corre&pouding to their cleration. It is iieceasarjr to dis-

criminate between the Luminous range and the Ofot/rajihicai range ; the one de[«ndB

upon llic power of the light, ami the other upon its elevation. Kor riainple, the light on

San I/Orcuto Island, Cnliao, had the absurd clir.itiou o( 980 feet, which should giTe it •

range of 41 miles, but it was such a poor nITair 1I88O) that 10 or 12 luilfts was about its

outside limit of Tisibilitx. On nrcount of greatrr li.nhilitr to obscuration bj fog or mist

hanging over hill-tops, 200 fert slionid l>e the niaiiniiim elrration for beacon lights, but

pecniiaritiea of poailiou somctiincs /<>rc« engiueirs to place them higher. San Lorento

Liglit was discontinued in 1S97, and a uaw light established ou Talomiuos Uocka. (.Ssf

Light List, Part VII.. No. 242 )
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Table of maximum distance at which an object is visible at sea according to its eleva-

tion and that of the observer, the weather being clear and the refraction normal.
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El atioii of

Beacon light

calcuUted

from High
W«lfi level

Ne.oiilr rui

checking

Light Rangci
by the Dii-

tAoce Table

compass. At the moment of disappearance he notes the time Yty

wlioeliiouse clock and the patent loij reading. He knows the

hcifjht of his eye to be 15 feet, and tlie chart gives the heiglit of

the liglit at 200 feet ; then by the Table the distance is found to

be 20 J miles.

The corrected bearing and above distance being laid off' on the

chart, of course fixes the vessel's position at the time recorded.

When the officer of the watch, after being relieved, calls the

captain at " eight bells," the latter is gratified to hear of the

" fi.x," and being rendered easy in his mind, says " Thank you,"

rec|UOBts to be called at daylight, and meanwhile turns over for

another " caulk."

To check Light-ranges by the table is always advisable, as it

not infrequently happens that books and charts give this item

very incorrectly ; and in any case it is manifest, from what has

been said, that the range must depend upon the varying height of

the observer's eye—whether he be on the lofty bridge of a large

steamer, or on the main deck of a small vessel.

In the Admiralty Light List of the British Isles, the range is

calculated for a height of eye of 15 feet, the elevation of the

lights themselves being in all cases taken as above Hiijh Water.

To remember this last point is of importance where the rise and

fall of tide is considerable—as, for example, in the Bristol Channel,

the Bay of Fundy, or the Gulf of St. Slalo. With a tidal range

of 30 feet, there would be a difference of six miles iu the visibility

of a light, according as it happened to be high or low water at

the time of observation. Low Water gives the greatest range of

visibilitj'.

The range of the Cies Island light, on the coast of Spain, is,

or used to be, given at 20 miles, but the writer often saw
it at 'M niilea Reference to the table will .shew that the latter

is the distance at which, if it is a 1st order light, it ought to

be visible to an observer elevated 25 feet, since its own height

above the sea level is C04 feet. Now, there is a vast diirerence

between 20 and 33 miles, and in many cases a departure, based

upon such incorrect data, would had to grief.

When looking out for a light at night, the fact is sometinieii

forgotten that from aloft the range of vision is much increased.

By noting a star immediately over the light, a very correct lour-

ing may bo obtained from the Standard Comoass before the

light becomes visible to those on deck.

After all, uvea when every care has been luken, this mode of
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getting at the distance of lights by their presumed range is but

guess-work. A great deal depends upon the clearness of the

atmosphere, and more still upon the vagaries of refraction. For

this latter it is impossible to make a correct allowance, and its

effect is sometimes very startling.

At the commencement of the year 1881, the writer, then in

command of the (s.s.) "British Queen" on her first voyage, was

astonished, when making the American coast, to see—a full hour „, . .„. ,

and a quarter before the proper time—a light, which, from its Lights unduly

characteristics, could be no other than Cape May, unless, indeed, Ablo^mai
'

some alteration had been made of which he was not aware. As refraction,

the vessel's position had been determined with great accuracy

only a couple of hours previously, both by stellar observations

and soundings, the unexpected appearance of this light was, for

the moment, quite puzzling. When in doubt, the trump card to

play in a case of this kind is to stop, which was done forthwith,

and a careful bearing of the light taken by standard compass, the

Deviation on the course then steered being well known from

previous observations. Whilst busy getting a cast of the lead,

the ofiicer of the watch reported the sudden appearance of a fixed

light on the starboard beam. Both lights shone with brilliancy.

To get the correct bearing of this new light the horizontal angle

between it and the first one was measured by sextant.

This mode of doing it was rendered all the viore necessary as One bearing

the vessel's head had fallen off in the meanwhile to a point of the
*°nt *i ^"gJe

compass upon which the deviation was only imperfectly knoiun. £'»« » better

The ship's place was first laid off' by the course and distance cros«

made since the " fix " by stars, and the soundings on the chart Bearing«.

were found to tally exactly with the cast just taken.

To make assurance doubly sure, the North * was next observed

for latitude, which also agreed. There could, therefore, be but

little doubt as to the ve.ssel's true position. As.suming the lights

to be those of Absecon and Cape May, their bearings, which

crossed at a good angle ((J9'), were then laid down, and inter-

sected most exactly at the position assigned to the ship, which,

of course, was conclusive ; so the engines were started ahead,

and the course resumed. From this point to Cape May the

distance was 35 miles, and to Absecon 29 miles.

The first-named light was 152 feet above tlje sea level, and

should not have been seen further than 21 miles; whilst Absecon

was 1G7 feet, and should not have been seen further than 22 miles.

In 15 minutes, however, owing to some atmospheric change, the
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lights gradually lost brilliancy, and at last vanished altogether
;

and it was not until the vessel was some miles inside the ordinary

range of Cape May light that it reap|)eared, although we were

steadily approaching it all the time. In due course the Five-

fathom Bank lightship was sighted and passed, and the position

of our own vessel at time of stopping fully confirmed. The

river was full of ice at the time, and this may have had some-

thing to do with it.

Some years previous to this occurrence, the writer saw the flash

light on Sankaty Head at a distance of 38 miles, or 17 miles out-

side its usual range. In both these cases abnormal refraction

had temporarily lifted the lights above the horizon, and made

them visible at a point where, under ordinary conditions, such

a thing would have been impossible. The reverse of this

phenomenon occasionally happens.

This goes to shew that extraordinary departures from the

general rule will sometimes occur, and points out the necessity

for extreme caution ; also the value of an independent check in

cases where any error might lead into danger. There is no other

profession whose member* are obliged to be so constantly on the

alert against accident iirougiit about by freaks of nature, render-

ing unreliable the verj' materials they have to work with,

g^jj^j, If a vessel be provided with a good Azimuth Compass, the

•eeing a horizontal angle between the shiji's coui-se and a beacon light on

"'tanc* iIiTp" 'ts first appearance, can lie u.sed to determine the approximate

«iiip«» distance at which the latter will be passed when abeam, provided

always the same cour.se be steered and mude good. Having

ascertained by the Range tables the distance of the light, open

the Traverse tables at the given angle, and, with this disUince in

its own column, take out the corresponding amount in thf

departure column, which will be the passing distance re(|uired.

Suppose a ve.ssel to be steering North by compass, and on the

first appearance of a beacon light its bearing is taken as N. IG E.,

and its range calculatcil at 20 mile.s. Open the Traverse tables

at 16° and in the departure column will be found .5i miles, oppo-

site 20 in the distance column. l?ut the navigator should not

rest content with such an assurance, since tide or current, lecwiiy

or bad steering, might altogether falsify it.

For an ob.servation of the kind here referred to, the " Kelvin"

Aiimulh''
"' Standard Compiuss is invaluable, as it is provided with what is in

Mirror. all rcspects a most perfect little instrument for taking accurate

bearings by night >ir day. Friends IVlorus is also goo<l. and ha.'^
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the advantage of being portable, so that if the object of which

the bearing is sought should be concealed in one position, the

Pelorus can readily be moved to another. It has already been

said that there should be a proper stand for the Pelorus on each

side of the bridge. To use it for this purpose, clamp the lubber

Jine to the course steered, and at tlie instant that an assistant

intimates that the vessel is exactly on her course, take your

bearing b}' tlie sight-vanes.

As the light is approached, a more accurate method of getting

its distance when abeam becomes available.

It is known as " Distance by Four-point Bearing." This method

recommends itself to favour from its extreme simplicity and com-

parative accuracy. It is as follows :—When the light or other

fixed object bears by compass four points (-iS') from the course,

note the exact time by watch or clock, and again do so when it

bears on the beam, or 90" from the course. The distance run by

the ship in the interval is the distance of the object when abeam.

For example, let a ship be steering North by compass at a

s[)eed of 14 knots. At 9 A.M. a lighthouse is observed to bear

N.E., and at 9. SO it bears East. In the interval of half-an-hour

the ship ran 7 miles, which, accordingly, is her distance off the

liorhthouse wiien abeam.

Distance bj

Four-point

A East 7 miles

S is the position of the ship at 9 o'clock, wlien L bore N.E., or

4 points on the bow.

A is the position of the ship at 9'30, when L bore due East, or

on the beam.

The line SA is the run in tiie interval, = 7 miles, and represents

latitude. The line AL is the distance of the lighthouse when

ivbeam,= 7 miles, and represents departure.
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To prove thia, open the Traverse TabK-s at the anfjle 45'^, and

the latitude and dcpartm-e will be found equal to each other.

Should it be required to know the sliip's distance from the lii^ht-

house at tlie time of its bearintr 4 points abaft the beam, recourse

must be had to the Traverse Tables; and in the distance column,

umltT the antrle of 45° will be found the required information.

S

East 7Miles.

Thus, the sliip having sailed on for another half-hour, = 7 miles,

at which time L bore S.E., or 4 points abaft the beam, her distance

from it would be 10 miles, and would .serve as a departure.

This 4-point method of ascertaining distance is most convenient

in practice, as the very trifling calculation required can be per-

formed mentally witliout leaving the deck, and needs no reference

to the chart. In this lies its great charm. It is manifest, how-

ever, that it cannot be considered rigorously exact, since cither

the speed or the course (upon both of which it depends) may
have been influenced by tide or current Still the method is a

good one, and the practice of it on all occasions should be a
standing rule. Indeed, it often happens—at night especially

—

that no other method is available which does not depend upon

the same principle.

The 4-pi)int bearing is the simplest exemplitication of tlie rule

that whenever Hie angle between the course and the object is

doubled, the distance run in the interval is the distance off' at

second bearing. For example,—1st bearing 30' on the bow
;

2nd bearing 60° on the bow ; distance run between bearings

equal to distance ofl'at 2nd bearing.

Critics .say truly that this method is defective in one respect,

namely, that the Navigator sometimes requires to know tiie dis-

tance he is going to pass otf the object before it comes abeam.
For example, a cerUiin capo might have an outlying sunken reef
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at a distance of some miles, and the distance by 4-point bearing

might come too late to avert danger. " The Saints," on the N.W.
coast of France, may be cited as a place where this could well

happen. However, there is a way out of the difficulty without

deserting our old friend the 4-poiut bearing.

Let a ship be steering north at a speed of 12 knots over the

ground. Her intention is to pass a few miles westward of " The

Saints." In due time the light on the Ar Men Rock is sighted a

little on the starboard bow. At 8 P.M., when bearing exactly

N.N.E. (2 points) the patent log is noted. After a run of 9

miles the light bore N.E. (4 points), and the time was recorded

as 8.45 P.M.

As the first bearing has been doubled, the distance run in the

interval is the distance off at second bearing, namely, 9 miles.
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What oagbt to

be a favourite

methorl.

When light

it only seen

wliea nearly

Abeam.

rhis distance multiplied by "1 gives the distance the Ar Men

R<jck light u-ill he off wlien abeam. Naturally, j'ou will not omit

to verify this by the 4-point method, of which, when at S*, you

have already taken the first half.

Here are the fii^ures, '71 X 9 = G 39 miles, which will be the

approximate passing distance.

At 9.17 P.M. the light was abeam, and, as the distance run

between S= and S* was just (j4 miles, the verification is .satis-

factorj'. The ship, therefore, passed 3J miles outside the western

rock of " The Saints."

In practice it is more in keeping with the character of the

problem to reject the second decimal and multiply merely by 7.

If you want to know why this factor is used, open the Traverse

tables at 45°, and against 1 in the distance column you will tintl

it. It is merely a question of the proportion of the sides of the

triangle. By taking 10 as di.stance and shifting the decimal, the

factor becomes 71 ; and by taking 100 in the distance column

and shifting the decimal it becomes '707. But, as already stated,

the nature of the problem does not admit of such refinements.

This is probably the best of tlie bearing methods : not its least

recommendation is that it can be solved mentally. The weak

spot in doubling a 2-point bearing is the acuteness of the angle.

This is evident in the diagram, so do not expect more than

approximate results.

It often happens, also, that a light or other fixed object is not

visible till nearly abeam. In such cases the 4-point method ia

not available, but the distance of the object can be found as

follows :
—

Note the time carefully when it bears exactly 26^^" before the

Ijeam, and a<Tain when it has the same bearing abaft the l>eam.

The distance run in the interval is the distance of the object

when it vas abeam.

These bearings, forming clase upon an eiiuilateral triangle

pive a specially favourable remilt.

Example.

At 9 o'clock a light bore 20^" liefore the beam ; at 915 it wis

:ibeani, .iiid at OHO it bore 20.J' abaft the iieam. Ship steaming

12 knots against a 2-knot tide or current. Recpiired the

di.stance from the light at 9.1;">, when it was abeam.

Andicer.— 5 miles, which is the distance the ship made over

the i/round in the inli-rval between first and last bearinjj.
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It is not so long ago—indeed not further back than the

' seventies '—that oH'-shore distance methods were hardly known.

Prior to that time, cross-hearings were the staple commodity.

Failing these, there was the Ark-adian plan of observing two

bearings of an object, regardless of any particular angle, and by

calling into action the parallel ruler and dividers, and wrestling

with a refractory chart that had been rolled up for nigh upon a

twelvemonth, the position was finally determined after a fashion.

But in those days ships did not steam at the rate of 25 miles

an hour.
ISow, it is the other way about, and the Navigator is deluged

with any number of gimcrack methods, tables, diagrams and

brazen instruments. Some of these latter are wonderful. At a

cost of £ 1 0, more or less, and after a few weeks of study, they

can be made to do what a simple-minded person (not an inventor)

would perhaps be stupid enough to think could be done equally

well with the ordinary tools of the trade, and a few pencil

fitrures on the helmet of the binnacle. In fact, a New Era has

dawned upon Navigators in the matter of Position-Finding, and

henceforth no inconsiderable part of their time in port will be

spent in resisting the invasions of inventors. There may be

people who consider a 50-ton steam hammer the best thing with

which to crack nuts, but the writer is not one of them.

It is not proposed in these pages to bewilder with cartloads of

methods having no special recommendation ; and, keeping in

view that the great point to be achieved now-a-days is to be

able to get the required distances accurately, quickly, and with-

out leavino- the deck, we will restrict ounselves to an exposition

of the only two other hearing methods likely to be of service.

Should a bearing before or abaft the beam be observed at any

anwle on the bow or quarter, the distance when abeam can

readily be obtained by multiplying the distance run in the

interval by a factor taken from the subjoined Table. The limits

given are sufficient for practical purposes :

—

39 .
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EXAMPI.K.

Tlie time when a light bears G0° on the bow is noted, and

also, of course, when it is abeam. The run in the interval is

10 miles. Required distance from liglit when abeam.

60" = l-:t
X 10

IT .so miles.

Good method
for ref^U]

Or, enter Traverse Table at 60', and against 10 in Latitude

column will be found 173 in Departure column. Also, in the

Distance column will be found :20, the distance of light at first

hearing. It is handy to have a small " black board " and jiiece

of chalk, on the bridge, to figure out these thing.s. On the

darkest night the chalk marks can be seen by a keen-eyed

officer. The board .should be a fi.xture.

The next method demands a little more preparation, but this

can be done at lei.sure. Many vessels are continuously employed

Lintri. in one trade, and consequently frequent certain coasts. Once

more it is repeated that such vessels, more particularly, should

be furnished with the best and largest scale coast sheets

procurable.

On these, connect by a red line the various lighthouses, points,

or other conspicuous marks which exist within sight of each

other, say at distances not exceeding 10 or 12 niile.s. Measure

these distances very carefulli/ ; also the mag. Tearing from one

to the other, nnd write them down on their respective con-

necting lines.

Exactly at right angles to these bearings draw red lines sea-

ward of an indefinite length. They should exceed by a few

miles the distance at which you are in the habit of passing the

points in question. Then you are ready for action.

Of course, it is not intended that the charts should be

plastered all over with these lines. The Navigator will know
by experience where he wants them, and will act accordingly.

By way of illustration, take the cut facing this page. Tiie

ship is steering East (.M.), and passing in turn the lighthouses

Alpha, Beta, and Gamma (evidently it must be the coast of

Greece). It is required to know her distance off on tlie bearings

given. Let the .ship bo approaching the position marked S'.

The Navigator notices tliat the red bearing line of Alpha is

N. 3* E. (M.), and having, say, o* of westerly deviation on the

course he is steering, the compass bearing of Alpha becomes
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iNT. S" E. Sextant in hand, he stands at the compass, and at the A bridge

moment when the bearing comes on, he snaps the liorizontal
'"'"'°'*-

angle between A Ipha and Beta, say 60^ At the same moment
the officer of the watch records the time and patent log reading.

Now the Rule is,—multiply (on your cufi' if you like) the

Natural cotangent of observed angle by the shore base, and you
get your distance from the nearer object.

On page 725 Raper gives a Table of Natural sines, tangents,

&c., but only to degrees, and this is hardly good enough. Cham-

ber's JIathematical Tables (No. 5, extra, of Nautical Librarj^)

gives them in extenso, which perhaps is a little too good for this

particular purpose, so to meet the want the Author has inserted

Nat. cotangents, cosecants, &c., in his Danger Angle and Off-shore

Distance Tables, referred to further on. Now for the distance

from Alpha.

Nat. cotaiig. 60° '577 using only 3 decimals.

Shore base x 82 miles.

1154

4616

Distance 4 7314 = 4| mile.s.

But two decimals in the Nat. cotang. would be ample ; thus,

—

•68

X 8-2

116

464

Distance 4 756 = 4j miles as before.

This distance is pricked off on the fixed red line, and the position

is determined as being at S'.

The vessel continues on her course, and as S' is approached

the same process is repeated. The compass bearing of Beta is

also taken as N. 8* E., but the observed angle this time is 62° 20'

nearly ; therefore

Nat. cotang. 62" 20' "524

Shore base x 8"2

1048

4192

Distance of Beta 4 -2968 = 4i miles.

Here again two places of decimals would sulE(,f
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'I'liia distance is pricked off, and the position is determined at

S*. The course is continued, and tlie Navigator, aliowinw tlie 5"

westerly deviation, arranges to measure the angle lietween Beta

and Gamma wiien tiie latter bears North by compass. Tiiis he

does, and gets the angle 66° 5'
; therefore

Nat. cotang. 66° 5' '443

Shore base x 12'1

443

886

443

Distance of Gamnui 5'3003 = 54 inili o.

Two decimals would give 5 •424'.

Current. Of On pricking thi.s off, the position is determined at S'. The
Loc srror.

jwtual distiUice from S' to S' is nearly 21 mile.s, but the patent

log shewed 23. Therefore there was either a current against

the .ship or the patent log had an error of 8} per cent. The

course was made good exactly.

Anyone who follows out the foregoing will see that in each

ca.se the position is accuratehj fixed in le.ss than a couple of

minutes after Uiking the angle, and can be entered in the rough

log at once without leaving the deck. The officer of the watch

.should be refjuired to do a simple thing like thi.s as a matter of

reijular routine. By this means the ship will be navigated on

business principles, instead of trusting to luck: there will be no

"gue.ssing" or "estimating" the off-shore distances: thej' will

be e.xiict ; and all with next to no trouble. Should it be re(|uired

by the Master to mark the position on the chart, he ha.s merely

to take the distance from the log-book and prick it off on a line

alreadij cristing. Parallel rulers are not even required ; nothing

but dividers. What ca>i be simpler or easier ? If the dist^mce

of the further object be desired, it is only necessary to multiply

the shore ba.se liy the Natural cosecant of the observed angle

instead of by the Natural cotangent. Tlie student will perceive

that all these ca-ses can be solved, if desired, by the Traverse

Tables, since the triangles are right-angled.

.„ .. , ,, I'ilot.s, in the absence of definite loading marks, are in theKAko bl the o
'7"" habit of judging their position by what the}' term "the rake of

the eye"—a loose plan, which, to say the least of it, is unsjitis-

factory, since no three individuals on board ship will agree in

their intimate of distance or of height, ami, at limes, appearances

dfci'ive evi-n the most experienced; so that, under eertiiin con-
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ditions of coasting, exact methods become a necessity. Fortun-

ately, as already shewn, there are such methods; and the

opportunity for employing them is both greater and less trouble-

some than is generally supposed. We will now introduce some

more of a rather different tj'pe.

Comparatively few men are aware what a powerful ally they

possess in the Sextant for the determination of distance, and to

enable them to fix a ship's position with all needful precision

when in sight of land. Judgment may be at fault—for man is

not infallible ; but angular measurements are reliable matters of

fact.

In the chapter on the Station Pointer, it was shewn how two

simultaneous horizontal angles, subtended by three well defined

objects, gave an exact "fix;" also, how an angle between two

objects in transit and a third, was equally good, if not better.

In these cases the angles measured are horizontal ones ; but it

is now proposed to shew that vertical angles, combined with a

compass bearing or not, as the case may be, will fulfil the same

purpose, and sometimes be available when the others are not.

On the Admiralty charts, the heights of all beacon lights are

given, as well as those of most of the islets, rocks, hills, cliffs,

and mountains along a line of coast. Each of these, then, are

available as bases in a right-angled triangle, by which to deter-

mine their distance ; but when the vertical angle is small, and
the distance considerable, the angle must be measured with all

possible accuracy. To do so, the sextant telescope should be

employed, and the angle observed both "on and off" the arc.

The mean of the two readings will then be free from index error.

But if the object be near,—say a lighthouse on the edge of a

cliff, about a mile or so away,—it will be sufficient to measure

its altitude in the usual manner, and apply the index error

previously determined.

The divisions of the limb of 3very sextant are continued for a

few degrees to the right of zero, and this is known as the " Arc
jf excess." For example, suppose it were required to measure

the vertical angle between the summit of a distant mountain

and the sea horizon underneath it. This is a case in which,

unless the ship were steering directly towards or from the moun-
tain, the angle would alter very slowly, and is one where the
" on and off" reading should be employed. By moving the index

bar of the sextant fortcard from zero, the reflected image of the

summit would be broufrht down to the actual horizon, as seen

"Fix 'by

vir/ical a.Bg\e

and Compass
bearing.

' On and oU
easuremeoL
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directly throujili the horizon glass, and the reading would he.

made in the ordinary way. Starting again from zero, and moving

the index backiuavda, the reflected image of the horizon will be

brought up to the actual summit of the mountain, as seen by

direct vision through the horizon glass.

To get the value of the angle iu this last case, both the limb

anil the vernier must be read frum left to right. Suppose the-

sextant limb to be divided to 10', then 10' of the vernier would

have to be considered 0' or zero, the 9' taken as l', the 8' as 2',

the 7' as 3', and so on. A little practice will soon overcome any

difliculty which may at first be experienced in doing this. To

utilise quickly the vertical angle, and to render the method com-

plete, a set of tables is necessary, so that the required distance

may be taken out by inspection.

There is a handy little book by the late Captain Becher, Il.N.

(]inlilish('(l by Potti'T, l-i.5, Minorie.s, London), in which the anglcs

are calculated for heights from 30 to 280 feet, and distances

varying from a cable's length to four miles. The small scope

of this book, however, only fits it for use where the object of

which the angle is measured lies at a less distance than the

visible horizon. The author's intention was that it should be

employed more pju-ticularly in experimental squadrons, for

finding the distance of one ship from another \>y her nia.sthead

angle.

To give a wider scope to this vertical method, the writer has

published an extended set of somewhat similar Distance Tallies,

T.bi.i ill which angles are given for heights from 50 to 18,000 feet, and

distances from a tenth of a mile up to 100 miles. Part I. of the

Tables is intendevl to be used with objects not exceeding 1,000

feet iu height, whivh lie on or within the radius of the observer's

horizon ; and Part II., where curvature has to be taken into

consideration, is for more elevated objects lying beyond the

observer's horizon.' The book is pocket size.

By these Tables (Part I.) the distance from an object can be

taken out absolutely at sight, without the necessity for any
figuring wliatsoever. It may now and again happen, however,

tliat the height of the object exceeds 1000 feet, the limit of

Part I., in which case use the following rulcf

Multiply the height in j'ret by SOS, and dlviiU by Uie number oj

Offsh

DisUnc

* IIm DtDgar Aiigl«, and Off-ahor« DUUnca Table*. Prlo* 4*. Sd. Pbilip, Sod and

Noplitw.

t Iu Uio 4th t:.|itiaii. Pait I. Ua« l>o«u ciKnJt.l to 1100 faet.
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viinutes in the angle behveen the summit and the water-line: the

qiLotient mil be the distance in nautical miles and decimals of

a mile.

Thus, iu passing Ailsa Craig (Firth of Clyde) it subtended an

angle of 1° 57' when abeam, the observer being elevated 26 feefc.

The given height of the Craig is 1097 feet, but for sake of round

numbers call it 1100 feet. Required the distance to a point

vertically under the summit.

1100 feet. Tables of

•665 constant factor. '-"es- are

not required

6500

6600

5500

Sextant angle 117) 621-500 ( 5-312 distance.

585

365

35 i

140

117

S30

S34

This rule is quite independent of Tables of any kind, as you

have merely to remember the constant 'oCo.

Tlie same result may be achieved by yet another plan, though

not nearly such a convenient one.

Rule.

Divide the Natural Cotangent of the angle of elevation by

60S0, and multiply the quotient by the height in feet of the object. «<i

This will give the distance in nautical miles.

Example.

Passing a small island, a peak of which is marked on the chart

ds 700 feet high, the observed vertical angle of same was 1° 53'.

Recjuired the distance of the ship from the part of the island

referred to.

Nat. Cotano.

Tables arr

i\ 30-411580 /

/ 30-400 ^.

005002 uc;irly.

X 700

11580 3 -501400 m iles.

12160
'
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For verification see page 33 of the author's Tables.

These methods require pencil and paper, and involve delay
;

whilst, therefore, they are not so handy as the Tables, they serve

well on a pinch, and are perfectly accurate. They are restricted

10 objects on or luilhin the observer's horizon.

Ao Ameikj.i ^^ Jul}', 18.S2, Commodore J. G. Walker, Chief of Bureau of

oo.-iir Navi(,'ation, United States Navy, courteously sent the author a

" Diagram for finding Distances ;md Heights." On comparing

the results obtained by this ingenious contrivance with tho.se

taken out of Part II. of the Tallies, they proved in every ca.se

identical. This correspondence between calculation and con-

struction served of course as a voucher for the accuracy of each.

The diagram, however, is not so handy for reference as the

Distance Tables—especially on deck, where its size (24" x 19')

would render it liable to be taken charge of by every pufi' of

wind, as well as injured by rain or spray. The diagram also

lacks the advantages to be derived from Part I. of the Distance

Tables. The inventor is li. Von Bayer, C.E., and the price one

dollar.

To shew the practical utility of this vertical angle method, let

us suppose that the navigator, for some important reason, such

as meeting a crowd of vessels, is forced to round more closely

than he otherwise would, the Skerries lighthouse on the coast of

Anglesea. He knows, however, that at 3 cables from it there is

Vertical tile iiiddeu AfHcau rock, which he had better p;ui3 at least two
Danger Angia. caijles outsidc of to cusurc .safety; this make.s in all 5 cables

from the lighthouse. His chart gives the height of the light as

117 feet above the level of high water. Opening the Distance

Tables, therefore, at 120 feet (since it is scarcely likely to be high

water iit that precise moment) he finds opposite 5 cables the angle

2* l.V 3S'. Tiiis, when corrected for index error, is placed upon

the sextant, and so long as the angle subtended between t/te

centre of the lantern and the water-line beneath it does not

exceed this amount, he knows he is at, or outside, the preacril>ed

distance,

p^i^^i
. Attention is here called to the fact that the angle is measured

ai»tur«m*nt not to the cowl or top of the lighthouse, but to t/u- centre of the

glints lantern, or, in other words, to a point representing tlu'

height of the focal plane of the light above the level of the seiu

If it be desired to raejisure from the extreme top of the light-

house to its water-line, the following is the approximate number

of feet to be added to the given height of the light ;

—
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2 „ f;

8 „

7 „ 6

7 .. G

1st Ord. ligbt, from centre of the light to the vane is about 17 ft. 9 in.

2n(i „ - - -
„ „ 14 „ 6 „

3rd „ - • •

4th „ - - -

5th „ ...
6th

In connection with this matter of taking vertical angles, one
precauti ix.

point deserves notice. When the object is near, the observer be observed in

should get as low down as possible, to lessen the eri-or which vmicai"*^

would arise from his eye not being on the level of the watcr-lino, Angles.

to whicli the angle is measured.

TA(/}il house

"-- — Jr7?:::r;:vJ Water Ihie

S represents the angle as measured from the bridge, and

what it would be if measured from the sea level. Except, how-

ever, in exaggerated cases, the difference is not large ; and as tlie

angle at S is greater than the angle at 0, the error lies on the

safe side, if the injunction to descend is disregarded, so long as

there exists no danger outside of the ship.

A palpably

bad case.

This second case is one to be guarded against, a.s the error in-

volved is considerable. It represents a ship passing a lighthouse,

standing on a hill, say some two miles inland ; whilst in the

foreground, at W, is a low rocky point. The angle S, subtended

by L and W, is clearly too great ; it ought to be measured

between L and V; but as this is impossible from there being no

way of ascertaining the whereabouts of the imaginary point V,

the difficulty is practically got over by descending to as near the

point as you can get.

On the other hand, when mea.suring the vertical angle of

objects beyond the horizon, it is desirable that the observer should Distinction

be as hiffh as he can conveniently get. The words water-line ';"""°.

and horizon mu.st not be understood to mean the same thing, and noiiun

2 Y
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The horizon is tlie natural boundary line where the sea ami

heavens apparently meet each other, and its distance—a direct

consequence of the earth's curvature—depends upon the elevation

of the observer. The distance of an object's water-line, on the

contrary, has notliing to do with the elevation of the observer.

Attention to these and other delicate points constitutes tlie expert

navigator.

When a distant mountain pealv is visible above the sea horizon,

a sliip's position may be fixed, witii a near approach to accuracy,

by measuring its "on and ott'" altitude, and laying otl" on the

observed Hue of bearing the corresponding distance taken out

from the tables by inspection. Or the Compass may be dispensed

with altogetiier if tlie Astronomical bearing be found by a second

observer in the manner indicated on page 017.

" Fix by two Should two suuunits be observed simultaneously, or nearly so,

verticil which are separated by a considerable liorizontal angle—the

bMcin'g*"
°"

nearer to 90° the better—the ship's place will be found by simply

sweeping the distance from each with the dividers. It is true

tlie circles will intersect at two points, but the eye alone, or a

rough bearing, will easily determine which is the ship's positioiL

Teiierifre

Ferro ^

Let the diagram be supposed to represent any iwn neighbour-

ing islands—say Ferro and Toneriflc, both of wliich are lofty

—

and let the arcs of circles represent their respective distances

from tlie ship. Then the latter must either be at A or at Bi
and it is almost needless to .say there can be no dillicuity in

Jeciding which. In all these cases where vertical angles are

measured, the greater the height of the object, and less acute the

observed angle, the more reliable will be tlie result
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Wlien well out in the ofSng, known mountain peaks are fre-

quently visible, and form salient features, when the coast-line

—

indistinct through distance or haze—offers no points by which

to get a " fix." This is very much the case on the coasts of Chile

and Peru. Moreover, should a vessel be standing in from sea-

ward to make her port, what a source of satisfaction it is to be

able to define her precise position, and shape a correct course for

it before the coast-line is even visible, and this with scarcely any

trouble.

The Sextant has a vast superiority over the Compass in a

number of cases. This is particularly well shewn in the problem

known as the " Danger Angle," where the compass is scarcely of The Dang«

any service whatever. It is no disparagement, however, to the *"«'*•

compass to say that it cannot do everything, or that there are

other instruments which, in particular cases, should supersede it.

The " Danger Angle " may be measured either vertically or

horizontally, according to the features of the coast. Let us take

a vertical one first—of which a good example has already been

given in the case of the Skei-ries Lighthouse and African Rock.

It was there shewn that so long as the angle did not exceed vertical

2° 17' 26
", the vessel would pass two cables' length outside the Danger Angle

danger. Similarly with the South Rock off Tuskar. This can

be rounded in safety if the angle between the water-line and the

top of the lighthouse is not allowed to exceed 1°; but in such a

situation, where the tide runs strongly, the angle would require

to be narrowly watched; and, unless pressed in by having to

port for another vessel at the critical moment, there is no object

in making such very close shaves with plenty of sea room on one

side—although at the same time, be it said, ordinary skill anJ
care should obviate the necessity for throwing distance away as

if it cost nothing. Moreover, there are thousands and thousands

of spots where dangerous shoals have to be threaded without the

aid of a pilot, and then this sort of knowledge is worth a Jew's

eye.

The peculiar and very convenient property of the circle,

namely, the equality of angles in the same segment, permits of

the second or horizontal application of the " Danger angle."

In the diagram the line ABCDEFG represents the course of a HorUontai

ship as she rounds a promontory, off which lie several dangerous *"^

rocky shoals. Having decided to give the reefs a berth of half

a mile or so, a circle is drawn passing that distance outside of

them, and through the church and windmill on the cliff. Then
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The Danger
(Vngle-

honiontal

measure witli a protractor the aurjle at D, subtended by tlie

aforesaid church and windmill, which of course, in an accurate

surve}', will be laid down in tlieir proper places on the chart.

The angle in the present instance is 25', and may be termed

tlie " Danger angle." It will be found to be the same for nil

parts of the circumference of the circle seaward of the two

marks, no matter whether measured at J, C, D, E, or H. There-

fore, so long as the observed angle is less than 25°, the vessel

must be outside of the circle, and in safety ; but if the angle be

greater than 25', she is evidently inside the circle, and in dunger.

As depicted above, the vessel is standing alongshore on the line

ABC, but OS she approaches the pitch of the cape her commander,

who is on the alert with his sextant, gets the " Danger angle " at

the point C. Thus warned of Ids being too close in, he at once

starboards and hauls oH', steering so as to avoid increasing or

unncce&saril}' diminishing the angle until the point E is gained,

when the course L'FO', along the coast, causes the angle rapidly

to decrease, and tells the danger is passed.

It is manifest that compass cross-bearings here would be of no

use, since the cut made by a didcrence in the bearings of only I'J

points is too acute to be in the least reliable.

Supposing the height to be known of the clill" or of the church

a second oliserver could independently verify the distance by the

vertical " Danger angle," so that not only could the navigation

be conducted with the utmost safety, but without losing ground.*

* Ai > rule it 1> ufer to navigate in the Ticioity of doubt(ul ground during rougbuh

weatlier lUau during Sne, •inc* tunktn rock* carrrinc only tkrc* or fuur lallionu Ofir
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This horizontal method may be employed in a great variety of

ways, and has the special advantage that the man in charge 01

the navigation, after having once drawn his circle and measured

the danger angle, has no need to leave the deck and attempt

hurriedly to lay off unsatisfactory bearings on a chart. He has

a hard and fast angle, and so long as he does not increase it, he

knows without any other guide that his ship is safe. For those

running steadily in certain trades, it is advisable to have the

" Danger angles " tabulated for the various parts of their route

requiring tliem. Less would then be heard of losses through

" errors in judgment."

For example : off the coast of Brazil, the Abrolhos* lighthouse Abroihos reefs

stands on one of a small group of islets out of sight of land, which

islets are surrounded by sunken coral reefs extending seaward

several miles. This group of islets is circular in sliape ; and so

long as they subtend a horizontal angle not greater than 7° 20',

it is impossible to touch the reefs on the eastern side.

Liverpool navigators, running in the North Atlantic steam
p^^^^^^ ^0,^.

trade, ai-e all familiar with an awkwardly situated danger on the

south coast of Ireland known as the Pollock Rock. The Admiralty

surveyors found on it not less than 4J fathoms, but tlie local

fishermen say that it has a spot with only 3 fathoms. Every

one experienced in such work knows how extremely difficult it

is to find the shoalest points of a reef, principally on account of

the lead slipping off when the rocks are cone-shaped, and as this

ridge is some 400 feet in extent, it is quite likely the fishermen

may be right.

Lying, as it does, slap in the eastern fairway to and from

Queenstown, it is a regular Bete noir, and from the absence of

good clearing marks, in hazy weather or at night, requires a

wide berth.

Here the " Danger angle " comes in as a perfect safeguard.

So long as the liorizontal angle between the fog-trumpet on Poor

Head and Bishop's Tower, some 3i miles to the eastward, does

lliem, will not break in smooth water, but will unmistakably do so wlieii there ia

any sea.

Note.--i/aue an inUUigent quick-eyed officer at the masthead under such circumstances.

In Slagellan Straits and other parts of the world sunken dangers are buoyed, so to

speak, by " Kelp," and this is almost an unfailing guide during daylight
;
but it should

_^'J|^,, Ij'
be known that where the curreuU are strong, "Kelp" is often run uuder. "Live

Kelp"—which is the terra given to the weed when rooted to the rock—is easily dis-

tinguished from loose or " dead Kelp
:
" the one is oily looking, comlied out and streaky ;

the other drifts about in tangled masses.

• Abrolhos is eoaipounded of two Portuguese words, signifying "Open your eyes."

anger
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not exceed 79°, you will—when at nearest approach—pass four

cables ouiside the rock. To strike it the angle would require to

bo about 93°.

The fog-signal station on Poor Head, with its wliite boundary

wall, is unmistakable, and the trumpet is quite conspicuous at

the western end of the enclosure. Bishop's Tower is situated on

high ground midway betwen Poor Head and Ball^'cottin light-

house. With the binocular it is easily got hold of, and once

recogni.sed and impressed on the memory there is no after trouble

in doing so.

Huriiontai To ascertain the " danger angle " for any place possessing
Danuer Angle,

^uj^j^-^jjg marks is a simple matter :—choose two conspicuous

objects which are laid down on the chart, and if passible let them

lie about an equal distance on each side of the danger. Put a

pencil dot on the chart at the distance you wish to pa.ss from the

danger, and then draw a circle through the two selected o1)jects

and the pencil dot. The centre of the circle may be found by

trial or as described in foot-note.* Next connect the pencil dot

with each of the marks by a fine straight line, and, with a pro-

tractor of any kind, measure the contained angle. This angle,

as already stated, will be found to be the same at any point in

the circumference of the circle.

Of course if it were desired to pass inside the Pollock Rock,

another circle could be drawn to suit the new condition. In this

case, to give the rock a berth of 4 cables on the inshore .side, the

" Danger angle " must not be less than 117°—an inconveniently

large angle to measure with the sextant, but it might be possible

to select more suitable objects. When taking the inside passage

beware of the " Hawk " and otlier sunken rocks off Poor Head.

a ,01. Enterin;: or leaving Gibraltar Bay on the west side, the Pearl

Rock (on which H.M.S. Agincourt was nearly lost) has to be

guarded against. The horizontal " danger angle " to pass 2J

cables (or a quarter of a mile) outside it, is 74°. This angle is to

be measured between two very conspicuous square towers, the

one situated on a hill overlooking the lighthouse on Carnerr>

Point, and the other on the hill above Frayle Point.

Whether measured at the points in the diagram marked A, B,

* To nnd the " Dangar aiiglo " (boriiouUl), it U oecauary to know that a circlfl can b«

ilrnwii to YM» tlirough au]r three given points, no nialter how •ituato<l, proridol they ilo

not lie in the anine utraight lino. In tho ai^oining Agiirw, a circle, whoM centre ia at C,

iH drawn through tlie itiven poluta A lilt, 'Hie centre is fouml l>y tlie iutenrction of thi>

dotted linea t'C and («'C'. Vuit Chai>ter XI., on ftatinn I'oinUr,
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TEE ENTRANCE OF THE TAG US.

C, D, or any other part of the circle seaward of the towers, the

angle is still 74°.

Again, in going into the port of Lisbon after dark, before the Enteriog

present range lights were established, the only guides to avoid ^"o^a^^"
the North and South Cachopos were tlie Compass bearings of Angio.

San Julian and Bugio lights ; but it often happened in winter

that there was a heavy run on the bar, which sent the cornpass-

cards spinning, and so rendered them utterly useless at the time

of all others when most wanted ; besides, in any case it would

have been impossible to leave the bridge to lay off bearings at

such a critical time.

The writer, however, has entered with comparative ease on

very stormj'- nights, when no pilot could be had, by steering so as

to maintain the "Danger Angle" of 71° between Guia and San
Julian liglits, until those of Bugio and San Julian subtended

nearly the same angle (68°), when the worst was passed, and it

merely remained to con the vessel by eye mid-channel between

the two last-mentioned lights.

If, by bad steering or otherwise, the " Danger angle " between

the first pair of lights was allowed to be greater or less than 71'

at the moment the " Danger angle " came on between San Juliar

and Bugio, it shewed the vessel was not in mid-channel. In the

event of the angle being greater than 71°, she was on the North

side of the fairway ; and if less, it placed her on the South side.

;:-i--i7

For a solutiou of this and other equally iuterestiiig Problems iu Practical Geometry,

see liajieT,
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Bast way to

So long, however, as the " Danger Angle " between Guia and

San Julian did not exceed Si', or be less than 70\ there was
not any cause for alarm.

By way of practice, these " Danger angles " might be laid off

on Admiraltj' Plan No. 89, which gives the entrance of the River

Tagus.

It would hardly be wise, however, to make one's first experi-

ment with the " Danger angle " under criticjil conditions such as

those just de.scribed, nor would it be fair play to the method.

Better, by far, to practise where no risk is incurred, until a per-

fect mastery of the principles gives confidence in their power.

The foregoing examples afford conclusive proof that the SexUint

is often of greater use in pilot waters than the Compass—not

that the latter, after centuries of good service, is to be despised

and forsaken ; that time has not yet come. Each of the two

instruments is good in its place ; and it is the object of these

pages to point out more particularly those cases wliere, with

advantage, one may be employed in preference to the other.

To conclude this subject, it should always be borne in mind
Kike .iicurait that, In taking cross-bearings, the better plan is to observe but

anngi
^^^^ compa.ss bearing—whichever is most conveniently situated

for the purpose—and then, with the sextant, take the horizontal

angle l.itween the two selected objects, 'ilie second bearing is,

of course, got by applying the sextant angle to the right or loft

of the first one, as the case may require.

Get into a habit, and make your officers do the same, of noting

and marking down there and then the exact time of all such

observations. This is becoming more and more important :is the

speed of steamers increases. Twent_v miles an hour is not now
uncommon, and it means a mile in only .1 minutes—indeed,

with a strong favouring tide—in less than 3 minutes.*

ExAMi'i.E.—Being i>fr Holyliead, observed tlie Skenio-s lii;hthoiise to bear

S. ^i" v.. l»y comp!US8 nt 10.7 a.m. by watcli, the sextant ansle l)ctween it and

the .Siiutli Stack lightliuusc heinR so iit the same moment. Tiie latter, there-

fore, bore S. 4" E. by same oomp;iS8 ; anil the rut, lieini; nearly a ripht angle,

gives a good " fix." Patent log shewed i3| mile.-*. (Apply deviation.)

Sft anil lair Exactlv one hour afterwards, the ship's position was again
af tide found in similar manner, and, when compared with the run by

log and cour.se steered in the interval, shewed the .set of tide to

be N. 70' E. (true), and rate 3 knota

* Bvt Apiwuilix M,



CHAPTER XIX.

THE COMPOSITION AND RESOLUTION OF FORCES AND VELOCITIES.

A full understanding of the Composition and Resolution of Knowledge of

Forces and Velocities is of so much importance to the sailor, ""'' subject

. .
very important

from the infinite number and diversity of their application to to seamen.

every branch of his business, that it is hoped the introduction

of a chapter, savouring at first sight more of mechanics than

navigation, will not be considered out of place. Indeed, there

are few problems in physical science with which the principles

herein to be explained are not intimately blended. Their re-

lation to navigation, generally, is close ; but it is seen more

particularly, perhaps, in Current Sailing, and also when it

becomes necessary to trace the total effect on the compasses of

an iron ship to its various causes.

Motion is the direct outcome oi force, and the composition and Motion and

resolution of Tiiotions are in all respects analogous to those of Fo"*-

forces. It is therefore quite admissible, and will be convenient

here, to deal with them as synonymous or convertible terms.

A single force may be represented on paper by an arrow- ^ single

headed straight line : the commencement of the line indicating Force, how

the Point of application of the force ; the direction of the line, paper,

the Direction of the force ; and the length of the line, the

Magnitude or Intensity of the force, according to the scale

made use of.

The smallest number of inclined forces which can maintain

equilibrium is three. To do so, these three forces must act

throuffh one point, and in one plane. Their relation to each „ „ ,o r > .... Paiallelograin

other depends on the following principle in mechanics, known of Forces and

as the Parallelogram of Forces, or, where motion is alluded to,
*'*"^'''**-

as the Parallelogram of Velocities. The law is thus expressed.

If two forces be represented in magnitude and direction by the

adjacent sides of a parallelogram an equivalent force will be

ri-presented in magnituile and flirection by that diagonal, which
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passes through the point of intersection of those two sides. The

two side forces are termed the Components; and the diagonal

is the Resxdtant of their joint effort ; wliile the point wliere all

three act is called the Point of application.

„ „ ,
A parallelofrram is a four-sided, straight-lined fitrure, the

opposite sides of which are parallel ; and the diameter, or

diagonal, is the straight line joining two of its opposite angles.

The square, the oblong, the rhombus, and the rhomboid are four

different kinds of parallelograms. In the first, all the sides are

equal, and all the angles are right angles ; the second has all its

angles right angles, but all its sides are not of the same length
;

the third has all its sides equal, but its angles are not right

angles ; and the fourth has onlj^ its opposite sides of the same

lenirth, and its an<rle3 are not rijiht aiijxles.

GiTen one

angle i

In the rhomboid here given, the side AB is parallel to the

side CD, and AD is parallel to BC. The angle BAD is equal to

the angle BCD; the angle ABC is equal to the angle ADC; and

AC is one diagonal. If AB and AD represent two forces in

magnitude and direction, then AC represents their resultant,

and A is the point of application.

In any parallelogram the four angles amount to four right

angles, or 360"
; and, from the fact, above stated, that any two

piraUeiogram diagonally opposite angles are equal to each other, if one angle
to 6nii the

ji^ rrivcii, the other three can easily be determined. Thus, if
other three. '"' ' •' '

ADC = 11G°, the angle AB1> will also equal IKi*^. These two

values added together, and the sum subtracted from SdO", leaves

128" as the sum of BAl) and BCD ; and, as these are equal each

to the other, their values must be respectively half of 128", or

G-l". Again, the two interior angles on the same side of either

AB or BC are together equal to two right angles ; therefore, to

find the value of the angle BCD, we simply subtract the number

of degrees in ABC from 180°. Hence, BCD - 180'^ - ABC
= l.sO" - 116° - 64°, thus contlrniing the result of the

previous method. By drawing a parallelogram on paper, and

meiisuriuf the angles by prutractor, it will be foun<i that these
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rules are universally true. It is well to alter the lettering of

the angles, to ensure familiarity with the methods employed, of

any geometrical figure.

The following is an example of the Composition of Velocities, composition

which should be mastered by every seaman.

In a calm, the onward progress of a steamship causes those on

board of her to experience a breeze, which would appear to come

from right ahead at a rate exactlj' equal to the speed of the ship

over the ground. In the accompanying figure let AB represent

the apparent wind, due to the advance of a steamer steering

due East, 1-1 miles an hour ; and let AC represent the true wind

such as would be experienced by the vessel if stopped, say from

N.E. by N., 10 miles an hour. Then AB, AC, are the two

components of the resultant AD, found by completing the

parallelogram ABDC; and AD represents the direction and the

velocity of the wind as felt by an observer on deck, due to

Scale: I inch- 10 miles.

West H miles

the combined directions and velocities of the actual wind and

of the ship's advance. To solve by construction is far from

difficult ! Let A be the ship's position ; draw AB in a direction

due West from A, make AB = 14 ; and draw AC in a S.W. ly

S. direction, making AC = 10. Complete the parallelogram

ABDC, and join AD ; then AD represents in magnitude and

direction, on the same scale as the other lines, the resultant

wind, which is N. 66" 58' E., 21J miles an hour. Check this

by protractor and a pair of compasses !
" See everything as you

pass it " is a rule that holds in mathematics quite as much as it

does in the coasting trade.

In order to calculate the direction and velocity of the re-

sultant, we have, in the figure, CD = AB, and AC = BD.

Moreover, the angle BAC is included between the bearings West
and S.W. by S. ; and is, therefore, 5 points, or 56" 15', Hence,
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from what lias gone before, tlie angle ACD = 180" — 56" 15'

= 123" 45' ; and, in the triangle ACD, there are given the two

siJes AC, CD, ami the included angle ACD, to find AD. A
reference to any book on plane trigononietr}- will disclose the

foriiiuijB used in the foUowins' solution.

CD + AC : CD - AC : : tan. "^DAC + ADC

.

2

Sill. ADC : sin. ACD : : AC

DAC^^ADC
2

CD . . - U
AC . . = 10

DAC + ADC = 180*

h (DAC + ADC)

4 (DAC - ADO)
Smu . . = 24

Difference - 4

To F1.1D 4 a)AC - ADC).

4 log e020

28* 7i' tan. . . . 9-72S0

U-3300

24 log 1-3802

5° 5J' tan 89498

DAC = 33' 13', and ADC = 23* 2

To Find AD.

ACD sin 9-9I9S

AC log roooi)

09198

ADC sin 9 592.1

21-25 log 1-3-273

.-. i (DAC - ADC) = 5"5i' .-. AD = 21i

Inspection by aid of traverse table, however, will suit every

ca.se admirabl}' ; although undue reliance upon short cuts of this

nature tends to reduce the navigator to the low plane of a

inccliaiiical computer. Here we may regard the problem from

the point of view of a vessel steaming first S.VV. bj- S. 10 miles

and then W. 14 miles, to find the course and di.stance made

good in the usual way.

Co.
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method ; and, just as the azimntli table provides an infinite

number of problems in great circle sailing, so the traverse

table may be pressed into the service of workers, when remote

from teachers, for problems in plane trigonometry.

Knowing how to compound two forces, or two velocities, Composition of

acting at a point, it is easy to compound, or determine the
""J^^J^^J'/""'

resultant of, any number of forces acting at a point, by taking Velocities.

them in detail. Compound the resultant of two with a third

force, then compound this resultant with a fourth force, and so

on until but one resultant is left. This method, as will be seen

by the seaman, is on all fours with that employed when solving

a day's work of many courses and distances by traverse table.

The Resolution of Forces, or of Velocities, is tiie converse of Resolution oi

the foregoing example. To resolve, or split up as it were, a velocities

given force, or a given velocitj', into its components, let AD
represent the force, or velocity, in magnitude and direction.

Then we liave merely to draw a parallelogram having AD as

diagonal, and AB, AC, will similarly represent the required

components, respectively, in magnitude and in direction.

It is evident that there are an infinite number of pairs of

forces into which BD miglit be resolved. It is usual, however,

to resolve a force into forces that are at right angles to each

other.

Subjoined is one more example of the practical value of

understanding the Parallelogram of Forces.

> ,<f''

Important

illustration

shewing how
strains can be

calculated.

"Stand from

nnder."
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In the diagram, W is a weight of ten tons which is suspended

without motion from a span between two masts. Let the angle

DOB = 140', and the angle ACB = 72', then the angle ACD
will = 68°.* Draw AC to represent 10 tons on any convenient

scale, say a tenth of an inch to the ton ; also draw AB parallel

to DC, and AD parallel to BC. Then by simple proportion of

the parts, DC will represent the strain on the after pennant

= 1480 inches by scale, or 1480 tons; and CB the strain on the

forward pennant = 1442 inches by scale, or 14'42 tons.

In triangle ACD we have AC = 10, CAD = 72°, ADC = 40",

to tind CD.

CD _ siu. CAD
sin. ADC

CD = AC

But to divide by the sine is equivalent to multij)lying by the

cosecant ; and we may write, in order to lessen the treadmill

work,

CD = AC sill. CAD cosec. ADC
= 10 sin. 72* coscc. 40*

Similarly, in triangle ABC, we have AC = 10, BAC = 6.s',

ABC = 40*, to find CD ; and, by the same formula as above,

BC = AC sin. BAC cosec. ABC
= 10 sill. 68" cosec. 40*

To Find CD. To Fikd BC.

10 log 100000 10 log 1 -00000

72' sin 9-97821 68° sin <t'.m717

40° coscc 019193 40° cosec l'Jl'J.3

CD log 1 17014 BC log 1 15910

. . CD = 14 8 .-. BC = 14-42

Hence, strain on CD is 14 8 tons ; ami on BC is 14-42 tons.

Similarly, having ascertained the strain on the pennants, it is

ea.sy, by constructing other two parallelograms, to calculate the

" up and down," or crushing strain on each mast, as well as the

bending, or exact, " fore-and-aft " pull.

"Die Euclid •choUr will lisTo no difficulty in .sedug how the values of the remaluing

siiglos are arrived at, hut for the iuformatiou of auch as are weak in geometry, he it

known that in any parallelogram the angle DAC will alway.^ I>e equal to its couutrrpart

ACB, in thi.i caic 73°. The three angles of a triangle when adiled together make

exactly 180°, an that if two are known, the third ia eauily found. Then ACT) + DAC,
or 68°

-f-
73° = 140°, which suhtracted from 160°, gives the angle ADC as 40°, and

sincn according to the defliiition of a parallelogram the angle ADC is equal to its

oppotite angle ABC, the latter must be equal to 40" alio.
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In the foregoing example—common enough on board ship

—

the strain on each of the two parts of the span is shewn to be

something excessive—much more so, indeed, than one would at

first sight conceive to be possible, and this, too, without taking

into account the additional strain which the span would have to

sustain were it required to lift the weight instead of merely

suspending it, as in the diagrams.

This example, though not pertaining to Navigation, is specially Fiat Carito

introduced because of its exceeding value in putting the sailor on Sp»"»-

his guard as to the peculiar properties of a span in connection

with the dangerous operation of taking heavy weights in or

out. The flatter the span, the greater will be the breaking or

tensile strain it will have to endure, and the greater also will be

the bending or shearing strain upon the masts. Tlierefore,

when practicable, make it a rule to have the parts as much
" up and down " as the drift necessary to clear the hatchway

and bulwarks will admit of.

We will now try what stress the span would have to bear,

supposing the weight still the same, but the angle DCB acute,

instead of obtuse as before.
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Let the angle BCD = 77", and the angle ACB = 32\ then

the angle ACD = 77" — 32° = 45". The remaining angles

are obtaiued as already explained ; and the solution follows

that of the preceding example.

To Fi.ND CD. To FiM. I'.C.

10 log 100000 10 log 100000

32° sin 9-72421 45° sin 9-84949

103° coscc. . . . 001128 103" cosec . . . 0-01128

CD log 735J9 BC log 0-86077

.-. CD = 5 44 .-. BC = ~-26

Hence, the strain on CD is S'-li tons ; and on BC is 7'2G tons.

Wc here .•^ee that the strain on the span is positive!}' much less

than half what it was in the jirat case, sliewiug very clearly the

impropriety of rigging cargo gear straiglit across from mast to

mast. Througli pure ignorance of the danger incurred, this

arrangement is quite common, as one may find out for himself hy

talcing the trouble to walk round the docks of any large port.

The consequences are seen iu loss of life, broken spars, and chums

fur smashed up cargo. These evidences of grievou.s ignorance
LubbfHr

occur more fretiuentlv than one would imagine. The writer

recollects the case, not so very long ago, of two celebrated

steamers belonging to the same owners, where, tlirough this

cause, the masts were brought down on deck when taking out

their funnels, thougli the lieavier funnel of the two had but the

paltry weight of four tons ! ! ! Yet later, the taking out of a

crank-shaft in a certain vessel had a similar result.

As an illustration familiar to every seaman take this one:

—

When a weak-hiinded watch can get no more of a rope (say the

lee fore-brace) by straight pulling on it, what do they do ?

Why, make it fa.st to the pin and " swig it oH'." By so doing

they are unconsciously acting the part of the weight on a
•Swigging .straight span. The belaying pin may be taken to represent

one mast, tlie leading block the other, and the part of the

brace between these two points as the span. So powerful

is the effect that the invariable result is to gain more of th<

brace after total failure to do so in tiic ordinary woy.

There is scarcely a limit to the application of this important

principle in the science of Forces. It comes into play in a
Diipoiiiion o( iiiaikeJ mannei in the case of a vessel riding to two anchors

—

g..t one broad on each bow. The proof is easy that when the
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spread is great, two anchors, so placed, are actually weaker
to hold the vessel in a gale than one anchor right ahead.

The Traverse Table can often be taken advantage of to solve

problems similar to those given in this chapter. In fact, the

Traverse Table is a " handy-billy " in much trigonometrical

work involving a right angle.

"Forces and Velocities " remind one of the tables frequently

seen in pocket-books, which assign a pressure and velocity to

the wind. Such tables should be received with great caution

—

firstly, because there is a doubt as to the accuracy of the instru-

ments which record wind velocity ; secondly, because there is a

further doubt as to the relation between velocity and pressure
;

and, thirdly, because the pressure is supposed to vary as the wind

square of the velocity, so that any error in the estimate of the

latt.ec becomes greatly exaggerated when turned into pressure.

ineasuremenl

2z



CHAPTER XX.

Algebra is usually a great bugbear tu sailors, and although in

the Practice of Navigation it cannot be considered an essential,

a knowledge of the first four rules will occasionally be found very

useful indeed. And these rules are so simple, that to (.omniit

them to memory within an hour or two need not " pawl the

capstan " of anyone possessing average intelligence. They are

here given for reference when wanted.

AUiEBKAlC ADDITION.

Potitive quantitias added together give a posilivc result

Example.

+ s

Adde<l to -t- <

Equal + e

Kegative (juantitie.s added together give a negative result.

EXA.MPI.E.

-

1

Adilcd to - 4

Rqual - t

To udd together unlike quantities, take their difference, and

prefix the sign of the greater.

Exa.mpi.k.

Added lo 4- 4

Kiisal 4 I
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ALGEBRAIC SUBTRACTION.

To subtract one quantity from another, change the sign of the

quantity to be subtracted, talce their difference, and affix the

sign of the greater, if they are then of opposite names ; but if

changing the sign of the subtrahend, make it similar to that of

the minuend, then add arithmetically both quantities together,

and prefix the same (or common) sign.

Examples.

From .... — 4
I

From -

Subtract . . - — 2 (change the sign) Subtract

VLQEBRAIC MULTIPLICATION.

Like signs give +, and unlike signs give —

.

Examples.

Be multiplied by — 2

The product equals+8 The product equals-)- 8

Be multiplied by — 2

The productequals— 8

Be multiplied by -f 2

The product equals— 8

ALGEBRAIC DIVISION.

When the Divisor and Dividend have like signs, the sign of

the quotient is plus ; and when the signs are unlike, that of the

quotient is minus.

Examples.





APPENDIX,

(A).

On the method of correcting the rate of a Marine Chronometer.

When the mean rates which a clironometer has made in the

three temperatures, 55°, 70°, and 85°, are known from the Obser-

vatory rate sheets, it is necessary to calculate tlie quantities, C, T,

and R, for that watch.

T is the temperature in which the watch attains its maximum
gaining rate.

R is the rate at T.

C is a constant factor, which, muItipHed by the square of any

number of degrees from T, shows the amount of loss for that

number of degrees.

It may be here mentioned that C and T have been found by

experiment to remain constant for long periods, seldom changing,

unless the watch is either cleaned or repaired. R, on the con-

trary, is liable to change occasionally, and should be verified at

every opportunity of obtaining a rate by observation.

Formula for finding C, T, and R.*

Rate in 55' say - 072'-... r

... r - r' = - 045 ...d

„ 70" „ - 0-27'-...r'

... r' - r"= + 108...d

„ 85" „ - l-35« ...r"

d - (1= - 1-53

(1 + <! = + 0-63

To find C
2 (d - d) — 3-06

= = = - 00034
30« 900

' Sign + indicates fast error, or gaining rata

,, — ,, slow „ or loainK
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To fiu.l T
(1 + d' + 63

(T - 70') = = = - 31*

C X 60 - 204
.-. T = 70" - ar = 66-9°

To find R
(T - 70)= X C = 9-61 X 00031 = 003«-

Rate at . 70° = - 0-27'- losing.

Difference to T = + 0-03«- faster.

R .... = - 0-24»- losing.

Let . . N = any number of degrees from T.

Then C » N- = amount of loss for N.

The quantities C, T, and R, for any watch, having been found,

the rule for finding the rute cf the same wat/Ji in any given

temperature is as follows :

—

Take the difference between the given temperature and T
(calling this difference N).

Multiply N- by C, and the result will be the amount by which

the watch will go slower at the given temperature than it does at

T; and, therefore, by applying the amount thus obtained to R
(the rate of the watch at T), the rate in the given temperature

will be obtiiined.

When C, T, and R liave been found, the rate which tiie watch

will keep in various temperatures can be found from the Table

on next page but one.

The Table gives the amount by which a watcii will go slower

than at T, at any given number of degrees from T. The rule

for using the Table is :

—

Take the difference between the given temperature and T
(that is, N).

Take C to the nearest tliinl ilccimal place. Enter the Table

with C at the head. Knter the column marked N, with N as

given to ncArcst degree, and in the cohnnn marked Cor'n will l^e

found the amount Ii}' which the watch will go slower fur N
degrees.

Kxitmple

:

—
T 72° C 0003 K - 54»-

Roquirod tlie rate in 60*.

DilToroncc f>otwccn T and trivcn temperature - 12" = N.

Enter Table lie.ided C OO^S, an<l rolumn X, and take 12'.

The rolumn headed Cor'n invoa - OMS'- losing.

R - 064

Kate in fio* . - o-fl;*
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The " thermal error" or correction of the rates for temperature,

as carried out at the Bidston Observatory, has led to the dis-

covery by Mr. Hartnup of a small but verj- sj-stematic difference

between the " Sea " and " Shore " rates of chronometers. With
very few exceptions, chronometers used in steamships have been

found to go soiTiewhat sloirer at sea than on shore—the amount
in different instruments ranging from a small fraction of a second

to upwards of one second a day. This is probably caused b}- the

motion of the ship, or the magnetic effect of the metal of which

she is built. It is small in comparison with the thermal error,

and is only capable of being detected in cases where the correc-

tions for change of temperature have been carefully applied at

sea during the voyage.

Since the above was written, i-adio-telegraphy, popularly

known as wireless, has become an accomplished fact between

ship and shore. Time signals are sent seaward daily from the

United States Naval Wireless Telegraphic Stations at short

intervals ; received by ships within the effective radius, that

are fitted with radio-telegraphic installation which is in working

order, and used for verifying or correcting chronometer rates,

and hence the time and longitude at sea. The French Govern-

ment similarly despatch wireless time signals, for chronometer

purposes, from Eiti'el Tower, Paris, to ships in the vicinity that

are fitted with wireless installation. Such an easy and reliable

system of determining Greenwich Mean Time has been under-

way since 1910, and was fully described on the United States

Hydrogi-aphic Office Pilot Charts of January, 1911. During

the war wireless time signals from Eiltel Tower have been

discontinued.
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It has been considered advisable to give a place to the following

correspondence between the author and another, bearing aa it

does upon a very important consideration in the navigation of

iron ships :

—

The Editor, Mercantile Marine Hervice Association "Reporter."

HEELING ERROR.

Sir,—Will any correspondent kindly give the method usually

employed at the Board of Trade Examinations for calculating

the Heeling Error ? Given the heel, the direction of the ship's

head by compass, and the Heeling Error observed, to find the

approximate Heeling Error, with a greater or less given heel,

and with the ship's head on some other named point of the

compass, the ship's magnetic latitude being in both cases the

same.—Yours faithfully, Inganno.

December, 1877.

The Editor, Mercantile Marine Service Association "Reporter.'

HEELING ERROR.

riir,—In answer to " Inganno, ' in your January number, I

submit that the first thing to be done is to determine what

is called the heclinr/ co-efficient. It is the error on the North or

South point by compass, caused by one degree of heel, and is

found by dividing the difference between the deviation, ship

upright and ship heeling, by the number of degrees of heel.

For example, given the deviation on North, ship upright, equal

to - 21°; when heeling 12° to starboard, equal to - 3°; this is

equivalent to a j^lus change of 18°, which, divided by 12° of heel,

gives + V'o as the heeling co-efficient for each degree of heel to

starboard. From this it will be seen that the heeling error is

directly proportional to the amount of heel. Now, when the

heeling error is given for any other than the North or South

points, it is easily i-educcd to these by simply dividing it by the

natural cosine of the number of points from North or South

;

then divide the result by the inclination to starboard or port, as

the ease may be, and you have the heeling co-eficient as before.
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F'or example, the heeling error on W.N.W., with 16° of heel to

port, is — 9°19 ; diviile this by 383 (the natural cosine of 6

points) and you get 24°; divide this by the heel (16°), and once

again we shake hands with our friend the heeling co-efficimt

Now it is evident that if we require the heeling error for an\'

other given point, we have merely to multiply the heeling eo-

efficienl by the natural cosine of the number of points contained

between North or South (tiiking the nearest) and the stated

point, multiply the result by the fresh heel, and we have the

error required.

For example, the heeling co-efficient on North is + I'o for

each degree of heel to starboard ; required the lieeling error on

N.E. by N. i N., heeling 10= to starboard. Multiply + l°-5 by

8S2 (the natural cosine of 2A points): the result is + l'-32;

multiply this again by 10' inclination to starboard, and we get

+ 13' 23 as the answer.

I have treated the foregoing solution of the question asked by

"Inganno" at considerable length, and in piecemeal fashion,

hoping that by so doing it would be rendered clearer. The

mathematical expression is very concise, but seamen are more

accustomed to regard iveather signs than to study algebraic ones.

Before quitting this suViject I must warn " Inganno " that if the

heeling error has a^'^it* sign when heeling to starboard, it will

have a miiiua one with a heel in the oppo.site direction ; also,

that the signs are reversed when the Northern semicircle of the

compass is substituted for the Southern one, or tlie contrary.

For example, if the heeling co-efficient on North is + I'^j when

heeling to stiirboard, it will be — l°o on South when heeling

the same way. In conclusion, the heeling error on any given

point must not be confounded with the ileviation on the .same

point. For example, the deviation, ship upright on S.W. is

+ 13°, iiut when heeling 17 to port it is only + 2°, the heelin"

error is conseiiuently — 11.

CoMI'i.ETE KXAMIM.K.—With ship's ho.id S.H. by E., and up-

right, the deviation is + 23" ; when heeling S'^ to port it is + 3*.

Required the deviation on N.N.W., when heeling 15° to star-

board; the deviation on that point, when upright, being — 14°;

magnetic latituile the .»iame in each case ? Answer, — 76*'2r).

Sqiikk T. S. Lk« kv.

February 20th. 187.S.
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STAR TELESCOPE FOR SEXTANTS.

About the first thing to be seen to on getting a star telescope

fitted to one's sextant, is that its coUimation adjustment is per-

fect If the line of sight of the telescope is at all inclined to the

plane of the instrument, instead of being strictly parallel to it,

as it should be, all angles measured with it will be too great

;

and the larger the angle so measured, the greater will be the

error. To determine the value of the error corresponding to the

various angles or altitudes, which may at any time be observed,

proceed as follows :—The sextant being in perfect adjustment,

screw in the ordinary direct telescope, and, on a fine clear night,

measure carefully the angle between two stars, whose distance

apart is between 100° and 110°. Read off and note this angle,

but do not move the index ;
then insert the star telescope, and

verify the measure

—

talcing care to make it in the very centre of

the field. If the line of collimation is correct, the stars will be

in contact as before ; but if it is not so, the stars will appear to

have separated. Bring them again into contact, and, having

read oft" the angle, the difference between it and the first reading

is, of course, the error for that particular angle.

To find what it would be for smaller angles, one might proceed

as before, by selecting stars at the required distance apart ; but

it is better to adopt another method, wherein a knowledge of the

error of parallelism of the telescope is pre-supposed.

Raper, in his explanation to Table 54, already referred to on

page 73, gives a rule for determining the error for any given

altitude or angular distance when the error of parallelism of the

telescope employed is known ; and this same rule, when luorked

backwards, serves of course to find the error of parallelism.

Rule to find the Error of Parallelism.

From the log. sine of the error belonging to any given angle,

measured by sextant, subtract the log. tangent of half the same

angle, and the remainder divided by 2 will be the log. sine of the

error of collimation.
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Example.

Let the error at 100° due to defective adjustment of the line of colliuiation

be 8' ; required the inclination of the telescope to the plane of the sextant.

Loj;. sine uf 8' 7-36682

Log. tangent of hall' 100" = 60° 10-07C19

2 1 17-29063

Log. sine 2° 32' 8-64631

Now, having ascertained the angular inclination of the tele-

scope to the plane of the sextant, if it be required to know the

quantity to be .subtracted from any other altitude or distance

measured with the same star telescope and sextant, we must

employ Ilaper's rule in its direct form as follows :

—

" To twice the log. sine of the error in the parallelism of the

telescope, add the log. tangent of half i\\e angle meiusured. The

sum will be the log. sine of the required error in the observed

angle."

•EXAMPLK.

The error of parallelism having been determined as 2° 32', required to know

the quantity to be subtracte<l from an observed altitude of 40°.

2° 32' Log. sine 8C4631 x2 7-29062

Half of 40° = 20° Tangent 9-6C107

Quantity to be subtracted 2' 27' Sine ... 685 . J9

Having ascertained by direct measurement the error at 100°

or thereabouts, it is recommended to ascertain, by calculation as

above, the error for all other altitudes at intervals of say 5'.

Having thus made a small table, gum it on the inside of the lid

of the sextant case for reaily reference. Whether the errors are

known or not, don't forget the advice on page 376, to observe

stars on both aides of the zenith. The diameter of the object

glass of the sUir tekscope shouKl not exceed IJ inches clear

aperture, unless special provision is made for one of greater si/o

by raising the horizon-gloss an additional ,% of an inch or there-

abouts above the plane uf the instrument, /u usini/ the star

telescope be careful to observe as nearly as possible in the ejcact

centre of the tield.
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THE THREE POINT PKOBLEM

Scale : I inch - 4 miles

C

Let the unknown angle at A be x, and the angle at B he y.

Then x and y may be found, as follows, by the algebraical

artifice of the employment of an auxiliary angle, here called 6.

In any plane triangle we have the sides proportional to the

sines of the opposite angles, as proved in works on Plane

Trigonometry. Hence, in the triangles A PC, BPC, it follows

that

:

^^ (I); ami
CP
BC (2)

CI' = AC sin.

sin. M (1) ; and CP BC .sill, v

sin. N
(2)

but things that are equal to the same thing are equal each to

the other :

. AC sin. X _ BC sin. y
sin. Nsm.
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Then, by subtracting and adding unity to each side of tliis

equation, and dividing out, we get:

sin. X - ain. y _ tan, fl - 1

Bin. X « sin. y tan. $ -i i

and a reference to any work on Plane Trigonometry sliews tliat

this equation may be written in the more convenient furui for

logarithmic calculation :

^"' * '^" - V> = tan. (8 - 45<»)

Un. i (X + y»

The auxiliary angle artitice is often handy. Here it enables

us to obtain a direct solution of tlie three-point problem ; and

the same formula covers every case. Let M = 34°, N = 48°,

ACB = 161°, AC = 5, BC = 7-4. to correspond with the figure

in this Appendix, and the solution is indicated below, first

finding the value of 0, and then \ (x - y). It will be noticed

that (x + y) = 300° - (M + N + ABC) = 3G0° - 243° =

1 17° ; and, therefore, i (x + y) = 58'' 30'. P is the sought

ship's position.

7-4 log. 86923 (9 - 45*) Un. 8-73132

34" tin. 9 74736 i U- + y) tan. Oi!li68

4V cosec. 1-2893

6 lof.

6 \Au.

74572

69897

•0J675

e = 48° S'

i (.1- - y Un. 8 94400

.% X - y = 10*

X + y = 117*

X = ti:r m'

y = 53' 30*

Sec Appendix (E) on next page

7»I7'68 3898S925

3U15926 0-497 U!»9 +

Circumference in tUtilte luilei 4-39.">7t'24

6280 feel in one mile 3-7'-'-2e339 +

Circuiuf. in feet = 131,333.746 8-1183763

Circnuif. in niinutM of arc = 21600' 4-3344538 -

MoBii Nftuii.-nl mil.' - OOSO 'ifio feet 3 ^BSQ-.^IS
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APPENDIX (E).

The meau radius of an oblate spheroid is the radius of a spliere

of equal volume, and is equal to V (a-b) where a is the equatorial

and b the polar radius. The earth's mean radius is therefore

39587 9 statute miles, and according to this way of looking at it

the mean sea mile would equal 6080'3 feet. In the United States

the nautical mile is defined to be one-sixtieth part of the length

of a degree of a great circle of a sphere the surface of which is

equal in area to the area of the surface of the earth. This value,

on Clarke's spheroid, is 1,8.53'248 metres.

APPENDIX (F).

As the magnetic poles are approached it may be assumed that,

in conformity with the general law of magnetism, the deflections

of the needle would become larger than here recorded ; but this

is a matter of more interest to the scientist than to the navigator.

APPENDIX (G).

The mariner's compass is found to be disturbed by submarine

influences near North Quarken, Gulf of Bothnia ; Oxelosund,

Sweden; Cape St. Francis, Labrador ; Cossack, N.W. Australia;

New Ireland and Bougainville, Solomon Islands ; Tumbora

volcano, Sumhawa Island, near Java ; St. Mary's Isle, near

Madagascar ; Delagoa Bay ; Iceland and its adjacent waters

;

Odessa Baj-, and the shoal south of it ; and Isle de Los, W. coast

of Africa.

APPENDIX (H).

In Walker's Taftrail log the bell sounds at every Jth part

of a knot run by the ship, therefore
J'^]^^

= knots. Thus,

if the interval between two strokes of the bell be 40 seconds, the

hourly .speed of the ship is 15 knots. A small table like the

subjoined may be stuck up in the chart-room :

—

B. knots.

50 = 120

49 = 1-2 -2

48 = 12o

47 = 127

s. knotd.

46 = 13

4a = 13-3

44 = 13-6

43 = 140

s. knots.

42 = 14-3

41 = 14-6

40 = 150

39 = 15-4

The governor should always be used with a Taflrail log, other-

wise it rotates by fits and starts, and the mechani.sm is more

liable to sufl'er from the rapid spinning which occurs after the

line gets sufiiciently twisted to overcome the friction induced by

the drag of the rotator.

In the case ol Hai'poon logs a guard of two pieces of crossed

iron .should be seized to the line about a couple of fathoms or so

ahead of the log. Its business is to arrest seaweed, waste, and

rubbish, which would otherwise foul the log and render it use-

less for the time being.
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APPENDIX (1).

It may be taken as quite beyond the realms of controversy

tbat the moon has absolutely no direct effect upon weather; and

even an indirect effect, in certain localities, is doubtful. For

example, in Torres Straits gales are remarkablj' prevalent about

the times of Full and New Moon, or, in other words, at Springs.

During 18'll-44, Dr. Rattray, of U.M.'s surveying ship, Fly,

noticed that at these periods there was a large area of coral r^'ef

uncovered at low water, extending out from land some 60 or 7U

miles, and the great heating by the sun's ray.s of this large area

has a tendency to cause gales at F. and C. Thus in this locality

the moon, operating through the tides, indirectly produces (with

the sun's assistance) a meteorological disturl)ance at regular

periods, and of considerable magnitude. Proof, however, is

wanting.

Again, where there is much rise of tide, say in the upper por-

tion of the Bristol C'liannel, there must be some <lisplacenient

of air by the incoming volume of water, quite apart from the

effect produced by submergence of miles of heateii tracts of land,

and this is also alleged to have some effect.

Pilots of rivers and estuiwies like the Mersey, the Dee, or the

Clyde, are familiar with tliese local effects, such as a breeze spring-

ing up with the Hood, &c., though they may not be able to define

the true cause.

Again, in very man}' tropical ports—Bombay for example, dur-

ing the N.E. monsoon—lantl and sea breezes alternate with won-

derful regularity. Each forenoon, the heated land draws to it

the sea-breeze (or " Doctor "), and right welcome it is. Tiiis dies

away after nightfall, and vessels in tiic offing experience an off-

shore wind owing to the land having become cooler than the sea.

Anyone who hius beat up the Malabar or Coromandel Coast is

familiar with these changes, which are all due to jluctuations of

temperature.

One must learn to lo<^)k beyond his naso for causes.

APPKNIJIX (J).

From Syzygy to Quadratine the tide prune*, and for three days

or so after Springs the interval between the corresponding tides

of successive days is less than the average 50m.

Per contra, from Quadrature to Syzygy the tide Uig^, and

accordingly, for about throe days after Neaps the opposite effect

is produced.
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APPENDIX (K).

On the nirrht of 31st October, 1876, a storm-wave 10 feet high

swept over both banks of the Magna and the islands in its

mouth; 98,000 people were drowned. " Soondrebun" of Bengal,

sometimes written " Sundarband " or " Sunderbunds."

APPENDIX (L).

Another method of finding the Mean Time at ship and also at

Greenwich of the meridian passage of a star, is as follows :

—

Example.
What was the Mean Time at ship and at Greenwich of the

meridian passage of » Procyou on February 19th, 1805, the

Longitude being 45° W. ?

H. U. t.

R.A. of Procyon (page 332, iV.yl.) 7 33 50

24

31 33 50

Sidereal Time at Green. Meau Noon 21 56 44

Approx. Mean Time of transit at ship 9 37 6

Longitude in Time 3 o W
Approx. G.M. Time 12 37 6

H. M. a.

Sidereal Time at G.M. Noon 21 56 44

Acceleration for 12h. 37m. 6.S + 24
Corrected Sidereal Time 21 58 48

31 33 50

Mean Time at ship at transit 9 35 2

Longitude in Time 3 o W,

Corrected Greenwich Mean Time 12 35 2

If still greater accuracy be required, the foregoing must be

repeated :

—

If. M. S.

Sid. Time at G.M. Noon (page 21, iV. /I.) 21 56 4375
Acceleration for 12 hrs + 1 58'28

„ „ 35m + 575
.. 28 + 0-00

21 58 47-78

31 33 5000

M.T.S. of transit of • Procynn on Febry. 19th... 9 35 2'22

3 A
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APPENDIX (M).

For pilotage purposes in confined water spaces, everyday experience

teaches that the compass cannot claim to be more than an auxiliary

to the eye methods commonly employed. Where changes in direction

are many and rapid, time is wanting to lay off positions by the com-

paratively slow process of cross-bearings :—take the more intricate parts

of the estuaries of the Thames and Mersey for example. It is due to

this very obvious fact that a purely local pilot never consults a chart

;

either he is guided by the mostly-present buoys, or, in their absence,

by transit-marks in the day-time, and by range lights, coloured sectors,

and maskings at night

Where banks are much given to shitting without permission, as in

the Hugli, or, say in Yarmouth Roads, the buoyage has to be re-

arranged at short intervals, and pilots have to look out for fresh

transits. Now, as the charts of such unstable localities cannot be

kept precisely up to date, the sensible navigator, on arriving within

pilotage limits, hauls up his courses, backs the main-topsail, hoists the

" Jack " at the fore, puts a Jacob's ladder over the lee side, and gets a

boat-rope ready well /onoard. Then " local talent," when it oomes on

board, does the rest as above described.

But intricacy is a question of degree, and outside of Europe there

are heaps of danger-strewn places with a paucity of buoys, lights, and

pilots—perhaps none at all—where the navigation, though demanding

much skill and clear-headed judgment, permits of mora deliberation.

The navigator thus left to his own devices has to fall back on the

tools of his trade, and, unless familiar with the potentialities of Sextant

and Station Pointer—the tirst as an angle-measurer, and the second as

nil angle-plotter—looks to his ancient friend " Cross-bearings " to get

him along. Here, then, it is proper to remind him that if the ship

lias to pursue many and widely-varying courses, it is very important

to liave a cloaelij adjusted navigating compass (tee clause (4), page 64'J '.

as there is always danger at such limes of applying the Deviation the

wrong way ; and though such Deviation may be small, its misapplica-

tion just doubles the effect on course or boaringa In the Uoyal Navy,

during fleet movements, a " manoeuvring compass " is kept in close

adjustment for the reasons here given.

But there yet remains an equally important point which the man
entrusted with the safety of a ship cannot afford to overlook : owing,

ir. some cases, perhaps, to their more striking appearance, or some

uuuccouulablo whim of the luouuut. the navigator may be beguiled
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into selecting the more distant visible objects for cross-bearings, and

this may easily prove fatal. Provided they are well defined and

correctly delineated, preference should always he given to ohjects near at

An error in bearing of a paltry quarter of a point—from whatever

cause or unhappy combination of causes—is well within the bounds of

probability. Now, with the object so near say as one mile, the ship's

position due to such an error is only vitiated to the trifling extent of

half a cable ; but should the object happen to be five miles off, the

displacement amounts to a quarter of a mile, and at ten miles to half a

mile. At either end of the Magellan Strait tempting objects, ten-

mile and upwards, are quite common, and an error in hieaiing of 3° or

4" would probably entail disaster.

It may be argued that the natural tendency is to take bearings of

the nearer land-marks
;
perhaps so, but the writer has so often seen the

contrary done without any apparent reason, that it is just as well to em-

phasize by repetition the last paragraph of page 104. See also page 149.

It is greatly in favour of the Station Pointer method of "fixing"

that it is free from Deviation, and that a sextant-angle can be taken

ever so much more accurately than a compass-bearing—especially

should there happen to exist the not unusual accompaniments of sea

and wind to make things lively. These undoubted advantages give

correspondingly greater liberty in choice of objects.

It is regrettable that one or two shipmasters, who have never tried it,

publicly jeer at the Station Pointer as newfangled, expensive (which it

is not), unpractical, and requiring a mail steamer's complement of

officers. This is because, unfortunately, they know no better, and are

therefore altogether out of their proper sphere when they undertake the

r61e of critics. Theirs is a prejudice which experience would dispel :

such men, by way of mental reparation, often become extravagantly

enthusiastic about that which they had previously condemned.

All the recognised instruments of navigation—and the Station

Pointer is now one of them—have their legitimate times and uses, as,

in previous pages, the writer has endeavoured to shew, and the navi-

gator must learn to discriminate. Once more, " Knowledge is Power."

If the recommendation is to use near objects for " fixing " ship, the

exact converse applies when adjusting compasses or ascertaining Devia-

tion by known bearing of a terrestrial object. In these latter cases it

is better that the object should be as far away as possible, compatible

with distinct vision (see paragraph near bottom of page 618, et sequitur)

The two aspects of the bearing question dealt with in this Appendix

are entirely distinct, and must not be confused with each other.
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APPENDIX ( N ).

DEFINITIONS.

Here and there throughout the text various definitions in Nautir.il

Astronomy iiavc been introduced in a casual way as necessity has arisen ; but

now that tiie Board of Trade has stiffened its back, it ajipears desirable to

recapitulate them systematically, and add such others as are wanting, so that

the student may not be put to the inconvenience of referring to other books—
periiajw not accessible at the moment—for enlightenment repirding the

various technical expressions he may happen upon from time to time.

It may be argued with some show of truth that the proper place for these

dcfmitions is at the beginning of Part II., but on the whole they arc somewhat
dry reeling, will be superfluous to some, and likely to "choke off" those who
require a little coaxing. They are therefore relegated to an .Appendix, wheie
they will be handy when wanted.

Care lia.s been taken to arrange the definitions in such a .''ei]ucnce that, .t

far as jwssible, each one i,s preliminary to the next. The simpler ones have

also been put first. It follows that it will not do to .-skip, or to licgin any-

where Init at the beginning, since the definitions arc more rcjidily grasiicd in

proportion to the reader's acquaintance with those which have preceded any

particular one.

It would of course be possible to put much more tersely the matter

conbiined in the following pages, Imt in that case it would not be so readily

understood by the los.s advanced student. In fact the heading is hardly

correct, for what follows must be considered more in the nature of iletaileil

J'Jxjilixnitioiu than curt Definiliom.

It is a misfortune that in the average book on Nautical .\stronomy many

expres.4it>us are employed which mean exactly the same thing, but the reader

is not told so. Unless this redundancy is pointed out, coufusion is apt to

arise in the student's mind. In view also of the fact that the bulk of seamen

have but scant mathematical training, nothing but the homeliest language has

been made use of : go now to biusincss.

The innocent little word " Circle " is so often enoountcred in the.«e

txplawUiont of d^nitiitm, that it will be better to tackle it at the very

out.sct.

I. A OIRCLE is a plane figure liounded or surrounded by a continuous

curve*) line called the circomforence, of which every jiart is at the same

di.sUince from a i>oint within named the ctntrt. It will lie noticed that,

strictly spcakin,', the circle is not the circumlerence, but the surface which it

cncln.sos.

In the English system the circumfcreuc« is divided into CUO*, and these

again in niiimtcs (') and seconds (*) of Arc The circumference may also be

divided into hours, minutes, and seconds of Tinu. As very fiuniliar examples

of those two divi.tions we have the comp.i8sc.ird and a clock-dial.
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Lines drawn from the centre to any part of the circumference are termed

radii, and are of equal length ; the length of any one of tliese when multiplied

by 2 is equal to the diameter ; and the diameter multiplied by 31416 is very

nearly equal to the length of tlie circumference.

Radius must not be confounded with Radian, which is something totally

different (see footnote, page 217).

If a circle be divided into two equal parts termed semicircles, each will

contain 180° or 12 hrs. ; the line of separation is the diameter. For example,

in the Tables of Burdwood and Davis the azimuth is reckoned through 180°

in the eastern and western semicircles. If a circle be divided into four equal

parts termed quadrants, each will contain 90° or 6 hrs. For example, the

compass-card is divided from 0° at North and South to 90° at East and West.

A Biijht-angle contains 90° ; an Acute-angle, less than 90° ; an Obtuse-anyle,

more than 90°.

Any portion of the circumference is called an arc, and the straight line

connecting the extremities of an arc is termed tlie chord of the arc. The

parts of the circle separated by the chord are termed segments. A semi-

circle is a segment.

The Complement of an angle is what the angle wants of 90° or 6 hrs.
;

therefore, if the given angle be 60" or 4 hrs., its complement ia 30° or 2 hrs.

The Supplement of an angle is what the angle wants of 180° or 12 hrs.

;

therefore, if the given angle be 105° or 7 hrs., its supplement is 75° or 5 hrs.

These two words are often contracted to " co " and " su," and used as a prefix

to some other word ; thus we have sine and " co-sine," versed sine and
" su-versed-sine "

; therefore, the log sine of 60° is the same as the log cosine

of 30=, as may be seen by inspection of any Table of Trigonometrical Ratios.

A vast deal more might be written about a Circle and its properties,

which, however, would be out of place for the purpose in view. It is said

that to describe a true circle is easier than to draw a perfectly straight line.

2. A SPHERE or Globe is a solid figure bounded by a curved surface,

every point on which is at the same distance from an interior point called the

centre of the sphere. Every plane section of a sphere is a circle. For
example, imagine a billiard ball to be cut clean through in such a manner as

to divide it very unequally, then the ilat side or section of each of the two

pieces, whether the large or the small, will be a true circle, provided the cut

is a clean one. (The meaning of the word plane is given on page 337.) A
" plane " has no material existence, it is devoid of thickness, it is merely what
is termed an " abstract idea." In geometrical reasoning we have to suppose a

good many impossibilities : for example, a " Line " is length without breadth
;

and a " Point " has no magnitude.

3. A GREAT CIRCLE is one which divides a sphere into two equal

parts ; and to do so its plane must pass through the dead-centre of that

sphere ; but it is free to do so in an infinite number of directions—there is no

limit when we are dealing with imaginary planes. For example, an imaginary

line joining anv two stars in the firmament constitutes an arc of a Great

Circle ; it matters not whether the stars lie vertically, horizontally, or
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obliquely to the observer. Pursuing this matter just a trifle further,—if we

take haphazard any thru stars not in a straight line, the three conncctiii!»

lines would be arcs of Great Circles lying in different planes, but each passing

through the centre of our globe, and the surface of the sphere included by the

three arcs would be a Bpherical triangle. It is clear, therefore, that any

number of such Great Circles may be con?idercd to exist in space.

The Poles of a Great Circle are the extremities of that diameter of the

sphere which is perpemlii'ular to the plane of such Circle. For example, the

Equator is a Great Circle, whose plane—passing through the centre of the

Earth—divides it into the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, with their

corresponding North and South Poles.

Now as all Great Circles truly bisect each other, it follows, let their

inclination be what it may, that each one must intersect the Equator in two

opposite point.s ; and the two opposite points of any Great Circle must l>e

180° apart. {See definition No. 8.)

The Angle at the Pole of a Great Circle is measured by the arc of the

Great Circle which .sulitcnds that anjlc. Think this over till thoroughly

comprehended, and then don't forget it ; as it is a rule requiring constant

application. Still taking Mother Earth by way of illustration, the Angle at

the Pole would be subtended by an arc of the Equator in the case of a difference

of longitude, say, between the meridians of Washington and Greenwich. <^r,

supposing an observer to be on the Equator, in Long. 0°, the Angle at the

Zenith would be subtended by an arc of the celestial meridian of 90° east and

west longitude. In each of these two cases the Great Circles subtending the

angles are perpendicular to each other ; but, as already stated, Great Circles

may intersect at any angle of inclination. Now if the first two lines of this

paragraph are understood, it will be seen that the Angle at the Poles o/ the

Ecliptic (see definition No. 10) would not be subtended by an arc of the

Equinoctial, which intersects the Ecliptic, but by the Ecliptic it-self But we

are getting a little too " previous."

The Vertex is the point of liighest latitude touched by a Great Circle,

not being the Equator ; and there are of necessity two such vertices, just in

the same way as there arc two points of intersection. These Vertices are

diametrically opposite to each otlier, both in latitmle nnd longitude,—one in

the Northern, and the other in the Southern Hemisphere : if so, they must be

180° apart, and 90° distant in each direction from the two (mints where the

Great Circle to which they belong intersects the Equator. Therefore, if you

know the longitude of these crassing places, you also know the longitude of

each vertex, and vice vasd. So ra\icli for the longitude ; but what about the

latitude 1 Well, this is determined with equal readiness, since the angle of

intersection is alipays equal to the Latitude of Vertex. This is not chance ;

it is a law of "spherics." There will Im? more said nl)out this peculiarity o(

Great Circles when we come to the Ecliptic.

The nieriilian of longitude which passes through the Vertex is known as

the Meridian of Vertex, and is the only one which cuts the Great Circle at

right-angles. It is usefid to remember this peculiarity also.

Great Circles and their Poles are scnttored about evcr>-whcre and any

where—millions of them. They are for ever cnqqiing iii> in Nautical
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Astronomy, and therefore in Navigation, which is based upon it. But if you

know one, you know the whole family, and they behave exactly al'ke in

similar circumstances.

4. A SMALL CIRCLE is an insignificant and distant connection of the

Great Circle femily. One does not hear so much about it in Nautical Astron-

omy. It is rigorously excluded—not, indeed, from the ordinary family
circle—but from t\\& family triangle, which is an exclusive meeting of three

Great Circles—presumably members of the "upper circle." At such a

meeting a Small Circle would be regarded as an interloper, and put out, being

quite inadmissible in such high society.

A Small Circle divides a sphere uneqtially, and consequently its plane

cannot pass through the centre.

5. THE CELESTIAL SPHERE may be conceived to be an immense

spherical dome or shell, with the stars as glittering points on its imier

surface, and ourselves as a speck at its centre. Upon this sphere we imagine

certain lines to be traced (corresponding to similar imaginary lines on this

Earth), whereby may be fixed the apparent positions of the heavenly bodies,

and their motions ascertained and described. The apparent place of a

heavenly body depends solely upon its direction from the observer, and has

nothing whatever to do with its actual distance.

With the solitary exception of our troublesome neighbour the Moon, the

parallax of all the other bodies with which seamen are concerned is so

insignificant—owing to their vast distance—that in piractical navigation it is

usual to disregard it utterly. It would therefore be quite immaterial whether

such bodies were observed from the centre or surface of the Earth : the

measurements would be identical.

With our own satellite it is different : owing to the Moon's proximity, all

lunar observations have to be reduced to the Earth's centre. The elements in

the Nautical Almanac arenas may well be imagined—computed as between

the centres of the various heavenly bodies. The Celestial Sphere is often

spoken of as the " Celestial Concave," since it is the inner surface we are

supposed to he looking at.

6. THE POLES OF THE CELESTIAL SPHERE are two fixed pomts

in the heavens where, if a star were situated, it wotild suffer no displacement

whatever during the 24 sidereal hours occupied by the a/)parent rotation of

the sphere on its axis : consequently, as we shall see by-and-bye, such a star

would have no " diurnal circle." Polaris being distant upwards of a degree

from the Celestial Pole, does not quite fulfil these conditions, and only

approximately represents the place of the Pole. It has a diurnal circle

—

though a very small one—which is gradually getting less, but will never

reach the vanishing point.

The line joining these two fixed points is the axis of the celestial sphere

about which it seems to rotate. To its inhabitante, the Earth appears to be

at rest, and the celestial sphere to move round it from east to west. In reality

it is just the other way about (see footnote, page 396). Do not get " mixed "

over this capsizing of the arrangement of the universe.
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TLe AxU of the Earth, and all lines parallel to this Axis, point to

tlie Celestial Pole {see detin. Ko. 25). The North Point which is on the

horizon, must not be confounded with the North Pole, which lias an

elevation above the horizon ecjual to the latitude of the observer.

7. THE EQUINOCTIAL CIRCLE, or Celestial Equator, i.s a Great

Circle iniilway li'twocii tlie iiolcs of the celestial sphere, and therefore

90" Irom each, it is in fact the Earth's equator extended to the heavens.

When the Sun is crossin;; this circle in spring and autumn vdeclin. 0°), day and

night are—Poles excepted—everywhere equal in dimition (sec page 398).

The Equinoctial Circle forms the horizon of an observer standing at either

pole of the Earth, and as soon as the Sun appears above it, there will be

constant dayli^'ht for a jicriod of six months. This is to compensate him for

the other six months of the year during which there would be modified

darkness. (See para. 3, page 407).

In speaking of the Equinoctial Circle the second word is often dropped

altogether. The Eqidnortial is to the heavens what the Equator is to the

Earth.

8. THE VERNAL EQUIKOX, or First Point of Aries, is used by
astronomers and n;u'ii,'ators as a reference point in the sky, mucii the same
as Greenwich is used ;is a reference point on the Earth (see page 398). The
Equinoctial Point is the starting place for Right Ascension, Sidereal Time,

and Celestial Longitude : for brevity sake it is cut down to " The Equinox."

The Autumnal Equinox is the opi)osite |X)int, where the Ecliptic cuts the

Exjuinoctiai when the Sun is moving south. The Ecliptic and Equinoctial

being great circles, the Vernal and Autumnal Equinoxes arc of course 180'

a|>art : to traverse this space it takes the Sun six months. Do not confuse
" Ivpiinox " with " Equinnctial "

: one is a Point, the other is a Great Circle.

9. THE EQUINOCTIAL COLURE, or Zero Hour Circle, is a Great

Circle pajwing through the celcati;d poles and the equinoctial iwinta. Tliat

half which passes through the tft-naJ equinox may be regarded as The
Celestial Prime Meridian.

10. THE ECLIPTIC is that Great Circle in the heavens which the Sun
$eet/is to describe in tlie course of a year. It is better explained as the trace

of the plane of the Earth's orbil U|X)n the celestial 8i>here. It derives its

name from the fact that eclipses can only occur when the Moon is cro.ssing it

As before stated, the Ecliptic cuts the EquinoctiiU at the vernal and

autumnal equinoctial points. Miiiway between these come the vertices of the

Ecliptic, known as the summer and winter Solstices, which mark the invsitinn

of maximum declination (23" 27' N. and S ). Here for a brief spell the Sun
seems to stand still before retracing his stcjis to the other hemisphere.

The great circle )>asHing through the solstitial points, the joles of the

equinoctial and eclifitic is termed The Solstitial Oolure. It lies at right-

angles to the Equinoctial Colure (see No. 9}. The Solstitial Cohire is the

"Meridian of Vertex " of the Ecliptic,

The terms "sunuuer and winter solstices" are, of course, only relative,

lincc the English summer is the Australosinn winter, and i'iV« twi .<(!.
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By "equinoctial point," or "equinox," is usually meant the vernal equinox,

or 1st Point of Aries. The otlier is mucli less heard of.

11. OBLIQUITY OF THE ECLIPTIC is tlie practically constant angle

(23° 27') which the ecliptic makes -with the equinoctial at their points of

intersection. In accordance with the laws of "spherics," this angle is equal

to the polar limit of the Sun's declination.

The Poles of the Earth, instead of being perpendicular to the plane of its

orbit round the Sun, are inclined to it at the above angle. It is this

beneficent arrangement which gives us the four seasons of the year, and the

varying length of day and night.

12. THE TROPICS are two small circles—parallel to the equinoctial

—

drawn through the solstitial points. The Sun never gets beyond these

boundaries. Tlie northern is the Tropic of Cancer, and tli3 southern the

Tropic of Capricorn.

13. THE TORRID ZONE is the space on the surface of the Earth lying

witliin the tropics. Twice in the year at noon the Sun is over-head to every

place within this area, and never to any place outside of it. It is mostly a

hot shop.

14. THE POLAR CIRCLES are small circles distant 23° 27' from either

pole. The northern is called the Arctic Circle, and the southern the

Antarctic Circle. Their latitude, therefore, is 66° 33' N. and S. respectively.

15. THE FRIGID ZONES are the spaces lying within the polar circles.

If tlie torrid zone—temperature apart—has its little pecidiarity, so have

the Frigid Zones, but in a more marked degree ; for at places within their

inhospitable limits the Sun keeps above the horizon during part of the summeri

and below it during part of the i*inter. The extent to which this happens

depends upon the sun's declinatiun and the distance of the place from the pole.

16. THE TEMPERATE ZONES are the spaces lying between the tropics

and polar circles. They have nothing to do with the great Temperance

Question or the principles of the natives.

17. LATITUDE. The Celestial Latitude of a body is reckoned /rowi the

ecliptic toward one or other of its poles, and is measured on a " circle of

latitude " passing through the body. A circle of celestial latitude is a great

circle perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic. Terrestrial Latitude of a place

is reckoned from the equator towards one or other of the poles of the Eartli,

and is measured on a meridian.

18. LONGITUDE. The Celestial Longitude of a body is measured on

the Ecliptic, starting from the equinoctial point. It is always reckoned in arc,

and from west to east throughout the complete 300°. Terrestrial Longitude

of a place is measured on the Eqwitor, starting in both directions from the

meridian of Greenwich, and is reckoned up to 180° E. and ISO'^ W.

The latitude and longitude of the Sun and Moon are given in the Nautical

Almanac, on pages III. and IV. for the month. They are not used by

navigators.
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19. THE ZENITH, in general terms, is the point \xrtically otvr-fiead in

ihe celestial concave : for example, it is the point whence a plumb-line woulil

meet the surfiice of the E;irth. The direction of the plumb-line is determined

by the direction oi gravity at the place of contact : this is very seldom indeed

exactly towards the centre of the Earth {see pages 9 and 10).

Were the E;irth a tnie sphere, the Zenith mi.^ht be defined as the point

where a line drawn from the centre of the Earth, upwards through the

observer, would meet the sky. But since the Earth is not a tnie sphere, tliis

second definition really indicates a point known as the Qeocentric Zenith.

Moreover, the True Zenith is only correctly determined when the direction of

tT-avity is not interfered with by local and abnormal influences («•< jiar. 3 of

page 10).

20. THE ZENITH DISTANCE at any moment is simply the anguhir

distance of a body from the observer's Zenitli, or what the true altitude wants

of 90°. The Zenith Distance is therefore the complement of the altitude.

The body may have any bearing. When a body is on the horizon its Z. D.

is 90°. It is measured on a vertical circle, or circle of altitude.

21. MERIDIAN ZENITH DISTANCE only differs from No. 20 in being

the body's di.staiicc iVom tlio zenith at l/ie iiist'tnt oj ixusiiuj the uLientr's

meridian ; in tiie case of the Sun this would be at apparent noon, and at

such times the bearing would Ik; either North or South.

22. THE NADIR is the point under foot which is opposite to the renith.

In observatory work it is readily determined by directing the tele8eoi>e

downwards to a basin of mercury between the piers of the instrument, and

slowly moving it by the proper screw until the image of the horizontal wire in

the reticule, as seen by reflection, coincides with the wire itself. (.SV<

page 80). The " horizontid point " for the zero of the instnuaent is of course

90° from the Nadir.

This method has sui>orseded the old-fashioned ones, which, besides being

much more troublesome, were aftlictcd with the uncertainties of that buglwar

of the astronomer—refraction. The Nadir is seldom or never referred to iu

navigation.

23. HORIZON (see Plate) is a general term which, where navigation is

concerned, resolves itself into the Rational, the Sensible, and Vitible horizons.

But in the end they all come to the same thing.

24. THE RATIONAL HORIZON is a great circle of the celestial sphere,

having the zcnilli and nadir for its poles; it is therefore half-way lictween

them, and 00' fr<.im each. The plane of tlie Rjttional Horizon (visscs through

the centre of the E:irth. Wherever he may elect to go, each indiviilual

carries with him his own Rational Horizon, so that their number is infinite

:

but however many there may l>o, or however varied their angles of inclination,

they one and all \\:wc the same centre {fee p!i'_'e 322). The ob.server's Horizon

li.x-i several raithlul companions whicli never desert it. Tiicy are— the Zenitli,

Meridian. I'riiiic Vertical, and a host of other Vertical t'ircles, (See No. 27).
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25. THE SENSIBLE HORIZON is a small circle parallel to the

particular rational horizon to which it corresponds, and its plane passes

through the eye of the observer.

Thouftli separated by the semidiameter of the Earth (nearly 4,000 miles),

it is evident that when extended to this infinitely distant surface of the

celestial concave—as in the case of the fixed stars—the two horizons resolve

themselves at the " vanishing point " into a single great circle {see pages

320-323). They may therefore be treated as one and indivisible, except when
tlie Moon is concerned.

26. THE VISIBLE, or Apparent Horizon, is the line where the sea

and sliy appear to meet. It is a small circle parallel to the others, but

depressed below the sensible horizon by an angular amount depending upon

tlie height of the eye above the surface of the se;i : this angular amount is

famOiar to seamen as the "dip of the horizon." There is True Dip and

Apparent Dip : in the latter the effect of refraction is allowed for. The exact

formula for true dip is :

—

where K = mean radius of the Earth, A = true dip, h = height of eye.

With R = 20,902,412 feet, and A = 40 feet, the true dip is 6' 43"-5.

27. VERTICAL CIRCLES, or Circles of Altitude, are great circles

passing through the zenitli and nadir, and tlierefore perpendicular to the

observer's horizon in every direction.

28. A CELESTIAL MERIDIAN is a great circle passing through the

poles of the heavens, the zenith and nadir : it therefore marks the north and

south points of the horizon, and lies at right angles to the equinoctial and

horizon. It is a particular case of a vertical circle. The Celestial Meridian

is merely the plane of a terrestrial meridian extended to the celestial concave.

Though very important in its way, it is only a local reference line. There are

of course any number of meridians.

Please understand that, unless otherwise specified, the word " meridian
"

aa used in these explanations is to be considered the meridian of the observer.

29. THE PRIME VERTICAL is the vertical circle p;issing through the

zenith at right angles to the meridian : it therefore runs east and west, and

cuts the horizon at those points. It is essentially a Great Circle. All bearings

mentioned in these " explanations " are True bearings.

30. HOUR-CIRCLES are great circles of the celestial sphere passiiig

through its poles, and therefore at right angles to the equinoctial : they

correspond exactly to the meridians of the Earth, and are sometimes termed
" Circles of declination."

31. THE ALTITUDE of a heavenly body in general terms is its angulai

elevation above the horizon, and is measured by the arc of a vertical circle.

In practice there are three kinds of Altitudes :—(1) The Observed Altitude
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as taken with a sextant
; (2) The Apparent Altitude, whiih is got by

applyin',' to the obaerveil altitude the instrumental errors and dip, also semi-

diameter— if any. It is therefore the angle of elevation of the line dnitcn

from the observer to tlie ap/xtrent place of the body ; (3) The Tnie Altitude

is got from the apparent altitude by the application of refraction and jvirallai.

The latter— in the case of stars— is non-existent, and in tlie i-ase of the Sun

and planets may be neglected with safety. Witli the Moon it is a big item.

The True Altitude, therefore, is the angle of elevation of the line drawn

from t/ie centre of tlu Earth to the True place of the body.

In the case of the trouble-some Moon the altitude needs yet another minor

correction. The nearer a body i.s, the larger it looks : now, when the Moon is

right over-head, it is nearer to the observer by half the luirth's diameter th.in

when it is on his horizon ; lience its angular diameter when in the zenith is

ajipreciably larger, and the increase is called Augmentation.

The Moon's semidiameter, as reconled in the Xautical Alnutnac, is the

angle under which it would appear if viewed from the centre of the Earth.

But we don't view it from the centre of the Earth, and so the semidiameter

needs a plus correction dei)cnding for amount upon the Moon's Altitude.

This is given in tabular form in all epitomes, but it is so small as nut to

be worth bothering about c.xceiit in the case of a Lunar Distance, if ever used

at sea, where "Every niickle mak's a muckle." (For refraction see jage 91,

and for parallai see pages 3"20-."!'J.i

)

32. PABALLELS OF ALTITUDE are small circles (>arallol to the

horizon. They are more commonly calle<l " Circles of Equal Altitude." (.S'e«

piurc 489.)

33. THE DECLINATION of a body is its angular distance north or

south of the equinoctial, and is measured by the arc of the hour circle jKi.'wing

through the body. Declination ranks in the heavens with Latitude on Ejirtii

:

thus ft star whose declination i.s, say 40° N., will pa.*-; the meridiiin i'l tl„>

renitli of all places in Latitude 40° N.

34. POLAR DISTANCE is the body's angular distance from the cU vated

pole. Wiiiii the body is on the celestial equator (declination 0") its Polar

Distance is 9<-1°.

Wiicn the declination and the observer's latitude bear the same name, the

Polar Distince is the eomplement of the declination ; but when they are of

contrary names the I'ohir Distance is the sum of the declination and 90°.

Thus if tlio observer bo in north latitude, and the declination l>e 20° N., the

Polar Distance would be 70°
; but if the declination were -JO" S., the Polar

Distance would Iw 110°.

35. THE AZIMUTH, or True Bearing, is tin- angle at tite zenith

between tlic olwcrvn's meridian and the verticiU circle jwissing through the

body. It i.H niea-sured by the <irc uj t/ie Imrizun intcrcepteil lietween the nurth

iir south (Kiint and tlie loot of this vertical. In all cases :i liody will change its

.Vj-.imuth nvwtt rapidly when on the meridian, and lea.it rai'idly when on tlic

prime verliciil. If for some special purpose tlie .\r.imuth should require to W
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known mri/ accurateh/ when tlie body is near the meridian, Time-Azimuths

will give the best results : similarly, should the body be near the prime vertical,

Alt.-Azimuths will give the best results.

The most favourable time for swinging sliip for compass work is of course

when the Azimuth is changing least rapidly, and this can be ascertained at a

glance from Burdwood or Davis, according to the latitude and declination.

The altitude, though, shoidd never exceed 40°, and 30° is the ordinary limit.

For ship work Time-Azimuths are more convenient than Alt.-Azimuths (see

bottom of page 123).

But although they should be looked for, one cannot always command the

most favourable conditions ; when, unfortunately, they are absent, the

philosophic sailor wdl comfort himself with proverbs suitable to the occasion,

such as " Beggars cannot be choosers," " Half a loaf is better than no

bread." Endeavour so to discipline your mind as always to be thankful even

for small mercies. Contentment is happiness, though proper ambition is

commendable.

36. THE AMPLITUDE is merely the complement of the azimuth of

a body on the horizon, and is reckoned /?'o;;i east or west towards north or soutli.

Thus, if tiie azimuth were N. 80° W., the corresponding Amplitude would be

W. 10° N. In Burdwood and Davis the azimuth is counted through 180°, and

one might wonder how the "complement" rule would then work. There is no

difficulty. Imagine the amizmuth to be N. 120° W. ; subtract from 180° and

we get S. C0° W. for the azimuth. Now the complement of this is W. 30° S.

= the Amplitude.

The Amplitude is defined as the angle between the prime vertical and that

vertical circle which passes through the body when the latter is on the horizon.

Strictly, the term is only applied to a body at its rising or setting. It is

dropping out of fashion, as no one now-a-days would dream of waiting for that

which after all—when the critical moment arrived—might not be visible : we

have all heard of such things as a " high dawn," " the Sun setting in a

bank," &c.

Azimuth Tables and good bearing instruments make it easy to get compass

observations almost at any hour.

In the days of wooden sailing ships it was not uncommon in the first or

second dog-watch to see " the old man " solemnly laying his hand " on edge
"

(or the Gunter scale) over the compass, and sqiunting along it in the direction

of the setting Sun. It was so easy to do, and the table in the Epitome

obligingly gave the Amplitude without any calculation whatever. The rising

Sun did not receive so much notice : the mate would be busy washing decks,

and " the old man " had not yet turned out. Steel has changed all that, and

compasses iiisist upon their claims to constant attention.

To an observer on the equator the Amplitude of a body is equal to its

declination ; thus, if the declination is 15° N. the body will rise bearing

E. 15° N., and set bearing W. 15° N. Under all circumstances, however, it

bears the same name as the declination.

When its declination is 0°, the body rises and sets due east and west in all

latitudes. In high latitudes, when the body—instead of rising or setting

vertically—skima the horizon obliquely, the visible Amplitude is only

approximate, and a correction is necessary. Why should this be !
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37. TIME ia an all-imporUint factor in our daily lives. " Punctuality is

the soul of business," and though we have clocks and watches to keep ui

straight, there must be somethiug to keep them straight in the first instance.

Tliis " something " is the uniform rotation of the Earth on its axis, which is

always jjerformed in exactly the same time, and thereby gives to ua tlie

portion of time known as a Day.

But tliere are "days" and "days." Broadly, a day is the interval

between the departure of the observer's meridian from a heavenly body—not

necessarily the Sun—and its next return tliereto. It derives its prefix or

christian name from the body with which the motion of the meridi;in is

associated. If the various heavenly bodies preserved the same jwsitions

with respect to each other, the intervals between the dcpartiure and return of

a meridian to each would be the same, and conse^iucutly days of all

denominations—whether solar, lunar, or sidereal—would be of equal leugtli.

But this is not the case. The Sun (or more strictly, the Earth in its orbit),

the Moou, and the Planets are in coptiuu;d motion, witli veliK'ities not only

differing from each other, but varying in each particular body; hence a big

celestial complication, which cuts out plenty of work fortiie astronomer in the

compilation of tliat "wonderful book of prophecy " the XautiaU AIiikijuic.

But our resources don't end here, for, ever so far away, beyond Sun, Moon,

and Planets, there dwells the glittering host of stars—suns in various stages

of existence. They jxjssess, it is true, what astronomers call " proper

motions " of their own ; some speeding one way and some another, with

velocities saircely jjossible to realize ; but owing to the imnumsi'ti/ of distiince

which 8ei»arate3 them from this Earth, their movements inler se are only

barely jwrccptible in the observatory after the lapse of many years. So far,

therefore, as wc mortals are concerned, the stars are fixed points in the

fathomless depths of the sky: the "Plough" of to-day is pretty much the

" Plough " of a hundred yw»rs ago ; so also with the other constellations,

—

within the memory of man they alter not

This majestic jihalanx sweeps round about the Earth unceasingly, keeping

step exactly, and without any dcnuigenu'iit of ita formation. We turn to

practical account the unfailing punctuality of this stellar procession by taking

it as that jiarticular measure of Time known as the Sidereal day of 24

Sidereal hours.

38. A SIDEREAL DAT, therefore, is the interval between the de|>arture

of a meridian from a given star and its return to the same, or the time

o<Tupicd by the F.;irth in rotatin;; once on its axis. This mea.sure of time,

ever available, is of invariable length.

To kec]) the rojies dear for running, we will at once draw a distinction

between rotation and revolution. They should not. be used indiscrimin-

ately. Iti these jKiges the first will always be understood to mean a body

tpinning on iU otvn axis, like a teetotum, a top, or a merry-go-round
;

anil the second, the fxtth or orbit of a boily i-otiwl itt primary. Thus

the Earth rotates on its axL) once in the course of a da;i, and revolret round

the Sun once in the course of a year. The Mdou revolves round the Fjirth,

but 'ts rotatii>n is so very slow as to be only once i i a revolution. The >roon,
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therefore, always shews us the same side. What the other side is like we
don't know, though Libration enables us to peep round the corners to a small

extent.

Also, in considering the various daily measures of time, the observer must

stick to his post. If he deserts it for another, as a ship does on the ocean,

the intervals between successive meridian passages will be longer or shorter

according to whether he has moved westward or eastward. As we cannot

venture just now to complicate matters after this fashion, the observer will

please to consider his eye glued to the transit instrument of anv one

observatory he may select, Greenwich for choice.

39. AN APPARENT SOLAR DAY is the interval between the departure

of a meridian from the Sun's centre and its return to the same. But from

two causes this interval is a variable one, and therefore unsuited to the

aflFairs of high-pressiu'e civilized life ; nor could clocks be constructed to Iceep

pace with its vagaries.

CaiLse No. 1 is the apparent variable motion of the Sun in the ecliptic,

due to the foct that the velocity of the Earth in its orbit varies with its

distance from the Sun ; and here, be it said, the Sun is nearest to us in the

northern winter and fiu-thest in the northern summer. The Earth's orbit,

then, is not a true circle, but an ellipse, with the Sun in one of the foci.

Cause No. 2 arises from the Sim's apparent path not being coincident

with the equinoctial, but inclined at an angle abeady explained as the

" obliquity of the ecliptic." To know when the effect from this cause is least

and greatest requires a little meditation. Just think it over.

A sun-dial shows Apparent Solar Time, and we also use this latter time

at sea, where it is the custom to "make 8 bells" when the Sun is on the

meridian at noon.

40. A MEAN SOLAR DAY. With a view to obtaining a convenient

and unifonn measure of time, astronomers have recourse to a Mean Solar

Day, the length of which is equal to the mean or average of all the Apparent

Solar Days in the year. An Lmaginiiry sun called the mean sun is made to

take the place of the real Sun, and the interval between the departure of any

meridian from the mean sun and its next return to it constitutes the Mean

Solar Day. Being a uniform measure of time, we are enabled to make clocks

and watches which will practically conform to it.

If the imaginary or mean sun could be observed on the meridian at the

instant when the mean-time clock indicated Oh. Om. Os., it would again be

observed there when the hands returned to the same position.

As the time deduced from observation of the real Sun is called Apparent

time, so the time deduced from the iryuiginari/ sun is called Mean time.

Mean Time cannot be obtained from observation, because there is nothing

to observe ; but it may readily be deduced from an observation of the rod

Sun with the aid of the Equation of Time presently to be explained.

41. THE CIVIL DAY and ASTRONOMICAL DAY. The first named,

or common mode of reckoning, consists of 24 mean solar hours, counted in two

batches of 12 hours each. We have seen that the Solar Day really begin»
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with the transit of one or other of the two suns across the meridian at mean

or apparent noon, and this is the natural order of things if we accept tlie Sun
as iiur tiraekcpper. But the Civil Day begins at tiie j>receiliii{i midni-jht,

and its first batch of 12 hours takes us to noon ; we then make a fresli start,

and the second batcli of 12 hours carries us on to the following midnight, and

so completes the Civil Day. Hence the ordinary clock is only marked to 12

hoiu°8. At Bern in Switzerland there is a large public clock with its dial

marked in two batches of 12 hours each, one lot for a.m. and the other for p.m.

The Civil reckoning is, therefore, always 12 hours in advance of the

Astronomical reckonin;; ; hence the well-known rule for determining the

latter from the former, viz:—In civil time, with p.m. make no ciiange ; but

with AM., diminish the day of the month by one, and add 12 to the hours.

Thus :—January 2nd, V"" 49" p.m. civil time, is January 2nd, 7'' 49"

astronomical time ; but January 2nd, 7'' 49'° a.m. civil time, is January Ist,

jgh 49m astronomical time. It will be noticed that Astronomical Time has

no a.m. or p.m. but runs right through the 24 hours. This is the case with

Sidereal Time also.

Sliips' log-books used to be kept in astronomical time by some, sine* it

scorned convenient. Other navigators preferred the lng-lK3ok kept in what waa

called nautical time, which, like a,stronomical, commenced at noon. Hence tiic

remark which used to be found in the l.nst page of the harbour log:—"This

day contains twelve hours to commence the sea log." Fortunately, for all

conccrnrd. Civil Time is now universal. The Nautical Day commenced 12

hours before, and the Astronomical Day 12 hours after, the Civil Day.

There being no room in the cramped columns of li^iilway time-tables to

in.sort A.M. and p.m. except at the tojt, every traveller, other than a " bagm:kn
"

used to find ilitfioulty in sorting out times of arrival and de|)arturc over long

route.'!, especially as 0'' 6" p.m. was repre.scnted by 12'' 6"° P..M., which

couhl only mean G" after mUlniijht. At length a genius came along and hit

upon the simple device of putting tlie a.m. figvires in one kind of type, and the

P.M. in another. Once more Columbtis and the egg.

To summarise, the Civil Day begins at midnight and ends at the next

midniglit, which is the most convenient arrangement for the ordinary affairs

of life on shore. Tlie Astronomical Day licgins at the noon lictweon the two

midnighta, and ends at the next noon. It has K-cn proiHjsed to make the

Astronomical Day conform to the Civil Day, but it entails such a general

ufisct—including the Xauticnl AliiMiMc—i\\iiX whilst admitting its advan-

tages, astronomers "ceni loath to ni.'iki' the change.

42. THE EQUATION OF TIME. The differcui* between the time

given by the imaginary sun and the real Sun at any instant, is so ttrme<l. It

is the angle at the i>ole of tite Equinoctial incluileil between the uieritiians

l>assing through the centre of the real and imaginary suns respectively—that

is to say, the dilTerence lictwcen their Right Ascensions.

S(mu'time3 the real Sun is aluMul of the imaginary 0110, and sometimes

aatiiru i<i it, ami this regulates the appliration of the Ivjuation of Time as

given in the Sauticul Almamtc, where it is additive and subtructive by turns.

I'rom Decemlier 23rd to April l.Mli the real Sun is leading ; therefore,

during this iicriml the clock will be before the Sun.

From April IMli to Juno 14th the real Siui is iu<tom cf the other, and the

clock will be lichind the Sun.
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In the Figure the dotted curve gives the dilFerenco between the apparent Sun

and the mean Sun for each month due to the orbit of the former beiug an ellipse.

The curve shows the difference due to the angle between the echptic and the

equator. The continuous curve is the combination of those two, and is the

equation of time as given in the Nautical Almanac.

From June 14th to August 31st the real Sun has again got in advance, and

the clock will be before the Sun. Finally, from August .Slst to December 23rd

the real Sun is behind, and the clock will be behind the Sun. The greatest

value of the Equation of Time is 16" 20'.

Now this matter of the clock being before or behind the Sun, as given in

\Yhitaker's and other shilling almanacs, is apt to be confusing ; but reference

to our bosom friend the Nautical Almanac makes it plain enough. For

example:—At 2 p.m. by the clock on May 1st, 1902, at Greenwich, required

to know whether tlie clock is before or behind the Sun. (Remember that

the clock shews Mean Time, while the Sun shews Apparent Time.)

On page 75 of the Nautical Almanac (page II. fur the month) the precept

enjoins that the Equation of Time shall be added to Mean Time to find

Apparent Time. h. m. >.

Clock = 2 or Greenwich Mean Time.

Equation of Time + 2 54

Real Sun ... 2 2 54 or Greenwich Apparent Time.

Therefore the vhvk is behind the Sun.

43. THE LUNAR DAY. ^Vs with other heavenly bodies, this is the

interval of time between the departure of any meriilian from the Moon, and

its ne.\t return thereto. So far this has been the wording used, and is the

truer way of putting it ; but geneniUy the I'^arth is coiisitlercd as standing

still, and the other l)odie.s revolving round it. If wc adopt the same view, the

wording must be altered to read like tiiis :—A Lunar Day is the interval of

time between two successive transits of the Moon over the same meridian.

Tiie moaning is of course identical. *•

On the average the M<win gains 12' ir'4 on the Sun daily, .so that siio

comes to the meridian WS" of solar time later each day. To find the mean

interval l)etween successive transits of tlic Moon we may use the iiroportinn

(360* — 12° 11-4) : .360* : : 24'' : .r ; whence j: = 24l' bOf".

The variations of the Moon's motion in Right Ascension, which arc very

considerable, cause this interval to vary from 24'' 38™ to 2.'>'' 6'".

44. SIDEREAL TIME at any place, at any moment, is the tctftern hour-

angle of the vernal oquinnx. When the equinoctial (Miint is on the meridian

of the observer, local Sidereal Time begins. At that instant, and at that

particular s|M>t, it i.i, so to say, Sidereal Noon, and a wcllregiilato<l sidereal

clock should indicate 0'' O™ 0", quite irresjiectivc of the time shewn by a

mean solar clock, which might possibly indicate midnight, or any other hour.

All olwcrvtttorics are e<iuippcd with a sidereal clock, the face of which is

marked up to 24 liours, and in this way it agrees with IJight Ascension,

which also runs continuously through 24 hours.

By a glance at his siijcreal diK-k, anil at the Right .Vscension column in

his star calaliigtu', the aj*tri>nouicr can tell in a moment what particular star

is then ncaring his meridian, and can set his tnui.-'it instrument tu tiie prui>or

altitude fur observing its passage. Let us imagine a case :

—
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On June 10th, 1902, the Astronomer-Royal at Greenwich, in Lat. 51° 28V
N., finils the time by his sidereal clock to be 14 hrs., and wishes to test its

correctness. From long practice he remembers that Arcturus has a R.A. of

about this amount, and turning it up, finds it to be 14^ ll'^ I3'99s, therefore

it will pass the meridian at that instant of sidereal time : this gives him 11™

in which to get ready. The declination of Arctunis is 19° 41i' N., and its

meridian altitude is found as follows :

—

Latitude 51 28i N.

Declination 19 4U N.

Zenith Distance 31 47 rJ'.

90

True Altitude 58 13 S.

Refraction + ^

Apparent Alt 58 13i S.

The transit is accordingly rotated on its supports to point to the southern

heavens, antl set to 58° 13^'. By this time Arcturus will be about entering

the field of the telescope, so the astronomer will record the minute shewn by

the clock, and pick up the beat of the pendulum, which in the stillness of an

observatory is almost painfully distinct. Then, at the precise instant, when

Arctu7-us is on the vertical wire representing the meridian of Greenwich, the

second and tenth of a second will be noted by ear. Any disagreement

between the observed time of transit and the star's R.A. is the error of the

clock on sidereal time.

This Olustrates the principle of the thing, but in practice many important

niceties require attention to ensure accuracy, and the chronograph may be

substituted for the ear.

Certain stars, whose places have been determined with the most pains-

taking precision, are selected for this special purpose and get the name of

" clock stars." The transit is supposed to point true north or south, but it

might be a trifle out of the plane of the meridian, so the nearer the " clock

star" is to the zenith the less will any error in azimuth be felt. Let the

reader think this out and discover the reason.

To the navigator who is not furnished with a sidereal clock, and is con-

stantly shifting his position, a most useful item in the Nautical Almanac

is the Sidereal Time at Greenwich Mean Noon. With this and his

chronometers he can get the sidereal time for any hour at Greenwich, or at

ship, whenever the necessity arises (see pages 401-402).

Sidereal Time, then, is nothing more than the distance, at any moment,

of the equinoctial point from the mgridian of the observer, in whatsoever part

of the world he may happen to be. {See footnote, page 330).

A sidereal day consists of 23'' 56™ 409s of mean solar time, and

during it a meridian rotates througli 360°. A sidereal day is therefore shorter

than a mean solar day by 3™ 55'9is of mean solar time, and the deficiency

is termed the Retardation of mean solar on sidereal time. This brings us to
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the fact tlmt in the course of a year the Earth rotates on its axis 366j times
;

or we have fhiit niimbrr of siV/erea/ f/<i.i/s as compareil witli SGr)] solur il'ii/s.

Leap year has been deviscil to dispose of tlie o<l(l qu.MttTs, which, if neglected,

woiihl in process of time seriously derani;c the calendar. The "odd (|iiarters"

are not (piite quarters, so a further correction has to W made at lorn: inton-als.

In tiie ynu/iad Almannr, on paje III. of any month, in tiie centre

column, will be founrl the Mean Time of Transit of the First Point of

Aries. This is the distance (or hour-angle) of the mean Sun from the

meridian at the instant when the Inte point of intersection of the ecliptic and

c<|uinoctial (aiUed the First Point of Arie^s, or vernal c<|uino,\) is on the

meridian of Greenwich. It is the time by a Greenwich iiie<in lime cliK-k at

the moment that a Greenwich nHtrenl clock indicates exactly O*" 0'" V,

and may be termeii Mean Time at Sidereal noon, precisely ;i.s in the right-

hand column of page II. we liuve Sidereal Time at Mean noon. It is

useful for changing Sidereal Time into Mean Time.

Should the place of observation not be on the meridian of Greenwich, the

mean time must l>e corrected by the subtraction of O'SS* for eacli hour (and

in f)ioiH)rtion for each part of an hour) of longitude if the place be to the

West of Greenwich, but by its addition if to the East.

45. BIGHT ASCENSION is the angle at tlu ceksiiaf /«>/« lietween

the Ixidy's hour-circle and another which (Msses through the ei|uinactiai

point ; the last of these two circles is distingiiishetl as the Equinoctial

Colure, or Zero Hour circle (see definitinn No. 9). The Bpinoctial Colurc

being a great circle, of course passes through l)ot/i the equimx-tial p<iint'<

Aries and Libra. (.See bottom parn. of p.agc 398).

R.A. is in the sky what Longitude is on Earth, though their starting |)oini-

arc not the same.

Right Ascension of a given body is virtually the Sidereal Time when such

given Ixuly pa-iises the observer's meriilian. It is nieastiretl mttimrit by tlie

are of the equinoctial intercepted between the equinoctial jniint and the

foot of the Ixxly's hour-circle.

The Right Ascension of Sun, Moon, Planets, and Stars, are <i// reckoned

from the mme |>oint. The only ditfcrencc is that stellar Right Aseension.s

are jimctically constant, whilst tho.so of the other Iwdies require correction

for Greenwich Date, more especially that of the nipidlymoving Moon.

46. RIOHT ASCENSION OF THE MERIDIAN soun.ls large, but is

merely the oli,scr\er's own K..\. nl •mi/ imtnifnt, as would l>c indicated by

his .sidenal clock if he had one, and tlu'refore entitlcil to 1h? called Sidereal

Time at Place. Should the olwerver Ik- afloat it wovdd 1)e e<|u.illy projxT to

delinc it as the Sidereal Time at Ship. The example on pa^-e -loa shews

how to lind it at sea.

It is now advisable to call attention to the big distinction existing U'tweni

the Right .'Vscension of a Stai and the Right .Vscension of the Meriilian

The first named does not vary, Iwcause the star l)cing a fixture in tin

celestial c<mcave, the ititentii K'twoen it anil the e<]ually fixed "cquinivtial

point" remains practically con.sUmt, as may lie seen by inspecting the Star

List in tlio .Wiuticid Alinamic : the c<|uinoctial point and the star rotate tn
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unison. It is different with the observer ; he lioing on Eartli, ami the

eqiiiuoctirtl point being in the sky, they are all the time rotating either

towards or from each other ; in the first case the eastern hour-angle is

decreasing, in tlio second case the western hour-angle is increasing.

So it follows that tlie Right Ascension of t!ie (Meridian of the) observer

is an ever-varying (juantity, being dependent upon the hour-angle of the

equinoctial point at any given moment as shewn by his Sidereal Clock.

In navigation books the word " meriilian,' when used in this connection,

is intended to mcAU the meridian of tlie observer ; but as there are many

meridians, the omission of the word " observer " may cause perplexity, and

therefore—cumbrous though it be—it is here inserted whenever it appears

advisable. Tliis Appendix is not intended for astronomers, but for young sea

officers anxious to know something more than mere " Kule of thumb."

47. RIGHT ASCENSION OF THE MEAN SUN. The mean Sun is

an ingenious creation of the astronomer to meet tiie requirements of this

work-a-day world in general, and of clock-makers in particular. It is a

fictitious body which is supposed to make the round of the equinoctial with

uniform velocity in the same time tiiat the real Sun makes the round of the

ecii/itic with variable velocity.

Though in the 12-months' race it happens that sometimes one is ahead

and sometimes the other—the amount being shewn by the Equation of Time

plus or minus—both suns reach the winnuig post at the same instant : on

the turf this is described as a " dead heat."

We see, therefore, that the apparent revolution of a star round the Earth

gives a dat/ of uniform length, and that the real revolution of the Earth round

the Sun gives a year of uniform length.

Mean noon is the instant when the mean Sun is on the celestial meridian

of the observer, and mean time is therefore the hour-angle of the mean Sun

(see pages 397-398).

Now, it being understood what is meant by " mean Sun," it follows from

definition No. 4.5 that the " Right Ascension of the Mean Sun " (written

R.AM.S.) is simply its distance from the equinoctial point at any given

moment. But here comes a little complication, for, unlike the R.A. of a fixed

star, the R.A.M.S. is a constantly increasing quantity, owing to the mean solar

day being longer than a sidereal day by 3™ iJCoG^ of sidereal time. Thif

means that 24 mean solar hours equal 24*1 3'" 56"56s sidereal hours. The

excess is termed the " Acceleration of sidereal on mean solar time."

By opening the Xautical Almanac at page II. of any month it will be

seen that the right-hand column is headed " Sidereal Time." A very little

reflection, based on previous definitions, will convince the student that with

equal propriety this column might be headed " Right Ascension of the Mean
Sun," for so it is, but only at the instant of Greenwich mean noon. For any

subsequent hour the Sidereal Time has to be corrected (or brought up to date)

by adding the amount of acceleration corresponding to the time elapsed since

mean noon. This is an ordinary " rule of three " sum, but even that little

trouble is saved liy the table on page 77s.
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To sum up, the RA.M.S. is nothint; more than tlie Sidprcal Time at

Greenwich mean noon after correction in tlie manner alreaily (lescril>e<i. In

corroboration, please note tliat tlie Sidereal Time as recordeil in the .Vnulirnl

Almanac increases daily by 3"> se'SC'. On page SSO are two examples

invohnng the use of the R.A.M.S. to get Mean Time. The nile is :—From

tiie Si<lereal Time at jilace (increased if necessary by 24 hrs.) subtract the

R.A.M.S. : the result will lie Mean Time at plac-e.

48. HOUR-ANGLE, or Horary-Angle, (>r Meridian Distance. The.^e

all mean the same thing. The second and third oni^ht to tH> chucked out—
especially the third, as it is apt to get mixed up with a similar expression

in nautical surveying used to express the difference of longitude between

two stations.

The Hour-Angle—like Right Ascension— is also an amjle at l/ie pole, but

in this ca.se it is the angle between the celestial meridian of the ohserwr and

the hour circle iwiising through the bofly in question ; wherciis in the case of

Right Ascension the an<;le is between the ;ero hnur-cirvle jinssinff thrmt(ih

the equinoctial /toint and the hour-circle passing through the bofly.

In other wonls, the Right Ascension of any given l>ody is its distance in

time from the equinox ; and the Hour-Angle is its distance in time from the

observer.

This again amounts to saying that the Hoiir-.Vnglo is simply the difference

between the borly's own Right Ascension and the Right Ascension of the

Meridian of the oliserver. But just taking the dilTei-ence will not tell what

namt to ijive to the Hnur-An,'le. All sorts of mystification would ensue; but

none whatever by following this simple rule :

—

From tlie RifilU Aiceiuion oj

t/ie .\feriitian (increased by 21 lioiin if neeensar;/) m/jtract the Hi'j/u

Ascension of the Star: t/ie remainder will be tlie //iJur-Aw/le Weft; if it

exceeds 12 hours, sufjt)-act from 24 and name it East. (Set pages 129-131).

There is a very simple and gniphio way of shcicin-j how to name the

Hour- Angle—makini; a mi.stake im|>ossible. It can 1« riggeil up iu le.s,s than

no time, and costs nothing. The ri'ipiisites are a piece of whitish ciirdlioiird

about 7 ini'hcs square, anil a piece of writing jmper somewhat smaller ; also

a couple of oniinary bnuss pins from your wife's or sister's pincushion, or from

your own " Ditty-lnig."

On the cardboanl describe a circle with a diauu-tcr of.') inches ; divide the

circumference roughly info 24 hours, marking the 0'' or 21'' with r , which

is tlie symbol for the Equinox, or Fii"st Point of Aries.* Then the circum-

ference will represent the Kquinwtial, anil the nmnends will lie liours ot

Right Ascension : they must Ik; written down from west to e4i.st, as they would

be written on this page. If you like to take the trouble, the names of the

principal stars may be set tlowu against their resi)ective Right Ascensions.

For example, Ilamel would \>v written against 2 ; Cajiella against 6 ; Ketjultu

against 10 ; /3 Cenlauri against 14, and so on.

Next, describe a circle nf 4jin. diameter on the writing |)a|)cr, and cut it

out neatly with seisMors. From the centre to Uic circumference draw a ^^l

line, and write along it " Right Ascension of the Meriiliuu of the observer."

' It looki lika gri\pn«).
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Complete by drawing a few arrows round the margin of the paper circle in

the direction of from west to east. The paper will then represent the Earth

ready to rotate in the plane of the Equinoctial, which it can be made to do
after fastening together it and the cardboard by a pin through their common
centre. The " gatchet " is then ready for action.

Now, to see what name to give any particular Hour-Angle, you have only

to set the red line to the hoiu- representing the Eight Ascension of the

Meridian, and stick in the second pin at the hour corresponding to the star's

Right Ascension : it then speaks for itself

Example :—When the Right Ascension of the Meridian is 22^, required

tlie Hour-Angle of Name/, and its name. Having set the red line to 22'',

and stuck in the pin against Hamel, it is at once seen that the Hour-Angle is

4"^ East. Now try how this agrees with the verbal rule :

—

h m
R.A.M. of observer 22

R.A. of* Hamel 2 subtract.

Hour-Angle 20 W.
24

Hour-Angle 4'» 0™ E.

Let the Hour-Angle of Altair be required when the R.A.M. is 2h 0™. Set

the red line to 2'' and stick in the pin at 20'' against Altair. The Hour-

Angle is 6'' west.

h m
R.A.M. of observer 2 0-1-24''

R.A. of * Altair 20 subtract.

Hour-Angle 6'' O-n W.

The Hour-Angle, as may be seen by the "gatchet," is mea-sured by the arc of

the Equinoctial included between hour-circles of the observer and the body,

and is mostly reckoned in Time.

Since it is the result of the unceasing rotation of the Earth on its axis, the

H.A. is continually changing in amount : at each instant easterly Hour-Angles

grow smaller, and westerly ones grow larger.

With the Sun all is plain sailing, since it is obvious that a p.m. Hour-

Angle is the same as Apparent Time at Ship ; and an .\.m. Hour-Angle is got

by subtracting Apparent Time from 12 hrs.

Further light may be thrown on the subject by explaining how in practice

Mean Time at Ship can be got from the Hour-Angle of a star.

1. Given the Hour-Angle and time by chronometer.

2. Find the corresponding Greenwich Date.

3. Take out star's R.A. from Nautical Almanac.

4. Take out Sidereal Time at preceding Greenwich Mean Noon, and

correct it for Greenwich Date by table on page tth. It tlten becomes

the Eight Ascension of the Mean Sun.

5. When the Hour-Angle is West, add it to tlie star's R.A. : this gives the

Bight Ascension of the Meridian of tlie observer : from this (increased

by 24 hrs. if necessary) subtract the R.A. of the Mean Sun, and

the result will be Mean Time at Ship.
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6. When the Hoiir-An;,'le is E<i$t, subtract it from the star's Riglit

ABcension (increaseil by 24 hrs. if necessary). This gives the RA. of

the observer's meridian : tlien proceed as before. Two examples are

given oil ])age 559.

Note.— It simplifies matters to regard all Hour-Angles aa Westerl;/. By

subtracting an Easterly IT..\. from 24 hrs. it V>cc(inu\s a Westerly one :

Rule 6 is then not needed. Try the exi>erinient witli Fomnl/uiut, on ]>age

559.

A study of Nos. 37-48 makes it clear that iu Nautical Astronomy there

are two princijial points of departure from which intervals of time are

reckoned, viz. :—The Vernal Kiiuinox (or First Point of Aries), and the

Meridian of the Observer. The Vernal Equinox is concernwl with Sidereal

Time and Right Ascensions ; and the Meridian of the Observer has to do with

Hour-Angles.

When the object is on the meridian the Hour-Angle is zero.

49. DIURNAL CIRCLES. To get a correct idea of the movements of

the heavenly bodies these circles should be closely studied : the knowledge

thus acquired will be found most valuable to anyone who aspires to being a

really crack navigator.

If the lieavens be watched for a few hours on any fine night—and sailors,

above all other men, have heaps of opportunities—one cannot help noticing

that while certain stars rise somewhere along the eastern horizon, others set

somewhere along the western horizon, and that all move in circles uniu/riii/;/

in such a way as not to disturb their relative contigiirations, but as if they

were attached to the inner surface of a hollow rotating 8]>hcre, turning on its

axis once a day ^sidereal\

The path thus described by any one star during a complele revolulion is

called its Diurnal Circle. In the case of the Sun, the portion atow the

horizon is termed its "diurnal arc," and the portion below, its "nix-turnal arc"

The (ippitreni motion of the heavenly bodies from East to West is citused

by the steady lelt-handeil rotation of the Ejirth in the op|H)site direction.

'I'liis teetotum-like spin is at the rate of nearly 17"3 statute miles a minute at

the Etpiator. E.iiprcssed in arc it is 15' per minute, or 15' \>cv hour ; making,

of course, 300' in 24 hours (sidereal). In 24 hours of Mettn Time the Earth

rotjites through 3G0° 59' 8""33, and a menu solar day is therefore longer than

a txderenl ilay by 3"" 5()'56' o( sidereal time.

If we express it in Mciin Time, the length of a Sidereal Day is

23h 56"' 4-09»

.

But to revert to the atpect of the heavens :—If the observer faces south,

the ap/i'irent motion of the heavenly Inxlies is right-handed ; if he faces

north, it is lefl-lianded.

It is obvious, even from the little here said, that there nuist be a great

viiriety of Diurnal Cinles according to the declination of the liotly and the

latitude of the ol)scrvcr—the place of the polo in the sky depending upon the

latter. It will ])re8cntly be shown that the place of the po\e is the governing

factor where Diurnal Circles are concerned.
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We will try to illustrate this by putting the observer in the two extreme

positions of the Equator and the Pole, and depicting what wo\ild be the aspect

of the heavens from each of these points of view. We will begin with the

Equator. Xote.—The student would derive grent assistance from a celestial

i^lobe.

50. THE RIGHT SPHERE. \\'itli the observer at the Equator (Lat. 0°),

the celestial poles will be in his horizon bearing respectively north and south
;

and the celestial equator (or " equinoctial ") will pass vertically overhead

through his zenith in an east and west direction. It will therefore be

identical with the prime vertical.

Do not forget that the altituile of the pole equals the latitude of the

observer ; consecpiently, if the latitude be 0°, the altitude of the poles must

also be 0°, which is equivalent to saying that they are in the horizon. {See

pages 36G, 367).

Stars of any declination short of 90° N. or S. will rise and set vertically,

and their Diurnal Circles

—

however large or small—will be bisected by the

horizon, so that they will be exactly 12 hours above it and 12 hours below.

With the exception of such stars as liave declination 0°, the Diurnal Circles

will be " small circles."

Now let us imagine the stars to be really moving across the sky from east

to west, and that each of the more conspicuous ones marked its path by leaving

a permanent trail of light in its wake ; then the observer at the equator,

looking towards one or other of the poles, would see an irregular series of

concentric semicircles—one within the other—getting smaller and smaller

towards the poles. It would be as if he were standing exactly in the centre

of a straight raUway tunnel, with ribbed arches, and of such a length that

the openings at either end were reduced to a mere speck of light. The specks

of light would be the north and south Celestial Poles, and the ribbed arches, at

varying distances apart, to suit the varying declinations, would represent the

upjier halves of the Diurnal Circles. The railway tunnel is here assumed to

be a true semicircle ; but it is in fact always more than a semicircle, the

hidden portion underneath the line being called the " invert." This is not

Nautical Astronomy, but merely a remark in passing.

51. THE PARALLEL SPHERE. The other extreme, and still more

unlikely case, is when the observer is at one of the Poles of the Earth

(Lat. 90°).

He who reaches this mathematical point—for convenience let us say the

North Pole—will find himself confronted with some strange phenomena. For

examjde, the elevated celestial pole will be exactly in his zenith, and the

equinoctial will coincide with the horizon. All stars of northern declination

will remain at a fixed altitude above the horizon—neither rising nor falling—

liut perpetually sailing round in " small circles " parallel to the horizon. He

has only to slue round on his heel to see at one go every star in the Northern

hemisphere. On the other hand, stars (not planets) belonging to the Southern

hemisphere would mver come into view.

To the man at the North Pole there would be no north, east, or west points-

nothing but South in every direction, and the heavenly bodies whilst visible
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would always be on a meridian. So long as our man stood motionless the

rotiition of the Earth on its axis would simply turn him round on a pivot,

like a wax figure in a hair-dresser's window. His weight also would be

increased by about a pound, owing to being \Z\ miles nearer the Earth's

centre than when he wiis at the equator.

Should he remain for a year (and one can fancy liim saying " Heaven for-

bid ! ") he would have during that time but one day and one niirht—long ones,

to be sure, for each would be of six months' duration. On March 20th the

upper limb of the Sun, preceded for a week or so by a day dawn glow, wouM
top the horizon, and, as it travelled round, more and more of it would slowly

come into view, until on the following day the entire disc would be Tisible,

and the " orb of day " would present the curious appearance of a ruddy ball

rolling round the horizon.*

Day by day the Sun would nmunt higher, slowly describing a flattenc«l

spinil in the heavens, till on June 21st it would att;iin the maximum altitude

of 23i° with a Right Ascension of 6 hours. After that it would tlepart in

reverse order, till on September 22nd, with a RA. of 12 hours, its centre

would again be on the horizon, and the followin'4 day it would disappear in

the same lingering manner Jis it came, leaving winter liehind for an unbroken

perioil of six long inonth.s, during which the chief I'omiiensation would be the

auroral displays and the bi-weekly visits of the Moon.

But before the Sim bids farewell to the summer solstice, it is worth while

to tail attention to what would hai)i)en if the individual at the pole were to

take a step or two toicai-dn that luminary. By so doing he woidil at once

make it " noon or mid-day." Having .nccoraidiahed this very easy foat, let him
" right about turn " and man-h a few |xice8/r«;/i the Sun so as to get on the

npjionitt side of the pole. It would now be midnifihl, notwithstanding the

absence of darkne« ; in fiu-t, our I'olar Sentry woidd have it in his power to

create for himself at will the phenomenon of the " Midnight Sun," which for

some years i«ist hn.s taken so many tourists to the North Cape at niidsumnuT.

As olten a.s he chose, and with the minimum of exertion, the man at the {Milf

would be able at one moment to view the Sun on the meridian at its ti/i/vr

culmination, and at the next to sec it at its Inteer culmination ; thus

annihilating time and space, and uinetting our ostablishol notions of tlu'

decorous behaviour of the celestial bo<lies. In other words, a couple of strides

would change astronomical noon into astronomical uiduiglit. This knocks

Maskelyiif and Di-vaiit into fits.

We will now consider the Moon't liehaviour. Like the Sun, our

satellite spends an equal amount of time in each hemisphere ;
but, owini;

to the very much greater rapidity of her motion, the Moon would be

visible and invisible during alteniate fortnights. In these ice-lwund n^gions,

she would more especially deserve her name of " the cold chaste moon ;

"

but depend uiwu it she would nevertheless be right welcome when she came.

She woulil siiew her aiiprociation of the reception ncconlcd her by re-

maining visible to the watcher during the whole pericxl of her visit ; like the

Sun, there would be no daily rising and setting.

The hourly changa in tlia deolinttion, and tlicrafor* hourly incr«jue in tli« altitude.

U ii«arly ono inlnut« of arc (T) wlion tha Sun it "crowing tli» line." TliU rate gradually

diminlibaa to tero at tlie aoliticea.
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There is just one otlier point before we finish with the sentinel at tlie

pole. Though the Sun is invisible for six months, it must not be supposed

tliat during all that time the watcher is shrouded in black night. It has

been shewn that the silvery Moon makes regular visits at short intervals,

and of course there is starlight also. Moreover, tlie ILishing " Northern

Lights " are a sight not easily forgotten. But over and above these luxuries,

there is something besides which proves that an often heard of sable

personage is never quite so black as he's painted.

Owing to the refraction and reflection of light, a certain amount is

received from the Sun even when below the horizon, and this is the case

so long as the Sun is not more than 18° below it. When this downward

]ioint has been passed, twilight ceases altogether, and darkness (so far as

the Sun is concerned) reigns supreme. Of course the degree of twilight

depends upon hoio far the Sun is below the horizon. It goes without

saying that at 6° below, the twilight would be stronger than at 16°. Now
the Sun does not reach 18° S. declination till the middle of November

;

and on returning northward it again reaches 18° S. about the end of

January ; therefore, excepting for some three months at midwinter, the man

at the Korth pole has always more or less twilight. After all, then, and

aided by his white surroundings, he is not so badly off in this respect as

most people would imagine. Perhaps, also, it may be a source of satisfaction

to know that even in his darkest moments the sailor's guiding star (Polaris),

like the proverbial "sweet little cherub that sits up aloft to look after

poor Jack," Ls serenely looking down upon him from a point almost right

overhead.

52. THE OBLIQUE SPHERE (see Tlate). Since but few people

reside permanently, or even temporarily, on the Equator, and fewer have

succeeded in captnring either Pole, this—of the Olique Sphere— is the aspect

of the heavens which, weather permitting, nightly presents itself to the great

majority of earth-dwellers. The Oblique Sphere is, and always will be, the one

to engage the attention of most seafarers. We must therefore take more than

ordinary pains to set forth its peculiarities.

To prevent confusion, and to get away from mere generalities, we will,

throughout what follows, assume the learner to be located at some spot

intermediate to the equator and the north pole : then at any such spot

the heavenly bodies (of all denominations) will move in circles oblique to

/lis horizon, and the higher the latitude the greater will be the obliquity,

the exact angle from the zenith being arrived at from the simple fact that

it is equal to the latitude. We liave seen that to the observer at the equator

stars rise and set vertically/ ; and that to the observer at the poles, stars

move round horizontally without either rising or setting : therefore, at inter-

mediate stations, such as we are now considering, they must move obliquely

to the horizon, which is the correct translation of the American word

" Slantin-diklar."

For greater convenience we will deal exclusively with the movements

• Written in July, 1899.
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of the stars, it being understood that other bodies—so far as their limited

declinations permit—Iwhave in a mtinner precisely similar.

In his new positir)ii the observer will notice a tendency of stars to

linger near the horizon (not that there is any real reduction of speed)

liefore sinking into the depths beyond ; aucl those with north declination

which may pass the meridian to the southivaiil of his zenith will never-

theless rise and set behind him, so to 8|>eak, nr to the norlhwinl of the east

and west jioints. This l.'ist feature always puzzles the novice, who, not

realizing the tMiquilij of the diurnal circles, almost invariably thinks that

a star whose declination is less than his own latitude shouhl rise and set to

the southwunl of the E. and W. points, and accordingly, at such times,

looks for them in the wrong phice.

The next thing to point out is that stars nortli of the equator will have

m<ire than half llieir diurnal circles aboie the horizon, and will therefore be

visible for more than 12 hours. (See footnote, page .316.)

To e.\eniplify the obliijuo movement by actual figures capable of

verilicatiou, let the latitude be 51° 20' N., which tits in fairly well with a

number ol places on our own coa-sts, such as the Fasluct, the liicaksea

Lightship near CarditT, or the Downs near Rainsgate ;
but the oik-u sea is

lirefcrablc, as f;iviiig an umibstruoted horizon to the north. Now, l)eing

in this latitude in uni/ [urt of the Northern Hemisphere, let the observer

put on his warmest inonkey-jiioket, woollen mitts, muffler, and se;i-boots, for

the date is January 13th, 1902, and lay him-iolf out to follow the course of

the bright and easily recognised /V//ur, whose declination—2->" 16' N.-

puts it nearly half way 'twixt himself and the equ.'\tor. It will l)e a lon^

watch, so he and a sympathetic brother otBcer can t.ike it in tunis, and

rejwrt progress to each other. Participation will increase the interest : it is

chummy, and means mutual in.stniction, which happens to l»e the very

Viest way of learning.

When on the meridian about midnight (Apparent TiOM at Ship), the

angular distance of J'olltut to the south of the observer's zenith will lie

23° 4'
; neverthelcs-s, it will rise 491* to the north of ettst, and set at the

same amplitmlc to the north of west. It is evident that, to accomplish

this, its path in the sky must be a slanting one from north towards the south

when rising, ami the reverse after ])assing the meridian.

A rough and ready way of shewing this is t<i borrow the horse-shoe—there

is ccrt^iin to he one for luck somewhere about the ship, the i)roper place being

oil, not III, the harness ciisk-ami on your tobacco-boani {see i>age .'i»2) dn\»

a circle (in chalk will do) a couple of inches or so greater in diameter than the

distance between the points of the horse-shoe. This circle is meauit for your

own horizon, its centre is your own po.sitioii, and its further side ropre.<cnts

the south. From left to right, through the centre, ilraw a straight line

(diameter) t<> represent the Prime Vertical : its extremities will of course l>e

the E. and W. jxiinta. Next stick a pen, pricker, M|iing neeille, a liuly

piis.senger's stiletto, or anything that comes hamly, into the centre of the

circle, and fix it ivs upright as you can : this will shew the dirm-tion of the

zenith.

All you have now got to do is to ludd the legs of your lucky hnrac shoe
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on the nearer semicircle, about half-way between the prime vertical line

and the part of the circumference nearest to yourself ; next lean tiie top of

the horse-shoe /ro?rt you to sucli an extent that it may be 23° by guess to the

south of the pricker. The reiirescntation is then complete; The left leg of

the shoe will represent the spot where Pollux will rise, the top of the shoe

the meridian altitude, and the right leg the place of setting. If your eye is a

good one for makini; measurements, you might even roughly guess the altitude

when on the prime vertical ; this is 37° 20' at 4* 18™, on either side, from the

meridian. (.S'ce Table 29 of Ea/ier.)

Now, a.s J'ti/litr passes the meridian about midnight on the 13th January.

1902, it will be on the prime vertical bearing east at I*' 42" p.m. on that dayi

and bearing west at 4'' 18™ a.m. on the 14th.

Pollux will be l?*" 38™ above the horizon, and 6^ 22™ /jeloio it. So on

January 13th it will rise about 3'' 11™ in the afternoon, and set at S*" 49™

the following morning. This completes all the points of interest in connection

with the movements of Polliuv, as presented to an observer in the given

latitude and on the given date. Other northern stars passing the meridian to

the southward of the observer will behave somewhat similarly, according to

their respective declinations. An example showing one of a special charaptcr

will be given further on.

Stars of soutliern declination, though conforming tc the same oblique

movement, will spend less than 12 hours a/iove the horizon, and more than 12

hours (leloiv it. To prove this let us choose Adam, with declination 28° 50'

S., which is nearly the same as that of Polliix, but of opposite name. To the

observer in 51° 20' N., Adara will rise 50A° to the southward of east, will pa.ss

the tneridian 80° 10' to the southward of his zenitli, and will set 50i° to the

southward of west. It will be above the horizon for only G^ 12™, and below

it for IV*" 48™
;
just reversing as nearly as possible the behaviour of Politic.

Now, if stars of northern declination act in one way, and stars of southern

declination act in the contrary way, there must somewhere l)e a neutral line

where the change takes place. This neutral line is the Equator, for there the

diurnal circle of a star whose declination is 0° will be exactly cut in two by

the horizon, and such star will be above the horizon just as long as below it,

namely, 12 sidereal hours, equal to 11'' 58™ of mean solar time.

Next we come to circumpolar stars. Strictly speaking all stars are

circumpolar, but it is convenient that the expression should be restricted to

those whose distancefrom the elevated pole is less than the observer's latitude.

Such stars never sink below the horizon of that place, and consequently, with

a suitable instrument (the Equatorial of an observatory), their diurnal circle

can be followed " from start to finish," if such a phrase can be used of a figuie

which has neither beginning nor end

Keeping the star-gazer still planted in Lat. 51° 20' N., we will now invite

his attention to the brillii'.iit Vega (declin. 38° 42' N.). This star, thougb

passing the meridian nearly 12|° to the southward of his zenith, will just

come within the category of "circumpolar," for ll^ 58™ after passing the

meridian—when at its lower culmination—it will be found just skimming the

north point of the horizon. (Refraction not considered.) The diameter (;f

Vega's diurnal circle would be large in this latitude—102° 36'—and of courst
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in an observatory the whole of it cmUd be followed continuously, weather and
I«tirncc iiprmittiug.

As tlie polar-distances of stars diminish, so will the diameter of their

diurnal circles, until at last PUnrU is reached with the smallest diurnal circle

of all those in which the sailor is interested. Altar Polaris comes the polar

point itself, and this, liein^' a fixture in declin. 90', has no diurnal circle

whatever

Circumpolar staw, liciiig always aUjve the horizon, lie within what is

called the Circle of Perpetual Apparition, the radius of which is equal to

the altitude of the p.ile, which again is equal to the latitude.

Per contra, stars at similai' distances from the depressed pole lie witliin

the " Circle of Perpetual Occultation," and never come into view. In this

way we in England are prccUnlcd from seeing some of the brightest of the

southern coustellaiious. The size of these two circles d<|iends entirely upon

the latitude, but whether large or small, they are always counterparts of each

other. When the observer is at the Pole, they are a maximum ; when he is

at the Equator they cease to eiust.

From the foregoing we see that to understand the movements of the

heavenly bodies retjuires considerable study—but nothing more than any one

is capable of A voyage from Kngland round the Hora includes all the

possibilities of the " Ohliqtu: .Sp/tere," but a shorter cut is obtained by the

use of a decent-sized celestial globe, say, one of 24 inches : owing to cost, it is

not often that larger ones are met with. To "rectify" the globe for the

Oblique Sfiliere, the elevated jjole must be raised and adjusted to an angle

equal to the desired latitude—say 51° 20', as we have just been dealing with

it. This a\\\ be done by means of the degrees marked ou the brass meridian
;

then by rotiiting the globe from east to west it will readily be seen what stars

never set, which ones never rise, and during what part of the 24 hours any

given one is above or Itelow the horizon, together with \U meridian zenith

distance and amplitude.* The data given for Polliuc and Adara can l)e put

to the test, and thus confidence will be acquiroil in a very short tin>e.

To give a correct idea of the movements of the stars, there is nothing that

can touch the celestial globe. Once the student has mastered the siiliject—

and it won't take him long—practiad star work will come much easier, and

prove ever so much more interesting and useful. Knowing the i«ith any

given star miut follow according to its declination, and liis oicn latitude, he

will always know where to look for it, and iilentificatioi. will be but the work

of a moment. Many men are loath to touch stars for loii-riliule, liecause of the

HiHir-.Vngle Injing treated ilitferently to that of the Sun. The difficulty is

wholly imagimiry ; there is really nothing in it, and a )ieni3ikl of I)efinitiot!

No. 48 will show how supremely simple it l«conies in practia*. As for the

remainder of the work, it is no more than for the Sun. seeing that the Declin.

does not require to be correcte*! ; Iwth it and the star's RA. an* taken out at

sight, and at the same opening. Like the Sun also, the Altitude correction is

found by insiiection from a Table given in every epiUjmc.

Where, then, i» the ilitticulty I

* Recollect that wc *r* now draliiig with the Veitttinl Spliore, which seems to revolrt

IK tbU maODW because of the real rotation of the Karth in the op|>otit« diiaction.
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LuxARS versus Chronometers.

The following amusing lines from the facile pen of Mr. E. Plumstead

appeared in the March niunber of the Nautical Magazine for 1900. They

are inserted by kind permission of their author, and of the editor of the

N. M. Mr. Plumstead appears to be an exceptionally good observer, whether

in fine weather or foul. As a yachtsman he takes unusual interest in the

science of Navigation, making a specialty of the " Lunar," which—blow high,

blow low—he never tires of pushing to the front. Whilst deprecating the

tabooing of the Moon for determination of position, Mr. Plumstead is in

other respects an lU'dent champion of " Wrinkles," which he has facetiously

dubbed " The gospel according to Lecky " ; the writer is at once gratefiU and

flattered. But as regards the no longer vexed question of " Lunars versus

Chronometers," the average professional Navigator has long ago decided it for

himself, and not even the eloquent advocacy of so enthusiastic and capable an

amateur will move him. The one knows the pecidiar secrets of the sea— the

other does not. Unfortunately, Navigation happens to be one of the least of

the multifarious duties of the great bulk of Shipmasters : vide ending of

Preface to First Edition.

Theke W.1S a time when Parallax aud dear old Mrs. Moon
Were understood by seamen, and esteemed a precious boon.
Then WHnkles came ; Edition Nine burst forth mid jubilation,

Waxed fat and kicked ; and then ensued the following conversation :

" Pack up ! Clear out !
" said Wrinkles, "Take notice now, and mind,

Both Parallax and you to Coventry we've consigned."
" Who's We ?" retorted Mrs. Moon, " I never heard such fudge;
Are you the We ? Have I no friends ? Are you the only judge?"

" You've hit it off," said Wrinkles " I am the We, far famed :

You've lost your ancient following, of your conduct they're ashamed,
Except a few ' Old Timers,' who from sundry dark recesses

Sing your pr-iises in the papers, have no names, give no addresses."

"That's rather neat," replied the Moon, •' But will you have the kindness
Just to state the cause of this revolt, and wliy this modern blindness
To the virtues that I still possess ! Explain the situation.

What has blighted all my virtues ? Wiio has spoiled my reputation ?
"

'

' Where have you been ? What have you learned ? " said Wrinkles, " Don't you know
What happened here—it must be near a century ago ?

You've heard of Sextant, Compass, Log, Mercurial Barometer
;

Tremble ! a goddess has been born. We've christened her Chronometer.

" Behold my love, is slie not fair ? so strong, so plump, so pliable."
" All Tommy Rot," replied the Moon, " I'll bet she's not reliable

"

" Alas !
" said Wrinkles, " I know that ; for has it not been noted,

To her most eccentric conduct my best chapter's been devoted ?

'• Had you but read what I have said on her merits and demerits
In Chapter Four, not for one hour would you maintain your spirits;

Could I but show you ^^'r^nklls your appearances would cease,

Vou'd for ever hide your ' bloomin' cheek,' for ever hold your peace.

'

" Of Wrinkles, sir," replied the Moon, " We've ' several copies ' here
;

But tlie chapter headed Lunars is the one we hold most dear.

With equal care we've read them both ; compared our notes, and reckoned
No mortal who believed the first could understand the second.

" "lis just about twelve months ago, 1 said to some inquirers,
' You had no jiower to banish me, I still have my admirers.'

Adieu I dear boy. I'm off. Good night. To Coventry ? Ao I Soitt I

Let ' Writikles ' cotiu, Chronometers yo, but I go on for ever."
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Lunars ex.

pensive, a

Mucli lias happened since Mr. Plunistead penned his humorous
poetical defence of the lunar-distance method. The X'tutical

Ahnanac for 1007 (both edition.s) is without tables of lunar

distance.s, and, after I'JOG, not even candidates for the mi.s-

iiamed "extra" master's certificate have been required to shew
arithmetical accuracy bj- working an old-fa.shioned lunar. By

•ourceof the aid of the tables of Rij;ht Ascension and Declination, which

f
"""°'"^' "

' are continued in the Xautical Almanac, a leisured lunarian of
Unpracticabie.

phenomenal perseverance can calculate the omitted lunar

distanre for himself; but lunars are as much out of date as

the caravels of Columbus—and for a like reason. Once reliable

chronometers were on the market at a moderate price, the

time-honoured lunars were doomed as regards the purposes of

practical navigation ; and they naturally fell into desuetude,

even as safeguards against navigators' negligence or mechanical

mischief. For a very long series of years lunar distances were

given in the Xautical Almanac with a persistency worthy of a

better cause, and the lunar formed part of the so-called "extra"

examination ; although it was well known that the former was

never, or hardly ever, used by practical navigators for various

well-founded reasons, while the arithmetical test in an examina-

tion room was often brought to a successful issue l)y men who
had never measured a lunar distance by sextant, who could not

if they would, an<l who would not if they could. The computa-

tion of lunar distances at the expense of the nation was

unnecessary, and the inclusion of the lunar in Board of Trade

examinations gave plenty of scope for the lionest doubter as to

their utility, inasmuch as it did but encourage cramming of a

most baneful character. To find a lunar distance we have given

siraiurity ^^^^ polar distances of the two heavenly bodies as the sides of a

ofiun.r spherical triangle, and the iliflerence in Right Ascension as the

irreatdrci.^ included angle, to find the third side. This is precisely the

lAicttiatioa. same thing as finding the distance on a great circle between

two ports on our jilanet. A type of the method to be followe(l

is worked in the -.Va«/(ca^ ..*l/ma»iac', for the Moon and Spica •

but there is not any necessity to find the spherical angles at the

base of the figure, and the direct method of solution is strongly

recommended. In the spherical triangle ABC, let C be angle =
difl rence of right ascensions, BC = a = the greater polar dis

tiince, AC = b = the lesser polai- distance, and AB = < = the lunar

distance sought; then the formula to be used, with the assistance
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A
B

of an auxiliary angle 6, are : (1) tan. 6 = tan h cos. C, and (2)

COS. c = COS. b COS. (a — 9) sec. 9.

In the Nautical Almanac example: C = 23° 26' IS" = Moon's

R.A. — Star's R.A. ; a = south polar distance of Spica = Method a

79° 19' 26"; b = south polar distance of the Moon = 78° 16' 26". ""^'•'e-

Then it will be found that 6 = 77° 15'. 9"; (a - 6) = 2' U' 17"
;

and c = lunar distance required = 23 0' 30".

To Find C.

b tan.
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of the supply. A tyro in navigation, or nautical astronomy,

can readily grasp the minutise of the lunar distauce problem.

None but an observer of experience in this particular branch

may rightly hope to measure a lunar distance correctly. Conse-

quently, the " extra " niaster devoted his attention to the

" figgers " reipiired of him \>y the examiners, and calmly ignored

the practical part of the work, wliich is absolutely necessary.

Comment is nr edless !

CrccDwicb Uret'invich Observatory was originally destined for the purpose
jervitot)

^£ obtaining large numbers of accurate observations of the

positions of the moon and the stars near her path, in order

to be able to predict, with some degree of certainty, their

distances at specified hours of Greenwich mean time. The first

Royal Observatory cost but £520, and the salary "f the first

Astronomer Royal was but £100 per annum, a sum which barely

paid for his instruments. To conclude, Greenwich Observatory

came into being solely for the benefit of seafarers, and ex-

cellently was this purpose fulfilled. Like other public institu-

tions, however, founded solel}' for seamen, tlie shore-dweller has

practically absorbed it.

Advocacy oi Tliosc who stiU regard the lunar with affection cannot do
the lunar- better than obtain back numbers of the yautical Maqazine, say
able but .

misplaced, froiu 1900 to 1905, both years inclusive, which contain very

able articles in favt)ur of the retention of the method, by

Mr. U. B. Goodwin, R.N., and Mr. K. Plumstead. Never has the

case for the moon been more clearly, or more enthusiastically,

.set forth than it was in the contributions fioni the facile pens of

those writers. We repeat, however, that lunars have had their

day. Let them rest in peace !

Lord Lord Duuruveii, in his text-book on navigation, has put the
Dunrayenf against the lunar problem ver}- faiiK-. "The most that cnn
judicial r^ ir J J

i«mmiiii: up lie said in favour of lunars," writes JjOrd Dunraven, "is that, if

a gnat number of thein are taken under very favourable

circumstances, by a practised hand, fairly accurate results may
be expected. It is even just conceivable that a first-rate

observer, availing himself of fre(|uent and good opportunities

of taking distances during a voyage of many month.s, might

succeed in arriving at a tolerably good estimate of his

chronometer's rate ; but I would not like to rely upon it

However, we need nut bother our heads about whother lunara

are useful or not. You need never work one at sea unless it

amuses you to do so." Sic IniiiKil yUnin mundi.
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EXPLANATION OF SIGNS AND ABBREVIATIONS.

Adopted in the Charts issued by the Hydrographic

Office, Admiralty.

QUALITY OF TUE
BOTTOM.
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GENERAL REMARKS.

All Charts and Plans are, where practicable, constructed uptm

llie True Meridian

—

i.e., the East and West marginal lines aie

drawn parallel to the True Meridian. Soundings are reduced to

mean Low Water of Ordinary Spring tides, and are expressed in

Fathoms (of G feet) and fractions of a fathom, or in feet and

fractions of a foot, such being denoted on the Chart. The under-

lined figures ou the dry banks re|)resent in feet or fathoms the

depth of water over them at High Water, or the heights of the

banks above Low Water. The method a'lopted is explained in

the Title of the Chart.

The Velocity of Tide is expressed in knots and fractions of a

knot. The Period of the Tide being shown thus—1st Qr.,

2nd Qr., 3rd Qr., 4tli Qr., for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Quarters; or

by I h., II h., &c., for 1st, 2ud, &e., hours after high or low

water, or by black dots on the arrows, e.<_f., two dots on the

flood tide arrow (
iw ^o ) indicates two hours after low water.

The Rise of Tide is measured from the mean Low Water level

of Ordinary Springs. The Range of Tide is mea-sured from the

Low Water of one tide to the High Water of the following tide.

All heights are given in feet above High Water Ordinary

Springs, and in places where there is no tide, above the sea-level.

All bearings, including the direction of winds anil currents,

are Magnetic; except when otherwise expressed. Bearings of

Lights are given as seen from seaward, and not from the lights.

The natural Scale, or the proportion which the Chart bears to

the earth, obt-iiined by reducing the number of feet in the minute

of latitude to inches, and dividing the product by the number

of inches to a mile the Chart is drawn upon, is represented

thus : ,^„. A Cable's length is a-ssumed to be the lOlh part of a

sea-nulo or equal to 100 fathoms. It has been suggested that

soundings on Cliarts shall always be given in feet, not in fathoms.

On page 71 of Knight's Modem Seaman^ltij>, r.)12, it is urged

that a " lead-line should have a mark for every fathom and

iiall-rathom up to ten fathoms; and for a considerable range

—

covering the depths that are critical for the ship using it— it

should bo markeil in feet." For a ship drawing '20 feet of water

there would be a mark at every foot between 20 and U(t ; and the

soundings reported similarly by the leadsman. Commamler C!. P.

Cha.se, also of the United States Navy, ha* voiced a like opinion.
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Fis;. 2.

The attainment of the values A, B, C, D is as easy as falling ofT a log to

all fainiliar with the principles of parallel sailing and the most elementary

plane trigonometry ; bearing in mind that we can often do by a, little con-

triving what cannot be done by pushing and striving. In Fig. 1, projection

on plane of horizon, much out of proportion to show small quantities, P »
pole ; Z, z, the true and erroneous zeniths, respectively ; S, the heavenly

body ; EQW, the equator ; SPZ, the hour-angle = H ; PZS, the azimuth =
A ; I = latitude -,(11 = error in latitude ; rf H = error in hour-angle ; c =
declination. With centre P, radius PZ, ilescribe arc BZ. Then, as seen by
Fig. 1, Bz = error in latitude = dl ; and ZPz = error in hour-angle = dH.
From parallel sailing we recognise that BZ = r? H cos. /...(I.). Since the

triangle ZBz ia e.xtrpmely small, we may regard it as plane without fear of

appreciable error. Then Bz = BZ tan. BZz = BZ tan. PZS...(II.) ; because

PBZ = 90° = SZz, and SZB is common. Therefore, substituting iu (II.)

the value of BZ given in (I), we have

—

Bz = d H COS. I tan. PZS.

.'. dl = dl\ COS. I tan. A.

,*. d H = dl -^ cos. / tan. A.

= dl sec. I cot. A. ..(III.)

But cot. A = cot. H sin. I - cos. / tan. S cosec. H, by elementary trigo.

noinetry, and, substituting this value of cot. A in (III.), we get—

</H = dls6c. /(cot. II sin. I - cos. Z tan. o cosec. H)

— dl (cot. H tan. I - tan. S cosec H)

= d/ (tabular A - tabular B)

Let dl = I ; then dE = A - B a.s per tables.

From (III.) we have cot. A =
''jf

cos. I; therefore, C = V/ = rot. A ^
COS. / = cot. A sec. I, and G of the tables is revealed.

In Fig. 2, let S, s, be true and erroneous positions of sun ; a, the altitude.

With centre Z, ladius sZ, describe arc sr. Then Sr = error iu altitude =

da. With centie P, radius ]'S or Ps, describe arc Ss. Then SPs = error in

hour-angle = (/ H. The small triangle S rs ia practically plane ; and, there-

fore, Sr = Sscos. sSr = Sssin. PSZ...(IV.), because sSr + PSZ = PSs = 90".

But, by parallel sailing, Ss = SPs cos. o = SPs sin. PS = d H sin. PS
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Therefore, siilistitutiDg this value of Ss, iu (IV.), we get </a = Sr = i/H sin.

PS sin PSZ...(V.). But sin. PS sin. PSZ ^ sin. PZ sin. PZ.S, because the

sines of tlie angles of a spliericiil triangle are proportional to the sines of the

opposite sides. Hence, substituting in (V.), we have da = dH sin. PZ sin.

PZS - rfH COS. / sin A. Therefore J II = da sec. I cosec. A ; and tabular

I) is obtained.

A merely noddinjr acquaintance with the differential calculus gives A, B,

C, D, even easier. By usual formula, connecting the casine of an angle with

tiie sines and cosines of the sides of a spherical triangle, wc have

—

sin. a = sin. i sin. / * cos. I cos. I cos. H ..(I)

Differentiating with respect to / and H, while a and i are constant, - siu.

i cos. I dl - COS. i sin. / cos. H </ / - cos. •' cos. / sin H <i H.

. d 11 _ sin, i COS. I - con, t sin. I cos. 1 1 .„.

dl COS. i COS. / sin. H
= tan. S cosec. II - tan. / cui. U.

Assume ci/ = 1 ; then—

rf II = tan. i cosec. H - tan. / cot. II

= - (tan. / cot. 11 - tan. ! cosec. 11)

= - (tabular A - tabular B).

.\gain differentiating (1), as above, we may write (2) .ts follows :•-

il H _ cos, a COS. A _ _ COS. a cos. A
d I cos. S cos. i sin. II cos. a cos. / sin A

.-. C = - cot A see /...(3)

Elementary trigonometry shows that cos. a sin. A = - cos. I sin. 11, also

cos. a COS. A = sin. I cos. I - cos. I sin. / cos. H ; and these values are sub-

stituted in (2).

Again, differentiating (1) with rcs|)Cct to a and H, with I auJ I constant-

Cos a da = - cos. i cos. / sin. II U II

• '^ ^^ = _ cos, a

da COS. S COS. / sin. 11
.(4)

But, by ratio of sines of angles and opposite side.a, - cos d sin 11 =5 cos. a

siu. A. Hence, substituting this value iu denominator of (4), wo get—

d U _ COS. a I

(/ (I COS. / cos. a sin. A cos. / sin. A

Tftbnl.ir 1) = sec. I cosec A.

SCO. I cosoc. A

And we have now found the values of tabular A, B, C, and D.

• There i« not anything iDberciilly ililTicult in tha soliitloni by trigonometry to anyone
femilinr with vlriiieiitary n.ivigati'^n anil nauttc.1l eatrononiy, and the calculua solutiont

are like plajiug knuokli'-liouea In the poital of the temple of nialhrni.itici. I.et nie

ttrongly advise the student to thoroughly master the llrst six chapters of Todhuntei'e

Spherical Triffonometry (.Macmillan & Co. ) ; also chapter XI. on small tarlationi in the

parts of a spherical triangle—a work to which I owe much.— W. A.
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SUBSTITUTE FOR HORIZON.

Captain (now Rear-Admiral) B. A. Fiske, U.S. Navy, gave a

metliod of finding the altitude of a celestial body by .sextant

from a vessel's deck when horizon is indeterminable. An
angular altitude above some well-defined part of a ship, or other

ol)ject, on the same vertical circle, situated at a known distance

from the observer, is measured ; and then the dip is found, for

the measured altitude, by computing the angle subtended at the

known distance by the difference in height between the observer's

eye and the object angled on.

During the night of 2nd August, 1907, the warships Arkansas,

Florida, and Olijmpia, being then in company, the suggested

method was put to the test of experiment by Comm. Yates

Stirling, U.S.N., of the Arkansas, Capt. B. A. Fiske, U.S.N.

Sixteen hours previously the ships had been steaming in a dense

fog, bound to Seguin I.sland from Block Island. About 10 h.

35 min. P.M., a clear enabled the ArlMnsas to make out distinctly

the lights of her consorts. The sky was cloudless overhead, and

many stars were visible, but the horizon was unavailable.

Commander Stirling pressed Polaris into the service. A mid-

shipman took the distances of the two ships by stadimeter;

another noted the times; and the Arkansas was manoeuvred so

as to bring the stern lights of the Florida and of the Olympia

directly under the star in succession. When by stadimeter the

lights were distant 500 yards and 1000 yards respectivel}',

altitudes of Polaris were taken by Commander Stirling. The

actual computation of the sight on the Olympia is given below

;

and that for the sight on the Florida is the same, except that

the dip was 29' 48" instead of 17' 46". The latitude found was

42° 46' 9" N., using the Olympia; and 42° 43' N., using the

Florida. Tan. dip = height -7- distance.

Dip 17' 46" tan .

G.M.T 15 31 69 (Aug. 2)

Suns It. .\ 8 39 43
Comi + 2 33
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At 1 li. .'30 m. A.M. a sounding of 31 fathoms was obtained on

Piatt's Batd<, tliiis ti.ving tlie position of tiie Arkansas within a

mile. Working back from this it was found that the latitude

at the time of sight of Polaris was 42° 45' 30" N.

During the forenoon of the ensuing day, while the Arkiinsas

was anchored off Kennebec River, in a dense fog, Captain Fiske

had a boat sent out in the sun's direction, near noon, to .serve as

an origin for latitude by sun, which shone brightly overhead

although the dense fog precluded the boat from being made out

lie3-ond a distance of 173 yards. The resulting altitudes of the

sun—one by a lieutenant, one by a midshipman—only differeil

1'; and the resulting latitudes were -tS" 6' N. and 43' 7' N.

After tlie fog had fallen off, the latitude of the Arkansa!*, as

determined by observations of Seguin Island, proved to be

4' 15" less than the mean of the two results obtained during the

fog. Assuming an error in the adopted distance of the mark-

boat from the observei-s, and a consequent error in the dip or

angular depression of that part of the boat serving a.s the origin

of altitudes, some observations were made for longitude from the

Arkansas while at anchor off Bath, Maine, on 5th August.

The sights, worked out singly, gave longitudes of 09° 53' \V.,

G9° 40' W., 09° 51' W., and ()9' 47' \V. Meaning the four gives

09° 49' W., and the correct result b}- chart was 09' 45' 30" W.
This method's reliability depends largely upon accuracy' of dip

applied to the angular altitude ; and, therefore, upon the

accuracy of measurement of the observer's distance fi-om the

mark boat, or substituted object, and his height above it.

Nevertheless the method is within the range of the practical

navigator's requirements—failing others.

Lot da, dx, be errors in altitude («) and distance (.r), re-

spectively, then the efl'ect in seconds of arc upon the deduced

value of the dip is obtainable from the following equation:

—

X . (la — a . (/./•

sin 1"(.«-^ + a'-)

Assuming that the observations of 3rd August were taken

with eye five yards above the mark-level, then, if the estimated

distance of 173 yards be 3 yards in error, the resulting dip will

be out to the amount of 1' 43'. In the e.\am|>le of 2nd .Vugust,

if the given distance itf 3000 feet be 30 feet in error, then the

dip will be only 11" out, provided the height was correct; and

if, at the same time, there were an error of 3 inches in the

height, then the resulting ilip cannot be more than 2s" in error.
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GYROSCOPIC COMPASSES.

The irresistible iutluence of modern methods in practical navi-

gation demands that an elementary explanation shall be brouo-ht

to the notice of the world's navigators with respect to that com-

paratively new aid to safe navigation known as the gyroscopic

compass. A gyroscope is essentially a rotating wheel. Never-

theless it must not be illogically as.sumed that every rotating

wheel is a gyroscope. A spinning top, or a rolling hoop, both

dear to boys before going to sea, is the fir.st left-handed intro-

duction to a gyroscope ; albeit this view of the matter fortunately

does not enter into their school curriculum. Few riders of

bic3'cles would give, otfhand, the correct explanation of the

curious circumstance that their trusty steeds succeed in keeping

upright. Such knowledge, however, is not the basis of a cyclist's

success as a prize-winner. It is proverbial that the philosopher

who steered by the stars, doubtless assisted thereto by a critical

command of the higher mathematics, eventually fell into a

lowly but open well. A bicycle is merely one form of a rolling

hfiop ! A gyro.scopic compass is costl}-, delicate, and elaborate.

Hence we may fairly compare it, in some ways, with a bicycle

of repute. At a fair speed a boy's hoop will run straight ; but

when its onward motion decreases, as young trundlers are well

aware, such a pleasant plaything commences to wobble and

eventually comes to the ground. Every rotating wheel displays

a tendency to set its own axis pai-allel to that about which it

happens to be rotating. Hence, inasmuch as the axis, about

which everything in this connection is rotating is that of our

planet, it follows that a spinning wheel, fixed in a frame free to

move in any direction, will eventually assume a position .so that

the respective ends of its axis point north and south. A wheel

gyroscope of this nature governs not only the uprightness of a

spinning top, so dear to manj' a generation, but also the earth

on its axis. Such a wheel, rotating rapidly, affords an example

of Newton's three laws of motion, that may be enunciated aa

follow : 1. Every body continues in a state of rest, or of

uniform motion in a straight line, except in so far as it may be

compelled to change that state by force acting upon it. (2)

Change of motion is proportional to the acting force, and takea
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place in the ilirection of tlie strai<jlit line in which tht- toico acts.

(8) To every action there is always an equal anil coiTespc>nilin<,'

reaction ; or the nuitual relations of any two bodies are always

ei|iially and ojijiositely directed in the same straight line.

When those laws are applied to rotating bodies we get, re-

spectively, the phenomena of gyroscopical inertia, precession,

and the mathematical relation of precession to external force.

Applications of the gyroscope depend, more especially, upon the

two first.

G^Moscopic inertia is tliat property bj' virtue of which a well-

balanct<l gyroscope will maintain the direction of its axle

stationary when set parallel to the axis of the earth. Unless

the gyro-wheel axle be parallel to the earth's axis it will appear

to rotate against the hands of a watch, about a line parallel to

the earth's axis, looking from South to North, with a sideieal

day period of 2.3 h. 5G min. -t .scca. A perfectly balanced gyro-

scope is not suitable for navigational purposes, a.s it would

never come to rest under the prevailing conditions.

Precession is the motion due to an attempt to rotate the

plane of rotation of a spinning wheel. The applied force meets

with much resistance ; and the direction of rotation of the wheel's

plane is at right angles to the plane of the force causing it, anil

in a direction that places the direction of the wheel's rotation

like that of the force, if the wheel is free to turn in any direction.

This opposing force is caused by the precession, which varies

inversely as the weight, speed, and the square of the diameter

of the wheel. Hence the advantage of a wheel of considerable

diameter. A balanced gyro will precess in one ilirection about

a vertical axis, provided a suitable weight be hung in line with

the end of its axis. Consequent on inertia, rotation of the earth,

and jirecession, an aiiproximately twenty-four honrcirctdar track

is connected with an elli|)se of much shorter period having a

comparatively long and horizontal major axis. The "simple

oscillation " across a meridian is common to all kinds of gyro-

compasses. Further steps are taken to ensure that the g^ro

axis will come to rest in the centre of o.scillation ; antl numerous

arrangements have been devised to etlect this result and thus

arrive in the shortest possible way of a relialilo compass.

Further information may be gleaned in detnil from an article

by A. E. (Jott, A.M.I.E.E., which appeand in the Nautictd

Almj'izine of September, 1!)1<). Even the easiest of explana-

tions, it must be admitted, is somewhat ditlicult to follow.
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Foucault, an eminent French philosopher, so long ago as 1852,

arrived at the sound conclusion that a gyroscope evinces a

tendency to seek the true North. Yet only in comparatively

recent times has tliis pregnant property been taken advantage

of for service conditions on board ships at sea. To-day, how-

ever, a large number of the world's warships and large liners are

fitted with gyroscopic compasses of precision. The theory that

a heavy and rapidly spinning disc, supported at its centre of

gravity, will retain its direction in space was probably dimly

realized prior to the convincing investigations of Foucault. In

a tentative way, however, that learned Frenchman preferred to

regard the principle as an experimental demonstration of the

earth's rotation on its axis. Subsequently he explained that if

such a gyroscopic disc wei-e mounted so as to ensure that the

axis on which it turned could not be moved with complete

freedom, but solely about a vertical axis, the resulting position

in which the axis would be at rest must be due North and

South. This is the fundamental principle determining the

utility of a gyroscopic compass for the practical purposes of the

navio-ator. Not till an electric motor had become an accom-

plished fact, as Foucault might have said in his own tongue, was

it possible to rotate the disc at a speed sufficient for the purpose

in view. A gyroscopic compass, from one vantage ground, may
be roughly regarded as a liquid compass in which the magnetic

needle is replaced by a rotating gyro having its axis always

pointing true North and South. This is what is required by

navigators in ships of iron or of steel in order to ensure a maxi- •

mum of safety.

A gyroscopic compass has several highly attractive advantages,

over the usual magnetic compass, that tend to commend the

former to seafarers on board ships where time is more especially'

.synonymous with money. Consequently this type of aid to safe

and speedy navigation is coming more and moi-e frequently

under the close consideration of the most important shipping

industries of the principal maritime nations. A g3'roscopic

compass, however, is not only delicate but also characteristically

complicated. Moreover, owing to the employment of various

attachments that are unavoidably elaborate in some instances, a

o"3'roscopic compass is comparatively costly to buy and to

maintain. Nevertheless, it indicates the true North without

much trouble ; and this is a proi)erty not lightly to be despised,

or ignored, in these trying times of quick passages under ail
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sorts of meteorolorrical conditions. The principal merit of a

gyroscopic compass is Jupcndent upon tlie fact tiiat its indica-

tions are unaHectcd b}' the earth's magnetism ; albeit the

gyroscopic compass must be credited with a directive force,

similar to, but many times greater than, that of a magnetic

compass. At any place on the earth's surface, other than those

poles where none but enthusiasts are likely to venture, a gyro-

scope, provided it is free to move only in tlie planes, will evince

a tendencj' to set itself with axis of rotation parallel to the

earth's axis consequent on the relative rotations of the two

bodie-s. The respective ends of the gyro-wheel are termed

"north-seeking" or " south-seeking " according to the direction

of spin. Variation charts, deviation tables, correcting niignets

and correcting spheres, troubles due a ship's pitching and rolling

in a heavy seaway, and similar items pertaining to the magnetic

compass tliat was alone available to the old-timer, all vanish

below the horizon of jirogress when a gyro-compass is in use, as

though compelled by the weird intluence of a magician's wand.

Any kind of metivl may remain in close proximity to a gym-

com|)a.ss without turning its head. Even the old sailors' yarns

as to the adverse inHuenco of tlie steel hoops in a lady

pa.ssenger's crinoline of the olden time, and the steel in the cork

leg of a pilot on the Great Lakes of North America, will be

without point where a gyro.scopic compa.ss is regarded as furile

prlihipx. Fair weather, or foul ; blow high, or blo,ijr low; thick

weather or cloudless sky ; an)' navigator, using a g}'ro-compas.s

intelligently, has always at command the bearing of true North

without either sights or calculation. Three hours previous to

proceeding on a pa.ssnge, or at the instant when word is pa.ssed

along to get up steam, a similar action can be arranged for the

gyrocompass should it be temporarily out of commission. If

deemed desirable by the shiimiastcr concerncil, this kind of

compass can be kept in action continuuusly, inasmuch as the

wear on its bearings is relatively a negligible iiuantity. The

gyro-compa.ss cannot rightly be expected to universally supersede

the navigator's familiar friend of long-stantling known as the

magnetic compass ; but the latter typo seems destined in the

near future, to become a stand-by, on many a warship and large

lin<'r under every llag, on all fours with the band-steering gear

of such a ship that is seldom brought into play except when a

briak-d<i\vn occurs with the modern appiiratU'^.

Fuueault's theory involves the proposition that " evi-i y frii-
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rotating bodj% when subjected to some other or new turning

force, tends to set its axis of rotation parallel to the new axis of

rotation by the shortest path, so that the two rotations take

place in the same direction." This, concisely stated, is the main
principle upon which is based the working of a gyro-compass as

a reliable assistant to navigators "bound to go." The late Lord

Kelvin, ever eager to lessen risks for the world's navies, whether

of peace or of war, by translating abstract mathematics, that are

understood but by the few, into concrete contrivances that are

infinitely useful for the multitude, devoted much of his invalu-

able time, and his unsurpassed genius, to the betterment of the

g3'roscope under various heads. To him, greatly, we owe the

fact that it cast off its limited environment of initial usefulness

as a toy for natural-philosophy classes at the Universities and

elsewhere. The United Kingdom, the United States, and other

maritime countries that count, have constructed gyroscopic

compasses on lines first satisfactorily laid down by Kelvin in

one of his many and varied contributions to practical mathe-

matics. Inventive capacity and " high science " are not neces-

sarily co-existent in an individual ; but the late Lord Kelvin,

himself a navigator, was a brilliant exception to a general rule,

as sailors are well aware and freely admit. Mathematical

machines neither invent nor discover. Kelvin was both an

inventor and a discoverer
;
and Kelvin was a mathematician

with a bent for the sea. Such a combination of theory and

piactice is rare.

A gyro-compass is similar in external appearance to the

magnetic compass it is likely to supplant on board vessels where

initial expenditure is a secondary consideration when attempting

to solve the problem of increased safety of life at sea. The card

of this class of compass, as is now the case with some of the old-

fashioned type, is marked from 1° to 360^. In a few there is an

auxiliary card, arranged in the centre of the dial, that makes a

complete revolution for a small change in course ; and is

divided so that an alteration in ship's head, if only of a few

minutes of arc, is immediately apparent. The weighty disc is

rotated by a small motor, and mounted in a framework that

floats on mercury ; the whole instrument being balanced so that

the tendency of the flotation shall ensure the disc being vertical

and its axis being horizontal. It is this tendency, according to

Foucault's principle, that compels the axis to point North and

South. Two strings to a bow are proverbially good ! Hence
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tlio following muthotl of regarding this matter may prove useful,

lithe gyro-wheel were caused to rotate with its plane vertical,

and in the meridian of the observer, then the rotation will

maintain it in a fixed direction in space ; but as the earth itself

is turning, this tends to incline the plane of the g\-r>-whecl to

the meridian. On the other side we have the floating power of

the mercuiy tending to u]>right the disc, or gyro-wheel. The

resultant of these two tendencies is to compel the disc into that

only po-sition of stability when it is vertical and square to the

meridian. In other word.s, the axis about which the disc then

rotates will point due North and South.

When it is required to lay oH'a course with the aid of a gyro-

compass solely, two corrections may have to be regarded by

navigatore concerned in that operation. Both will, iierhajis

rightly, be regarded as negligible for the practical purposes of

navigation where give and take is an order of the day. Tables

arc supfdied, however, for the purpose of allowing for those tiny

and tedious items should such a course of procedure be deemed

desirable by those intimately concerned. One of those correc-

tions depends upon an adverse influence introduced by change

of latitude, should such take place. A vessel, for example,

leaving a United Kingdom port, would have her gyro-compas-s

carefully adjusted to the parallel of 50". Unless she change her

latitude as much as 10^ this adjustment will serve every

purpose. Going north, or south, across the equator, for example,

a navigator can, if he feel desirous of doing so, quite readily

adjust his gyro-compiss, for latitude-error, by following the rules

laid down fur his guidance in an accompanying book of instruc-

tions. Such an operation need l>e carried out only crossing each

tenth jtarallel of latitude. Another correction, known as the

S correction, is merely the expression of the geometrical relation

lietween the speed of the ship and the speed of tlio earth's

rotation. A reference to the tables that are supplied with a

gyro-compass, as above mentioned, suflices to ma.ster this correc-

tion should it be deemed essential in practical navigation.

There are three prominent types of gyro-compasse.s, known as

the " Anscbutz," the " Sjierry," and the " Sea StAr, " respectively.

Preliminary experiment's appear to have been carried to a

successful finish, about l!)(K», by Mr. Klphinstonc with the

Anschutz type for the purpose of ileterniining a substitute for

the usual magnetic comjiass on Umrd a ship about to set out for

the Arction regions on a North I'olar Kxpt dition. Eleven years
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later, Mr. Elpliinstune made a detailed statement in a paper read

before a meeting of that 3'ear's British Association, during the

course of which he described the many methods he had availed

himself of in order to conquer the apparently inherent defects of

such a system, and also the success that crowned his unsparing

efforts. This type of gyroscopic compass is of pendular con-

struction, free to swing under the action of gravity. Three

g3'ro-wheels counteract any adverse effect likely to be intro-

duced by violent behaviour, in a heavy sea, of the ship on which

the gyro-compass is fitted. Their peripheral speed is said to be

between 20,000 and 30,000 revolutions a minute. Special motor

generators had to be employed having a periodicity of 330 per

second. Attached spirit-levels indicate whether the instrument

is properly performing its allotted duty in pointing out the true

North to the anxious mariner. A " Sperry " gyro-compass is

suspended by a wire that is kept mechanically deprived of twist

directly the gyro-wheel is in motion ; and the latter is destitute

of friction round the vertical axis. The gyro-wheel revolutions

are 8600 a minute, and the periodicity is 145 per second. In

this tj'pe of gyro-compass a " follow-up " motor leaves the gyro-

wheel with but little work to do. Errors in compasses of this

nature are due to latitude, change of latitude at constant speed,

change of speed, pitching and rolling of the ship viewed as a

compass platform, slowness of the gyroscope, and the quality of

the steering of the ship. All these elements of discordance and

doubt are traceable to the fact that such compasses are pendular

and rely upon the action of gravity. The " Sea Star " type,

designed by Captain V. H. Ro/ic and Mr. E. Kilburn Scott, has

a clockwise direction of rotation of the gyro-wheel when looking

at the north-seeking end of the gyro-wheel spindle. In the

two first-mentioned types, the direction of rotation of the gyro-

wheel is against the hands of a watch held face upwards-counter-

clockwise. Consequent on the gyro-wheel rotation in the " Sea

Star " type being opposite to that of the earth, the gyro-wheel

in this instance is in unstable equilibrium. Hence the motor, in

this compass, is said to correct any tendency to deflection.

There is thus induced a general sensitiveness that ])ermits of the

adoption of comparatively small instruments, inasmuch as the

kinetic energy of the wheel is not so important as it is with

other forms of compasses.

A master-compass, or, as it is sometimes termed, a mother-

compass, maj' be regarded as the standard compass of the gyro-
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class. It may be placed in position either down below, or on

the uppermost deck or bridge ; but, in every instance, this kind

of compass should be directly on the centre-line of the ^liip

concerned. A master-compass may be used directly as the

steering compass ; or it can be used for controlling other gyro-

compasses, situated in various positions on the same ship, that

are fitted so as to receive its indications by means of a special

transmitter.

Radio-telegraphy as it becomes more and more common will

be pressed into various services fur the guidance of ships in the

vicinity of the land. Signals I'rum another ship, from a light-

sliip, or from a lighthouse, can be utilized. The Marconi-Bellini

Tosi wireless direction-finder enables a navigator to determine,

very nearly, the bearing of a radio-station whence a message

is received. It is said that the range of communication lies

between the limits often miles and fifty miles or more, varying

with the power of the sending station. Probably the fii-st

reliable records on this plan were made from the S.S. Rt>\jid

George, between Canada and flngland. She got the bearings

of (Jape Race, Capj Ray, and Father Point, With certainty and

despatch, as also of vessels under way. Another steamer, the

h'xquimo, bound from Hull to Christiania, enjoyed a like cx-

|)erience. The aerial waves are quite distinct from the ordinary

wireless installation on board signalling ship.v It would appear

that at the date of writing, October, 1916, this method merely

allows of the determination of a line of bearing somewhere on

which the .ship happens to be. The United SUites Is'avy

authorities have called the attention of .shipmasters whose vessels

are fitted with radio-telegraphy apparatus, that are in the

vicinity of Capo Cod, to the fact that a "]3istaucc Finder" had

just been installed at the United States Navy Radio Station,

North Truro, Mass. ; and it was suggested that those immediately

interested should jnit the utility of the juoposed nuthod to

the te.st of experience. Albeit in its tentative stnge, this system

is said to have afforded results ditlering only by a couple i>f

ilegrees from the corrcsponiling bearings obtained by recour.se to

the compass as of old. .Vpiiarently this method furnishes an

observer with an indication as to the line on which the .sending

station is at the instant of observation. Thus a beai ing of 20°

on the slarboaid bow, for example, is not di.stingui.shablo from

one that is 20° on the port quarter. Sildom, however, does

doubt arise under this head. Two successive readings of a
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course that is maintained during the interval will place the

matter on the bed-rock of certainty, and at the same time give

the listening ship's distance from the sending station in the usual

way. Should two coast-stations be within wireless touch, a

ready reference to the ship's geographic position is placed on

record. A wireless compass not only enables a vessel to locate

her geographical position, but also the position of an approach-

ing vessel fitted with radio-telegraph}^ apparatus. Navigators

familiar with mathematical formulae of more than Kindergarten

complexity will find Chapter XVII. of Glazebrook and Shaw'.s

Practical Phynics of the highest importance in connection with

magnetism and ship's compasses. It is to be hoped that in the

next edition they will fully explain both the gyro-compass and

the radio-compass.

APPENDIX (T).

THE MOON AN AUXILIARY.

The moon occasionally helps a navigator ; but is generally

left severely alone, consequent on the many vexatious cor-

rections that she generally demands. A correspondent of the

Nautical Magazine quite recently quoted an instance where

Luna was an aid to safe navigation. Bound from Port Arthur,

Texas, to London, and expecting to be in the vicinity of the

Tortugas in the early morning, the master was anxious to obtain

a sight—hitherto impossible on the pas.sage. Concluding that

a clear was probable, he waited with sextant in hand, and the

mate standing by at the chronometer. Suddenly the Moon
became visible on the port bow, and Sirius followed suit to

starboard. The whole operation, the sights being carried out

in quick succession, lasted only a minute and a half; and no

other sight was possible that night. A table due to Messrs. A.

McLellan and S. P. Elliott, given in Brown's JS'autical Almanac,

affords tiie necessary correction of the moon's altitude at sea

by the use of a single term. Having given, for example : Moon's

altitude 4-5° 18' 10", hor. par. 5-5' 37," height of eye lU I'eet, we

get by Brown's Table

—

From Table.

" ' " Ah. 4.5» ) ,,-,
Alt. ... 45 18 10 Hnr n.r M-.V i

' " 1* ^

Corr. ... -f 19 6

45 37 16

Hor. par. 55-5'

Add for 16 ft. height . . 4-4

19-1

19' 0"

Id"
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Ari'ENUIX (U).

CHRONOMKTERS : USE AND ABISE.

In the exhibit of the United States Navy at the Panama-

Pacific Exposition there were some chronometers having marvel-

lous histories. One, found by the Nares' Arctic Expedition in

Newman's Bay, had been abandoned in the American discovery

ship Polaris, 1872, nearly four years prior to its recovery.

Presented to the United States Government after the return

home of Nares and his gallant crew, it is still running with

marked accuracy. Another, equally satisfactory, was in use

during an Arctic expedition of 1850. The first chronometer of

American make used by the United States authorities was

similarly in active service. Two chronometei"s that went to the

bottom with the United States warship Maine during Feb.

ISOiS, in Havana harbour, and remained submerged for fourteen

years, were aLso on exhibition, albeit rusted almost beyond

recognition. An "ardent disciple" of WriuMes, in a letter

published not long since in the A\iutical Magazine, pointed out

in detail that the chronometers of a large line were kept in

improperly-constructed receptacles, no chronometer journal kept,

and no daily comparisons taken. The .shop-rate was inviiriably

relied upon and unhesitatingly used. Having carefully plotted

the ship's position by cross bearings of well-defined points on

shore, and then determined the longitude by eacii of two chron-

ometers in the usual way, it was found that one placed the sliip

nine minutes of longitude, and the other .seventeen minutes of

longitude, away from her actual spot. The three chronometei-s

carrieii on ships of that line were sent a.shore at either end of

the route and remained until the eve of sailing. " Even when

eveiy precaution is taken," wrote James Page, on a Pilot (.'hart

of the United States Hydrographic 0/fice, Washington, D.C, in

1902, "it is impossible to carry" a chronometer "from place to

]>lace without altering ita rate ... It freijui-ntly happens that

the sea or travelling rate is ijuitc distinct from the land rate,

owing to the change of surroundings." To delay the arrival nf

a chronometer on board until the day of sailing is seldom justi-

fiable, and sometimes dangerous.
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SOME CROSS-CHANNEL DISTANCES.

ENGLAND TO IRELAND.
Nautical Miles.

Bristol to Rosslare ... ... ... ... IGl'O

Cork ... . . ... 2350

New Milford to Rosslare ... ... ... 65'0

„ Wexford ... ... ... 74'0

„ AVaterford ... . . ... 98

„ Roche's Poiut ... ... 12,50

„ Queenstowu ... ... ... 1202

„ Fastuet Lighthouse ... ... 176'5

St Auu's Head to Hook Tower ... ... ... 70-7

Fishguard to Rosslare ... ... ... 54'0

„ Waterlbrd (daylight) ... ... 907

„ „ ... 920

„ Dubiiu ... ... ... 95o .

„ Fastuet Lighthouse ... ... 178"0

Holyhead to Kingstowu ... ... ... 57'0

„ Dublin ... ... . 600

Liverpool to Dublm ... ... .. 120'0

„ Drogheda ... ... 120

„ Dundalk ... .
124-5

„ Newry ... ... 128o

Belfast ... 13.->0

„ Rosslare ... .. lo4'5

Fleetwood to Belfast ... ... 118-0

Stranraer to Larne ... ... .. 340

ENGLAND TO THE CHANNilL ISLANDS.

New Milford to St. Heliers ... ... ... 2660 ajiprox.

Diutmoutli to St. Peter Port (I'ia Little Kussel) ... 702

„ „ (via S. Coast of Guernsey) 74-7

Weymouth to St. Peter Port ... .. 71-3

St. Hellers (direct) ... ... 950

„ „ (via Guernsey) . .

.

980

Southamiitnu to St. Peter Port ... ... ... 1040

„ St. Heliers direct {via Race of Alderuey) 1225

., „ (vjaCasquets& Guernsey) 1307

S|iithcad, llor.sc sand fort (via Needles and Race of

Aldcrncy) to St. Heliers ... ... 1250 approx.



SOME CROSSCBANNEL DISTANCES.

BETWEEN THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.

St. Peter Port to St. Heliers ...

„ Saik aiul back

„ Alilorney ...

„ round Guernsey and back

Sark to AKlcrncy ...

St. Heliers to Sark

„ Alileriiey

„ round Jersey and b'lrk ...

Nautidl Miltts.

267

190

23

27

21 5 approx.

22

13-0

37

CHANNEL ISLANDS TO FRANCE.

St. Peter Port to St. Malo direct (W. of Minquiers) ...

„ calling at St. Heliers

Granville direct (E. of Minquiers) ...

„ calling at St. Heliers

St Heliers to St. Malo (E. of Minquiers)

„ „ (over the Minquiers) ...

„ Granville (direct)

Cherbourg

St. Brieuc

Morlaix ...

St. Heliers to St. Malo ,

St. Malo to Granville

Granville to St. Heliers .

Aldcrney to Cherbourg

370j
22(1 f The round trip

30-0

1

55-0

63-0

5.5 1)

57

37

340

300

5S"0 approx.

49-0

87-0

22"5 ii|iprox

ENGLAND TO FRANCE AND THE CONTINENT.
N'auliul MilM.

Weymouth to C'horKiurg .. 690

„ St Malo direct 1240

St Brieuc . ... 128-0

„ Morlai.\ ... ... 137-0

Brest . . ... 207-0

Southumpton to Havre ...

St Malo

New haven to Diepi>c

Folkestone to Boulogne

Dover to (.'alnis

„ Ontend ...

Quccnboro' to Flushing ...

106-2

151-0

65-6

26 3

-22-0

ti2-3
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England to France and the Continent (continued ).

Nautical Miles.

Harwich to Hook of Holland ... ... ... 109-7

„ Rotterdam ... ... ... 125'0

„ Antwerp ... ' ... ... 1400

„ Hamburi; ... ... ... 365'0

.7
I!-0 Y

BETWEEN VARIOUS ENGLISH PORTS.

New Jlilford to the Lizard ... 134'

Lizard to Penlee Point 46'0
.

Peulee Point to Blill Bay Dock... 3-7
j

New Milford to Mill Bay Dock ... ... 184-4

New MOford to St. Ann's

St. Ann's to Longships ...

Loiigships to Lizard

Lizard to Start Point

Start Point to Portland Bill

Portland Bill to Weymouth
New Milford to Wevmouth

New Milford to Tenby (Pier)

,, Fishguard

Llanelly (G. W. R. Dock)

Swansea Road.s

Porthcawl

Cardiff (Bute Dock)

., Avonmouth Dock ...

„ Bristol

Weymouth to Start Point ... hG'b "|

Start Point to Mill Bay Dock ... 25-5 j

Weymouth to Mill Bay Dock

Weymouth to Southampton, Empress Dock

230Saltney to Dee Light-Vessel

Dee Light-Vessel to Chester Bar

Buoy
Chester Bar Buoy to Holyhead...

Saltney to Holyhead

Saltney to Hilbre Island

Hilbre Island to Rock Light

Saltney to Liverpool

7-0

46-0

230 1

15-0 /

2540

330

43-5

500
58-0

6G-0

93

108-0

113-.'')

82

55-0

Penzance to St. Mary's (Scilly) by N. channel

S. „

35-7

37 5
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,, French and American . jqi
,. Handy pencils for . ]]]
,, Harbour plans .

'

_ 99
••

,,
.. longitude acale " 103

„ MOW to keep . .
. jgn

M •• Use . . ^ ^^1
,, indicatiouH . ^ ^

* jgq
,, Information on . .

'

_ jpi
., Mercator .

"
_

' 9-

•• •• •I's'ortiou of earth's surface 97
• •• loniiituile . . 97
» II paradox

. 93 [

•< M Utility for nautical pur-
poses

. eg
M Inexact in very high lati-

ludea . . cjQ
I

„ Objects for bearings . , jqj
I

Paoi
Charts, Orthographic projection

. yy
,, OwDer:> should pi ovule . Ill
,, for Polar navigation

. 99
,, proJectioiiH ... 97
,, Proper supply to ships ]05
,, Scale of . . . 103.104
I, ot.ir .... a3y
i. Stereogrnphic . . .

' jyii

., Wood backing lyn

J;{;-"'7"«'
.... 400 m

Cherub log . 1-,,

Chin.i, FinMay .
'

.
'

'

'.",

Choice of methods for tiling ship '
. ifij

Cliromntic nber.ation . . jg,.
Chi ouograph, electro . .

' ji.
Chronometer

, . .
' 44 65

,1 Artlinr Nevin on . 49
I, at Bidston Observatory

. 60
.. Auxiliary compensation " 63

Care in selecting place for 54
., Change of rate . . 43
I. Change of temperature 4S

Cleaning ... 04
.. Comparing . . 66 58

Comparison before sailing "55
Consequencesof inattention to 53
Daily Mt« and errors . 57.62
tightday inferior to Two-day 52

.1 Error and rale of, to find 6;.2 See
Hood, how obuiued

. 65
Hartnup's temperature laws 49.60

,, Hidden iron . 5,
., Instructive inciilent . ,15Kew Observatory

. . J^
Journal . .

. 56 .W
,1 Lubricating oil . .

'

64
II r. Luiiars . .44
,, Lurking dangers .

. j,^
Magnetisation of balance 63 54Mode of winding . 61, 62,' 61
.Splitting seconds

. j,^
,, Temperature rates ru\

New . . .61
Kates, cau.Hes likely to alter 62
Rat'ig

•
. . . 552.565

• I. Artificial horiiou . 653
•• II ou boar.i ship . 56O
n ., at sea jjg
• • •• Daily ratci and errors

on «s. liritiih Km-
/•r^t.l.leof . 57

.. I'W'iil Altitudes not
recommend' 1 . 552

II .. «>a">ples at Valparaiso .'v69

.. Greenwich Mean Time 5.S5
•I ..

Knorre, I'roleasorKarl 65|
.. Metlio.lof . 715

'• .. Necessary interval .156
• • .. Personal equation . 552

•
'"•- itidsUr. 562

ine-gun . 563
' "i»l

• 5.14 555
' t and west .ViS

,, > .r ..i.i.rvatiooa 657
Stirs t>. Sun . ;,64

,, Thermal error . 717
• „. •• .. Ubies 71s
,1 Iransit of itar . J57
„ 'nine siguali 663 6 Of
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Compass Ailjustment, List of iun's correct

magnetic bearing

,

,

Use of Pelorna
Luliber lines . 5S3

„ Quadrantal correc-

tors . . 5yl, 592

,, Qnadrantal correc-

tors, liow to place 598

,, Qua<lrautal(iuriatiou &S9

,, „ error, Com-
pensation for . 596

,,
Recapitulation of

nietboils lor 039

„ Sailor's Pocket- Book 5y2

„ ScaproferreiitoUock 698

,,
Semi-circular ilevia-

lion . 5S9, 590, 598

,,
Ship's magnetic di-

rection iu buildini;

588, r.90, 599

„ Sum Canal . . 608

,, Ship's sub perntauent
magnetic poles . 587

„ Sluggish compasses 600

„ Steel magnets, duty
of . .588

,, Swinging »1iip by
time intervals . 641

,, Traverse Tables, nsc
of .691,600

,, Tuglionts and ten-

ders caution as to 598

,, Variable effect of
compensating mag-
nets . 697

„ Varyingeffectofaub-
permautnt mag-
netism . 5S3

„ Variation of com-
pass , 581

„ Veilical iron, effect

of . .585
,, Vortical iron, how

to place . . 592

,, Vertical pillar cor-

rection . 599

, ,, Vigilant watch on
compass . . 643

Conipau affected by <UD apots .
'25

Blfecting each other . . 18

Antique legends . . 24
Aurora Uorenlis, during dis-

play* of ... 25
badly placed for steering . 651
Boat .... 22
Boxing the, in Degrees . 135
Card, mechanical defects of . 41-4S

„ Balance of . . 20

,, Largo . . .206
,, forcouTersion of courses 648

Caution as to lubber lines. 42
CoiiipareStandartland Steering 62S
Co-eincienta .631-633
Courses, Magnetic and True 644 648

,, Conversion of . 648
correctors . . . 136

Danger from proximity of iron 12

Uiaiprams for conversion of

courses , , 648

Compass, Deviation, Analysis of , IJ:

, , , , Errors . .
1

" •

,, Errors before compensation . i-i

,, l>ynamos and electric motors,

effect on . . 642

,, essentials . . . 17

„ in fog . . . '.i

,, Hang of bowl . . .
1-

,, Height of bowl . . 1:

,, Hcelingcrror . 601,610. 613. 719,7-.

,, Iron in ami'ush . .
^>-

,, Iron ilerricks

Jumping, causes of . . t-'.

,, Lubl>er lines, caution . 1^

,, Lubber lines . . . 411
,, Liglitiiiug effects . ,

'.'.

,, eiperiencesins.B. "iktigrmort"
and "Capella" from Ligbt-

niui,'. . , a3, 34 .•*

,, Lurking danvers . . 39, G'_'7

„ Masthead aiKl l-ole . .40.41
Wear of : . . 41

Magnetic belts, elTcil on . tV.T

Mechanical defects . -\

,, Natigating . . . 11 1

,, nec'lles, position of . 1.

,, ,, l.ength of . . 1.

. , Neutral spot for . . 11

,, " I'enguin," H.U.S., experi-
ences . . . 30, :<i

,, Popular errors . .
•.'

-

,, Position of steering . . ;«.

, , Reconl table . . 6J;'

,, Shore attraction . . 'J.',

,, sluggishness . . 1<>

Spirit .... •J-J

SUndanl

.

. 11, 14. 6'i8

,, ,, Table of changes in . 34

,, compared with Station I'ointer

148, 149, 1.'.4

,, preferred to Station Pointer
when charts are doubtful . lf>4

Steering .N, . .22, C2S

„ Stile . . . .19, '-'•I

,, Thomson's, SirW.fl'OrdKelviu) 'J1

„ Thunderstorms, effect on . i\.Sl
,, 7'ru^ and magnetic courses 116,644 ti-I.S

„ Vigibint watih to be kept on . 643
Composition and Hesolntiou of Vcl'-city

and Motion . . . 663, 703
Conical projection . . . 101

Conspicuous shore marks for compass
ailjustment . . . 6'.>2, C2t!

Conalellations . . . 316. 3i:>

Constellations, Ust of . . 3'.'6, 3'>"<

Consumption of coal and revolutions 671

Contraction and expansion of sextaiiLs .
7'

Cook, CapUin . . . . 4 .

Coojier h, Wigzell's Sounding Machine , 1

Corposants . 82, .

Cusecaiit, how to find . ;fl7

Cosine, how to tliid . . . :1I7

Cossack. Australia . . .'II

Cotangent, how to find . . 317

Course, shaping the . . . 014

,, Conipa.v>, Magnetic and 7Vu<OI4018. i'>'M

,, Convorsiou . . . 648
Courts of Inquiry, Admiralty Charts pre-

ferred by . . . . 101
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Craig, Admiral J. K , Azimuth
Cramming abhorred
Creak, Captain
C'reed, Mariner's .

Critiques and Reviews
Cross Bearings, Astronomical

,, ,, and an;;les

., ,, Accurate .

,, ,, superseded .

,, ,, of stars ,

,, Channel Distances •

,, Southern •

Crossing meridian of 180°

Crow, or Corvus .

Current, Ocean . .

., Sailing .

'., Tide .

.
, and Winil Charts

Curve of Equal Altitude
Cust's Xylonite Station Pointer
Cutting oil' corners in navigation
Cycle weatlier o( 62 ye:ir3

Cyclone, Axis .

,, Classes of

,, Columbus's .

,, Conclusions

,, Determining centre
Kffect of land on

,, Energy of

,, Extra-tropical .

In-draui;lit .

Manoeuvring Iti .

Rate of travel

,, Shape . •

,. Track
„ Troj.ical .

., Trougli

,, Updraiight

,, Vortex

,, Wind Revolution
Cyclonology
Cygnus .

633, 758

186-1S7
82n

502
151
70-2

690
629

7I.-S-79S

327, 348
404

3'27, 347
283
663
2S3

. 2, 183
492
115
111
'261

250
254
238

248, 249
2J4
•2iii

'24 7

248
242, 244

•254

246
244
216
248
249
242
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241
239

327, 346

D, Lecky's Tal.le . . 470, 643,



Dip, Mngiielic . . • &S4

Dipping ueedle, Marine . . . :!20

Dipping needle, use of, in compass ad-

justment.... 610, 611

Disagrieihent between fnrennou and
afternoon sights . 92

„ error from course and di>-

t.inc.- . . 93

„ error from incorrect lati-

tude ... 93

„ fallacy about nfternoon

sigliU . . 91

Dispersion of liglit . . . 190
Displacement ol sea liorizou . . 90
Distance of Mars . . . 321,359
Distance by Great Circle the sliortest C54

„ How to find . 662

,, from land. Determination of 677

,, of visible liorizon . . 677
Table of 079

„ liglits, visible, varies with state

of tide . . .680
Tables, Off-Shore . 498. 692. 693

Di,»l:iiico8, Cross-Channel

.

. 793-795

„ Intcrsldlnr . . 3G1

„ Trans-Atlantic

.

. . 79'2

Diunial circle.... 380
Diurnal inequality in tides . . 2^7
Dividi-rs . . . . 117. lis

Bracket for . . .117
Hair.... 117

,, One hand use . . US
,, Steel points and smooth work-

ing joinis . . 117
Dodges, Ei-ineridian . . . 393
Dodging round shoals . . 4!lS

Dagniatisni, Dangerous weather . 234

Dollond, optician . . . 1!>2

Double Altitudes. . . 601-527

,, Altitude errors . 524

„ ,, ambiguous near uieridLtn 512

,, ,. Analysis of Capt. Parker's

„ problem . 515 522

„ ,, Applicable toall heavenly
bod its . . 527

,, ,, Azimuth and hour angle 512

,, ,, Chart to show solution 504

„ ,, disse ted bv I'arkcr,

a II., Captain U.N. .515-522

„ „ Klfcctorerrorsin altitude .V.'4

,, ,, Fixing in mid-ocean . 520

„ ,, Hour angle and aiimuth 512

,, ,, Johnson, A. C, on
£04,506,507,509, 511

„ ,, Johnson and Rosser . 508

„ ,, Kelvin, Lonl, on . 501

,, ,, Kelvin's, Lord, Sumner
Tables . . .509

„ ,, New version of an old

problem in navigation 515-E22

„ rarkor,R.H .Cnpt..lt.N. 615
Teake's .siwcial Chart 604

,, ,. liaper on . 601

„ ,,
Hrmnrks on Captain
Parker's method . 522 524

, ,, Ilossfr's arrangement . 505

, ,. Uos.serai)d Juhii%on .. 508

, ,, Uosserin A'aMficu/ JAi^a-
ririe. ISSO . . 627

par.B

Double Altitudes, simoltaneous altitades

of stats . 527

,, Table C, dution page . 5'Jo

,, ,, Table C and danger
signal . . . 613

,, ,, Use of Capt. Parker,

a

method . . 5'J4

,, „ Winter and Summer 51/
Double Chronometer , . .47'
Doubling angle on bow . . C^.^

Dove, Heinrich .... ZT''

Dover Tides: Dover the Standard i>ort 291,2'.'-1

Drawers for Charts 10'.'

Drawing-b:>ard useful .'^1

Dul.he
Dutfeis, caution to . . '."J

I

Duncan's, Captain. Triangular .sailing . OtJ:>

Duration of northern and aouthcrn summer 407
Dutchman's log .... 182
Duty and knowledge of m.istrr mariners 067, 6(>S

Dynamos and electric uiotois, effect on
compai>( . . . . 612

E
I'arth, age of . . . . 803
K.'irth's crust, densitv o! . , 8
Earth light .

' . . .269
K-trth's magnetism, constant change of C>4'.'

Eirth's motion inlluence of tides on . 3*0
I jirth, not sky, r volvej . , Si-

K:irth, oval in section . . . tl

I'^i til's rotation retardei by Moon . 30'J

Earth's shape .... 5

Earth's size .... :•

I'^arth's spinning and reeling . 3S7, 3~s

Earth's yearly rotation . . ;!'."

Earthquake waves . 206,2'.'

Ebb and Plow, and Kail and Rise . 'S'^i-

Echoes ..... !;.'•••

Eight bells, time to make . . 37'J

Electric storm, effect «*i.s. " S^Jirmort" 33, ;)1

,, Motors and Dynamos, effect on
compass .... 042

Electrical log . . . . 1S2

Electricity and magnetism . . 57-
Elevation of sea horizon . . ^

Kllcnborongh, Lord, on Sumner . .5
English Ch.inncl Tides . 292-2 •

Equal Altitude circle . . 487, 4W, 4 •

„ .. curve . . 41

Equal Altitndes .... .'.'.'

Short . 4524"
„ SUr 4S5.4^';

,, „ niackburn's opinion . 483, 48.'>

,, ,, Uest time (or 4».'i

,, ,, at sea 4^2

., ,. „ Rajwron . 4'S

,, ,, Sun not recommended 5.''-'

,, ,, Diiailvantages of . 5.'''J

„ ,, Raper on . .
5.'''-

Equatiun ofTinie. . 397, 47J

,, Personal . . 404, .'.'.'

Er)uatorial bulge....
,, circumference

,, distribution of pressure . 'Ji

ICqiiinnctial disturbances .

Eqiiinaxes, precession of , 386, 387, U
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Gi'idanus and Acbernar
Krrors, compass, before compeusatiou

,, and daily rates of Chrononieter

FAGB

327
13

57-52,

,, in altitude, how to treat tliem
Espy's tlieory of lleteorology
Essentials of a good compass
Estahlishraent of Port

,, Vulgar
Euclid
Evans, Sir FreJericl; .

Ex-meridians v. Meridian Altitudes
Ex meridian Altitudes, star .

below pole

552. 6S()

536 544
238
17

295
295

140, 162, 163
. 1, 209, 213

409
. 408-419

412, 414
417near pole

Pole star

Planets
Sun
Advantages of

Brent's Tables
dodges
Hour angle, limit of 392

,, rule regu-
lating 392

New navigation 391
Smith and Bairn-
son's Tables
Towson's Tables

412
391-395

392
1,391

393

Tables
Expansion and contraction of sextant
Extra bo<'l<.s , , , .

Eye, peculiarities of . .

Eye and telescope . .

391
391

1

71

195

Facts versus Fallacies ... 23
Fartliest Nortli ... 453
Fickle mistress .... 81
Field's parallel ruler . . 112.113,498
Fiudlay's China .... 2

,, Indian Archipelago . 2

,, Indian Ocean ... 2

,, Lighthouses and Fog-signals 1

„ North and South Atlantic . 2
Pacific ... 2

First meridian .... 452
Fisher, Rev. G. . . . 458
Fitiroy, Admiral, Founder of British

Meteorological Office . . 234, 237
Fitzroys, Admiral, rules . . . 257
Five L's . . . . 167

Fixes with Station Pointer, good or bad 145,

146, 147

Fixing Factors, Fry's Table of . . 165
Fixing in mid-ocean . . . 526
Fixing ship, diagrams . . 139-164

Fixing the ship, Laughton on . 165, 166

Flammarion & Gore's I'opular Astronomy 2

Flarasteed's Lunar Tables . . 759
Flinder's bar . . . 598
Flinder'sbar. dutyof . . 688,590
Flow and Ebb, and Rise and Fall . 285
Flying shots .... 413

Fog .... . 304

,, Anchoring in . . . 307

,, Detection of ice in . . i 309

,, does not affect compass . . 24

„ drift 305

,, High speed in . . • 307

,, Navigation, coastal, in . • 306

TAOS
Fog Signals . . . . 1, 308
Folly of working to seconds of arc 317, 318, 470
Fomalhaut .... 365, 363
Forces and motions, their composition and

resolution . . . 703
Forces, parallelogram of

.

. 703-706
Forecasting weather, difficulties of . 235, 245
Forenoon jind afternoon sights disagree . 92
Four-point bearing . . . 683, 684
Friend, Lieut., R.N. . . .119
Fry's fix ... . 158, 161
Fry's fixing factors, table of . . 165

Gain or loss of a day . . 403,405
Ganot's Popular Natural Philosophy . 274
Gemini, Castor, and Pollux . . 327
Geodetic latitude ... 10
Geographical change of place, effect on

soft iron . .

Geogi-apliical mile
Geographical poles
" (jennunic" (s.s.), lightning affects

Compass . . . .32
Geometry useful in using Station Pointer
Giant telescopes .

Giberne, Agnes. The Romance of th

Mighty Deep
Gilder. Colonel
Gill. Mrs., at Ascension .

Globe, use of, in Great Circle Sailing

Goniograph, Pott's

Gospel according to Lecky .

Graduated circles . .

Gravitation ....
Gravitation, universal . .

Gravitational attraction .

Gray, of Liverpool
Gre:it Bear . . 345, 346,

Great Britain, tidal wave round .

Great Circles....
,, Celestial and terrestrial

Sailing . . 336,

,, ,, Charts

,, on Mercator charts

,, dist.'inoes. how to find

,,
determined on globe

,,
courses from liurdwood"sand

A. B.C. Tables 659, 660,

,,
course constantly changing

,, gives the shortest distauce

,, Bergen. Captiin C, on 655,

,,
Occasional advantages of

,, Windward .

Greek letters for stars

Greely. Lieut., U.S A. .

Greenwich data, importance of

Greenwich Observatory .

Greenwich time, correct

Greenwich time, hold on to

Griffin's Nautical Series . . 2

Goodwin. H.B., R.N. 1, 2, 123, 133, 497, 751

Ground log .... 179

Guyou, M.E., Captain, on Lnuars . 759

Gyroscope .... 389

162,

383,

33
141

200

2
579
321
653
153
757
155
274
390

8

12
390
292
337
653
653
657
653
662
653

662
653
654
657
656
655
326
453
404
759
463
404
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8
8

198
398
378
95

80-89

82
64

PAQI
Hack wiilch ... 47, 48, 371

Hallucinatious .... 472
Hainel..... 356
Uanisli nud Zehayir Islands . . 94

Harbour marks for compass adjustment 616-620

Harbour plans .... 99

., ,, Longitude scale 103
Hard nuts to cr.ick . . 400
Harmonic .inaljsi.s, ti.Ie.i . . 2(54

Harpoon log . . . 180, 181

Harrison, Jnliu . . . 456

Uartnup's Temperature L.in'S on Chrono-
meters ... 49, 50, 463

Haughton, llev. Samuel, on tides . 284

Havre tides .... 290

Heat, light, anil sound, waves of . 278

He.ive of sea and leeway . 1164

Heavens, study of . . . 834

Heeling error.... 224

„ ,, varies with latitude 61,601,
610-613, 719, 720

Height of eye and sea horizon

High Pressures

Himalayan I'aradoz

Himalayas ....
Hiuged binoculars . ,

Hippnrchus ....
Honolulu, uxpeditiou to .

Hood, Capt W.U,, Ued Se.i Refraction

Horizon, Artiflcinl

,, „ liirectiou.s for use

,, ,, (jlass roof

,, ,, Items to be remembered B6
Law of . . 80

,, ,, Mercury, how to clean 83

,, ,, Mosquitoes and sandlliea 85

,, ,,
Ol'siM valion spot, selection

of . . .85
,, ,, OKserviug power of 88

,, ,, liaperon . . 6-

,, „ Uequisiteslo take on shore 88
nevertiil of roof . 553

,, ,, for sea use . 89

,, „ Telescope screoD prefer-

alile to the index or
horizon shades . 86, 87

,, ,,
I'se in rating Chrono-

meters . . 82
Horizon, Sea . .89, 95

„ „ and Mood . , ,92
,, ,, Disagreement lietween fore-

,, ,, noun and afternoon sights 92

,, ,, Displncement . . 90

„ „ Klfvaiion and ilejiression of 02

,, ,, in fof.'gy weather . 89, 90

,, ,, Kore and back observations 90

„ ,, Oreat caiiticin necessary In

nnvigation . . 95

„ „ Height of eye . . 89

I, ,, KiU'lergarteii teaching . 91

„ „ Ued Sea ami i'ursiaa liulf

exporiencies . 94

,, ,, tirfractioD, abnormal . 94. 95

„ „ lUper on . . 81, 82, 90

,, „ a fickle mistress . . 81

,, ,, refr.iclinn . . 01

,, ,, Kingulai error of , 90

Uoriion, Sea, KuD below, when Tiaibls . 91

36

Horizon, S«a, Where to observe in clear

or in misty weather
Horizons, sensible and rational

Horizontal Dnn;^er angle

.

. 61*7

Hopkins' depolarizing patent
Horn protractor . . . 114,115
Hour angle . 129. 399, 466, 532

,, and altitude when body is on
Prime Vertical . . 467

and Azimuth . . 466, 530
Check against mistake in naming 129
Star's .
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James's, S. H., submarine seutiy •
Japan, depth of sea off . ,

Jeati's Navigation
John Davis, tl.o navigator
Johnson, A. C, on latitude and longitude

in cloudy weather

,, double altitude problem, 470,

,, and Lrcky's C Table 478,

,, V. Sumner
Journal, Chronometer . . .56,
Jules Verne ....
Jupiter's satellites, longitude from
Jupiter and Venus, navigational planets, 343

,, Venus, and Sun, for latitude and
longitude . •

PAOB
ew Observatory Chronometers . 65

,, ,, Magnetic . . 24

,, „ National Physical T^abor-

atory Barometers 233
41ri ,, ,, Records . . 461

816 .. ,1 Sextants . . 78
Kiffa Borealis.... 354

1 Kindergarten nautical . , . 319

504 ., teaching . . 91

479 Kitchen poker experiments ; . 583

511 Knorre's, Karl, Professor . . 554

;^ 59 Know your own ship: Walton . . 2
335 Knot and mile ... 4

454 „ Me,an length . • ; 6

344 ,, Variability in length . . 6
Kosa, Lieut .... 95
Krakatoa, great eruption of . . 267
Kronstadt, Compass adjustment at , 620

Kauffmann, Gerard ... 96
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Line of IwariDg . . . 499

,, ,, Sunnier liuea . 495

,, orcoliiin.itioii ... 73

„ of position . . . .492
I.itlle Bekr .... 345, iS3
Litileli«le». G. W. . . 2
Liverpool Olncrratory . M
Loading in fresh and salt na'.ei . 313

Local attraction ... 5'<2

„ ,, anil deviation . 116

r/)ckcF.s, wheelliouse, danger to comp.ia9 027

Lockwood. Lieut., U.S.A. . 45$

Log, coniinou, not reliable in high
spceil . . .177

„ Dutchman's . . .182
,, glass, a use of . . . i&6

„ Ground . . . .179
,, line.*, deck marks for measuring . 186

„ ,, to be marked when stretched

and wet . . 186

„ <: Paddle wheels . . 1S2

„ Patent . . 178382
„ Clierub ... 179

„ „ defects . . 178180
,, Electrical. . 182

., Harpoon . . 180181
,, Oding ... 180

,, Petfs, Frank . 181

,, Taffrail ... 179

, Walker's .180
liOgan, U.W., Lieut., U.S. N., on Sumocr £04
lx>garitlim< to 5 figures . . 471
Loglraok, Meteorological . . 238
(x)g Sine square .... 471

Longitude hy chronometer . . 452

„ Hnw delined and measured . 452

,,
DifTcrences of, bow determined
on shore . 463

„ Difl'ercnccaof,howdeterniined
at sea ... 465

„ from observations ou or near
Prime Vertical . 467

,, and Right Ascension . 329, 399
01iseiv;itory metlioils . 464

„ Rule for naming . . 464

,, Proper lime to Uike sights for 465

,, from Sumner lines 4'.'4

value in dillereut latitudes 453
Longitudes by electric telegraph an<

ftuliraariue cables,

liord Dunraveu on l.uuars

Ix>is or gaiu of a day . 403,

Low altituden

Low latitui'.es, barometer in .

Lubb«r line

Lucifer
Lunar metho<li

iiulsites
'.'. T^des

Lunars. . 456,467,463,

,, and Cliroiiometers

,, Cali'idations

„ fondomned .

„ points in ronnection with

,, f^exLint errors

,, Stubliorn facLi on

,, Sun
Lyra and Vega
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number of new Ports and other useful inlormation. A special chapter
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Second Edition. Revised. Royal 4to, Price 15s. net.

GENERAL UTILITY TABLES.

For the quick solution of many everyday Problems in Navigation
;

more especially the Azimuth of Sun, Moon, Planets and Stars

;

Great Circle Sailing and Composite Sailing.

By S. T. S. LECKY. Master Mariner.

The Tables will also be found very convenient as auxiliaries in rotinection

ivith Double and Simultaneous Altitudes by A. C. Johnson s famous method.

"Captain Lecky has laid his brethren under another obligation by the publication

of this book. These Tables originally appeared in ' Wrinkles,' but in this work they are

extended, re-arranged, and provided with explanations which should go far to help the

candidate through his examination for the ' Extra Board of Trade certificate. Unlike any
other azimuth tables, these of Lecky will work azimuths for any declination, altitude, or

hour angle. Their use does not involve any mathematical knowledge. These tables

can do anything for the navigator but talk, and all should have a copy."

—

Liverpool Journal of Commerce.

"Captain Lecky, the author of 'Wrinkles in Practical Navigation,' a copy of which
is found on board every British, American, and Argentine war vessel, has just sent to a
friend here a copy of his ' General Utility Tables,' which are reported on here by very

competent navigators as by far the best thing ever brought out.

"Our maritime reporter thus expresses himself :— Please put the Tables to any test

you like, and I venture to say they will come out of the ordeal in the most triumphant

manner. I will briefly explain what I claim for them :
— In the matter of Sun Azimuths

they greatly excel both Burdwood and Davis combined. Their range of latitude is 60°

—

these are 65° ; their range of declination is 23°—these are 65° ; with them Azimuth is not

given for altitudes above 60°, whilst these give them for any .Altitude and any Hour Angle.

Next : these Tables give the azimuth of all the navigational Stars, and, of course, include

the Moon and Planets. Next : these Tables can be used with the most perfect ease foi

practicable cases of Great Circle Sailing, also for many other useful and interestinp

problems.
"In view of this very favourable report from a very competent and practical

navigator, we recommend all our subscribing navigators to secure a copy before the issue

is exhausted.' —The TIMES of Argentina.

LONDON: GEORGE PHILIP & SON, Ltd., 32 FLEET STREET, E.G.

LIVERPOOL: PHILIP, SON & NEPHEW, Ltd. .0 CHURCH STREET.



WRINKLES
IN

Practical Navigation,
]W CAl'TALN S. T. S. LECKV.

Soon after publication this work was supplied to the vessels of the United

States Navy, by order of the Bureau of Navigation, Washington. D C. ; and by

Admiralty order it was subsequently supplied to vessels of the Royal Navy. It

has been adopted by the Trinity House of London, and by many of the large

ship owning companies of England.

OIMMOXS OF THE PRESS ON" PREVIOUS KDITIONS.

"'Wrinkles,' what a misnomer ! Why the book is far more calculated to remove them than to

pucker the face of the reailcr. Here you have a real comfort to the seaman ; many a knotty point of

his profession put before hiui in a readable form, so that, so far from being worricil, he is inclinetl, like

Sam Weller over his love-letter, to wish 'there was more.' The author disclaims any literary merit in

his book on the score of roughing it at sea since the age of thirteen ; but he miglit have left this to the

critic to find out, for .assurcUy few more useful, practical, and well-written additions to the sailor's

library have appeared for many a long year than the ' Wrinkles' now l)eforc us. No officer in the Mcr

cantile Marine, or rather no merchant ship, should s,ail without this volume on lx>ard. The amount of

instruction lo be derived from it would surprise, and plc-isurably surprise, most seamen. We hope
' Wrinkles' will soon come into general demand, and indeed it should be made a text-book on lx)ar.i

the Conway and IVoixesler without loss of time."

—

Celliiirn's Unite.i Service Magatint.

" One of the wisest of modern aphorisms is the dictum that ' Every man is a debtor lo his pro-

fession ;' and in the present volume CapLiin Ix:cky has paid what we hope is not his last instalmeol.

" We may say at once that this is an admirable book *-

"The author, like a good workman, starts with a review of his tools (books and instruments), and

pithily observes :— 'There are so many works on navigation that any one so disposed inifiht e.isily con-

vert liis cabin into a book closet, leaving no room to stow aw.iy himself and wardrobe.' lie gives a list

of 1 6 books, costing .aln)Ut /^8

"Chapter XV. is devoted to what the author calls ' Wealherolog)',' and we think it one of the t>est

in the book. As might Iw expected, the author thinks that the best system of all is constant watchful,

ness.
" In taking leave of this valuable Iwok, the reviewer has to say, in conclusion, that

should it be his fate again to plough the waters for a livelihood, he shall certainly add to his library

'Captain Lecky's Wrinkles in rraclic\l Navigation,' even at the risk of ' leavmg no room to stow awa>

himself and wardrol>e.' "

—

Minanliit Marine Mrvui AssotiiUion KEPOK / EK.

"Captain Lecky devotes his iKxik to practical Navig.ition. He has dedicated his work to Sir

TlK.m.is Urassey, in memory of having had a place in the .Smh/'Cu/m during a portion of her adventuroui

voyage. The author tells us that the Ixiok has liecn prepared for comi>aratively young nicmWrs of thi-

profession, and that 'one of the leading objects has l«en lo elucidate in plain Knglish some of tho-

•

miportant elementary principles which the savatili have envelopctl in such .i haze of m\ stety as to rendci

pursuit ho|>eless to any but a skilled mathematician.' That Giptain I-ccky has performetl this task care

fully and elTeciiially will b.: .-idmitlcd by all who are com|>ctcnt to consult and to give an opinion on hi4

pages. In the ap|>endix will l>e found some pretty formuLe for correcting the rate of a marine chron'i-

meter, with examples to be worked out ; also a table of corrections due to changes of iem|i«r.iturc : s<ime

infunnation respecting what is known as the ' heeling error' in the compasse.* of iron ships, and other

GEORGE PHILIP & SON, Ltd., 32 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

PHILIP, SOS * NEPHEW, Ltd, to CHUKCH STREET, LIVERPOOU

J
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mportant matters. Captain Lecky's work does not aim at novel theories or recondite disquisitions on
questions of navigation ; but it is a practical and useful production, and as such will, we have no doubt,

be appreciated by those for whom it is intended."

—

Shipping and Mercantile Gatette.

"A pleasant feature in the work is that, written in homely language, thoroughly familiar to the

nautical ear, it is never too learned. None of the * Wrinkles ' are surrounded by that husk of mathema-
tical mystery with which some of our modern savanti love to shroud the infonuation they are seeming
to give, and puzzle rather than instruct their readers

"The entire work is so well worthy of attention that it seems unfair to especialise any particular

chapter. We should advise sailors to thoroughly study the whole book, from the Preface to Appendix
D."

—

British Merchant ServiceJournal.

" The author of this work states in his preface that ' the particular aim of the treatise is to furnish

seamen with thoroughly practical hints, such as are not found in the ordinary works on Navigation,'

and he has stuck to his text. The work abounds in excellent and sound advice on every sul>ject and
science with which a navigator should be acquainted ; and in discussing instruments, books, and
methods, ihougli there are no novelties, there is much practical information that will be serviceable alike

to old and young."

—

Nautical Magazine.

" The great charm of tlie work is that the author does not ascend to what some term the scientific
;

he is never too learned, but has well carried out the task he sets himself in the preface.
" In a ple.tsant, attractive, and sailor-like style he deals with what Captain Bedford, in the ' Sailor's

Pocket Book,' so well terms 'the important simplicities' of navigation. The mariner's compass, the

sextant, chronometer, chart, dividers, parallel rulers, log and lead, station pointer, barometer and ther-

mometer, are each in turn treated upon, and valuable ' wrinkles ' with regard to their manipulation and
individual peculiarities are given to the public.

"These 'wrinkles' are the result of the observations of a sailor who has not only gone to sea with
his eyes open, but who also has had the industry to read and weigh the opinions of others.

"The student of 'Wrinkles' will not only derive advantage from the experience of its observant

author, but he will also find himself introduced to the best men and works connected with the instru-

ments and sulijects treated upon. Numerous examples and illustrations illuminate the ordinary letter-

press."— United Se>-ziice Gazette.

" Nautic.ll works are almost as ' plentiful as blackberries,' and it is rather difficult for an author in

these days to bring anything before the public in the nautical way which has not already appeared in

print. Captain Lecky has, however, proved that there is no rule without an exception, for his ' Wrinkles'
in Practical Navigation is quite an exception to the general run of instructive books on navigation, for

he takes tlie sailor from the 'cradle to the grave,' and tells him what to do when he first leaves the

former until he finishes his education. The information conveyed in ' Wrinkles ' is told in a thoroughly
readable way, and put in a form at once concise and intelligible ; and however full the seaman's library

may be, we are sure that he cannot do better than find space on his book-shelf for ' Wrinkles in Practical

Navigation.' "

—

Hunt's Yachting Magazine.

" Captain Lecky's ' Wrinkles' may be accepted with confidence ; the vast amount of matter which
the work contains is astonishing, but, after a careful perusal, competent readers will, we think, admit
that not a single page has been penned in vain.

" The most ancient of mariners can, we believe, obtain from Captain Lecky's work a large supply
of useful '\\'t\n\des.' "—Army and Navy Gazette.

" A valuable addition to the science of practical navigation is the work under the above title by
Captain Lecky of the American Steamship Line. Captain Lecky's announced purpose in the prepara-
tion of this volume ' is to furnish seamen with thoroughly practical hints, such as are not found in the
ordinary works on navigation,' and he has accomplished this in a large degree, not the least valuable
feature of his production being in numerous illustrations and diagrams, which ought to make their sub-

jects clear to the dullest mind. The appearance of such a work on navigation should lie warml)
welcomed by seamen, whose arduous vocation generally prevents them from giving much thought or

lime to investigations other than those which lie near the surface of things.
" But the general public, as well as navigators, have much to learn from Captain Lecky's ' Wrinkles.'

The author conclusively demolishes the theory that in approaching icebergs thermometric tests of the
water can be confidently relied on to reveal through darkness or fog the proximity of these floating

dangers. He also throws out some valualjle hints on fog navigation, and forcibly overthrows the plea
for high speed in fogs, es]iecially when near land, and trusting to that 'stupid old pilot—dead reckon-
ing.' To the general reader his chapter on 'Weatherclogy ' will present peculiar attractions. Captain
Lecky has evidently been a keen weather observer at sea, and has informed himself of most that has been
advanced by modern meteorologists on the ' law of storms.' It is to be regretted, however, both for

science and seamanship, that he seems to underrate the benefits the navigator has derived, or is likely to
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derive, frnm concerted metcorulogical observations on the ocean. ' If,' he sa)'s, ' conceited action avaiU

;o little, what chance has an isolated indi%-iUual, such as the commander of a ship, who has nothing to

guide him but his own local observations, of satisf)-ing himself as to the weather be may expect for even

a single coming day f Captain Lecky overlooks the fact that, as yet no • concerted action' for inves-

tigation of ocean meteorology at all commensurate wiih the magnitude of the maiine storm-field has ever

lieen taken ; and, unhappily, while giving his nautical brethren minute instructions as to almost every-

thing that concerns them to know or to do, he omits to spur them up to the work of co-operating in the

great modern international scheme of marine weaiher-rese.'\rch, designed to supply the very l.ick he seem-

ingly deplores. If Captain Lecky and half the commanders of the merchant marine, who will read

his book with eager interest, would enter heartily on this observational work, and contribute their simul-

taneous ocean weather reports to the signal service, the results deduced from such co-0|Teration might
hasten that better day he hopes for, in which the seaman will not have to depend solely U[ion his own
individual weather experience, but will go on his ocean course having his way, so to speak, 'blazed'

through the winds and latitudes and longitudes, and will be in possession of knowledge by which be

can, in a large degree, forecast tomorrow's 'probabilities.'"—/V/i/iV Ltd^tr ami Daily Tramcrift,
rhiiOiielphia.

"A pr.ictical and direct help to merchant captains will be found in a work lately published by

Messrs. George Philip & .Son, of Fleet Street, London. The author. Captain S. T. S. Lecky, K-N R.,

is well known in the mercantile marine as a careful, clever, and scientific navigator, and he has brought

a large amount of his knowledge and practical ability to bear upon the present publication. The aim of

the author has evidently been to convey, in simple language, thoroughly practical hints, and he has con-

densed, in a clear, succinct style, the teachings of standard works and the results of his own experience

into a handy and clever work. The author slates in his preface that 'The volume contains but little

that is cLiimed as strictly original ; it is basc<l upon life-long observation, matter gleaned from the works
of men of repute, and iiiforni.ilion derived from intercourse wiih shipmasters and the cloth generally.'

—

Notwithstanding this modest preface. Captain Lecky has thrown out some valuable hints, and h.-is given

his information in a ver)' sensible form. This is particularly applicable to his selection of books neces-

sary Uf reference and guidance, and his list of imlispensable nautical instruments of navigation. The
Chapter on the ' Mariner's Compass' contains a large amount of useful information, and will be re.id

with interest by all pr.-ictical navigators. Mis remarks on the marine chronometer, the sextant, and the

artificial and sea-horiions, form the subjects of three very able chapters, and will well repay careful

perus.il. This applies also to his observations on the use of instrunicnis, their adjustment, and compar-
ative value, and, although there is little that is novel, his 'wrinkles' are given in a sailor-like and
concise form. The a.stronoinical portion of the volume is all good and practical, and such as all who
have charge of life ami property at sea shoiiM have a knowledge of. Especially clear and concise are

his rem.arks on ' Latitutle by meridian altitude,' and his ' Longitude by chronometer.' while those

chapters devoted to the subjects of 'shaping a course,' and 'The danger angle and correct determina-

tion of distance from land,' will commend Inemselves to all practical and enqoiring minds.

"The author has collected some useful notes on tides, currents, waves and breakers, which should

be of much service to those interested in such physical phenomena.
" The IxKik is well printed, and contains 70 or 80 illustrations, including some carefully executed

physical maps."— 'Ike Englishman, Calcutta.

" This work is certainly the very best of its class ever em.inating from a practical seaman, and to lU

it W.1S a real source of plcisure to read it through, as we did from prefix to appendix. Captain Lecky
h.is written in a charming, ofT-hand style, and uom the start captures his reader and leads him on in deep
interest through the thirty-three chapters ol his work. lie m.ikesthestudy of navigation a re.tl pleasure,

(

and as attractive as a romance, yet full, practical, and correct. We claim to know somcihing of ' naviga- I

tion wrinkles,' but Giptain Lecky has quickly and tersely taught us how little we really did know. lie

is not only a keen observer, but has cleverly adapted the good opinions of others, and blended them so

adroitly with those of his own, which arc ri|>cned with experience, that the work stands u ithout a pcei

in the literature of things pertaining to (he science of navigation. There is no work th.it we know of thai

we can so urgently recommend to tne practical n.ivigator as this one. It is a library in itself. It is the

w.irk of a true sailor, and one whom we must esteem very highlv for his superior talents and attainments.

No work of its class ever received higher commendation from the British press than ' Wrinkles' h.is, and
deservedly so. It is a work that can l>e undcrstixxl by the professional mariner of any grade, and lieing

devoid of the 'wholly loo learned,' is suited to all degrees of progress in the study of n.ivigation ; and even

the oldest master mariner can learn from its p.iges ver)' much Inat is valuable, while to the ' youn;;ster'

it is invaluable. We ho|>e our shipmasters will secure a copy of this work, and we feel assured that thejr

will thank us for |>ointing out its existence and merit.s. Captain Lecky is now in command of one of the

.American Line steamers, and hence he is well |>osted in the .\llantic trade, and was in Sir Thcmai
l>rai«ey's famous yacht Miii/tam, in her cruise around the world. We congratulate the captain upon

the results of his laliours, and he certainly deserves the thanks of his brethren everywhere."

—

7it

XaHita.' Cauftt {Nevi Vork).
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